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Announcements and News

• Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will be discontinuing
technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of Broadcom’s
support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement
provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means that CSM will no longer be enhanced and
maintenance and technical support, including self-service support, will be discontinued effective June 30, 2023. For full
details, see the End of Life Announcement.

• Security Advisories: Security and Integrity Maintenance
Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. This
maintenance lets you quickly identify security or integrity maintenance among all published maintenance.
– With each Security or Integrity fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include additional

details and context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector
String, the affected components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service
information and an email subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

– To apply Security and Integrity fixes and sign up for our vulnerability subscription service, see Maintain Security and
Integrity Fixes documentation. To review vulnerabilities, see Broadcom’s Security Advisories portal.

• Mainframe Technical Exchange: October 4-6, 2022
Save the date! We're bringing virtual technical education sessions, product demos, ideation discussions, and product
roadmaps directly to you. Join us for this no-cost educational event and connect with peers and experts from across
the globe. Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.
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Release Notes
These Release Notes include new capability descriptions, installation considerations, and third-party software release
notices.

Product Overview

CSM Software Manager (CSM) is an application that simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe
products on z/OS systems. As products adopt the CSM services, you can acquire, install, maintain, deploy, and configure
your products in a common way according to industry best practices.

The CSM services simplify acquiring, installing, deploying, and configuring products. These services also make obtaining
and applying corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-based interface enables you to install and maintain
your products faster and with less chance of error.

NOTE
CSM is provided free to licensees of any Broadcom mainframe z/OS product who are active on maintenance.
CSM is provided under the same licensing terms that apply for the Broadcom product. Thereafter, you also
receive free CSM maintenance during your maintenance contract for the related Broadcom mainframe product.

For more information, see this introductory video.

New Features
Review the following new features:

Passphrase Enablement

CSM supports passwords or passphrases up to 63 characters. Apply PTF SO00335 -  CSM 6.0 CUMULATIVE
MAINTENANCE SHIPMENT – 150 or SO00452 - CSM 6.1 CUMULATIVE MAINTENANCE SHIPMENT – 91.

Multi-Factor Authentication

You can now enable Multi-Factor Authentication. Multi-Factor Authentication allows only authorized users to have access
to confidential data. Once Multi-Factor Authentication is enabled, ensure that the password field in the login dialog
contains both a password and a one-time token.

TIP

Contact your security administrator for details about the user's password and one-time token combination. If
Multi-Factor Authentication is not active in ESM for a specific user, use your standard login with password only.

Before configuring Multi-Factor Authentication, be sure to set up PassTickets. You can configure Multi-Factor
Authentication for ACF2, and Top Secret. Currently Broadcom does not provide support for CSM Multi-Factor
Authentication on IBM RACF.

NOTE

Once you enable Multi-Factor Authentication, Configuration and Deployment functionalities are disabled.
No user can start configuration and deployment regardless of Multi-Factor Authentication authorization. The
Configuration, Deployment, and System Registry tabs disappear from the menu bar.

For more information about configuring Multi-Factor Authentication, see Configure Multi-Factor Authentication.
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Product Configuration without Deployment

CSM now lets you configure products without the need to deploy them first. You can still configure a product from a
configurable deployment, and configure a product that is installed in an SMP/E environment.

In addition, you can now configure products to a staging system.

NOTE

For more information about configuring products, see Configuring Products .

SMP/E Environments Tab Reworked

The SMP/E Environments tab was reworked to let you navigate through your SMP/E environments easier and faster, and
improve your overall user experience.

Expanding an SMP/E environment in the tree on the left now shows entries for zone sets and for installed products.

• Click Zone Sets to display zone sets in the SMP/E environment.
• Click Installed Products to display a list of products that are installed in the SMP/E environment.

Clicking an SMP/E environment in the tree on the left or from the list of SMP/E environments on the right opens the
SMP/E Environment Information page. From this page, you can further navigate to the other tabs to review the following
information:

• Zone sets within the SMP/E environment
• Products that are installed in the SMP/E environment
• Maintenance available for the installed products
• Pending product installations for the SMP/E environment
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NOTE

For more information about the restructuring, visit the SMP/E Environments tab in CSM.

Managing Multiple Zones in an SMP/E Environment

CSM now lets you filter target zones in a multizone SMP/E environment and organize them in zone sets.

You can maintain (applying regular, Broadcom Recommended Service (CARS), or FIXCAT (fix category) maintenance),
configure, and deploy products that are installed in a zone set. Doing so increases your productivity as you work with a
subset of zones from the SMP/E environment.

NOTE

For more information about the zone sets, see the online help.

Automatic Maintenance Update

CSM now lets you schedule an automatic maintenance update for all or some products that are installed in an SMP/
E environment. You can select only to download maintenance regularly, or download maintenance and receive it into
the global zone of the SMP/E environment. Doing so helps you maintain products that are installed in your SMP/E
environments easier and faster, and always have the latest maintenance in place.
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NOTE

For more information about the automatic maintenance update, see Configure CSM to Perform Automatic
Maintenance Update.

New Maintenance Wizards

CSM now lets you manage product maintenance in a unified and simplified manner with wizards. Use wizards for
processing regular maintenance, Broadcom Recommended Service (CARS) maintenance, or FIXCAT (fix category)
maintenance, and tailor the maintenance processing to fit your needs. For example, you can switch between online and
offline mode, or you can run APPLY CHECK first.
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NOTE

For more information about managing product maintenance, see Maintaining Products.

Generation of a Flat File

CSM now lets you generate a flat file. The flat file is a file that comprises multiple maintenance packages and their
prerequisites that you want to receive in or apply to a specific SMP/E environment.

This feature helps you save time and effort if you want to apply maintenance to your products without using CSM. This
feature is useful if you have your own procedures for applying maintenance on your site, or want to receive or apply the
maintenance on a system where CSM is not installed. You do not have to copy all maintenance packages one by one, nor
you do not have to search for the prerequisite packages. Instead, you generate a flat file and copy it to the system where
you want to receive or apply the maintenance.

NOTE

For more information about the generation of the flat file, see the online help.

Enhancements to Existing Features
Review the following enhancements to existing features:

Datacom/MSM Version 14.0

CSM now incorporates Datacom/MSM Version 14.0, which replaces Datacom/MSM Version 12.0.

Datacom/MSM Version 14.0 includes new features and enhancements to lower your Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) and
assist your daily tasks. For example, it provides additional performance enhancements, including the Simplify feature. The
Simplify feature forces the Multi-User Facility (MUF) to always be enabled and actively connect all DBUTLTY functions
with the MUF.

• CSM now requires that the CXX name be unique.
• The CXX name is now a required node name for all Datacom/MSM database data sets. For example:
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CAI.NEWHLQ.CXX?NAME

The CSM installer replaces the symbolic names with the names that you provide in the
MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties file.

• CSM no longer requires a Datacom/MSM SVC.
• A new Program Call (PC) routine, DBPCCPR, was built to support MUF requirements. CAIRIM installs DBPCCPR

during the IPL process, or later.

MUF Startup Changes

• The FORCE_SVC startup option is no longer needed. If specified, a message occurs indicating it is obsolete and
ignored. Remove this option.

• The MUFMSG startup option defaults to the following settings:
MUFMSG YES,NO,NO

It does not display the SVC number of 000. You can set it to YES if there are message interception routines that skip
over the message prefix which is based on an expected size.

Message Changes

• DB00249I: the message reflecting fields of the DBSIDPR being used no longer prints the SUBID keyword and now
prints 'PC=value' of either PROD or TEST. For example:
DB00249I - DBSIDPR 2010/09/14 10.19 SVC=000 TOGROUP=DBDVM0 CCISYS= PC=PROD

• DB00201I: the part 'SVC=nn' is removed.

NOTE

For more information about Datacom/MSM Version 14.0, see the Datacom/AD Version 14.0 Release Notes.

Single Signon with CSM

If you use CSM, you can now log in to CSM without re-entering your credentials. To be able to do so, configure your
system to support PassTickets.

NOTE

For more information, first see Preparing for Installation and then proceed to Installing or Upgrading.

Adding External Packages from Any FTP Location

CSM now lets you add an external installation package and an external maintenance package from any Broadcom FTP
server or your FTP server. This feature gives you more flexibility in adding external packages to your system.
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NOTE

For more information about adding external packages, see the online help.

Identifying ZAPs in Maintenance Wizards

CSM now identifies ZAP packages among maintenance packages that you selected for processing, and check them
for duplication. If more than one ZAP package updating the same product module is detected, CSM excludes it from
processing together with any package that is dependent on it. The excluded ZAPs and related packages are listed on the
Summary step of a maintenance wizard. This enhancement streamlines and clarifies the maintenance processing for you.
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NOTE

For more information about managing product maintenance, see Maintaining Products.

Applying CARS Maintenance to Multiple SMP/E Environments

CSM now lets you apply CARS maintenance to multiple SMP/E environments at once. This enhancement helps you save
time when applying maintenance to your products, especially when you have products that are installed in many SMP/E
environments.

NOTE

For more information about applying CARS maintenance to multiple SMP/E environments, see the online help.
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Rejecting Received but not Applied Maintenance

When you apply regular, FIXCAT, or CARS maintenance using a corresponding wizard, CSM lets you reject the
maintenance that was received but not applied during the wizard execution. This enhancement ensures that your SMP/E
environments do not contain unneeded maintenance.

NOTE

For more information about the rejecting of maintenance, see the online help.

Deploying Products from Uncataloged Target Libraries

CSM now lets you deploy products from uncataloged target libraries. This enhancement provides you with more flexibility
in selecting source data sets for product deployment.

NOTE

For more information about deploying products, see the online help.

Selecting Zones to Deploy Products from in the Deployment Wizard

During product deployment, you can now adjust the selection of the SMP/E environment zones from where the product
will be deployed. Adjusting the zone selection helps you locate and filter products and product features that you want to
deploy faster.
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NOTE

For more information about deploying products, see the online help

Secure FTP Deployment

CSM now lets you deploy products to remote systems using FTP over TLS (Transport Layer Security). This enhancement
allows for data to be exchanged in a secure and encrypted manner.
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NOTE

For more information about secure FTP deployment, see Set Up a Secure FTP Connection for Deployment.

Configuration Import

During product configuration, you can now import configuration settings, system settings, and variable values from a
previous configuration for the configured product. Also, you can additionally delete the previous configuration. This
enhancement can save you time when creating configurations or addressing failures in configuration implementation.

NOTE

For more information about importing configuration settings and variable values, see Import Configuration
Variables and the online help.

Report on All SMP/E Environment Zones

CSM now lets you generate a report for your SMP/E environments using the LIST ALLZONES command. This report
provides information from the SMP/E environment global zone and all of the target and distribution zones that the
ZONEINDEX subentries define. This enhancement helps you obtain information about your SMP/E environments faster
and easier.
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NOTE

For more information about generating the report, see the online help.

New Link on the Software Status Tab

A new link, Product Documentation Wiki, was added to the Quick Actions section on the Software Status tab. This link
opens the wiki page for the CSM user documentation.

Renamed Link on the Software Status Tab

The CSM Resource Center link in the Quick Actions section on the Software Status tab was renamed. The link is now
named Video Tutorials. This link opens the web page with video tutorials for CSM that can help you go through main
business processes in CSM.
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New Documentation

We added the following resources:

• Quick Start Reference
• Troubleshooting
• Installation Checklist
• Upgrade CSM: Checklist for a Multiple File System
• Administering the CSM Database
• Configuring Products
• Managing Tasks

Discontinued Features and Deliverables
Review the following removed features:

CARS Automatic Update for an SMP/E Environment

The feature for scheduling automatic Broadcom Recommended Service (CARS) maintenance updates for an SMP/E
environment is no longer supported. The buttons Set Automatic Update and Clear Automatic Update were removed from
the SMP/E Information page of the SMP/E Environments tab. The Set Automatic Update link was removed from the SMP/
E Environments tab.

Now, you can use the Automatic Maintenance Update feature to schedule automatic maintenance update for all or some
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.

If you had automatic CARS maintenance updates scheduled and you have upgraded CSM from an earlier version to
Version 6.0, these schedules are not preserved in CSM after the upgrade. Use the Automatic Maintenance Update
feature to schedule automatic updates as in the previous version, or to schedule more granular and product-specific
maintenance updates.
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NOTE

For more information about the automatic maintenance update, see Configuring CSM to Perform Automatic
Maintenance Update.

Maintenance Action Links

The links Apply GROUPEXTEND and Install were removed from the Maintenance page of the SMP/E Environments tab.
The link Install was removed from the Maintenance Packages page on the Product tab.

Now, you can use the new Apply link to manage product maintenance.

NOTE

For more information about managing product maintenance, see Maintaining Products.

HTTP Proxy Settings

The HTTP settings are not configured in the PASADVOP data set anymore. The information about advanced HTTP
settings was removed from the System Settings, Software Acquisition page on the Settings tab.

NOTE

For more information about configuring HTTP proxy settings, see Configuring FTP and HTTP Connections.

Installation Status Tab

The Installation Status tab was removed from the Maintenance Package Details dialog that opens for a maintenance
package.

You can review maintenance packages and their installation status, as well as perform available actions on the packages:

• At the release level—from the Products tab
• At the SMP/E environment level—from the SMP/E Environments tab, the Maintenance page

NOTE

For more information about managing product maintenance, see Maintaining Products.

Installation Considerations
You can install CSM Version 6.0 as a new installation of CSM, or upgrade from Release 5.1, Version 5.0, or Release 4.1.

WARNING
Before installing CSM Version 6.0, review Preparing for Installation.

Review the following installation considerations:

Java Support

IBM Java 7.1 Service Refresh 3 Fix Pack 60 for z/OS or higher.

NOTE

For more information about Java requirements, see Software Requirements.

Security Permission for ACF2

If you use ACF2, define MUSASS permission for users who start CSM.
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NOTE

For more information about security requirements, see Set Up Security.

Options File Keyword Updates

Updates were made to the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties options file in the MSMSetup directory.

Added Keywords

The following keywords were added:

• Applid
Specifies a name that is used to identify Datacom Server to the Datacom/MSM application.

• PROTOCOL
Specifies the communication protocol that is used to transmit data between CSM and Datacom Server.

• TCPIP_HOST
Specifies the host name or IP address on which the Datacom Server listens for incoming TCP/IP data traffic from
CSM.

• TCPIP_PORT
Specifies the port number on which Datacom Server listens for incoming TCP/IP data traffic from CSM.

• TCPIP_CONNECT_QUEUE
Specifies the number of TCP/IP database requests from CSM that the Datacom Server can process at once.

Removed Keywords

The following keywords were removed:

• MUFName
• SVCNO
• InstallSVC
• C370linkEditDSN

Other Updates

CSM now requires that the Datacom/MSM Multi-User Facility CXX name be a unique alphanumeric value that does not
exceed seven characters. This name is defined as the CXXNAME keyword. If your site has more than one MUF running,
ensure that the MUF CXX name for CSM is different from all other MUFs.

NOTE

For more information about the option file keywords, see Review Options File Keywords

Common Components and Services and z/OS Compatibility

Due to a potential compatibility issue with Common Components and Services Version 14.0 and later and z/OS V2.1,
verify that all available maintenance for Common Components and Services is installed on your system.

NOTE

For more information about the software requirements, see Software Requirements.

Using a Volume Pool Name for the Volume Serial Number Parameters

If you use Allocate with PTF RO60802 applied, you can specify a volume pool name as a value for the volume serial
number parameters in the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties options file. The serial number parameters are:
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• CSIVOL
• TargetVOL
• DlibVOL
• RuntimeVOL
• DatabaseVOL

NOTE

For more information about the options file keywords, see Review Options File Keywords.

Install CETN600

CETN600 provides support for both the Software Deployment Service (SDS) and the Software Configuration Service
(SCS). If you want to use the SDS and SCS functions, you have to install CETN600 into your Common Components and
Services.

NOTE

For more information about downloading and installing CETN600 and general installation instruction for
Common Components and Services, see Configure SDS and SCS in CSM and Software Requirements.

Starting CSM for the First Time

The first start of CSM may take a longer amount of time than it usually does at your site. This delay occurs due to the
initial data processing. All the subsequent starts will take the usual amount of time to complete.

Known Issues

Displaying Web Interface Elements in Google Chrome

Google Chrome 32 or later may not properly display some elements of the CSM web-based interface. This is a known
Google Chrome issue. This issue does not affect CSM operation in any way.

NOTE

 For more information about supported browser versions, see Software Requirements.

Cross-Zone Requisite Checking is Not Supported

CSM does not allow for cross-zone requisite checking.

Third-Party License Agreements
To view the software license information for any of the listed components that CSM uses, click Third Party License
Acknowledgements to open the attached zip file.

• Portions of this product include software developed by Akamai Technologies, Inc.
• Portions of this product include software developed by the Apache Software Foundation, including Apache Tomcat,

Cglib 2.1.3, Commons Codec 1.3, Commons Collections 3.2.1, Commons Configuration 1.6, Commons DBCP 1.2.2,
HttpClient 4.2, Commons IO 1.4, Commons Lang 2.4, Commons Logging 1.1.1, Commons Net 3.1, Commons Pool
1.3, Jakarta ORO 2.0.8, Log4j 1.2.16, Xalan-J 2.7.1, Xerces 2.8.1, XML Commons API 1.3.04; Google, including
Google Web Toolkit 2.6.1, and Guava 14.0.1; gwt-log 3.3.1; and Spring, including Spring Framework 3.0.4.

• Portions of this product include ASM 3.2.
• Portions of this product include AspectJ 1.6.8. Eclipse Equinox AspectJ was obtained under the Eclipse Public License

v.1.0. Eclipse is distributed by Broadcom for use with this Broadcom product in unmodified, object code form, under the
Broadcom End User License Agreement. Any provisions in the Broadcom End User License Agreement that differ from
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the Eclipse Public License are offered by Broadcom alone and not by any other party. Broadcom makes the source
code for Eclipse available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/04227_6/ under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v.1.0.

• Portions of this product include software developed by Jersey project, including Jersey 1.16.
• Portions of this product include Libxslt v.1.1.28.
• Portions of this product include software developed by XMLSoft, including libxml2 2.9.0.

Product Accessibility Features
 

Broadcom is committed to making sure that all customers, regardless of ability, can successfully use its products and
supporting documentation to accomplish vital business tasks. This section outlines the accessibility features that are part
of CSM.

Product Enhancements

Vantage offers accessibility enhancements in the following areas:

• Display
• Sound
• Keyboard
• Mouse

Note:   The following information applies to Windows-based and Macintosh-based applications. Java applications run on
many host operating systems, some of which already have assistive technologies available to them. For these existing
assistive technologies to provide access to programs written in JPL, they need a bridge between themselves in their
native environments and the Java Accessibility support that is available from within the Java virtual machine (or Java
VM). This bridge has one end in the Java VM and the other on the native platform, so it will be slightly different for each
platform it bridges to. Sun is currently developing both the JPL and the Win32 sides of this bridge.

Display

To increase visibility on your computer display, you can adjust the following options:

• Font style, color, and size of items

Defines font color, size, and other visual combinations.

• Screen resolution

Defines the pixel count to enlarge objects on the screen.

• Cursor width and blink rate

Defines the cursor width or blink rate, which makes the cursor easier to find or minimize its blinking.

• Icon size

Defines the size of icons. You can make icons larger for visibility or smaller for increased screen space.

• High contrast schemes

Defines color combinations. You can select colors that are easier to see.

Sound

Use sound as a visual alternative or to make computer sounds easier to hear or distinguish by adjusting the following
options:

• Volume
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Sets the computer sound up or down.

• Text-to-Speech

Sets the computer's hear command options and text read aloud.

• Warnings

Defines visual warnings.

• Notices

Defines the aural or visual cues when accessibility features are turned on or off.

• Schemes

Associates computer sounds with specific system events.

• Captions

Displays captions for speech and sounds.

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments:

• Repeat Rate

Defines how quickly a character repeats when a key is struck.

• Tones

Defines tones when pressing certain keys.

• Sticky Keys

Defines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations. Sticky keys
remain active until another key is pressed.

Mouse

You can use the following options to make your mouse faster and easier to use:

• Click Speed

Defines how fast to click the mouse button to make a selection.

• Click Lock

Sets the mouse to highlight or drag without holding down the mouse button.

• Reverse Action

Sets the reverse function controlled by the left and right mouse keys.

• Blink Rate

Defines how fast the cursor blinks or if it blinks at all.

• Pointer Options

Let you do the following:
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• – Hide the pointer while typing
– Show the location of the pointer
– Set the speed that the pointer moves on the screen
– Choose the pointer's size and color for increased visibility
– Move the pointer to a default location in a dialog box

Custom Controls

Describe any custom controls here.

Keyboard Shortcuts

The following table lists the keyboard shortcuts that CSM  supports:

Keyboard Description
Ctrl+X Cut
Ctrl+C Copy
Ctrl+K Find Next
Ctrl+F Find and Replace
Ctrl+V Paste
Ctrl+S Save
Ctrl+Shift+S Save All
Ctrl+D Delete Line
Ctrl+Right Next Word
Ctrl+Down Scroll Line Down
End Line End
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Preparing for Installation
Includes conceptual and procedural information about all software and security prerequisites.

WARNING
 Do not start an upgrade or installation until you have completed all security and prerequisite work as noted in
this section.  

How to Prepare for CSM Installation
This section details the tasks that a system programmer and security administrator can complete before you begin the
installation or upgrade tasks in Installing following the topics in the Preparing for Installation document can dramatically
simplify your installation experience.

Performing the tasks that this guide describes is a team effort that requires the following skills:

• z/OS UNIX System Services (USS) and file systems, to set up a functional UNIX and file systems environment
• Security server (for example, ACF2 for z/OS, Top Secret for z/OS, or IBM RACF) or the security product you use, to

authorize access to resources
• Java for z/OS
• Common Components and Services
• Network administration, to set up access for acquiring and downloading product packages

The following diagram provides a high-level overview of the CSM preparation and installation process and the guides that
you use to complete it.
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Figure 1: Preparation and Installation Process
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To prepare for installation and upgrade of CSM, complete the following steps:

1. Check the disk, software, web access requirements, and port configuration.
2. Set up security requirements.
3. Run the Prerequisite Validator utility.
4. Set up a security manager: ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF.
5. How to Install CSM, or How to Upgrade CSM.

Check Requirements and Ports
Verify that disk requirements, software requirements, and web access requirements are met, and the TCP/IP ports are
configured.

Disk Space Requirements
CSM has the following disk space requirements:

NOTE
All space allocations are described for 3390 DASD.

• For the installation and setup of CSM:
– Hierarchical File System (HFS) or zSeries File System (zFS) space = 2500 cylinders

NOTE

We recommend using zFS file systems. For information about how to migrate from HFS file systems to
zFS file systems, see the latest IBM z/OS Migration guide.

WARNING

Starting from z/OS V2.1, IBM has changed the way the utility program IOEAGFMT (zFS data set
formatter) functions. The utility requires the zFS kernel address space to be active before any execution of
IOEAGFMT is allowed. If you use zFS file systems at your site, you must ensure that zFS kernel address
space is active. For more information, see the IBM z/OS Distributed File Services zFS Administration.

– z/OS space = 2400 cylinders
This space contains the Datacom/MSM SMP/E environment and runtime libraries. The SMP/E environment
contains the Datacom/MSM, Datacom Server, and CSM components.

– A TSO region = 143360 KB (at minimum)
– SDS root space = 100 tracks (approximately)

For the Software Deployment Service (SDS), the aggregated amount of DASD space for the initial DASD setup is
100 tracks. This amount includes CSM and SDS space on the CSM host only, and does not include space for the
deployment snapshot file system. Extra space is needed for the SDS target system.

– SDS deployment space = 500 cylinders
For SDS, each target system needs 500 cylinders of 3390, except Database Management Solutions for Db2, which
needs 1500 cylinders.

• For the operation of CSM:
After initial setup, CSM allocates more HFS or zFS files depending on the download of products and maintenance. The
amount of space that is allocated varies depending on the number of products and maintenance, and the size of any
associated files.

Software Requirements
CSM has the following minimum software requirements:

Broadcom software

Your system must have Common Components and Services (CCS) Release 14.1 or Version 14.0.
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• Verify that CETN600 is applied to CSM driving system, and all the target systems for the Software Deployment Service
(SDS) and the Software Configuration Service (SCS).
When you install CETN600 into CCS Release 14.1 or Version 14.0, it replaces CETN400 and CETN500.
Apply all published CETN600 maintenance, deploy to all target systems, and verify that HOLDDATA instructions are
completed. If you do not apply CETN600, CSM is operational. However, the Software Configuration Service (SCS) and
the Software Deployment Service (SDS) are unavailable.

NOTE

For more information about applying CETN600, see Upgrade Common Components and Services with
CETN600.

• Apply PTFs RO40945, RO44235, and RO44412 to Version 14.0. If you do not plan to use SCS, you can skip PTF
RO44235.
Apply PTFs RO53900 and RO53926 to Release 14.1.

WARNING
Apply the PTFs to Release 14.1 in the specified order or simultaneously to avoid PTF processing errors.

WARNING
If you have PTF RO52583 for CCS Release 14.1 applied, verify that HIPER PTF RO68659 is also applied.
This prevents S0C4 in Datacom utilities. Otherwise, the job that initializes a new Datacom database
environment may ABEND.

After you have installed CETN600 to CCS, apply RO64950 to Version 14.0, or apply RO64952 to Release 14.1 to
support SDS and SCS.
For passing APPLID on CAICCI authentication calls, apply PTFs RO30506, RO30937, and RO33987 to Version 14.0.
No PTF is needed for Release 14.1.
CCS load libraries CAW0LOAD and CAW0PLD (Release 14.1 and Version 14.0) must be accessible to CSM through
the Job Control Language or system LINKLST. The following services are required:
– CAICCI

NOTE
CAICCI must be configured and running on CSM driving system and on all the target systems for SDS
and SCS.

– CAIENF
– CAIRIM

NOTE

For more information about Common Components and Services, see the Common Components and
Services user documentation.

If you have other Broadcom software products, verify that you have installed mandatory maintenance for these products:

• If you use ACF2 for z/OS, apply PTF RO31548 to ACF2 for z/OS r14. Alternatively, apply PTF RO30898 to ACF2 for z/
OS r15.

• If you use Top Secret for z/OS, apply PTF RO31780 to Top Secret for z/OS r14. Alternatively, apply PTF RO30836 to
Top Secret for z/OS r15.

• If you use PDSMAN on your SCS target system.

IBM software

Your system must satisfy the following requirements:

• Your system has the latest version of z/OS or the last previous version. IBM supports the most currently announced
GA version plus the one previous version.

• Your system uses the TCP/IP protocol suite of z/OS Communications Server, with the FTP.DATA data set that is
configured with the JESINTERFACELEVEL 2 statement. When installation jobs are submitted through FTP, the CSM
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installation process requires the JESINTERFACELEVEL 2 statement to obtain job status and output. You can return
the JESINTERFACELEVEL to its previous value after CSM is successfully installed.
Alternatively, you can configure the CSM installation process to use TSO for job submission and processing.

• Your system has at least SMP/E V3R5.
• Your system has at least IBM Java 7.1 Service Refresh 3 Fix Pack 60 for z/OS or higher.

You can download the software in non-SMP/E installable format. For more information, go to the following website and
click the link to the software: http://www-03.ibm.com/servers/eserver/zseries/software/java/. This web page lists the
available IBM SDK releases. The release link redirects you to a more detailed web page. The detailed page usually
has a link in the text for additional install information. The page that opens from this link can have helpful information
to customize the JZOS Batch Launcher function that CSM uses. For example, this information can help you create an
alternate JVM loadlib for CSM, if that is a preferred configuration at your site.

• Your Language Environment library CEE.SCEERUN2 is APF-authorized.

PC software

The computer that is used to access CSM must have a web browser with access to your mainframe. CSM was tested with
the following browsers:

• Mozilla Firefox 28
• Google Chrome 33
• Microsoft Internet Explorer 8, 9, and 10 (Page Default document mode only)
• Microsoft Internet Explorer 11 (document mode 5 or Edge document mode only)

NOTE

For more information about document mode, see the Microsoft Internet Explorer user documentation.

We recommend that you use Mozilla Firefox.

Verify that your web browser has JavaScript and cookies that are enabled for the server where CSM is running.

NOTE
The recommended screen resolution is 1024 x 768 pixels or higher. If you have a lower screen resolution, some
elements of the CSM web-based interface do not display properly.

z/OS Configuration
To run the CSM installer utility and CSM application server successfully, specify the following OMVS limits in
SYS1.PARMLIB(BPXPRMxx):

• MAXASSIZE(nnnnn)
Set to 2147483647.

• MAXCPUTIME(nnnnn)
Set to at least 20000.

• MAXFILEPROC(nnnnn)
Set to at least 10000.

• MAXTHREADS(nnnnn)
Set to at least 1000.

• MAXTHREADTASKS(nnnnn)
Set to at least 1000.

NOTE

To display current settings, issue the following command:

DISPLAY OMVS,OPTIONS
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You can use the SETOMVS operator command to change these values dynamically without performing the IPL of the
operating system. To change them dynamically, issue the following operator commands:

SETOMVS MAXASSIZE=2147483647

SETOMVS MAXCPUTIME=20000

SETOMVS MAXFILEPROC=10000

SETOMVS MAXTHREADS=1000

SETOMVS MAXTHREADTASKS=1000

 

 

CSF Initialization
The CSM application server (MSMTC) tries to set a random file in use to track its user sessions. If one is created, CSM
uses it. The creation of this file is performed in the base Apache Tomcat application regardless of the platform. If this
file cannot be set, the CSM application uses its own logic to track user sessions. In z/OS, the successful creation of the
random file requires that your site has an Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) processor that is attached
and enabled. If your site does not have the ICSF processor, CSM issues messages similar to the following example, and
continues to initialize:

Aug 5, 2010 4:56:37 PM org.apache.catalina.session.ManagerBase setRandomFile

 WARNING: Failed to close randomIS.

If an ICSF processor is enabled, initialize the CSF address space completely before starting the CSM application server
(MSMTC). If you do not initialize the CSF address space, CSM fails; and it fails without retrying. Perform a recycle of the
MSMTC started task to recover.

If you have an ICSF processor that is attached to your LPAR, we recommend that you use your system automation
software to add the CSF started task as a prerequisite to the start of the MSMTC started task.

Ensure that you only start the MSMTC started task after a successful initialization of the CSF address space. Set your
system automation software to look for the following CSF initialization messages:

CSFM001I ICSF INITIALIZATION COMPLETE

This message signals that the CSF services have been started but are not available and a cipher key has not yet been
loaded.

Or

CSFM400I CRYPTOGRAPHY - SERVICES ARE NOW AVAILABLE.

This message signals that ICSF services are available and a cipher key has been loaded.

NOTE
For more information, see the IBM z/OS Cryptographic Services PKI Services Guide and Reference
(SA22-7693-12).

Web Access Requirements
Your network administrator must configure access to the following websites and FTP sites:
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• supportservices.ca.com (using HTTPS Port Number 443)
• ftp.ca.com (using FTP Port Number 21)
• ftpca.ca.com (using FTP Port Number 21)

NOTE

CSM uses this FTP server to accumulate minimal information. This information includes the site ID, the
product, and the user ID for the Broadcom Support website. Sometimes site access rules deny an FTP
connection that is established for this purpose or the connection cannot be established for any other reason.
Then CSM still continues to function.

• scftpd.ca.com (using FTP Port Number 21)
• ftpdownloads.ca.com (using FTP Port Number 21)
• supportftp.ca.com (using FTP Port Number 21)
• sdownloads.ca.com (using HTTPS Port Number 443)

NOTE

sdownloads.ca.com is only required if you use the Use HTTPS for Downloads acquisition option under
System Settings, Software Acquisition on the Settings page. If you authorize the ca.com domain for both
ports 80 and 443, you do not need to authorize sdownloads.ca.com.

In addition, your network administrator must define a Domain Name System (DNS) entry for localhost.

TCP/IP Port Reservation
We recommend that you reserve these TCP/IP ports:

• CSM application server HTTP port
• DSI Server port
• CSM application server redirect port
• CSM application server shutdown port

To reserve the ports, update the z/OS TCP/IP profile data set.

Example:

PORT      Application ID

22120 TCP MSMTC* ; CSM Application Server HTTP port

22130 TCP MSMTC* ; CA DSI server port

22140 TCP MSMTC* ; CSM Application server redirect port

22150 TCP MSMTC* ; CSM application server shutdown port

NOTE
We recommend that for security reasons you use an 8-character-long Application ID instead of using asterisks
(*), as shown in the example in this section. To change MSMTC to an 8-character-long job name, edit the CSM
startup JCL (RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.JCL(MSMTCSRV)). Then, change MSMTC* to the same 8-character-long
job name in the z/OS TCP/IP profile data set.

NOTE
If you use a 5-character-long name for your CSM application server, you must use an asterisk (*) against the
DSI Server port number definition because of a unique sequence number that is appended to the Application ID.

Set Up Security
The security administrator can use these articles to help ensure optimal security for this product.
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Access Requirements to Download, Install, and Set Up CSM
To download, install, and set up CSM, your security administrator must configure the following access authorities on your
system:

1. Access to UNIX System Services (USS) for downloads and the implementation of CSM:
If you decide to create and mount new file systems for CSM, you need one of the following authorities:
– If your site uses Broadcom SAF HFS security, BPX.CAHFS.CHANGE.FILE.ATTRIBUTES
– If your site does not use Broadcom SAF HFS security, UID(0) or BPX.SUPERUSER authority

NOTE
Broadcom SAF HFS security is a feature in ACF2 for z/OS and Top Secret for z/OS.

2. UPDATE authority to the following data sets or libraries for the user implementing CSM:
– SYSx.PARMLIB
– Procedure library that stores the JCL jobs that are used to start the CSM address spaces, for example,

SYS3.PROCLIB
– (Optional) The master catalog if you decide to define alias entries for the CSM data set prefixes

3. Access for the user ID associated with the CSM setup utility:

• – Permission to access the following FACILITY class profiles that are related to UNIX:
• BPX.FILEATTR.APF (READ authority)
• BPX.FILEATTR.PROGCTL (READ authority)
• BPX.FILEATTR.SHARELIB (READ authority)
• BPX.DAEMON (READ authority)
• BPX.SERVER (UPDATE authority)
• BPX.CONSOLE (READ authority)

– Permission to access the SERVAUTH class profile, EZB.STACKACCESS (READ authority)
– Permission to access the CSFSERV class profile, CSFOWH (READ authority) providing you want to perform SMP/

E GIMUNZIP hash validation
– Permission to create and modify data sets for the qualifiers (CSM MVS SMP/E and runtime data sets) specified in

the options file

NOTE

Your user ID can have BPX.SUPERUSER access and it can switch to SUPERUSER. Then the switched
SU ID requires a CREATE and MODIFY access to the MVS data set qualifiers that are specified in the
options file.

• – If you are using IBM RACF, access to the following data sets for program control:
• SYSx.MIGLIB
• CEE.SCEERUN2
• Members IEANTCR, IEANTDL, and IEANTRT of SYS1.CSSLIB
• Member JVMLDM76 (for 64-bit Java 7.0) of the data set where Java load modules are installed
• (Optional) Member IDIXCEE of SYS1.IDI.SIDIAUTH, only if you use IDIXCEE as an optional exit 

NOTE

To display the resources, issue the RLIST command.

You can set IBM RACF to control programs. If the resources do not exist, issue the following command:
RDEFINE PROGRAM member ADDMEM('hlq.libraryname'//NOPADCHK) UACC(READ)

For example: 
RDEFINE PROGRAM IEANTCR ADDMEM('SYS1.CSSLIB'//NOPADCHK) UACC(READ)

If the resources exist, issue the following command: 
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RALTER PROGRAM member ADDMEM('hlq.libraryname'//NOPADCHK) UACC(READ)

For example: 
RALTER PROGRAM IEANTCR ADDMEM('SYS1.CSSLIB'//NOPADCHK) UACC(READ)

NOTE

To set all members of a data set as a controlled program, replace the member name with an asterisk
(*). For example:

RDEFINE PROGRAM * ADDMEM('SYS1.CSSLIB'//NOPADCHK) UACC(READ)

 
 

WARNING

If you are planning to use zFS, add SYS1.SIEALNKE (or equivalent library) to program control.

 

Access Requirements for User ID Associated with the CSM Application Server
For CSM to operate successfully, the user ID associated with the CSM application server (MSMTC job or started task)
requires the following access authorities:

1. Your security administrator must configure access to UNIX System Services (USS) for CSM. The CSM application
server user ID must have an OMVS segment with a valid home directory with RDWR access. The CSM application
server user ID is expected to have UID(0). If you want to configure CSM without UID(0), see Set Up CSM User ID
Without UID(0).

2. Your security administrator must configure the following access:
– Permissions for MSMMUF and MSMDBSRV to the data sets that are referenced in the following option file

keywords:
• DatabaseHLQ (READ, UPDATE, and ALTER authority)
• CCSdsn, CCScaipdsedsn, and RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix (READ authority)

– Permissions for MSMTC to the data sets that are referenced in the following option file keywords:
• RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix (READ authority)
• MVSHFSDsnPrefix, sisGimunzipTempPrefix, and the sisExecutorServerDsnPrefix (CREATE, READ, UPDATE,

and ALTER authority)
– Permission to access the following FACILITY class profiles that are related UNIX:

• BPX.FILEATTR.APF (READ authority)
• BPX.FILEATTR.PROGCTL (READ authority)
• BPX.FILEATTR.SHARELIB (READ authority)
• BPX.SERVER (UPDATE authority)
• BPX.CONSOLE (READ authority)
• BPX.DAEMON (READ authority)

– Permission to access the SERVAUTH class profile, EZB.STACKACCESS (READ authority)
– ACF2 only: MUSASS permission for users who start CSM
– If your site uses Broadcom SAF HFS security, the following access:
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• BPX.CAHFS.SET.RLIMIT (READ authority)
• BPX.CAHFS.PTRACE (READ authority)
• BPX.CAHFS.MOUNT (READ authority)
• BPX.CAHFS.UNMOUNT (READ authority)
• BPX.CAHFS.CHANGE.FILE.MODE (READ authority)
• BPX.CAHFS.CHANGE.FILE.TIME (READ authority)

NOTE

 Broadcom SAF HFS security is a feature in ACF2 and Top Secret.

NOTE

 If you are using SAF security, consider the following options:

• If the CSFSERV class is active, verify that the user ID for this request in the CSM application server has
READ access to CSFRNG and CSFDSV.

• If the APPL class is active, verify that the user ID for the request in the CSM application server has READ
access to the OMVSAPPL resource.

NOTE

 CSM executes GIMUNZIP in the security context of the CSM application server ID. If SMP/E security is active,
the CSM application server ID must have READ access to the GIM.PGM.GIMUNZIP resource in the SAF
FACILITY class.

USS Authorization for Users
CSM users require access to USS. Each user must have an OMVS segment. Your security administrator must set up
these segments.

Follow these steps:

1. Select an OMVS UID number to associate with each user ID. Your security administrator can have a policy for
assigning OMVS UID numbers. If not, use a unique number.

NOTE

 For more information about OMVS UID numbers, see IBM UNIX System Services Planning.
2. Define the OMVS segment for the user. For a user ID uuuuuuu, UID number nnn, and home directory path_name,

enter the following commands:
– For ACF2 systems, enter the following commands:

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(OMVS)

INSERT uuuuuuu UID(nnn) HOME(path_name) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh)

– For Top Secret systems, enter the following commands:
TSS ADD(uuuuuuu) HOME(path_name) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) UID(nnn)

GROUP(ggggggg)

– For the IBM RACF systems, enter the following command:
ALU uuuuuuu OMVS(UID(nnn) HOME(path_name) PROGRAM(/bin/sh))

NOTE

 The OMVS segment must contain the following components:

• A home directory (HOME)
• A login shell (PROGRAM or OMVSPGM)
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3. Ensure that you have completed this process for each user ID that you want to authorize. To confirm the contents of
the OMVS segment, enter the following commands:
– For ACF2 systems, enter the following commands:

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(OMVS)

LIST uuuuuu

– For Top Secret systems, enter the following command:
TSS LIST(uuuuuu) DATA(ALL)

– For the IBM RACF systems, enter the following command:
LISTUSER uuuuuu OMVS NORACF

4. Select a home directory to associate with each user ID. Ensure that it exists and that the UID has read/write access to
it.
You can use the UNIX directory (path_name), as shown in Step 2, or you can use a customized home directory name.
For example, to set up a directory that is named /u/name for UIDnnn, issue the following commands in the OMVS
UNIX shell:
mkdir /u/name

chown nnn /u/name

chmod 775 /u/name

5. Confirm the owner and access to the directory by using the following command:
ls -ld /u/name

The following result appears:
drwxrwxr-x   2 user  group  8192 Sep  31 14:58 /u/name

CSM Associated Security IDs: OMVS Segment and Home Directory
If the msmserv USS directory path is unavailable, CSM does not operate. Assign a user ID to the application address
spaces with this home directory path. This step prevents the possibility of CSM filling up a USS system or another
application file system. This action ensures that CSM is isolated to the file systems allocated for its use.

A user ID with a valid OMVS segment defined must be assigned to the CSM address spaces. This OMVS segment
requires that a valid home directory is defined. We recommend that the user IDs are assigned to a home directory of the
USS path for the msmserv directory. If the default USS directory paths are used, this path is /u/users/msmserv. 

NOTE
For more information, see the user documentation for your security product.

 

SAF Check During SMP/E Processing for Security Setup
All CSM features that execute SMP/E commands do so in the security context of the user that is logged in to CSM and
drives these features. Depending on the feature, users must have READ access to different sets of SMP/E SAF facility
class resources.

NOTE

CSM executes GIMUNZIP in the security context of the CSM application server ID. If SMP/E security is active,
this application server ID must have READ access to the GIM.PGM.GIMUNZIP resource in the SAF FACILITY
class.

Use the CSM Prerequisite Validator Utility
The Prerequisite Validator utility helps you ensure that all necessary security authorizations are in place before you install
CSM.
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You perform the following tasks to verify that all necessary authorizations are in place before you begin your installation
tasks:

Figure 2: Use the Prerequisite Validator Utility

1. Verify the Prerequisite Validator requirements.
2. Download the Prerequisite Validator product package.
3. Execute from native USS command prompt.

Verify the Prerequisite Validator Requirements
You must have the following minimum requirements to use this utility:

• The latest version of z/OS or the last previous version
• OMVS segment for the user
• IBM 64-bit Java SDK 1.7 for z/OS
• Minimum TSO REGION size 128 MB
• BPX.SERVER READ resource access for verifying SAF resources that are required for  installation

NOTE

The prerequisite Validator utility verifies user access to particular resources and does not verify general user
access rights (for example, NORESCHK for Top Secret). The Prerequisite Verification report can indicate that
you do not have access to the resources.

Download the Prerequisite Validator Product Package
The Prerequisite Validator utility is available on the support website.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the support website, log in, and go to the Download Center.
2. Enter CSM Software Manager in the Select a Product field, select the latest release, and click Go.
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NOTE
If you cannot find CSM Software Manager in the product list, click the link Don't see your product name
below?.

A list of product downloads appears.
3. Download the Prerequisite Validator pax file (CSM PRE VAL UTIL-ESD ONLY) to a directory in your USS environment.

Execute from Native USS Command Prompt
Execute the Prerequisite Validator utility using the native USS command prompt in your z/OS system.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the native USS command prompt in your z/OS system.
2. Change to the directory where you downloaded the Prerequisite Validator pax file using the following command:

cd path_where_Prerequisite_Validator_is_downloaded

For example:
cd /u/users/MSMpre

3. Issue the following command:
pax -rvf file_name.pax.Z

– file_name
Specifies the name of the Prerequisite Validator file that you downloaded from the Download Center on the support
website, for example, DVD10155641E.pax.Z.

NOTE
The full pax file name and its extension are case-sensitive. Verify that you use the exact case when you
issue the pax command.

The Bin folder contents are extracted.
4. Issue the following command:

cd Bin

5. (Optional) Modify the default properties file parameters if necessary.
6. Invoke the utility:

./MSMVal.sh JavaHomePath

For example:
./MSMVal.sh /usr/lpp/java/J7.0_64

The license agreement appears.
7. Review the license agreement, and press F3.

You are prompted to accept the agreement.
Enter Y to accept the agreement.
The utility gathers the host name and IP address from the system and attempts an FTP connection to verify the
JESINTERFACELEVEL.

8. (Optional) If you did not provide a host name when you modified the default file parameters or the gathered host name
fails to connect, provide the host name in response to the prompt. Alternatively, you can provide this value using the
default properties file as documented in the subsequent section.

At the end of a successful execution, the Prerequisite Verification report appears in browse mode and the following files
are generated:

• MSMPre-RequisiteVerificationReport.txt
• MSMPre-RequisiteLogyyyy-mm-dd,hh-mm-ss,ttt.log
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Modify Default Properties
Some parameters in the Prerequisite Validator utility are populated with default properties.

Modify the default properties file parameters per your site requirements, if necessary.

The following file lets you set default values per your site requirements:

unpax_directory/Bin/lib/MSMSetupDefault.properties

This file contains the following parameters:

• HOSTNAME=
Specifies the host name or IP address of your system. The Prerequisite Validator utility uses the host name or the IP
address of your system to test the FTP connection and to verify the JESINTERFACELEVEL value. If the gathered host
name fails to connect, you are prompted to provide it.

NOTE
This parameter is commented out by default.

• ftp.port=
Specifies the FTP port number for the hostname or IP address you specified. The Prerequisite Validator utility tests the
FTP connection and verifies the JESINTERFACELEVEL value.
Default: 21

• ftp.stat.check.credential=
Specifies whether authorization is required to issue FTP quote STAT commands. Specify ftp.stat.check.credential=y
if your site requires authorization to issue FTP quote STAT commands. The utility prompts you for a user ID and
password. The command appears in the log as follows:

503 Login required, enter USER

When set to y, the utility prompts you for a user ID and password.
Default: n

• ftp.check=
Specifies whether FTP checks are activated. Specify ftp.check=y to activate checks of the connection to the external
Broadcom FTP servers.
Default: y
– ftp.proxy.enabled=

Specifies whether FTP checks through a proxy server are activated. Specify ftp.proxy.enabled=y to activate FTP
checks through a proxy server.
Default: n

– ftp.proxy.host=
If proxy checks are enabled, specifies the proxy server (the host name or IP address).

– ftp.proxy.port=
If proxy checks are enabled, specifies the port number for the server that you defined in ftp.proxy.host.
Default: 21

– ftp.proxy.credential.check=
Specifies whether proxy access requires credentials. Specify ftp.proxy.credential.check=y to request credentials
when accessing a proxy server.
Default: n

– ftp.proxy.userid=
If credentials are requested when accessing a proxy server, specifies the proxy user ID. You are prompted for the
FTP proxy password.

– ftp.advanced.options=
Specifies whether to use advanced proxy options. Specify ftp.advanced.options=y to define a series of
ftp.proxy.FIRECMD options.
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Default: n
The following sample is an example of commands to log in to an FTP proxy server. If you use more than one
command, append the sequence number to each command.

ftp.proxy.FIRECMD.1=HOST;

ftp.proxy.FIRECMD.2=REMOTE_USER;@REMOTE_HOST; USER;

ftp.proxy.FIRECMD.3=REMOTE_PW;

ftp.proxy.FIRECMD.4=ACCT; PW;

• ftp.proxy.FIRECMD.1=HOST;
Instructs the Prerequisite Validator FTP client to connect to the proxy FTP host server.

• ftp.proxy.FIRECMD.2=REMOTE_USER;@REMOTE_HOST; USER;
Instructs the FTP client to send an FTP USER command with a parameter ‘anonymous@ftp.ca.com
ftp.proxy.userid’.

• ftp.proxy.FIRECMD.3=REMOTE_PW;
Instructs the FTP client to send an FTP PASS command with a generic email address.

• ftp.proxy.FIRECMD.4=ACCT; PW;
Instructs the FTP client to send an FTP ACCT command with the proxy password that you entered at the prompt.

You can use the following keywords in the commands:
• HOST

Defines the name or IP address of your FTP proxy server. When this keyword is encountered, it is substituted
with the value of the ftp.proxy.host option. The FTP client uses this value to connect initially. The value of
ftp.proxy.port is also used to establish the connection.

• USER
Defines the user for authenticating to the FTP proxy. When this keyword is encountered, it is substituted with the
value of the ftp.proxy.userid option.

• PW
Defines the password for authenticating to the FTP proxy. When this keyword is encountered, it is substituted
with the proxy password that you entered at the prompt.

• REMOTE_HOST
Defines the FTP address of the remote server. When this keyword is encountered, it is substituted with the
appropriate FTP URL for Broadcom FTP servers. The Prerequisite Validator utility provides these URLs.

• REMOTE_USER
Defines the user for authenticating to the remote server. When this keyword is encountered, it is substituted with
anonymous.

• REMOTE_PW
Defines the password for authenticating to the remote server. When this keyword is encountered, it is substituted
with a generic email address that the Prerequisite Validator utility provided.

• ACCT
Instructs the FTP client to issue an ACCT command to the FTP proxy server. This keyword allows an
accompanying parameter. This parameter is typically the proxy password that the PW; keyword represents.

• http.check=
Specifies whether HTTP web service checks are activated. Specify http.check=y to activate HTTP web service checks.
Default: y

• https.download.check=
Specifies whether a check for HTTPS file download is activated. Specify https.download.check=y to activate the
HTTPS connection check. HTTPS is an alternative to using FTP to download files.
Default: n

• http.request.timeout=
Specifies a request timeout in seconds.
Default: 3

• http.connection.timeout=
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Specifies the number of attempts to establish the HTTP connection after timeout.
Default: 2

• http.port=
Specifies the port number for the HTTP connection.
Default: 80

• https.port=
Specifies the port number for the HTTPS connection.
Default: 443

• http.proxy.enabled=
Specifies whether HTTP checks through a proxy server are activated. Specify http.proxy.enabled=y to activate HTTP
checks through a proxy server.
Default: n

• http.proxy.host=
If proxy checks are enabled, specifies the proxy server (the host name or IP address).
Default: myproxy.ca.com

• http.proxy.port=
Specifies the port number for the server that you defined in http.proxy.host.
Default: 80

• http.proxy.credential.check=
Specifies whether proxy access requires credentials. Specify http.proxy.credential.check=y to request credentials when
accessing a proxy server.

NOTE
Set this parameter to y if http.proxy.type=NTML.

Default: n
• http.proxy.type=

Specifies whether your proxy server uses NTLM authentication. Specify http.proxy.type=NTLM to enable your proxy
server to use NTLM authentication. Otherwise, leave this parameter blank.

• http.domain=
If your proxy server uses NTLM authentication (http.proxy.type=NTLM), specifies the NTLM domain name. If NTLM
authentication is not used, this parameter is ignored.
The following sample is an example of how you set the parameters if your site requires requests to external Broadcom
HTTP servers to go through a proxy server:

http.proxy.enabled=yes

http.proxy.host=host_name_or_IP_address

http.proxy.port=80

http.proxy.credential.check=y

http.proxy.type=NTLM

http.domain=NTLM_domain_name

• SafSecurityResourceAccess=
Specifies whether to verify user access for the following resources through SAF:

BPX.SERVER(UPDATE)

BPX.FILEATTR.SHARELIB(READ)

BPX.FILEATTR.PROGCTL(READ)

BPX.FILEATTR.APF(READ)

Specify SafSecurityResourceAccess=y to execute the resource access check.
Default: y

• MSMServerPortNo=
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Specifies the port number to use as the application server HTTP port for web-based access to CSM.
Default: 22120

NOTE
We recommend that you keep the default value.

• MSMDSIPORTNO=
Specifies the port number for DSI Server, which CSM uses internally to provide security features.
Default: 22130

NOTE
We recommend that you keep the default value.

• MSMConnectorRedirectPortNo=
Specifies the port number to which a request is redirected. Redirection occurs if a request comes in on a non-SSL port
and is subject to a security constraint with a transport guarantee that requires SSL.
Default: 22140

NOTE
We recommend that you keep the default value.

• MSMTomcatServerShutdownPortNo=
Specifies the port number to which the CSM application server listens for the shutdown command.
Default: 22150

Define Custom FTP Servers for Validation

By default, the Prerequisite Validator utility checks connectivity to the following Broadcom FTP servers:

• ftp.ca.com:21
• scftpd.ca.com:21
• ftpca.ca.com:21

You can specify a custom list of FTP servers that the Prerequisite Validator utility attempts to connect to and determine if
your system has proper network connectivity.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the default properties file for editing:

unpax_directory/Bin/lib/MSMSetupDefault.properties

2. Verify that FTP checks are activated:

ftp.check=y

3. Enter the FTP servers for the utility to connect providing the hostname and port number for each FTP server:

ftp.check.host.1=hostname_1

ftp.check.port.1=port_number_1

ftp.check.host.2=hostname_2

ftp.check.port.2=port_number_2

...

ftp.check.host.n=hostname_n
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ftp.check.port.n=port_number_n

For example, enter the following sample to make the Prerequisite Validator utility verify connectivity to
ftp.orders.ca.com on port 21, and ftp.products.ca.com on port 21:

ftp.check.host.1=orders.ca.com

ftp.check.port.1=21

ftp.check.host.2=products.ca.com

ftp.check.port.2=21

4. Save the default properties file.

You completed using the Prerequisite Validator utility. You can now start installing CSM.

Set Up Security for CSM with ACF2
You perform the following tasks to set up security for CSM with ACF2:
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Figure 3: Setting_Up_Security_with_CA_ACF2

1. Set up user security.
2. Set up Software Configuration Service (SCS) address space security:

a. Set up SCS address space security.
b. Configure PassTickets.

3. Set up PassTickets for external operations.

Set Up User Security (ACF2)
To set up user security, you create a global system options (GSO) CLASMAP record using the CAMSM resource class
and grant user permission to appropriate CSM resource profiles.

NOTE

CAMSM is the default name of the SAF resource class. Your system may use a different name depending on your
CSM installation.

To define the CLASMAP record, issue the following ACF2 for z/OS commands:
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 SET C(GSO)

 INSERT CLASMAP.MSM ENTITYLN(246) MUSID() RESOURCE(CAMSM) RSRCTYPE(MSM)

 

To refresh the CLASMAP record, issue the following command:

 F ACF2,REFRESH(CLASMAP),TYPE(GSO)

 

To grant user permission to appropriate CSM resource profiles, use the commands in the following examples for various
roles:

• Administrators
• Users
• Restricted Users

Example: Set Up Security for Administrators (ACF2)
You want to grant the user, MSMUSR1, access to all actions. The actions include the management of system settings,
system registry, methodologies, deployments, configurations, and of user settings.

Issue the following ACF2 for z/OS commands:

SET R(MSM)

COMPILE STORE

$KEY(LOGON) TYPE(MSM)

UID(*****MSMUSR1)                  SERVICE(READ)     ALLOW

 

SET R(MSM)

COMPILE STORE

$KEY(ADMIN) TYPE(MSM)

SETTINGS.-   UID(*****MSMUSR1)     SERVICE(READ)     ALLOW

LMPKEY.-     UID(*****MSMUSR1)     SERVICE(READ)     ALLOW

 

SET R(MSM)

COMPILE STORE

$KEY(SC) TYPE(MSM)

@ACTION.-    UID(*****MSMUSR1)     SERVICE(READ)     ALLOW

 

SET R(MSM)

COMPILE STORE

$KEY(SMPE) TYPE(MSM)

@ACTION.-    UID(*****MSMUSR1)     SERVICE(READ)     ALLOW

 

SET R(MSM)

COMPILE STORE

$KEY(SYSREG) TYPE(MSM)

UID(*****MSMUSR1)     SERVICE(READ)     ALLOW

 

SET R(MSM)

COMPILE STORE

$KEY(DEPLOY) TYPE(MSM)

UID(*****MSMUSR1)     SERVICE(READ)     ALLOW
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SET R(MSM)

COMPILE STORE

$KEY(METHOD) TYPE(MSM)

UID(*****MSMUSR1)     SERVICE(READ)     ALLOW

 

SET R(MSM)

COMPILE STORE

$KEY(CONFIG) TYPE(MSM)

UID(*****MSMUSR1)     SERVICE(READ)     ALLOW

 

SET R(MSM)

COMPILE STORE

$KEY(TM) TYPE(MSM)

UID(*****MSMUSR1)     SERVICE(READ)     ALLOW

Example: Set Up Security for Users (ACF2)
You want to grant the user, MSMUSR2, access to all user actions, but the user can only access the SANDBOX system
within the environment. A user with this setup cannot manage system or other users' settings, modify the system registry,
nor create methodologies. The user can create deployments that are targeted for the SANDBOX system and can use
methodologies that other CSM users defined. The user can create configurations that are targeted for the SANDBOX
remote system using system profile values already defined, but cannot implement those configurations.

Issue the following ACF2 for z/OS commands:

SET R(MSM)

COMPILE STORE

$KEY(LOGON) TYPE(MSM)

UID(*****MSMUSR2)                     SERVICE(READ)   ALLOW

 

SET R(MSM)

COMPILE STORE

$KEY(ADMIN) TYPE(MSM)

SETTINGS.USER.-   UID(*****MSMUSR2)   SERVICE(READ)   ALLOW

LMPKEY.-          UID(*****MSMUSR2)   SERVICE(READ)   ALLOW

 

SET R(MSM)

COMPILE STORE

$KEY(SC) TYPE(MSM)

@ACTION.-         UID(*****MSMUSR2)   SERVICE(READ)   ALLOW

 

SET R(MSM)

COMPILE STORE

$KEY(SMPE) TYPE(MSM)

@ACTION.-         UID(*****MSMUSR2)   SERVICE(READ)   ALLOW

 

SET R(MSM)

COMPILE STORE

$KEY(SYSREG) TYPE(MSM)

@DISPLAY.-        UID(*****MSMUSR2)   SERVICE(READ)   ALLOW

@PROFILE.DISPLAY  UID(*****MSMUSR2)   SERVICE(READ)   ALLOW

@SYSTEM.SANDBOX   UID(*****MSMUSR2)   SERVICE(READ)   ALLOW
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SET R(MSM)

COMPILE STORE

$KEY(METHOD) TYPE(MSM)

@DISPLAY.-        UID(*****MSMUSR2)   SERVICE(READ)   ALLOW

 

SET R(MSM)

COMPILE STORE

$KEY(DEPLOY) TYPE(MSM)

@DISPLAY.-        UID(*****MSMUSR2)   SERVICE(READ)   ALLOW

@BUILD.-          UID(*****MSMUSR2)   SERVICE(READ)   ALLOW

@EXECUTE.-        UID(*****MSMUSR2)   SERVICE(READ)   ALLOW

 

SET R(MSM)

COMPILE STORE

$KEY(CONFIG) TYPE(MSM)

@DISPLAY.-        UID(*****MSMUSR2)   SERVICE(READ)   ALLOW

@ACTION.CREATE    UID(*****MSMUSR2)   SERVICE(READ)   ALLOW

@ACTION.REMOVE    UID(*****MSMUSR2)   SERVICE(READ)   ALLOW

Example: Set Up Security for Restricted Users (ACF2)
You want to grant the user, MSMUSR3, access to the following actions only:

• Download product packages.
• Install product packages that are downloaded outside of CSM.
• Migrate an existing SMP/E environment to CSM.
• Remove knowledge of an SMP/E environment from CSM.
• Create and deploy their own deployments.
• Create and maintain remote systems within the system registry, including profile information.
• Implement prepared configurations on remote systems.

Issue the following ACF2 for z/OS commands:

SET R(MSM)

COMPILE STORE

$KEY(LOGON) TYPE(MSM)

UID(*****MSMUSR3)                        SERVICE(READ)   ALLOW

 

SET R(MSM)

COMPILE STORE

$KEY(ADMIN) TYPE(MSM)

SETTINGS.USER.-      UID(*****MSMUSR3)   SERVICE(READ)   ALLOW

 

SET R(MSM)

COMPILE STORE

$KEY(SC) TYPE(MSM)

@ACTION.INSTPKG.-    UID(*****MSMUSR3)   SERVICE(READ)   ALLOW

 

SET R(MSM)

COMPILE STORE

$KEY(SMPE) TYPE(MSM)
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@ACTION.MIGRATE.-    UID(*****MSMUSR3)   SERVICE(READ)   ALLOW

@ACTION.REMOVECSI.-  UID(*****MSMUSR3)   SERVICE(READ)   ALLOW

 

SET R(MSM)

COMPILE STORE

$KEY(SYSREG) TYPE(MSM)

                     UID(*****MSMUSR3)   SERVICE(READ)   ALLOW

 

SET R(MSM)

COMPILE STORE

$KEY(METHOD) TYPE(MSM)

@DISPLAY.-           UID(*****MSMUSR3)   SERVICE(READ)   ALLOW

 

SET R(MSM)

COMPILE STORE

$KEY(DEPLOY) TYPE(MSM)

@SELF.-              UID(*****MSMUSR3)   SERVICE(READ)   ALLOW

 

SET R(MSM)

COMPILE STORE

$KEY(CONFIG) TYPE(MSM)

@ACTION.IMPL         UID(*****MSMUSR3)   SERVICE(READ)   ALLOW

Set Up SCS Address Space Security (ACF2)
The SCS address space verifies the user ID assigned to the requesting started task or initiated job and authorizes it to
connect.

The security setup that is required for CSM is only set up on the driving system. To set up the SCS address space
security, do so on every target system, which can include the CSM driving system.

NOTE
An unauthorized CSM user ID is denied access to the selected target system.

If security profiles are not defined, CSM cannot connect to the SCS address space, including from within the address
space.

Configure permission to access the entity SCSAS.CONNECT (READ authority) of the class CAMSM. The permission
allows connections to the SCS address space through the CSM application server and the SCS address space.

PassTickets are used to verify the started task ID of the CSM application server. Verifying the started task ID allows
secure connections from a remote system to the address space.

To set up SCS address space security:

1. Set up SCS address space security.
2. Configure PassTickets.

Set Up SCS Address Space Security for ACF2
Define the global systems options (GSO) record and define the rule to permit access to a user ID on every target system.

CAMSM is the default name of the SAF resource class. Your system may use a different name depending on your CSM
installation. If you change the default SAF resource class name, update the SAF class attribute in the MSMCPARM
member.
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Follow these steps:

1. Define the GSO record:

SET C(GSO)

INSERT CLASMAP.MSM ENTITYLN(246) MUSID() RESOURCE(CAMSM) RSRCTYPE(MSM)

2. Define the rule to permit access to a user ID:

SET R(MSM)

COMPILE STORE

$KEY(SCSAS) TYPE(MSM)

CONNECT.-     UID(*****userid)                  SERVICE(READ)     ALLOW

CONNECT.-     UID(*****userid2)                 SERVICE(READ)     ALLOW

– userid
Specifies the user ID assigned to the SCS address space.

– userid2
Specifies the user ID assigned to the CSM application server driving system.

Configure Pass Tickets (ACF2)
Set up PassTickets on the system where the CSM application server is executing and on each system where the SCS
address space is running.

NOTE
To generate a valid PassTicket, use the values for the remote SCS address space on the system where the
CSM application server is running.

To set up PassTickets, use the commands in the following examples on both the server and the remote target systems.

NOTE

These examples are provided as a guideline and are intended for security administrators who are familiar with
PassTicket configuration.

• Example: Configure PassTickets for CSM Application Server
• Example: Configure PassTickets for SCS Address Space on Remote Systems

Example: Configure PassTickets for CSM Application Server (ACF2)

You can use ACF2 for z/OS to configure PassTickets on the system where the CSM application server is executing.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the session key for the CSM application server:

SET PROFILE(PTKTDATA) DIVISION(SSIGNON) 

INSERT MSMCAPPL SSKEY(0123456789ABCDEF) NOMULT-USE

– MSMCAPPL
Defines the session key for the SCS address space ID used during CSM Configuration processing. This name may
have been overridden when you installed CSM, so it should reflect the real application name.

NOTE
This example demonstrates a complete session key value of 16 hex digits (creating an 8-byte or 64-bit
key). Change your key so that it consists of 16 random hex digits, and is different from the values in this
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example. Each application key must be the same on all systems in the configuration, and the values must
be kept secret and secured.

2. Enable READ access to the MSMCAPPL PassTicket key value:

SET RESOURCE(PTK)

RECKEY IRRPTAUTH ADD(MSMCAPPL.stc-userid UID(uid-of-stc-userid) SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) ALLOW) 

– stc-userid and uid-of-stc-userid
Specifies the user ID and UID associated with the CSM application server started task.

NOTE
You can also use the ACFNRULE utility program to add rule lines to an existing rule. For more information
about this option, see the  ACF2 for z/OS Administration Guide.

3. Complete the PassTicket setup:

F ACF2,REBUILD(PTK),CLASS(P)

F ACF2,REBUILD(PTK)

Example Configure PassTickets for SCS Address Space on Remote Systems (ACF2)

You can use ACF2 for z/OS to configure PassTickets on the remote systems where the SCS address space is running.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the MSMCAPPL session keys:

SET PROFILE(PTKTDATA) DIVISION(SSIGNON) 

INSERT MSMCAPPL SSKEY(0123456789ABCDEF) NOMULT-USE

– MSMCAPPL
Defines the session key for the SCS address space ID used during CSM Configuration processing. This name may
have been overridden when you installed CSM, so it should reflect the real application name.

NOTE
This example demonstrates a complete session key value of 16 hex digits (creating an 8-byte or 64-bit
key). Change your key so that it consists of 16 random hex digits, and is different from the values in this
example. Each application key must be the same on all systems in the configuration, and the values must
be kept secret and secured.

2. Enable READ access to the MSMCAPPL PassTicket key value:

SET RESOURCE(PTK) 

RECKEY IRRPTAUTH ADD(MSMCAPPL.stc-userid UID(uid-of-stc-userid) SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) ALLOW) 

– stc-userid and uid-of-stc-userid
Specifies the user ID and UID associated with the SCS address space.

NOTE
You can also use the ACFNRULE utility program to add rule lines to an existing rule. For more information
about this option, see the ACF2 Administration Guide.

3. Complete the PassTicket setup on the remote systems:

F ACF2,REBUILD(PTK),CLASS(P) 

F ACF2,REBUILD(PTK)
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Set Up PassTickets for External Operations (ACF2)
To let CSM perform external operations on your behalf without saving your password, configure ACF2 to use PassTickets.

Schedule automatic maintenance updates (receiving and applying maintenance) for products that are installed in an SMP/
E environment.

WARNING

To complete the process of configuring CSM to perform external operations on your behalf without saving your
password, update the startup parameters after you install CSM. For more information, see Configuring CSM to
Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates.

Example: Configure PassTickets for External Operations (ACF2)
This sample shows how to use ACF2 to configure PassTickets for external operations.

WARNING
If the uid of the CSM application server started task user ID has the RESTRICT attribute, add the PTICKET
attribute to it.

NOTE
The commands in this procedure are samples. For more information about using these commands, see the
ACF2 Administration Guide.

If you plan to let CSM perform external operations on your behalf without saving your password, update the CSM startup
parameters after you install CSM. For more information, see the Configuring CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance
Updates.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the CSM connection application session key:
SET PROFILE(PTKTDATA) DIVISION(SSIGNON)

INSERT applid SSKEY(0123456789ABCDEF) MULT-USE

– applid
Defines the application ID used for PassTicket validation for the external operations. Replace applid with your CSM
applid.
Default: CHORWEBS

– SSKEY
Defines an encryption key for the application using values that are different from the values in the sample syntax.

NOTE

The sample syntax demonstrates a complete key value of 16 hexadecimal digits (creating an 8-byte or
64-bit key). Each application key must be the same on all systems in the configuration and the values
must be kept secret and secured.

– MULT-USE
Enables you to reuse the same PassTicket multiple times.

2. Permit the CSM started task user ID to generate and evaluate PassTickets on behalf of CSM users:
SET RESOURCE(PTK)

RECKEY IRRPTAUTH ADD(applid.- UID(uid_of_stc_userid) SERVICE(UPDATE,READ) ALLOW)

– uid_of_stc_userid
Specifies the uid of the CSM application server started task user ID. This user ID must be able to generate
PassTickets for any user.
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Default: MSMSERV
– applid

Defines the application ID used for PassTicket validation to authenticate connections to the server. Replace applid
with your CSM applid.Default: CHORWEBS

3. Allow individual users to access CSM:
SET RESOURCE(SAF)

RECKEY applid  ADD(UID(uid_of_user) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(SAF)

NOTE

If you added a GSO CLASMAP record to change the type code for the APPL class to APL, use APL instead
of SAF for TYPE.

– uid_of_user
Defines a user who needs to perform external operations.

4. Rebuild the directory for PTKTDATA records:
F ACF2,REBUILD(PTK),CLASS(P)

F ACF2,REBUILD(PTK)

PassTickets are configured.

You have completed the security setup for CSM with ACF2.

You completed site preparation. Your system is ready to install CSM.

Set Up Security for CSM with Top Secret
You perform the following tasks to set up security for CSM with Top Secret for z/OS:
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1. Set up user security:
a. Define the CAMSM resource class.
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b. Define security profiles.
c. Attach security profiles to users.
d. Set up started task security.

2. Set up Software Configuration Service (SCS) address space security:
a. Set up SCS address space security.
b. Configure PassTickets.

3. Set up PassTickets for external operations.

Set Up User Security (Top Secret)
CSM uses resource profiles to grant access to resources on the web-based interface. The resource class is CAMSM. In
Top Secret for z/OS, you can define security profiles that include the appropriate resource profiles for various roles and
can attach the security profiles to users.

NOTE

CAMSM is the default name of the SAF resource class. Your system may use a different name depending on
your CSM installation.

To set up user security:

1. Define the CAMSM resource class.
2. Define the security profiles to configure the roles.
3. Attach the profiles to users.
4. Set up started task security.

Define the CAMSM Resource Class (Top Secret)
Before you can use the CSM resource profiles, you define the CAMSM class that contains the profiles to Top Secret for z/
OS.

NOTE

CAMSM is the default name of the SAF resource class. Your system may use a different name depending on
your CSM installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the following commands:
TSS ADDTO(RDT) RESCLASS(CAMSM) 

               ATTR(MASK) MAXLEN(246)

TSS REPL(RDT) RESCLASS(CAMSM)

                 ACLST(READ=4000,UPDATE=8000,CONTROL=0400,NONE=0000)

                 DEFACC(READ)

2. Define resource profiles within the CAMSM class:
TSS ADDTO(MSMDPT) CAMSM(LOGON)

TSS ADDTO(MSMDPT) CAMSM(ADMIN.)

TSS ADDTO(MSMDPT) CAMSM(SC.)

TSS ADDTO(MSMDPT) CAMSM(SMPE.)

TSS ADDTO(MSMDPT) CAMSM(SYSREG.)

TSS ADDTO(MSMDPT) CAMSM(METHOD.)

TSS ADDTO(MSMDPT) CAMSM(DEPLOY.)

TSS ADDTO(MSMDPT) CAMSM(CONFIG.)

TSS ADDTO(MSMDPT) CAMSM(TM.)
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NOTE
You deny or grant access to CSM using resource profiles.

Define Security Profiles
You can define security profiles for various roles and attach the profiles to users. Use the commands in the following
examples for various roles:

• Administrators
• Users
• Restricted Users

Example: Set Up Security for Administrators (Top Secret)

You want to define a profile, MSMPRF1, that grants access to all actions. The actions include the management of system
settings, system registry, methodologies, deployments, configurations, and of user settings.

Issue the following Top Secret for z/OS commands:

TSS CREATE(MSMPRF1)    NAME('CSM ADMIN PROFILE') DEPT(MSMDPT) TYPE(PROFILE)

TSS PERMIT(MSMPRF1)    CAMSM(LOGON)   ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(MSMPRF1)    CAMSM(ADMIN.)  ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(MSMPRF1)    CAMSM(SC.)     ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(MSMPRF1)    CAMSM(SMPE.)   ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(MSMPRF1)    CAMSM(SYSREG.) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(MSMPRF1)    CAMSM(METHOD.) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(MSMPRF1)    CAMSM(DEPLOY.) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(MSMPRF1)    CAMSM(CONFIG.) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(MSMPRF1)    CAMSM(TM.)     ACCESS(READ)

Example: Set Up Security for Users (Top Secret)

You want to define a profile, MSMPRF2, that grants access to all user actions, but the user can only access the
SANDBOX system within the environment. A user with this setup cannot manage system or other users' settings, modify
the system registry, nor create methodologies. The user can create deployments that are targeted for the SANDBOX
system and can use methodologies that other CSM users defined. The user can create configurations that are targeted for
the SANDBOX remote system using system profile values already defined, but cannot implement those configurations.

Issue the following Top Secret for z/OS commands:

TSS CREATE(MSMPRF2) NAME('CSM USER PROFILE') DEPT(MSMDPT) TYPE(PROFILE)

TSS PERMIT(MSMPRF2) CAMSM(ADMIN.SETTINGS.USER)     ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(MSMPRF2) CAMSM(ADMIN.LMPKEY)            ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(MSMPRF2) CAMSM(SC.@ACTION)              ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(MSMPRF2) CAMSM(SMPE.@ACTION)            ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(MSMPRF2) CAMSM(SYSREG.@DISPLAY)         ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(MSMPRF2) CAMSM(SYSREG.@PROFILE.DISPLAY) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(MSMPRF2) CAMSM(SYSREG.@SYSTEM.SANDBOX)  ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(MSMPRF2) CAMSM(METHOD.@DISPLAY)         ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(MSMPRF2) CAMSM(DEPLOY.)                 ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(MSMPRF2) CAMSM(CONFIG.@DISPLAY)         ACCESS(READ)
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TSS PERMIT(MSMPRF2) CAMSM(CONFIG.@ACTION.CREATE)   ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(MSMPRF2) CAMSM(CONFIG.@ACTION.REMOVE)   ACCESS(READ)

Example: Set Up Security for Restricted Users (Top Secret)

You want to define a profile, MSMPRF3, that grants access to the following actions only:

• Download product packages.
• Install product packages that are downloaded outside of CSM.
• Migrate an existing SMP/E environment to CSM.
• Remove knowledge of an SMP/E environment from CSM.
• Create deployments and deploy them (if they are the owner).
• Create and maintain remote systems within the system registry, including profile information.
• Implement prepared configurations on remote systems.

Issue the following Top Secret for z/OS commands:

TSS CREATE(MSMPRF3) NAME('CSM SMPE USER PROFILE') DEPT(MSMDPT) TYPE(PROFILE)

TSS PERMIT(MSMPRF3) CAMSM(ADMIN.SETTINGS.USER)      ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(MSMPRF3) CAMSM(SC.@ACTION.INSTPKG)       ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(MSMPRF3) CAMSM(SMPE.@ACTION.MIGRATE)     ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(MSMPRF3) CAMSM(SMPE.@ACTION.REMOVECSI)   ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(MSMPRF3) CAMSM(SYSREG)                   ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(MSMPRF3) CAMSM(METHOD.@DISPLAY)          ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(MSMPRF3) CAMSM(DEPLOY.@SELF)             ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(MSMPRF3) CAMSM(CONFIG.@ACTION.IMPL)      ACCESS(READ)

Attach Security Profiles to Users
You attach security profiles to users to grant the users access to CSM actions in various roles.

To attach security profiles to users, issue Top Secret for z/OS commands in TSO, for example:

TSS ADDTO(MSMUSR1) PROFILE(MSMPRF1)    

TSS ADDTO(MSMUSR2) PROFILE(MSMPRF2)    

TSS ADDTO(MSMUSR3) PROFILE(MSMPRF3)

The example sets up the following configuration:

• The MSMPRF1 profile permits access to the user MSMUSR1.
• The MSMPRF2 profile permits access to the user MSMUSR2.
• The MSMPRF3 profile permits access to the user MSMUSR3.

Set Up Started Task Security
If you plan to run the CSM application server (MSMTC) as a started task under Top Secret for z/OS, accomplish relevant
configuration settings.

NOTE
For more information, see the  Top Secret for z/OS Command Functions Guide and the  Top Secret for z/OS
Control Options Guide
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Follow these steps:

1. Define a facility for the started task:
TSS MODIFY FACILITY(USERxx=NAME=MSM)

TSS MODIFY FACILITY(MSM=MULTIUSER,SIGN(M))

The facility is used to control who can log in to the server.
2. Create an ACID (user ID) to control the server.
3. Define the server region to the STC table.

The STC entry contains the server procedure name and ACID.
4. Add the facility that you defined in Step 1 to the server ACID, using the MASTFAC keyword.
5. Add the facility that you defined in Step 1 to each user who requires logon to the server, using the FACILITY keyword.

Set Up SCS Address Space Security (Top Secret)
The SCS address space verifies the user ID assigned to the requesting started task or initiated job and authorizes it to
connect.

The security setup that is required for CSM is only set up on the driving system. To set up the SCS address space
security, do so on every target system, which can include the CSM driving system.

NOTE
An unauthorized CSM user ID is denied access to the selected target system.

If security profiles are not defined, CSM cannot connect to the SCS address space, including from within the address
space.

Configure permission to access the entity SCSAS.CONNECT (READ authority) of the class CAMSM. The permission
allows connections to the SCS address space through the CSM application server and the SCS address space.

PassTickets are used to verify the started task ID of the CSM application server. Verifying the started task ID allows
secure connections from a remote system to the address space.

To set up SCS address space security, configure PassTickets.

Set Up SCS Address Space Security for Top Secret
Set up security for the SCS address space in Top Secret for z/OS.

CAMSM is the default name of the SAF resource class. Your system may use a different name depending on your
CSM installation. If you change the default SAF resource class name, update the SAF class attribute in the MSMCPARM
member.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the resource class to the RDT:

TSS ADDTO(RDT) RESCLASS(CAMSM) ATTR(MASK) MAXLEN(246)

TSS REPL(RDT) RESCLASS(CAMSM)

                 ACLST(READ=4000,UPDATE=8000,CONTROL=0400,NONE=0000)

                 DEFACC(READ)

2. Create a CSM departmental ACID:

TSS CREATE(MSMDPT) NAME('CSM Department') TYPE(USER)

3. Define the resource profiles within the CAMSM class:

TSS ADDTO(MSMDPT) CAMSM(SCSAS.CONNECT)
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4. Create a Top Secret for z/OS profile.

TSS CREATE(SCSPRF1) NAME('CSM SCS AS PROFILE')   

DEPT(MSMDPT)   TYPE(PROFILE)

5. Permit the resource to access the profile:

TSS PERMIT(SCSPRF1) CAMSM(SCSAS.CONNECT)   ACCESS(READ)

6. Assign the profile to the ACID:

TSS ADDTO(userid) PROFILE(SCSPRF1)    

– userid
Specifies the user ID assigned to the SCS address space.

Configure Pass Tickets (Top Secret)
Set up PassTickets on the system where the CSM application server is executing and on each system where the SCS
address space is running.

NOTE

To generate a valid PassTicket, use the values for the remote SCS address space on the system where the
CSM application server is running.

To set up PassTickets, use the commands in the following examples on both the server and remote target systems.

NOTE
These examples are provided as a guideline and are intended for security administrators familiar with
PassTicket configuration.

• Example: Configure PassTickets for CSM Application Server
• Example: Configure PassTickets for SCS Address Space on Remote Systems

Example: Configure PassTickets for CSM Application Server (Top Secret)

You can use Top Secret for z/OS to configure PassTickets on the system where the CSM application server is executing.

Follow these steps:

1. Update the resource descriptor table (RDT) to define the PTKTDATA class (which is not a predefined class):

TSS ADDTO(RDT) RESCLASS(PTKTDATA) RESCODE(n) ACLIST(ALL,READ,UPDATE) MAXLEN(37)

NOTE
Include RESCODE(n) in the range of 101 to 13F to make PTKTDATA a prefixed resource class.

2. Assign ownership to a department for the PassTicket session key (SESSKEY) resource:

TSS ADDTO(department) PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUTH)

– department
Specifies a preexisting department. The ownership of the application is defined to this department. This ownership
lets the department administrator (or higher) define permissions for PassTicket generation and validation.

3. Define the CSM application server PassTicket session key:

TSS ADDTO(NDT) PSTKAPPL(MSMCAPPL) SESSKEY(0123456789ABCDEF)

– MSMCAPPL
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Defines the session key for the SCS address space ID used during CSM Configuration processing. This name may
have been overridden when you installed CSM, so it should reflect the real application name.

NOTE

This example demonstrates a complete session key value of 16 hex digits (creating an 8-byte or 64-bit
key). Change your key so that it consists of 16 random hex digits, and is different from the values in this
example. Each application key must be the same on all systems in the configuration, and the values must
be kept secret and secured.

4. Permit access to the CSM application server PassTicket session key value for the Started Task User for the CSM
application server:

TSS PERMIT(stc-userid) PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUTH.MSMCAPPL.) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE) 

– stc-userid
Specifies the ACID that you defined the access requirements for user ID associated with the CSM application
server.

Example: Configure PassTickets for SCS Address Space on Remote Systems (Top Secret)

You can use Top Secret for z/OS to configure PassTickets on the remote systems where the SCS address space is
running.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the SCS address space PassTicket session key:

TSS ADDTO(NDT) PSTKAPPL(MSMCAPPL) SESSKEY(0123456789ABCDEF) 

– MSMCAPPL Defines the session key for the SCS address space ID used during CSM Configuration processing.
This name may have been overridden when you installed CSM, so it should reflect the real application name.
 

NOTE

This example demonstrates a complete session key value of 16 hex digits (creating an 8-byte or 64-bit
key). Change your key so that it consists of 16 random hex digits, and is different from the values in this
example. Each application key must be the same on all systems in the configuration, and the values must
be kept secret and secured.

 

Set Up PassTickets for External Operations (Top Secret)
To let CSM perform external operations on your behalf without saving your password, configure Top Secret for z/OS to
use PassTickets.

Schedule automatic maintenance updates (receiving and applying maintenance) for products that are installed in an SMP/
E environment.

WARNING

To complete the process of configuring CSM to perform external operations on your behalf without saving your
password, update the CSM startup parameters after you install CSM. For more information, see Configuring
CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates.
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Example: Configure PassTickets for External Operations (Top Secret)
This sample shows how to use Top Secret for z/OS to configure PassTickets for external operations.

NOTE

This procedure assumes that the PTKTDATA class and IRRPTAUTH resource ownership have been defined.

If you plan to let CSM perform external operations on your behalf without saving your password, update the CSM startup
parameters after you install CSM. For more information, see Configuring CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance
Updates.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the CSM connection application session key:
 TSS ADDTO(NDT) PSTKAPPL(applid) SESSKEY(0123456789ABCDEF) SIGNMULTI

 

– applid
Defines the application ID used for PassTicket validation for the external operations. Replace applid with your CSM
applid.
Default: CHORWEBS

– SESSKEY
Defines an encryption key for the application in the format of 16 random hexadecimal digits that are different from
the values in the example.

NOTE

This example demonstrates a complete key SESSKEY value of 16 hexadecimal digits (creating an 8-byte
or 64-bit key). Each application key must be the same on all systems in the configuration and the values
must be kept secret and secured. SIGNMULTI Lets you reuse the same PassTicket multiple times.

– SIGNMULTI
Lets you reuse the same PassTicket multiple times.

2. Permit the CSM started task user ID to generate and evaluate PassTickets on behalf of CSM users:
TSS PERMIT(stc_userid) PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUTH.applid.) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)

– stc_userid
Specifies the CSM application server started task user ID. This user ID must be able to generate PassTickets for
any user.
Default: MSMSERV

– applid
Defines the application ID used for PassTicket validation to authenticate connections to the server. Replace applid
with your CSM applid.
Default: CHORWEBS

3. Add the applid to the applicable department:
TSS ADDTO(department) APPLICATION(applid)

4. Allow individual users to access CSM:
TSS PERMIT(userid) APPL(applid) 

• userid
Defines a user who needs to perform the external operations.
PassTickets are configured.

You have completed security setup for CSM with Top Secret for z/OS.

You completed site preparation. Your system is ready to install CSM.
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Set Up Security for CSM with IBM RACF
You perform the following tasks to set up security for CSM with IBM RACF:
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Figure 4: Setting_Up_Security_with_IBM_RACF

1. Set up user security:
a. Define the CAMSM resource class.
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b. Define the group profiles.
c. Connect users to the group profiles.

2. Set up Software Configuration Service (SCS) address space security:
a. Set up SCS address space security.
b. Configure PassTickets.

3. Set up PassTickets for external operations.

Set Up User Security (IBM RACF)
CSM uses resource profiles to grant access to resources on the web-based interface. The resource class is CAMSM. In
IBM RACF, you can define group profiles that include the appropriate resource profiles for various roles and connect the
users to the group profiles.

NOTE

CAMSM is the default name of the SAF resource class. Your system may use a different name depending on
your CSM installation.

To set up user security:

1. Define the CAMSM resource class.
2. Define the group profiles.
3. Connect users to the group profiles.

Define the CAMSM Resource Class (IBM RACF)
Before you can use the CSM resource profiles, you define the CAMSM class that contains the profiles to IBM RACF.

NOTE

CAMSM is the default name of the SAF resource class. Your system may use a different name depending on
your CSM installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the SETROPTS LIST command to verify that the CDT resource appears in the CLASSACT and RACLIST list of
entries.

2. Define the generic profile:
RDEFINE CDT CAMSM UACC(NONE) CDTINFO(GENERIC,MAXLENGTH(246) POSIT(nnn)

 OTHER(ALPHA,NATIONAL,NUMERIC,SPECIAL) RACLIST(ALLOWED))

– nnn
Defines a posit number that does not conflict with the IBM reserved values.

NOTE

For more information about posit numbers, see the IBM Server RACF Command Language Reference.
3. Finalize the changes:

SETROPTS RACLIST(CDT) REFRESH

SETROPTS GENERIC(CAMSM) RACLIST(CAMSM) CLASSACT(CAMSM)

The changes are applied and the CAMSM resource class is defined to IBM RACF.

NOTE
You deny or grant access to CSM using resource profiles.
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Define the Group Profiles
You can define group profiles that include the appropriate resource profiles for various roles. You can connect the users to
the group profiles.

NOTE

You deny or grant access to CSM using resource profiles.

The following examples define group profiles for various roles:

• Administrators
• Users
• Restricted Users

Example: Set Up Security for Administrators (IBM RACF)

You want to define a profile, MSMPRF1, that grants access to all actions. The actions include the management of system
settings, system registry, methodologies, deployments, configurations, and of user settings.

Issue the following IBM RACF commands:

ADDGROUP MSMPRF1 DATA(‘CSM ADMIN’)

 

RDEFINE CAMSM LOGON UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CAMSM ADMIN.* UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CAMSM SC.* UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CAMSM SMPE.* UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CAMSM SYSREG.* UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CAMSM METHOD.* UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CAMSM DEPLOY.* UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CAMSM CONFIG.* UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CAMSM TM.* UACC(NONE)

 

PERMIT LOGON CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF1) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT ADMIN.* CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF1) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT SC.* CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF1) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT SMPE.* CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF1) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT SYSREG.* CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF1) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT METHOD.* CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF1) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT DEPLOY.* CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF1) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT CONFIG.* CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF1) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT TM.* CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF1) ACCESS(READ)

Example: Set Up Security for Users (IBM RACF)

You want to define a profile, MSMPRF2, that grants access to all user actions, but the user can only access the
SANDBOX system within the environment. A user with this profile cannot manage system or other users' settings, modify
the system registry, nor create methodologies. The user can create deployments that are targeted for the SANDBOX
system and can use methodologies that other CSM users defined. The user can create configurations that are targeted for
the SANDBOX remote system using system profile values already defined, but cannot implement those configurations.

Issue the following IBM RACF commands:
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ADDGROUP MSMPRF2 DATA(‘CSM USER’)

 

RDEFINE CAMSM LOGON UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CAMSM ADMIN.SETTINGS.USER.* UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CAMSM ADMIN.LMPKEY.* UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CAMSM SC.@ACTION.* UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CAMSM SMPE.@ACTION.* UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CAMSM SYSREG.@DISPLAY UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CAMSM SYSREG.@PROFILE.DISPLAY UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CAMSM SYSREG.@SYSTEM.SANDBOX UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CAMSM METHOD.@DISPLAY UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CAMSM DEPLOY.* UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CAMSM CONFIG.@DISPLAY UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CAMSM CONFIG.@ACTION.CREATE UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CAMSM CONFIG.@ACTION.REMOVE UACC(NONE)

 

PERMIT LOGON CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF2) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT ADMIN.SETTINGS.USER.* CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF2) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT ADMIN.LMPKEY.* CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF2) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT SC.@ACTION.* CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF2) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT SMPE.@ACTION.* CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF2) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT SYSREG.@DISPLAY CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF2) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT SYSREG.@PROFILE.DISPLAY CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF2) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT METHOD.@DISPLAY CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF2) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT DEPLOY.* CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF2) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT CONFIG.@DISPLAY CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF2) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT CONFIG.@ACTION.CREATE CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF2) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT CONFIG.@ACTION.REMOVE CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF2) ACCESS(READ)

Example: Set Up Security for Restricted Users (IBM RACF)

You want to define a profile, MSMPRF3, that grants access to the following actions only:

• Download product packages.
• Install product packages that are downloaded outside of CSM.
• Migrate an existing SMP/E environment to CSM.
• Remove knowledge of an SMP/E environment from CSM.
• Create deployments and deploy them (if they are the owner).
• Create and maintain remote systems within the system registry, including profile information.
• Implement prepared configurations on remote systems.

Issue the following IBM RACF commands:

ADDGROUP MSMPRF3 DATA(‘CSM SMPE’)

 

RDEFINE CAMSM LOGON UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CAMSM ADMIN.SETTINGS.USER.* UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CAMSM SC.@ACTION.INSTPKG UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CAMSM SMPE.@ACTION.MIGRATE UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CAMSM SMPE.@ACTION.REMOVECSI UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CAMSM DEPLOY.@SELF UACC(NONE)
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RDEFINE CAMSM SYSREG.* UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CAMSM METHOD.@DISPLAY UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CAMSM CONFIG.@ACTION.IMPL UACC(NONE)

 

PERMIT LOGON CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF3) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT ADMIN.SETTINGS.USER.* CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF3) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT SC.@ACTION.INSTPKG CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF3) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT SMPE.@ACTION.MIGRATE CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF3) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT SMPE.@ACTION.REMOVECSI CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF3) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT DEPLOY.@SELF CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF3) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT SYSREG.* CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF3) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT METHOD.@DISPLAY CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF3) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT CONFIG.@ACTION.IMPL CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMPRF3) ACCESS(READ)

 

 

Connect Users to the Group Profiles
You connect users to group profiles to grant the users access to CSM actions in various roles.

To connect users to group profiles, issue IBM RACF commands in TSO, for example:

CONNECT MSMUSR1 GROUP(MSMPRF1)

CONNECT MSMUSR2 GROUP(MSMPRF2)

CONNECT MSMUSR3 GROUP(MSMPRF3)

The example sets up the following configuration:

• The MSMPRF1 profile permits access to the user MSMUSR1.
• The MSMPRF2 profile permits access to the user MSMUSR2.
• The MSMPRF3 profile permits access to the user MSMUSR3.

Set Up SCS Address Space Security (IBM RACF)
The SCS address space verifies the user ID assigned to the requesting started task or initiated job and authorizes it to
connect.

The security setup that is required for CSM is only set up on the driving system. To set up the SCS address space
security, do so on every target system, which can include the CSM driving system.

NOTE

An unauthorized CSM user ID is denied access to the selected target system.

If security profiles are not defined, CSM cannot connect to the SCS address space, including from within the address
space.

Configure permission to access the entity SCSAS.CONNECT (READ authority) of the class CAMSM. The permission
allows connections to the SCS address space through the CSM application server and the SCS address space.

PassTickets are used to verify the started task ID of the CSM application server. Verifying the started task ID allows
secure connections from a remote system to the address space.

To set up SCS address space security:

1. Set up SCS address space security.
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2. Configure PassTickets.

Set Up SCS Address Space Security for IBM RACF
Set up security for the SCS address space in IBM RACF.

CAMSM is the default name of the SAF resource class. Your system may use a different name depending on your
CSM installation. If you change the default SAF resource class name, update the SAF class attribute in the MSMCPARM
member.

NOTE
If you have already defined and activated the CAMSM resource class in IBM RACF, you can skip steps 1
through 4.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the SETROPTS LIST command to verify that the CDT resource appears within both the CLASSACT and
RACLIST list of entries.

2. Define the generic profile:

RDEFINE CDT CAMSM UACC(NONE) CDTINFO(GENERIC,MAXLENGTH(246) POSIT(nnn) OTHER(ALPHA,NATIONAL,NUMERIC,SPECIAL) RACLIST(ALLOWED))

– nnn
Defines a posit number that does not conflict with IBM reserved values.

NOTE
For more information about posit numbers, see the IBM Server RACF Command Language Reference.

The generic profile is defined.
3. Make the generic profile changes take effect:

SETROPTS RACLIST(CDT) REFRESH

4. Activate the CAMSM class:

SETROPTS RACLIST(CAMSM) CLASSACT(CAMSM)

5. Define the resource profiles within the CAMSM class:

RDEFINE CAMSM SCSAS.CONNECT UACC(NONE)

6. Permit the resource to a user:

PERMIT SCSAS.CONNECT CLASS(CAMSM) ID(userid) ACCESS(READ)

– userid
Specifies the user ID assigned to the SCS address space.

7. (Optional) If the CAMSM class is RACLISTed, refresh the class:

SETROPTS RACLIST(CAMSM) REFRESH

Configure Pass Tickets (IBM RACF)
Set up PassTickets on the system where the CSM application server is executing and on each system where the SCS
address space is running.

NOTE

To generate a valid PassTicket, use the values for the remote SCS address space on the system where the
CSM application server is running.
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To set up PassTickets, use the commands in the following examples on both the server and remote target systems.

NOTE

These examples are provided as a guideline and are intended for security administrators familiar with
PassTicket configuration.

• Example: Configure PassTickets for CSM Application Server
• Example: Configure PassTickets for SCS Address Space on Remote Systems

Example: Configure PassTickets for CSM Application (IBM RACF)

Use IBM RACF to configure PassTickets on the system where the CSM application server is executing.

Follow these steps:

1. Activate the PassTicket class:

SETROPTS CLASSACT(PTKTDATA) 

SETROPTS RACLIST(PTKTDATA) 

SETROPTS GENERIC(PTKTDATA)

2. Define a profile for the application and specify the session key:

RDEFINE PTKTDATA MSMCAPPL SSIGNON(KEYMASKED(0123456789ABCDEF)) UACC(NONE)

– MSMCAPPL
Defines the session key for the SCS address space ID that is used during CSM Configuration processing. This
name may have been overridden when you installed CSM, so it should reflect the real application name.

NOTE

This example demonstrates a complete session key value of 16 hex digits (creating an 8-byte or 64-bit
key). Change your key so that it consists of 16 random hex digits, and is different from the values in this
example. Each application key must be the same on all systems in the configuration, and the values must
be kept secret and secured.

3. Define a profile and permit access to the MSMCAPPL PassTicket session key value for the Started Task user ID so
that it can access the SCS address space:

RDEFINE PTKTDATA IRRPTAUTH.MSMCAPPL.stc-userid UACC(NONE) 

– stc-userid
Specifies the user ID associated with the CSM application server started task. This user ID only needs the ability to
generate a PassTicket for itself.

4. Permit access to the MSMCAPPL PassTicket session key value for the CSM application server:

PERMIT IRRPTAUTH.MSMCAPPL.stc-userid CLASS(PTKTDATA) ID(stc-userid) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)

5. Refresh the PTKTDATA class:

SETROPTS RACLIST(PTKTDATA) REFRESH

Example: Configure PassTickets for SCS Address Space on Remote Systems (IBM RACF)

Use IBM RACF to configure PassTickets on the remote systems where the SCS address space is running.
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Follow these steps:

1. Activate the PassTicket class:

SETROPTS CLASSACT(PTKTDATA) 

SETROPTS RACLIST(PTKTDATA) 

2. Define a profile for the application and specify the session key:

RDEFINE PTKTDATA MSMCAPPL SSIGNON(KEYMASKED(0123456789ABCDEF)) UACC(NONE)

– MSMCAPPL
Defines the session key for the SCS address space ID that is used during CSM Configuration processing. This
name may have been overridden when you installed CSM, so it should reflect the real application name.

NOTE

This example demonstrates a complete session key value of 16 hex digits (creating an 8-byte or 64-bit
key). Change your key so that it consists of 16 random hex digits, and is different from the values in this
example. Each application key must be the same on all systems in the configuration, and the values must
be kept secret and secured.

3. Permit access to the MSMCAPPL PassTicket session key value for the SCS address space Started Task user ID:

RDEFINE IRRPTAUTH.MSMCAPPL.stc-userid CLASS(PTKTDATA) UACC(NONE) 

– stc-userid
Specifies the SCS address space Started Task user ID.

4. Refresh the PTKTDATA class:

SETROPTS RACLIST(PTKTDATA) REFRESH

Set Up PassTickets for External Operations (IBM RACF)
To let CSM perform external operations on your behalf without saving your password, configure IBM RACF to use
PassTickets.

Schedule automatic maintenance updates (receiving and applying maintenance) for products that are installed in an SMP/
E environment.

WARNING

To complete the process of configuring CSM to perform external operations on your behalf without saving your
password, update the CSM startup parameters after you install CSM. For more information, see Configuring
CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates.

Example: Configure PassTickets for External Operations (IBM RACF)
This sample shows how you use IBM RACF to configure PassTickets for external operations.

If you plan to let CSM perform external operations on your behalf without saving your password, update the CSM startup
parameters after you install CSM. For more information, see Configuring CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance
Updates.

Follow these steps:

1. Define profiles for the application in the PTKTDATA class for the application and specify the session keys:
 SETROPTS CLASSACT(PTKTDATA) RACLIST(PTKTDATA)

 RDEFINE PTKTDATA applid SSIGNON(KEYMASKED(0123456789ABCDEF)) APPLDATA('NO REPLAY PROTECTION') UACC(NONE)
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– applid
Defines the application ID used for PassTicket validation to authenticate connections to the server.Default:
CHORWEBS

– KEYMASKED
Defines an encryption key for the application using values that are different from the values in the sample syntax.

NOTE

The sample syntax demonstrates a complete key value of 16 hexadecimal digits (creating an 8-byte or
64-bit key). Each application key must be the same on all systems in the configuration and the values
must be kept secret and secured.

– APPLDATA(‘NO REPLAY PROTECTION’)
Lets you reuse the same PassTicket multiple times.

The CSM session keys are defined.

NOTE

This example demonstrates a session key value of 16 hexadecimal digits (creating an 8-byte or 64-bit key).
Use a different value when you define your session keys. Each application key must be the same on all
systems in the configuration and the values must be kept secret and secured.

2. Permit the CSM started task user ID to generate and evaluate PassTickets on behalf of CSM users:
 SETROPTS GENERIC(PTKTDATA)

 RDEFINE PTKTDATA IRRPTAUTH.applid.* UACC(NONE)

 PERMIT IRRPTAUTH.applid.* CLASS(PTKTDATA) ID(stc_userid) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)

 

– stc_userid
Specifies the CSM application server started task user ID. This user ID must be able to generate PassTickets for
any user.Default: MSMSERV

– applid
Defines the application ID used for PassTicket validation to authenticate connections to the server.
Default: CHORWEBS

3. Allow individual users to access CSM:
 RDEFINE APPL applid UACC(NONE)

 PERMIT applid CLASS(APPL) ID(userid) ACCESS(READ)

 SETROPTS CLASSACT(APPL)

 

– userid
Defines a user who needs to perform the external operations.

4. Refresh the PTKTDATA class:
SETROPTS RACLIST(PTKTDATA) REFRESH

PassTickets are configured.

You have completed security setup for CSM with IBM RACF.

You completed site preparation. Your system is ready to install CSM.
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Installing
Includes the steps to acquire, install, deploy, and configure all product components. This collection of articles details the
tasks that a system programmer can complete to install CSM. Before staring an installation, we recommend that you
review the installation best practices.

CSMis an SMP/E-installed and serviceable product.

To install this product, you can use the detailed procedure or a high-level checklist

WARNING
Do not continue until you have completed all security and prerequisite work as noted in Preparing for Installation
.

Installation and Set Up Best Practices
This section contains articles to help you maximize your efficiency when installing and setting up CSM Software Manager.

Use this text box to search for content in the Installation and Set Up Best Practices section.

Run Prerequisite Validator Before Installing CSM
Before the CSM installation, we recommend that you execute the Prerequisite Validator utility on the LPAR where you
intend to install CSM.

Business Value:

CSM includes a Prerequisite Validator utility that lets you verify that all software, network, and security authorizations are
in-place on the LPAR where you will install the product. The utility produces a Verification Summary report that identifies
any gaps from the installation prerequisites. Use this report during the planning process to identify additional activities that
must be performed before CSM can be successfully installed.

More Information:

For more information about the Prerequisite Validator utility, see Use the CSM Prerequisite Validator Utility.

Allocate Three Separate File Systems for Installation
You must create four USS directory paths to install CSM.  You can install CSM with all four directory paths in a single
file system. However, we recommend that you create separate file systems for the msm, msmruntime, and msminstall
directories. The mpm directory serves as a mount point for file systems that CSM creates and manages during operation.

Business Value:

Separate file systems eliminate a single point-of-failure for the application by separating the CSM SMP/E USS
environment from the application runtime USS environment. Creating a separate file system for msminstall lets the space
that is used for the installation files to reclaimed after the installation.

More Information:
For more information about the USS file system requirements, see Set Up USS Paths.

Implement Using zFS File Systems
CSM can support HFS and zFS file systems. We recommend using only zFS file systems for the installation file systems
and the ongoing application file systems, because of the superior performance of zFS.
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Business Value:

IBM announced that beginning with z/OS 1.7, zFS is the strategic z/OS UNIX file system. IBM also formally recommends
that you use zFS file systems and migrate all existing HFS file systems to zFS. Installing CSM with zFS file systems
eliminates the need to migrate CSM from HFS to zFS later. This migration activity includes steps to update the CSM
internal mount table that resides in the CSM database Datacom/MSM. The zFS file system also has higher performance
characteristics than HFS and creates better performance and throughputs than HFS.

Additional Considerations:

To implement using zFS file systems, verify that the zFS address space is running and configured for your environment.
For a zFS file system to grow dynamically, specify AGGRGROW when you mount the file system. This value can be set
globally for all zFS file systems using the IOEFSPRM member of SYS1.PARMLIB.

More Information:

For more information, see the IBM UNIX System Services Planning Guide (z/OS release specific) and the IBM HFS to
zFS Migration Tool Redbook (REDP4328.pdf). For more details to set up the zFS address space for your environment,
see IBM z/OS Distributed File Service zSeries File System Administration.

Install CSM on a Multiprocessor LPAR
CSM can run in any LPAR configuration. However, we recommend that you use an LPAR that has at least two CPUs
configured.

NOTE
CSM uses an IBM System z Application Assist Processor (zAAP). These processors can increase
general purpose processor productivity and contribute to lower overall costs of computing for z/OS Java
technology-based applications.

Business Value:

CSM is an online application that runs three address spaces: MSMMUF, MSMDBSRV, and MSMTC. Configuring multiple
CPUs lets multiple instructions be processed, ensuring less CPU wait delays, and improving overall response times
for users.

In a uniprocessor LPAR configuration, users can experience significantly slower response time. This response time can
reduce the productivity gain that the tool provides.

When SAF security is enabled, CSM spawns a fourth Open MVS Transaction (OTX) address space for the security
interface, which is Distributed Security Integration for z/OS (DSI Server) to the external security manager on the host
system.

Use System z Application Assist Processor (zAAP)
CSM uses IBM System z Application Assist Processors (zAAPs) to help you see the following benefits:

• Simplify and reduce server infrastructures by integrating Java web application mission critical data for high
performance, reliability, availability, and security.

• Maximize the value of your mainframe investments through increased system productivity by reducing the demands
and capacity requirements on general purpose processors, which may be available for reallocation to other mainframe
workloads.

• Lower the overall cost of computing for Java technology-based applications, through hardware, software, and
maintenance savings.

If you use z/OS Version 1.11 or later with IBM z Integrated Information Processors (zIIPs), you can also use the zAAP on
zIIP capability that offers the same benefits.

Business Value:
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CSM is an online application that uses System z Application Assist Process (zAAP) to simplify and maximize performance
and lower overall costs.

Use SMS for Allocations
CSM supports non-SMS and SMS allocation environments. However, we recommend that you use only SMS for mount
point management allocations and software installation temporary allocations.

Business Value:

CSM allocates temporary files dynamically during task initialization and GIMUNZIP processing for software installations.
CSMalso allocates new file systems dynamically as needed to store the product and maintenance files that are
downloaded from support. All allocations are performed based on the configuration settings in the web-based interface
(Settings tab, User Settings). Setting these allocations under SMS eliminates the need for someone to manage
the CSM Settings that are based on individual volume utilization.

SMS also ensures optimal space utilization and verifies that the appropriate backup and migration rules are used for these
data sets.

Additional Considerations:

The initial settings for the file system allocations are specified during the installation process. You can easily modify these
settings in the web-based interface (the Settings tab, System Settings).

The allocation settings for the temporary data sets must be set after the installation is complete and the web-based
interface is accessible. The interface allows for a system setting and a user-specific setting for these allocations. When
they are populated, the user setting overrides the system settings. The system settings should be set by the first user who
accesses the application. Each user can set their own user settings as needed for their environment. We only recommend
user settings for these parameters if the security environment dictates different settings for each user.

More Information:

For more information about the allocation settings, see USS File Systems. In addition, see the IBM DFSMS Implementing
System-Managed Storage for information about your specific z/OS release.

Reserve Application Ports in TCP/IP
This product uses four TCP/IP ports that must be reserved for the CSM address space for the CSM application server.

Business Value:

Reserving the four application ports to the MSMTC address space ensures that another application does not allocate the
ports and prevent CSM access.

These ports are defined in several CSM configuration files under USS. These files are in XML format.

The process of reserving the ports also enhances the network team’s ability to perform problem isolation in the
environment.

More Information:

For more information about the application port requirements, see TCP/IP Port Reservation. In addition, see the IBM IP
Configuration Guide for your z/OS release for further details about reserving ports in TCP/IP.

Define Address Space User IDs in System Programmer USS Group Profile
The CSM address spaces should be assigned a user ID that is defined to the same USS default group profile as the team
of system programmers responsible for maintaining the application.

 Business Value: 
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Adhering to this best practice helps you simplify the USS permissions structure that is required for ongoing support and
can eliminate the need to set CSM USS directory path permissions to read/write/delete/execute. The owning UID/GID
must be the one that allows deployment users the ability to have read/write/execute within that work directory.

 More Information: 

For more information about the application address space security setup requirements, see Preparing for Installation. You
can also refer to user documentation for your security package.

Accessibility for Temporary Unpax Directory for GIMUNZIP
CSM requires a USS directory path to temporarily unpax product package files during a product installation. This USS
directory path must be accessible by all users.

Business Value:

After CSM is initialized for the first time, set the system setting for the required temporary unpax location in the web
interface (Settings tab, System Settings, Software Installation). All users use this setting during a product installation;
therefore, the setting must be set to a directory path that all CSM users can write to, read from, and execute on. If you
have security policies in your environment that do not let all users have access to the same directory path, those without
access to the path set here must specify a different directory path in the web interface (Settings tab, User Settings,
Software Installation). The user setting overrides the system setting for the user.

Back Up Installation Options File and Summary Report
After you complete the installation, you can delete the CSM installation USS directory path. Before deleting the path, back
up the files that reside in the following path:

/parent_path/msmserv/version_number/msminstall/MSMSetup 

•   parent_path  CSM parent path name that is defined at your site. For example, one of the following:

/u/users/

/usr/lpp/

/cai/

These are the files to back up:

•  MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties
The installation process uses the MSMSetupOptionFile to customize the installation based on your environment. This
file contains all of the information that is required to reinstall in the event of a disaster, or to install on another LPAR
within your environment. We recommend that you create a backup of this file (in another USS directory or in a z/OS
data set).

•  MSMSummaryReport.txt
The installation utility creates a summary report of the installation that includes critical installation information. This
information is a good reference document. Use it to identify information about the files being used and the URL that is
required to access the application. We recommend that you create a backup of this file (in another USS directory or in
a z/OS data set).

 Business Value: 

This best practice ensures that you are prepared to recover CSM in the event of a disaster.

 More Information: 

For more information about the installation MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties and MSMSummaryReport.txt files,
see Review Options File Keywords.
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Keep SAF Security Disabled on Initial Startup
CSM lets you control access to it and to specific functions within it. When you start the product for the first time, we
recommend that you leave this functionality disabled.

This functionality is controlled through the safSecurity keyword in the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties used during the
installation process. You can enable this functionality after the installation by updating the following statement in the
SAMPLIB(MSMLIB) member:

IJO="$IJO -Dactivate.saf.manager=false|true"

• false
Disables security (default)

• true
Enables security.

Business Value:

The CSM security functions are established and managed using resource profiles that are defined in your enterprise
security manager software. The setup requires an extensive understanding of the CSM functionality and how the product
will be used to manage software. The additional security administration work can be unnecessary in your environment.
This security functionality also adds complexity to the installation.

We recommend that you keep this security functionality disabled until the product has been thoroughly verified.

More Information:

For more information about setting up CSM user security functions, see Security for CSM Functions.

Enable Automount for Mount Point Management
CSM creates and mounts application file systems dynamically as needed to manage the space that is required for
downloaded products and maintenance files. These file systems and their associated mount points are maintained in an
application mount table in the Datacom/MSM database. The Automount setting specifies whether the MSMTC address
space mounts these file systems at initialization.

We recommend that Automount for Mount Point Management always be enabled.

Business Value:

CSM creates file systems dynamically and manages them. For CSM to function correctly, all file systems must be
mounted and available under USS. The Automount setting directs the Mount Point Management Services to verify that all
file systems are mounted during initialization. If the file systems are not mounted, the Mount Point Management Service
mounts them according to the application mount table during initialization. This verification ensures that CSM has access
to all required file systems and prevents application failures.

This application parameter is initially set during the installation process using the mpmAutomount keyword in the
MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties file used. You can change it in the web-based interface (Settings, System Settings,
Mount Point Management).

Additional Considerations:

CSM can also unmount all application file systems whenever the application shuts down by using the web-based interface
(Settings, System Settings, Mount Point Management).

More Information:

For more information about the mpmAutomount keyword, see DBINIT and DBUPDATE Settings.

.
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Use Customized JCL for Initial Startup
The CSM installation utility creates customized jobs (JCL) and cataloged procedures (PROCs) for each of the three CSM
address spaces. These address spaces should be started as jobs during the initial startup after the installation utility
completes, and the jobs should be submitted by the same user who executed the installation script.

Business Value:

The security requirements for the user ID executing the CSM installation utility are the same as the requirements for
the three CSM address spaces. By initially starting CSM as jobs using this user ID, you eliminate the need to introduce
additional security settings before completing the installation verification, which will simplify problem determination and
resolution.

After the installation verification completes, we recommend that you run the CSM address spaces as Started Tasks, and
move the customized PROCs created by the installation utility to an appropriate PROCLIB in your environment.

More Information:

For more information about the security requirements information, see Set Up Security.

Reorganize Your Database
After you apply maintenance to your product using CSM, we recommend that you reorganize your database.
Reorganizing your database improves overall access to data the next time you use CSM. Use the database
reorganization backup and load process to reclaim space and reposition data.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the SCS Address Space if you have one.
2. Stop the CSM application server.
3. Stop the Datacom/MSM server (MSMDBSRV) by using the MSMDBSVP JCL member or the MSMDBSRP proclib job.
4. Verify that your CSM Multi-User Facility (MSMMUF) is active.
5. Review and edit the CSMBK4K member to reflect your naming standards.
6. Submit the job CSMBK4K.

The job CSMBK4K creates a current backup of the Datacom/MSM database 4000 to a sequential file on the disk.
7. Review and edit the CSMLD4K member.

Edit the JCL so that it conforms to your site standards. Verify that the input data set matches the output data set
created in the previous step.

WARNING
Execute the job CSMLD4K immediately following the job CSMBK4K.

8. Start the Datacom/MSM server (MSMDBSRV) by using the MSMDBSVS JCL member or MSMDBSRV proclib
member.

9. Start the CSM application server.
10. Start the SCS Address Space if you have one.

Business Value:

Using this best practice can help you improve database response time, CPU time, and the number of I/O operations.

Additional Considerations:

A database reorganization (execution of a backup that is followed immediately by a load) against a database that has
little fragmentation (indicated by a low value count in the output display named OVERFLOWS IN AREA of a current CXX
report) does not result in a measurable improvement in performance.

More Information:
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For more information, see the Datacom/DB Database and System Administrator Guide.

Set Up UNIX File System and Directory Path
We recommend that you set up your z/OS UNIX System Services (USS) file system and directory path as described in
this article.

USS Directory Path Structure

CSM uses the following z/OS USS directory path structure:

/parent_path/msmserv/mpm 

/parent_path/msmserv/version_number/msm 

/parent_path/msmserv/version_number/msmruntime 

/parent_path/msmserv/version_number/msminstall 

NOTE
The /mpm directory should not have a version number. This common directory is shared between CSM versions.

• /parent_path/msmserv/
Specifies the CSM parent path name as defined at your site as the primary mount point or directory. For example, one
of the following:

/u/users/msmserv

/usr/lpp/msmserv

/cai/msmserv

NOTE

 We recommend that you use /msmserv as the final portion of the parent path; however, you can change it to
accommodate your site standards.

 
– /parent_path/msmserv/mpm

Specifies the mount point for file systems that CSM allocates and mounts. The mount point is the directory that
CSM uses to mount the software catalog root application file system. You specify this path in the MountPath
keyword of the options file.
If you are an existing CSM customer and are upgrading, you do not need to create this path. By default, the
upgrade process reuses the previous version path.

– /parent_path/msmserv/version_number
When using the multiple file system structure, specifies the parent directory for all version-specific data.

NOTE

We recommend that you set up your USS file system using a multiple file system structure.

 
• /parent_path/msmserv/version_number/msminstall

Specifies the directory for CSM installation data, including all downloaded and unpacked CSM files. You can
delete this directory after the installation is completed.
Space: 1000 cylinders (primary), 100 cylinders (secondary)

• /parent_path/msmserv/version_number/msm
Specifies the directory for target USS files for CSM products. The content is managed through SMP/E.
Space: 750 cylinders (primary), 100 cylinders (secondary)

• /parent_path/msmserv/version_number/msmruntime
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Specifies the directory for CSM runtime files, that is, the directory that the running CSM application executes
from. You specify this path in the RunTimeUSSPath keyword of the options file.
Space: 750 cylinders (primary), 100 cylinders (secondary)

Recommended Guidelines

We recommend that you use the following settings and adhere to the following guidelines:

• Use a CSM parent path name as defined at your site, for example, one of the following:

/u/users/msmserv

/usr/lpp/msmserv

/cai/msmserv 

NOTE

We recommend that you use /msmserv as the final portion of the parent path; however, you can change it if
necessary for your site standards.

• Configure the path name to meet your site needs.
• Set the permissions on these directories to 775.
• Mount the file system with the SETUID option.
• Although CSM supports either HFS or zFS, we recommend zFS.
• For zFS file systems only, specify the mount parameter AGGRGROW, explicitly on the mount command or as default

in the IOEPRMxx member.

Recommended Guidelines for New Installations

NOTE
If you are upgrading, skip this section and go to the next section.

• Structure your USS paths as multiple file systems to allow for upgrading from a previous version of CSM. Structuring
the USS paths ensures that you have a single file system for each required directory path.
– Create the directory /release_number as a child of /msmserv.
– Create the following version-specific directories as children of /release_number:

• /msm
• /msmruntime
• /msminstall

• Create z/OS file systems with the following space allocations and mount locations:
– CYLS(750,100) mounted at /release_number/msm
– CYLS(750,100) mounted at /release_number/msmruntime
– CYLS(1000,100) mounted at /release_number/msminstall
Total primary: 2500 cylinders

• Update the UNIX BPXPRMxx control member with each of the four file systems and associated mount points. For
example:

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('dsnpref.release_number.ZFS.MSM')

      MOUNTPOINT('/parent_path/msmserv/release_number/msm')

      TYPE(ZFS)  MODE(RDWR) PARM('AGGRGROW')

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('dsnpref.release_number.ZFS.MSMINST')

      MOUNTPOINT('/parent_path/msmserv/release_number/msminstall')

      TYPE(ZFS)  MODE(RDWR) PARM('AGGRGROW')

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('dsnpref.release_number.ZFS.MSMRUN')

      MOUNTPOINT('/parent_path/msmserv/release_number/msmruntime')
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      TYPE(ZFS)  MODE(RDWR) PARM('AGGRGROW')

• After installation completes, unmount the USS file system that is mounted at /parent_path/msmserv/release_number/
msminstall and delete the directory and file system.

Recommended Guidelines for Upgrade Installations

NOTE
If you are not upgrading, skip this section and go to the next section.

• Structure your USS paths as multiple file systems to allow for upgrading from a previous version of CSM. Structuring
the USS paths helps ensure that you have a single file system for each required directory path.
– Create the following directories as children of /msmserv:

• /mpm
• /release_number

– Create the following version-specific directories as children of /release_number:
• /msm
• /msmruntime
• /msminstall

• Create z/OS file systems with the following space allocations and mount locations:
– CYLS(750,100) mounted at /release_number/msm
– CYLS(750,100) mounted at /release_number/msmruntime
– CYLS(1000,100) mounted at /release_number/msminstall
Total primary: 2500 cylinders
For example:
– To create zFS file systems, use the following sample JCL:

//S010  EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

 DEFINE CLUSTER (NAME(dsnpref.release_number.ZFS.MSM) -

 VOLUMES(??????) -

 LINEAR -

 CYL(750 100) -

 SHAREOPTIONS(3))

/*

//S020  EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,COND=(0,LT),

// PARM=('-aggregate dsnpref.release_number.ZFS.MSM -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

– To mount the file systems, use the following sample JCL:

//S030     EXEC  PGM=IKJEFT01,COND=(0,LT)

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSIN  DD *

 MOUNT FILESYSTEM(' dsnpref.release_number.ZFS.MSM') -

       MOUNTPOINT(' /u/users/msmserv/release_number/msm') -

       TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR) PARM('AGGRGROW')

/*

NOTE
dsnpref is the high-level qualifier of your z/OS data set name for this file system.
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Additional Considerations

If you are upgrading, you do not need to update the UNIX BPXPRMxx control member. Additionally, do not change the
MPM path after installing CSM. If you must change the MPM path, contact support.

Starting with Release 5.1, CSM does not use the msmtmp directory. If you are not reusing the msmtmp file system from
the previous release in the latest release, you can remove the auto-mount entry from the SYS1.PARMLIB(BPXPRMxx)
member:

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('dsnpref.ZFS.MSMTMP')

      MOUNTPOINT('/parent_path/msmserv/msmtmp')

      TYPE(ZFS)  MODE(RDWR) PARM('AGGRGROW')

More Information

For more information, see Set Up USS Paths.

How to Install CSM
WARNING

Before you start an installation, we recommend that you review the installation best practices.

You perform the following tasks to install CSM:
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Figure 5: Installing CSM

1. Prepare for installation:
a. Confirm prerequisites.
b. Set up USS paths.
c. Review options file keywords.
d. Download and unpack CSM files.
e. Specify installation and setup options.

2. Install CSM:
a. Install and set up CSM.
b. Start CSM for the first time.

3. Configure FTP and HTTP connections:
a. Configure FTP proxy settings.
b. Configure HTTP proxy settings.

4. Perform post-installation tasks:
a. APF-authorize libraries permanently.
b. Set up CAIRIM to load Datacom/MSM PC at IPL.
c. Set up user security for CSM functions.
d. (Optional) Update the CSM startup parameters.
e. Configure initial CSM settings.
f. Migrate the CSM SMP/E environment to CSM.
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g. (Optional) Clean up the USS directory.
h. Apply maintenance to CSM.
i. (Optional) Configure SDS and SCS.

After you complete these tasks, you complete the product installation. You can communicate the URL and appropriate
login credentials to users and start using the product.

Prepare for Installation
This collection of articles describes tasks that you perform before you start the installation. These tasks include a check
that you completed all prerequisites in Preparing for Installation and some day-of-install prechecks.

Confirm Prerequisites (Installation)
This list provides an overview of the steps that you should complete before you start an installation or upgrade. If you
have not met the prerequisites, go to Check Requirements and Ports.

Before you start the installation, perform the following actions:

1. Confirm that you have all prerequisite authorizations using the Prerequisite Validator utility.
2. Confirm that you use a userid with UID(0) or SUPERUSER authority.
3. Review disk space requirements.

– Hierarchical File System (HFS) or zSeries File System (zFS) space = 2500 cylinders
– A TSO region = 143360 KB (at minimum)
– z/OS space = 2400 cylinders
– DASD space = 100 tracks
– For SDS, each target system needs 500 cylinders of 3390, except Database Management Solutions for Db2, which

needs 1500 cylinders
4. Review software requirements:

– Broadcom software -- Your system must have CCS Release 14.1 or Version 14.0.
– IBM software -- Your system must satisfy the following requirements:

• The latest version of z/OS or the last previous version
• TCP/IP protocol suite of z/OS Communications Server, with the FTP.DATA data set configured with the

JESINTERFACELEVEL 2 statement
• SMP/E V3R5 at least
• IBM 64-bit Java SDK 8.0.5.41 for z/OS (SR5FP41) or higher.

– PC software – The computer that is used to access CSM must have a web browser with access to your mainframe.
CSM was tested with the following browsers:
• Mozilla Firefox 28
• Google Chrome 33
• Microsoft Internet Explorer 8, 9, and 10 (Page Default document mode only)
• Microsoft Internet Explorer 11 (document mode 5 or Edge document mode only). For more information about

document mode, see Microsoft Internet Explorer user documentation.
5. Review web access requirements to the following websites:

– supportservices.ca.com
– ftp.ca.com
– ftpca.ca.com
– scftpd.ca.com
– ftpdownloads.ca.com
– supportftp.ca.com
– sdownloads.ca.com
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6. Customize the following z/OS OMVS values:
– MAXASSIZE(2147483647)
– MAXCPUTIME(20000)
– MAXFILEPROC(10000)
– MAXTHREADS(1000)
– MAXTHREADTASKS(1000)

7. Set up security on the following systems:
– The CSM application server.
– Target systems

8. (ACF2 only) Define MUSASS permission for users who start this CSM.
9. Configure the home directory for address space ACIDs.

Set Up USS Paths
CSM can use HFS or zFS file systems for its download, installation, setup, and general usage.

NOTE
We recommend that you use zFS file systems. For information about how to migrate from HFS file systems to
zFS file systems, see the latest IBM z/OS Migration guide.

You can define the file systems to mount at system initialization in the SYS1.PARMLIB(BPXPRMxx) member using the
MOUNT statement.

Before you download and install CSM, set up directory paths and optionally configure file systems for these files. You can
set up the paths in a single file system or multiple file systems, depending on the policy at your site.

NOTE

We recommend that you set up your USS file system using a multiple file system structure. However, if your site
standards require, set up your USS file system using a single file system structure.

Minimally, you require four directories with 775 permissions. The required space is 2500 cylinders.

During operation, CSM dynamically creates and mounts additional file systems. File systems are mounted during startup,
and as a product and maintenance are downloaded.

For a zFS file system to grow dynamically, specify AGGRGROW when you mount the file system. For example:

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('yourHLQ.MSM.ZFS') -

     MOUNTPOINT('/parent_path/msmserv/version_number/msm')            -

     TYPE(ZFS)                                -

     MODE(RDWR)                               -

     PARM('AGGRGROW')                          

NOTE
For more information, see the IBM Distributed File Service zFS Administration.

CSM uses the following z/OS UNIX System Services (USS) directory path structure:

/parent_path/msmserv/mpm

/parent_path/msmserv/version_number/msm

/parent_path/msmserv/version_number/msmruntime

/parent_path/msmserv/version_number/msminstall

• /parent_path/msmserv/
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Specifies the CSM parent path name as defined at your site as the primary mount point, for example:

/u/users/msmserv

/usr/lpp/msmserv

/cai/msmserv

NOTE
We recommend that you use /msmserv as the final portion of the parent path; however, you can change it if
necessary for your site standards.

• • /parent_path/msmserv/mpm
Specifies the mount point for file systems that CSM allocates and mounts during operation. The mount point is
the directory that CSM uses to mount the software catalog root application file system. You specify this path in the
MountPath keyword of the options file.
The /mpm directory should not have a version number. This directory is common and shared between CSM
versions.

NOTE
If you are planning to run more than one instance of CSM on the same system, the /mpm directories for
these instances must be different.

• /parent_path/msmserv/version_number/msm
Specifies the directory for target USS files for CSM products. The content is managed through SMP/E.
Space: 750 cylinders (primary), 100 cylinders (secondary)

• /parent_path/msmserv/version_number/msmruntime
Specifies the directory for CSM runtime files, that is, the directory that the running CSM application executes from.
You specify this path in the RunTimeUSSPath keyword of the options file.
Space: 750 cylinders (primary), 100 cylinders (secondary)

• /parent_path/msmserv/version_number/msminstall
Specifies the directory for CSM installation data, including all downloaded and unpacked CSM files. You can delete
this directory after the installation is completed.
Space: 1000 cylinders (primary), 100 cylinders (secondary)

NOTE
For more information about how to set up USS paths, see Set Up UNIX File System and Directory Path.

Review Options File Keywords
Before you start installing CSM, we recommend that you use the options file worksheet. Review the options file keywords,
and gather values for them specific for your site. You will need the keywords for installation.

 

MSMProdPaxPath

Specifies the path to the extracted CSM files. The value is the path that is defined for the CSM Product archive ID in the
UNZIPJCL job.

Example: /u/users/msmserv/msminstall/MSMProduct

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

JAVAPATH

Specifies the path to the IBM 64-bit Java SDK for z/OS components. 31-bit Java SDK is not supported.

Example: /sys/java64bt/v7r0m0/usr/lpp/java/J7.0_64
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Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

CSIHLQ

Specifies the prefix (high-level qualifier) for the consolidated software inventory (CSI) data set, and other SMP/E data sets
such as SMPPTS and SMPSTS.

If you are upgrading to the latest CSM version, specify a unique value for this keyword different from the value in any
other previous CSM version.

Default: CAI

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

TargetHLQ

Specifies the prefix for the target data sets.

If you are upgrading to the latest CSM version, specify a unique value for this keyword different from the value in any
other previous CSM version. The value of TargetHLQ must be different from RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix and DatabaseHLQ.

Default: The value of CSIHLQ

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

TargetZoneName

Specifies the SMP/E environment target zone name.

If you are upgrading to the latest CSM version, specify a unique value for this keyword different from the value in any
other previous CSM version.

Limits: Up to 7 characters

Default: CAIT0

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

DlibHLQ

Specifies the prefix for the distribution data sets.

If you are upgrading to the latest CSM version, specify a unique value for this keyword different from the value in any
other previous CSM version. The value of DlibHLQ must be different from RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix and DatabaseHLQ.

Default: The value of CSIHLQ

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

DlibZoneName

Specifies the SMP/E environment distribution zone name.

If you are upgrading to the latest CSM version, specify a unique value for this keyword different from the value in any
other previous CSM version.

Limits: Up to 7 characters
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Default: CAID0

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

MSMPATH

Specifies the path of the USS directory in which to install CSM. This directory becomes the CSM root and must be
available and writable when you execute the CSM setup utility.

You must define the mount point. The required file system space is about 250 cylinders.

If you are upgrading to the latest CSM version, specify a unique value for this keyword different from the value in any
other previous CSM version.

Example: /u/users/msmserv/v60/msm

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix

Specifies the prefix for CSM run-time data sets, which are run-time copies of the target data sets.

If you are upgrading to the latest CSM version, specify a unique value for this keyword different from the value in any
other previous CSM version. The value of RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix must be different from TargetHLQ and DlibHLQ.

Example: CAI.CSM60.RT

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

RunTimeUSSPath

Specifies the path of the USS directory for CSM run-time use.

This directory must be available and writable when you execute the CSM setup utility. The required space is about 750
cylinders.

If you are upgrading to the latest CSM version, specify a unique value for this keyword different from the value in any
other previous CSM version.

Example: /u/users/msmserv/v60/msmruntime

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

DatabaseHLQ

Specifies the prefix for Datacom data sets that are created during the installation process.

If you are upgrading to the latest CSM version, specify a unique value for this keyword different from the value in any
other previous CSM version. The value of DatabaseHLQ must be different from TargetHLQ and DlibHLQ. Starting with
Datacom/AD Version 14, the CXX name is part of the data set names.

Limits: Up to 27 characters

Default: The value of RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

CXXNAME
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Specifies the name of the unique identifier for the Datacom/MSM database CXX Directory.

The value that you provide for CXXNAME will be part of every Datacom/MSM database data set name as the next to last
qualifier node.

Limits: 1 through 7 alphanumeric characters

Default: CSM60

NOTE

For more information about CXXNAME naming conventions, see the Datacom/DB DBUTILTY Reference Guide
for z/OS.

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

ServerName

Specifies a name for the Datacom/MSM server. Datacom uses the name to differentiate between multiple instances of
the server. If your site has multiple Datacom Multi-User Facility (MUF) servers on a system or in a sysplex, verify that the
name is unique within "CAICCI Plex".

The name must be unique across the "CAICCI Plex", and the server name and application ID must be unique within the
sysplex. Keeping these values unique ensures that the database servers do not fail during startup. If you are upgrading to
the latest CSM version, you can set this keyword to the same value that you have in the previous CSM version.

Limits: 1 through 32 alphanumeric characters

Default: CSM60, or the value that you provided for the CXXNAME keyword. We recommend that you keep the default
value.

Example: CSMV6SRV

NOTE

For more information about ServerName, see the Datacom Server User Guide.

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

Applid

Specifies a name that is used to identify Datacom Server to the Datacom/MSM application.

Limits: 1 through 20 alphanumeric characters

Default: CSM60, or the value that you provided for the CXXNAME keyword

NOTE

For more information about Applid, see the Datacom Server User Guide.

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

PROTOCOL

Specifies the communication protocol that is used to transmit data between CSM and Datacom Server. Data transmission
can be done through the CAICCI interface on the system, or by using the simpler TCP/IP interface that listens on a port
number. On certain environments, the TCP/IP service may provide better performance during CSM operations.
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NOTE

For more information about PROTOCOL, see the Datacom Server User Guide.

Options include:

• CCI
The CAICCI protocol is used.

• BOTH
The TCP/IP protocol is used. If you use this option, specify values or use the default values for the keywords
TCPIP_HOST, TCPIP_PORT and TCPIP_CONNECT_QUEUE.

Default: CCI

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

TCPIP_HOST

(Only applies when PROTOCOL=BOTH) Specifies the host name or IP address on which the Datacom Server listens for
incoming TCP/IP data traffic from CSM.

This keyword is ignored if PROTOCOL=CCI.

NOTE

For more information about TCPIP_HOST, see the Datacom Server User Guide.

Default: The IP address of the current system

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

TCPIP_PORT

(Only applies when PROTOCOL=BOTH) Specifies the port number on which Datacom Server listens for incoming TCP/IP
data traffic from CSM. This port assignment must not be used by any other TCP/IP service in your environment.

This keyword is ignored if PROTOCOL=CCI.

NOTE

For more information about TCPIP_PORT, see the Datacom Server User Guide.

Limits: 1024 through 65535

Default: 5465

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

TCPIP_CONNECT_QUEUE

(Only applies when PROTOCOL=BOTH) Specifies the number of TCP/IP database requests from CSM that the Datacom
Server can process at once.

This keyword is ignored if PROTOCOL=CCI.

NOTE

For more information about TCPIP_CONNECT_QUEUE, see the Datacom Server User Guide.

Limits: 1 through 9999

Default: 250 (We recommend that you keep the default value.)
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Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

MSMServerPortNo

(The CSM application server HTTP port) Specifies the port number to use for web-based access to CSM.

If you are upgrading to the latest CSM version, you can set this keyword to the same value that you have in the previous
CSM version.

Default: 22120

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

MSMDSIPORTNO

(The DSI Server port) Specifies the port number for DSI Server, which CSM uses internally to provide security features.

If you are upgrading to the latest CSM version, you can set this keyword to the same value that you have in the previous
CSM version.

Default: 22130

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

MSMConnectorRedirectPortNo

(The CSM application server redirect port) Specifies the port number to which a request is redirected. Redirection occurs if
a request comes in on a non-SSL port and is subject to a security constraint with a transport guarantee that requires SSL.

If you are upgrading to the latest CSM version, you can set this keyword to the same value that you have in the previous
CSM version.

Default: 22140

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

MSMTomcatServerShutdownPortNo

(The CSM application server shutdown port) Specifies the port number to which the CSM application server listens for the
shutdown command.

If you are upgrading to the latest CSM version, you can set this keyword to the same value that you have in the previous
CSM version.

Default: 22150

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

MVSHFSDsnPrefix

Specifies the prefix for the names of file system data sets. The value sets the default for the Mount Point Management
Data Set Prefix in the web-based interface. A CSM administrator can override this value.

WARNING

If you are upgrading to the latest CSM version, verify that the value for this keyword is the same as the value for
the version that you are upgrading from.
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Default: OMVSUSR.CAMSM

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

MountPath

Specifies the path to the USS directory that CSM can use for work files. This directory must be available when you
execute the setup utility. The value sets the default for the Mount Point Management Application root in the web-based
interface. A CSM administrator can override this value.

WARNING

If you are upgrading to the latest CSM version, verify that the value for this keyword is the same as the value for
the version that you are upgrading from.

Example: /u/users/msmserv/mpm

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

mpmAutomount

Specifies whether CSM mounts the file systems during startup.

If you are upgrading to the latest CSM version, you can set this keyword to the same value that you have in the previous
CSM version.

Options include:

• Y
CSM mounts file systems automatically during startup.

• N
You must mount file systems manually before starting CSM.

Default: Y

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

USSFileSystemType

Specifies whether an HFS or a zFS file system be used for temporary files.

If you are upgrading to the latest CSM version, you can set this keyword to the same value that you have in the previous
CSM version.

Options include:

• HFS
• ZFS

We recommend that you use zFS file systems. For information about how to migrate from HFS file systems to zFS file
systems, see the latest IBM z/OS Migration guide.

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

mpmAllocation

(Optional) Specifies the storage preference for allocating new data sets for file systems on the Mount Point Management
page of the Settings tab.
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Options include:

• SMS
• NONSMS

Default: SMS

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

mpmStorageClass

(Optional; only applies when mpmAllocation=SMS) Specifies the SMS storage class of the DASD on the Mount Point
Management page in the web-based interface. This keyword is used during product installation and maintenance.

Leave this keyword blank to use default site settings.

If you are upgrading to the latest CSM version, you can set this keyword to the same value that you have in the previous
CSM version.

Default: Blank

Example: SYSSC

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

mpmMgmtClas

(Optional; only applies when mpmAllocation=SMS) Specifies the SMS management class for file system data sets on the
Mount Point Management page of the Settings tab.

Leave this keyword blank to use default site settings.

Default: Blank

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

mpmDataClas

(Optional; only applies when mpmAllocation=SMS) Specifies the SMS data class for file system data sets on the Mount
Point Management page of the Settings tab.

Leave this keyword blank to use default site settings.

Default: Blank

Example: SYSDC

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

mpmUnit

(Optional; only applies when mpmAllocation=NONSMS) Specifies the type of the DASD on which to place data sets on
the Mount Point Management page of the Settings tab.

Leave this keyword blank to use default site settings.

Default: Blank

Example: 3390
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Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

mpmVolumeSer

(Optional; only applies when mpmAllocation=NONSMS) Specifies the NONSMS volume serial number of the DASD
on the Mount Point Management page in the web-based interface. This value is used during product installation and
maintenance.

Leave this keyword blank to use default site settings.

If you are upgrading to the latest CSM version, you can set this keyword to the same value that you have in the previous
CSM version.

Default: Blank

Example: DASD01

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

TempSpaceCleanupInterval

Specifies the time interval, in minutes, for CSM to clean up temporary workspace.

A value of zero (0) disables this feature.

Limits: 0; 60 through 1440

Default: 60

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

sisExecutorOutputStorclas

(Optional) Specifies the SMS storage class for the data sets that executed programs use for temporary data during
product installation through the Software Installation Service.

Leave this keyword blank to use default site settings.

If you are upgrading to the latest CSM version, you can set this keyword to the same value that you have in the previous
CSM version.

Default: Blank

Example: SYSSC

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

sisExecutorOutputUnit

(Optional) Specifies the type of the DASD to use for the data sets that executed programs use for temporary data.

Leave this keyword blank to use default site settings.

Default: Blank

Example: 3390

Your value: __________________________________________________________
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sisExecutorOutputVolser

(Optional) Specify the volume serial number of the DASD to use for the data sets that executed programs use for
temporary data.

Leave this keyword blank to use default site settings.

Default: Blank

Example: DASD01

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

sisGimunzipTempVolser

Specifies the volume serial number (SMS or NONSMS-managed) of the DASD to use for the temporary data sets created
by GIMUNZIP during product installation through the Software Installation Service.

Leave this keyword blank or specify an asterisk (*) to use default site settings.

If you are upgrading to the latest CSM version, you can set this keyword to the same value that you have in the previous
CSM version.

Example: WRK001

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

sisGimunzipTempPrefix

Specifies the prefix CSM uses for GIMUNZIP output temporary data set names during product installation and
maintenance. The created temporary work files are not SMP/E controlled data sets. CSM deletes them through the
product installation process. These files are used as input relative files for SMP/E processing during the receiving of a
product into the SMP/E environment global zone.

If you are upgrading to the latest CSM version, you can set this keyword to the same value that you have in the previous
CSM version.

Limits: 12 through 19 characters (depending on the number of characters that is used for jobname). If you use the default
6-character jobname, you can enter up to 14 characters for the GIMUNZIP temporary prefix.

Example: CAI.CSM.V60.TEMP

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

DATASETSUFFIX

Specifies a qualifier CSM uses for the names of the file system data sets allocated for the software catalog to store
packages during product installation and maintenance. The full data set name appears in the format:

MVSHFSDsnPrefix.DATASETSUFFIXnnnn

• nnnn
Represents the unique numeric identifier that CSM automatically appends to the qualifier.

If you are upgrading to the latest CSM version, you can set this keyword to the same value that you have in the previous
CSM version.

Limits: 4 characters
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Default: CASC

Example:

MVSHFSDsnPrefix = OMVSUSR.CACSM

DATASETSUFFIX = CASC

Full data set name = OMVSUSR.CACSM.CASC1234

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

sisExecutorServerDsnPrefix

Specifies the data set prefix for storing temporary output files that are created by the execution of SMP/E during a product
installation and maintenance.

Limits: Up to 24 characters

Example: PUBLIC

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

safSecurity

Specifies whether to enable security checking for the resources on the web-based interface.

If you are upgrading to the latest CSM version, you can set this keyword to the same value that you have in the previous
CSM version.

Options include:

• Y
Enables SAF security.

• N
Disables SAF security.

Default: N

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

safResourceClass

(Only applies when safSecurity=Y) Specifies the SAF resource class name that CSM uses for security rules in resource
profiles.

Default: CAMSM

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

sysTaskDeleteOverrideEnabled

(Only applies when safSecurity=N) Specifies whether to let CSM users delete tasks.

Options include:

• Y
Any user can delete any competed task.

• N
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Users cannot delete completed tasks.

Default: N

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

HASH

Specifies whether to perform SMP/E GIMUNZIP hash validation. We recommend that you use the default value.

Options include:

• Y
Enables the HASH validation.

• N
Disables the HASH validation.

Default: Y

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

ICSF

(Only applies when HASH=Y and the system has Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) installed) Specifies
whether to use ICSF for the HASH validation.

Options include:

• Y
Uses ICSF for the HASH validation.

• N
Does not use ICSF for the HASH validation.

Default: Y

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

SMPCPATH

(Only applies when both HASH=Y and ICSF=N) Specifies the path to the SMP/E Java application classes.

Default: /usr/lpp/smp/classes

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

CSIVOL

Specifies the volume serial number of the DASD on which to place CSM SMP/E data sets.

To use the SMS default volume, specify an asterisk (*). If you specify CSIVOL=* and your site does not have any default
or standard volume that are specified in SMS, the first installation job (CSMN6001 for a new installation, or CSMUxx01
for an upgrade) may fail with an IDCAMS error while allocating the CSM SMP/E environment. In that case, specify a valid
SMS or non-SMS volume and rerun the installer.

If you use Allocate with PTF RO60802 applied, you can specify a volume pool name as a value for this keyword.

Default: *

Your value: __________________________________________________________
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TargetVOL

Specifies the volume serial number of the DASD on which to place CSM SMP/E target data sets.

To use the SMS default volume, specify an asterisk (*).

If you use Allocate with PTF RO60802 applied, you can specify a volume pool name as a value for this keyword.

Default: The value of CSIVOL

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

DlibVOL

Specifies the volume serial number of the DASD on which to place CSM SMP/E distribution data sets.

To use the SMS default volume, specify an asterisk (*).

If you use Allocate with PTF RO60802 applied, you can specify a volume pool name as a value for this keyword.

Default: The value of CSIVOL

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

RuntimeVOL

Specifies the volume serial number of the DASD on which to place CSM run-time data sets.

To use the SMS default volume, specify an asterisk (*).

If you use Allocate with PTF RO60802 applied, you can specify a volume pool name as a value for this keyword.

Default: *

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

DatabaseVOL

Specifies the volume serial number of the DASD on which to place Datacom data sets created during the installation
process.

To use the SMS default volume, specify an asterisk (*).

If you use Allocate with PTF RO60802 applied, you can specify a volume pool name as a value for this keyword.

Default: The value of RuntimeVOL

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

TEMPUNIT

Specifies the device name for temporary work data sets.

Default: SYSDA

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

STORAGE
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Specifies the storage preference for the SMP/E temporary data sets. If your site uses SMS ACS, ACS overrides the
storage parameter values.

Options include:

• SMS
• NONSMS

Default: SMS

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

MGMTCLAS

(Only applies when STORAGE=SMS) Specifies the SMS management class to use for the temporary SMP/E data sets.
Management classes define different levels of migration, backup, and retention services.

Leave this keyword blank to use ACS settings.

Default: Blank

Example: SYSMC

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

STORCLAS

(Only applies when STORAGE=SMS) Specifies the SMS storage class to use for the temporary SMP/E data sets. Storage
classes define different levels of performance and availability services.

Leave this keyword blank to use ACS settings.

Default: Blank

Example: SYSSC

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

DATACLAS

(Only applies when STORAGE=SMS) Specifies the SMS data class to use for the temporary SMP/E data sets. Data
classes define different allocation defaults.

Leave this keyword blank to use ACS settings.

Default: Blank

Example: SYSDC

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

UNIT

(Only applies when STORAGE=NONSMS) Specifies the type of the DASD on which to place temporary SMP/E data sets.

Example: 3390

Your value: __________________________________________________________
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VOLUME

(Only applies when STORAGE=NONSMS) Specifies the volume serial number of the DASD on which to place temporary
SMP/E data sets.

Example: DASD01

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

JVMdsn

Specifies the name of the data set where the JVM load module is located.

Example: SYS1.SIEALNKE

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

CCSdsn

Specifies the fully qualified name of the Common Components and Services target load library in which the CAIRIM
module resides. The library must be APF-authorized.

Example: CAI.CAW0LOAD

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

CCScaipdsedsn

Specifies the fully qualified name of the Common Components and Services CAW0PLD data set in which the LIBCCI and
LIBCCI6E load modules reside.

Example: CAI.CAW0PLD

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

CCISSLPortNo

Specifies the Common Components and Services CCITCP or CCISSL port number that is configured on your system.

You can find this value through the following message:

CAS9850I CAICCI TCP/IP server ready. PORT port-number ADDR host_address

Default: 1202

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

ENF SystemID

Specifies the value of Common Components and Services CAICCI SYSID on your system.

You can find this value through the following console message:

CAS9214I - CA-ENF Command: SYSID(caicci_sysid)

You can issue the following operator command to obtain the value:
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ENF DISPLAY,SYSID

Example: A91SENF

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

ActiveJES

Specifies the type of job entry subsystem (JES) used on the z/OS system.

Options include:

• JES2
• JES3

Default: JES2

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

JOBNAME

(Optional) Specifies the job name that is used in the JOB statement for all jobs that are submitted as part of installation.

Default: The ID of the user who executes the CSM setup utility appended with S

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

ACCOUNT

(Optional) Specifies the job accounting string to use in the JOB statement for all jobs.

Default: Blank

Example: ’1234,dept01,NY NY’

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

CLASS

(Optional) Specifies the JES initiator class to use for jobs.

Default: A

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

MSGCLASS

(Optional) Specifies the JES output class for job logs. The class determines how the logs are handled (for example, held
for later review).

Default: X

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

SYSAFF
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Specifies the systems that are eligible to process jobs. The keyword specifies the value of the JOBPARM SYSAFF
parameter.

You can specify the ID of a particular system so that jobs are processed on that system. If you do not want to use this
feature, do not specify a value.

Default: *

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

AddAPFauthDSdyn

Specifies whether the CSM installer dynamically adds data sets that the Datacom/MSM job requires to be APF-authorized
to the APF list.

Options include:

• Y
Allows the installer to add the Datacom/MSM data sets to the APF list dynamically. If your site is set with the static APF
format, it will be changed to the dynamic format, and data sets will be added to the APF list.

• N
Requires you to add the Datacom/MSM data sets manually. Review the summary report after the installation to
perform these manual steps to complete the installation.

Default: Y

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

HOSTNAME

(Optional) Specifies the host name or IP address of your system.

Default: The IP address of the current LPAR

Example: 110.64.255.255

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

MFASM

Specifies the name of the z/OS assembler program SMP/E is to use.

Default: ASMA90

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

MFZAP

Specifies the name of the system utility program that is used to install changes for modules, load modules, or CSECTs
within modules.

Default: IMASPZAP

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

MFLKED
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Specifies the name of the link-edit program or procedure to use.

Default: IEWL

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

TCPdsn

Specifies the name of the TCPIP.DATA data set. This option may be required depending on your site TCP/IP stack
configuration.

You can leave this keyword blank. If errors are encountered during the Apache Tomcat startup job (MSMTCSRV), you can
uncomment the SYSTCPD DD card inside MSMTCSRV for diagnostic purposes.

Example: VTAM.TCPIP.TCPIP.DATA

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

TCPIPLinkDSName

Specifies the name of the TCPIP Services SEZATCP data set. This data set is part of the z/OS Communications Server.
This data set is typically program controlled and in the z/OS linklist (LNKLST).

Default: TCPIP.SEZATCP

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

LangEnvLinkEditorDSN

Specifies the name of the Language Environment linkage editor data set.

Default: CEE.SCEELKED

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

LangEnvSPCdsn

Specifies the name of the C/C++ Language library functions data set.

Default: CEE.SCEESPC

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

CSSLibDSN

Specifies the name of the IBM Linkage Assist Library data set.

Default: SYS1.CSSLIB

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

SSLLIBRARY

Specifies the data set name of the System SSL library.

Example: SYS1.SIEALNKE
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Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

SysUtilitiesPath

Specifies the path to the z/OS UNIX utilities such as mount and unmount.

Default: /usr/sbin

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

job.submission.mode

Specifies the method that the CSM installer uses to submit jobs, check status, and validate return codes as part of the
installation.

WARNING

If Multi-Factor Authentication is already in place in the security settings, then only TSO mode is supported.

Options include:

• FTP
Installation jobs are submitted using FTP. The prerequisite is JESINTERFACELEVEL 2. This mode is fully
automated. We recommend that you use this method.

• TSO
Installation jobs are submitted using TSO. The CSM installer runs in Manual installation mode only: only one job (for
a new installation) or two jobs (for an upgrade) are submitted. You have to manually submit the rest of the installation
jobs after the utility finishes.

NOTE

If your local FTP is Secure FTP or FTP Secure, the CSM installer does not support this feature. Specify
job.submission.mode=TSO and run the installer.

Default: FTP

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

JobStatusCheckPollPeriod

Specifies the period, in seconds, to poll the status of the jobs submitted during the installation and setup process for CSM.

Default: 2

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

JobCompletionWaitMaxTime

Specifies the time, in seconds, to wait for job completion before prompting the user whether to continue. This field enables
you to cancel the process if the system is busy.

Default: 30

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

msm.ssl.secure.connection.enable
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(Optional) Specifies whether CSM uses HTTP or HTTPS.

Options include:

• Y
Uses HTTPS.

• N
Uses HTTP.

Default: N

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

first.name.and.last.name

(Optional; only applies when msm.ssl.secure.connection.enable=Y) Specifies your URL domain name.

Default: Blank

Example: www.your.domain

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

organization.name

(Optional; only applies when msm.ssl.secure.connection.enable=Y) Specifies your organization name.

Default: Blank

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

organization.unit.name

(Optional; only applies when msm.ssl.secure.connection.enable=Y) Specifies your organization unit name.

Default: Blank

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

city

(Optional; only applies when msm.ssl.secure.connection.enable=Y) Specifies your city name.

Default: Blank

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

state

(Optional; only applies when msm.ssl.secure.connection.enable=Y) Specifies your state name.

Default: Blank

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

country.code
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(Optional; only applies when msm.ssl.secure.connection.enable=Y) Specifies your state name.

Default: Blank

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

keystore.location

(Optional; only applies when msm.ssl.secure.connection.enable=Y) Specifies the location of the keystore. Specify your
own value if you need to use a different USS location than the default location.

The installer prompts you for the keystore password at installation time.

Default: Created in your RunTimeUSSPath

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

validity.period

(Optional; only applies when msm.ssl.secure.connection.enable=Y) Specifies the validity period, in days, for the
generated keystore certificate.

Default: 365

Your value: __________________________________________________________

 

PreviousRelease.MSMPATH

(Only applies when you are upgrading to the latest CSM version) Specifies the path of the USS directory in which the
previous version of CSM is installed. This path has folders, for example, CEGPHFS and CEGPJAR.

See the MSMSummaryReport.txt or the options file available in the CEGPHFS directory of the previous CSM version.

Example: /u/users/msmserv/msm

Download and Unpack CSM Files (Installation)
The packed CSM product package is available on support.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the Download Center on support.
2. Enter CSM Software Manager in the Select a Product field, select the latest version and the Select all components

check box, and click Go.

NOTE
If you cannot find CSM Software Manager in the product list, follow the instructions from the Free Service
area on the top of the product page.

A list of product downloads is displayed.
3. Download the software package.

WARNING
Verify that the unpacked CSM packages are stored on permanent storage volumes, and not on work or
temporary volumes.

4. Go to the directory where the CSM package is downloaded, and unpack the package:
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pax -rvf file_name.pax.Z

– file_name
Specifies the name of the installer file that you downloaded from the Download Center on support, for
example, DVD10155349E.pax.Z.

NOTE
The full pax file name and its extension are case-sensitive. Verify that you use the exact case when you
issue the pax command.

The MSMInstaller directory is created, and the package is unpacked into the directory.
5. Customize the UNZIPJCL file in the MSMInstaller directory to conform to the data set and USS directory naming

standards at your site. Submit the job (for example, using the submit z/OS shell command in USS OMVS), and review
the output for successful completion.
The UNZIPJCL job creates the MSMSetup and the MSMProduct directories that contain the CSM installation files.
Edit the UNZIPJCL file:
– In the JOB card, update appropriate JOB statement parameters according to your site requirements.
– Replace the following text with the path where the MSMInstaller directory was created:

<-- YOUR USS HFS DIRECTORY -->

– Replace the following text with the path where you want to create the MSMSetup and MSMProduct directories:

<-- YOUR CSM USS HFS DIRECTORY -->

NOTE
We recommend that the directories <-- YOUR USS HFS DIRECTORY --> and <-- YOUR CSM USS HFS
DIRECTORY --> are set to the same path.

– Replace yourHLQ with the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for the ISPF UI Tool data set. The length of the HLQ must not
be greater than 26 characters.

– (Optional) Make any other updates that your site needs according to the instructions provided in the file.
The MSMSetup directory, the MSMProduct directory and the CSM Installation ISPF UI tool z/OS data set are created,
and the CSM files are extracted.

NOTE
When you open the UNZIPJCL file, a warning message can appear at the bottom of the screen. This
message indicates that any trailing blanks are removed from the UNZIPJCL file. Removing or retaining
trailing blanks does not affect job execution. You can ignore this message.

Specify Installation and Setup Options
The directory .../MSMSetup where you extracted the CSM files contains the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties options file.
The CSM setup utility uses the contents of the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties options file in the MSMSetup directory to
tailor the CSM installation and setup process.

The file uses the following keywords to specify the option values in the format option_keyword=value.

WARNING

The keywords that are used in the options file are specific to the CSM installation setup process. The values for
some keywords are transformed to values that are acceptable to CSM during this process. Do not use these
values for similar keywords in other areas of CSM unless requested by Broadcom Support.

You must customize the contents of this file to reflect your requirements. The options that are marked as required in the
description are mandatory.

You can specify installation and setup options manually or using the ISPF UI tool.
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NOTE

If you use Allocate with PTF RO60802 applied, you can specify a volume pool name as a value for the volume
serial number parameters. The serial number parameters are: CSIVOL, TargetVOL, DlibVOL, RuntimeVOL, and
DatabaseVOL.

Specify Options Manually

To specify installation and setup options manually, review and customize the options in the
MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties file using an EBCDIC character set capable text editor. For example, you can use
Interactive System Productivity Facility (ISPF). If necessary, consult with other team members at your site to gather the
values.

Specify Options Using the ISPF UI Tool

You can use the CSM Installation ISPF UI Tool, which helps to gather site values and prefill some of the options file
parameters. You still may have to consult with other team members at your site to review these prefilled values.

NOTE
If your site uses Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) automatic class selection (ACS), ACS overrides the
storage parameter values in the options file.

You can use the CSM Installation ISPF UI Tool to specify options automatically. The tool helps you perform the following
tasks:

• Gather site values for some parameters
• Navigate to edit the options file
• Provide JCLs to create required USS file systems

Your 3270 emulator must be able to support ISPF dialogs that are up to 35 rows.

NOTE
If the setting that shows the ISPF command line at the bottom of the dialog is enabled, the ISPF UI Tool may
not display some ISPF dialogs correctly. You may see an option on the bottom line of the ISPF dialog and out
of place with the other options. To avoid this situation, exit the ISPF UI Tool, temporarily disable this option, and
then start the UI Tool. You can later enable this option again.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to TSO/ISPF option 6 and run the following command:

exec 'data_set_name(#RUNTOOL)'

– data_set_name
Defines the name of the CSM Installation ISPF UI Tool z/OS data set extracted using UNZIPJCL.
Example: CAI.MF20.MSMI.UITOOL

The main ISPF panel appears.
2. Enter 1 to gather your site values for prefilling the options file parameters.

You are prompted to provide the Java home path and MSMSetup directory path. 
The programs in the USS MSMSetup/lib folder get executed through this interface. The programs gather site values
for some of the parameters. The gathered values are stored in an XML file. This file is used to prefill the options file
queries for easier and faster editing of the CSM installation options file.

3. Enter 6 or 7 to edit the options file.
The options in this group let you prefill the options file with site-gathered values. Conversely, you can edit it directly
from TSO using the ISPF editor.
– Using prefilled site values
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Use this option (option 6) to review all the installation option parameters and their prefilled value. The values are
already included with Installer-set defaults to facilitate editing and reviewing.
• Values that are prefaced with S indicate gathered site values.
• Values that are prefaced with D indicate product default values.
• Values that are prefaced with U indicate that the value has been edited.
Enter / before each parameter to display the available values (S/D/U), which you can also select and modify.
Parameters are listed on multiple pages. You can move forward (Enter) and backward (PF3) to review each screen
after all the parameters have been edited and verified. 
The ISPF UI tool edits all the panels and it verifies them. Then the tool displays the path and command to invoke
the installation utility.

– Using ISPF Editor
Use this option (option 7) to edit the options file manually using the ISPF editor from TSO/ISPF.

After the CSM Installer is invoked, if any of the parameter validations fail, you can edit the options file again.

Install CSM (Installation)
The installation utility MSMSetup.sh uses the contents of the options file MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties to tailor the
overall process.

The utility sets up:

• Apache Tomcat application server
• Datacom/MSM database, the CSM service components
• Web-based interface

The utility also creates and sets up a CSM runtime environment.

Note the following utility behaviors:

• At the start, the utility checks if data sets and USS folders with the values set in option parameters exist. If they
exist, the utility prompts you to overwrite the previous installation files or exit the installation. If any keywords are
set incorrectly, the MSMSetup.sh process ends with a list of options in error. Correct the options values, and rerun
MSMSetup.sh.

• If the installation process fails, restart it from the point of failure or start the process from the beginning. If you updated
any keyword in the options file MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties when resolving a previously failed execution, start the
installation from the beginning. Otherwise, the new keywords are not processed.

• The utility verifies the availability of port numbers that are passed through the options file. If they are reserved, already
in use, or unavailable for other reasons,you must provide values and continue the installation.

Install and Set Up CSM (Installation)
The directory .../MSMSetup where you extract the CSM files contains the MSMSetup.sh setup utility that installs and sets
up the product.

Invoke the MSMSetup.sh utility directly from the TSO OMVS environment (native USS command prompt). You cannot
invoke the MSMSetup.sh utility from a z/OS Telnet session or an ISHELL command shell.

If your site has SMS ACS rules to force POU to PDSE, these settings cause the installation job CSMN6001 to fail. The
MSMSetup.sh requires POU data sets to be created as PDS data sets.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that you extracted the files from the downloaded CSM package.
The MSMSetup and MSMProduct directories exist, and CSM files are extracted to the directories.

2. Verify that the required USS paths are available.
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3. Verify that you are using a userid with UID(0). If you are not, issue the su command to switch to UID(0).
4. From OMVS, change to the directory where the MSMSetup.sh setup utility resides, and execute the utility:

sh MSMSetup.sh

This utility verifies that the following statements are true:
– MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties file is in the current path.
– The JAVAPATH parameter field in the Options file is valid.
– Supported Java SDK version is installed.

NOTE
The setup utility is interactive, requiring some user responses at the beginning. The output is written to a log
file, MsminstallerLogyyyy-mm-dd,hh-mm-ss,ttt.log, in the MSMSetup directory. If you rerun the utility after a
failure, the utility will perform the necessary cleanup steps for the previous execution.

A panel appears that provides information about the utility. Then, the license agreement appears.
This license agreement covers an agreement to allow Broadcom to accumulate minimal information pertaining to the
product acquisition activity. This information includes the site ID, the product, and the user ID for Broadcom Support.

5. Review the license agreement and press PF3.
You are prompted to accept the agreement.

NOTE
If the license agreement is not displayed, verify that the TSO OMVS libraries are allocated in your TSO
environment, in particular the OMVS obrowse command.

6. Enter Y to accept the agreement.
(Non-UID(0) installation only) If you are executing the installation utility with a userid that is not assigned UID(0), you
are asked whether the installer should immediately stop to switch to a userid that is assigned UID(0).

NOTE
A userid with UID other than 0 can encounter errors when files are copied and their attributes and
permissions are modified. These errors typically indicate that the Operation is not permitted. Usually, the
installation utility catches this type of errors and results in a premature, unsuccessful termination. In most
cases, restarting the installation utility with a userid that has UID(0) assigned successfully restarts and
completes the installation. However, this type of errors can go undetected. In such cases, a successful
restart of the installation utility may be very difficult. You are required to delete all unpaxed files, installed
files, and restart the installation from the beginning.

7. (Non-UID(0) installation only) Enter Y (Yes) or N (No) in response to the prompt. We highly recommend that you
reply N (No) to the installation utility, stop the installation, and switch to a userid that is assigned UID(0). You do so by
running in superuser mode. To run in superuser mode, issue the su command at the OMVS command prompt, and
then rerun the installation utility.
If you reply Y (Yes), the installation continues.

8. Monitor the utility as it verifies that system and software prerequisites are satisfied, and validates the contents of the
options file.

9. Specify one of the following installation modes for processing the CSM installation jobs:
– A

In Automatic mode, the installation jobs are submitted automatically in non-stop mode (the submitted jobs are not
shown before submission).

– R
In Review mode, you are prompted to review each installation job. Then, the installation jobs are submitted
automatically. This mode lets you adjust JCL space allocation.

– M
In Manual mode, you are prompted to review and edit job CSMN6001. Submit each of the remaining installation
jobs from the JCL library manually after the setup process in the ISPF environment. This mode lets you adjust JCL
space allocation.
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Note:
– If you submit your installation job using TSO, the installer only runs in Manual mode.
– The installer can require more memory than 17200 KB.
The utility displays the JOB statement, and the JOBPARM statement (for JES2 environment) or the MAIN statement
(for JES3 environment) for review and modification, if necessary.

10. Take one of the following steps in response to the Edit Job Card question:
– If your site does not require more parameters, enter N. The installation process continues.
– If your site requires more parameters, enter Y. The JOB statement opens in edit mode. Modify the JOB statement,

and press PF3 to save the changes and continue the installation process.
11. Monitor the utility as it customizes all the required installation jobs.

(Optional) If you selected Review installation mode, you are prompted to review installation jobs one by one. Modify a
job and press PF3 to save your changes and submit the job.

12. (FTP job submission mode only) Enter your user ID and then your password.
If you make a mistake entering the user ID or password, you have two more attempts to reenter your credentials. A
Yes/No prompt precedes the second and third attempts.
– Yes

Allows you to reenter your credentials.
– No

Terminates the installation procedure.
The installation procedure terminates after the third failed attempt to validate your FTP credentials. Once you resolve
this issue, restart the installation utility.

13. Monitor the utility as it creates the SMP/E environment for CSM, and sets up its components.
The utility performs the following steps:
– Submits the previously modified jobs one by one and copies the customized JCL into the runtime JCL PDS.

NOTE
If executing a job takes longer than the JobCompletionWaitMaxTime options file keyword specifies, the
utility asks if you want to continue waiting. Enter N to terminate the whole installation process.

– Customizes the Datacom/MSM environment including Datacom/MSM address spaces and connection pools.
– Customizes the Apache Tomcat environment including the server.xml and context.xml files, port numbers, the

connection pool, and the user XML configuration.
– Customizes and copies JCL for the runtime PROCLIB PDS.
– Customizes and copies JCL for the runtime JCL PDS.
– Prepares CSM for the CAICCI interface and copies the LIBCCI and LIBCCI6E modules and the customized job

COPYCCI to the run-time JCL PDS member COPYCCI. The COPYCCI job does not need to be run as part of the
installation process. This job is provided as a convenience to reload these modules if needed. For example, if these
modules are updated through maintenance procedures, you can copy the updates into the CSM run time.

After the last step completes, the utility displays an installation summary report (MSMSummaryReport.txt). The report
is stored in the MSMSetup directory. This report provides the URL required to access CSM from a web browser.
The setup utility completes its process.

14. Review the summary report, MSMSummaryReport.txt, for specific post-installation job submission that is required to
complete the overall installation.

15. (Manual mode only) Submit the Installation Jobs (Installation), as specified in the summary report. yy indicates the
sequence number of the job.

16. Verify that the following libraries in the STEPLIB of the JCL(MSMMUF) job are APF-authorized:
– CAAXLOAD and CUSLIB Datacom/MSM libraries
– The Common Components and Services library that the CCSdsn keyword in the options file specifies
For the libraries to remain APF-authorized after the next IPL, add the libraries to your permanent APF list.
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NOTE
If the value of the AddAPFauthDSdyn keyword in the options file is N, try to APF-authorize these libraries
manually.

17. Verify that the user ID associated with the CSM application server (MSMTC job or started task) has the required USS
access authority.
CSM can create and mount file systems.

18. Verify that your network configuration permits CSM to access the following websites.
– supportservices.ca.com (using HTTPS Port Number 443)
– ftp.ca.com (using FTP Port Number 21)
– ftpca.ca.com (using FTP Port Number 21): CSM uses this FTP server to accumulate minimal information. This

information includes the site ID, the product, and the user ID for the Broadcom Support site.
– scftpd.ca.com (using FTP Port Number 21)
– ftpdownloads.ca.com (using FTP Port Number 21)
– supportftp.ca.com (using FTP Port Number 21)
– sdownloads.ca.com (using HTTPS Port Number 443): this website is only required if you use the Use HTTPS for

Downloads acquisition option under System Settings, Software Acquisition on the Settings page. If you authorize
the ca.com domain for ports 80 and 443, you do not need to authorize sdownloads.ca.com.

19. Confirm that your network administrator defined a Domain Name System (DNS) entry for localhost.
20. Start CSM.CSM becomes operational.

Installation Jobs (Installation)

The CSM setup utility submits jobs as part of a setup process. The CSMN6001 job that unpacks the CSM contents is
submitted using a setup process by default regardless of the installation mode. The setup process performs the required
configurations and creates the runtime path.

NOTE
If you are running in Manual mode, run all jobs in the sequence as presented in this section.

The following jobs are created when you are performing a new installation of this product:

• CSMN6001 (Unpack Product)
Unpacks the z/OS and USS contents.

• CSMN6002
This member is only a placeholder to enforce and coincide with the job sequencing for an upgrade. It is not a job and it
is not to be executed.

• CSMN6003 (Customize SMP/E Environment)
Customizes the SMP/E environment data set UCLIN statements with the site-specific values provided through the
options file.

• CSMN6004 (Create Datacom Custom Data Sets)
Assembles and link-edits the Datacom/MSM IDCUSIB; initializes CUSMAC parmlib members.

• CSMN6005 (Query Datacom PC Initialization)
Runs Common Components and Services CAIRIMU utility for a report on initialized program calls (PC) that are loaded
for Datacom.

• CSMN6006 (Load Datacom/MSM PC Routines)
Executes CAIRIM module to load the Datacom/MSM PC routines.

• CSMN6007 (Allocate and Initialize Datacom/MSM Database System Data Sets)
Allocates and initializes the Datacom/MSM database system environmental data sets.

• CSMN6008 (Start the Datacom MUF)
Starts the Datacom/MSM MUF.

• CSMN6009 (Allocate and initialize Datacom/MSM specific product databases)
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Allocate and initialize Datacom/MSM-specific product databases and confirm tables.
• CSMN6010 (Stop the Datacom MUF)Stops the Datacom/MSM MUF. 

 

Database Allocation Adjustments (Installation)

You may need to adjust primary and secondary Datacom/MSM disk space allocations to any JCL job stream based on
your planned usage of CSM (including SCS functions), and your current DASD disk pool resources.

The job CSMN6009 performs the initial Datacom/MSM disk allocations that are suitable for normal usage.

To adjust disk space allocations when executing the MSMSetup.sh installation utility, perform one of the following actions:

• If you are in Review installation mode, enter Y (Yes) in response to the prompt if you want to preview JCL before
automatic job submission.

• If you are in Manual installation mode, modify the runtimeHLQ.JCL data set as necessary before job submission.

The following disk allocations can be used for Datacom/MSM data area XML, the data set dbHLQ.XML4000, where
dbHLQ is your high-level qualifier for the Datacom/MSM data sets:

• A minimum of one cylinder is sufficient if you are not using CSM functions to configure products.
• A minimum of 300 cylinders is sufficient if you are using a low volume of CSM functions to configure products.
• A minimum of 3,000 cylinders is sufficient if you are using an average to high volume of CSM functions to configure

products.

 

Start CSM for the First Time
The JCL members to start CSM are either in your JCL data set (RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.JCL) or in your PROCLIB data
set (RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.PROCLIB). The member location is indicated in the summary report of the CSM installation
and setup process. You can submit or start one of these members to run it as batch jobs or started tasks.

CSM allocates files on startup and during operation. If your site has products interfering with file allocation, verify that
DD statements to exclude such processing are included in the MSMTCSRV JCL member that starts the CSM application
server.

NOTE

The CSM application server uses a default region size of 768 MB. If you want to change this value, update the
REGSIZE parameter in the MSMTCSRV JCL member. Also, update the Xmx value in the following statement in
the SAMPLIB(MSMLIB) member:

IJO="-Xms128m -Xmx768m -Xss768m"

 

Follow these steps:

1. Submit the MSMMUFS JCL member, or start the MSMMUF PROCLIB member.
The Datacom/MSM Multi-User Facility (MUF) address space starts.

NOTE
All data sets in STEPLIB must be APF-authorized.

If the MUF starts up successfully, messages similar to the following example appear:

DB00226I - MULTI-USER ACTIVATED XCF SUPPORT
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DB00222I - MULTI-USER ACTIVATED CCI SUPPORT

DB00201I - MULTI-USER ENABLED, CXX=cxx_name MUFNAME=muf_name   AD

2. Submit the MSMDBSVS JCL member, or start the MSMDBSRV PROCLIB member.
The Datacom/MSM server address space starts.
If the server starts up successfully, messages similar to the following example appear:

DSV00049I-CA Datacom Server Version 14.0 INITIALIZED  - server_name

3. Submit the MSMTCSRV JCL member, or start the MSMTC PROCLIB member.
The CSM application server address space starts.
If the server starts up successfully, the following message appears in STDOUT:

MSM0009I - CA CSM startup complete.

If the startup fails, the following message appears in STDOUT:

MSM0010E - CA CSM startup failed.

In addition, depending on the outcome of the startup, one of the following messages appears in the system console:

MSM0009I CA CSM STARTUP COMPLETE 

MSM0010E CA CSM STARTUP FAILED

NOTE
The startup JCL for the CSM application server region has a SYSMDUMP DD statement that is commented
out. If your site standards and system support the capture of this dump to the spool system, you can
uncomment the DD statement to provide for dump captures in the case of failures.

After the successful startup of the CSM application server address space, users can log in to CSM through a web
browser.

Notes:

• In case of ABEND U4038, it is possible that the Java load module name in the MSMTCSRV JCL, or in the MSMTC
PROCLIB member does not correspond to the Java version. For more information about troubleshooting Java load
module names, see CSM fails with ABEND U4038.

• Do not start the MSMTCSRV job (manually or with automation) until the MSMDBSRV job initialization completes and
the BPXM023I message appears.

• After you successfully start up the CSM application server, if the following message appears, ignore it:

INFO: The APR based Apache Tomcat Native library which allows optimal performance in production

 environments

was not found on the java library.path:

CSM does not require the installation of this library.
• Do not change any CSM application server startup JCL parameters unless Broadcom Support requested it. Doing so

could make CSM inoperable.
• If you restart the Datacom/MSM server, restart the CSM application server.

Configure FTP and HTTP Connections
Before you start, verify that you have a Broadcom Support account. You can verify it on the System Settings, Software
Acquisition page.
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CSM uses a Java-based FTP client. This FTP client has several options that control how the session operates. These
options are not considered to be related to FTP proxies that provide authentication services when logging in to the FTP
server.

FTP session options are specified in the installed CSM data set RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.SAMPLIB(PASADVOP). This
data set is an XML file and has an FTPOPTIONS section defining all the available FTP session options. Each option is set
to the FTP client default.

The <FTPOPTIONS> XML tag is read for every FTP connection that CSM establishes. If the tag is not defined or empty,
then the CSM FTP client uses the defaults as described in this section.

The following example is a code syntax sample for FTP session settings:

<FTPOPTIONS>key_1=value_1, key_2=value_2</FTPOPTIONS>

You can use the following keys:

• firewall.friendly
The firewall.friendly FTP option is set to true by default:

<FTPOPTIONS>firewall.friendly=true</FTPOPTIONS>

You only specify this option if you want to override it.
The firewall.friendly option refers to FTP operating in passive mode. Passive mode causes the FTP server to open a
listening port for the FTP data connection. If this option is set to false, then the FTP client opens the listening port for
the server.
You can ask your network administrator if passive mode is supported. Alternatively, you can test if the default is
acceptable by running a batch FTP program. After the statements that log you in to the FTP server as anonymous,
insert QUOTE PASV.
The job output displays a message that contains the following text:

227 Entering Passive Mode (IP_address,FTP_server_code)

– If you see this message, you do not have to specify the firewall.friendly option.
– If you do not see this message, rerun the job with QUOTE PASV removed. The job output now displays a message

that contains the following text:

200 PORT command successful.

If you see this message, set firewall.friendly to false.
• verify.pasv.ip

The verify.pasv.ip FTP option is set to true by default:

<FTPOPTIONS>verify.pasv.ip=true</FTPOPTIONS>

You only specify this option if you want to override it.

WARNING
We recommend that you do not override this option unless your firewall support absolutely requires it.

Some firewall implementations may intercept and alter the IP address that is returned from the FTP server in response
to the PASV command. In this case, you may see the following message in CSM application server logs:

Host attempting data connection ip_address_1 is not same as server ip_address_2

– ip_address_1
Identifies the altered IP address from the firewall server.

– ip_address_2
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Identifies the IP address of the FTP server.
• default.timeout

The default.timeout FTP option is set to zero (0) by default:

<FTPOPTIONS>default.timeout=0</FTPOPTIONS>

You only specify this option if you want to override it.
The value of this option represents time in milliseconds. The default value 0 is interpreted as an infinite timeout. Some
environments can encounter timeout issues when downloading large files that are 200 MB or more.
For example, a large file is downloaded using an FTP command line session in OMVS. When the data transfer is
complete, a subsequent FTP command, for example, ls, is entered. A timeout condition can result with a message, for
example:

Connection to server interrupted or timed out. Waiting for reply.

In this case, a value of 10000 (representing 10 seconds) resolves this situation if CSM encounters it.
• default.port

The default.port option is set to 21 by default. This port is the industry standard default port that FTP uses. There may
be some firewall implementations that alter this default port, even if there are no FTP proxy authentication methods.

<FTPOPTIONS>default.port=21</FTPOPTIONS>

You can change the port number 21 to the required port number.

NOTE
This option has no affect if you enable FTP proxy settings.

• control.keep.alive.timeout
Keepalive packets (no-operation packets) prevent routers from closing a control connection during large file transfers
after a certain period of inactivity. The control.keep.alive.timeout option specifies how often (every x seconds) a
keepalive packet is sent.
The control.keep.alive.timeout option is not specified by default (no keepalive packet is sent). You can set
this option to the required frequency of sending keepalive packets (in seconds). For example, to force the file
download methods to send a keepalive packet every five minutes (300 seconds), add the following statement in the
RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.SAMPLIB(PASADVOP) data set:

<FTPOPTIONS>control.keep.alive.timeout=300</FTPOPTIONS>

Configure FTP Proxy Settings
When you select only the Enable Proxy Settings check box in the FTP Proxy section on the System Settings, Software
Acquisition page, you can use the following FTP proxy authentication methods:

Configure without User Credentials

Follow these steps:

1. On the Settings tab, go to System Settings, Software Acquisition.
2. In the FTP Proxy section, select the Enable Proxy Settings check box, and provide the FTP proxy port and address.
3. Click Apply.

The changes take effect.
4. Go to User Settings, Software Acquisition.
5. In the FTP Proxy section, verify that the user name and password are not provided. If they are provided, remove both

of them, and click Apply.
The changes take effect.
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CSM sends the following commands:

• An FTP USER command with the anonymous@ftp.ca.com parameter
• An FTP PASS command with your ID for the Broadcom Support website as the password

Configure with User Credentials

Follow these steps:

1. On the Settings tab, go to System Settings, Software Acquisition.
2. In the FTP Proxy section, select the Enable Proxy Settings check box, and provide the FTP proxy port and address.
3. Click Apply.

The changes take effect.
4. Go to User Settings, Software Acquisition.
5. In the FTP Proxy section, provide a user name and password for the FTP proxy server.
6. Click Apply.

The changes take effect.

CSM connects to the specified proxy server and sends the following sequence of FTP commands to authenticate and log
in to the FTP server:

USER FTP_proxy_user_ID@ftp.broadcom.com

PASS proxy_password

USER anonymous

PASS Support_Online_user_ID

NOTE

 The same scenarios are applied to all other Broadcom FTP servers where ftp.broadcom.com is mentioned.

FTP Advanced Settings

FTP Advanced Proxy Settings

If the FTP basic settings do not support your FTP proxy authentication methods, FTP advanced proxy settings allow you
to customize the FTP authentication and logon as your FTP proxy requires. These advanced settings are stored in a PDS
member named PASADVOP. When CSM is installed, PASADVOP is placed into the RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.SAMPLIB
data set. To see the current location of the PASADVOP, look in FTP Proxy, Advanced Settings Data Set, on the System
Settings, Software Acquisition page. This member has a generic template containing advanced FTP settings. You can use
the default values in the member or can modify them using ISPF editor to match your FTP and HTTP proxy authentication
methods.

Example PASADVOP Member

All XML elements must be specified between the tags <ADVOPTIONS></ADVOPTIONS>.

 <ADVOPTIONS>

   <FIREWALL>

     <FIRECMD>HOST;</FIRECMD>

     <FIRECMD>USER;@REMOTE_USER;@REMOTE_HOST;</FIRECMD>

     <FIRECMD>PW;@REMOTE_PW;</FIRECMD>

   <FIREWALL>
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 </ADVOPTIONS>

 

The following example is a code syntax sample for FTP proxy settings:

 <FIREWALL>

   <FIRECMD>keyword;</FIRECMD>

 <FIREWALL>

 

Use the following keywords for supporting various FTP proxy authentication schemes:

• HOST
Defines the name of your FTP proxy server. When this keyword is encountered, CSM substitutes the value that is
entered for the FTP Proxy Server name on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page. The FTP client uses this
value to connect initially.

• USER
Defines the user for authenticating to the enabled proxies. When this keyword is encountered, it is substituted with the
value that is entered for the FTP Proxy User that is specified on the User Settings, Software Acquisition page.

• PW
Defines the password for authenticating to the enabled proxies. When this keyword is encountered, it is substituted
with the value that is entered for the FTP Proxy Password that is specified on the User Settings, Software Acquisition
page.

• REMOTE_HOST
Defines the FTP address of the remote server. When this keyword is encountered, it is substituted with the appropriate
FTP URL.

• REMOTE_USER
Defines the user for authenticating to the remote server. When this keyword is encountered, it is substituted with
anonymous.

• REMOTE_PW
Defines the password for authenticating to the remote server. When this keyword is encountered, it is substituted with
your user ID for the Broadcom Support website.

• ACCT
Instructs the CSM FTP client to issue an ACCT command to the FTP server. This keyword allows an accompanying
parameter. This parameter is typically the proxy password that the PW keyword represents.

Follow the keywords with a semicolon (;). Outline the proxy authentication using these keywords. CSM substitutes the
actual values from the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Define FTP Advanced Settings

We recommend that you set up the advanced settings by running a batch job in z/OS executing the IBM FTP program.
You can transpose the FTP proxy authentication scheme to the data set containing advanced settings.

For example, the input to your FTP batch job is the following sample:

 //INPUT DD *

  proxy_host_URL_or_IP 

 anonymous@ftp.ca.com proxy_userid

Support_Online_user_id 

 ACCT proxy_password 

 /*

 

Notes:
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• A space precedes proxy_userid.
• If your network administrators require quotes, quotes can surround the second input line.

In this case, you would edit the advanced settings data set as follows:

 <ADVOPTIONS>

   <FIREWALL>

     <FIRECMD>HOST;</FIRECMD>

     <FIRECMD>REMOTE_USER;@REMOTE_HOST; USER;</FIRECMD>

     <FIRECMD>REMOTE_PW;</FIRECMD>

     <FIRECMD>ACCT; PW;</FIRECMD>

   </FIREWALL>

 </ADVOPTIONS>

 

• The HOST keyword is substituted with the FTP proxy name specified for the FTP Proxy Server name on the System
Settings, Software Acquisition page.

• The REMOTE_USER keyword is substituted with anonymous.
• The USER keyword is substituted with the value specified for the user in the FTP Proxy section on the User Settings,

Software Acquisition page.
• The REMOTE_HOST keyword is substituted with the appropriate Broadcom FTP server URL.
• The ACCT keyword instructs the CSM FTP client to issue an ACCT command to the FTP server. This keyword

allows an accompanying parameter. The parameter is typically the proxy password that the keyword PW represents,
depending on what network administrators require.

• CSM substitutes your user ID on the Broadcom Support website as specified in the Broadcom Support Accounts
section on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page for the REMOTE_USER keyword. The PW keyword
is substituted with the value specified for the password in the FTP Proxy section, on the User Settings, Software
Acquisition page. All of these substitutions are concatenated in the order that the FIRECMD statement specifies. The
at symbol (@) is inserted into the resolved string exactly as specified.

Sometimes, the FTP input does not easily translate into the FIRECMD elements. In that case, you can use the SYSOUT
of the batch FTP job. Use the //INPUT DD * batch job that is described at the beginning of this section to look for specific
FTP commands and note the specific sequence.

The following SYSOUT is an abbreviated listing. The listing highlights the relevant statements that are used to formulate
the FIRECMD statements. Comments are indicated by ==>.

 EZA1450I IBM FTP CS V1R9

 EZA1772I FTP: EXIT has been set.

     ==> The EZA1554I message shows the IP address of the FTP proxy server, and

     message 220 typically, but not always, displays the URL of the FTP proxy.

     Either of these can be specified in the CSM FTP Proxy settings as

     an IP address or the FTP proxy server name. This would translate to

     <FIRECMD> HOST;</FIRECMD>.

 EZA1554I Connecting to:   123.456.789.1 port: 21.

 220 Secure FTP server running on ftpproxyserver

     ==> The EZA1701I message indicates that the FTP USER command accepts a

     concatenated string to provide the FTP proxy user ID, the FTP user ID, and

     the actual FTP site to connect after the authentication is completed. This

     concatenated string would be translated as

     <FIRECMD>REMOTE_USERID;@USER;@REMOTE_HOST;</FIRECMD>.

 EZA1459I NAME (123.456.789.1:ZOSUSERID):

 EZA1701I >>> USER anonymous@proxy_userid@ftp.ca.com

     ==> Message 331 is an FTP proxy reply that indicates that the PASS command

     will accept a concatenated string to provide the passwords for both
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     the FTP proxy server and the FTP server. As it does not specify which should

     be first, check the //INPUT DD * sample to see that the FTP server password

     is first (anonymous). Typically, but not always, if the user IDs are

     concatenated, the passwords are concatenated in the same order. That means,

     as in this case, the FTP user ID is first, therefore the FTP password is

     first. This concatenated string would be translated to

     <FIRECMD>REMOTE_PW;@PW;</FIRECMD>.

 331 password: use password@password

 EZA1789I PASSWORD:

 EZA1701I >>> PASS

     ==> The following replies indicate the FTP proxy has successfully

     authenticated your FTP proxy credentials, and is logging in to the

     FTP server. The FTP server is acknowledging you have successfully

     logged in.

 230-User proxy_userid authenticated by Secure FTP authentication

 230-Connected to server. Logging in...

 230-220 ftp.ca.com NcFTPd Server (licensed copy) ready.

 230-331 User anonymous okay, need password.

 230-230-You are user #18 of 4000 simultaneous users allowed.

 

The following sample is an example of using the SITE command. The server uses this command to provide system-
specific services that are essential to file transfer but not sufficiently universal to be included as commands in the protocol.

 <ADVOPTIONS>

   <FIREWALL>

     <FIRECMD>HOST;</FIRECMD>

     <FIRECMD>USER;</FIRECMD>

     <FIRECMD>PW;</FIRECMD>

     <FIRECMD>SITE;REMOTE_HOST;</FIRECMD>

     <FIRECMD>REMOTE_USER;</FIRECMD>

     <FIRECMD>REMOTE_PW;</FIRECMD>

   </FIREWALL>

 </ADVOPTIONS>

 

FTP Advanced Proxy Settings Restrictions

The following restrictions are applied:

• CSM does not support actual user IDs and passwords within the <FIRECMD> element.
• CSM supports concatenating proxy user IDs with FTP user IDs (anonymous), and concatenating proxy passwords with

FTP passwords (ID for the Broadcom Support website). However, concatenating a proxy user ID and proxy password,
or anonymous with the ID for the Broadcom Support website is not supported.
For example, the following sample is supported:
 <FIRECMD>USER;@REMOTE_USER;</FIRECMD>

 <FIRECMD>PW;@REMOTE_PW;</FIRECMD>

 

The following sample is not supported:
 <FIRECMD>USER;PW;</FIRECMD>

 <FIRECMD>REMOTE_USER;REMOTE_PW;</FIRECMD>

 

In this case, put the user ID and password on separate FIRECMD elements, for example:
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 <FIRECMD>USER;</FIRECMD>

 <FIRECMD>PW;</FIRECMD>

 <FIRECMD>REMOTE_USER;</FIRECMD>

 <FIRECMD>REMOTE_PW;</FIRECMD>

 

Configure HTTP Proxy Settings
The following scenarios are possible depending on your site configuration:

If you do not use an HTTP proxy server, your HTTP connection settings are complete.

HTTP Proxy Server without Authentication

Follow these steps:

1. On the Settings tab, go to System Settings, Software Acquisition. 
2. In the HTTP Proxy section, select the Enable Proxy Settings check box, and provide the HTTP proxy port and

address. 
3. Click Apply.

The changes take effect.
4. Go to User Settings, Software Acquisition.
5. In the HTTP Proxy section, verify that the user name and password are not provided. If they are provided, remove both

of them, and click Apply.
The changes take effect.

HTTP Proxy Server with Basic Authentication

Follow these steps:

1. On the Settings tab, go to System Settings, Software Acquisition. 
2. In the HTTP Proxy section, select the Enable Proxy Settings check box, and provide the HTTP proxy port and

address.
3. Click Apply.The changes take effect.
4. Go to User Settings, Software Acquisition.
5. In the HTTP Proxy section, provide a user name and password for the HTTP proxy server.
6. Click Apply.

The changes take effect.

HTTP Proxy Server with NTLM Authentication

Follow these steps:

1. On the Settings tab, go to System Settings, Software Acquisition. 
2. In the HTTP Proxy section, select the Enable Proxy Settings check box, and provide the HTTP proxy port and

address. 
3. Click Apply.

The changes take effect.
4. Go to User Settings, Software Acquisition.
5. In the HTTP Proxy section, provide the NTLM domain, user name and password for the HTTP proxy server. The

following sample is an example of providing the NTLM domain and user name:

mydomain\user1
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6. Click Apply.
The changes take effect.

Perform Post-Installation Tasks
This section describes tasks that you perform after CSM installation is completed.

Also see: Configure Multi-Factor Authentication

APF-Authorize Libraries Permanently (Installation)
To ensure that the MUF is started as an APF-authorized job step, APF-authorize all libraries you include in the MUF
STEPLIB concatenation.

Add the following libraries to your APF list in the member PROGxx:

• CAAXLOAD and CUSLIB Datacom/MSM libraries
• The Common Components and Services library that the CCSdsn keyword in the options file specifies

If you use the PROGxx members with dynamic format, you can issue the z/OS command SET PROG=xx. The changes
take effect before the next IPL.

NOTE
For more information about APF lists, see the IBM Initialization and Tuning Reference.

Set Up CAIRIM to Load Datacom/MSM PC at IPL (Installation)
Set up CAIRIM to load the PC automatically during each IPL.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the PARMLIB member referenced by your CAIRIM startup JCL procedure (usually the CAS9 procedure).
2. Add the following statements to the PARMLIB member:

PRODUCT(CA DATACOM) VERSION(BD14) INIT(DBCR4PR) -

LOADLIB(run_time_caaxload) -

PARM(PC=PROD,PCC=DBPCCPR) -

PRODUCT(CA DATACOM) VERSION(BD14) INIT(DBCR4PR) -

LOADLIB(run_time_caaxload) -

PARM(PC=PROD,PCS=DBPCSPR)

Set Up User Security for CSM Functions (Installation)
Many of the resources and activities that CSM provides are protected by security profiles that are defined to your external
security manager (ESM). When you attempt to perform an action in the web-based interface (for example, logging
in or changing a setting), CSM invokes the System Authorization Facility (SAF) with the associated resource profile.
CSM resource profiles are defined in the CSM resource class. The resource profiles enable your site to assign authorities
to various resources and actions to specific users or to provide generic access with few settings.

NOTE

For more information about security for CSM functions, see Security for CSM Functions.
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Update the CSM Startup Parameters (Installation)
If you plan to let CSM perform external operations on your behalf without saving your password, update the CSM startup
parameters.

You do so to allow users to perform the following actions:

• Launch CSM from CSM without requiring an additional user login.
• Schedule automatic maintenance updates (receiving and applying maintenance) for products that are installed in an

SMP/E environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that you configured your security manager (ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF) to use PassTickets for external
operations.

2. Add the following statement in the SAMPLIB(MSMLIB) member to specify the CSM application ID:
IJO="$IJO -DmsmApplid=applid" 

applid
Defines the CSM application ID used for PassTicket validation to authenticate connections to the server.
Default: CHORWEBS

3. Restart the CSM application server.
The changes take effect.

Configure Initial CSM Settings
After you set up and install CSM, configure it so that it can access the Broadcom Support website for you to acquire
products.

Follow these steps:

1. Start your web browser, and enter the access URL.
2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.

The initial page appears, and you are prompted to configure CSM.
3. Configure the following settings, and then click Next: 

Upon completion of this step, you are prompted to define your account to Broadcom Support.
– Proxies that CSM uses to communicate with the Broadcom Support website 

If proxies are not used, CSM uses HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.

WARNING

If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition page.
– The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages

If you do not specify the directory, CSM sets it up using default settings that you can change later.
4. Click New.You are prompted for the credentials to use on Broadcom Support.
5. Specify the credentials, click OK, and then click Next.

You are prompted to review your user settings, which are available on the User Settings page.
6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then click Finish.
7. Click the Settings tab, and review other configuration settings.

You have configured CSM. Users can log in and can begin downloading mainframe products.

Migrate the CSM SMP/E Environment to CSM (Installation)
Migrate the SMP/E environment that you created during the CSM installation into CSM.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and click the Migrate SMP/E Environment link in the Actions section on the left
side.

2. Enter the name of the SMP/E environment you created during the installation of CSM, specify the SMP/E environment
data set name, and click Next.
The functions in the SMP/E environment are listed.

3. Review the information, and click Next.
A list of zones with DDDEF associations appears.

4. Review the zones, and click Next.
A list of file systems appears, if any are found mounted to the path specified in the DDDEFs.

5. Review the file systems. If there are file systems that you want to add as managed product USS file systems, select
them. Click Next.
Zones of the migrated SMP/E environment are listed.

NOTE
Only the zones that exist and to which you have access appear.

6. Specify a prefix for each zone and click Next. Prefixes are only used as high-level qualifier (HLQ) defaults during future
base installations into the same SMP/E environment. These defaults can be overridden during the base installation, if
needed.

NOTE
The prefix for the global zone is defined automatically. You cannot change it.

7. Review the list of options available and select the options that you want to apply to the migrated SMP/E environment:
– Add SMP/E Environment to Working Set

Adds the migrated SMP/E environment to your working set.
8. Click Next.
9. Review the summary information, and click Migrate.

NOTE
To see UCLIN statements for the zone DDDEFs, click Show UCLIN at the bottom.

After the migration is successfully completed, information about the SMP/E environment and associated products is
saved in the CSM database. The migrated environment appears on the tree in the SMP/E Environments section on the
left side.

Clean Up the USS Directory
After you download and process the CSMinstallation pax files, remove the files from your USS directory. These actions
free file system disk space for subsequent downloads. You can delete the following entities:

• The pax file
• The package-specific directory that the pax command created and all the files in it

NOTE

 Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets for future reference.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to your USS directory for downloaded packages.
2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:

rm paxfile

– paxfile
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Specifies the name of the pax file that you downloaded.
3. Delete the package-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r package_specific_directory

– package_specfic_directory
Specifies the directory that the pax command created.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and package-specific directory, and delete them
using the D line command.

 

Apply Maintenance to CSM (Installation)
Follow these steps:

1. Update the Software Catalog with the CSM maintenance information from the Broadcom Support website:
a. Go to the Products tab and locate CSM Software Manager in the Available Products panel on the left.

NOTE

If you do not see CSM Software Manager in the tree, use one of the products that are installable with
CSM for this process. These products reflect CSM as a component so the maintenance is reflected
there also. For more information, see CSM Software Manager Enabled Products in the Recommended
Reading section of the CSM page on Broadcom Support website.

b. Expand the CSM Software Manager entry in the tree. Right-click the version of CSM that you have installed, and
select Update Product Release.
The task takes some time to complete. Upon completion, a message appears confirming that the software was
acquired.

c. Click Hide.
The message disappears.

d. Locate the CSM maintenance in the right panel.
2. (Optional) Add test fixes using external maintenance.

NOTE
For more information about applying test fixes and managing maintenance downloaded external to CSM, see
the online help.

3. Review and apply the maintenance.
The contents of the SMP/E target libraries and USS paths for CSM are updated. These libraries and paths are set up
using the TargetHLQ and MSMPATH keywords in the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties options file.

NOTE
For more information about applying and managing maintenance, see the online help.

4. Stop CSM.
5. Deploy the product maintenance to the CSM run-time libraries and USS paths. The libraries and USS paths are set up

using the RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix and RunTimeUSSPath keywords in the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties options
file.
a. Customize the JCL(MSMDEPLY) job. Update the JOB statement, and specify deploy for arg1.
b. Submit the job.

6. Start CSM.
CSM becomes operational with the maintenance.
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WARNING
Distinguish between the SMP/E target libraries and USS paths, and the runtime libraries and USS paths. CSM
executes out of the runtime libraries and USS paths. When you apply maintenance, only the SMP/E target
libraries and USS paths are updated. You must stop CSM and submit the MSMDEPLY job to update the runtime
libraries and USS paths. Those updates take effect when you restart CSM.

Configure SDS and SDS (Installation)
If you plan to use CSM to deploy and configure your products, configure the Software Deployment Service (SDS) and the
Software Configuration Service (SCS).

NOTE

 For more information about configuring SDS and SCS, see Configure SDS and SCS in CSM.

Installation Checklist
These checklists detail the tasks that a system programmer (SYSPROG), security administrator (SECURITY), network
manager (NETWORK), and storage manager (STORAGE) must complete to install the latest version of CSM.

WARNING
 Before you start the installation CSM, read Preparing for Installation thoroughly and complete tasks that it
describes. For detailed installation information, see Installing.

Pre-Installation Activities
1. (SYSPROG) Download the CSM Prerequisite Validator utility and unpax the file.

– From the Download Center on support, download the CSM V6.1 Prerequisite Validator pax file
(DVD10155641E.pax.Z) to an existing USS directory on the LPAR where CSM will be installed.

– Unpax the file:
a. Enter TSO OMVS
b. cd path_where_pax_file_was_downloaded
c. pax - rvf DVD10155641E.pax.Z

2. (SYSPROG) Execute the Prerequisite Validator and review the Prerequisite Verification Report.

NOTE
This command requires a minimum TSO region size of 196608 KB (192 MB) and fails if the region is not
available.

a. IBM 64-bit Java 7.0 path: ________________________________________
b. cd Bin
c. /MSMVal.sh Java_home_path (for example, ./MSMVal.sh /usr/lpp/java/J7.0)

After the tool completes, it presents the Verification Report created in the Bin directory (file MSMPre-
RequisiteVerificationReport.txt) using the obrowse command. This report provides a summary of the validation of
the software, network, and security prerequisites. Print or save the report.

3. (NETWORK) Assign unused ports for CSM application.
– CSM Server Port - select an unassigned port ______________

Default: 22120
– CSM DSI Port - select an unassigned port: ____________________

Default: 22130
– CSM Connector Redirect Port No - select an unassigned port: _________

Default: 22140
– CSM Tomcat Shutdown Port No - select an unassigned port: _________
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Default: 22150
4. (SYSPROG) PDS where JVMLDM7x module was copied during Java installation (SYS1.SIEALNKE)

_______________________________________
5. (SYSPROG) Common Components and Services (CCS). Requires at least Version 14.0 or higher. We recommend

that you use Release 14.1.
a. Install new CCS FMID and CETN600 for the Software Deployment Service and Software Configuration Service.

This latest FMID replaces existing FMIDs (CETN400 and CETN500) and provides new Software Configuration
Service features.

NOTE
For more information, see Software Requirements.

b. ENF SYSID (See message CAS9214I - CA-ENF Command: SYSID(???????)):
________________________________

c. CCITCP Port Number (See message CAS9850I in CCITCP Task, if running. Otherwise, use default of 1202):
_________________

d. Libraries where CCS modules reside (usually can be found in CAS9 PROC or LNKLST):
• CAIRIM _________________________________________________
• LIBCCI __________________________________________________

6. (SECURITY) Verify Installation System Access in your security system for the user who will be performing installation.
a. OMVS Access - with valid home directory with RDWR permissions
b. Minimum TSO region size of 192 MB (196608 KB)
c. UID(0) or SuperUser authority to create and mount new file systems
d. Access to the following facilities:

• RESOURCE=BPX.FILEATTR.APF READ
• RESOURCE=BPX.FILEATTR.PROGCTL READ
• RESOURCE=BPX.FILEATTR.SHARELIB READ
• RESOURCE=BPX.DAEMON READ
• RESOURCE=BPX.SERVER UPDATE
• TCPIP SERVICE AUTH EZB.STACKACCESS READ (This item is only needed if your site has

EZB.STACKACCESS defined.)
e. ACF2 only: MUSASS permission for users who start CSM
f. If your site uses Broadcom SAF HFS security, the following access:

• BPX.CAHFS.SET.RLIMIT (READ authority)
• BPX.CAHFS.PTRACE (READ authority)
• BPX.CAHFS.MOUNT (READ authority)
• BPX.CAHFS.UNMOUNT (READ authority)
• BPX.CAHFS.CHANGE.FILE.MODE (READ authority)
• BPX.CAHFS.CHANGE.FILE.TIME (READ authority)

NOTE

Broadcom SAF HFS security is a feature in ACF2 and Top Secret.
g. Users installing CSM must have UPDATE authority to:

• SYSx.PARMLIB
• PROCLIB for CSM procedures
• HLQs chosen for the application

h. For IBM RACF ONLY:
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• Define SYS1.CSSLIB, CEE.SCEERUN2 and SYS1.MIGLIB, SYS1.SIEALNKE (see Step 4) to IBM RACF
Program Control List.

• If you are planning to use zFS, define SYS1.SIEALNKE (or an equivalent library) to the IBM RACF Program
Control List.

• If you have APPL class OMVSAPPL defined, grant READ access.
i. Ensure the following z/OS data sets are APF-authorized:

• CEE.SCEERUN
• CEE.SCEERUN2

7. (STORAGE) Verify application DASD requirements:
– HFS/zFS files systems

a. HFS/zFS for installation (msminstall) - 1000 cyls of free space
b. HFS/zFS for application target modules - 750 cyls of free space
c. HFS/zFS for application run-time modules - 750 cyls of free space
d. CSMcreates two permanent HFS/zFS data sets totaling 180 cyls (assuming default sizing) on initial startup.

NOTE
CSM creates temporary zFS/HFS data sets as maintenance and products are installed. The maximum
size for zFS/HFS allocations is TRKS(9000,9000).

– MVS
a. 3292 cyls – installation libraries and data sets (includes SMP/E files) and application database files

a. 692 cyls for SMP/E (Global, target (TGT), and distribution (DLIB))
b. 109 cyls for run-time libraries and data sets
c. 2491 cyls for application Datacom databases (initial allocations)

b. 250 cyls – temporary data sets during installation
8. (SYSPROG) Set up the USS file system environment:

a. Create HFS/zFS data set for CSM installation files. This item changes with each CSM version.
Recommended: /u/users/msmserv/v60/msminstall (primary: 1000 cyls; secondary: 100 cyls)
• HFS/zFS DSN: _____________________
• HFS/zFS mount point/path: ___________________

b. Create HFS/zFS data set for CSM application target files. This item changes with each CSM version.
Recommended: /u/users/msmserv/v60/msm (primary: 750; secondary: 100 cyls)
• HFS/zFS DSN: _____________________
• HFS/zFS mount point/path: ____________________

c. Create HFS/zFS data set for CSM application run-time files. This item changes with each CSM version.
Recommended: /u/users/msmserv/v60/msmruntime (primary: 750 cyls; secondary: 100 cyls)
• HFS/zFS DSN: _____________________
• HFS/zFS mount point/path: ____________________

d. Mount the file systems that you created in steps a-c as RDRW.

NOTE
To allow zFS file systems to grow dynamically, you
must have aggrgrow=on specified in SYSx.PARMLIB(IOEFSPRM), or specify AGGRGROW when
zFS file system is mounted. For more information, see the IBM z/OS Distributed File Service zFS
Administration, V1Rxx.0.

e. Create a directory that CSM can use for mounting file systems that it will dynamically create. This item does
not change with each CSM version.
Recommended: /u/users/msmserv/mpm

NOTE
If you are upgrading from a previous release, do not create this directory. It already exists.
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9. (SYSPROG, NETWORK, STORAGE) Gather all required installation parameters that are provided in the
MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties file for installation. If you are an existing user, you can create the options file for
Version 6.0 using your previous version settings.

NOTE

If you are an existing CSM customer and you want to migrate the data from your current CSM version
to CSM Version 6.0, populate the following parameter:

PreviousRelease.MSMPATH

Specifies the path of the USS directory in which the previous version of CSM is installed. This path has
folders, for example, CEGPHFS and CEGPJAR.

See the MSMSummaryReport.txt or the options file available in the CEGPHFS directory of the
previous CSM version.

Example: /u/users/msmserv/msm
10. Review options file keywords, and gather the required values for your enterprise.

Installation Activities
1. (SYSPROG) Download the CSM installer pax file from the Download Center on support and unpax the file into the

installation directory created in Pre-Installation Step 9a.
– From the Download Center on support, download the CSM Version 6.0 installation pax file (DVD10155349E.pax.Z

file) to the LPAR where CSM will be installed. The recommended USS path is:
 /u/users/msmserv/v60/msminstall

 

– Unpax the DVD10155349E.pax.Z file from USS:
a. Enter TSO OMVS
b. cd path_from_pre-installation_Step_8a
c. pax - DVD10155349E.pax.Z file

2. (SYSPROG) Edit and run UNZIPJCL from the installation file in /path_from_pre-installation_Step_8a/MSMInstaller.
You can use the OMVS OEDIT or ISHELL command to modify the file, and the SUBMIT sub-command to submit the
JCL.

3. (SYSPROG) Edit and review MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties in /path_from_pre-installation_Step_8a/MSMSetup.
Use the data that you gathered in preinstallation step 9 to populate this file. If you are upgrading from a previous
version of CSM, use the following command to prepopulate your options file with the values used to install the previous
version.
sh MSMSetup.sh copyOPT CA_MSM_target_path_from_previous_version

4. (SYSPROG) Run the installer from the installation directory in USS/OMVS.
Enter:
 sh MSMSetup.sh

 

Follow the installer prompts and respond accordingly. For the license review, the installer presents the agreement
documentation from ISPF browse. Use PF3-END to acknowledge reading and allow the script to continue.
If the script reports a problem, resolve the reported issue and rerun the installer.
You are prompted for the installation mode to use:
– A

Submits installation jobs in a non-stop automated way by the setup process.
– R

Prompts each installation job for review before submission by the setup process.
– M

Installation jobs that the installer creates are to be manually submitted by a user.
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The mode that is selected determines how the script submits the customized installation jobs.
The script produces two reports in the MSMSetup directory that give details on the installation:
– MsminstallerLogyyyy-mm-dd ,hh-mm-ss,ttt.log

This report provides the details on the execution of the MSMSetup.sh script. If you receive an error during the
installer execution, review this report.

– MSMSummaryReport.txt
This report provides a summary of where the installer installed the application. It also provides the URL for
accessing the CSM user interface.

If option AddAPFauthDSdyn was set to Y in the MSMSetupOptionsFiles.properties file, the installer dynamically APF-
authorizes the CSM CAAXLOAD and CUSLIB libraries.

5. (SYSPROG) Submit the job MSMMUFS from the JCL PDS to start the MUF address space. Look for the successful
initialization message:
 DB00215I - CA Datacom/DB Version 14.0

 DB00201I - MULTI-USER ENABLED

 

6. (SYSPROG) Submit the job MSMDBSVS to start the Datacom/AD server. Look for the successful initialization
message:
 DSV00049I-CA Datacom Server Version 14.0 INITIALIZED

 

7. (SYSPROG) Submit MSMTCSRV from the JCL PDS to start the CSM Tomcat server. Look for successful initialization
message:
 MSM0009I - CSM Startup complete

 

8. (SYSPROG) Connect to the CSM user interface (UI) from a web browser (MS Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, or
Google Chrome). Use the URL provided in the CSM summary report.

NOTE
All CSM UI users require an OMVS segment to be defined in the security management system (IBM RACF,
ACF2 for z/OS, or Top Secret for z/OS).

9. (SYSPROG) Enter your login user name and password for the system where CSM is installed and click Log In. CSM
uses the system ESM for security.
The initial page appears, and you are prompted to configure CSM settings.

10. (SYSPROG) As the initial user, respond to the system request to configure the Software Acquisition settings: the proxy
that CSM uses to communicate with the Broadcom Support website.
If a proxy is not used, CSM uses HTTPS port number 443 and FTP port number 21 to communicate with Broadcom
Support.

11. (SYSPROG) Click Next. You are prompted to define your Broadcom Support account.
12. (SYSPROG) Click New. You are prompted for the Broadcom Support credentials to use.
13. (SYSPROG) Specify your credentials, click OK, and then click Next. You are prompted to review your user settings.

NOTE
These settings are available on the Settings Tab under User Settings.

14. (SYSPROG) Change the settings, or keep the defaults. Click Finish. The Task Details dialog appears showing the
progress of the configuration task. You can click Show Results to view the details of the actions in a finished task.

15. (SYSPROG) Validate all of the system settings from the Settings tab.
– Software Acquisition

i. Verify HTTP Proxy settings. Use Test Connection to check if proxy is being used.
ii. Verify FTP Proxy settings. Use Test Connection to check if proxy is being used.
iii. Select the check box Ignore Common Products During Discovery

– Software Catalog
i. Root Directory
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ii. Data Set Prefix
ii. Storage Class
iii. CARS Settings
iv. Error HOLDDATA settings

– Software Installation
i. MVS Program Executor - Output parameters
ii. SIS Base Installation - file systems
iii. Execute Checks During Base Installation

– Software Deployment
– Mount Point Management

i. HFS, zFS, VOLSER, or SMS setting
ii. Automount - verify that this check box is selected to ensure that the application mounts the file systems each time
it starts.
iii. Unmount at Shutdown - verify that this check box is selected to ensure that the application unmounts the file
systems each time it shuts down.
iv. Application Root

16. (SYSPROG) Each user can establish their own unique settings if necessary. If no user settings are specified, the
system settings will be used.

17. (SYSPROG) Show LMP keys.
a. Click the Products tab.
b. Select Show License Keys from Actions on left-hand side of the page.

On initial entry, a message will be displayed that no LMP keys have been downloaded.
c. Click Update Keys to begin the LMP key download process.

The Task Details dialog appears showing the progress of the task. You can click Show Results to view the details
of the actions in a finished task.

d. When the task is completed, view the list of LMP keys by site ID.
e. Click Close (top right hand of the page) to return to the Products page.

18. (SYSPROG) Update the software catalog.
a. Click the Products tab.
b. Select Update Complete Product List from Actions on left hand side of the page.

The confirm dialog appears.
c. Click OK to update the complete list of products.

The acquiring product task dialog appears showing the progress of the task. You can click Show Results to view
the details of the actions for a finished task.
Because the update complete product list task can run for 3-5 minutes, you can close the Task Dialog window.
Closing the task dialog does not cancel the task that is running.

d. Check the status of the Update complete product list task.
i. Select the Tasks Tab. By default, this tab presents the current or active tasks that are running.
ii. From the list, select the name of the task, and the Task dialog screen is presented.
iii. If a task is completed, select Task History (at the top of the page). This view provides the users completed tasks.

NOTE
To view all tasks or tasks that have been run by another user, change the selection at top of the Task
History section. You can also narrow what is presented with the other filters.

19. (SYSPROG) Migrate the CSM SMP/E environment to CSM using Migrate SMP/E Environment action on the SMP/E
Environments tab.
a. Provide the environment name: CSM Version 6.0
b. Provide the data set name of the CSM CSI data set
c. CSM reads the CSI and present FMIDs in the CSM SMP/E environment.
d. Follow the instructions in the wizard to navigate to the Summary step, then click Migrate.
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20. (SYSPROG) Apply the latest CSM maintenance (PTF).
a. From the Products tab, click Update Product Release for CSM Software Manager - MVS Version 6.0.
b. Apply the latest CSM cumulative PTF in maintenance in the software catalog (if available).
c. Shut down CSM address spaces.
d. Run MSMDEPLY from CSM JCL PDS to copy target to run time (both MVS and USS).
e. Start the CSM address spaces.

21. (SYSPROG) Validate basic functions, including:
– Show license keys (LMP keys)
– Update product list
– Update product
– Migrate SMP/E environment
Steps 22-28
Steps 22-28 are required if you are going to use the CSM Software Deployment Service (SDS), and require CCS
FMID CETN600 to be installed and configured on all participating LPARs.

22. Define and validate systems in the system registry.
23. Under Settings > User Settings > Remote System Credentials, provide a TSO user ID and password for each system,

or create default credentials by leaving the Remote System field blank. These credentials are used to establish FTP
connections during deployment.
Is the target system running IBM RACF with the Mixed Case Password option?
– If Yes, you entered the password with the correct case.
– If No, enter the remote credentials in UPPERCASE.

24. Define at least one data destination for each registered system. This value defines the allocation parameters that
to be used to allocate new data sets on the remote system during the deployment processing.

25. Add an FTP location for each system in the registry. This is the location where data will be FTPed during deployment
transmission. We recommend you use the CCISPNSV/FTP path that is created during implementation of FMID
CETNx00.

NOTE
Only complete the SCS Address Space Location section if this system is eligible for the Software
Configuration Service.

26. Identify a product in your environment that is SDS enabled.
27. Create a deployment methodology for the selected product. The methodology defines the data set names to be used

on the remote system.
28. Create a deployment from the Deployment tab for the selected product. Follow the instructions in the wizard to provide

all pertinent information.
Steps 29-36
Steps 29-36 are required if you are going to use the CSM Software Configuration Service (SCS), and require CCS
FMID CETN600 to be installed and configured on all participating LPARs.

29. Copy the MSMCPROC and MSMCAUX members from Common Components and Services (CCS) CAW0PROC
PDS to a valid PROCLIB. Modify based on environmental variables. (You need to copy and customize PROCs on any
system where CSM can configure software.)

30. Copy the CSM run-time CAAXLOAD and CUSLIB PDS to all remote LPARs that participate in SCS. APF-authorize the
CSM CAAXLOAD and CUSLIB data sets on each LPAR.

31. Set up security for SCS.
a. Create new ACIDs for STCs MSMCPROC and MSMCAUX on any system where CSM can configure software.

MSMCPROC:
• MSMCPROC user ID must have an OMVS segment defined.
• MSMCPROC user ID must have read access to the CCS CAW0LOAD and CAW0PLD data sets.
• MSMCPROC user ID must have read access to the CSM CAAXLOAD and CUSLIB data sets.
• MSMCPROC user ID does not need OMVS UID(0) or Super User privileges.
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MSMCAUX:
• The MSMCAUX user ID can be the same as the one defined for the MSMCPROC address space.
• MSMCAUX user ID must have read access to the CCS CAW0LOAD and CAW0PLD data sets.
• If the MSMCAUX user ID is different from the MSMCPROC user ID, then it does not need an OMVS segment.

b. Create a security profile for the MSMTC task on all remote LPARs where CSM can configure software. The user
profile must be created on the remote LPARs with a non-expiring password.

c. Create a security user profile for MSMCPROC STC on the system where CSM is running, even if the MSMCPROC
will not be running there.

d. Set up more security for SCS.
• Create Class CAMSM entity SCSAS.CONNECT. This entry is used by MSMCPROC to validate all requests and

must be set up on any LPAR where MSMCPROC runs.
CAMSM is the default name of the SAF resource class. Your system may use a different name depending on
your CSMinstallation. If you change the default SAF resource class name, update the SAF class attribute in the
MSMCPARM member.

IBM RACF: Some of these commands may not be needed if the class CAMSM is already defined.
a. Define the CAMSM class.

    RDEFINE CDT CAMSM UACC(NONE) CDTINFO(GENERIC,MAXLENGTH(246)

   POSIT(50) - 

    OTHER(ALPHA,NATIONAL,NUMERIC,SPECIAL) RACLIST(ALLOWED))

    SETROPTS RACLIST(CDT) REFRESH

    SETROPTS GENERIC(CAMSM) CLASSACT(CAMSM)

    SETROPTS RACLIST(CAMSM)

 

Note: A POSIT number is a suggested number and can be assigned based on your needs.
b. Define the SCS address space class entity and permit READ access to the MSMCPROC and MSMTC user

profiles.
    RDEFINE CAMSM SCSAS.CONNECT UACC(NONE)

    PERMIT SCSAS.CONNECT CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMTC Userid) ACCESS(READ)

    PERMIT SCSAS.CONNECT CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMCPROC Userid) ACCESS(READ)

 

Top Secret: Some of these commands may not be needed if the class CAMSM is already defined.
c. Define the CAMSM class.

    TSS ADDTO(RDT) RESCLASS(CAMSM)  ATTR(MASK) MAXLEN(246)

    TSS REPL(RDT) RESCLASS(CAMSM)      ACLST(READ=4000,UPDATE=8000,CONTROL=0400,NONE=0000)

                  DEFACC(READ)

 

d. Define the SCS address space class entity and permit READ access to the MSMCPROC and MSMTC user
profiles.
    TSS ADDTO(your dept) CAMSM(SCSAS.CONNECT)

    PERMIT SCSAS.CONNECT CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMTC Userid) ACCESS(READ)

    PERMIT SCSAS.CONNECT CLASS(CAMSM) ID(MSMCPROC Userid) ACCESS(READ)

 

• CSM SCS uses security PassTickets to authenticate communications between LPARs. Create PassTickets
on the system where MSMTC is executing and on each system where the MSMCPROC is running.

IBM RACF: Some of these commands may not be needed if the APPL class and/or PTKTDATA are
already in use.

e. Define an application ID to associate with the MSMCPROC running on all LPARs. You can use a unique
application ID for each LPAR if you need to control configuration at the LPAR level.
    RDEFINE APPL MSMCAPPL UACC(NONE)

    SETROPTS CLASSACT(APPL)
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    SETROPTS CLASSACT(PTKTDATA)

    SETROPTS GENERIC(PTKTDATA)

 

f. Define a secure key to the application ID in Step 1.
    RDEFINE PTKTDATA MSMCAPPL SSIGNON(KEYMASKED(1234cafebabe5678)) -    

        UACC(NONE)

 

Set the key value to meet your site needs. Change your key so that it consists of 16 random hexadecimal digits,
and is different from the values shown in this example.
Each application key must be the same on all systems in the configuration, and the values must be kept secret
and secured.

g. Define a PassTicket profile for the application ID and associate it to the MSMTC STC.
RDEFINE PTKTDATA IRRPTAUTH.MSMCAPPL.MSMTC UACC(NONE)

h. Permit READ and UPDATE access to the PassTicket profile created in Step 3 for user ID assigned to MSMTC
and MSMCPROC.
    PERMIT IRRPTAUTH.MSMCAPPL.MSMTC CLASS(PTKTDATA) ID(MSMTC userid) - 

      ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)

    PERMIT IRRPTAUTH.MSMCAPPL.MSMTC CLASS(PTKTDATA) ID(MSMCPROC userid) - 

      ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)

    SETROPTS RACLIST(PTKTDATA) REFRESH

 

i. Permit READ access to the application ID created in Step 1 for the MSMTC user ID, the MSMCPROC user ID
and any CSM user ID that will be allowed to perform configurations through CSM.
    PERMIT MSMCAPPL CLASS(APPL) ID(MSMTC userid) ACCESS(READ)

    PERMIT MSMCAPPL CLASS(APPL) ID(MSMCPROC userid) ACCESS(READ)

    PERMIT MSMCAPPL CLASS(APPL) ID(any CSM userid) ACCESS(READ)

 

Top Secret: Some of these commands may not be needed if the APPL class, PTKTDATA, or both are
already in use.

j. Define an application ID to associate with the MSMCPROC running on all LPARs.
To control configuration at the LPAR level, you can use a unique application ID for each LPAR.
    TSS ADDTO(your_dept) APPLICATION(MSMCAPPL)

 

k. Define a secure key to the application ID.
    TSS ADD(RDT) RESCLASS(PTKTDATA) RESCODE(???) - 

                 ACLST(ALL,READ,UPDATE) MAXLEN(37)

    TSS ADDTO(NDT) PSTKAPPL(MSMCAPPL) SESSKEY(1234cafebabe5678)

 

The RESCODE number is a suggested number and can be assigned based on your needs between 101-13F.
Set up the key value to meet your site needs. Change your key so that it consists of 16 random hexadecimal
digits, and is different from the values shown in this example.
Each application key must be the same on all systems in the configuration, and the values must be kept secret
and secured.

l. Define a PassTicket profile for the application ID and associated it to the MSMTC STC.
    TSS ADDTO(your_dept) PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUTH)

 

m. Permit READ and UPDATE access to the PassTicket profile created in Step 3 for user ID assigned to MSMTC
and MSMCPROC.
    TSS PERMIT(MSMCPROC userid) PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUTH.MSMCAPPL.) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)

    TSS PERMIT(MSMTC userid) PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUTH.MSMCAPPL.) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)
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n. Permit READ access to the application ID for the MSMTC user ID, the MSMCPROC user ID, and any CSM
user ID that will be allowed to perform configurations through CSM.
    TSS PERMIT(MSMTC_userid) APPLICATION(MSMCAPPL)

    TSS PERMIT(MSMCPROC_userid) APPLICATION(MSMCAPPL)

    TSS PERMIT(any_CA_CSM_userid) APPLICATION(MSMCAPPL)

 

32. Review the new CCS CAW0XML0 PDS member MSMCPROC and adjust as necessary for each system.
This member can be changed to a unique member if needed. The Start command will be changed if the name is
changed.
– Verify Data Recovery parameters to be sure they meet local allocation requirements.
– Verify TCP/IP parameters for IP version compatibility and the port to use for MSMCPROC. If you change a port,

make the same change in the CSM System Registry entry for the systems.
– Verify SAF application parameters and ensure they match the security application ID created.
– AUX parameters (if the STC name needs to be changed and to set the maximum number of AUX address spaces

that can run simultaneously). We recommend changing the maxactive setting from 20 to 5 initially.
33. Start MSMCPROC on all systems that will be eligible for configuration through CSM.

– If you use the MSMCPROC parm of CAW0XML0 data sets, you can use S MSMCPROC.
– If you use a different parm for XML, use S MSMCPROC, PARMS=’CONFIG(member_name)’

For more parameters, see MSMCPROC.
34. Verify status of the SCS address space: the System Registry tab > System > Network Locations, click the Status

action.
35. Create a deployment from the Deployment tab for the selected product. Follow the instructions in the wizard to provide

all pertinent information.
36. From the list of configurable deployments, expand the desired deployment to build a configuration. Right-click the

deployment, select Create Configuration to launch the configuration wizard. Follow the instructions in the wizard to
provide all pertinent information.
– The configuration process is:

a. Construct a configuration using the configuration wizard
b. Build a configuration
c. Validate a configuration
d. Implement a configuration

Post-Installation Activities
1. (SYSPROG) Add the CSM CAAXLOAD and CUSLIB data sets to the APF list in SYSx.PARMLIB.
2. (SYSPROG) Update BPXPRMxx in SYSx.PARMLIB to add mount points from preinstallation steps 9a-c. Add the

mount point created during the installation of FMID CETN600 (if created) in BPXPRMxx.
3. (SYSPROG) The CSM address spaces are created in CSM PROCLIB during the installation (see

MSMSummaryReport.txt). Review and edit the cataloged procedures as needed. We recommend that the address
spaces be executed as started tasks.

4. (SECURITY) Define an STC ACID with the following security attributes in ESM. This ACID should be used for the
three CSM address spaces (MSMMUF, MSMDBSRV, and MSMTC are default STC names).
a. OMVS access (with a valid home directory with RDWR permissions. We recommend using the /u/users/msmserv/

msmserv directory for home directory).
b. UID(0) to create and mount new file systems.
c. READ, UPDATE, and ALTER access for MSMMUF and MSMDBSRV to DatabaseHLQ specified in the options file.

Both MSMMUF and MSMDBSRV need READ access to Common Components and Services (CCS) CAW0LOAD
HLQ and RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix specified in the options file.
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d. READ access for MSMTC to RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix specified in the options file, and CREATE, READ, UPDATE,
and ALTER access to the MVSHFSDsnPrefix specified in options file.

e. CREATE, READ, UPDATE, and ALTER access for MSMTC to the sisGimunzipTempPrefix and the
sisExecutorServerDsnPrefix specified in the options file.

f. Access to the following facilities:
• RESOURCE=BPX.FILEATTR.APF READ
• RESOURCE=BPX.FILEATTR.PROGCTL READ
• RESOURCE=BPX.FILEATTR.SHARELIB READ
• RESOURCE=BPX.DAEMON READ
• RESOURCE=BPX.CONSOLE READ
• RESOURCE=BPX.SERVER UPDATE
• TCPIP SERVICE AUTH EZB.STACKACCESS READ (only needed if your site has EZB.STACKACCESS

defined)
g. ACF2 only: MUSASS permission for users who start CSM
h. If your site uses Broadcom SAF HFS security, the following access:

• BPX.CAHFS.SET.RLIMIT (READ authority)
• BPX.CAHFS.PTRACE (READ authority)
• BPX.CAHFS.MOUNT (READ authority)
• BPX.CAHFS.UNMOUNT (READ authority)
• BPX.CAHFS.CHANGE.FILE.MODE (READ authority)
• BPX.CAHFS.CHANGE.FILE.TIME (READ authority)

Broadcom SAF HFS security is a feature in ACF2 and Top Secret for z/OS.
IBM RACF only:

• If you have APPL class OMVSAPPL defined, grant READ access.
5. (SECURITY) Make sure all CSM users of have an OMVS segment defined in the ESM (Top Secret, ACF2, or IBM

RACF) with a valid home directory.
6. (SYSPROG or AUTOMATION) Set up automation to start the CSM tasks in this order:

a. MSMMUF using S MSMMUF
b. MSMDBSRV using S MSMDBSRV
c. MSMTC using S MSMTC
d. MSMCPROC using S MSMCPROC (on all LPARs where CSM will be able to configure software)

NOTE
The MUF address space should not be started until after ENF fully initializes.

7. (SYSPROG or AUTOMATION) Set up automation to shut down the CSM address spaces in this order (and before
ENF/CCI are stopped):
a. MSMCPROC using P MSMCPROC
b. MSMTC using P MSMTC
c. MSMDBSRV using S MSMDBSRP
d. MSMMUF using P MSMMUF

8. (SYSPROG) Print or save a copy of MSMSummaryReport.txt created during the installation process. This information
may be useful for future reference.

9. (SYSPROG) Set up a schedule to run CSM database backup. You can find a sample JCL in the JCL PDS in member
B4KBKUP. Sample JCL exists for a restore of the database in the member B4KLOAD.

10. (SYSPROG) Add CAAXLOAD and CUSLIB data sets to the APF list in SYSx.PARMLIB on each remote system where
MSMCPROC will run.

11. (SYSPROG) Add CCS CAW0LOAD and CAW0PLD data sets to the APF list in SYSx.PARMLIB on each remote
system where MSMCPROC will run.
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12. (SYSPROG) Update SCHEDxx member in SYSx.PARMLIB on each system where MSMCPROC executes with the
following entry:
 PPT PGMNAME(MSMCAUX) KEY(4) SYST PRIV

 

Installation of CSM with the Software Deployment Service and the Software Configuration Service is complete.
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Upgrading
This collection of articles details the tasks that a system programmer must complete to upgrade CSM.

These articles apply to an upgrade from an earlier supported version of CSM to Version 6.0. CSM Release 5.1 is used as
an example of an earlier version.

To upgrade this product, you can use the detailed procedure or a high-level checklist (for a single file system or a multiple
file system).

WARNING
Do not continue until you have completed all security and prerequisite work as noted in Preparing for Installation.

Upgrade Scenarios
The latest version of CSM includes the following changes:

• Updated versions of prepackaged CSM components, including Datacom/MSM and Apache Tomcat
• Change in USS folder structure and CSM component names
• Removal of some CSM components and inclusion of new CSM components

NOTE
Upgrades from versions before CA MSM Release 4.1 are not supported. You should uninstall your current
version and install the latest version as a new installation.

The following upgrade scenarios are possible:

• CA MSM Release 4.1 to the latest version
In this scenario, the following actions are performed:
– 12 previous version Datacom/MSM database tables are copied, restructured, and data is converted, if any.
– 7 existing Datacom/MSM tables are removed.
– 18 new Datacom/MSM tables are added to their respective database areas.
– Additional data is added to the following database tables:

• IDC (IDCONTROL)
• LIS (LISTTASKTYPE)

– System Registry tables are replaced with revised data.
• CA MSM Version 5.0 to the latest version

In this scenario, the following actions are performed:
– 8 previous version Datacom/MSM database tables are copied, restructured, and data is converted, if any.
– 8 existing Datacom/MSM tables are removed.
– 18 new Datacom/MSM tables are added to their respective database areas.
– Additional data is added to the following database tables:

• IDC (IDCONTROL)
• LIS (LISTTASKTYPE)

– System Registry tables are replaced with revised data.
• CSM Release 5.1 to the latest version

In this scenario, the following actions are performed:
– 10 previous version Datacom/MSM database tables are copied, restructured, and data is converted, if any.
– 12 new Datacom/MSM tables are added to their respective database areas.
– System Registry tables are replaced with revised data.
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How to Upgrade CSM
You perform the following tasks to upgrade CSM:

Figure 6: Upgrading CSM

1. Prepare for upgrade:
a. Confirm prerequisites.
b. Perform pre-upgrade tasks.
c. Download and unpack CSM files.
d. Copy options file keywords.

2. Install CSM:
a. Install and set up CSM.
b. Start CSM after upgrade.

3. Perform post-upgrade tasks:
a. Verify CSM data integrity.
b. APF-authorize libraries permanently.
c. Remove a previous version file system.
d. Set up user security for CSM functions.
e. (Optional) Update the CSM startup parameters.
f. Migrate the CSM SMP/E environment to CSM.
g. (Optional) Configure HTTP connections.
h. Set up CAIRIM to load Datacom/MSM PC at IPL.
i. (Optional) Remove the SVC.
j. (Optional) Clean your environment.
k. Apply maintenance to CSM.
l. (Optional) Configure SDS and SCS.

After you complete these tasks, you complete the upgrade of CSM to the latest version. You can start using CSM.
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NOTE

The upgrade process does not affect data in your previous version of CSM in any way. A new CSM environment
is set up with an upgraded database. The previous version CSM mount points for the products that are managed
using CSM are still used after the upgrade. If you can run the latest CSM version successfully, you should not
use the previous version anymore.

Prepare for Upgrade
This section describes tasks that you perform to get prepared for the CSM upgrade.

Confirm Prerequisites (Upgrade)

Perform Pre-Upgrade Tasks
Before you start upgrading CSM, perform the following tasks:

1. In the CSM web-based interface, navigate to the Settings tab, click Mount Point Management under System Settings,
and select Unmount at Shutdown. Click Apply.

2. Shut down CSM address spaces of the previous CSM version.
3. Depending on your file system configuration, choose one of the following options:

– For a single CSM file system configuration:
a. Unmount the CSM file systems for the previous version.
b. Create a CSM file system, and mount it at the previous version mount point (that is, /u/users/msmserv).
c. Create the following directories: mpm, msm, msmruntime, msminstall.
d. Create the new mount point for the previous version: /u/users/msmserv/previous_version_number. The path

node previous_version_number must start with a letter followed by two digits, for example, V50.
e. Mount the CSM previous version file system to this new mount point that you created in step 3d.
f. Edit the following parameters in the /u/users/msmserv/previous_version_number/msm/CEGPHFS/

MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties options file to point to new version directory paths:

    MSMPATH=/u/users/msmserv/previous_version_number/msm

    RunTimeUSSPath=/u/users/msmserv/previous_version_number/msmruntime

– For a multiple CSM file system configuration:
a. Create the following new version directories:

/u/users/msmserv/version_number/msm

/u/users/msmserv/version_number/msmruntime

/u/users/msmserv/version_number/msminstall

a. Create the following new version file systems: msm, msmruntime, and msminstall.
b. Mount the file systems to the new version directories at /u/users/msmserv/version_number/msm, /u/users/

msmserv/version_number/msmruntime, and /u/users/msmserv/version_number/msminstall.

Download and Unpack CSM Files (Upgrade)
The packed CSM product package is available on support.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the Download Center on support.
2. Enter CSM Software Manager in the Select a Product field, select the latest version and the Select all components

check box, and click Go.
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NOTE
If you cannot find CSM Software Manager in the product list, follow the instructions from the Free Service
area on the top of the product page.

A list of product downloads is displayed.
3. Download the software package.

WARNING
Verify that the unpacked CSM packages are stored on permanent storage volumes, and not on work or
temporary volumes.

4. Go to the directory where the CSM package is downloaded, and unpack the package:
 pax -rvf file_name.pax.Z

 

– file_name
Specifies the name of the installer file that you downloaded from the Download Center on support, for
example, DVD10155349E.pax.Z.

NOTE
The full pax file name and its extension are case-sensitive. Verify that you use the exact case when you
issue the pax command.

The MSMInstaller directory is created, and the package is unpacked into the directory.
5. Customize the UNZIPJCL file in the MSMInstaller directory to conform to the data set and USS directory naming

standards at your site. Submit the job (for example, using the submit z/OS shell command in USS OMVS), and review
the output for successful completion.
The UNZIPJCL job creates the MSMSetup and the MSMProduct directories that contain the CSM installation files.
Edit the UNZIPJCL file:
– In the JOB card, update appropriate JOB statement parameters according to your site requirements.
– Replace the following text with the path where the MSMInstaller directory was created:

 <-- YOUR USS HFS DIRECTORY -->

 

– Replace the following text with the path where you want to create the MSMSetup and MSMProduct directories:
 <-- YOUR CSM USS HFS DIRECTORY -->

 

NOTE
We recommend that the directories <-- YOUR USS HFS DIRECTORY --> and <-- YOUR CSM USS HFS
DIRECTORY --> are set to the same path.

– Replace yourHLQ with the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for the ISPF UI Tool data set. The length of the HLQ must not
be greater than 26 characters.

– (Optional) Make any other updates that your site needs according to the instructions provided in the file.
The MSMSetup directory, the MSMProduct directory and the CSM Installation ISPF UI tool z/OS data set are created,
and the CSM files are extracted.

NOTE
When you open the UNZIPJCL file, a warning message can appear at the bottom of the screen. This
message indicates that any trailing blanks are removed from the UNZIPJCL file. Removing or retaining
trailing blanks does not affect job execution. You can ignore this message.

Copy Options File Keywords
You can copy keyword values from a previous version of CSM for easier and quicker customization.
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WARNING
Verify that the keyword PreviousRelease.MSMPATH in the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties options file is
populated with the same value as the previous application installation path. This practice ensures that the
migration jobs are automatically generated.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the directory where the MSMSetup.sh setup utility resides.
You can use one of the following methods to find the MSMPATH for the previous version:
– The path that is specified in CSM Product Installed Path of the summary report for the previous version

(MSMSummaryReport.txt) for CSM Product Installed Path
– The path that is specified in the MSMPATH keyword in MSMSetup folder MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties options

file for the previous version
2. Execute the utility.

For example, use the following command to execute the utility from USS OMVS:

sh MSMSetup.sh copyOPT PreviousRelease.MSMPATH

– PreviousRelease.MSMPATH
Path where CSM target files for the previous version are located.
Example: /u/users/msmserv/msm

The utility looks for the previous version options file in the following location:

PreviousRelease.MSMPATH/CEGPHFS/MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties.

The utility copies all available values from the previous version options file to the current options file to fill in missing
corresponding keywords.
When the utility finishes, the modified MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties options file appears in edit mode. You can
customize it to conform to the requirements of your site.

3. Review keyword values against the previous system version and user configuration settings in the previous version
of CSM user interface.
Verify that the keywords MVSHFSDsnPrefix and MountPath in the current version of the options file are the
same as in the previous versions of the options file. During installation, if these parameters are not the same
between CSM versions, the CSM installer displays an error message for the corresponding property, and exits the
installation. All other system and user setting keywords can be modified during the migration.

Options File Keyword Updates (Upgrade)

Updates were made to the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties options file in the MSMSetup directory.

Added Keywords

The following keywords were added:

• Applid
Specifies a name that is used to identify Datacom Server to the Datacom/MSM application.

• PROTOCOL
Specifies the communication protocol that is used to transmit data between CSM and Datacom Server.

• TCPIP_HOST
Specifies the host name or IP address on which the Datacom Server listens for incoming TCP/IP data traffic from
CSM.

• TCPIP_PORT
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Specifies the port number on which Datacom Server listens for incoming TCP/IP data traffic from CSM.

• TCPIP_CONNECT_QUEUE
Specifies the number of TCP/IP database requests from CSM that the Datacom Server can process at once.

Removed Keywords

The following keywords were removed:

• MUFName
• SVCNO
• InstallSVC
• C370linkEditDSN

Other Updates

CSM now requires that the Datacom/MSM Multi-User Facility CXX name be a unique alphanumeric value that does not
exceed seven characters. This name is defined as the CXXNAME keyword. If your site has more than one MUF running,
ensure that the MUF CXX name for CSM is different from all other MUFs.

Install CSM (Upgrade)
The installation utility MSMSetup.sh uses the contents of the options file MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties to tailor the
overall process.

The utility sets up:

• Apache Tomcat application server
• Datacom/MSM database, the CSM service components
• Web-based interface

The utility also creates and sets up a CSM runtime environment.

The upgrade process does not update or delete any previous Datacom/MSM data. The upgrade process only backs up
your current Datacom/MSM environment. This process includes creating a new (latest) CSM version environment and
populating it with your existing data (previous CSM version) that was backed up and converted.

Note the following utility behaviors:

• At the start, the utility checks if data sets and USS folders with the values set in option parameters exist. If they
exist, the utility prompts you to overwrite the previous installation files or exit the installation. If any keywords are
set incorrectly, the MSMSetup.sh process ends with a list of options in error. Correct the options values, and rerun
MSMSetup.sh.

• The utility validates whether the previous version values for the SMP/E installation, run-time, and database parameters
are different. The upgrade related jobs and steps are performed based on the installation mode.

• The utility validates that the mount point manager data set HLQ and pathnames are identical to the values in the new
options file.

NOTE

If any keywords are not set correctly, the MSMSetup.sh process ends with a list of options in error. Correct
the values of the options, and rerun MSMSetup.sh.

• If the installation process fails, restart it from the point of failure or start the process from the beginning. If you updated
any keyword in the options file MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties when resolving a previously failed execution, start the
installation from the beginning. Otherwise, the new keywords are not processed.

• The utility verifies the availability of port numbers that are passed through the options file. If they are reserved, already
in use, or unavailable for other reasons, you must provide values and continue the installation.
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Install and Set Up CSM (Upgrade)
The directory .../MSMSetup where you extract the CSM files contains the MSMSetup.sh setup utility that installs and sets
up CSM.

Invoke the MSMSetup.sh installation utility directly from the TSO OMVS environment (native USS command prompt). You
cannot invoke the MSMSetup.sh utility from a z/OS Telnet session or an ISHELL command shell.

If your site has SMS ACS rules to force POU to PDSE, these settings cause the installation job CSMUxx01 to fail. The
MSMSetup.sh requires POU data sets to be created as PDS data sets.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that you extracted the files from the downloaded CSM package.
The MSMSetup and MSMProduct directories exist, and CSM files are extracted to the directories.

2. Copy the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties options file to ensure that it conforms to the requirements of your site.
3. Verify that the required USS paths are available.
4. Verify that you are using a userid with UID(0). If you are not, issue the su command to switch to UID(0).
5. Verify that the previous CSM version is not running.
6. From OMVS, change to the directory where the MSMSetup.sh setup utility resides, and execute the utility:

sh MSMSetup.sh

This utility verifies that the following statements are true:
– MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties file is in the current path.
– The JAVAPATH parameter field in the Options file is valid.
– Supported Java SDK version is installed.

NOTE
The setup utility is interactive, requiring some user responses at the beginning. The output is written to a log
file, MsminstallerLogyyyy-mm-dd,hh-mm-ss,ttt.log, in the MSMSetup directory. If you rerun the utility after a
failure, the utility will perform the necessary cleanup steps for the previous execution.

A panel appears that provides information about the utility. Then, the license agreement appears.
This license agreement covers an agreement to allow Broadcom to accumulate minimal information pertaining to
the product acquisition activity. This information includes the site ID, the product, and the user ID for the Broadcom
Support website.

7. Review the license agreement, and press PF3.
You are prompted to accept the agreement.

NOTE
If the license agreement is not displayed, verify that the TSO OMVS libraries are allocated in your TSO
environment, in particular the OMVS obrowse command.

8. Enter Y to accept the agreement.
(Non-UID(0) installation only) If you are executing the installation utility with a userid that is not assigned UID(0), you
are asked whether the installer should immediately stop to switch to a userid that is assigned UID(0).

NOTE
A userid with UID other than 0 can encounter errors when files are copied and their attributes and
permissions are modified. These errors typically indicate that the Operation is not permitted. Usually, the
installation utility catches this type of errors and results in a premature, unsuccessful termination. In most
cases, restarting the installation utility with a userid that has UID(0) assigned successfully restarts and
completes the installation. However, this type of errors can go undetected. In such cases, a successful
restart of the installation utility may be very difficult. You are required to delete all unpaxed files, installed
files, and restart the installation from the beginning.

9. (Non-UID(0) installation only) Enter Y (Yes) or N (No) in response to the prompt. We highly recommend that you
reply N (No) to the installation utility, stop the installation, and switch to a userid that is assigned UID(0). You do so by
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running in superuser mode. To run in superuser mode, issue the su command at the OMVS command prompt, and
then rerun the installation utility.
If you reply Y (Yes), the installation continues.

10. Monitor the utility as it verifies that system and software prerequisites are satisfied, and validates the contents of the
options file.

11. Specify one of the following installation modes for processing the CSM installation jobs:
– A

In Automatic mode, the installation jobs are submitted automatically in non-stop mode (the submitted jobs are not
shown before submission).

– R
In Review mode, you are prompted to review each installation job. Then, the installation jobs are submitted
automatically. This mode lets you adjust JCL space allocation.

– M
In Manual mode, you are prompted to review and edit job CSMUxx01. Submit each of the remaining installation
jobs from the JCL library manually after the setup process in the ISPF environment. This mode lets you adjust JCL
space allocation.
Note:

– • If you submit your installation job using TSO, the installer only runs in Manual mode.
• The installer can require more memory than 17200 KB.

The utility displays the JOB statement, and the JOBPARM statement (for JES2 environment) or the MAIN statement
(for JES3 environment) for review and modification, if necessary.

12. Take one of the following steps in response to the Edit Job Card question:
– If your site does not require more parameters, enter N. The installation process continues.
– If your site requires more parameters, enter Y. The JOB statement opens in edit mode. Modify the JOB statement,

and press PF3 to save the changes and continue the installation process.
13. Monitor the utility as it customizes all the required installation jobs.

(Optional) If you selected Review installation mode, you are prompted to review installation jobs one by one. Modify a
job and press PF3 to save your changes and submit the job.

14. (FTP job submission mode only) Enter your user ID and then your password.
If you make a mistake entering the user ID or password, you have two more attempts to reenter your credentials. A
Yes/No prompt precedes the second and third attempts.
– Yes

Allows you to reenter your credentials.
– No

Terminates the installation procedure.
The installation procedure terminates after the third failed attempt to validate your FTP credentials. Once you resolve
this issue, restart the installation utility.

15. Monitor the utility as it backs up the Datacom/MSM database of the previous CSM version, creates the SMP/E
environment for CSM, and sets up the CSM components.
The utility performs the following steps:
– Submits the previously modified jobs one by one and copies the customized JCL into the runtime JCL PDS.
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NOTE
If executing a job takes longer than the JobCompletionWaitMaxTime options file keyword specifies, the
utility asks if you want to continue waiting. Enter N to terminate the whole installation process.

– Customizes the Datacom/MSM environment including Datacom/MSM address spaces and connection pools.
– Customizes the Apache Tomcat environment including the server.xml and context.xml files, port numbers, the

connection pool, and the user XML configuration.
– Customizes and copies JCL for the runtime PROCLIB PDS.
– Customizes and copies JCL for the runtime JCL PDS.
– Prepares CSM for the CAICCI interface and copies the LIBCCI and LIBCCI6E modules and the customized job

COPYCCI to the run-time JCL PDS member COPYCCI. The COPYCCI job does not need to be run as part of the
installation process. This job is provided as a convenience to reload these modules, if needed. For example, if
these modules are updated through maintenance procedures, you can copy the updates into the CSM run time.

After the last step completes, the utility displays an installation summary report (MSMSummaryReport.txt). The report
is stored in the MSMSetup directory. This report provides the URL required to access CSM from a web browser.
The setup utility completes its process.

16. Review the summary report, MSMSummaryReport.txt, for specific post-installation job submission that is required to
complete the overall CSM installation.

17. (Manual mode only) Submit the Installation Jobs (Upgrade), as specified in the summary report. xx indicates the
version number that you are upgrading from, yy indicates the sequence number of the job.

18. Verify that the following libraries in the STEPLIB of the JCL(MSMMUF) job are APF-authorized:
– CAAXLOAD and CUSLIB Datacom/MSM libraries
– The Common Components and Services library that the CCSdsn keyword in the options file specifies
For the libraries to remain APF-authorized after the next IPL, add the libraries to your permanent APF list.

NOTE
If the value of the AddAPFauthDSdyn keyword in the options file is N, try to APF-authorize these libraries
manually.

19. Verify that the user ID associated with the CSM application server (MSMTC job or started task) has the required USS
access authority.
CSM can create and mount file systems.

20. Verify that your network configuration permits CSM to access the following websites:
– supportservices.ca.com (using HTTPS Port Number 443)
– ftp.ca.com (using FTP Port Number 21)
– ftpca.ca.com (using FTP Port Number 21): CSM uses this FTP server to accumulate minimal information. This

information includes the site ID, the product, and the user ID for the Broadcom Support website.
– scftpd.ca.com (using FTP Port Number 21)
– ftpdownloads.ca.com (using FTP Port Number 21)
– supportftp.ca.com (using FTP Port Number 21)
– sdownloads.ca.com (using HTTPS Port Number 443): this website is only required if you use the Use HTTPS for

Downloads acquisition option under System Settings, Software Acquisition on the Settings page. If you authorize
the ca.com domain for ports 80 and 443, you do not need to authorize sdownloads.ca.com.

In addition, your network administrator must define a Domain Name System (DNS) entry for localhost.
21. Start CSM.

CSM becomes operational.

If the latest version of the CSM does not start up correctly, you can still use the previous version of CSM.
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Installation Jobs (Upgrade)

The CSM setup utility submits jobs as part of a setup process. The CSMUxx01 job that unpacks the CSM contents is
submitted using a setup process by default regardless of the installation mode. The setup process performs the required
configurations and creates the runtime path.

Notes:

• The installation job CSMUxx02 backs up your existing version data and prepares converted data for the latest version
population. When upgrading from a previous version of CSM, the installer submits installation job CSMUxx02 in
Automatic and Review modes. In Manual mode, you must submit job CSMUxx02 after the installer completes.

• If you are running in Manual mode, run all jobs in the sequence as presented in this section.

The installer generates customized JCL necessary for the type of installation and installation options that you specified
according to the following rules:

CSMUxxyy

• xx
Indicates the version number that you are upgrading from.

• yy
Indicates the sequence number of the job.

For example, if you are upgrading from CSM R5.1, the job numbers will be CSMU5101, CSMU5102, …, CSMU5110.

The following jobs are created if you are performing an upgrade of your current CSM database to the latest CSM version:

• CSMUxx01 (Unpack CSM Product)
Unpacks the z/OS and USS contents.

• CSMUxx02 (Backs up existing CSM data)
Backs up your existing previous version Datacom/MSM data.

• CSMUxx03 (Customize CSM SMP/E Environment)
Customizes the SMP/E environment data set UCLIN statements with the site-specific values provided through the
options file.

• CSMUxx04 (Create Datacom Custom Data Sets)
Assembles and link-edits the Datacom/MSM IDCUSIB; initializes CUSMAC parmlib members.

• CSMUxx05 (Query Datacom PC Initialization)
Runs Common Components and Services CAIRIMU utility for a report on initialized program calls (PC) that are loaded
for Datacom.

• CSMNxx06 (Load Datacom/MSM PC Routines)
Executes CAIRIM module to load the Datacom/MSM PC routines.

• CSMUxx07 (Allocate and Initialize Datacom/MSM Database System Data Sets)
Allocates and initializes the Datacom/MSM database system environmental data sets.

• CSMUxx08 (Start the Datacom MUF)
Starts the Datacom/MSM MUF.

• CSMUxx09 (Define, initialize Datacom/MSM specific product database and migrate converted data)
Defines and initializes Datacom/MSM specific product database, and migrates converted data.

• CSMUxx10 (Stop the Datacom MUF)
Stops the Datacom/MSM MUF.

Database Allocation Adjustments (Upgrade)

You may need to adjust primary and secondary Datacom/MSM disk space allocations to any JCL job stream based on
your planned usage of CSM (including SCS functions), and your current DASD disk pool resources.
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The job CSMUxx09 performs the initial Datacom/MSM disk allocations that are suitable for normal CSM usage. xx
indicates the version number that you are upgrading from.

Verify that the new disk allocations are at least equal to the Datacom/MSM disk space currently in use.

To adjust disk space allocations when executing the MSMSetup.sh installation utility, perform one of the following actions:

• If in Review installation mode, enter Y (Yes) in response to the prompt if you want to preview JCL before automatic job
submission.

• If in Manual installation mode, modify the runtimeHLQ.JCL data set as necessary before job submission.

The following disk allocations can be used for Datacom/MSM data area XML, the data set dbHLQ.XML4000,
where dbHLQ is your high-level qualifier for the Datacom/MSM data sets:

• A minimum of one cylinder is sufficient if you are not using CSM functions to configure products.
• A minimum of 300 cylinders is sufficient if you are using a low volume of CSM functions to configure products.
• A minimum of 3,000 cylinders is sufficient if you are using an average to high volume of CSM functions to configure

products.

Revert to a Previous Release

If the latest version of the CSM does not start up correctly, you can still use the previous version of CSM.

Your previous CSM system libraries (CXX, DBIDs 002, and 015) and their associated data (DBID 4000) are not removed
during the CSM upgrade process. The upgrade process adds unique libraries and data sets that permit functional
execution of the new CSM version and the previous version of CSM. The upgrade process copies and converts data
from the database of the previous version, and incorporates it into the new version. The new version uses the same file
systems and the same mount points as the previous version.

Imagine that you upgraded and you are using the latest version. If you now use the previous version, any changes that
you make in one version are not reflected in the other version. The previous version data is isolated from the new version
data. Use caution when attempting to use a previous CSM version after using the latest version.

NOTE
To obtain full benefits and functionality of the new version, we recommend that you immediately begin using the
new version after you complete the upgrade process.

Start CSM After Upgrade
he JCL members to start CSM are either in your JCL data set (RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.JCL) or in your PROCLIB data set
(RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.PROCLIB). The member location is indicated in the summary report of the CSM installation and
setup process. You can submit or start one of these members to run it as batch jobs or started tasks.

CSM allocates files on startup and during operation. If your site has products interfering with file allocation, verify that
DD statements to exclude such processing are included in the MSMTCSRV JCL member that starts the CSM application
server.

NOTE

The CSM application server uses a default region size of 768 MB. If you want to change this value, update the
REGSIZE parameter in the MSMTCSRV JCL member. Also, update the Xmx value in the following statement in
the SAMPLIB(MSMLIB) member:

IJO="-Xms128m -Xmx768m -Xss768m"

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that your address spaces from the previous version of CSM are down.
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2. Unmount the APLROOT, SCROOT, and LJWK mount points from your previous version.
3. (Optional) Back up your previous version CSM start procedures and copy the latest version procedures to your

production library.
4. Submit the MSMMUFS JCL member, or start the MSMMUF PROCLIB member.

The Datacom/MSM Multi-User Facility (MUF) address space starts.

NOTE
All data sets in STEPLIB must be APF-authorized.

If the MUF starts up successfully, messages similar to the following example appear:

DB00226I - MULTI-USER ACTIVATED XCF SUPPORT

DB00222I - MULTI-USER ACTIVATED CCI SUPPORT

DB00201I - MULTI-USER ENABLED, CXX=cxx_name MUFNAME=muf_name   AD

5. Submit the MSMDBSVS JCL member, or start the MSMDBSRV PROCLIB member.
The Datacom/MSM server address space starts.
If the server starts up successfully, messages similar to the following example appear:

DSV00049I-CA Datacom Server Version 14.0 INITIALIZED  - server_name

6. Submit the MSMTCSRV JCL member, or start the MSMTC PROCLIB member.
The CSM application server address space starts.
If the server starts up successfully, the following message appears in STDOUT:

MSM0009I - CA CSM startup complete.

If the startup fails, the following message appears in STDOUT:

MSM0010E - CA CSM startup failed.

In addition, depending on the outcome of the startup, one of the following messages appears in the system console:

MSM0009I CA CSM STARTUP COMPLETE 

MSM0010E CA CSM STARTUP FAILED

NOTE
The startup JCL for the CSM application server region has a SYSMDUMP DD statement that is commented
out. If your site standards and system support the capture of this dump to the spool system, you can
uncomment the DD statement to provide for dump captures in the case of failures.

After the successful startup of the CSM application server address space, users can log in to CSM through a web
browser.

7. After you successfully bring up CSM for the first time, comment out the DBUPDATE DD card in the MSMTCSRV JCL
member or MSMTC PROCLIB.

Notes:

• Do not start the MSMTCSRV job (manually or with automation) until the MSMDBSRV job initialization completes and
the BPXM023I message appears.

• After you successfully start up the CSM application server, if the following message appears, ignore it:

INFO: The APR based Apache Tomcat Native library which allows optimal performance in production

 environments

was not found on the java library.path:
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CSM does not require the installation of this library.
• Do not change any CSM application server startup JCL parameters unless Broadcom Support requested it. Doing so

could make CSM inoperable.
• If you restart the Datacom/MSM server, restart the CSM application server.

Perform Post-Upgrade Tasks
This section describes tasks that you perform after you upgrade to the latest version of CSM.

Verify CSM Data Integrity
After you upgrade CSM to the latest version, verify that the data that you had in the previous version are correct and not
corrupted.

To verify data integrity, log in to the latest version of CSM using the web-based interface, and verify that all previous CSM
data is available in the latest version of CSM.

APF-Authorize Libraries Permanently (Upgrade)
To ensure that the MUF is started as an APF-authorized job step, APF-authorize all libraries you include in the MUF
STEPLIB concatenation.

Add the following libraries to your APF list in the member PROGxx:

• CAAXLOAD and CUSLIB Datacom/MSM libraries
• The Common Components and Services library that the CCSdsn keyword in the options file specifies

If you use the PROGxx members with dynamic format, you can issue the z/OS command SET PROG=xx. The changes
take effect before the next IPL.

NOTE
For more information about APF lists, see the IBM Initialization and Tuning Reference.

Remove a Previous Version File System
CSM Version 6.0 does not use the msmtmp directory. If you are not reusing the msmtmp file system from the previous
version in the latest version, you can remove it. Delete the file system data set, and remove the auto-mount entry from the
SYS1.PARMLIB(BPXPRMxx) member.

Set Up User Security for CSM Functions (Upgrade)
Many of the resources and activities that CSM provides are protected by security profiles that are defined to your external
security manager (ESM). When you attempt to perform an action in the web-based interface (for example, logging in
or changing a setting), CSM invokes the System Authorization Facility (SAF) with the associated resource profile. CSM
resource profiles are defined in the CSM resource class. The resource profiles enable your site to assign authorities to
various resources and actions to specific users or to provide generic access with few settings.

NOTE

For more information about security for CSM functions, see Security for CSM Functions.
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Update the CSM Startup Parameters (Upgrade)
If you plan to let CSM perform external operations on your behalf without saving your password, update the CSM startup
parameters.

You do so to allow users to perform the following actions:

• Launch CSM from CSM without requiring an additional user login.
• Schedule automatic maintenance updates (receiving and applying maintenance) for products that are installed in an

SMP/E environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that you configured your security manager (ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF) to use PassTickets for external
operations.

2. Add the following statement in the SAMPLIB(MSMLIB) member to specify the CSM application ID:
IJO="$IJO -DmsmApplid=applid" 

applid
Defines the CSM application ID used for PassTicket validation to authenticate connections to the server.
Default: CHORWEBS

3. Restart the CSM application server.
The changes take effect.

Migrate the CSM SMP/E Environment to CSM (Upgrade)
Migrate the SMP/E environment that you created during the CSM installation into CSM.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and click the Migrate SMP/E Environment link in the Actions section on the left
side.

2. Enter the name of the SMP/E environment you created during the installation of CSM, specify the SMP/E environment
data set name, and click Next.
The functions in the SMP/E environment are listed.

3. Review the information, and click Next.
A list of zones with DDDEF associations appears.

4. Review the zones, and click Next.
A list of file systems appears, if any are found mounted to the path specified in the DDDEFs.

5. Review the file systems. If there are file systems that you want to add as managed product USS file systems, select
them. Click Next.
Zones of the migrated SMP/E environment are listed.

NOTE
Only the zones that exist and to which you have access appear.

6. Specify a prefix for each zone and click Next. Prefixes are only used as high-level qualifier (HLQ) defaults during future
base installations into the same SMP/E environment. These defaults can be overridden during the base installation, if
needed.

NOTE
The prefix for the global zone is defined automatically. You cannot change it.

7. Review the list of options available and select the options that you want to apply to the migrated SMP/E environment:
– Add SMP/E Environment to Working Set

Adds the migrated SMP/E environment to your working set.
8. Click Next.
9. Review the summary information, and click Migrate.
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NOTE
To see UCLIN statements for the zone DDDEFs, click Show UCLIN at the bottom.

After the migration is successfully completed, information about the SMP/E environment and associated products is
saved in the CSM database. The migrated environment appears on the tree in the SMP/E Environments section on the
left side.

Alternatively, you can remove the previous version of the CSM SMP/E environment from the latest version of CSM.

NOTE
For more information about removing the previous version of the CSM SMP/E environment, or deleting an SMP/
E environment, see the online help.

Configure HTTP Connections
If you used an HTTP proxy server with NTLM authentication in a previous version of CSM, verify that all users have
the NTLM domain in the user name. For example:

mydomain\user1

Set Up CAIRIM to Load Datacom/MSM PC at IPL (Upgrade)

Remove the SVC
CSM Version 6.0 does not require the Datacom/MSM supervisor call (SVC). If you do not need the SVC for any Datacom
instances at your site, you can uninstall it.

Clean Your Environment

Clean Up the USS Directory

After you download and process the CSMinstallation pax files, remove the files from your USS directory. These actions
free file system disk space for subsequent downloads. You can delete the following entities:

• The pax file
• The package-specific directory that the pax command created and all the files in it

NOTE

Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets for future reference.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to your USS directory for downloaded packages.
2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:

 rm paxfile 

 

– paxfile
Specifies the name of the pax file that you downloaded.

3. Delete the package-specific directory by entering the following command:
 rm -r package_specific_directory 

 

– package_specfic_directory
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Specifies the directory that the pax command created.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and package-specific directory, and delete them
using the D line command.

Clean Up Old Deployments

If you upgrade from a version earlier than CSM Release 5.1, clean up older deployment snapshots. Doing so frees DASD
space on your system.

NOTE
For more information about cleaning up deployment snapshots, see the online help.

Clean Up the Data Sets from the Previous Version

After using the latest version for some time, we recommend that you clean up the previous version data sets and folders.
Doing so frees the DASD.

Review the MSMPWIPE job closely before removing the previous version contents.

Depending on how you set your previous version installation preference for single or multiple mount file systems, you can
remove previous version mounts from the system:

• The previous version is installed in a single file system. The msminstall, msm, msmruntime, msmtmp, and mpm folders
are created under one mount file data set. Then, you can remove the msminstall, msm, and msmruntime folders from
UNIX System Services (USS).

• The previous version is installed in multiple file systems. The msminstall, msm, msmruntime, msmtmp, and mpm
folders use individual mount file data sets. You can then remove the msminstall, msm, and msmruntime folders from
USS, delete the related mount file data sets, and remove auto-mount entries from SYS1.PARMLIB(BPXPRMxx), if
included.

Apply Maintenance to CSM (Upgrade)
Follow these steps:

1. Update the Software Catalog with the CSM maintenance information from the Broadcom Support website:
a. Go to the Products tab and locate CSM Software Manager in the Available Products panel on the left.

NOTE

If you do not see CSM Software Manager in the tree, use one of the products that are installable with
CSM for this process. These products reflect CSM as a component so the maintenance is reflected
there also. For more information, see CSM Software Manager Enabled Products in the Recommended
Reading section of the CSM page on Broadcom Support website.

b. Expand the CSM Software Manager entry in the tree. Right-click the version of CSM that you have installed, and
select Update Product Release.
The task takes some time to complete. Upon completion, a message appears confirming that the software was
acquired.

c. Click Hide.
The message disappears.

d. Locate the CSM maintenance in the right panel.
2. (Optional) Add test fixes using external maintenance.

NOTE
For more information about applying test fixes and managing maintenance downloaded external to CSM, see
the online help.
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3. Review and apply the maintenance.
The contents of the SMP/E target libraries and USS paths for CSM are updated. These libraries and paths are set up
using the TargetHLQ and MSMPATH keywords in the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties options file.

NOTE
For more information about applying and managing maintenance, see the online help.

4. Stop CSM.
5. Deploy the product maintenance to the CSM run-time libraries and USS paths. The libraries and USS paths are set up

using the RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix and RunTimeUSSPath keywords in the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties options
file.
a. Customize the JCL(MSMDEPLY) job. Update the JOB statement, and specify deploy for arg1.
b. Submit the job.

6. Start CSM.
CSM becomes operational with the maintenance.

WARNING
Distinguish between the SMP/E target libraries and USS paths, and the runtime libraries and USS paths. CSM
executes out of the runtime libraries and USS paths. When you apply maintenance, only the SMP/E target
libraries and USS paths are updated. You must stop CSM and submit the MSMDEPLY job to update the runtime
libraries and USS paths. Those updates take effect when you restart CSM.

Configure SDS and SDS (Upgrade)
If you plan to use CSM to deploy and configure your products, configure the Software Deployment Service (SDS) and the
Software Configuration Service (SCS).

NOTE

For more information about configuring SDS and SCS, see Configure SDS and SCS in CSM.

Upgrade CSM: Checklist for a Single File System
1. Download the CSM Version 6.0 Prerequisite Validator pax file from the Download Center on Support site

(DVD10155641E.pax.Z) to an existing USS directory on the LPAR where CSM will be installed.
2. Unpax the file:

a. Enter TSO OMVS
b. cd path_where_pax_file_was_downloaded
c. pax - rvf DVD10155641E.pax.Z

3. Execute the Prerequisite Validator and review the Prerequisite Verification Report.

NOTE
This command requires a minimum TSO region size of 196608 KB (192 MB) and fails if the region is not
available.

a. IBM 64-bit Java 7.0 path: ____________________________________________
b. cd Bin
c. /MSMVal.sh Java_home_path (for example, ./MSMVal.sh /usr/lpp/java/J7.0)

After the tool completes, it presents the Verification Report created in the Bin directory (file MSMPre-
RequisiteVerificationReport.txt) using the obrowse command. This report provides a summary of the validation of
the software, network, and security prerequisites.

4. Verify that all prerequisites show complete before proceeding.
5. Shut down CSM Release 5.1 address spaces. In CSM, select the Unmount at Shutdown check box under Settings >

System Settings > Mount Point Management.
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6. Unmount the CSM file system for Release 5.1.
7. Create a CSM Version 6.0 file system and mount it at the previous mount point for CSM Release 5.1. For example,

create four new directories (mpm, msm, msmruntime, msminstall) on /u/users/msmserv.

NOTE
msmtmp is no longer required in CSM Version 6.0.

8. Create the CSM Release 5.1 mount point (/u/users/msmserv/r51).
9. Mount the CSM Release 5.1 file system to the new mount point created in the previous step, /u/users/msmserv/r51.
10. Edit /u/users/msmserv/r51/msm/CEGPHFS/MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties to change:

– MSMPath to the new CSM Release 5.1 directory path (/u/users/msmserv/r51/msm)
– RunTimeUSSPath to the new CSM Release 5.1 directory path (/u/users/msmserv/r51/msmruntime)

11. Download the CSM Version 6.0 installer pax file into the msminstall path.
12. Unpax the CSM Version 6.0 installer to the msminstall path with the following commands:

cd /u/users/msmserv/msminstall

pax  - rvf pax_file_name

13. Run UNZIPJCL from the /u/users/msmserv/msminstall/MSMInstaller directory.
14. Run from the MSMSetup directory to create MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties for CSM Version 6.0:

sh MSMSetup.sh copyOPT /u/users/msmserv/r51/msm

a. Modify as needed to reflect the new CSM Version 6.0 parameters. The JAVAPATH option should reflect the path
that was specified in Step 3a.

b. Specify the previous CSMrelease SMP/E USS target path for the keyword PreviousRelease.MSMPATH.
c. Confirm that the keywords MVSHFSDsnPrefix and MountPath are the same values as specified in the previous

release.
New keywords for CSM Version 6.0
Applid
PROTOCOL
TCPIP_HOST
TCPIP_PORT
TCPIP_CONNECT_QUEUE
Removed keywords from CSM Version 6.0
MUFName
SBCNO
InstallSVC
C370linkEditDSN

15. Run from the MSMSetup directory to install CSM Version 6.0 (select A for auto mode, or R for review mode):
sh MSMSetup.sh

16. Job CSMU5101 runs automatically. It unpacks the z/OS and USS directory and file contents from the pax file.
17. Job CSMU5102 backs up your existing CSM Release 5.1 Datacom/MSM data and prepares new output files

containing data in the format conforming to the new version. The new output files will be used as input to job
CSMU5109.

18. Job CSMU5103 customizes the CSMSMP/E environment and sets up the site-specific values which were provided by
the options file.

19. Job CSMU5104 creates Datacom custom data sets, performs assembles, link-edits the Datacom/MSM IDCUSIB and
initializes CUSMAC parmlib members.

20. Job CSMU5105 runs the Common Components and Services CAIRIMU utility for determining initialized program calls
(PC) that are loaded for Datacom.

21. Job CSMN5106 executes the CAIRIM module to load the Datacom/MSM PC routines.
22. Job CSMU5107 allocates and initializes the Datacom/MSM database system environmental data sets.
23. Job CSMU5108 starts the Datacom/MSM Mulituser Facility (MUF). This is required to be up in order for the next job

(CSMU5109) to run successfully. You will see CSMU5108 continue to run until job CSMU5110 brings it down.
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24. Job CSMU5109 defines, initializes the Datacom/MSM specific product database and loads the converted data that job
CSMU5102 prepared into the new CSMVersion 6.0 database tables.

WARNING
At this point, if running in manual mode, you have the option to modify the JCL to adjust the disk space for
specific Datacom/MSM database areas.

25. Job CSMU5110 stops the Datacom MUF regardless of whether job CSMU5109 has run successfully. By shutting down
MUF after failure, it will release any enqueues that might have been held and permit restarting of MUF again once an
appropriate action is taken to resolve the failure if there were any.

26. Start the CSM Version 6.0 MUF address space by submitting MSMMUFS from the installed CSM Version 6.0 run-time
JCL PDS.

27. Start the CSM Version 6.0 MSMDBSRV address space by submitting MSMDBSVS from the installed CSM Version 6.0
run-time JCL PDS.

28. Start the CSM Version 6.0 MSMTC address space by submitting member MSMTCSRV.
29. Log in to CSM Version 6.0 and verify that all previous CSM data is available under CSM Version 6.0.

NOTE
For information about updates that may be required for the CSM System Software Acquisition settings for
proxy servers, see Configuring FTP and HTTP Connections.

30. Migrate the CSM Version 6.0 SMP/E environment into CSM.
31. Remove the CSM Release 5.1 SMP/E environment from CSM through the SMP/E Environments tab.
32. Rename the CSM Release 5.1 procedures and copy the new procedures from CSM Version 6.0 PROCLIB into the

production library.
33. Update MSMTC PROC to remove the DBUPDATE DD reference.
34. Update PROGxx with new CSM Version 6.0 CAAXLOAD and CUSLIB.
35. Update BPXPRMxx with new CSM Version 6.0 file systems.
36. Update CAS9 with new CSM Version 6.0 CAAXLOAD and remove CSM Release 5.1 CAAXLOAD.
37. Apply the latest cumulative CSM maintenance.
38. (Optional) If you are using or planning to use CSM Software Deployment Service and Software Configuration Service,

install a new Common Components and Services FMID, CETN600.

NOTE

For more information, see Configure SDS and SCS in CSM.
39. When CSM Release 5.1 data is no longer needed, perform the following actions:
40. Unmount the CSM Release 5.1 file system at /u/users/msmserv/r51 and delete the file system data set.

a. Delete the USS directory /u/users/msmserv/r51 (and all child directories).
b. Delete all old CSM Release 5.1 SMP/E and run-time data sets.
c. Remove CSM Release 5.1 CAAXLOAD and CUSLIB data sets from PROGxx.

NOTE
Delete only the CSM Release 5.1 file system. The file systems that were dynamically created by CSM need
to be retained.

To help with the optional process of deleting previous release USS directories and Datacom/MSM associated data
sets, you can review, customize, and run job member WIPEM510 in the SAMPJCL library. For more information, see
the section "Clean Up Data Sets from the Previous Version" in the Installation Guide.

You have completed upgrading CSM.

WARNING
If you can run the latest CSM release successfully, do not use the previous release anymore. The new release
uses the same file systems and mount points as the previous release. If, after a successful upgrade and normal
usage of the latest CSM environment, you use the previous release, any changes that you make in one release
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will not be reflected in the other release because the previous release data is isolated from the new release
data. Use caution when attempting to use a previous CSM release after using the latest release.

Upgrade CSM: Checklist for a Multiple File System
1. Download the CSM Version 6.0 Prerequisite Validator pax file From the Download Center on the Support site

(DVD10155641E.pax.Z) to an existing USS directory on the LPAR where CSM will be installed.
2. Unpax the file:

a. Enter TSO OMVS
b. cd path_where_pax_file_was_downloaded
c. pax - rvf DVD10155641E.pax.Z

3. Execute the Prerequisite Validator and review the Prerequisite Verification Report.

NOTE
This command requires a minimum TSO region size of 196608 KB (192 MB) and fails if the region is not
available.

a. IBM 64-bit Java 7.0 path: ____________________________________________
b. cd Bin
c. /MSMVal.sh Java_home_path (for example, ./MSMVal.sh /usr/lpp/java/J7.0)

After the tool completes, it presents the Verification Report created in the Bin directory (file MSMPre-
RequisiteVerificationReport.txt) using the obrowse command. This report provides a summary of the validation of
the software, network, and security prerequisites.

4. Verify that all prerequisites show complete before proceeding.
5. Shut down CSM Version 5.1 address spaces. In CSM, select the Unmount at Shutdown check box under Settings >

System Settings > Mount Point Management.
6. Create the following CSM Version 6.0 directories:

– msm (/u/users/msmserv/v60/msm)
– msmruntime (/u/users/msmserv/v60/msmruntime)
– msminstall (/u/users/msmserv/v60/msminstall)

7. Create the CSM Version 6.0 file systems:
– msm
– msmruntime
– msminstall
Mount the new file systems at:
– /u/users/msmserv/v60/msm
– /u/users/msmserv/v60/msmruntime
– /u/users/msmserv/v60/msminstall.

8. Download the CSM Version 6.0 installer pax file into the /u/users/msmserv/v60/msminstall path.
9. Unpax the CSM Version 6.0 installer to /u/users/msmserv/v60/msminstall path.

pax  - rvf pax_file_name

10. Run UNZIPJCL from the msmserv/v60/msminstall/MSMInstaller directory.
11. Run from the MSMSetup directory to create MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties for CSM Version 6.0:

sh MSMSetup.sh copyOPT /u/users/msmserv/r51/msm

a. Modify as needed to reflect new CSM Version 6.0 parameters. The JAVAPATH option should reflect the path that
was specified in Step 3a.

b. Specify the previous CSM release SMP/E USS target path for the keyword PreviousRelease.MSMPATH.
c. Confirm that the keywords MVSHFSDsnPrefix and MountPath are the same values as specified in the previous

release.
New keywords for CSM Version 6.0
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Applid
PROTOCOL
TCPIP_HOST
TCPIP_PORT
TCPIP_CONNECT_QUEUE
Removed keywords from CSM Version 6.0
MUFName
SBCNO
InstallSVC
C370linkEditDSN

12. Run from the MSMSetup directory to install CSM Version 6.0 (select A for auto mode, or R for review mode):
sh MSMSetup.sh

13. Job CSMU5101 runs automatically. It unpacks the z/OS and USS directory and file contents from the pax file.
14. Job CSMU5102 backs up your existing CSM Release 5.1 Datacom/MSM data and prepares new output files

containing data in the format conforming to the new version. The new output files will be used as input to job
CSMU5109.

15. Job CSMU5103 customizes CSM SMP/E environment and sets up the site-specific values which were provided by the
options file.

16. Job CSMU5104 creates Datacom custom data sets, performs assembles, link-edits the Datacom/MSM IDCUSIB and
initializes CUSMAC parmlib members.

17. Job CSMU5105 runs the Common Components and Services CAIRIMU utility for determining initialized program calls
(PC) that are loaded for Datacom.

18. Job CSMN5106 executes the CAIRIM module to load the Datacom/MSM PC routines.
19. Job CSMU5107 allocates and initializes the Datacom/MSM database system environmental data sets.
20. Job CSMU5108 starts the Datacom/MSM Mulituser Facility (MUF). This is required to be up in order for the next job

(CSMU5109) to run successfully. You will see CSMU5108 continue to run until job CSMU5110 brings it down.
21. Job CSMU5109 defines, initializes the Datacom/MSM specific product database and loads the converted data that job

CSMU5102 prepared into the new CSM Version 6.0 database tables.

WARNING
At this point, if running in manual mode, you have the option to modify the JCL to to adjust the disk space for
specific Datacom/MSM database areas.

22. Job CSMU5110 stops the Datacom MUF regardless of whether job CSMU5109 has run successfully. By shutting down
MUF after failure, it will release any enqueues that might have been held and permit restarting of MUF again once an
appropriate action is taken to resolve the failure if there were any.

23. Start the CSM Version 6.0 MUF address space by submitting MSMMUFS from the installed Version 6.0 runtime JCL
PDS.

24. Start the CSM Version 6.0 MSMDBSRV address space by submitting MSMDBSVS from the installed CSM Version 6.0
runtime JCL PDS.

25. Start the CSM Version 6.0 MSMTC address space by submitting member MSMTCSRV.
26. Log in to CSM Version 6.0 and verify that all previous CSM data is available under CSM Version 6.0.

NOTE
For information about updates that may be required for the CSM System Software Acquisition settings for
proxy servers, see see Configuring FTP and HTTP Connections.

27. Migrate the CSM Version 6.0 SMP/E environment into CSM.
28. Remove the CSM Release 5.1 SMP/E environment from CSM through the SMP/E Environments tab.
29. Rename the CSM Release 5.1 procedures and copy the new procedures from CSM Version 6.0 PROCLIB into the

production library.
30. Update PROGxx with new CSM Version 6.0 CAAXLOAD and CUSLIB.
31. Update BPXPRMxx with new CSM Version 6.0 file systems.
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32. Update CAS9 with new CSM Version 6.0 CAAXLOAD and remove CSM Release 5.1 CAAXLOAD.
33. Apply the latest cumulative CSM maintenance.
34. (Optional) If you are using or planning to use CSM Software Deployment Service and Software Configuration Service,

install a new Common Components and Services FMID, CETN600.

NOTE

For more information, see Configure SDS and SCS in CSM.
35. When CSM Release 5.1 data is no longer needed, perform the following actions:

a. Unmount the CSM Release 5.1 file systems at /u/users/msmserv/r51/msm, /u/users/msmserv/r51/msmruntime,
and /u/users/msmserv/r51/msminstall (if it still exists) and delete associated file system data sets.

NOTE
Delete only the CSM Release 5.1 file systems. The file systems dynamically created by CSM need to be
retained.

b. Delete the USS directory /u/users/msmserv/r51 (and all child directories).
c. Delete all CSM Release 5.1 SMP/E and run-time data sets.
d. Remove CSM Release 5.1 CAAXLOAD and CUSLIB data sets from PROGxx.
e. Remove CSM Release 5.1 file systems from BPXPRMxx member.

To help with the optional process of deleting previous release USS directories and Datacom/MSM associated data sets,
you can review, customize, and run job member WIPEM510 in the SAMPJCL library. For more information, see Clean Up
the Data Sets from the Previous Version.

You have completed upgrading CSM.

WARNING

If you can run the latest CSM release successfully, do not use the previous release anymore. The new release
uses the same file systems and mount points as the previous release. If, after a successful upgrade and normal
usage of the latest CSM environment, you use the previous release, any changes that you make in one release
will not be reflected in the other release because the previous release data is isolated from the new release
data. Use caution when attempting to use a previous CSM release after using the latest release.

Manage the Database for a CSM Upgrade
When you are upgrading, determine the current disk allocations for your existing CSM database data sets. Then adjust
the Datacom/MSM disk space allocations in the appropriate CSM installer JCL under manual mode before job execution.

Once CSM is operational, monitor data record growth over time. Based on the results, adjust Datacom/MSM disk space
manually.

NOTE
We recommend that you ensure that the disk space allocations for your new CSM database data sets are at
least equal to the current disk allocation at your site.
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Using
Includes scenarios and best practices for marquee use cases.

Use this text box to search for content in the Using section.

WARNING

Click the question mark icon at any time for assistance with conceptual or procedural questions in CSM. All
conceptual and procedural help is included inside the product.

Quick Start Reference
 

Glossary

Datacom/MSM server

The Datacom/MSM server is a server that lets workstation-based applications use the Datacom/MSM database.

CSM application server

The  CSM application server is the CSM Tomcat region that supports the CSM application code.
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Broadcom Recommended Service (CARS)

Broadcom Recommended Service (CARS) is a set of maintenance packages that have been tested in a mainframe-
integrated system test environment. We recommend that you install CARS maintenance to keep your products up-to-date.
For regular update about new CARS maintenance available, download (manually or automatically) all CARS files that list
published maintenance for that CARS level.

configurations

A configuration is a CSM object that you create to tailor your installed software or CSM deployed software. Configuration
makes your software usable in your environment. A configuration contains the profiles, variables, and resources specific
to your environment.

confirm

Confirms that the deployment is complete. This is the final action by the user. A deployment is completed after it is
confirmed. On confirmation, the deployment moves to the Confirmed deployment list.

contact system

The contact system defines which system the deployment is unpackaged on. That is, which system CAICCI is spawned to
run the unpackaging.

custom data set

A custom data set is a data set that contains either a z/OS data set or USS path.

data destination

A data destination must be defined for every system. The data destination is how you tell CSM which technique to use to
transport the deployment data to the remote system. Data destinations are assigned to non-sysplex systems, sysplexes,
and shared DASD clusters. Data destinations are named objects. You can assign data destinations to multiple entities in
the system registry and can have your own independent maintenance dialogs.

data set name mask

A data set name mask is a unique name that identifies each data set. The name mask comprises one or more qualifiers
that are separated by periods, and has a maximum input length of 64 characters, including the periods. When the data set
name mask is translated, it has a maximum length of 44 characters including the periods.

deploy

The deploy functionality combines the snapshot, transmit, and deploy actions into one action. You can copy your CSM
product onto systems across your enterprise. For example, you can copy multiple products to multiple systems using
shared DASD or through FTP.

deployment

A deployment is a CSM object that you create to deploy libraries and data sets using a process that copies target libraries
defined to SMP/E and user data sets across both shared DASD and networked environments.

directory path

The root directory path is the base directory to which the FTP server is allowed access. The FTP server will be allowed
to create files to or read files from this directory and any of its subdirectories. The directory path is a USS path name, it
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consists of one or more directory leaves separated by forward slashes, and has a maximum input length of 255 characters
including slashes. When the directory path is translated, it has a maximum length of 255 characters.

driving system

A driving system is the system where the CSM application server is running.

FTP port

An FTP port is the point of connection through which files are transferred. The default is 21.

GIMZIP

GIMZIP is an IBM utility that creates portable packages of software with a suffix of z.

monoplex

A monoplex is a sysplex that has only one member system and minimally a single coupling facility. Currently, a monoplex
is tracked in the same manner as a sysplex, except the sysplex name shown in the web-based interface is actually the
monoplex system name.

CSM Common Services

The  CSM Common Services (CETN600) is a contributed component of Common Components and Services that consists
of the Software Deployment Service (SDS) and the Software Configuration Service (SCS).

MSMCAUX

MSMCAUX is the JCL procedure that is used to start the auxiliary address space. Common Components and Services
that CSM uses includes a sample procedure in the member MSMCAUX of the Common Components and Services
CAW0PROC (CCShlq.CAW0PROC) library. You must copy this procedure to a system PROCLIB that z/OS START
commands use and modify it to suit your installation environment. The MSMCAUX sample member describes the
changes that are required.

Do not start the MSMCAUX procedure manually. The MSMCAUX procedure is started by the SCS address space
(MSMCPROC).

MSMCPROC

MSMCPROC is the JCL procedure that is used to start the SCS address space. Common Components and Services
that CSM uses includes a sample procedure in the member MSMCPROC of the Common Components and Services
CAW0PROC (CCShlq.CAW0PROC) library. You must copy this procedure to a system PROCLIB that the z/OS START
commands use and modify it to suit your installation environment. The MSMCPROC sample member describes the
changes that are required.

MSMTC/MSMTCSRV

MSMTC/MSMTCSRV is the job stream or started task associated with the CSM application server.

MUF

MUF is the Datacom/MSM Multi-User-Facility.

non-sysplex

A non-sysplex is a stand-alone z/OS system that is not part of a sysplex or a monoplex system.
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preview

Preview identifies the deployment by name and briefly states the products, systems, means of transport, target libraries
including source, target and resolution, as well as SMP/E environment and snapshot information.

Product Acquisition Service (PAS)

The Product Acquisition Service (PAS) facilitates the acquisition of mainframe products and the service for those products,
such as program temporary fixes (PTFs). PAS retrieves information about products to which your site is entitled. Then it
records these entitlements in a software inventory that is maintained on your driving system.

SCS address space

shared DASD clusters

A shared DASD clusters system is a set of systems that shared DASD and it can be composed of sysplex and/or non-
sysplex systems. Staging system cannot be part of a shared DASD cluster.

snapshot

A snapshot is a copy of the set of target libraries that CSM makes using the IBM utility GIMZIP. CSM uses GIMZIP to
create a compressed archive of these libraries, including a list of applied maintenance. The SMP/E environment is locked
during this archive creation process to verify the integrity of the archived data.

Software Configuration Service (SCS)

The Software Configuration Service (SCS) facilitates product configuration. Configuration is a process of copying target
libraries to run-time libraries and customizing the product for your site to bring it to an executable state.

Software Deployment Service (SDS)

The Software Deployment Service (SDS) facilitates product deployment. Deployment is a process of copying SMP/
E target libraries from a driving system (where the CSM application server is running) to a target (remote destination)
system. The target system could be the local z/OS system, a remote z/OS system, a staging system, or a sysplex.

Software Installation Service (SIS)

The Software Installation Service (SIS) facilitates the installation and maintenance of mainframe products in the software
inventory of the driving system. This facilitation includes browsing downloaded software packages, managing SMP/E
consolidated software inventories on the driving system, and automating installation tasks.

storage classes

storage classes apply only to SMS-managed data sets and objects. They allow you to define different levels of
performance and availability services for your data sets. Using them, you can separate the level of service needed by a
data set or object from its physical characteristics. Storage classes can supply such information as attributes for dynamic
cache management, sequential data set striping, and concurrent copy.

It is the association of a storage class with a data set or object which causes the data set or object to be SMS-managed.
Because of this, such functions as dynamic cache management and sequential data set striping apply only to SMS
managed data sets. Data sets may be SMS-managed or non-SMS managed. Objects must be SMS-managed.

sysplex

A sysplex (SYStem comPLEX) is the IBM mainframe system complex which is a single logic system running on one or
more physical systems. Each of the physical systems that make up a sysplex, is often referred to as a “member” system.
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system registry

The system registry is a repository of variable data that all CSM managed products share. The system registry repository
contains information about the systems that have been defined to CSM and selected as a target for deployments and
configurations. You can create non-sysplex, sysplex, shared DASD cluster, and staging systems. You can maintain,
validate, view, and delete a registered system and you can investigate a failed validation.

topology

The enterprise system topology can include shared DASD environments, networked environments, and z/OS systems.

transmit

The transmit functionality lets you copy a product onto systems across the enterprise through FTP, in preparation for a
subsequent deployment.

Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)

A Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) is a string of characters used to identify a name or a resource on the Internet. Such
identification enables interaction with representations of the resource over a network (typically the World Wide Web) using
specific protocols. Schemes specifying a concrete syntax and associated protocols define each URI.

For a shared DASD cluster or sysplex, the URI must be the URI of the Contact System.

UNIX System Services (USS) files

For UNIX System Services (USS) files for z/OS systems, there are three types of files system: HFS (Hierarchical File
Systems), zFS (zSeries File Systems), and NFS (Network File Systems). USS files are any one, or combination, of these
file systems, and start with the root directory, which is denoted by a single forward slash (/).

validation

The validation process is started by the user when they select the Validate button in the Actions drop down for a sysplex
system, non-sysplex system, and shared DASD cluster on that system’s System Registry Page (staging systems are not
validated). This starts a background security procedure using the CAICCI validation services to validate this system.

VOLSER

A VOLSER is the Volume Serial Number that places the data on an explicit volume.

General Best Practices
This section contains articles to help you maximize your efficiency when using CSM to acquire and install the mainframe
software at your site.

Use this box to search the content in the Best Practices section.

Maintain Your Environments Using CSM
You can use CSM to design, plan, and manage your mainframe environments.

You can do this using the following techniques:
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• Deploy Broadcom products using CSM.
• Deploy any nonexecutable files, such as readme, and data files, using the custom data set feature of CSM.
• Create an inventory matrix or map of all your systems and Broadcom products that are in your mainframe environment.

This technique gives you a map of systems that need to have products deployed to them.
• Categorize each system type into non-sysplex, sysplex, monoplex, shared DASD cluster, or staging system using your

inventory matrix or map.
• Add to CSM System Registry only those systems in your environment that are your driving systems and those target

systems that will receive the deployment.
• Use the validate procedure of the System Registry to define a system. This procedure detects whether the system is a

non-sysplex, monoplex, or sysplex system.
• Maintain your system on a regular basis, except for hot fixes.
• During the methodology assignment in the deployment, use the Create Only feature when you deploy your products to

environmental test systems, sandbox systems, staging systems, or products systems.

Business Value:

These procedures let you easily and accurately manage the deployment of your Broadcom products with fewer manual
steps and chances for errors. Additionally, the manager responsible for your mainframe systems can use CSM to flexibly
create and manage a mainframe system plan that scales to the organization environment.

More Information:

For more information, see the online help.

Run Update Product List Monthly
CSM lets you initiate a background process to populate and update the inventory of licensed products that is based on
your site IDs. Initiate this process at least monthly.

Business Value:

The Update Product List function automatically populates the CSM product catalog with the available releases and gen
levels available from the Broadcom Download Center for each of your licensed mainframe products. By running this
task at least monthly, you ensure that you are aware of all product packages as they become available. This action also
ensures that you have access to acquire these newly released products (releases and gen levels) using the Product
Acquisition Service.

Additional Considerations:

If you have multiple site IDs defined to your Broadcom Support online account, CSM uses the site ID specified for the
Login Site ID setting in your account profile on the Broadcom Support website.

More Information:

For more information, see the online help.

Get Latest Maintenance Regularly
CSM lets you initiate a background process to download maintenance files that are associated with a specific release for
a licensed Broadcom mainframe product. Initiate this process on a periodic basis for each licensed product release that
is installed to verify that all current maintenance is available to review and install.

Business Value:

CSM automates the acquisition of Broadcom product and maintenance files to your mainframe system. This process
compares your CSM software catalog to what is currently available and downloads only what is missing. This process
eliminates the manual process to review the available files and manually transfer them to your mainframe using FTP. By
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eliminating the manual effort, your staff has more time to analyze and install the available maintenance. This practice
helps you keep your Broadcom mainframe products current and reduce the risk to your environment.

Additional Considerations:

CSM lets you initiate a product update action at the product level. However, we strongly recommend not doing this task
because it downloads all product and maintenance files for all releases available in the Broadcom Download Center for
the selected product. This action potentially downloads releases that are older and possibly unnecessary, could cause
confusion, and could significantly increase the space that is required for CSM USS file systems.

More Information:

For more information, see the online help.

Hide Unwanted Products from the Product List
When you know that you will not need or use a them for a long time, hide a product, product release, or gen level from the
product list. 

Business Value:

When you hide a product, product release, or gen level from the product list, CSM deletes associated packages from your
system. CSM excludes hidden products, releases, and gen levels from processing when updating the product list. No
packages are downloaded for hidden products, releases, and gen levels. This action frees DASD space on your system.

You can restore visibility of a product, release, or gen level that you previously hid from the product list. However, the
associated files are only downloaded again when a user initiates an Update Product List task for that restored product,
product release, or gen level.

The SMP/E environment for the product-release is not deleted using this function.

More Information:

For more information, see the online help.

Establish Working Set of Product SMP/E Environments for Each User
Each CSM user should define a working set of product SMP/E environments.

The working set helps you define and limit the scope of operations that you perform. For example, if you plan to install
a product in an existing SMP/E environment, add this SMP/E environment to your working set. If you do not have the
SMP/E environment in your working set, you will only have the option to create an SMP/E environment during product
installation.

Business Value:

CSM gives each user the flexibility to establish and maintain their own working set of product SMP/E environments. This
working set establishes the subset of SMP/E environments.

Each user can easily make changes to this working set as needed without concern over negatively affecting other user
working sets.

More Information:

For more information, see the online help.

Check for Available Maintenance for SMP/E Environments in Your Working Set
Use the SMP/E Environments section of the Software Status tab to review a defined working set of SMP/E environments
against the maintenance available in the software catalog. If any of the SMP/E environments in their working set have
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available and uninstalled maintenance available in the CSM Software Catalog, the SMP/E Environments section displays
an alert.

Business Value:

CSM eliminates the need for you to identify manually what maintenance files have not been installed in your environment,
freeing your time for more productive activities.

This best practice lets you easily assess the Broadcom environment defined to CSM and ensure that the mainframe
software is current. This best practice also simplifies this oversight responsibility and improves your ability to do project
and staff planning that is related to Broadcom Support.

More Information:

For more information, see the online help.

Organize SMP/E Environment Zones into Zone Sets
CSM lets you create and maintain zone sets in your SMP/E environments. A zone set is a set of SMP/E environment
target zones that are grouped together by certain criteria.

If you have SMP/E environments with multiple zones and many products and product releases are installed in these
zones, we recommend that you organize zones in an SMP/E environment into zone sets.

Business Value:

This best practice can help you manage and maintain products that are installed in your SMP/E environments easier and
faster.

More Information:

For more information, see the online help.

Configure CSM to Reject Unneeded Maintenance
By default, CSM does not reject the maintenance that was received but not applied during the maintenance wizard
execution, and keeps it received.

However, you can consider configuring CSM to reject unneeded maintenance in the following cases:

• You apply maintenance, and you click Check and Apply in the wizard to verify and apply the maintenance to the
selected target zones. You want only the maintenance that you have selected to be applied. You want the maintenance
that is not directly associated with the selected maintenance and has been received during the wizard execution to get
rejected when the task completes.

• You want to verify maintenance before you apply it, and you click Check Only in the wizard to verify that the
maintenance can be applied to the selected target zones. You want the maintenance that have been received during
the wizard execution to get rejected when the task completes

• You use the maintenance wizard to generate a flat file. You want the maintenance that have been received during the
wizard execution to get rejected when the task completes.

Business Value:

Your SMP/E environments do not contain unneeded received maintenance.

More Information:

For more information, see the online help.
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Implement a Proactive Preventive Maintenance Strategy
Broadcom formerly delivered product maintenance using Service Packs. We have replaced this model with Broadcom
Recommended Service (CARS) for z/OS, which provides more flexibility and granular application intervals. CARS is
patterned after the IBM preventive maintenance model, Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU). With CARS, you can
install preventive maintenance for most Broadcom z/OS-based products in a consistent way on a schedule that you select
(for example, monthly, quarterly, annually).

Broadcom periodically releases Service Updates. A Service Update is a product installation file and all PTFs preapplied
up to the last CARS level.

We recommend that you develop and implement a proactive preventive maintenance strategy whereby you regularly
apply maintenance. You could follow the same schedule that you use to apply IBM maintenance, or you could implement
a schedule for Broadcom products only.

Business Value:

Keeping your products current with maintenance helps your team remain productive and minimize errors while safely
protecting your systems. If you do not install preventive maintenance regularly, you risk encountering known problems for
which we have published and tested fixes.

Our mainframe maintenance philosophy is predicated upon granting you the flexibility to maintain your sites and systems
consistent with industry best practices and site-specific requirements. Our philosophy focuses on two maintenance types.
Understanding each type can help you maintain your systems in the most efficient manner.

• Corrective Maintenance
Helps you address a specific and immediate issue. This type of maintenance is necessary after you encounter a
problem. We may provide a test APAR when a new problem is uncovered, and a confirmed PTF when the problem
has been resolved. Your primary goal is to return your system to the same functional state that it was before you
experienced the issue. This type of maintenance is applied on an as-needed basis.

• Preventive Maintenance
Lets you bring your system up to a more current level. Doing so helps you avoid problems that others have reported.
This maintenance may also contain compatibility fixes for hardware and software. You may have experienced
the issues that each PTF addresses. CARS provides a way to identify all published maintenance that has been
successfully integration-tested. This maintenance has been tested with other Broadcom products, current z/OS
releases, and IBM subsystems, such as CICS and DB2. CARS levels are published monthly that include PTFs,
HIPERs, and PRPs (PE-resolving PTFs). Before you download, apply, and test a new CARS level, we recommend that
you accept the previous CARS level.
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time. You can then install the current CARS level of
maintenance (recommended) or an earlier level. Additionally, you can install maintenance to support a new hardware
device, software upgrade, or function using the FIXCAT method.

For all maintenance, before you initiate any maintenance action, obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

More Information:

For more information, see the online help.

Check for CARS Levels Twice a Month
You can configure CSM to download automatically the available Broadcom Recommended Service (CARS) levels that
CSM uses for CARS maintenance upgrade. We recommend that you configure it to check for updates twice a month.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Settings tab, and click the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the left
side.
The Software Catalog page opens.
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2. In the CARS Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates check box, and schedule the update to take place
every other week.

3. Click Apply.

Business Value:

This best practice ensures that you have current CARS levels and current CARS maintenance for your products.

More Information:

For more information, see the online help.

Generate a Maintenance Flat File
The flat file is a file that comprises multiple maintenance packages and their prerequisites that you want to receive in or
apply to a specific SMP/E environment.

Consider using a flat file in the following cases:

• You have your own procedures for applying maintenance on your site. You want to apply maintenance outside of CSM.
• You want to receive or apply maintenance on a system where CSM is not installed.
• You want to receive or apply maintenance on a system that does not have an internet connection.

For example, you have a system where CSM is not installed. On that system, you have an SMP/E environment that has
no maintenance applied or accepted. Use CSM on another system to generate a flat file with all available maintenance
packages that are applicable to the SMP/E environment. Then, copy the flat file to the system where the SMP/E
environment is located, and process it accordingly to your site routines. You can use RECEIVE and APPLY SMP/E
statements for your routines. These statements are provided in the task output.

NOTE

If the system where CSM is not available is missing the HOLDDATA, you can obtain it from the HOLDDATA file
that is generated together with the flat file.

The following sample is an example of the job that receives the maintenance packages from the flat file to your SMP/E
environment. To receive HOLDDATA, uncomment the HOLDDATA and SMPHOLD statements.

//********************************************************************

//S1 EXEC PGM=GIMSMP, 

// PARM='PROCESS=WAIT', 

// DYNAMNBR=120 

//* 

//* SMP FILES 

//* 

//SMPCSI DD DISP=SHR,DSN=MF20.CSM.FITCOPY.AUDITOR4.CSI 

//* 

//* 

//SMPCNTL DD * 

SET BOUNDARY (GLOBAL) 

. 

RECEIVE 

SYSMODS 

//* HOLDDATA 

. 

//SMPPTFIN DD DISP=(SHR,KEEP),DSN=PUBLIC.CSM.FLATFILE.FF01 

//* SMPHOLD DD DISP=(SHR,KEEP),DSN=PUBLIC.CSM.FLATFILE.FF01.HOLD 

//*********************************************************************
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Business Value:

Using the flat file helps you save time and effort. You do not have to copy all maintenance packages one by one, or you do
not have to search for the prerequisite packages.

Additional Considerations:

If you want to apply maintenance from a flat file, verify that the SMP/E environment from which you generate the flat file
(source SMP/E environment) and the SMP/E environment where you want to apply the maintenance from the generated
flat file (target SMP/E environment) are synchronized. That is, these two SMP/E environments must have the same
maintenance received, applied, and accepted.

To ensure that your SMP/E environments remain synchronized, configure CSM to reject any unneeded maintenance, that
is, the maintenance that the maintenance wizard had to process to evaluate dependencies. Rejecting the maintenance
ensures that the SMP/E environment global zone that you are using to generate the flat file is restored to the original
state. That way, it remains synchronized with your other SMP/E environments. To set up CSM to reject the unneeded
maintenance, go to Settings tab, click the Software Installation link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side, and select the Reject Received Maintenance check box.

If the unneeded maintenance was not rejected, the global zone would have the received maintenance packages that do
not need to be applied. The global zone would no longer be synchronized with the global zone of the SMP/E environment
that you maintain with the flat file. CSM would treat the maintenance as already received and not required to be received
in any other SMP/E environment.

More Information:

For more information, see the online help.

Rerun Failed Tasks with Debug Logging
When a CSM task fails, we recommend that you turn on debug logging and redo the steps that led to the error.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Settings page and click the Change Diagnostic Log Level link in the Action area in the left pane.
The Change Diagnostic Log Level dialog appears.

2. Set the following values, and click OK:
– Log Level

Set to DEBUG.
– Reset the Log Level After the First Task Is Started

Ensure that this check box is selected (default).
– Include Logs in the Task Output

Select this check box.
– Task Logging Directory

Specify the USS directory where log information is stored. The directory should have sufficient space for saving log
files. Otherwise, no log information is displayed for new tasks in the task output browser.

3. Redo the steps that led to the problem.
The details of the tasks you performed are saved to the task output browser. A dialog that shows the progress of the
task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the Progress tab to close this dialog. The task
output browser opens and you can view the action details. 

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

4. Go to the Task tab, locate the new task with a Diagnostic Log entry, and export it to ZIP.
The ZIP file is saved to your computer.

5. Open an issue on the Broadcom Support website and attach the ZIP file to this issue.
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NOTE
You can review this file in preparation for your communication with Broadcom Support.

Business Value:

This best practice can help save you time by collecting the appropriate information when you encounter problems with
CSM and are working with Broadcom Support.

Additional Considerations:

After contacting support and resolving the issue, do the following:

• Consider deleting the task because it can take up valuable space in your Datacom/MSM database and USS
directories.

• Purge logs files regularly because, depending on your settings, logs are written whenever a task is run by any user, so
they can accumulate quickly.

• Change the Log Level setting back to NONE. Only turn on debug logging when you are experiencing problems.

More Information:

For more information, see the online help.

Retrieve Beta Packages
Use CSM to retrieve beta packages (for example, test PTFs or unpublished PTFs) from an FTP site that is protected by a
user ID and password. You can then install, maintain, and deploy the beta packages.

Add Packages not in Your Catalog

If you retrieve beta packages for the products that are not listed in your software catalog, add an entry for the product to
your product list first.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Products tree on the Products tab, and select the beta product. Copy the text for this product so that
you have it on the clipboard.

2. Click Add Product, in the Actions section in the left pane.
The Add Product dialog appears.

3. Paste the contents of the clipboard in the Product field, enter the new beta release and gen level, and click OK.

NOTE
For beta projects, the gen level is an arbitrary notation that reflects whatever is appropriate for the beta
process, such as Beta1, Beta2, or RC1. Using a similar nomenclature ensures that they are not confused
with the GA version of the product.

CSM starts a task to add the new information.
4. When the task completes, click Refresh.

The Product List displays the new release and gen level for this beta product.

Add Entry for Tested Product

After you add an entry for the tested product or if you have an entry for the product, you can retrieve installation packages.

Follow these steps:

1. In the catalog tree, navigate to the gen level of the tested product, right-click, and select Add External Package.
The Add External Package dialog appears.

2. Select the FTP File option button.
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You are prompted to specify the package details.
3. Specify the host FTP server, port, and path, which the Broadcom beta program manager provided you with.

NOTE
This path is typically the root directory, a forward slash (/).

4. Enter the package name.
CSM searches for the package name. If none are found, an asterisk (*) is appended to the package name. If no
packages are found again, then an error message appears.

NOTE
To retrieve multiple pax files, enter an asterisk (*) for part or all of the package name.

5. Enter the FTP user ID and password, which the Broadcom beta program manager also provided, and click OK.
CSM starts a task to retrieve the packages in that directory.

6. When the task completes, click Refresh on the Products page.
The new packages for that gen level appear on the Products page, They are now downloaded and ready for
processing.

Retrieve Beta PTFs

After initial beta testing has begun and problems have been reported, you can retrieve PTFs to the beta product.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the beta release that was previously added, right-click, and select Add External Maintenance.
The Add External Maintenance dialog appears.

2. Select the FTP File option button.
You are prompted to specify the package details.

3. Enter the following information, and click OK:
– The host FTP server and port, such as supportftp.ca.com and 21
– The FTP path name, such as /outgoing/

NOTE
The path must start with a forward slash (/).

– A maintenance name, such as RO01111.bin
– The FTP user ID and password
The Broadcom beta program manager provided this information.
CSM starts a task to retrieve the solution in that directory.

4. When the task completes, click Refresh.
The Software Catalog displays the new maintenance, and it is now downloaded and ready for processing.

Business Value:

Using this best practice can help save you time when you are downloading, installing, and testing Broadcom beta
products.

Additional Considerations:

The difference between maintenance and installation is that maintenance retrieves one solution at a time, while the
installation retrieves all product packages simultaneously.

More Information:

For more information, see the online help.
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Update the Catalog with an Unpublished PTF
You can use CSM to retrieve maintenance not yet published on the Broadcom Support website (for example, test PTFs)
from an FTP site that is protected by a user ID and password. You can then install and deploy these test solutions.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Products tree on the Products tab, select the product and release, right-click, and select Add External
Maintenance.
The Add External Maintenance dialog appears.

2. Select the FTP File option button.
3. Enter the following information, and click OK:

– The host FTP server and port, such as supportftp.ca.com and 21
– The FTP path name, such as /outgoing/

NOTE
The path must start with a forward slash (/).

– A maintenance name, such as RO01111.bin
– The FTP user ID and password
The Broadcom support engineer provided this information.
CSM starts a task to retrieve the solution in that directory.

4. When the task completes, click Refresh.
The Software Catalog displays the new maintenance, which is now downloaded and ready for processing.

Business Value:

This best practice can help save you time when you are retrieving unpublished PTFs.

Additional Considerations:

The Add External Maintenance operation retrieves one solution at a time.

Update the Catalog with a Published PTF
You can use CSM to retrieve a maintenance solution published on the Broadcom Support website. Use this procedure to
retrieve a PTF for a product release and not all available packages.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Products tree on the Products tab, select the product and release, right-click, and select Add External
Maintenance.
The Add External Maintenance dialog appears.

2. Select the Solutions option button.
The Solutions field appears.

3. Enter a maintenance name, such as RO01111, in the Solution field, and click OK.
CSM starts a task to retrieve the solution.

4. When the task completes, click Refresh.
The Software Catalog displays the new maintenance, which is now downloaded and ready for processing.

Business Value:

This best practice can help save you time when you are retrieving individual published PTFs.

Additional Considerations:

The Add External Maintenance operation retrieves one solution at a time.
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Determine Whether to Ignore Common Products During Discovery
CSM lets you ignore common products during the product discovery process. This feature refers to Common Components
and Services (CCS), including CSM.

You can activate this feature from the Settings tab, Software Acquisition page. You first must determine if you want to use
this feature.

We recommend this feature if:

• CCS or CSM is always in its own SMP/E environmentand
• Maintaining them is not the responsibility of the person who is managing the product that is being managed.

We do not recommend this feature

• If you have a single SMP/E environment or only a few SMP/E environments
• It may be better to have all maintenance viewable and applicable within a single display. Otherwise, you must select

the product that you are managing, and then select CCS or CSM to ensure that you get any new maintenance that
may affect your product.

Business Value:

This best practice can help provide a concise view of applicable installation packages, including the maintenance that
is related to those packages, when managing your environments from the Products page.

Schedule Automatic Maintenance Download and Receiving for SMP/E
Environment Products
CSM lets you automatically download and receive the available maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment.

Business Value:

This best practice can help you maintain products that are installed in your SMP/E environments easier and faster.
Additionally, you always have the latest maintenance.

More Information:

For more information, see Configuring to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates.

Create a Deployment and Configuration after Maintenance
You have deployed and configured a product across your enterprise. Now you are applying maintenance to this product.
Create a deployment and a configuration for this product to get this maintenance to your target systems.

More Information:

For more information, see the online help.

Check for HOLDDATA Updates Daily
You can configure CSM to download automatically the available error HOLDDATA that CSM uses for each maintenance
installation. We recommend that you configure it to check for updates daily.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Settings tab, and click the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the left
side.
The Software Catalog page opens.
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2. In the HOLDDATA Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates check box, verify that Daily is selected in the
Recurrence drop-down list, and click Apply.

Business Value:

This best practice ensures that you have current HOLDDATA and current information about what maintenance packages
are marked as PTF in Error (PE).

More Information:

For more information, see the online help.

Install Products in the Same Zone as Common Components
The Software Configuration Service (SCS) requires that when you install a Broadcom product that has its own set of
common components, they should all be installed into the same SMP/E environment and target zone. Otherwise, you
need separate instances of the common components for each of the products that are in different zones.

NOTE
A Broadcom product that uses Common Components and Services does not have to be installed into the same
SMP/E environment and target zone unless the product documentation specifies so.

Business Value:

This best practice can help you avoid errors when using the SCS, and help save you time by not having to install and
maintain separate instances of a Broadcom product with its common components.

Using a single SMP/E environment and target zone also ensures that the correct levels of products are in an operational
situation that can be easily used for disaster recovery purposes, and save on DASD space at your site.

Additional Considerations:

If you are using a Broadcom product with its components spread across several SMP/E CSI zones, consider using the
SMP/E commands ZONECOPY or ZONEMERGE to create a single SMP/E CSI zone.

More Information:

For more information, see the online help.

System Registry Best Practices
This section contains articles related to setting up a system registry.

The system registry is a repository of variable data that all CSM managed products share. The system registry repository
contains information about the systems that have been defined to CSM and selected as a target for deployments and
configurations. You can create non-sysplex, sysplex, shared DASD cluster, and staging systems. You can maintain,
validate, view, and delete a registered system and you can investigate a failed validation.

Use this text box to search for content in the Installation and System Registry Best Practices section.

How Common Components and Services Work in CSM
Common Components and Services (CCS) are an important working part of CSM. CA, Inc. Common Communications
Interface (CAICCI) contributes to CSM as follows:

• CAICCI validates a system.
• CAICCI spawns the remote system discovery and the Software Deployment Service (SDS).

Business Value:
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CCS creates universal procedures that all Broadcom mainframe products use. This dynamic lets all Broadcom products
work together using a common set of programs and procedures.

More Information:

For more information, see Common Components and Services Component Requirements.

Enter Target Systems as Non-Sysplex Systems
The non-sysplex is a standalone z/OS system that is not part of a sysplex or a monoplex system.

Enter all target systems as non-sysplex systems, do the validation, and let the CCS discovery function determine if the
target system is a non-sysplex, monoplex, or sysplex system. You can then build your shared DASD clusters and staging
systems.

For small enterprises, we recommend that you add one non-sysplex system and then validate against that system before
entering another system.

Business Value:

CSM detects the target system type, thus easing the process of defining each target system correctly.

Use Sysplex Systems
The sysplex is the IBM mainframe system complex that is a single logical system running on one or more physical
systems. Each of the physical systems that make up a sysplex, is often referred to as a member system.

Enter all sysplex systems as non-sysplex systems and let the System Registry validate procedure choose the system
type.

If you enter a sysplex system as a sysplex, first verify that you have the correct name for this system before validating.

If you have two or more sysplex systems that share DASD between them, you may want to set these systems up as a
shared DASD cluster. You would first create the two sysplex systems and then add them to a shared DASD cluster.

For a sysplex, the host name, defined on the FTP Locations information section, must be the URI of the contact system.
You must also set up remote credentials for the contact system, because they will be used to transmit the deployment (if
FTP is selected), unpackage the deployment through the Software Deployment Service (SDS), and to retrieve the results
of the deployment.

Business Value:

The SDS lets you choose a sysplex system for your product deployments. The value of deploying to a sysplex system
directly relates to the prevalence of these types of systems in most mainframe environments. This action also means that
to deploy to all members of a sysplex, only one deployment is needed to the contact system.

Use Monoplex Systems
A monoplex is a sysplex that has only one member system and minimally a single coupling facility. A monoplex is tracked
in the same manner as a sysplex, except the sysplex name shown in the web-based interface is actually the monoplex
system name.

Business Value:

You can use monoplex systems in many ways, providing you the flexibility to dynamically design, create, maintain, and
deploy to systems with a managed plan.

More Information:

For more information, see the online help.
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Use Shared DASD Clusters
A shared DASD cluster is a set of systems that share DASD and it can contain any combination of sysplex or non-
sysplex systems. This lets you minimize the amount of deployment activity with the largest exposure to target systems. A
deployment to this type of system makes the software available to all members of the shared cluster environment.

For a shared DASD cluster, the host name, defined on the FTP Locations information section, must be the URI of the
contact system. You must also set up remote credentials for the contact system, because they will be used to transmit the
deployment (if FTP is selected), unpackage the deployment through the remote Software Deployment Service (SDS), and
to retrieve the results of the deployment through FTP.

Business Value:

Using this best practice lets you do a single deployment to multiple systems that are not part of a sysplex, including
multiple sysplexes. This best practice minimizes the amount of deployed software, while also maximizing the system
coverage.

Use Staging Systems
A staging system is a virtual system that you can use to deploy and configure product before activating it on a target
system. If the target system is the same as the CSM driving system, the software is activated locally. To use a staging
system, the CSM driving system must be registered in the CSM system registry.

Use staging systems when you want to perform the following tasks:

• Deploy outside your firewall, so that you copy data sets to a known location and then you can back up and ship to
another site. For example, deploy to a staging system and then manually copy the deployment to tape.

• Prepare your installed software to use on systems outside the scope of CSM managed systems.
• Create model systems for replication to other than CSM network locations within your enterprise.
• Test a deployment quickly.
• Build a configuration for a system that the SCS cannot access. For example, configure a product on a staging system.

Then, transmit the configuration from the staging system to a remote target system and manually activate it.
• Create an environmental testing system or sandbox

Business Value:

CSM lets you use staging systems for performing many tasks that ultimately provide you flexibility in building and
executing deployments and configurations according to the needs and specifications of your environment.

More Information:

For more information, see the online help.

Define Data Destinations
To specify which technique to use to transport the deployment data to the remote system, define a data destination for
every system. You have two choices:

• FTP When FTP transport is specified as the transport mechanism, the deployment data is shipped to the target system
through FTP. Data is placed temporarily on the target system at the landing directory that is specified in the FTP
Location information in the System Registry.

• Shared DASDWhen shared DASD is specified, CSM uses a virtual transport technique. CSM does not actually copy
the data from one system to the other because the two systems share DASD. All deployment data resides in USS
file systems that CSM manages. The remote system, even though the DASD is shared, may not be able to find the
deployment data in the USS file system. During the Deploy Product step, CSM temporarily unmounts the file system
from the CSM driving system and mounts it in read-only mode on the remote system. For CSM to determine where to
mount the file system on the remote system, specify a mount point location in the data destination. Additionally, you
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can provide allocation information for the creation of the deployment file system, so that when the file system is created
on the CSM driving system, the system is on the shared DASD. If you have defined in the data destination that the
transport is Shared DASD, the mount point that is defined in the data destination must exist on the contact system.

Example:

• PLEXA contains Systems: SYSA and SYSB.
– SYSA uri: usilsysa
– SYSB uri: usilsysb

• PLEXA contact system: SYSA
• FTP Location:

– Set URI to SYSA - usilsysa
– Set the path to a directory that is located on SYSA

• Data Destination: Shared DASD

Business Value:

CSM lets you use data destinations to specify how to transport the deployment. CSM also lets you specify whether to
specify the target library locations. Data destinations are done at the system level. This action allows deployments to
a given system to be performed in a consistent manner. This additional flexibility lets you implement an automated,
standardized, and less error-prone deployment process.

More Information:

For more information, see the online help.

Define Remote Credentials
Remote credentials set up accounts by owner, remote user ID, and remote system name. Remote credentials are
validated during the deployment process.

Adhere to the following guidelines:

• Before creating a new remote credential, make sure that you have the correct owner, remote user ID, remote system
name, password, and authenticated authorization.

• Verify that your remote credentials have not expired due to your organization’s standards and rules.
• Use all caps when entering the password if that is required on the target system. CSM does not automatically fold

passwords to uppercase characters.

A remote credential default can be set up by creating a remote credential without the system name. This default is
intended for the user that creates these remote credentials only.

Business Value:

Use remote credentials to secure that your deployment transmits using authenticated authorization procedures.

Configure Remote Credential Processing
Configure how CSM handles remote credentials during a deployment. For example, configure CSM to prompt users for
their user ID and password for target systems, or prompt them to enter their missing credentials and optionally save these
credentials to the CSM database.

Business Value:

This best practice saves time updating settings and ensures that you maintain proper security policies. For example,
set your credentials one time and only change your password when it expires, or if it changes periodically, enter your
credentials during each deployment.
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CSM prompts you to enter your credentials during each deployment when you remove existing remote credentials. This
best practice ensures that you always use valid and current credentials.

Restrict Access to SYSREG. PROFILE
The SYSREG.@PROFILE is a resource profile that controls access within the system registry. Only allow users that are
authorized for your production environments to update the profile information for a system within the system registry.

Example:

Imagine that you have the following systems in your system registry: SYSTEM-A, SYSTEM-B, and SYSTEM-C.

You need to set up access rights to these systems for USER1, USER2, and USER3 so that the following requirements are
met:

• USER1 can see all systems but can only update the profile information for SYSTEM-A.
• USER2 can see all systems but can only update the profile information for SYSTEM-B.
• USER3 can see all systems but can only update the profile information for SYSTEM-A and SYSTEM-B.
• All users can see SYSTEM-C, but none of them can update the profile information for SYSTEM-C.

To meet the requirements, set up access rights as follows:

• USER1 must have READ access rights to the following resources:
– SYSREG.@DISPLAY
– SYSREG.@PROFILE.DISPLAY
– SYSREG.@PROFILE.UPDATE
– SYSREG.@PROFILE.UPDATE.SYSTEM-A

• USER2 must have READ access rights to the following resources:
– SYSREG.@DISPLAY
– SYSREG.@PROFILE.DISPLAY
– SYSREG.@PROFILE.UPDATE
– SYSREG.@PROFILE.UPDATE.SYSTEM-B

• USER3 must have READ access rights to the following resources:
– SYSREG.@DISPLAY
– SYSREG.@PROFILE.DISPLAY
– SYSREG.@PROFILE.UPDATE
– SYSREG.@PROFILE.UPDATE.SYSTEM-A
– SYSREG.@PROFILE.UPDATE.SYSTEM-B

Business Value:

This best practice eliminates unintended system registry changes by users who should not be making these changes.

More Information:

For more information, see Resource Profiles.

Deployment Best Practices
This section contains articles to help you maximize your efficiency when using CSM to deploy the mainframe software to
the target systems at your site.

Deploy Your Broadcom Products Using CSM
Deployments create an automated process for deploying multiple products to one or more systems in the same manner
and the same time. In a one-to-one manual scenario, you complete same tasks for every product and every system one
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by one. One or more products to one or more systems immediately increase the scalability of this effort. This best practice
reduces errors that typically result from manual efforts despite best intentions.

CSMensures that you are adhering to your company system and naming standards every time you deploy a product.

You can use your company system and naming standards when performing the following tasks:

• Creating systems
• Adding products
• Creating methodologies

Create an inventory matrix of all your systems and Broadcom products that are on each system. This best practice details
the systems that need to have products deployed to them.

Business Value:

CSM lets you easily deploy Broadcom products. This best practice gives your company dynamic abilities for designing,
creating, and maintaining systems.

This best practice also provides the manager responsible for systems the flexibility to design, create, deploy, and maintain
systems.

Establish Security Controls
Establishing the correct security controls for your deployments and methodologies is a key component to protecting your
environments. Normal security practices control your SMP/E data sets and their access. Deployments, methodologies,
and the systems that are defined within the System Registry require special consideration to control who can do what
within the CSM environment.

We recommend that you establish strict controls regarding who can define and update the systems that are available to
deploy products. Except for those few people that are allowed to maintain those system definitions, display access (that
is, SYSREG.@DISPLAY) to the system registry should be sufficient security authority for most people to manage product
deployments.

Methodologies control the naming convention that is used for the creation of the data sets on the system where the
deployment is being targeted. Confirm that your methodology conforms to any established naming standards for the
platform. Additionally, setting up a methodology that does not meet your established standards could result in a failed
deployment. We recommend that you control adding and changing methodologies within your security environment so
that users do not inadvertently change methodologies that already meet your standards.

If users need to create their own methodologies for a specific system or a special test, we recommend setting the
security permissions to METHOD.@SELF. This setting lets a user with this authority create their own methodologies.
This setting also restricts their ability to update methodologies to only those that they have created. For most users,
METHOD.@DISPLAY is sufficient authority to deploy products.

Business Value:

CSM lets you use security considerations to protect your company environments. This best practice also provides the
manager responsible for these systems the flexibility to manage security considerations as required by your company.

More Information:

For more information, see the online help and Administrating

Create the Deployment
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Add Custom Data Sets

Conditions exist when you must deploy more data sets other than the normal SMP/E managed target libraries. Sometimes
a vendor specifies these conditions in the metadata, and instructions are displayed in the Deployment wizard. These
conditions can arise from your business needs.

When a product contains USS parts, CSM automatically uses the custom data set mechanism to specify these parts
through automatic generation of custom data set entries.

Any deployment allows the inclusion of user-specified data sets that should be included with this deployment. These data
sets can be PDSs, sequential data sets, VSAM data sets, or USS paths or data sets.

Each custom data set that is specified requires you to specify a separate data set mask to specify what the deployed data
set should be called on the remote system.

Business Value:

CSM lets you use custom data sets for the deployment of products where more, product-unique data sets are
necessary to deploy them. The Software Deployment Service (SDS) gives you the flexibility to tailor your deployment to
accommodate these products.

How to Use a Methodology

A methodology is required for each deployment. You use a methodology to name the data sets on the target system. A
methodology provides the what of a deployment, that is, what you want to call your data sets. A methodology is a named
object with a description that is assigned to an individual deployment.

When setting up data set names, use your company naming standards and conventions. A methodology lets you copy
products and data sets to the target system and rename them as you copy. The methodology also lets you specify a
disposition, which means you can overwrite the data set if it exists. Conversely ,you can create data sets on the target
system.

Business Value:

CSM lets you set up data set names that use your company naming standards and conventions by using the flexible and
many different symbolic qualifiers that are supplied with CSM.

This best practice helps you follow company naming standards and conventions and that the data sets are transferred to
the target system correctly.

Construct a Mask for Naming Data Sets in a Methodology

A data set name mask is a unique name that identifies each data set. The mask consists of one or more qualifiers that
are separated by periods. A mask has a maximum input length of 64 characters, including the periods. When the data set
name mask is translated, it has a maximum length of 44 characters, including the periods.

To construct a data set name mask for your environment, determine the following:

• How do you plan to use deployment services?
– Do you want each deployment to have a unique set of deployed data set names?

or
– Do you want to reuse a set of deployed data set names?
If you want each deployment to have a unique set of deployed data set names:
– The symbolic qualifier &MSMDID that can be used to give each deployed library a unique name that is based upon

the deployment.
– This symbolic qualifier is unique for each deployment that is created. The qualifier is a numeric value that must be

used in a mask at a place where numeric values are valid.
Examples: Assume that the deployment has an ID of 4700, and the LLQ of the data set is CAILOAD:
• VENDOR.D&MSMDID.. would resolve to VENDOR.D4700.CAILOAD
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Note: The double dots in the mask represent two uses, the first dot delimits the variable name and the second
dot is included as text in the resolved name.

• SYSCA.D&MSMDID.T would resolve to SYSCA.D4700T.CAILOAD
– The symbolic qualifier &YYMMDD provides a value that is based on Julian Date format for the day that you created

the deployment. The qualifier is a numeric value that must be used in a mask at a place where numeric values are
valid. This value can help create unique name values.
Examples: Assume that the day the deployment was created was April 1st, 2010, and the LLQ of the data set is
CAILOAD:
• VENDOR.D&YYMMDD.. would resolve to VENDOR.D100401.CAILOAD

Note: The double dots in the mask represent two uses, the first dot delimits the variable name and the second
dot is included as text in the resolved name.

• SYSCA.D&YYMMDD.T would resolve to SYSCA.D100401T.CAILOAD
If you want to reuse a set of deployed data set names because this is a sandbox, and you do not need to preserve any
prior deployments, a constant name could be used as the mask.
– Examples: Assume that the LLQ of the data set is CAILOAD:

• SYSCA.VENDOR.PRODSET would resolve to SYSCA.VENDOR.PRODSET
• Is it possible that deployed libraries, in a multisystem deployment, could be on Shared DASD between those systems

or a shared catalog?
– The data set names must be unique from deployment to deployment.
– The symbolic qualifier &SYSNAME that can be used to give each deployed library a unique name that

is based upon the remote system name.
– The symbolic qualifier &MSMDID that can be used to give each deployed library a unique name that is based upon

the deployment.
– This symbolic qualifier is unique for each deployment that is created. The qualifier is a numeric value. The

qualifier must be used in a mask at a place where numeric values are valid.
Examples: Assume that the deployment has an ID of 4700. Also, assume that the LLQ of the data set is CAILOAD
and the remote systems are SYSA and SYSX:
• VENDOR.&SYSNAME..D&MSMDID.. would resolve to VENDOR.SYSA.D4700.CAILOAD and

VENDOR.SYSX.D4700.CAILOAD
Note: The double dots in the mask represent two uses, the first dot delimits the variable name and the second
dot is included as text in the resolved name.

• SYSCA.D&MSMDID.T.&SYSNAME would resolve to SYSCA.D4700T.SYSA.CAILOAD and
SYSCA.D4700T.SYSX.CAILOAD

• Is it possible that the product you are deploying does not have unique low-level qualifiers?
Examples: Assume that a product had two target libraries with the same LLQ:
– SYINST.PROD.SYSTEM.RULES and SYINST.PROD.CUSTOM.RULES.
– Because the mask, after resolution, is prepended in front of the LLQ, a technique is required for uniqueness.
CSM provides the following symbolic qualifiers that could be used for LLQs:
– MSMSLQ

This value is the secondary LLQ (SYSTEM and CUSTOM in the preceding examples).
– MSMDLIBN

This value is the deployed library number.
– MSMMLQ

This value is middle-level qualifier (PROD.SYSTEM and PROD.CUSTOM in the preceding examples).
Examples:
– SYSCA.&MSMSLQ. would resolve to SYSCA.SYSTEM.RULES and SYSCA.CUSTOM.RULES
– SYSCA.RULES&MSMDLIBN. would resolve to SYSCA.RULES1.RULES and SYSCA.RULES2.RULES.
– SYSCA.&MSMMLQ. would resolve to SYSCA.PROD.SYSTEM.RULES and SYSCA.PROD.CUSTOM.RULES

• Are there naming conventions on the remote system, and, for multisystem deployments, are the naming conventions
similar enough to allow for a single mask to provide the desired results?
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– If, in your multi-system deployments, the naming conventions are similar enough to allow for a single mask to
provide the desired results, use symbolic qualifiers and constants to construct well-formed masks.

– If, in your multi-system deployments, the naming conventions are not similar enough to allow for a single mask to
provide the desired results, create multiple deployments, one for each remote system.

NOTE
There may be other considerations that are specific in your environment.

Remember the following points when considering the construction of your data set name masks:

• They control what the deployed library is to be called. This convention makes it a critical element for deployment
services to provide the desired results.

• The deployed libraries are cataloged on the remote system where they are created.
• The deployed libraries are created and accessed under the remote credentials for the remote system.
• Masks are methodology-based, which are deployment-based. That means that one mask is utilized for all deployed

libraries on any given deployment.
• Symbolic qualifiers are the key that lets a single mask provide a variety of data set names.

Business Value:

A methodology gives you the power and flexibility to create and assign unique data set name masks that are automatically
applied when you deploy a product. This best practice helps you adhere to your organization best practices for data set
naming and standardization.

Clone a Deployment
Cloning an existing Deployment provides a convenient and simple way to create a deployment definition from a previously
defined deployment. The deployment being cloned can be Under Construction, in progress (Snapshot Complete), or
completed (Deployed or Configurable).

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab, and in the right panel, select a deployment that you want to clone.
Details about this deployment appear.

2. Click the Actions drop-down list and select Clone.
The Clone Deployment dialog appears.

3. Define a unique name for the deployment being cloned from the existing deployment.
4. (Optional) Enter a description.
5. Do one of the following:

– Click Clone to create a deployment definition.
The dialog closes. The new deployment is added to deployments that are under construction. You can edit or
deploy the cloned deployment. For example, you can add products and systems to the newly created deployment.

– Click Deploy to create a deployment definition and initiate processing of the cloned deployment (taking a snapshot
of the deployment and transmitting the deployment).
The dialog closes.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the
task status later on the Tasks tab.

If the cloned deployment contains at least one configurable product, the cloned deployment is added to
Configurable deployments in the tree on the left, otherwise it is added to Deployed deployments.
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NOTE
If the methodology associated with the deployment being cloned indicates a deployment style of Create,
the cloned deployment is processed as if the style Replace was selected.

Business Value:

Cloning an existing deployment definition reduces the time spent creating a deployment that has a similar definition to a
previously defined deployment.

Test Your Deployment
Test deployments before you deploy to a production system.

Do the following:

• Use an environmental test system or a sandbox system to test your deployment.
• Deploy to your production system only after verifying that the deployment is successful on your environmental test

system and on your program system.

Business Value:

Testing your deployments before implementing them on your production systems can help avoid errors on your production
system and save you time when deploying products.

Delete Deployment Snapshots
Delete deployment snapshots when they are no longer useful for space cleanup.

NOTE
To confirm whether a snapshot remains useful, consult with members of your organization.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Deployments page, click Snapshot Completed.
A list of completed deployment snapshots appears.

2. Find a snapshot that is no longer useful, and from the Actions drop-down list on the right side, select Delete.
The deployment snapshot is deleted.

3. Find any remaining snapshots that are no longer useful, and repeat the previous step for each one.

Business Value:

This best practice can help free space in your database.

Configuration Best Practices
This section contains articles to help you maximize your efficiency when using CSM to configure the mainframe software
to the target systems at your site.

A configuration is a CSM object that you create to tailor your installed software or CSM deployed software. Configuration
makes your software usable in your environment. A configuration contains the profiles, variables, and resources specific
to your environment.

Establish Configuration Naming Conventions
You can create multiple configurations from the same deployed product. To avoid confusion, you should establish naming
conventions to differentiate these configurations. For example, you can associate the name of the configuration with the
high-level qualifier (HLQ) data set name.
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Business Value:

This best practice can help your site improve the planning and organization of configurations, and assist when
transitioning work to new employees.

Review Configurations Thoroughly Before Building
The last step of the configuration wizard lets you print and export the configuration summary, including the details of the
previous steps of the wizard.

Although it may be tempting to minimize your reviewing effort and breeze through it, we strongly encourage you to use the
full capabilities of CSM and thoroughly review the configuration summary before building the configuration. You can read
the summary directly from the wizard, print it out to read from hard copy, or export to an HTML file that you can view or
save to your computer. Beyond proofreading the summary, analyze the summary and imagine the effect the configuration
will have on your mainframe environment. If during the configuration review, you discover a change is needed, you can
navigate to a previous step in the wizard to amend the configuration definition.

After your configuration is build, if you want to modify the definition or correct an error reported during validation, you can
edit the configuration to return the configuration to a state where it can be updated. After you begin implementing your
configuration, you no longer can edit the configuration.

Business Value:

This best practice can ensure that you do not configure products incorrectly, and save time by not having to redo your
configuration.

More Information, see the online help.

Validate Configuration Before Implementing
The CSM configuration process includes a function that lets you validate the configuration before you implement it to your
target systems. This action can help you verify that you have the required access to the resources that are going to be
used when you implement the configuration.

Business Value:

This best practice can help save you time and avoid implementation failures.

Additional Considerations:

You must build the configuration before you can validate or implement it. Configurations that are in the process of being
built cannot be validated or implemented until the process completes.

Clean Up Implementation Tasks
We recommend that you delete all validation and implementation tasks as soon as they are no longer needed. Unlike
other CSM tasks, these tasks take up valuable space in your database.

Business Value:

This best practice can help free space in your database.

Additional Considerations:

Deleted tasks still appear in the Audit Task History subtab on the Tasks page.
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Import Configuration Variables
You can use an existing configuration as a basis for creating a configuration by importing the configuration option settings
and product variable values from the existing configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a configuration.
2. When in step 3 (Import Values), do one of the following:

– Select Import from Previous and Delete. Doing so imports the values from the existing configuration, and deletes
the existing configuration. Deleting the existing configuration prevents duplicate resource problems. Then, modify
the values in the new configuration as you need.

– Select Import from Previous. Doing so imports the values from the existing configuration without deleting it. Modify
the values to prevent duplicate resources from being created. You can delete the existing configuration later, if
needed.

3. Make any additional changes, complete the remaining steps of the wizard, and build the configuration.

Business Value:

This best practice can save you time when creating configurations.

More Information:

For more information, see the online help.

Edit Configuration Variables when a Build or Validation Fails
When you arrive at the last step of the configuration wizard, even if you thoroughly review your configuration before
building, you may encounter an error when building, and the build fails. Additionally, under certain cases, the build
succeeds; however, you can encounter a validation error when attempting to validate the built configuration.

If this happens, edit the configuration that failed, and then rebuild it.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configurations tab and locate the failed configuration.
2. Click the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Edit.

The configuration wizard opens to step 4.
3. Change data in the configuration that likely caused the build or validation to fail. Navigate and make edits to the

remaining steps in the wizard, if needed.
4. Build the configuration.

Business Value:

This best practice can save you time when addressing a failed configuration. When you open a configuration for editing,
all previous settings are populated. You need only change the values that caused the failure.

Additional Considerations:

Optionally, you can create a configuration and import values from the failed configuration. When importing, select Import
from Previous and Delete, and modify the values that caused the build to fail (for example, HLQ, volume serial, and so
on).

More Information:

For more information, see the online help.
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Setting Up the CSM System Registry
CSM Software Manager (CSM) can help automate acquiring, installing, maintaining, deploying, and configuring mainframe
software. As a system programmer, your responsibilities include defining your systems to CSM in its system registry.

The system registry is a repository of variable data that all CSM-managed products share. The system registry repository
contains information about the systems that have been defined to CSM and selected as a target for deployments and
configurations. You can create non-sysplex, sysplex, shared DASD cluster, and staging systems. You can maintain,
validate, view, and delete a registered system and you can investigate a failed validation.

Use this scenario to guide you through the process:
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1. Add systems to the system registry.
2. Perform the following tasks:

– For nonstaging systems:
a. Validate systems.
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b. Define network locations.
c. Set up data destinations.
d. Define environment profiles.

– For nonstaging systems, define environment profiles.
3. For any nonstaging system that you are deploying products to, set up remote credentials.

NOTE

This process applies to each system in your enterprise. For example, if you have five systems at your enterprise,
perform this process five times.

For more information about setting up the system registry, see the online help.

Add Systems to the System Registry
You can set up a system registry definition for the following types of systems:

•  Non-sysplex system 
•  Sysplex (or monoplex) 
•  Shared DASD cluster 
•  Staging system 

When you complete adding system registry definitions to the system registry, detail all nonstaging systems.

Define Network Locations
You can define network locations for a sysplex, for individual systems within a sysplex, and for non-sysplex systems.
When defining a sysplex, you can only define FTP locations. The sysplex FTP locations allow a default FTP location to be
established for the systems that are defined to the sysplex when specified for a system.

NOTE
The FTP and data destinations at the system level are not used when the sysplex is a monoplex. The only FTP
locations and data destinations that are referenced are defined at the sysplex level.

You can set up the following network locations:

• Deployment FTP locations, which define the current FTP locations for this system. You can add, edit, set a default, or
remove FTP locations.
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is a protocol for transfer of files from one computer to another over the network.
Define an FTP location for every system if you deploy to specified systems within a sysplex. They are used to retrieve
the deployment results on the target system regardless of whether the deployment was transmitted through FTP or
using shared DASD. They are also used when you are moving your deployments through FTP. You need the URI (host
system name), port number (default is 21), and the directory path, which is the landing directory. The landing directory
is where the data is temporarily placed during a deployment.

• The SCS address space location. The location lets you set the host name and port of the SCS address space that is
associated with the system being defined.

NOTE
You can only define an address space location for non-sysplex systems and systems that are defined to a
sysplex.

Add Your FTP Locations
You can add FTP locations.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, or Shared DASD Clusters from the tree
on the left side.
Information about the systems that you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system that you want to create FTP locations for.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.

3. Click the Network Locations subtab, and in the FTP Locations area, click Add.
The New FTP Location dialog appears.

4. Enter the following information, and click Save:

• – Host Name
Specify the TCP/IP host name or IP address of the target system.

NOTE

The TCP/IP host name is not the SMF ID.

Limits: 255 characters
– Port

Enter the port number.
Limits: 65535
Default: 21

– Directory Path
Enter the directory path.
Limits: Must start with a root directory, that is /.

– Enable Secure FTP Transmission
Select this check box to use a secure FTP connection to the FTP server.

NOTE

Verify that you set up secure FTP transmission parameters on the Software Deployment page, on the
Settings tab.

The new FTP location appears on the list.

 

Set SCS Address Space Location
Connect the SCS address space to a system in your system registry.

You can connect the SCS address space to a system of the following types:

• Sysplex
• Monoplex
• Non-sysplex system

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, or Shared DASD Clusters from the tree
on the left side.Information about the systems that you selected appears on the right side. 

2. Select the system that you want to set the address location for.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.

3. Click the Network Locations subtab, and in the SCS Address Space Location area, complete the following fields, and
click Save:
– Host name

Specify the TCP/IP host name or IP address of the target system.
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Limits: 255 characters

NOTE

 The TCP/IP host name is not the SMF ID.
– TCP Port Number

Specify the port number for the SCS address space.
Limits: 65535
Default: 49152

– TCP Connection Retry Count
Specify the number of times an operation is retried when the initial attempt is unsuccessful. These operations are
send/receive transactions that target the SCS address space. Not all types of transactions can be retried, For those
transactions that can, are determined on a case-by-case basis as they are implemented. Setting this field to 0
means that no retries are performed.
Limits: 0 to 99
Default: 15

– TCP Connection Timeout Value in Seconds 
Specify the maximum number of seconds to wait for a response on each send of a transaction request. If a
communication attempt times out, the transaction can be retried. Until the maximum number of retries has not
been reached, a retry occurs. If no more retries are possible, a message appears indicating a network timeout has
occurred. Each retry uses the same timeout value as the initial transaction.
Limits: 1 to 999
Default: 10

The new SCS address space location information is saved.
4. Click Status to verify that the address space is working.

The dialog that displays information about the SCS address space opens.

Set Up Data Destinations
The Data Destinations page lists the current data destinations for this system. The following choices are available:

• FTP
When FTP is selected as the transport mechanism, the deployment data is shipped to the target system through FTP.
The data is temporarily placed on the target system at the landing directory that the FTP Location information section
of the system registry specifies.

• Shared DASD
When you specify shared DASD, CSM uses a virtual transport technique. That is, it does not actually copy the data
from one system to the other. Because the two systems share DASD, you do not need to copy the data. All of the
deployment data is kept in the USS file systems that CSM manages.
Even though the DASD is shared, it is possible that the remote system does not find the deployment data in the USS
file system. Therefore, CSM temporarily unmounts the file system from the CSM driving system and mounts it in read-
only mode on the remote system.
For CSM to determine where to mount the file system on the remote system, specify a mount point location in the data
destination. Additionally, you can provide allocation information for the creation of the deployment file system. The file
system is created on the shared DASD, on the CSM driving system.

Data destinations are assigned to non-sysplex and sysplex systems, and shared DASD clusters. Data destinations are
named objects, and can be assigned to multiple entities in the system registry. Data destinations can have their own
independent maintenance dialogs.

The deployment process on the remote system uses the remote allocation information. The process lets you control
where the deployed software is placed. By specifying the GIMUNZIP VOLSER, CSM adds a volume= parameter to the
GIMUNZIP instructions on the remote system. The list of zFS VOLSERs is needed only if both of the following situations
occur:
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• The software that you are deploying contains USS parts.
• You select a container copy option during the deployment process.

NOTE
The FTP and data destinations at the system level are not used when the sysplex is a monoplex. The only FTP
locations and data destinations that are referenced are defined at the sysplex level.

Create Your Data Destinations
You can create data destinations that define the method that CSM uses to transfer the deployment data to the nonstaging
target systems.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and in the Actions section click the Maintain Data destinations link.
The Maintains Data Destinations dialog appears.

2. Click Create.
The New Data Destination dialog appears.

3. Enter the following information, and click Save:
– Name

Enter a meaningful name.
Limits: 64 characters

NOTE
Each data destination name must be a unique name and it is not case-sensitive. For example, DATAD1
and datad1 are the same data destination name.

– Description
Enter the description.
Limits: 255 characters

– Transmission Method
Select the transmission method.
Default: Shared DASD

– Mount Point
(Shared DASD only) Enter the mount point directory path, which is a directory path that must exist on the target
system. The user that is doing the deployment must have write permission to this directory. They must also have
mount authorization on the target system.

NOTE
A mount user must have UID(0) or at least have READ access to the SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT
resource found in the UNIXPRIV class.

Limits: 120 characters

NOTE
SMS is not mutually exclusive with non-SMS. They can both be specified (usually one or the other is
specified, though).

– Storage Class
(Shared DASD only) Enter the storage class.
Limits: Eight characters
Example: SYSPRG

– VOLSER
(Shared DASD only) Enter the VOLSER.
Limits: Six characters
Example: SYSP01 and SYSP02

– GIMUNZIP Volume
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Enter the GIMUNZIP volume.
Limits: Six characters

– Catalog Data Sets
Specify if deployed data sets are cataloged on the target system.

NOTE
If you set this field to YES, fill in the GIMUNZIP Volume field.

– Unit
Enter the unit where the deployed data sets are allocated.
• If you set the Catalog Data Sets field to YES, the specified unit is used for allocating all deployed data sets.
• If you set the Catalog Data Sets field to NO, the specified unit is used for allocating empty data sets only.
• If you do not define Unit, SYSALLDA is used.

– zFS Candidate Volumes
Enter zFS candidate volumes.
Limits: Six characters
The zFS candidate volumes allow the specification of an optional list of VOLSERs used during the allocation of zFS
container data sets for USS parts.

The new data destination appears on the Data Destination list.

Add Data Destinations
You can add current data destinations to an existing nonstaging system.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, or Shared DASD Clusters from the tree at
the left.
Information about the systems that is related to the type you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system that you want to add data destinations.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.

3. Click the Data Destination tab.
The Data Destination window appears.

4. Click Add.
The Select Data Destinations dialog appears.

5. Select the data destinations that you want to add, and click Select.
The data destinations are added to the system.

Define Environment Profiles
If you use the Software Configuration Service (SCS) to create configurations for a CSM-managed product, establish the
values for a wide variety of variable data. This data is associated with the execution environment describing the system
where configurations are created. The set of variables to define depends on the set of products being configured.

For each system, environment variables are organized in a set of categories. In each category, one or more profiles are
defined. Individual environment variables are defined to a profile.

The following profile types exist:

• Single profile
Contains variables that represent single occurrence items for a system. Each system has only one value for those
variables.

• Repeated profile
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Contains sets of variables that are associated with a named occurrence for that set of variables. For example,
each CICS region would be an occurrence of a repeated CICS profile. Each DB2 region would be defined using an
occurrence of a repeated DB2 profile.

Not all environment profile variables contain values. Where allowed, the Software Configuration Service (SCS) uses a
single space to indicate no value. Not all variables accept a blank as a valid value. When editing a variable value, delete
any blank space. Place the cursor at the beginning of the data entry field. Only those environment variables that product
configurations reference must contain a value.

The description that is associated with the variable indicates whether a single blank space is allowed. Variables containing
the string (blank) are used to show fields containing a single blank value.

In some cases, the environment variable data provides execution preferences that product configurations use to establish
the default values specific to a given target system. In other cases, the variables represent the data describing an explicit
aspect of the target system. For example, the z/OS version, the CAICCI system name that is associated with the system,
or attributes specific to a CICS region.

NOTE
For more information about the available set of environment variables, see the online help.

Define Single Profiles

When defining the variables associated with a single profile, the variables immediately appear when you expand the
profile in the tree for a system.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab and select a system type.
A list of systems appears for the type you selected.

2. Select a system. 
Information about the system appears in the right pane.

NOTE
There can be systems within systems. Therefore, continue drilling down until you see the profile whose
variable values you want to set.

You can use the links in the left pane tree, or the links in the right pane.
3. In the left pane, select the profile that contains the variable you want to set, and then select the variable.

Controls to set the value of this variable appear in the right pane.

NOTE
Clicking the profile name shows all the environment variables that are defined for the profile. Clicking the
name of an environment variable in the tree shows only the variable.

4. Change the value for each environment variable you want to define. Click the Actions button on the right side and
select Save.
Your changes are saved.

Define Repeated Files

Each uniquely named repeated profile contains a set of environment variables that are specific to that profile. Before you
can define variables that are associated with a repeated profile, create a named occurrence of that repeated profile.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select a system registry node from the tree at the left.
Information about the systems that are related to the type you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system that you want to create a profile occurrence for.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.
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3. Expand the category for the profile containing the environment variable.
4. In the right pane, click a profile name.

A list of profile occurrences that are already created and based on this profile appears.
5. Click Create Occurrence.

A dialog opens for you to enter a value for this profile occurrence.
6. Enter a value and click Save.

The configuration profile occurrence is added to the list.
7. Once created, click the named occurrence of the repeated profile in the tree. The profile occurrence is expanded.

The environment variables eligible to be defined for the selected occurrence are displayed. Click the name of an
environment variable under the selected occurrence to show information for that variable.

8. Change the value for each environment variable you want to define. Click the Actions button on the right side and
select Save.
Your changes are saved. 

Set Up Remote Credentials
The Remote credentials page sets up remote credentials accounts by owner, remote user ID, and remote system name.
Use the Apply button to apply and save your changes.

WARNING
Remote Credentials are validated during the deployment process when deploying to a nonstaging system.
Before creating a remote credential, the user is responsible for having the correct owner, remote user ID, remote
system name, password, and authenticated authorization.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Settings tab, and select Remote Credentials from the tree on the left side.
Detailed information appears on the right side.

2. In the Remote Credentials Accounts panel, click New.
The New Remote Credential dialog appears.

NOTE
If the New button is disabled, contact your administrator. Verify your settings on the Settings, Software
Deployment page.

3. Enter the following information and click OK:
– Remote User IDEnter a remote user ID.

Limits: 64 characters 
– Remote System Name

Enter a remote system name.
Limits: Eight characters
Example: RMinPlex

NOTE
A remote credential default can be set up by creating a remote credential without the system name. This
default would be for the user creating these remote credentials only.

– Password and Confirm
Enter a password.
Limits: 2 to 63 characters 

NOTE
The password is case-sensitive. Verify that your password follows the correct case-sensitive rules for your
remote system.

The remote credential entry appears on the Remote Credentials list.
4. Click Apply.
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Your changes are applied.

You completed setting up the system registry for CSM.

Validate Your Systems
After you have created your systems, validate that they exist. You cannot validate staging systems.

NOTE
 Validate your non-sysplex systems first, and then your sysplex or shared DASD cluster systems.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, or Shared DASD Clusters from the tree
on the left side.

NOTE
 Even though you cannot validate staging systems, create and validate a system registry entry for
the CSM driving system of the staging system.

Information about the systems that you selected appears on the right side.
2. Select the system that you want to validate and, from the Actions drop-down list, select Validate.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
 While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the
task status later on the Tasks tab.

3. (Optional) If the validation is in error, review the message log, update your system registry-entered information, and
validate again.
You are now ready to deploy your products to this system.

Acquiring Products
CSM Software Manager (CSM) can help automate acquiring, installing, maintaining, deploying, and configuring mainframe
software.

As a system programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining a current repository of acquired product packages that
are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. CSM provides a product list that enables you to display the list
of licensed product installation and maintenance packages and to download these packages. Also, you can add to the
product list external product packages that you acquired outside of CSM so that they are ready for installation using CSM.

WARNING

You must manually install packages that are larger than 2 GB. For more information see Download Product
Packages.

Use this scenario to guide you through the process:
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Figure 7: Acquiring_Products

1. Configure CSM.
2. If you can download the product package from the support website:

a. Update the product list.
b. Download product packages.

3. If you cannot download the product package from the support website:
a. Add external product installation packages.
b. Add external product maintenance packages.

After you complete this process, the product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

NOTE

For more information about acquiring products, see the online help.
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Configure CSM
Before you start acquiring product packages, configure a Broadcom Support Online account, a CSM account, and the
required download settings. If you have previously configured these settings, you can update the product list.

Follow these steps:

1. Start your web browser, and enter the access URL. 
2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.
3. Configure the following settings:

– Proxies that CSM uses to communicate with the Broadcom Support website
If proxies are not used, CSM uses HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.

WARNING

 If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition page.
– The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages

If you do not specify the directory, CSM sets it up using default settings that you can change later.

NOTE

These settings are also available on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Click Next.
You are prompted to define your account on the Broadcom Support website.

4. Click New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on the Broadcom Support website.

5. Specify the credentials, click OK, and then click Next.

NOTE

 These settings are available on the User Settings page.
6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then click Finish.

A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task. You can click Show Results to view the details of
the actions in a finished task.

7. Click the Settings tab, and review other settings, as needed. 
You have configured CSM to acquire products.

Update the Product List
The product list displays a list of licensed product packages that you can download. To see the current list of available
product packages for downloading, update the Available Products tree.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Click the Products tab.
3. (Optional) Perform the following steps to update the product list only with packages that belong to specific site IDs.

a. Click the Edit button in the Filter section and associate one or more site IDs to a filter in the Edit Filter window.
b. Select the filter in the Filter section.
c. Right-click the Products link at the top of the product tree and select Update Product List.

4. Click the Update Product List link in the Actions section on the left side.
Updating of the product list with all products for all site IDs starts.

NOTE
If you updated the product list only for a selected filter, skip this step.
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5. Confirm the update.
The product list is updated.

Download Product Packages
Download product installation and maintenance packages from the updated product catalog so they are ready for
installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Click the Products tab.
3. Select the product name on the Available Products tree.

The product releases are listed in the Releases table on the right.
4. Select one of the following options:

– To download product packages for all product releases, right-click the product name in the list, and select Update
Product.

– To download packages only for specific releases, select one or more releases in the Releases table on the right and
click the Update Product Releases link.

5. To view the downloaded packages, you have the following options:
– To display the downloaded maintenance packages, click the product release icon

in the product list.
– To display the downloaded base installation packages, click the product gen level icon

below the product release in the product list.
The process of acquiring product installation and maintenance packages using CSM is complete. The product
packages are downloaded and ready for installation.

Acquire packages larger than 2 GB 

You must manually acquire and insert base installation packages that are larger than 2 GB into CSM.  

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Click the Products tab.
3. Select one of the following options:

– Add an External Package 
In the Base Installation Packages screen, click the Add External Package drop-down list and select Install Action. 

– Download the External Package manually
In the Actions box, click Install External Package and specify the USS Package Location in the pop-up window. 

4. To view the downloaded packages, you have the following options:
– To display the downloaded maintenance packages, click the product release

icon  in
the product list.

– To display the downloaded base installation packages, click the product gen level
icon  below
the product release in the product list.

The process of acquiring product installation and maintenance packages larger than 2 GB is complete. 
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Add External Product Installation Packages
Sometimes you have product installation packages that you downloaded outside of CSM. For example, you do not
have an HTTP or an FTP access in your mainframe environment, or the required packages are not available from the
Broadcom Support Online website. You can use CSM to install these external packages according to your organization
policy. If you are using this installation option, first add the external packages to the CSM software catalog.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Click the Products tab.
3. Click the Add Product link in the Actions section.
4. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and click OK.

The product is added to the product list.
5. Click the gen level of the product that you want to download on the product tree.

The Base Install Packages section appears on the right.
6. Click the Add External Package button.
7. Specify one of the following package types and package details, and click OK.

a. • UNIX File
Adds an installation package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

• FTP File
Adds a product package that is not published on the Broadcom Support Online website, for example, a beta
version of a product.

– • • FTP Host
Specifies the FTP server where the installation package is located. Select a server from the list, or provide
your FTP server host.

• FTP Port
Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.

• FTP Path
Defines the FTP path where the installation package is located. Start the path with a forward slash (/). Enter
only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

• Package Name
Defines the package name. You can use an asterisk (*) for the package name.
Example: 0111.pax.Z

• User Name
Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.

• Password
Defines a valid password to access the FTP location. 

8. Refresh the page to see the added product package.
The process of adding an external product installation package to CSM is complete. The product installation package
is now listed in the product list and is available for installation with CSM.

Add External Product Maintenance Packages
Sometimes you have maintenance packages, for example, unpublished maintenance or a program temporary fix (PTF),
that you downloaded outside of CSM. You can use this product to install these external maintenance packages per your
organization policy. If you are using this installation option, first add the packages to the CSM software catalog.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products still have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all the
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nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials. 
2. Click the Products tab.
3. Select the product release for which the maintenance applies.

The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
4. Click the Add External Maintenance button.
5. Specify one of the following package types and package details:

– Data Set
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with a logical record length of 80 and with a record
format of fixed blocks.

– UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

– FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on the Broadcom Support Online website. This option is
intended for downloading a PTF to validate it.
• FTP Host

Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or provide
your FTP server host.

• FTP Port
Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.

• FTP Path
Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash (/). Enter
only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

• Maintenance Name
Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

• User Name
Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.

• Password
Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

– Solution
Adds a published solution from the Support website.

6. Refresh the page to see the added maintenance package.
The process of adding an external product maintenance package to CSM is complete. The product maintenance
package is now listed in the product catalog and is available for installation with CSM.

You completed the acquiring process. The product packages are ready for installation.

Installing Products
CSM Software Manager (CSM) can help automate acquiring, installing, maintaining, deploying, and configuring mainframe
software. As a system programmer, your responsibilities include installing products in your z/OS environment using CSM.

Use this scenario to guide you through the process:
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Figure 8: Installing Products Using CACSM
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2. (Optional) Configure a working set of SMP/E environments.
3. Initiate product installation and review product information.
4. Select an installation type.
5. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
6. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

– Create an SMP/E environment:
a. Set up the global zone.
b. Create a target zone.
c. Create a distribution zone.

– Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:
a. Update the global zone.
b. Set up the target zone: Either create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone: Either create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. We recommend that you use new target and distribution
zones for this installation so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.

NOTE

For more information about installing products, see the online help.

Configure Base Installation Settings
You can configure base installation settings on the System Settings, Software Installation page.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Settings tab, and click the Software Installation link under System Settings in the Settings section on the left
side.
The Software Installation page opens.

2. In the SIS Base Install - File System section, select the file system type that is used when installing a product that
allocates file systems. You select one of the following options:
– Product-Specific File System
– Hierarchical File System (HFS)
– z/OS Distributed File Service zSeries File System

NOTE
If you select Product-Specific File System, the file system that is used for installing a product is defined
according to the product metadata. Otherwise, the product metadata is overwritten.

3. In the Execute Checks During Base Installation section, configure the following settings by selecting or clearing
corresponding check boxes:
– Execute Apply Check During Base Installation

Verifies that all of the requirements for the Apply step are satisfied before the Apply step executes. If the Apply
Check step fails, installation stops and all of the previous steps are undone.

– Suspend Base Installation After Apply Check
Suspends the base installation process after Apply Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed.
This check box is enabled if you enable the Execute Apply Check During Base Installation check box.

– Execute Accept Check During Base Installation
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Verifies that all of the requirements for the Accept step are satisfied before the Accept step executes. If the Accept
Check step fails, installation stops and all of the previous steps are undone.

– Suspend Base Installation After Accept Check
Suspends the base installation process after Accept Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed.
This check box is enabled if you enable the Execute Accept Check During Base Installation check box.

4. Click Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE

: While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The base installation settings are configured.

If you configure the base installation settings to execute checks during base installation, CSM creates a pending
installation for the SMP/E environment. For more information about the pending installation, see the online help.

Configure a Working Set of SMP/E Environments During Installation
If you plan to install a product in an existing SMP/E environment, add this SMP/E environment to your working set.
A working set is a selected group of SMP/E environments with which you want to work. Although you can have only one
working set, you can have as many SMP/E environments in it as you need.

NOTE

: CSM does not have a default working set.

If you do not have the SMP/E environment in your working set, you will only have the option to create a new SMP/
E environment during product installation. In this case, exit the installation wizard, configure your working set and
then>restart the wizard.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environments that you want to include in a working set.
An information text area under the list of SMP/E environments displays the number of environments you selected.

2. Click Use as Working Set.
3. Click OK.

The working set is configured.
The new working set replaces a previously defined working set.

You can display only those SMP/E environments that are in your working set by clicking Show Working Set Only.

 

Initiate Product Installation
You can install a downloaded product from the Products tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the
installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other utilities that are required to install
the product.

NOTE

Base installation packages in CSM cannot exceed 2 GB. To install packages that are 2 GB or larger, please use
SMP/E.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the Products tab.
2. Perform one of the following steps:

– If the package was acquired using CSM:
From the product list on the left side, select the required product gen level (the innermost level in the product list
under the release level of a product; for example, SP0 or 0110). Then, locate the product package that you want to
install, click Actions to the right of the package, and select Install.

– If the package was acquired outside of CSM:
In the Actions section in the left pane, click the Install External Package link. Enter the location of the package, and
click OK.

The Introduction step of the wizard appears.

Review Product Information
Review the information about the product that you are installing.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Introduction step, review the information about the installation.

NOTE
If the product license agreement appears, review it. If you agree, accept it. If you do not accept the license
agreement, you cannot proceed with the installation.

2. Click Next.
You are prompted to select the type of installation.

NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

 
 

Select an Installation Type
When you install a product, you select an installation type. There can be one or more installation types, according to the
product.

When you select the custom installation type, you are prompted to select the features that you want to install. If your
selected features require installation of other features, the installation wizard includes the required features to the
installation process. If your selected features are mutually exclusive, the installation wizard excludes any features
conflicting with the features you selected last from the installation process. For example, you select feature 1 and then
select feature 2 that is mutually exclusive with feature 1. The wizard then automatically excludes feature 1.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Features step, select the type of installation, and then click Next.
2. (Optional) If you select the custom installation type, select the features to install, and click Next.

A summary of the features to install appears, with any prerequisites.

Review Installation Prerequisites
Some products require an installation of other products first.
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Review the summary of installation prerequisites to verify that all prerequisites are satisfied on the Prerequisites step.

• If no prerequisites exist, click Next.
You are prompted to select an SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If all prerequisites exist and are satisfied, you are prompted to locate the installed prerequisites.
You must install the product to the same SMP/E environment and the target zone where the product prerequisites are
installed.
a. From the SMP/E environment drop-down list, select an SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites. This

drop-down list represents all CSM-managed SMP/E environments where the prerequisites are installed.
A list of target zones for the selected SMP/E environment where the prerequisites are installed is populated.

b. From the target zone drop-down list, select a target zone within the selected SMP/E environment where the
prerequisites are installed.

c. Click Next.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If prerequisites are not satisfied, perform one of the following actions:
– Click Cancel to exit the wizard. Install the prerequisites or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM where the

prerequisites are installed. Restart the installation. 
– Open CSM in another browser window and install the prerequisites, or migrate an SMP/E environment

to CSM where the prerequisites are installed. After you complete, click Refresh on the Prerequisites step of the
wizard. Then, select the SMP/E environment and a target zone where the prerequisites are installed. Then, click
Next to continue the product installation.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

Select an SMP/E Environment
You select the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product in. You can create an SMP/E environment, or
you can select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set. You can configure your working set from the SMP/E
Environments tab.

While your work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears. You are
prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification message disappears
and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select another SMP/E environment.

Follow these steps:

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 1, take one of the following steps:
– Click Create a New SMP/E Environment to create an SMP/E environment.
– Select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set.

• If no existing SMP/E environment appears, exit the wizard, configure your working set, and restart the wizard.
• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites that

you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot select another SMP/E
environment. You cannot create a new SMP/E environment.

NOTE

When you install a product in an existing SMP/E environment where HOLDDATA is received, the product
installation may fail. For more information, see Product Installation in an Existing SMP/E Environment
Fails.

2. Click Next.
You are prompted to either create an SMP/E environment or review parameters of an existing SMP/E environment.
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Create an SMP/E Environment
You can create an SMP/E environment while you are installing a product. During the process, you are asked to specify the
following information:

• The SMP/E environment name and the prefix of the CSI data set in CSM
• Data set allocation parameters

You can specify data set allocation parameters collectively for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries, and distribution
libraries that are allocated during product installation. You allocate data sets using one of the following methods:

• Allocate data sets using SMS parameters.
• Allocate cataloged data sets using UNIT and optionally VOLSER.
• Allocate uncataloged data sets using UNIT and VOLSER.

If you allocate uncataloged data sets, specify a VOLSER. Based on the value that you enter, CSM performs the following
validations to ensure integrity of the installation:

• The value of VOLSER must specify a mounted volume.
• You must have ALTER permissions for the data sets with the entered high-level qualifier (HLQ) on the volume that

VOLSER defines.
• To test allocation, CSM temporarily allocates one of the uncataloged data sets that are allocated during the installation.

a. The data set is allocated with one track for both primary and secondary space.
b. CSM verifies that the data set has been allocated on the specified volume.
c. The data set is deleted.
If the data set allocation fails or the data set cannot be found on the specified volume, you cannot proceed with the
product installation wizard.

Follow these steps:

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
– SMP/E Environment Name

Defines the SMP/E environment name.
– Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.
– Catalog

Defines the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.
– Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value, and you
cannot edit it.

– Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value, and you
cannot edit it.

– High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ). The LLQs cannot be changed.

– DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.

– SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this SMP/E environment is using SMS or data set parameters.
• Storage Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the SMS storage class for SMP/E data sets.
• Management Class (SMS Parameters only)
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Defines the management class for SMP/E data sets.
• Data Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the data class for SMP/E data sets.
• VOLSER (Data Set Parameters only)

Defines the volume serial number on which to place data sets. The volume must have enough space for
allocating the data sets.
Note: This field is mandatory if you set Catalog to No.

• Unit (Data Set Parameters only)
Defines the type of the DASD on which to place data sets.

• Catalog (Data Set Parameters only)
Specifies if you want SMP/E data set to be cataloged.

NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

2. Click Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment appear.

Review Parameters of an Existing SMP/E Environment
When you use an existing SMP/E environment to install your product, you review the SMP/E environment parameters.
If applicable, you also specify parameters for any new data sets to be allocated while installing a product. During the
process, you are asked to review allocation parameters for new data sets, which you can customize for each data set. The
existing data sets remain intact.

The Software Installation Service (SIS) determines which data sets exist and which need to be allocated for the
installation using an existing SMP/E environment. If the SIS determines that new data sets must be allocated, you are
prompted to specify the data set allocation parameters. The data set allocation parameters are prepopulated with the
values from the existing data set that was found first.

Follow these steps:

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review the current SMP/E environment parameters and allocation
parameters for data sets that must be added to the SMP/E environment. Update the information as applicable.

2. Click Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment, if any,
appear.

Set Up SMP/E Environment Parameters
When creating an SMP/E environment for your product installation, you specify SMP/E environment parameters.
When using an existing SMP/E environment for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its SMP/E
environment parameters.

You can assign different prefixes to each newly allocated data set during the installation process.

Follow these steps:

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 3, specify whether to use SMS or Unit parameters for allocating work
DDDEFs for the SMP/E environment. Complete the appropriate fields. The following fields are available depending on
your selection:
– Storage Class (SMS only)

Defines the SMS storage class for work DDDEFs.
– Management Class (SMS only)
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Defines the management class for work DDDEFs.
– Data Class (SMS only)

Defines the data class for work DDDEFs.
– Unit (Unit only)

Defines the type of the DASD on which to place work DDDEFs.
The allocation parameters that you specify for work DDDEFs are applied only to new work DDDEFs that are created
during the installation. The existing work DDDEFs, if any, remain intact.

NOTE
The settings for allocating work DDDEFs are globally defined on the System Settings, Software Installation
tab. You must have the appropriate access rights to be able to modify these settings.

2. Review the data set names if any appear. Click the Override link to change the high-level qualifier of the data set name
and the allocation parameters, and then click OK.

3. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that already have the default values assigned.
Edit the parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

4. Click Next.
You are prompted to select a target zone to use.

Select a Target Zone
You select a target zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. You create a target zone or
select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment (if you use an existing SMP/E environment).

Follow these steps:

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 1, perform one of the following actions:
– Click Create a New Target Zone to create a target zone.
– Select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment.

This option is available only if you selected to use an existing SMP/E environment.

WARNING

• If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions
are deleted from the zone and associated data sets. We recommend that you use new target and
distribution zones for this installation so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if
necessary.

• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the target zone of the SMP/E environment with the
installed prerequisites that you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you.
You cannot select another target zone. You cannot create a new target zone.

2. Click Next.
You are prompted to either create a target zone or use an existing target zone.

Create a Target Zone
You can create a target zone in a new or an existing SMP/E environment where you install your product. The target zone
parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set
allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for a new target zone.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
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• Target Zone Name
Defines the name for the target zone.

• Create New CSI Data Set
Specifies that a new CSI data set will be created for the target zone.

• Data Set Name Prefix
Defines the prefix for the name of the target zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have the Create New
CSI Data Set check box selected.

• Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have the Create New CSI
Data Set check box selected.

• Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value, and you
cannot edit it.

• Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value, and you
cannot edit it.

• High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

• DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.

• SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this target zone uses SMS or data set parameters.
– Storage Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the SMS storage class for target zone data sets.
– Management Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the management class for target zone data sets.
– Data Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the data class for target zone data sets.
– VOLSER (Data Set Parameters only)

Defines the volume serial number on which to place data sets. The volume must have enough space for allocating
the data sets.
Note: This field is mandatory if you set Catalog to No.

– Unit (Data Set Parameters only)
Defines the type of the DASD on which to place data sets.

– Catalog (Data Set Parameters only)
Specifies if you want SMP/E data set to be cataloged.

1. NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

2. Click Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the target zone appears.

Use an Existing Target Zone
When using an existing target zone for installing your product, review and, if necessary, update its parameters.
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Follow these steps:

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review the current target zone parameters and allocation parameters for data sets
that must be added. Update as applicable:

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

• Target Zone Name
Identifies the name for the target zone.

• Data Set Name Prefix
Identifies the prefix for the name of the target zone data set.

• Catalog
Identifies the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog.

• Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

• Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

• High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

• DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.

• SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this target zone uses SMS or data set parameters.
– Storage Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the SMS storage class for target zone data sets.
– Management Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the management class for target zone data sets.
– Data Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the data class for target zone data sets.
– VOLSER (Data Set Parameters only)

Defines the volume serial number on which to place data sets. The volume must have enough space for allocating
the data sets.
Note: This field is mandatory if you set Catalog to No.

– Unit (Data Set Parameters only)
Defines the type of the DASD on which to place data sets.

– Catalog (Data Set Parameters only)
Specifies if you want SMP/E data set to be cataloged.

1. NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

2. Click Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the target zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new data
sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Target Zone Parameters
When creating a target zone in the SMP/E environment for your product installation, specify target zone parameters.
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Follow these steps:

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Click the Override link to change the
high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Click OK.

2. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that already have the default values assigned.
Edit the parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Click Next.
You are prompted to confirm the distribution zone.

Confirm a Distribution Zone
On this step, you confirm a distribution zone of the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product to.
Depending on whether you created a target zone or you selected an existing target zone, you create a distribution zone or
select an existing distribution zone in the SMP/E environment.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 1, review the selected option for the distribution zone.
– If you are using an existing target zone, the related distribution zone is automatically selected. You cannot select

other distribution zones or cannot create one.

NOTE

If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. We recommend that you use new target and distribution
zones for this installation so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

– If you are creating a target zone, you can create a distribution zone or you can select an existing distribution zone.

NOTE

Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the
new target zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to
this distribution zone. You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this
distribution zone using CSM.

2. Click Next.
You are prompted to either create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

Create a Distribution Zone
You can create a distribution zone that is related to the newly created target zone. The distribution zone parameters are
prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for the new distribution zone.

You can also specify the same SMP/E environment data set as the one that you specified for the target zone. In that
case, the target and distribution zones share the SMP/E environment data set. The SMP/E environment data set
will be allocated using the parameters that you have defined when specifying the target zone.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
– Distribution Zone Name

Defines the name for the distribution zone.
– Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set will be created for the distribution zone.
– Data Set Name Prefix
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Defines the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have the
Create New CSI Data Set check box selected.

– Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have the Create New
CSI Data Set check box selected.

– Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You cannot
edit it.

– Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

– High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation.
Product packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

– DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

– SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS or data set parameters. Complete the applicable fields.
• Storage Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the SMS storage class for distribution zone data sets.
• Management Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the management class for distribution zone data sets.
• Data Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the data class for distribution zone data sets.
• VOLSER (Data Set Parameters only)

Defines the volume serial number on which to place data sets. The volume must have enough space for
allocating the data sets.
Note: This field is mandatory if you set Catalog to No.

• Unit (Data Set Parameters only)
Defines the type of the DASD on which to place data sets.

• Catalog (Data Set Parameters only)
Specifies if you want SMP/E data set to be cataloged.

NOTE

 An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

2. Click Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the distribution zone appears.

Use an Existing Distribution Zone
You can use an existing distribution zone that is related to the existing target zone you selected, or with a new target zone.
The distribution zone parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can
change data set allocation parameters.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the new target
zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to this distribution zone.
You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this distribution zone using CSM.
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Follow these steps:

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review the current distribution zone parameters and allocation parameters
for data sets that you want to add. Update as applicable:

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

– Distribution Zone Name
Identifies the name for the distribution zone.

– Data Set Name Prefix
Identifies the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set.

– Catalog
Identifies the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog.

– Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets.
– Cross-System

Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets.
– High-Level Qualifier

Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation.
Product packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.
DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.
SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS or data set parameters. Complete the applicable fields.
• Storage Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the SMS storage class for distribution zone data sets.
• Management Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the management class for distribution zone data sets.
• Data Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the data class for distribution zone data sets.
• VOLSER (Data Set Parameters only)

Defines the volume serial number on which to place data sets. The volume must have enough space for
allocating the data sets.
Note: This field is mandatory if you set Catalog to No.

• Unit (Data Set Parameters only)
Defines the type of the DASD on which to place data sets.

• Catalog (Data Set Parameters only)
Specifies if you want SMP/E data set to be cataloged.

 

NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

2. Click Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the distribution zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new
data sets are going to be allocated.
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Set Up Distribution Zone Parameters
When creating a distribution zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product, specify distribution
zone parameters.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Click the Override link to change
the high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Click OK.

2. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that already have the default values assigned.
Edit the parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Click Next.
The Summary step appears, and you see a summary of the installation task.

Start the Installation
After you completed setting up the SMP/E environment and its zones, you are ready to start the installation.

To start the installation, review the summary on the Summary step, and click Install.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to close
the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab

You completed the product installation. You can now start maintaining the installed products.

Installing Products and Maintenance when CSM has No Internet
Connection
CSM Software (CSM) can help automate acquiring, installing, maintaining, deploying, and configuring mainframe
software.

As a system programmer, your responsibilities include installing products and maintenance in a z/OS environment using
CSM. You may have to acquire and install products and maintenance when CSM does not have an internet connection.

NOTE
You need internet access from another computer to complete this scenario.

Use this scenario to guide you through the process:
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Figure 9: Installing Products and Maintenance with No Internet Connection

1. Download the product or maintenance package to your PC.
2. Upload the product or maintenance package to the mainframe.
3. Add and install a product.

a. Add the product to CSM.
b. Initiate product installation.
or
a. Install external package.

4. Add and apply a maintenance package.
a. Add the maintenance package to CSM.
b. Apply maintenance.

NOTE

For more information about installing and maintaining products, see Installing Products and Maintaining
Products.

Download the Product or Maintenance Package to Your PC
You can download products and maintenance packages for installed products from the Support site.

Follow these steps:

1. From a PC with internet access, go to the Support site.
2. Log in with your Broadcom Support credentials.
3. Go to the Download Center and find the product or maintenance package that you want to install.
4. Download the product or maintenance package to your PC.

Upload the Product or Maintenance Package to the Mainframe
After you download a product or maintenance package to a local computer, transfer that package to the mainframe.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the package on your PC.
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2. Upload the package to the mainframe using FTP.

Add a Product to CSM
Once you have a product package on the mainframe, you can add it to CSM. You can also add information about the
external product packages to CSM. Migrating these packages to CSM provides a complete view of all your product
releases. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to install the product.

You can also add an external package directly without first adding it to the Product tab.

NOTE

 Sometimes a product is not currently available from Broadcom Support. For example, if you are testing a beta
version of a product, the version is delivered to you by other means. You can also add these types of product
packages to CSM using the Add Product action.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Products tab, and click the Add Product link in the Actions section on the left side.
You are prompted to supply information about the product.

2. Specify the vendor, name, release, and gen level of the product, and click OK.
The product is added to the software catalog.

NOTE

 A product that is not acquired from Broadcom Support appears in the software catalog only after you
perform this step.

3. Click the gen level of the product you want to install in the Available Products tree on the left side.
The Base Installation Packages section appears on the right side.

4. Click the Add External Package button.
You are prompted to specify the package.

5. Select Unix File for the Type of Input Source and enter the UNIX path. To add several packages from the same
location, use masking.

6. Click OK.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
 While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

Information about the package is saved in the CSM database.

NOTE
 To see the added package, refresh the page.

Masking for External Packages
Masking lets you add more than one package (or set of maintenance files) from the same location using a pattern (mask).
You can use masking for components, maintenance in USS, and maintenance in data sets. You can use masking for files
only, not for directories.

Masking: Use the asterisk symbol (*).

• For PDS and PDSE, you can mask members using asterisks.
• For sequential data sets, use the following characters:

– ?
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Match on a single character.
– *

Match on any number of characters within a data set name qualifier or any number of characters within a member
name or file system name.

– **
Match on any number of characters including any number of qualifiers within a data set name.

You can use as many asterisks as you need in one mask. After you enter the mask, a list of files corresponding to the
mask pattern appears.

NOTE
By default, all files in the list are selected. Verify what files you want to add.

Example 1

The following example displays all PDF files that are located in the /a/update/packages directory:

/a/update/packages/*.pdf

Example 2

The following example displays all files that are located in the /a/update/packages directory whose names contain p0:

/a/update/packages/*p0*

Example 3

The following example displays all sequential data sets whose name starts with PUBLIC.DATA.PTFS.:

PUBLIC.DATA.PTFS.**

Example 4

The following example displays all members in the PDS/PDSE data set PUBLIC.DATA.PTFLIB whose name starts with
RO:

PUBLIC.DATA.PTFLIB(RO*)

Initiate a Product Installation
You can install a product from the Products tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the installation. At
the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other utilities that are required to install the product.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Products tab.
2. From the product list on the left side, select the required product gen level (the innermost level in the product list under

the release level of a product; for example, SP0 or 0110).
3. Locate the product package that you want to install, click Actions to the right of the package, and select Install.

The Introduction step of the wizard appears.

You have completed acquiring and adding a product to CSM. Continue installing the external package in the same way as
you would install a CSM acquired package.

NOTE

For more information about installing products, see Installing Products
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Install External Package
You can install an external package without first adding it to the Product tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you
through the installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other utilities that are required
to install the package.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Products tab.
2. In the Actions section in the left pane, click the Install External Package link. Enter the location of the package, and

click OK.
The Introduction step of the wizard appears.

You have completed acquiring a product. Continue installing the external package exactly as you would install
a CSM acquired package.

NOTE

For more information about installing products, see Installing Products.

 

.

Add a Maintenance Package to CSM
Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about these
maintenance packages to CSM from the Products tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the migration.

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products still have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all the
nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested package
is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
The maintenance packages for the release are listed.

2. Click the Add External Maintenance button.
You are prompted to specify the package.

3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
– Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.
– UNIX File

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode. To add several data sets or UNIX
file packages from the same location, use masking.
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4. Click OK.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database.
To see the added package, refresh the page.

View Your Aggregated Package Details
You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

NOTE
Aggregated maintenance packages were discontinued December 31, 2013. However, some Broadcom products
still have aggregated maintenance packages that were released before this date.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Products tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you want to
view.
The maintenance packages for the release are listed.

2. Click the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Click the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages that the aggregated package contains appears.

Apply Your Maintenance
After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.

CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without applying the
packages.

NOTE
While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10
minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.
Information about the SMP/E environment appears.

2. Click Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify
that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and click the Apply link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.
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NOTE

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select another SMP/
E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
5. When you are on the Summary step, review the summary and click Check and Apply.

NOTE

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Then,
rerun the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Maintaining Products
Chorus Software Manager (CSM) can help automate acquiring, installing, maintaining, deploying, and configuring
mainframe software.

As a system programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. CSM provides a product list that enables you to display the list of licensed product maintenance
packages and to download these packages. Also, you can manage external maintenance packages that you acquired
outside of CSM so that they can be applied using CSM.

Use this scenario to guide you through the process:
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Figure 10: Maintaining_Products

1. (Optional) Configure automatic HOLDDATA download.
2. (Optional) Configure CSM to reject unneeded maintenance.
3. Download product maintenance packages.

– (Optional) Configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates.
4. (Optional) Manage maintenance downloaded outside of CSM.
5. Receive maintenance.
6. (Optional) Reject maintenance.
7. Apply maintenance.

a. Apply CARS maintenance.
b. (Optional) Apply FIXCAT maintenance.

8. (Optional) Restore maintenance.
9. Accept maintenance.

– (Optional) Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode.

After you complete this process, the maintenance packages for your products are accepted.

For more information about maintaining products, see the online help.
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NOTE

You have deployed and configured a product across your enterprise. Now you are applying maintenance to
this product. Create a deployment and a configuration for this product to get this maintenance to your target
systems.

Configure Automatic HOLDDATA Download
You can configure CSM to download automatically the available HOLDDATA that it uses for each maintenance installation.
Then you have current information about what maintenance packages are marked as PE (PTF in Error).

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Settings tab, and click the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the left
side.
The Software Catalog page opens.

2. In the HOLDDATA Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates check box.
The fields in the section become available.

3. Set up values for the following fields, and click Apply:

• Owner of Update Task
Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.

• Recurrence
Specifies how often the task recurs.

• Update Software Catalog Every number of Days
or

• Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading HOLDDATA to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value of Recurrence.

NOTE

Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the current
time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For example, on
Monday at 10.30am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then occurs on the
third day, Thursday, at 7.00am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update occurs on the
same day at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to
11.00. The first update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00am.

• System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application server
time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is not defined,
the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time. Local time is calculated based on the
system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available HOLDDATA to the software catalog immediately, click Update Immediately.

The automatic HOLDDATA download is configured.

Configure CSM to Reject Unneeded Maintenance from the SMP/E Environment
During the regular, FIXCAT, or CARS maintenance wizard execution, CSM may receive maintenance. Some maintenance
packages may not be directly associated with the maintenance that you want to apply.

You can configure CSM to reject the maintenance that was received but not applied during the wizard execution.
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• If you exit the wizard before the maintenance installation started, CSM rejects the maintenance that has been received
during the wizard execution. The SMP/E environment is restored to the state that it had before you started the wizard.

• If you navigated through the wizard steps, started the maintenance installation task, and the task completed
successfully, CSM rejects the received but not applied maintenance that is not directly associated with the
maintenance that you have applied.

This ensures that your SMP/E environments do not contain unneeded received maintenance.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Settings tab, and click the Software Installation link under System Settings on the left side.
The Software Installation page opens.

2. In the Maintenance Installation section, select the Reject Received Maintenance check box.
Click Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the
task status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM is configured to reject unneeded maintenance.

Download Product Maintenance Packages
You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Products tab. You can download:

• All maintenance packages for a product
• Only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the product release was updated last

NOTE
The information for HIPERs and new maintenance on the Software Status tab is based on the current
information in your software catalog. We recommend that you update the product list on a daily or weekly basis
to keep it current.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of the Broadcom Support website on the
Software Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom Support Online.

2. Click the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance in the product list on the left side.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section on the right side.

3. For the product release for which you want to download maintenance, click the Actions drop-down list to the right of
the release. Take one of the following steps:
– Select Update Product Release to download all maintenance packages for the product release.
– Select Get Latest Maintenance to download only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the

product release was updated last.

NOTE

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.
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Configure CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates
You can configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment. For more information, see Configure CSM.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded Outside of CSM
Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about these
maintenance packages to CSM from the Products tab.

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products still have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all the
nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by one with each added aggregated package.

If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested package
is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
The maintenance packages for the release are listed.

2. Click the Add External Maintenance button.
You are prompted to specify the package.

3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
– Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.
– UNIX File

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
– FTP File

Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading a
PTF to validate it.
• FTP Host

Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or provide
your FTP server host.

• FTP Port
Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.

• FTP Path
Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash (/). Enter
only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

• Maintenance Name
Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

• User Name
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Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.
• Password

Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.
– Solution

Adds a published solution on the Broadcom Support website. To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from
the same location, use masking.

4. Click OK.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database.
To see the added package, refresh the page.

View Aggregated Package Details
You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

NOTE
Aggregated maintenance packages were discontinued December 31, 2013. However, some Broadcom products
still have aggregated maintenance packages that were released before this date.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Products tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you want to
view.
The maintenance packages for the release are listed.

2. Click the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Click the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages that the aggregated package contains appears.

Receive Maintenance
After you download product maintenance, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E environment
where the related products are installed. Once received, maintenance packages can be applied.

NOTE

  While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10
minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.
Information about the SMP/E environment appears.

2. Click Maintenance.
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Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify
that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and click the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select another SMP/
E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and click Next.
The packages to receive are listed.

5. Review and adjust the list selections as required, and click Next.
6. Review the summary, and click Receive.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.

Reject Maintenance
You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

NOTE

  While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10
minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
Information about the SMP/E environment appears.

2. Click Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify
that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and click the Reject link.

NOTE
You can filter out only received packages.

The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select another SMP/
E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and click Next.
The packages to reject are listed.

5. Review and adjust the list selections as required, and click Next.
6. Review the summary, and click Reject.
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A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance
After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.

CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without applying the
packages.

NOTE

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10
minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.
Information about the SMP/E environment appears.

2. Click Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify
that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and click the Apply link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select another SMP/
E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
5. When you are on the Summary step, review the summary and click Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab

CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Then,
rerun the wizard.
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You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs
A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing
When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and its
prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA and
details about the HELD maintenance. You can then either bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD maintenance.
CSM determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:

• You can select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• You can leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a particular HOLDDATA entry check

box, CSM excludes the HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you decide to exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CSM verifies whether any other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CSM also excludes it from processing.

If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is either resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.

Applying CARS Maintenance
CSM lets you track and apply Broadcom Recommended Services (CARS) maintenance for your products.

Broadcom Recommended Service (CARS) is a set of maintenance packages that have been tested in a mainframe-
integrated system test environment. We recommend that you install CARS maintenance to keep your products up-to-date.
To stay informed about new CARS maintenance, download (manually or automatically) all CARS files that list published
maintenance for that CARS level.

Broadcom releases CARS maintenance regularly. The release date determines the CARS maintenance level.

To learn about new CARS maintenance, download the CARS files that are listed for published CARS maintenance. You
can configure CSM to download CARS files automatically, or add CARS files manually.

Based on information in CARS files, you can filter CARS maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section.
You can also select the packages that are applicable for within the CARS level that you want to install.

You can apply particular CARS maintenance packages. You can update all products in an SMP/E environment.
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NOTE
A CARS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CARS file
can also reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CARS file. This situation
can occur if a maintenance package is found in error after the CARS file is published. The CARS processing
continues as expected, and the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CARS
level for the product is not updated to the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the
SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CARS File Download

You can configure CSM to download available CARS files automatically. After download, the CARS files are stored in a
USS directory under the software catalog.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Settings tab, and click the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the left
side.
The Software Catalog page opens.

2. In the CARS Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates check box.
The fields in the section become available.

3. Set up values for the following fields, and click Apply:

• Owner of Update Task
Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.

• Recurrence
Specifies how often the task recurs.

• Update Software Catalog Every number of Days
or

• Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading CARS files to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the value
of Recurrence.

NOTE

Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the current
time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For example, on
Monday at 10.30am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then occurs on the
third day, Thursday, at 7.00am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update occurs on the
same day at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to
11.00. The first update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00am.

• System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application server
time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is not defined,
the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time. Local time is calculated based on the
system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available CARS files to the software catalog immediately, click Update Immediately.

The automatic CARS download is configured.
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Add a CARS File

If you cannot automatically download available CARS files, you can add them to the software catalog manually. Use the
Add CARS File link. The CARS files added manually are stored in the same USS directory as any other CARSfiles.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the CARS file using FTP from the Broadcom file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

ftp://ftp.broadcom.com

b. Log in to ftp.broadcom.com as follows:

user name: anonymous

password: your-email-address

c. Change to the following directory:

/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CARS file. CARS files appear in the format:

CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CSM web-based interface, click the Products tab, and click the Add CARS File link in the Actions section on the
left side.
You are prompted to identify the CARS file.

3. Specify the USS path to the CARS file you want to add, and click OK.
Information about the CARS file is saved in the CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CARS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment

You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CARS level. During processing, CSM
verifies that maintenance packages associated with the selected CARS level can be applied to the products, and then
applies the packages.

CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without applying the
packages.

NOTE

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10
minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab.
A list of SMP/E environments existing in CSM appears.

2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CARS level for.
Click the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CARS Level.
The CARS maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification
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message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select another SMP/
E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. When you are on the Summary step, review the summary and click Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

CSM verifies and applies the CARS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Then,
rerun the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Applying FIXCAT Maintenance
CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).

FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. You select a category, and CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Masking Maintenance Categories

When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:

CA.System.z/OS.* selects all the categories whose names start with CA.System.z/OS.

CA.System.z/OS.%% selects all the categories under CA.System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CSM.

CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without applying the
packages.

NOTE

 While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10
minutes, the lock releases.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab.
A list of SMP/E environments existing in CSM appears.

2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT maintenance to.
Click the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix Categories.
The fix category wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE

 If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select another SMP/
E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. When you are on the Summary step, review the summary and click Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE

 While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Then,
rerun the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Restore Maintenance
You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package, but not an accepted maintenance package.

NOTE

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10
minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore maintenance.
Information about the SMP/E environment appears.

2. Click Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify
that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and click the Restore link.

NOTE
You can filter out only applied packages.

The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification
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message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select another SMP/
E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and click Next.
The packages to restore are listed.

5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Click Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the
maintenance is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Click OK to
confirm the selection and return to the wizard, and click Next.
You are prompted to review prerequisites.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and click Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance
restoring process.
A summary of the task appears.

7. Review the summary, and click Restore.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance
After you apply maintenance, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.
You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.

WARNING

Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, click Update HOLDDATA in the
Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download.

NOTE

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10
minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance for.
Information about the SMP/E environment appears.

2. Click Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify
that you have >maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and click the Accept link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select another SMP/
E environment.
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4. Review the information about the maintenance, and click Next.
The packages to accept are listed.

5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Click Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the
maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Click OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and click Next.
You are prompted to select the installation mode.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and click Next.
You are prompted to review prerequisites.

7. Perform one of the following actions:
– If no prerequisites exist, click Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and click Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The prerequisites

are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Click Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Click Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Clicking Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Click Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

NOTE
For more information about SMPWRKx and SYSUTx data sets, see the IBM SMP/E for z/OS Reference.

10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:

NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

a. Click Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
b. Make the necessary changes, and click OK to confirm.

The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters
have been overridden.
To update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically, click Resolve Overrides. CSM provides values for
all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being accepted. All DDDEF entries are
selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.
If you want to cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF, clear its check box.
If you want to edit the allocation parameters for a particular DDDEF after you automatically updated them using
the Resolve Overrides button, click Override. Make the necessary changes. Click OK to confirm and return to the
wizard.

11. (Optional) Click View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the
selected SMP/E environment zones. Click Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the
Resolve Overrides button.

Click Next.
12. Review the summary, and click Accept.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.
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NOTE

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the
task status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are accepted.

Accepting Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode
CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

NOTE

For more information about GROUP and GROUPEXTEND modes, see the IBM SMP/E for z/OS Commands.

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:

• Accept Check
Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.

• Accept
Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.

• Accept Check and Accept
Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works

We recommend that you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.

– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.

3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

NOTE
For more information about the BYPASS options, see the IBM SMP/E for z/OS Commands.

You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.
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Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.

NOTE

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10
minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Information about the SMP/E environment appears.

2. Click Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify
that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and click the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select another SMP/
E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and click Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.

NOTE
Click a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The zones
indicate where the maintenance package is already received, applied, or accepted. Click Close to return to
the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and click Next.
The Prerequisites tab of the wizard appears.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. We recommend that
you run the maintenance in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and click Next.
The installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and click Next:
a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:

• NOAPARS
Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.

• NOUSERMODS
Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.

c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter
several packages, separate them by a comma.

The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.
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8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.
You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.

9. Click Next.
10. Review the summary, and click Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE

: While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

– If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task
output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

– If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task
output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or
bypassed.

You completed maintaining products with CSM.

Configuring CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates
CSM Software Manager (CSM) can help automate acquiring, installing, maintaining, deploying, and configuring mainframe
software.

As a system programmer and a security administrator, your responsibilities may include configuring CSM to perform
automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment.

Use this scenario to guide you through the process:
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Figure 11: Configuring_CACSM_to_Perform_Automatic_Maintenance_Updates

1. Set up PassTickets for the security system. Pick one of the following:
– Set up PassTickets for ACF2.
– Set up PassTickets for Top Secret
– Set up PassTickets for IBM RACF.

2. Update the CSM startup parameters
3. Configure automatic maintenance updates.

Set Up PassTickets for ACF2
Set up PassTickets for ACF2 for z/OS to let CSM perform automatic maintenance updates. The updates download
and receive maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E environment on your behalf without saving your
password.

WARNING
If the uid of the CSM application server started task user ID has the RESTRICT attribute, add the PTICKET
attribute to it.
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NOTE
The commands in this procedure are samples. For detailed information about using these commands, see the 
ACF2 for z/OS Administration Guide.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the CSM connection application session key:

SET PROFILE(PTKTDATA) DIVISION(SSIGNON)

INSERT applid SSKEY(0123456789ABCDEF) MULT-USE

– applid
Defines the application ID used for PassTicket validation for the automatic updates. Replace applid with your
Variable not found applid.
Default: CHORWEBS

– SSKEY
Defines an encryption key for the application using values that are different from the values in the sample syntax.

NOTE
The sample syntax demonstrates a complete key value of 16 hexadecimal digits (creating an 8-byte or
64-bit key). Each application key must be the same on all systems in the configuration and the values
must be kept secret and secured.

– MULT-USE
Lets you reuse the same PassTicket multiple times. 

2. Permit the CSM started task user ID to generate and evaluate PassTickets on behalf of CSM users:

SET RESOURCE(PTK)

RECKEY IRRPTAUTH ADD(applid.- UID(uid_of_stc_userid) SERVICE(UPDATE,READ) ALLOW)

– uid_of_stc_userid
Specifies the uid of the CSM application server started task user ID. This user ID must be able to generate
PassTickets for any user.
Default: MSMSERV

– applid
Defines the application ID used for PassTicket validation to authenticate connections to the server. Replace applid
with your CSM applid.Default: CHORWEBS 

3. Allow individual users to access CSM:

SET RESOURCE(SAF)

RECKEY applid  ADD(UID(uid_of_user) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(SAF)

NOTE
If you added a GSO CLASMAP record to change the type code for the APPL class to APL, use APL instead
of SAF for TYPE.

– uid_of_user
Defines a user who needs to perform the external operations.

4. Rebuild the directory for PTKTDATA records:

F ACF2,REBUILD(PTK),CLASS(P)

F ACF2,REBUILD(PTK)

PassTickets are configured. Go to Update the CSM Startup Parameters.
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Set Up PassTickets with Top Secret
Set up PassTickets for Top Secret for z/OS to let CSM perform automatic maintenance updates. The updates download
and receive maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E environment on your behalf without saving your
password.

NOTE

 This procedure assumes that the PTKTDATA class and IRRPTAUTH resource ownership have been defined.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the CSM connection application session key:

TSS ADDTO(NDT) PSTKAPPL(applid) SESSKEY(0123456789ABCDEF) SIGNMULTI

– applid
Defines the application ID used for PassTicket validation for the automatic updates. Replace applid with your CSM
applid.Default: CHORWEBS 

– SESSKEY
Defines an encryption key for the application in the format of 16 random hexadecimal digits that are different from
the values in the example.

NOTE

 This example demonstrates a complete key SESSKEY value of 16 hexadecimal digits (creating an 8-byte
or 64-bit key). Each application key must be the same on all systems in the configuration and the values
must be kept secret and secured.

– SIGNMULTI
Lets you reuse the same PassTicket multiple times.

2. Permit the CSM started task user ID to generate and evaluate PassTickets on behalf of CSM users:

TSS PERMIT(stc_userid) PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUTH.applid.) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)

– stc_userid
Specifies the CSM application server started task user ID. This user ID must be able to generate PassTickets for
any user.
Default: MSMSERV 

– applid
Defines the application ID used for PassTicket validation to authenticate connections to the server. Replace applid
with your CSM applid. 
Default: CHORWEBS

3. Add the applid to the applicable department:

TSS ADDTO(department) APPLICATION(applid)

4. Allow individual users to access CSM:

TSS PERMIT(userid) APPL(applid)

– userid
Defines a user who needs to perform the external operations.

PassTickets are configured. Go to Update the CSM Startup Parameters.
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Set Up PassTickets with IBM RACF
Set up PassTickets for IBM RACF to let CSM perform automatic maintenance updates. The updates download and
receive maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E environment on your behalf without saving your
password.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the profiles for the application in the PTKTDATA class for the application and specify the session keys:

SETROPTS CLASSACT(PTKTDATA) RACLIST(PTKTDATA)

RDEFINE PTKTDATA applid SSIGNON(KEYMASKED(0123456789ABCDEF)) APPLDATA('NO REPLAY PROTECTION') UACC(NONE)

– applid
Defines the application ID used for PassTicket validation to authenticate connections to the server. Replace applid
with your CSM applid.
Default: CHORWEBS

– KEYMASKED
Defines an encryption key for the application using values that are different from the values in the sample syntax.

NOTE

The sample syntax demonstrates a complete key value of 16 hexadecimal digits (creating an 8-byte or
64-bit key). Each application key must be the same on all systems in the configuration and the values
must be kept secret and secured.

– APPLDATA(‘NO REPLAY PROTECTION’)
Lets you reuse the same PassTicket multiple times.

The CSM session keys are defined.

NOTE
This example demonstrates a session key value of 16 hexadecimal digits (creating an 8-byte or 64-bit key).
Use a different value when you define your session keys. Each application key must be the same on all
systems in the configuration and the values must be kept secret and secured.

2. Permit the CSM started task user ID to generate and evaluate PassTickets on behalf of CSM users:

SETROPTS GENERIC(PTKTDATA)

RDEFINE PTKTDATA IRRPTAUTH.applid.* UACC(NONE)

PERMIT IRRPTAUTH.applid.* CLASS(PTKTDATA) ID(stc_userid) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)

– stc_userid
Specifies the CSM application server started task user ID. This user ID must be able to generate PassTickests for
any user.
Default: MSMSERV 

– applid
Defines the application ID used for PassTicket validation to authenticate connections to the server. 
Default: CHORWEBS 

3. Allow individual users to access CSM:

RDEFINE APPL applid UACC(NONE)

PERMIT applid CLASS(APPL) ID(userid) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS CLASSACT(APPL)

– userid
Defines a user who needs to perform the external operations. 

4. Refresh the PTKTDATA class:
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SETROPTS RACLIST(PTKTDATA) REFRESH

PassTickets are configured. Go to Update the CSM Startup Parameters.

Update the CSM Startup Parameters
Update the CSM startup parameters.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the following statement in the SAMPLIB(MSMLIB) member to specify the CSM application ID: 
IJO="$IJO -DmsmApplid=applid"

applid
     Defines the CSM application ID used for PassTicket validation to authenticate connections to the server.
     Default: CHORWEBS

2. Restart the CSM application server.
The changes take effect. 

 

Configure Automatic Maintenance Download for SMP/E Environment Products
You can configure CSM to automatically download the available maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment.

Additionally, you can configure CSM to automatically receive the downloaded maintenance in the SMP/E environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab. Select the SMP/E environment for whose products you want to configure an
automatic maintenance update on the tree on the left side.
Information about the SMP/E environment appears.

2. Click Installed Products.
A list of products that are installed in the SMP/E environment appears.

3. Expand the product that you want to configure an automatic maintenance update for.
4. Click Set Up next to the maintenance update line.

The update scheduler dialog appears.
5. Fill in the fields, and click OK.

The dialog closes. The automatic maintenance download is set up.
6. (Optional) To perform an automatic maintenance update anytime in between scheduled executions, click Run Now

next to the corresponding maintenance line.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

The automatic update is performed.

To cancel a configured maintenance update, click Clear Update next to the corresponding maintenance line.
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Configuring Products
CSM Software Manager (CSM) can help automate acquiring, installing, maintaining, deploying, and configuring mainframe
software.

As a system programmer, your responsibilities include configuring products using CSM. A configuration is a CSM object
that you create to tailor your installed software or CSM deployed software. Configuration makes your software usable in
your environment. A configuration contains the profiles, variables, and resources specific to your environment.

Use this scenario to guide you through the process:
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Figure 12: Configuring_Products_CACSM

1. Determine the source of your configuration based on your site environment:
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– If you configure a product from an SMP/E environment, you can only configure it on a staging system.
– If you configure a product from a configurable CSM deployment, you can configure it on a staging system or a

nonstaging system.
2. Create a configuration.
3. Build the configuration.
4. (Optional) Validate the configuration. Validation is optional, we recommend that you validate the configuration before

implementation.
– If validation fails, edit the configuration and repeat the process from step 3.
– If validation succeeded, implement the configuration. 

5. (Staging systems only) Activate the configuration.The product configuration process completes.

NOTE

You may have other product-specific steps to perform manually outside of CSM. For more information, review
the product installation content.

For more information about configuring products, see the online help.

Create a Configuration
You can create a configuration for a product that is installed in an SMP/E environment, or a product from an existing
configurable CSM deployment.

The configuration wizard consists of several steps that let you set up your configuration as you prepare to implement
it. When you go through the wizard, you define a set of properties for your configuration. For example, you define the
product that you want to configure and the system you are targeting for the configuration. Optionally, you can select to
import product configuration settings and variable values from a previous configuration for the selected product.

Each product configuration includes various settings, such as:

• The functions and options for the product
• Settings and preferences that are associated with the specified target system
• Resources for the product

NOTE
To avoid a conflict of resources between two or more configurations of a product, SCS manages the
resources that are associated with previously defined configurations. To resolve any conflicting (not unique)
resource in your configuration,

• Change the appropriate target setting to create a unique resource name.
or 

• Delete the older configuration containing the existing resource name and release the conflicting resource. 

If you import values from another configuration, you can optionally delete the configuration that you are
importing the values from to avoid conflicts.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Configurations tab, click Create Configuration from the Actions section.
The configuration wizard opens to step 1.

NOTE
You can also start the configuration wizard from the following locations:

• The SMP/E Environments tab - for a product in a particular SMP/E environment.
• The Deployments tab - for a product from an existing configurable CSM deployment. Starting the

configuration wizard from the Deployments tab opens it to step 2.
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2. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
3. At the Review and Build step, review the configuration summary.

You are ready to build the configuration.

NOTE
If you do not want to build configuration now, click Save and close the wizard. You can build it later.

Considerations when Configuring to a Staging System
Configuring a product that targets a staging system implies the DASD resources that are created as part of a product
implementation will be local to the CSM driving system. The CSM driving system is the system where the the product is
running.

Configurations that you create for a staging system are implemented in the following phases:

1. CSM creates and customizes the product run-time data sets on the CSM driving system.
When a configuration targets a staging system, the configuration wizard provides a set of catalog preference variables
as part of the target settings. You decide  whether the customized run-time data sets that are created in the first phase
should be cataloged in the catalog that is associated with the CSM driving system. This setting is default.
If you do not catalog the data sets to the CSM driving system catalog, you can optionally specify the name of a user
catalog where the customized run-time data sets will be cataloged into. If you do not provide the user catalog name,
the data sets are uncataloged.
The support for creating uncataloged run-time data sets assumes that the following statements are true:
-- The volume that is specified for the run-time data sets is not SMS-managed.
-- The rules that are established at your site allow the run-time data sets to be created as uncataloged data sets.
When an optional user catalog name is specified, you can specify optional alternate, or indirect, system residence
volumes (SYSRES). By default, no SYSRES preference is specified.
– If no SYSRES preference is specified, the user catalog entries are created with the volume serial numbers of the

run-time data sets.
– If a SYSRES preference is specified, the user catalog entries are created with an indirect reference to a system

residence volume (or its logical extensions). Specifying a SYSRES preference lets you change (later) the volume
serial numbers of the system residence volume (or its logical extensions) without having to recatalog the run-time
data sets on those volumes.

NOTE
For more information about non-VSAM user catalog entries and indirect volume serial references, see the
IBM DFSMS Access Method Services for Catalogs (SC26-7394). Review the DEFINE NONVSAM command
description.

2. You make the data sets accessible and activate the configuration.
Systems that do not share DASD with the CSM driving system do not have access to the run-time data sets. For those
systems, move the run-time data sets to DASD that is accessible to the remote system. For moving the data sets,
select and use a method that is appropriate for your site and environment. CSM does not endorse a specific technique
or provide support for transmitting the customized run-time data sets that are created when configuring a product to a
staging system.
After making the data sets accessible, activate the configuration.

Build the Configuration
You can build a previously saved configuration, or you can rebuild your configuration (for example, if you experience a
build problem).

You can only build configurations with a status of Under Construction (8) (resume the configuration first), or Build failed.

 Follow these steps: 
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Perform one of the following actions:

• If you are on the Review and Build step of the wizard, click Build.
• If your configuration is saved in a step before the Review and Build step, resume the configuration from the

Configurations tab. Then, follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps. When you are on
the Review and Build step, click Build.

• If your configuration is in Build failed status, click the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select
Build.
Optionally, you can edit the configuration before you build it again. Then, navigate to the Review and Build step of the
wizard, and click Build.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to close
the task output browser.

NOTE
 While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

The configuration is built.

Built configurations are ready to be optionally validated or implemented. Before you start implementing a configuration,
you can still edit the configuration.

Validate the Configuration
Before you implement a configuration, you can validate it. Validation verifies access to resources that are going to be
utilized when you implement the configuration.

NOTE
Although validation is optional, we recommend that you validate the configuration before implementation.

You can only validate configurations with a status of Build completed, Validated, Validation error, Implementation stopped,
or Implementation error.

While validation of a configuration is in progress, do not use the configuration data sets that are outside of CSM. Doing so
helps avoid data set contention between the CSM validate processing and data sets being accessed outside of CSM.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to validate.
2. Click the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Validate.

The validation dialog opens. This dialog contains status information and a table of numbered configuration steps.
The validation process is started and continues until it has successfully completed or fails. The steps in this dialog
automatically update as operation data changes.

3. Review the operation steps. You can perform the following actions:
– Click the link of a step name to display information about the actions that are associated with this step.
– Click the icon in the Text column to see details about the processing that is associated with this step. If this step is

manual, you can use this information to perform the step manually. Click Show Details to open a detailed summary
for all steps in the configuration.

– For the steps that have prerequisites, hover over the icon in the Prereq column to see details about the
prerequisites.

When the validation completes, a message appears confirming that the validation succeeded or failed.

NOTE
While a validation is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog without
stopping the validation process. Click the configuration status link to bring back the validation dialog while the
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validation is still in progress. Or, you can view the status of the validation task later from the Tasks tab. After the
validation finishes and before you start implementing, you can still edit the configuration.

After a validation has finished successfully for a configuration on a staging system, you can review the activation
instructions. Click Activation Instructions from the validation dialog. Doing so opens the required steps that you must
complete after you implement the configuration to activate this configuration.

Edit the Configuration
You can edit configurations that you have previously created and built. You can edit a configuration if the build fails, or
when validation fails because of an errant value.

You can only edit:

• configurations in a status of Build complete, Build failed, Validated, or Validation error.
• a configuration that has not started implementing yet. After a configuration has started implementing, you cannot edit it.
• one configuration at a time.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to edit.

NOTE
You can click the Status column to sort by status and identify all configurations that you can edit.

2. Click the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Edit.
The configuration wizard opens to step 4.

3. Change data on this step as needed, and navigate and make edits to the remaining steps in the wizard.

 

Implement the Configuration
When you start the implementation, CSM evaluates the defined steps and determines what steps to execute. The
selected steps are presented as a list. Release them so that they can be eligible to execute after their prerequisite steps
have successfully completed.

NOTE
Validation and implementation of a configuration may require exclusive access to data sets that the configuration
specifies. Using data sets outside of CSM, such as ISPF edit and browse data sets, can introduce data set
contention. Data set contention can result in validation and implementation errors. Therefore, while validation or
implementation of a configuration is in progress, do not use the configuration data sets that are outside of CSM.

Implementation completes the configuration process for configurations on a nonstaging system. For configurations on
staging systems, you may be required to perform extra steps to activate your configuration.

Implementation executes on the target system, applying the variables, resources, and operations that are defined in the
configuration.

You can only implement configurations with a status of Build completed, Validated, Validation error, Implementation
stopped, or Implementation error.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to implement.
2. Click the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Implement.

The implementation dialog opens. This dialog contains status information, and a table of numbered operation steps.
3. Review the operation steps. You can perform the following actions:
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– Click the link of a step name to display information about the actions that are associated with this step.
– Click the icon in the Text column to see details about the processing that is associated with this step. If this step is

manual, you can use this information to perform the step manually.
– For the steps that have prerequisites, hold the mouse over the icon in the Prereq column to see details about the

prerequisites.
4. (Optional) Select one or more steps and perform the following actions using the action links:

– Set Automatic
Changes the mode of the selected manual steps so that CSM automatically performs them as soon as they are
released and all prerequisites are satisfied.
You cannot change the mode of external steps. CSM cannot perform them automatically.

– Set Manual
Changes the mode of the selected automatic steps so that they become manual steps that you must perform
outside of CSM.

– Release
Releases the selected steps. The steps become eligible for execution when all of their prerequisite steps are
complete.

– Bypass
Skips the selected steps. These steps are not released when you click Release All. If the bypassed steps are
prerequisites for other steps, the prerequisites are considered satisfied. The dependent steps are executed when
they are released.

5. For manual or external steps, click the Actions drop-down list to the right of a step, and select Confirm.
The step is confirmed as completed successfully. Any prerequisites that other steps within the implementation define
are satisfied.

6. Perform one of the following actions:
– Click Release All to release all steps at once and execute them. However, steps do not execute if they have

prerequisite steps that have not completed. Perform and confirm manual and external steps.
– Click Release Next to release and execute the next step in sequence. However, the step do not execute if it has

prerequisite steps that have not completed. Continue to click Release Next for each subsequent step, and confirm
manual and external steps.

The implementation process is started and continues until it has successfully completed, is stopped manually, or fails.
The steps in this dialog automatically update as operation data changes.

NOTE
While an implementation is in progress, you can perform other work. Click Hide to exit the dialog without
stopping the implementation process. Click the configuration status link to bring back the implementation
dialog while the implementation is still in progress, or view the status of the implementation task later from
the Tasks tab.

You can click Stop to stop the implementation process. Non-executing steps are not started. You can start another run
of the implementation from the Configurations tab by selecting the configuration and clicking Implement.
When the implementation completes, a message appears confirming that the implementation succeeded or failed.

7. (For successful configurations on staging systems) Click Activation Instructions to open the required steps that you
must complete next to activate this configuration.

View Step and Action Details
The validation and implementation dialogs contain links that let you drill down for more information about steps and
actions that are associated with each step.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Validate Configuration or Implement Configuration dialog, click the link for the step for which you want to view
details.
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An Actions dialog opens. The dialog contains the actions that are associated with this step as links if more information
is available. This dialog contains the following columns:
– Name

Identifies the name of an action.
– Type

Identifies one of the following types for this action:
• Action

This is an actual action.
• Backup

This action performs a backup operation if the action is recoverable.
• Commit

This action makes the changes from previous actions permanent.
• Rollback

This action reverts the changes from previous actions.
– Group

Identifies one of the following groups that are associated with this action:
• Operation action

Describes the set of actions that perform the function of the operation.
• Preop recovery

Describes the set of actions to be performed before all other actions in the operation.
• Postop recovery success

Describes the set of actions to be performed if all actions complete successfully.
• Postop recovery failure

Describes the set of actions to be performed if any action completes unsuccessfully.
• Cleanup

Describes the set of actions to be performed after all other actions in the operation.
– SRVC-CC

Identifies the CSM services completion code for this action.

NOTE
This is an internal CSM completion code that is returned from the executed service in the SCS address
space.

– SRVC-RC
Identifies the CSM services return code for this action.

NOTE
This is similar to the z/OS completion code.

– Status
Identifies the status for this action.

2. Click the link for the action you want to view details for.
Another dialog that contains details about this action opens.

Activate the Configuration
Activation of a configuration may be required when you configure a product on a staging system.

Configuring a product on a staging system can help :

• Create a customized set of run-time data sets that you then move to a target system for the final activation
• Create a fully implemented version of the product and test it locally

Activating the configuration makes your configuration fully functional on the target system.
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You perform the following high-level process to activate the configuration:

1. (In CSM) Configure a product on a staging system.
2. (In CSM) Obtain the activation instructions that are available after the configuration is successfully built, validated,

or implemented on a staging system. The activation instructions include extra steps that you have to perform on the
configuration outside of CSM. For example, update data set members, or APF-authorize data sets.

3. (Outside of CSM) Perform one of the following actions:
– If you activate a configuration on a staging system, follow the activation instructions on the staging system. Doing

so activates the configuration and completes the configuration process.
– If you activate a configuration on a remote system, deploy the configuration to the remote location. To do so, select

and use a method that is appropriate for your site and environment. Then, follow the activation instructions on the
remote system to activate the configuration and complete the configuration process.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to activate.
2. Click the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Activation Instructions.

A dialog that shows activation instructions opens. This dialog contains information about steps that you have to
perform to activate the configuration.

3. Review the steps.
4. (Optional) Click Export to print the activation instructions, or export them to a TXT file or a ZIP file.
5. Close the dialog.
6. Perform the steps that are described in the activation instructions.

Your configuration is activated and fully functional.

 

Managing SMP/E Environments in CSM
CSM Software Manager (CSM) can help automate acquiring, installing, maintaining, deploying, and configuring
mainframe software. As a system programmer, your responsibilities include managing SMP/E environments in your z/OS
environment using CSM. Managing SMP/E environments helps you keep your SMP/E environments up-to-date and use
them in the most efficient way.

Use this scenario to guide you through the process:
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Figure 13: Managing_SMPE_Environments

1. Migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM.
2. Configure a working set of SMP/E environments.
3. (Optional) Update the working set of SMP/E environment.
4. (Optional) Organize zone sets for an SMP/E environment.
5. Maintain SMP/E environments:
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– Change the SMP/E environment name.
– Group SMP/E environments by tags.
– Define criteria for filtering maintenance in an SMP/E environment.
– Generate an exception SYSMOD report for an SMP/E environment.

6. Remove or delete an SMP/E environment.

NOTE

For more information about managing SMP/E environments, see the online help.

Migrate an SMP/E Environment
You can use CSM to maintain products that were installed previously using SMP/E by placing the relevant SMP/E
environments under CSM management.

You can add to CSM information about an SMP/E environment that is created outside of CSM from the SMP/E
Environments tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the migration.

Migrating an existing SMP/E environment to CSM enables you to use CSM to manage the products that are installed
using that SMP/E environment. For example, you can apply maintenance to the installed products.

Some zones of the migrated SMP/E environment can have missing or partially populated DDDEF entries. CSM requires
DDDEFs to maintain previously installed products successfully. For those SMP/E environment zones, you obtain the
missing DDDEFs from the original product SMP/E installation JCL during SMP/E environment migration. This JCL is the
member that is used to install the SMP/E product using the Receive (or Apply and Accept) functions.

NOTE
We recommend that you use your product installation JCL when migrating an SMP/E environment to CSM to
ensure product SMP/E environment integrity.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and click the Migrate SMP/E Environment link in the Actions section on the left
side.
You are prompted to identify the SMP/E environment.

2. Define a meaningful name for the environment, specify the data set name of the SMP/E environment you want to
migrate. Click Next.
The functions in the SMP/E environment are listed.

3. Review the information, and click Next.
A list of zones with DDDEF associations appears.

4. (Optional) For the zones that do not have DDDEFs or have them partially populated, obtain them from your product
installation JCL.

NOTE
We recommend that you use your product installation JCL and verify that all SMP/E environment zones have
required DDDEFs.

a. Specify the required JCL data set and member in the DDDEF JCL field and click Get DDDEFs from JCL. If the
used JCL contains cataloged procedures specify, in which data set they are stored in the PROCLIB Data Set field.
A pop-up window appears displaying obtained DDDEFs and the zones.

b. Select the zone that you want to associate DDDEFs with.
A list of DDDEFs appears. All DDDEFs are selected by default.

c. Clear the check boxes for those DDDEFs that you do not want to add to the zone. Repeat for each zone that you
want to add DDDEFs to. Click OK.
The selected DDDEFs are associated with the zones, and the pop-up window closes.
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• If some DDDEFs from the list cannot be added to the zone or they exist in the zone, the corresponding check
boxes are disabled. Also, you cannot select the DDDEFs from the list.

• If you want to resolve the associations between the zones and DDDEFs automatically, click Discover. CSM
scans the zones and associates appropriate DDDEFs with the zones found in JCL. The associated DDDEFs are
selected in the list, and the check boxes are disabled. Once you added DDDEFs using the Discover button, you
can remove them only by canceling the whole process of migrating the SMP/E environment.

5. (Optional) Review and update the DDDEFs obtained from JCL for each zone individually:
a. Click Manage DDDEFs for the zone whose DDDEFs you want to review individually or change.

A pop-up window appears displaying a list of DDDEFs for the zone.
b. Review the list of DDDEFs and select (to add to a zone) or clear (to remove from a zone) the corresponding check

boxes.

NOTE
If some DDDEFs from the list cannot be added to the zone or they exist in the zone, the corresponding
check boxes are disabled. Also, you cannot select the DDDEFs from the list.

c. Click Close to save changes and return to the wizard.
6. Click Next.

If any file systems mounted to the path specified in the DDDEFs are found, a list of the file systems appears.
7. Review the file systems. If there are file systems that you want to add as managed product USS file systems, select

them. Click Next.
Zones of the migrated SMP/E environment are listed.

NOTE
Only the existing zones and the zones to which you have access, appear.

8. Specify a prefix for each zone and click Next. Prefixes are only used as HLQ defaults during future base installations
into the same SMP/E environment. If necessary, these defaults can be overridden during the base installation.

NOTE
The prefix for the global zone is defined automatically, and you cannot change it.

9. Review the list of options available and select the ones that you want to apply to the migrated SMP/E environment:
– Add SMP/E Environment to Working Set

Adds the migrated SMP/E environment to your working set.
10. Click Next.

The summary page appears.
11. Review the information, and click Migrate.

NOTE
To see UCLIN statements for the zone DDDEFs, click Show UCLIN at the bottom.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

After the migration is successfully completed, information about the SMP/E environment and associated products is
saved in the CSM database. The migrated environment appears on the tree in the SMP/E Environments section on the
left side.
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Configure a Working Set of SMP/E Environments
You can organize SMP/E environments into a working set. A working set is a selected group of SMP/E environments
with which you want to work. Future displayed information will be based on the working set. For example, maintenance
information is shown for the working set, and the information is not shown for environments outside the set. Or, to install
a product in an existing SMP/E environment, add this SMP/E environment to your working set. If you do not have the
SMP/E environment in your working set, you will only have the option to create a new SMP/E environment during product
installation. In this case, exit the installation wizard, configure your working set and then restart the wizard.

Although you can have only one working set, you can have as many SMP/E environments in it as you need.

NOTE
 CSM does not have a default working set.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environments that you want to include in a working set.
An information text area under the list of SMP/E environments displays the number of environments you selected.

2. Click Use as Working Set.
3. Click OK.

The working set is configured. The new working set replaces a previously defined working set.

You can display only those SMP/E environments that are in your working set by clicking Show Working Set Only.

 

 

Update a Working Set
The Maintenance Packages section, Products tab, displays a list of SMP/E environments for product release maintenance
packages that you are working with. The selected environments are the ones that are in your working set. You can
add other environments to your working set or can delete environments from your working set. The remaining SMP/E
environments in your working set that are not displayed in the list are unaffected.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Products tab, and select the product from the tree on the left side.
Maintenance information appears on the right side for the releases you have.

2. Click the release name.
The maintenance packages are listed, including a list of SMP/E environments where the release package is installed.

3. Update the list of SMP/E environments by selecting and clearing corresponding check boxes, and click Update
Working Set.

4. Click OK.
The working set is updated.

Organize Zone Sets for an SMP/E Environment
You can organize target zones in an SMP/E environment into zone sets by certain criteria. For example, you can have a
zone set that contains all the target zones in your SMP/E environment where a particular product is installed.

Doing so can help you manage and maintain products that are installed in the SMP/E environment easier and faster. For
example, you can configure and deploy products that are installed in a particular zone set. Or, you can apply maintenance
(regular, CARS, or FIXCAT) to the products in a zone set.

You can create as many zone sets as you need. An SMP/E environment target zone can only be included in one zone set
at a time.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab.
A list of SMP/E environments existing in CSM appears.

2. Click the SMP/E environment on the tree on the left side.
Information about the SMP/E environment appears.

3. Click Zone Sets.
The Zone Sets page opens.

4. Perform the required actions:
– To create a zone set in the SMP/E environment, click Create on the right. In the dialog that opens, fill in the fields,

and click Create.
The dialog closes. The zone set is created and appears in the zone set list.

– To edit an existing zone set, locate the zone set, and select Edit from the Actions drop-down list to the right of the
zone set. In the dialog that opens, update the fields, and click Save.
The dialog closes. The changes are saved.

– To delete a zone set, locate the zone set, and select Delete from the Actions drop-down list to the right of the zone
set. Then, confirm the deletion.
The dialog closes. The zone set is deleted.

Maintain SMP/E Environments
You perform the tasks that are described in this section as needed.

This section contains the following topics:

Change the SMP/E environment name

Group SMP/E environments by tags

Define criteria for filtering maintenance in an SMP/E environment

Generate an exception SYSMOD report for an SMP/E environment

Change the SMP/E Environment Name
You can edit the name of an SMP/E environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab.
A list of SMP/E environments existing in CSM appears.

2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment that you want to rename. Click the Actions drop-down list to
the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Change Name.
The Change Name dialog appears.

NOTE
You can also click the Change Name button on the SMP/E Environment Information tab to open the Change
Name dialog.

3. Enter the new name in the Name field, and click OK.
The Change Name dialog closes. A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you
can click Show Results on the Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the
action details. Click Close to close the task output browser.

NOTE

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.
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The SMP/E environment name is changed.

Group SMP/E Environments by Tags
Putting your SMP/E environments into logical groups can make them easier to manage. An SMP/E environment can
belong to multiple groups. You use tags to group the SMP/E environments. For example, you can create a Test tag to
group SMP/E environments that are used for testing. You can also create a USER01 tag to group SMP/E environments
that are looked after by USER01. After you assign the tags, you can use the Show drop-down list to list the SMP/E
environments selectively by tags.

To group SMP/E environments by tags, you assign tags to the SMP/E environments as appropriate through the SMP/E
Environments tab.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab.
A list of SMP/E environments existing in CSM appears.

2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment that you want to assign to a group. Click the Actions drop-
down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Edit Tags.
The tagging dialog appears.

3. (Optional) If a suitable tag is not listed, click New.
You are prompted for the name of the tag.
– Insert Name

Specifies the name of the tag.
Limits: 24 alphanumeric, #, $, ., and - characters

Specify the name, and click OK.
A new tag is added to the list.

4. Select the tags that you want to assign to the SMP/E environment, and click Apply.
The confirmation dialog appears. The SMP/E environment is grouped with other SMP/E environments with the same
tags.

5. Click OK.
The confirmation dialog closes.

6. Click Close.
The tagging dialog closes.

Define Criteria for Filtering Maintenance in an SMP/E Environment
You can configure how maintenance for an SMP/E environment appears on the Maintenance tab of the SMP/E
Environments page.

The Maintenance View Criteria wizard filters the maintenance in an SMP/E environment that is displayed on the
Maintenance tab by zone and by function. When you first select the Maintenance tab for an SMP/E environment, all of the
maintenance packages appear. After you click Save or Finish, your settings are saved for that SMP/E environment.

NOTE
When you first select the Maintenance tab for an SMP/E environment, all of the maintenance packages appear
if that SMP/E environment contains only one zone pairing. If an SMP/E environment contains multiple zones, no
maintenance packages are displayed until you select zones to filter on.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment that you want to filter.
Information about the SMP/E environment appears.

2. Click Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed.
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3. Click Edit in the Maintenance View Criteria section.
The Maintenance View Criteria wizard opens, and you are prompted to select zones.

4. Select the zones that you want to filter on, and click Next.
You are prompted to select functions to filter on.

5. Select the functions that you want to filter on and click one of the following links:
– Click Back to go to the previous page of the wizard and select zones to filter on.
– Click Save to save the changes and close the Maintenance Filter Wizard.
– Click Finish to save the changes, close the Maintenance Filter Wizard and apply your filter selections to the

Maintenance table.
6. (Optional) If you clicked Save, click Show Maintenance on the Maintenance tab to apply your filter selections to the

Maintenance table.

Filter Options

Select Zones

You can filter maintenance packages within an SMP/E environment by target zone and distribution zone.

To filter based on zones, select the zones that you want to filter on. Click Next to go to the next page of the wizard and
select functions to filter on.

Select Functions

After you select zones, you can filter maintenance packages within a zone by functions.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the functions that you want to filter on and click one of the following links:
– Click Back to go to the previous page of the wizard and select zones to filter on.
– Click Save to save the changes and close the Maintenance Filter Wizard.
– Click Finish to save the changes, close the Maintenance Filter Wizard and apply your filter selections to the

Maintenance table.
2. (Optional) If you clicked Save, click Show Maintenance on the Maintenance tab to apply your filter selections to the

Maintenance table.

Generate an Exception SYSMOD Report for an SMP/E Environment
You can generate an exception SYSMOD report for your SMP/E environments using the REPORT ERRSYSMODS
command. Use this report to determine whether any processed SYSMODs are now exception SYSMODs, or whether any
resolving SYSMODs are available for held SYSMODs. You must have write access to the SMP/E environment that you
issue the command for.

NOTE
For more information about the REPORT ERRSYSMODS command, see the IBM SMP/E V3R4.0 Commands.

When you generate an exception SYSMOD report, CSM starts a task. This task has the following results:

• The task updates HOLDDATA from the Broadcom Support website.
• The task receives HOLDDATA into the global zone of each SMP/E environment in which you run the REPORT

ERRSYSMODS command.
• The task runs the REPORT ERRSYSMODS NOPUNCH SMP/E statement for the global zone and all target zones of

each SMP/E environment.

After the task completes, you can find the exception SYSMOD report in task details.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and locate the SMP/E environment that you want to generate an exception
SYSMOD report for.

NOTE
You can also generate an exception SYSMOD report using the SMP/E Environments, SMP/E Environment
Information tab.

2. Click the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Exception SYSMOD Report.
A dialog appears that shows the progress of the task. Completing the task can take several minutes.

3. When the task completes, click Show Results on the Progress tab.
The dialog closes. The task output browser opens.

4. In the tree on the left side, click the task step that is named ‘Exception SYSMODs report for your_environment_name’,
and then click SMPRPT under it.
The exception SYSMOD report appears on the right side.

5. Review, and optionally download the report, searching for particular instances in the output. If the output contains more
than one page of data, browse the output using the page counter in the top right corner.

6. Click Close on the top right corner.
The task output browser closes, and the Tasks page appears.

Remove or Delete an SMP/E Environment
You can remove an SMP/E environment so that CSM no longer manages the SMP/E environment through the SMP/E
Environments tab. You can also delete an SMP/E environment and its data sets from the system.

NOTE

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10
minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab.
A list of SMP/E environments existing in CSM appears.

2. Click the SMP/E environment on the tree on the left side.
Information about the SMP/E environment appears.

3. Perform the required actions:
– To remove knowledge about the SMP/E environment from CSM, click Remove SMP/E Environment from CSM.

Then, click OK in response to the confirmation dialog.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in by another user, a notification message appears. You
are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

– To remove knowledge about the SMP/E environment from CSM and delete the SMP/E environment data sets from
the system, click Delete SMP/E Environment. The SMP/E environment deletion wizard opens to the Introduction
step.
Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps. When you are on the Summary step,
review the summary, and click Delete.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.
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NOTE

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab

The task completes. The required action is performed.

Managing Tasks
CSM Software Manager (CSM) can help automate acquiring, installing, maintaining, deploying, and configuring mainframe
software. As a system programmer, your responsibilities include managing tasks that are related to these activities.

A task is generated every time that you perform a long running action or an action that contains several commands. For
example, installing a product, migrating an SMP/E environment into CSM, or applying maintenance to a product starts a
task.

You manage tasks on the Tasks page.

When a task starts, it runs as a background task on the CSM application server. A task details dialog opens that
shows the progress of the task. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the Progress tab to close
this dialog and open the task output browser to view the details of the actions, task commands, and their output.
You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on the Tasks tab. While a task is in progress, you
can perform other work or close the browser.

Besides standard CSM tasks running on the CSM application server, there is a special task type: implementation
task. Implementation tasks are run by SCS address spaces and performed when you manage product configurations.
You manage implementation tasks on the Tasks tab using the implementation dialog that opens when you click the
implementation task name.

Use this scenario to guide you through the process:
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Figure 14: Managing_Tasks

1. If your task is a standard CSM task:
a. (Optional) Set up a diagnostic log level for tasks.
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b. View task details.
c. (Optional) Download task details.

2. If your task is an implementation task:
a. View implementation task details.
b. (Optional) Export implementation details.

3. Set up task management policies.
4. Delete a task.

Set Up a Diagnostic Log Level for Tasks
By default, CSM does not record any log messages for your tasks. You can configure CSM to record log messages of a
particular level for your tasks. If your task fails, log messages can help you analyze the details to determine the cause of
the failure.

You can review log messages based on the task ID using a performance monitoring tool available on your system (for
example, SYSVIEW). If you select to include log information in task output, log messages are also stored in a USS
directory that you define.

NOTE

This procedure does not apply to implementation tasks.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Settings tab, and click the Change Diagnostic Log Level link in the Actions section on the left side.
The log level dialog opens.

2. Fill in the fields, and click OK.
The dialog closes. The diagnostic log level is set up for your tasks.

 

View Task Details
You can view results of completed tasks. Reviewing tasks can help you recover from a failed task.

NOTE

This procedure does not apply to implementation tasks.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Tasks tab, and perform one of the following actions:
– To view details of a completed task that has not been already viewed, click the Current Tasks subtab.
– To view details of a completed task that has been viewed, click the Task History subtab.
– To view details of an audit task, click the Audit Task History.

NOTE

 Note: You can filter tasks using the Show drop-down lists.

A list of tasks appears.
2. Locate the task that you want to view, and click the Name link.

The task output browser opens.

NOTE

If you are viewing results of a completed task from the Current Tasks tab, a task details dialog appears first.
Click Show Results on the Progress tab to close this dialog and open the task output browser.

3. Review task details navigating through the tree on the left side:
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– To review general information and a list of steps that are executed during task processing, click the task name.
– To review general information about the step and detailed output, click the task step name.
– To review detail information about actions that are performed during a step, click the detail output level. You can

search for particular instances in the output. If the output contains more than one page of data, browse the output
using the page counter in the top right corner.

NOTE
You can display diagnostic information for a task by configuring the diagnostic log settings. You can save
details of a task or a task step for further analysis.

4. Click Close on the top right corner.
The task output browser closes. You are redirected to the Tasks page.

NOTE

A reviewed finished task moves to the Task History tab. Click the Refresh button to see the task that has
been removed from the list.

 

Download Task Details
You can save details of a task or a task step for further analysis. You can save details as a TXT file, a ZIP file, or a data
set.

NOTE

This procedure does not apply to implementation tasks.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Tasks tab, and perform one of the following actions:
– To save results of a completed task that has not been reviewed, click the Current Tasks subtab.
– To save results of a completed task that has been viewed, click the Task History subtab.
– To save results of an audit task, click the Audit Task History.
A list of tasks appears.

NOTE

You can filter tasks using the Show drop-down lists.
2. Locate the task whose details you want to save, and click the Name link.

The task output browser opens.

NOTE

If you are viewing results of a completed task from the Current Tasks tab, a task details dialog appears first.
Click Show Results on the Progress tab to close this dialog and open the task output browser.

3. To save the task as a ZIP file, perform the following actions:
a. Click Download Zipped Output at the top right corner.

NOTE
To save a step of the task as a ZIP file, click the step from the tree on the left side. Then, click Download
Zipped Output at the top right corner.

A file download window appears.
b. Follow the instructions in your browser to save the file.

The task is saved in the selected format.
4. To save detailed output of a step, perform the following actions:

a. In the task tree on the left side, click the step that contains the detail output.
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The step details appear on the right side.
b. In the Detailed Output section, click the Actions drop-down list to the right of the detailed output that you want to

save. Then, select one of the following options:
• Download as TXTDownloads the details as a TXT file. Follow the instructions in your browser to save or open

the file. When printing the TXT file, you can reduce the font size and use landscape mode to minimize line
wrapping problems.

• Download as ZIP
Downloads the data as a ZIP file. Follow the instructions in your browser to save or open the file.

• Save as Data Set
Saves the data as a data set. Enter the data set name, and click OK. VOLSER and storage class are optional.

The detailed output is saved to the specified location in the selected format.

 

View Implementation Task Details
When you implement a configuration, the tasks that are associated with that implementation appear on the Tasks tab.
Implementation tasks run on the SCS address space, and are prefixed with Impl - in the Task ID column.

NOTE

Implementation tasks are created when you validate or implement a configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Tasks tab and locate the implementation task whose details you want to view.
2. Click the link in the Name column for the task.

The Implementation dialog opens, where you can start, monitor, and stop the execution of your configured software.

Export Implementation Details
You can export details about the implementation of a configuration to a TXT file, a data set, or a ZIP file. These details
include general information about the configuration, and its operations and actions.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Tasks tab and locate the implementation task that you want to export details for.

NOTE

Implementation tasks are created when you validate or implement a configuration.
2. Click the link in the Name column for the task.

The Implementation dialog opens.
3. Click the Export drop-down list and select one of the following options:

– Report as TXTDownloads the details as a TXT file. Follow the instructions in your browser to save or open the
file. When printing the TXT file, you can reduce the font size and use landscape mode to minimize line wrapping
problems.

– Report as Data Set
Saves the details as a data set. Complete the fields in this dialog and click OK.

– Diagnostics as ZIP
Saves the details as a ZIP file. Follow the instructions in your browser to save or open the file.

The implementation details are saved to the specified location.
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Set Up Task Management Policies
CSM can mass offload (move, copy, or delete) user task output within CSM by using the policy wizard. Use this
functionality with the Move or Delete policy types to ensure that the file system being used for task output does not
continue to grow and use excessive DASD space. Create site policies to ensure that the operational standards and goals
are adhered to.

The policy types Copy and Move can send the existing task output to one of the following output types:

• JES
• Sequential data set

You can execute a policy immediately after it is created. You can also store policies for future usage. You can trigger them
manually or automatically with a CSM scheduling mechanism or an external scheduler.

You can select from the following types of tasks:

• Product Tasks
Include tasks that are related to products. The following task types belong to product tasks:
– Base installation tasks
– Maintenance installation tasks
– Automatic update tasks
– Product SMP/E maintenance tasks
– Product acquisition tasks
– Deployment tasks
– Configuration tasks
– Implementation tasks
– FIXCAT update tasks

• Housekeeping Tasks
Include tasks that are related to setting up and configuring CSM. The following task types belong to housekeeping
tasks:
– System settings tasks
– Product catalog tasks
– System registry tasks

• Audit Tasks
Include audit tasks representing tasks that were deleted from CSM and task policy tasks that are created when a task
management policy executes. The following task types belong to audit tasks:
– Task deletion tasks
– Policy management tasks

You can create archives for all tasks run daily, weekly, individually for each task. Conversely, you can run them for all
of the tasks in one policy. You can archive tasks into sequential data sets or onto a JES spool. The exported tasks are
encoded in the code page IBM-1047/103 Latin 1 (Open Systems). For example, if you do not have this code page set, you
may see something similar to the following sample:

CA Chorus Software Manager - Version: 6.0 ÝProduction (56); 2014-02-07_10-49-48; user1¨

With the code page set, this text would look like the following sample:

CA Chorus Software Manager - Version: 6.0 [Production (56); 2014-02-07_10-49-48; user1]

After the execution finishes, you can view several reports that are based on output of the task execution. You can browse
the reports in the output browser. The reports include the following information:
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• Task Report
Provides details about tasks that were processed (copied or deleted) during policy execution. For copied tasks, the
data set into which task output was copied to is also mentioned.

• Locked Task Report
(Optional) Provides details about tasks that could not be processed (copied or deleted) because they were locked at
the time of processing.

• Data Sets Report
Provides details about data sets created during policy execution (copy or move) and contents of those data sets (tasks
copied) not applicable for deletion.

• Summary Report
Provides general statistics for the policy, including name, type, organization, data set symbolics, and details about the
execution.

• Execution Log
Provides a log of all actions which occurred during policy execution. To enable the execution log, change the
diagnostic log level to Debug.

 

 

Create a Policy
Use the Policy wizard to create policies. The wizard guides you through steps to choose what actions the policy performs,
criteria for the tasks to be processed, and scheduling information.

 When you create a policy with the Policy wizard, you can enable scheduling. You can schedule policies to run daily or
weekly. You schedule the policy to run based on the system time. The system time reflects your CSM application server
time zone. Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

• Daily
Lets you schedule a policy to run daily or every x number of days. For example, every two days at 4pm.

• Weekly
Lets you schedule a policy to run on a specified day of the week every week or every x number of weeks. For example,
on Monday at 7am every two weeks.

NOTE

: Imagine that you set the recurrence for a specific number of days. You set the time that precedes the current
time. The first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For example, on Monday at
10.30am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update occurs on the third day, Thursday,
at 7.00am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update occurs on the same day at the time set.
For example, on Monday at 10.30am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 11.00. The first update occurs
on that Monday at 11.00am.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Tasks tab, and then click the Manage History subtab.
The Manage History subtab opens showing cards for any policies that have been previously created.

2. Click Create a New Policy.
The Policy wizard opens to the Introduction step.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.

NOTE
When using the JES Spool option, the Output Descriptor selections are only available when they are added
to the CSM startup JCL. For more information, see Configure Output Descriptors .

4. When you are on the Summary step, review the summary, and click Save.
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A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

 
The policy is created and can be viewed on the Manage History subtab.

Execute a Policy
You can execute policies manually or with a scheduler. You can execute any policy manually, regardless if you have
enabled scheduling.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Tasks tab and then click the Manage History subtab.
The Manage History subtab opens showing cards for any policies that have been previously created.

2. Find the applicable policy, click the Actions drop-down list to the right of the policy, and select Run.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

The policy is executed.

Delete a Policy
If you do not need them anymore, you can manually delete policies. You cannot delete a policy while it is running.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Tasks tab and then click the Manage History subtab.
The Manage History subtab opens showing cards for any policies that have been previously created.

2. Locate the policy that you want to delete, and click Delete from the Actions drop-down list to the right of the policy.
3. Confirm the deletion.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

The policy is deleted.
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Delete a Task
If you do not need them anymore, you can delete completed tasks. Deleting a task also deletes any associated files from
the file system.

Deleting a task does not affect task results. For example, if you delete a task representing a user setting change, the
settings remain intact.

NOTE
You cannot delete an active task. You cannot delete a task that is associated with a pending installation in
progress.

If you delete a task that another user is viewing, a notification message appears, and you are prevented from deleting the
task. You can wait until the notification message disappears (in this case, the task will be immediately deleted), or click
Cancel to select another task.

When you delete a task, an audit task with the deleted task details is generated. You can view audit tasks on the Audit
Task History page. Audit tasks cannot be deleted.

You can act on more than one task using the action link. You can select all listed tasks using the check box in the header
row.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Tasks tab, and perform one of the following actions:
– Click the Current Tasks subtab if you want to delete a completed task that has not been reviewed.
– Click the Task History subtab if you want to delete a reviewed completed task.
A list of tasks appears.

NOTE
You can filter tasks using the Show drop-down lists.

2. Locate the task that you want to delete, and click Delete Task from the Actions column.

NOTE
If the Delete Task button is disabled, check your security settings.

3. Confirm the deletion.
A notification message is displayed while the deletion is in progress. The task is deleted from the list of tasks.
A new audit task is generated for the deleted task on the Audit Task History subtab. (Click the Refresh button to see
the task that has been created in the list.)

You completed managing tasks with this product.
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Administrating
Includes the steps to administer all product components.

How CSM Works
CSM is a program that runs in the address space of an application server environment hosted on a z/OS system.
Typically, this system is where you use SMP/E to install and maintain your products. The system is known as the SMP/E
driving system. The CSM web-based interface enables you to perform SMP/E processing dynamically without having to
code and submit the batch jobs manually.

The following illustration shows the main components and data flows:

CSM has the following main components:

• CSM Services
Provides the following services:
– Product Acquisition Service (PAS)

Facilitates the acquisition of Broadcom mainframe products and the service for those products, such as program
temporary fixes (PTFs). The service retrieves information about the products to which your site is entitled and
records these entitlements in a software inventory. The inventory is maintained on your driving system. The service
can also download the LMP keys (licenses) for those products. The web-based interface enables you to browse the
software inventory for available software and fixes, and makes them available within the driving system.

– Software Installation Service (SIS)
Facilitates the installation and maintenance of Broadcom mainframe products in the software inventory of
the driving system. The web-based interface enables you to browse and manage the software inventory, and
automate installation tasks. You can browse downloaded software packages, and can browse and manage SMP/E
environments on the driving system.

– Software Deployment Service (SDS)
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Facilitates the deployment of Broadcom mainframe products from the software inventory of the driving system.
This service enables you to deploy installed products that are policy-driven with a set of appropriate transport
mechanisms across a known topology. The enterprise system topology can include shared DASD environments,
networked environments, and z/OS systems. Policies represent a combination of metadata input and user-supplied
input. Metadata input identifies the component parts of a product. User-supplied input identifies the deployment
criteria, such as where it goes and what it is named.

– Software Configuration Service (SCS)
Facilitates the mainframe products configuration from the software inventory of the driving system to the targeted
z/OS mainframe operating system. SCS guides you through the configuration creation process, and through the
manual steps to implement the configuration. In addition, SCS includes an address space communications service
running on each targeted z/OS system.

• Database
Stores information for use by CSM.
– Policy

Stores site and user information for downloading and processing Broadcom mainframe products.
– Inventory

Stores information about the Broadcom mainframe products to which you are entitled.
• The web-based Interface

Enables you to acquire, install, maintain, deploy, and configure your Broadcom mainframe products from
the CSM catalog, and manage your SMP/E environments. The web-based interface includes online help that provides
information about how to use CSM.

CSM Operational Architecture Diagrams
The following diagrams show configurations of CSM with Common Components and Services on remote and local
systems.
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Network Flows
CSM uses the following process to connect you directly to the appropriate Broadcom website and manage your Broadcom
software:

1. You connect to CSM from within your corporate Intranet (locally connected or tunneled in through VPN) using the
HTTP protocol such as http://yourmainframe:yourport/MSM.
– Your systems programmers initiate all actions.
– No port is exposed to the Internet.
– No communication is initiated from outside your Intranet.

2. The CSM Product Acquisition Service communicates with Broadcom using the same methods that you previously
used when manually accessing the website:
– HTTPS

Passes the credentials to, and obtains product information from the appropriate Broadcom website.
– FTP
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Downloads software packages from Broadcom FTP Services to your mainframe system using an anonymous FTP,
with no credentials passed. CSM accesses one of the following locations:
• ftp://scftpd.ca.com
• ftp://ftp.ca.com
• ftp://supportftp.ca.com

NOTE
The following information is the only unencrypted data sent to and from Broadcom:

• Your email address for anonymous FTP (no password)
• The Broadcom product information, either base install packages or solutions.

None of this data is part of any privacy or encryption standards.

This process is depicted in the following illustration:

Setting Up CSM
This collection of articles can help the security administrator manage CSM security for new users. Before you use these
articles, confirm that your site has addressed all security requirements in Set Up Security.

Security Setup for Users
This section contains the following pages

Set Up USS Authorization for Users
CSM users require access to USS. Each user must have an OMVS segment. Your security administrator must set up
these segments.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select an OMVS UID number to associate with each user ID. Your security administrator can have a policy for
assigning OMVS UID numbers. If not, use a unique number.

NOTE
 For more information about OMVS UID numbers, see the IBM UNIX System Services Planning.

2. Define the OMVS segment for the user. For a user ID uuuuuuu, UID number nnn, and home directory path_name,
enter the following commands:
– For ACF2 systems, enter the following commands:

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(OMVS)

INSERT uuuuuuu UID(nnn) HOME(path_name) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh)

– For Top Secret systems, enter the following commands:
TSS ADD(uuuuuuu) HOME(path_name) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) UID(nnn)

GROUP(ggggggg)

– For the IBM RACF systems, enter the following command:
ALU uuuuuuu OMVS(UID(nnn) HOME(path_name) PROGRAM(/bin/sh))

NOTE
 The OMVS segment must contain the following components:

• A home directory (HOME)
• A login shell (PROGRAM or OMVSPGM)

3. Ensure that you have completed this process for each user ID that you want to authorize. To confirm the contents of
the OMVS segment, enter the following commands:
– For ACF2 systems, enter the following commands:

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(OMVS)

LIST uuuuuu

– For Top Secret systems, enter the following command:
TSS LIST(uuuuuu) DATA(ALL)

– For the IBM RACF systems, enter the following command:
LISTUSER uuuuuu OMVS NORACF

4. Select a home directory to associate with each user ID. Ensure that it exists and that the UID has read/write access to
it.
You can use the UNIX directory (path_name), as shown in Step 2, or you can use a customized home directory name.
For example, to set up a directory that is named /u/name for UIDnnn, issue the following commands in the OMVS
UNIX shell:
mkdir /u/name

chown nnn /u/name

chmod 775 /u/name

5. Confirm the owner and access to the directory:
ls -ld /u/name

The following result appears:
drwxrwxr-x   2 user  group  8192 Sep  31 14:58 /u/name

Set Up User Security for CSM Functions
CSM uses resource profiles in the CSM resource class to grant access to resources on the web-based interface. You
use these profiles to configure user security. You can enable security checking for CSM functionality. To do so, ask your
security administrator to configure security before users access the web-based interface.
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The default name of the SAF resource class is CAMSM. You can change the resource class name during CSM
installation. To change the name, edit the safResourceClass keyword in the CSM options file.

If you want to change the setting after CSM is installed and set up, update the following statement in the
SAMPLIB(MSMLIB) member:

IJO="$IJO-Dsaf.resource.class=saf_resource_class_name"

The safSecurity keyword in the CSM options file controls whether SAF resources are used to control access to CSM
functions. If you want to change the setting after CSM is installed and set up, update the following statement in the
SAMPLIB(MSMLIB) member. The value, false, disables security; and the value, true, enables security.

IJO="$IJO -Dactivate.saf.manager=false_or_true"

WARNING

If fails to start with SAF security enabled, the following error is displayed in the CSM job log:
SafError - Error during DSI java open. RC=13

The resource profiles provide granular access to resources. However, for a start, configure security for two generic roles,
administrator and general user.

Follow these steps:

1. Configure user security by using the resource profiles.
The users are secured for various roles.

2. Recycle the CSM application server.
The configured security takes effect.

NOTE

We recommend that you use the same credentials that were used for performing product management work
before CSM. Using the same credentials ensures that you have the same access rights within CSM that you
have through TSO, BATCH, ISPF, and SMP/E.
For a change to user security privileges to take effect, recycle the application server.

CSM Associated Security IDs: OMVS Segment and Home Directory
If the msmserv USS directory path is unavailable, CSM does not operate. Assign a user ID to the application address
spaces with this home directory path. This step prevents the possibility of CSM filling up a USS system or another
application file system. This action ensures that CSM is isolated to the file systems allocated for its use.

A user ID with a valid OMVS segment defined must be assigned to the CSM address spaces. This OMVS segment
requires that a valid home directory is defined. We recommend that the user IDs are assigned to a home directory of the
USS path for the msmserv directory. If the default USS directory paths are used, this path is /u/users/msmserv. 

NOTE
For more information, see the user documentation for your security product.

 

Configuring CSM
This collection of articles can help the system administrator configure CSM after the initial configuration. Before you use
these articles, we recommend that you review the Configuration Best Practices articles.
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Set Up CSM User ID Without UID(0)
After the CSM installation is complete, you can configure CSM not to use UID(0) when running.

Prerequisites
To run CSM without UID(0), ensure that the following requirements are met:

• The CSM user ID that is associated with the CSM application server must have a UID other than 0.
• The first user to log in to CSM must have a UID other than 0.

NOTE
The LJWK directory and the mount point are created using the user ID of the first user instead of the CSM user
ID (CA_CSM_USER_ID).

Set Up CSM User ID Without UID(0) for Top Secret
Modify this procedure according to your security system settings.

The CSM user ID is the ID that is associated with the CSM application server.

Follow these steps:

1. Review the prerequisites.
2. After the installation of CSM finishes, create a group, for example, CACSMGRP with a GID definition in your security

system, and specify CACSMGRP to be the default group for the CSM user ID and each CSM user.
3. Change the owner and the group by issuing the following commands under SUPERUSER authority:

chown -R CA_CSM_USER_ID MSMPATH

chgrp -R CACSMGRP MSMPATH

chown -R CA_CSM_USER_ID MountPath

chgrp -R CACSMGRP MountPath

chown -R CA_CSM_USER_ID RunTimeUSSPath

chgrp -R CACSMGRP RunTimeUSSPath 

where MSMPATH, MountPath, and RunTimeUSSPath are values that are referenced in the
MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties file.

NOTE

When you issue the commands for RunTimeUSSPath, the following message can appear:

EDC5129I No such file or directory

This message is issued against the ioeagfmt file and does not affect command completion in any way. You
can ignore this message.

WARNING
Also, issue these commands after you run the MSMDEPLY job.

4. If you plan to run the CSM application server as a started task, accomplish relevant configuration settings.
5. Assign the following required IBMFAC class permissions to the CSM user ID:

IBMFAC BPX.CONSOLE ACCESS(UPDATE)
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IBMFAC BPX.SERVER  ACCESS(UPDATE)

IBMFAC BPX.FILEATTR.APF ACCESS(READ)

IBMFAC BPX.FILEATTR.PROGCTL ACCESS(READ)

IBMFAC BPX.FILEATTR.SHARELIB ACCESS(READ)

6. Assign the following required UNIXPRIV class permissions to the CSM user ID:
UNIXPRIV SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHANGEPERMS ACCESS(READ)

UNIXPRIV SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT ACCESS(UPDATE)

UNIXPRIV SUPERUSER.FILESYS.PFSCTL ACCESS(READ)

7. Assign the following optional SERVAUTH class permissions to the CSM user ID:
SERVAUTH EZB.FTP ACCESS(READ)

SERVAUTH EZB.STACKACCESS ACCESS(READ)

8. After the first task within CSM finishes, issue the following commands under SUPERUSER authority:
chown -R CA_CSM_USER_ID MountPath

chgrp -R CACSMGRP MountPath 

where MountPath is a value that is referenced in the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties file.

Set Up CSM User ID Without UID(0) for ACF2
Modify this procedure according to your security system settings.

The CSM user ID is the ID that is associated with the CSM application server.

Follow these steps:

1. Review the prerequisites.
2. After the installation of CSM finishes, create a group with a GID definition, for example, CACSMGRP, in your security

system, and specify CACSMGRP to be a group for the CSM user ID and each CSM user.
3. Change the owner and the group by issuing the following commands under SUPERUSER authority:

chown -R CA_CSM_USER_ID MSMPATH

chgrp -R CACSMGRP MSMPATH

chown -R CA_CSM_USER_ID MountPath

chgrp -R CACSMGRP MountPath

chown -R CA_CSM_USER_ID RunTimeUSSPath

chgrp -R CACSMGRP RunTimeUSSPath 

where MSMPATH, MountPath, and RunTimeUSSPath are values that are referenced in the
MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties file.

NOTE

When you issue the commands for RunTimeUSSPath, the following message can appear:

EDC5129I No such file or directory

This message is issued against the ioeagfmt file and does not affect command completion in any way. You
can ignore this message.

WARNING
Also, issue these commands after you run the MSMDEPLY job.

4. In the FACILITY resource class, define the following resource names with access rights to the CSM user ID:
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BPX.CONSOLE            UPDATE

BPX.SERVER             UPDATE

BPX.FILEATTR.APF       READ

BPX.FILEATTR.PROGCTL   READ

BPX.FILEATTR.SHARELIB  READ

5. In the UNIXPRIV resource class, define the following resource names with access rights to the CSM user ID:
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHANGEPERMS   READ

SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT         UPDATE

SUPERUSER.FILESYS.PFSCTL        READ

6. In the SERVAUTH resource class, define the following resource names with access rights to the CSM user ID:
EZB.FTP          READ

EZB.STACKACCESS  READ

7. After the first task within CSM finishes, issue the following commands under SUPERUSER authority:
chown -R CA_CSM_USER_ID MountPath

chgrp -R CACSMGRP MountPath 

where MountPath is a value that is referenced in the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties file.

Set Up CSM User ID Without UID(0) for IBM RACF
Modify this procedure according to your security system settings.

The CSM user ID is the ID that is associated with the CSM application server.

Follow these steps:

1. Review the prerequisites.
2. After the installation of CSM finishes, create a group with a GID definition, for example, CACSMGRP, in your security

system, and specify CACSMGRP to be the default group for the CSM user ID and each CSM user.
3. Change the owner and the group by issuing the following commands under SUPERUSER authority:

chown -R CA_CSM_USER_ID MSMPATH

chgrp -R CACSMGRP MSMPATH

chown -R CA_CSM_USER_ID MountPath

chgrp -R CACSMGRP MountPath

chown -R CA_CSM_USER_ID RunTimeUSSPath

chgrp -R CACSMGRP RunTimeUSSPath 

where MSMPATH, MountPath, and RunTimeUSSPath are values that are referenced in the
MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties file.

NOTE

When you issue the commands for RunTimeUSSPath, the following message can appear:

EDC5129I No such file or directory

This message is issued against the ioeagfmt file and does not affect command completion in any way. You
can ignore this message.

WARNING
Also, issue these commands after you run the MSMDEPLY job.
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4. In the FACILITY resource class, define the following profiles with access rights to the CSM user ID:
BPX.CONSOLE            UPDATE

BPX.SERVER             UPDATE

BPX.FILEATTR.APF       READ

BPX.FILEATTR.PROGCTL   READ

BPX.FILEATTR.SHARELIB  READ

5. In the UNIXPRIV resource class, define the following profiles with access rights to the CSM user ID:
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHANGEPERMS   READ

SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT         UPDATE

SUPERUSER.FILESYS.PFSCTL        READ

6. In the SERVAUTH resource class, define the following profiles with access rights to the CSM user ID:
EZB.FTP          READ

EZB.STACKACCESS  READ

7. After the first task within CSM finishes, issue the following commands under SUPERUSER authority:
chown -R CA_CSM_USER_ID MountPath

chgrp -R CACSMGRP MountPath 

where MountPath is a value that is referenced in the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties file.

Run CSM on Another LPAR
You can run CSM on another LPAR within a sysplex with a shared DASD. For example, you install CSM on LPAR1 and
later you want to run it on LPAR2 without reinstalling.

NOTE
You can run CSM only on one LPAR at a time that is using the same USS file systems. You must have installed
the correct level of Common Components and Services function CETNxxx on the new LPAR. The level of
Common Components and Services function CETNxxx depends on your version of CSM and is the same
version as on the first LPAR.

WARNING
CSM stores the USS paths that are used for the file systems in the Datacom database. The USS path names
must be identically used on both LPAR systems.

For example, you have the following USS path on LPAR1:

/u/users/csmpt/PT51/mpm/scroot/DatabaseM/CA/CA_ACF2_-_MVS/

Use the same USS file system for the installation on LPAR2. When you restart CSM on LPAR2, Shared File System
automatically creates the prefix before the USS path and mounts CSM to the correct system.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CSM running on LPAR1 and navigate to the Settings tab, System Settings, Mount Point Management. Select
Unmount at Shutdown. Click Apply to save your changes.

2. Shut down CSM on LPAR1.
3. Unmount the CSM USS file system from LPAR1. This file system was mounted before executing the CSM application

server started task or batch JCL. This file system is also referenced in the SAMPLIB(MSMLIB) member. For example:

C_HOME=/parent_path/msmserv/version_number/msmruntime/tomcat

The mountpoint in the previous case is for the following file system:

/parent_path/msmserv/version_number/
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4. (Optional) Verify the file system and the z/OS data set information that is required for the mountpoint by issuing the
following command in OMVS:

df  - vkP | grep /parent_path/msmserv/version_number/

5. Mount the CSM USS file system on LPAR2.
6. Edit two XML files, context.xml and server.xml, that are at parent_path/msmserv/version_number/msmruntime/tomcat/

conf using the Edit ASCII option. We recommend that you use the ISPF editor.
– In the context.xml file, specify the following parameters:

• SystemID
• HostName

– (Optional) If you need to change the port numbers that CSM uses in the URL for the new LPAR2 that CSM will now
reside on, edit the server.xml file.
• To edit the shutdown port, change the shutdown parameter in the following line:

<Server port="25955" shutdown="MSMTCEND">

• To edit the connection port and redirect port, change the port and redirectPort parameters in the following line:

<Connector connectionTimeout="20000" port="25958" protocol="HTTP/1.1" redirectPort="25957"/>

NOTE
You can predefine these files for each LPAR on which you want CSM to run. For example, you have two
CSM eligible LPARs, LPAR1 and LPAR2. Create the context and server files are as follows:

• For LPAR1: context.xml.LPAR1 and server.xml.LPAR1
• For LPAR2: context.xml.LPAR2 and server.xml.LPAR2

7. Stop the MUF and Datacom Server on the current LPAR1.
8. Duplicate the corresponding files for LPAR2 and rename them to their original names: context.xml and server.xml
9. Start the MUF and Datacom Server started tasks or batch JCL on LPAR2.
10. (Optional) Log in to CSM running on LPAR2 and navigate to the Settings tab, System Settings, Mount Point

Management. Clear the check box Unmount at Shutdown. Click Apply to save your changes.

Enable the Notice and Consent Banner in CSM
After you set up and install CSM, you can configure it so that it displays the Notice and Consent banner every time a user
logs in to CSM.

When CSM is started for the first time, the file that is named MSMBanner.html is created in the following directory:

tomcat/webapps/MSM/

The file contains the sample banner.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the sample file MSMBanner.html to the following directory:

tomcat/webapps/

2. (Optional) Modify the contents of the file so that it conforms to the requirements of your organization.
The banner is available and appears the next time a user logs in to CSM.

NOTE
Do not change the CSM access URL in the following string:
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<a href="MSMMain.html">

Bind the CSM Application Server to a TCP/IP Stack in a Multi-TCP/IP Stack
Environment
When your LPAR with CSM has multiple TCP/IP stacks, establish a TCP/IP stack affinity to a desired stack. Establishing a
stack affinity binds all socket communications to that stack.

To establish a stack affinity, select one of the following methods:

• Add a DD statement SYSTCPD DD to the CSM startup JCL (RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.JCL(MSMTCSRV)) pointing to a
specific TCPIP.DATA data set. For example:

    //SYSTCPD DD DSN=TCPIP.SEZAINST(TCPDATA),DISP=SHR

• Add the environment variable _BPXK_SETIBMOPT_TRANSPORT to the RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.SAMPLIB(MSMLIB)
member that is associated to the STDENV DD of the CSM application server. For example:

    export _BPXK_SETIBMOPT_TRANSPORT=stackname

• Add an extra step, AFFINITY, in the CSM startup JCL (RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.JCL(MSMTCSRV)) before the
MSMSRV step:

    //AFFINITY EXEC PGM=BPXTCAFF,PARM=stackname

Configuring FTP and HTTP Connections
This section describes how to configure FTP connections for both new and existing CSM installations, and how to
configure HTTP connections.

NOTE

Before you start, verify that you have a Broadcom Support account. You can verify it on the System Settings,
Software Acquisition page.

Configuring FTP Connections for an Existing Installation
No FTP configuration changes are needed when upgrading from a previous version of CSM to CSM Version 6.0.

Configuring HTTP Connections for an Existing Installation
If you used an HTTP proxy server with NTLM authentication in a previous version of CSM, verify that all users have the
NTLM domain in the user name. For example:

mydomain\user1

Otherwise, no HTTP configuration changes are needed when upgrading from a previous version of CSM to CSM Version
6.0.

Configuring FTP Connections for a New Installation
This section contains the following pages
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FTP Session Options

CSM uses a Java-based FTP client. This FTP client has several options that control how the session operates. These
options are not considered to be related to FTP proxies that provide authentication services when logging in to the FTP
server.

FTP session options are specified in the installed CSM data set RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.SAMPLIB(PASADVOP). This
data set is an XML file and has an FTPOPTIONS section defining all the available FTP session options. Each option is set
to the FTP client default.

The <FTPOPTIONS> XML tag is read for every FTP connection that CSM establishes. If the tag is not defined or empty,
then the CSM FTP client uses the defaults as described in this section.

The following example is a code syntax sample for FTP session settings:

<FTPOPTIONS>key_1=value_1, key_2=value_2</FTPOPTIONS>

You can use the following keys:

• firewall.friendly
The firewall.friendly FTP option is set to true by default:

<FTPOPTIONS>firewall.friendly=true</FTPOPTIONS>

You only specify this option if you want to override it.
The firewall.friendly option refers to FTP operating in passive mode. Passive mode causes the FTP server to open a
listening port for the FTP data connection. If this option is set to false, then the FTP client opens the listening port for
the server.
You can ask your network administrator if passive mode is supported. Alternatively, you can test if the default is
acceptable by running a batch FTP program. After the statements that log you in to the FTP server as anonymous,
insert QUOTE PASV.
The job output displays a message that contains the following text:

227 Entering Passive Mode (IP_address,FTP_server_code)

– If you see this message, you do not have to specify the firewall.friendly option.
– If you do not see this message, rerun the job with QUOTE PASV removed. The job output now displays a message

that contains the following text:

200 PORT command successful.

If you see this message, set firewall.friendly to false.
• verify.pasv.ip

The verify.pasv.ip FTP option is set to true by default:

<FTPOPTIONS>verify.pasv.ip=true</FTPOPTIONS>

You only specify this option if you want to override it.

WARNING
We recommend that you do not override this option unless your firewall support absolutely requires it.

Some firewall implementations may intercept and alter the IP address that is returned from the FTP server in response
to the PASV command. In this case, you may see the following message in CSM application server logs:

Host attempting data connection ip_address_1 is not same as server ip_address_2

– ip_address_1
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Identifies the altered IP address from the firewall server.
– ip_address_2

Identifies the IP address of the FTP server.
• default.timeout

The default.timeout FTP option is set to zero (0) by default:

<FTPOPTIONS>default.timeout=0</FTPOPTIONS>

You only specify this option if you want to override it.
The value of this option represents time in milliseconds. The default value 0 is interpreted as an infinite timeout. Some
environments can encounter timeout issues when downloading large files that are 200 MB or more.
For example, a large file is downloaded using an FTP command line session in OMVS. When the data transfer is
complete, a subsequent FTP command, for example, ls, is entered. A timeout condition can result with a message, for
example:

Connection to server interrupted or timed out. Waiting for reply.

In this case, a value of 10000 (representing 10 seconds) resolves this situation if CSM encounters it.
• default.port

The default.port option is set to 21 by default. This port is the industry standard default port that FTP uses. There may
be some firewall implementations that alter this default port, even if there are no FTP proxy authentication methods.

<FTPOPTIONS>default.port=21</FTPOPTIONS>

You can change the port number 21 to the required port number.

NOTE
This option has no affect if you enable FTP proxy settings.

• control.keep.alive.timeout
Keepalive packets (no-operation packets) prevent routers from closing a control connection during large file transfers
after a certain period of inactivity. The control.keep.alive.timeout option specifies how often (every x seconds) a
keepalive packet is sent.
The control.keep.alive.timeout option is not specified by default (no keepalive packet is sent). You can set
this option to the required frequency of sending keepalive packets (in seconds). For example, to force the file
download methods to send a keepalive packet every five minutes (300 seconds), add the following statement in the
RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.SAMPLIB(PASADVOP) data set:

<FTPOPTIONS>control.keep.alive.timeout=300</FTPOPTIONS>

FTP Proxy Settings

This section contains the following pages

FTP Basic Proxy Settings

When you select only the Enable Proxy Settings check box in the FTP Proxy section on the System Settings, Software
Acquisition page, CSM supports the following basic FTP proxy authentication methods:

• Without user credentials
• With user credentials

Configure without User Credentials
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Follow these steps:

1. On the Settings tab, go to System Settings, Software Acquisition.
2. In the FTP Proxy section, select the Enable Proxy Settings check box, and provide the FTP proxy port and address.
3. Click Apply.

The changes take effect.
4. Go to User Settings, Software Acquisition.
5. In the FTP Proxy section, verify that the user name and password are not provided. If they are provided, remove both

of them, and click Apply.
The changes take effect.

CSM sends the following commands:

• An FTP USER command with the anonymous@ftp.ca.com parameter
• An FTP PASS command with your ID for the Broadcom Support website as the password

Configure with User Credentials

Follow these steps:

1. On the Settings tab, go to System Settings, Software Acquisition.
2. In the FTP Proxy section, select the Enable Proxy Settings check box, and provide the FTP proxy port and address.
3. Click Apply.

The changes take effect.
4. Go to User Settings, Software Acquisition.
5. In the FTP Proxy section, provide a user name and password for the FTP proxy server.
6. Click Apply.

The changes take effect.

CSM connects to the specified proxy server and sends the following sequence of FTP commands to authenticate and log
in to the FTP server:

USER FTP_proxy_user_ID@ftp.broadcom.com

PASS proxy_password

USER anonymous

PASS Support_Online_user_ID

NOTE
The same scenarios are applied to all other Broadcom FTP servers where ftp.broadcom.com is mentioned.

FTP Advanced Proxy Settings

If the FTP basic settings do not support your FTP proxy authentication methods, FTP advanced proxy settings allow you
to customize the FTP authentication and logon as your FTP proxy requires. These advanced settings are stored in a PDS
member named PASADVOP. When CSM is installed, PASADVOP is placed into the RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.SAMPLIB
data set. To see the current location of PASADVOP, look in FTP Proxy, Advanced Settings Data Set, on the System
Settings, Software Acquisition page. This member has a generic template containing advanced FTP settings. You can
use the default values in the member or can modify them using an ISPF editor to match your FTP and HTTP proxy
authentication methods.

Example PASADVOP Member

All XML elements must be specified between the tags <ADVOPTIONS></ADVOPTIONS>.
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<ADVOPTIONS>

  <FIREWALL>

    <FIRECMD>HOST;</FIRECMD>

    <FIRECMD>USER;@REMOTE_USER;@REMOTE_HOST;</FIRECMD>

    <FIRECMD>PW;@REMOTE_PW;</FIRECMD>

  <FIREWALL>

</ADVOPTIONS>

The following example is a code syntax sample for FTP proxy settings:

<FIREWALL>

  <FIRECMD>keyword;</FIRECMD>

<FIREWALL>

Use the following keywords for supporting various FTP proxy authentication schemes:

• HOST
Defines the name of your FTP proxy server. When this keyword is encountered, CSM substitutes the value that is
entered for the FTP Proxy Server name on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page. The FTP client uses this
value to connect initially.

• USER
Defines the user for authenticating to the enabled proxies. When this keyword is encountered, it is substituted with the
value that is entered for the FTP Proxy User that is specified on the User Settings, Software Acquisition page.

• PW
Defines the password for authenticating to the enabled proxies. When this keyword is encountered, it is substituted
with the value that is entered for the FTP Proxy Password on the User Settings, Software Acquisition page.

• REMOTE_HOST
Defines the FTP address of the remote server. When this keyword is encountered, it is substituted with the appropriate
FTP URL.

• REMOTE_USER
Defines the user for authenticating to the remote server. When this keyword is encountered, it is substituted with
anonymous.

• REMOTE_PW
Defines the password for authenticating to the remote server. When this keyword is encountered, it is substituted with
your user ID for the Broadcom Support website.

• ACCT
Instructs the CSM FTP client to issue an ACCT command to the FTP server. This keyword allows an accompanying
parameter. This parameter is typically the proxy password that the PW keyword represents.

Follow the keywords with a semicolon (;). Outline the proxy authentication using these keywords. CSM substitutes the
actual values from the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Defining FTP Advanced Settings

We recommend that you set up the advanced settings by running a batch job in z/OS executing the IBM FTP program.
You can transpose the FTP proxy authentication scheme to the data set containing advanced settings.

For example, the input to your FTP batch job is the following sample:

//INPUT DD *

proxy_host_URL_or_IP
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anonymous@ftp.ca.com proxy_userid

Support_Online_user_id

ACCT proxy_password

/*

NOTE

• A space precedes proxy_userid.
• If your network administrators require quotes, quotes can surround the second input line.

In this case, you would edit the advanced settings data set as follows:

<ADVOPTIONS>

  <FIREWALL>

    <FIRECMD>HOST;</FIRECMD>

    <FIRECMD>REMOTE_USER;@REMOTE_HOST; USER;</FIRECMD>

    <FIRECMD>REMOTE_PW;</FIRECMD>

    <FIRECMD>ACCT; PW;</FIRECMD>

  </FIREWALL>

</ADVOPTIONS>

• The HOST keyword is substituted with the FTP proxy name specified for the FTP Proxy Server name on the System
Settings, Software Acquisition page.

• The REMOTE_USER keyword is substituted with anonymous.
• The USER keyword is substituted with the value specified for the user in the FTP Proxy section on the User Settings,

Software Acquisition page.
• The REMOTE_HOST keyword is substituted with the appropriate Broadcom FTP server URL.
• The ACCT keyword instructs the CSM FTP client to issue an ACCT command to the FTP server. This keyword

allows an accompanying parameter. The parameter is typically the proxy password that the keyword PW represents,
depending on what network administrators require.

• CSM substitutes your user ID on the Broadcom Support website as specified in the Broadcom Support Accounts
section on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page for the REMOTE_USER keyword. The PW keyword
is substituted with the value specified for the password in the FTP Proxy section, on the User Settings, Software
Acquisition page. All of these substitutions are concatenated in the order that the FIRECMD statement specifies. The
at symbol (@) is inserted into the resolved string exactly as specified.

Sometimes, the FTP input does not easily translate into the FIRECMD elements. In that case, you can use the SYSOUT
of the batch FTP job. Use the //INPUT DD * batch job that is described at the beginning of this section to look for specific
FTP commands and note the specific sequence.

The following SYSOUT is an abbreviated listing. The listing highlights the relevant statements that are used to formulate
the FIRECMD statements.

NOTE
Comments are indicated by ==>.

EZA1450I IBM FTP CS V1R9

EZA1772I FTP: EXIT has been set.

    ==> The EZA1554I message shows the IP address of the FTP proxy server, and

    message 220 typically, but not always, displays the URL of the FTP proxy.

    Either of these can be specified in the CSM FTP Proxy settings as
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    an IP address or the FTP proxy server name. This would translate to

    <FIRECMD> HOST;</FIRECMD>.

EZA1554I Connecting to:   123.456.789.1 port: 21.

220 Secure FTP server running on ftpproxyserver

    ==> The EZA1701I message indicates that the FTP USER command accepts a

    concatenated string to provide the FTP proxy user ID, the FTP user ID, and

    the actual FTP site to connect after the authentication is completed. This

    concatenated string would be translated as

    <FIRECMD>REMOTE_USERID;@USER;@REMOTE_HOST;</FIRECMD>.

EZA1459I NAME (123.456.789.1:ZOSUSERID):

EZA1701I >>> USER anonymous@proxy_userid@ftp.ca.com

    ==> Message 331 is an FTP proxy reply that indicates that the PASS command

    will accept a concatenated string to provide the passwords for both

    the FTP proxy server and the FTP server. As it does not specify which should

    be first, check the //INPUT DD * sample to see that the FTP server password

    is first (anonymous). Typically, but not always, if the user IDs are

    concatenated, the passwords are concatenated in the same order. That means,

    as in this case, the FTP user ID is first, therefore the FTP password is

    first. This concatenated string would be translated to

    <FIRECMD>REMOTE_PW;@PW;</FIRECMD>.

331 password: use password@password

EZA1789I PASSWORD:

EZA1701I >>> PASS

    ==> The following replies indicate the FTP proxy has successfully

    authenticated your FTP proxy credentials, and is logging in to the

    FTP server. The FTP server is acknowledging you have successfully

    logged in.

230-User proxy_userid authenticated by Secure FTP authentication

230-Connected to server. Logging in...

230-220 ftp.ca.com NcFTPd Server (licensed copy) ready.

230-331 User anonymous okay, need password.

230-230-You are user #18 of 4000 simultaneous users allowed.

The following sample is an example of using the SITE command. The server uses this command to provide system-
specific services that are essential to file transfer but not sufficiently universal to be included as commands in the protocol.

<ADVOPTIONS>

  <FIREWALL>

    <FIRECMD>HOST;</FIRECMD>

    <FIRECMD>USER;</FIRECMD>

    <FIRECMD>PW;</FIRECMD>

    <FIRECMD>SITE;REMOTE_HOST;</FIRECMD>

    <FIRECMD>REMOTE_USER;</FIRECMD>

    <FIRECMD>REMOTE_PW;</FIRECMD>

  </FIREWALL>

</ADVOPTIONS>

FTP Advanced Proxy Settings Restrictions

The following restrictions are applied:
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• CSM does not support actual user IDs and passwords within the <FIRECMD> element.
• CSM supports concatenating proxy user IDs with FTP user IDs (anonymous), and concatenating proxy passwords with

FTP passwords (ID for the Broadcom Support website). However, concatenating a proxy user ID and proxy password,
or anonymous with the ID for the Broadcom Support website is not supported.
For example, the following sample is supported:

<FIRECMD>USER;@REMOTE_USER;</FIRECMD>

<FIRECMD>PW;@REMOTE_PW;</FIRECMD>

The following sample is not supported:

<FIRECMD>USER;PW;</FIRECMD>

<FIRECMD>REMOTE_USER;REMOTE_PW;</FIRECMD>

In this case, put the user ID and password on separate FIRECMD elements, for example:

<FIRECMD>USER;</FIRECMD>

<FIRECMD>PW;</FIRECMD>

<FIRECMD>REMOTE_USER;</FIRECMD>

<FIRECMD>REMOTE_PW;</FIRECMD>

Configuring HTTP Proxy Settings
The following scenarios are possible depending on your site configuration.

If you do not use an HTTP proxy server, your HTTP connection settings are complete.

HTTP Proxy Server without Authentication

Follow these steps:

1. On the Settings tab, go to System Settings, Software Acquisition.
2. In the HTTP Proxy section, select the Enable Proxy Settings check box, and provide the HTTP proxy port and

address.
3. Click Apply.

The changes take effect.
4. Go to User Settings, Software Acquisition.
5. In the HTTP Proxy section, verify that the user name and password are not provided. If they are provided, remove both

of them, and click Apply.
The changes take effect.

HTTP Proxy Server with Basic Authentication

Follow these steps:

1. On the Settings tab, go to System Settings, Software Acquisition.
2. In the HTTP Proxy section, select the Enable Proxy Settings check box, and provide the HTTP proxy port and

address.
3. Click Apply.

The changes take effect.
4. Go to User Settings, Software Acquisition.
5. In the HTTP Proxy section, provide a user name and password for the HTTP proxy server.
6. Click Apply.

The changes take effect.
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HTTP Proxy Server with NTLM Authentication

Follow these steps:

1. On the Settings tab, go to System Settings, Software Acquisition.
2. In the HTTP Proxy section, select the Enable Proxy Settings check box, and provide the HTTP proxy port and

address.
3. Click Apply.

The changes take effect.
4. Go to User Settings, Software Acquisition.
5. In the HTTP Proxy section, provide the NTML domain, user name and password for the HTTP proxy server. The

following sample is an example of providing the NTML domain and user name:

mydomain\user1

6. Click Apply.
The changes take effect.

Configure CSM to Use HTTPS
This section describes how to configure CSM to enable HTTPS access using a digital certificate.

Enable HTTPS with Certificates Stored in USS Files
You can configure CSM to use HTTPS instead of HTTP for user access manually, using a USS file to store certificates.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate a keystore:
a. Start an OMVS session and enter the following command:

keytool -genkey -alias tomcat -keyalg RSA 

A prompt appears.

NOTE
keytool is a Java command that resides in the Java libraries. These libraries have a name similar
to /Customer-Java-Prefix/ java/J6.0.1/bin/, where Customer-Java-Prefix is the Java USS directory name
at your site. You can add this directory name in your USS profile path variable for successful command
execution.

b. Follow the prompt, remember your keystore password, and press Enter when you are prompted if you want to keep
the default password.
A default keystore is created in your home directory with one self-signed certificate inside.

c. (Optional) If you want a different location, enter the following command, replacing the /path/to/my/keystore portion
with your site-specific information:

keytool -genkey -alias tomcat -keyalg RSA \ -keystore /path/to/my/keystore

2. Configure Apache Tomcat:
a. Go to tomcat/conf and open the server.xml file.
b. Uncomment or replace the part with the SSL connector, as follows:

<!-- Define a SSL HTTP/1.1 Connector on port 8443 -->

   <Connector port="30308" maxHttpHeaderSize="8192"
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              maxThreads="150" minSpareThreads="25" maxSpareThreads="75"

              enableLookups="false" disableUploadTimeout="true"

              SSLEnabled="true"

              keystorePass="tomcat"

              keystoreFile="/a/path/to/my/keystore/.keystoreFile"

              algorithm="IbmX509"

              acceptCount="100" scheme="https" secure="true"

              clientAuth="false" sslProtocol="TLS"

              sslEnabledProtocols="TLSv1.2,TLSv1.1,TLSv1" />

c. Change the port and keystoreFile parameters to fit your needs.
d. Ensure that keystorePass matches the password that you specified in the previous step.
e. In the standard HTTP connector, provide the redirectPort to match the one you specified in the SSL connector, as

follows:

<!-- Define a non-SSL HTTP/1.1 Connector on port 8080 -->

    <Connector port="30305" maxHttpHeaderSize="8192"

               maxThreads="150" minSpareThreads="25" maxSpareThreads="75"

               enableLookups="false" redirectPort="30308"

               acceptCount="100"

               connectionTimeout="20000" disableUploadTimeout="true" />

    <!-- Note : To disable connection timeouts, set connectionTimeout 

     value to 0 -->

3. Start (or restart) Apache Tomcat.
4. Enable your browser to use TLS encryption, and restart the browser.
5. Access the HTTPS URL.

NOTE
When you access the HTTPS URL from your browser for the first time, you may be prompted to confirm that
you trust the certificate.

6. Click Yes to add this certificate to your trusted certificates.

NOTE
For more information, see documentation for the Apache Tomcat 7.0 Servlet/JSP Container.

Enable HTTPS with Certificates Stored in an External Security Manager
You can configure CSM to use HTTPS instead of HTTP for user access manually using an external security manager, for
example, Top Secret for z/OS, ACF2 for z/OS, or IBM RACF to store digital certificates.
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Follow these steps:

1. Generate a digital certificate for Apache Tomcat, and attach it to a SAF key ring using the appropriate procedure for
your external security manager.
We recommend you generate the certificate using the RSA algorithm. The recommended certificate alias is tomcat.

2. Configure Apache Tomcat:
a. Stop the Apache Tomcat server.
b. Go to tomcat/conf and open the server.xml file.
c. Uncomment or replace the part with the SSL connector, as follows:

<!-- Define a SSL HTTP/1.1 Connector on port 8443 -->

   <Connector port="30308" maxHttpHeaderSize="8192"

          maxThreads="150" minSpareThreads="25" maxSpareThreads="75"

          enableLookups="false" disableUploadTimeout="true"

          SSLEnabled="true"

          algorithm="IbmX509"

          acceptCount="100" scheme="https" secure="true"

          clientAuth="false" sslProtocol="TLS" 

          sslEnabledProtocols="TLSv1.2,TLSv1.1,TLSv1"

          keystoreType="JCERACFKS"

          keystoreFile="safkeyring://KEY_RING_OWNER/KEY_RING_NAME"

          sslImplementationName="com.ca.sslsocket.CASSLImplementation" />

d. Change the port parameter to fit your needs.
e. Change the keystoreFile parameter so that it describes the SAF key ring containing the certificate:

a. Replace KEY_RING_OWNER with the ID of the user that will run the Apache Tomcat server. The user must
have READ authority for that key ring.

b. Replace KEY_RING_NAME with the name of the key ring.

NOTE
Example: keystoreFile="safkeyring://MSMSERV/CSMKEYRING"

f. If your site uses the IBM Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) to manage digital certificates in the
external security manager, change the keystoreType parameter to a value of JCECCARACFKS.

g. If you want to force Apache Tomcat to always use HTTPS for incoming connections, configure HTTPS to override
HTTP.

3. Start the Apache Tomcat server.

NOTE
When the Apache Tomcat server is starting up, the following message may appear in the output:

WARNING: configured file: ./path/safkeyring://KEY_RING_OWNER/KEY_RING_NAME. does not exist.

You can ignore this message.
4. Enable your browser to use TLS encryption, and restart the browser.
5. Access the HTTPS URL.

NOTE
When you access the HTTPS URL from your browser for the first time, you may be prompted to confirm that
you trust the certificate.

6. Click Yes to add this certificate to your trusted certificates.

NOTE
For more information, see documentation for the Apache Tomcat 7.0 Servlet/JSP Container.
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Configure HTTPS to Override HTTP
You can configure CSM to always use HTTPS instead of HTTP for user access manually.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that you are able to access CSM using both HTTP and HTTPS.
2. Shut down Apache Tomcat.
3. Configure Apache Tomcat in the web.xml file:

a. In the tomcat/conf directory, open the web.xml file.
b. Add the following XML under the web-app tag:

<security-constraint>

     <web-resource-collection>

     <web-resource-name>Protected Context</web-resource-name>

        <url-pattern>/*</url-pattern>

     </web-resource-collection>

           <!-- auth-constraint goes here if you require authentication -->

      <user-data-constraint>

        <transport-guarantee>CONFIDENTIAL</transport-guarantee>

      </user-data-constraint>

</security-constraint>

c. Save and close the web.xml file.
4. Configure Apache Tomcat in the server.xml file.

a. In the tomcat/conf directory, open the server.xml file.
b. Locate the Connector XML definition that contains the HTTP port number that Apache Tomcat runs on.
c. Change or add, if necessary, the redirectPort attribute to the Connector XML tag. Set its value as the port number

of the HTTPS Connector. For example:

<!-- A "Connector" represents an endpoint by which requests

         and responses are returned. Documentation at :

         Java HTTP Connector: /docs/config/http.html (blocking & 

         non-blocking)

     Java AJP  Connector: /docs/config/ajp.html

         APR (HTTP/AJP) Connector: /docs/apr.html

         Define a non-SSL HTTP/1.1 Connector on port 8080

    -->

    <Connector address="123.456.789.321" port="8080"

               protocol="HTTP/1.1"     

               connectionTimeout="20000"

               redirectPort="30308" />

d. Save and close the server.xml file.
5. Start Apache Tomcat.
6. Restart your browser.
7. Access the HTTP URL, and verify that it redirects to the HTTPS URL instead.

NOTE
For more information, see documentation for the Apache Tomcat 7.0 Servlet/JSP Container.
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Allow CSM to Connect Through HTTPS in a Secured Environment
In some strictly secured environments, only the selected applications are allowed to connect through HTTPS. These
applications use predefined user-agent HTTP header.

By default, CSM has the HTTPS request header set to CSM. You can change it to the value that your network
environment accepts to allow CSM to connect over HTTPS. For example, downloading product news, updating the
complete product list, getting the latest maintenance, or using the CARS maintenance wizard.

Metacharacters that are valid for USS may affect the way your customized header name is displayed. To interpret a
metacharacter as a regular character, use a backslash.

If the length of your header name exceeds one line in your editor and needs to continue on the next line, precede the
header name continuation with IJO=”${IJO}.

Examples:

• To set your header name to CA USER, define the header name as CA\" \"USER:

IJO="$IJO -Dhttp.header.user.agent= CA\" \"USER"

• To set your header name to $USER, define the header name as \$USER:

IJO="$IJO -Dhttp.header.user.agent= \$USER"

• To set your header name to a string that is longer than the editor line:

IJO="$IJO -Dhttp.header.user.agent= The_customized_header_name_exceeds_one_line_and_conti"

IJO=”${IJO}nues_on_the_next_line”

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the CSM application server.
2. Include the following parameter in the RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.SAMPLIB(MSMLIB) data set member, and set it to the

value that your environment accepts:

IJO="$IJO -Dhttp.header.user.agent=your_header_name"

3. Start the CSM application server.
The changes take effect.

Configure Mount Parameters for CSM File Systems
Depending on your site and environment requirements, you can configure mount parameters for CSM product, software
catalog, temporary, and deployment file systems. For example, you can decide whether to perform security checks, or
how to proceed when the system that owns a file system goes down.

Initially, CSM uses the default values of these parameters. You can override the defaults.

Follow these steps:

1. Perform one of the following steps:
– Manually unmount all file systems.
– In CSM, navigate to the Settings tab, the Mount Point Management page, and select the Unmount at Shutdown

check box. Save the changes.
2. Stop the CSM application server.
3. Uncomment and update the following line in the RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.SAMPLIB(MSMLIB) member:

IJO="$IJO -DADD_MOUNT_DEFAULT_OPTIONS=SETUID|NOSETUID,SECURITY|NOSECURITY,AUTOMOVE|NOAUTOMOVE|UNMOUNT"
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– SETUID|NOSETUID
Specifies whether the setuid() and setgid() mode bit is supported.
• SETUID

Supports the setuid() and setgid() mode bit on an executable file. This option is the default.
• NOSETUID

Disables the setuid() and setgid() mode bit support on an executable file. When the program is executed, the
UID or GID are not changed, and the APF and Program Control extended attributes are not honored. The entire
HFS is uncontrolled.

– SECURITY|NOSECURITY
Specifies whether to perform the UNIX permissions checks.
• SECURITY

Enables the UNIX permissions checks. This option is the default.
• NOSECURITY

Disables the UNIX permissions checks. Any new files or directories that are created are assigned an owner of
UID(0), no matter what UID issued the request. A user can access or change any file or directory.

– AUTOMOVE|NOAUTOMOVE|UNMOUNT
For a sysplex where systems participate in a shared file system, specifies how to proceed when the system that
owns a file system goes down.
• AUTOMOVE

Automatically changes ownership of the file system to another system that participates in a shared file system.
This option is the default.

• NOAUTOMOVE
Keeps ownership of the file system. As a result, the file system becomes inaccessible.

• UNMOUNT
Unmounts the file system when the node leaves the sysplex.

NOTE

For more information about these options, see the following books:

IBM z/OS UNIX System Services Planning

IBM z/OS UNIX System Services Command Reference

IBM z/OS XL C/C++ Run-Time Library Reference
4. Start the CSM application server.

The mount parameters take effect.
5. If you enabled the Unmount at Shutdown feature in Step 1, navigate to the Settings tab, the Mount Point Management

page, and clear the Unmount at Shutdown check box. Save the changes.

To restore the defaults, leave the parameters empty, or comment out the line in the
RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.SAMPLIB(MSMLIB) member.

Example

This example enables setuid() and setgid() mode bit on executable files, disables security checks, and does not allow file
systems to change ownership:

IJO="$IJO -DADD_MOUNT_DEFAULT_OPTIONS=NOSECURITY,NOAUTOMOVE"

Configure MUF Message Printing
To help you distinguish between several MUF regions, the MUFMSG parameter in the (CUSMAC)MUFSTART member is
used. This parameter is configured to specify the printing of the MUF job name, informational data, and MUF name. These
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properties precede the message number on messages that the MUF issued and some of the messages that concern
communication with the MUF:

MUFMSG=YES,YES,YES

The prefixed message is displayed in the following format:

jobname:svc_number:subid:DB0xxxxI

If you run only one MUF region, you can change this parameter to disable the printing. To do so, set the MUFMSG
parameter as follows:

MUFMSG=NO,NO,NO

Configure Output Descriptors
To be able to select an Output Descriptor from the CSM Policy wizard, provide the output descriptor values in the CSM
server startup JCL. The sample JCL provided in the CSM run-time JCL library is named MSMTCSRV. The sample JCL
provided in the CSM runtime PROCLIB library is named MSMTC. You can use multiple output descriptors in the CSM
startup JCL which gives you the ability to select one of them from the wizard. The selected output descriptor is used when
the policy is executed for the processing of the CSM task output by the JES spool option. Output descriptors are only
available through this wizard if they are specified in the CSM startup JCL.

The following examples show output descriptors using site-specific meaningful names:

//CAVIEW    OUTPUT  CLASS=9,FORMS=2UP

//CASPOOL   OUTPUT  CLASS=S

NOTE
For more information about output descriptors and the parameters for the OUTPUT JCL statement, see the IBM
z/OS MVS JCL Reference.

Set Up a Secure FTP Connection for Deployment
You can set up CSM to support the ability to deploy products to remote systems using FTP over TLS (Transport Layer
Security). This feature allows for data to be exchanged in a secure, encrypted manner.

This feature uses X.509 digital certificates.

Certificates can be read from a security manager (Top Secret for z/OS, ACF2 for z/OS, or IBM RACF) using SAF key
rings, or from USS Java key stores. In addition, CSM provides support for sites that use the IBM Integrated Cryptographic
Service Facility (ICSF) for hardware certificate management.

The following table summarizes the available key store types that CSM supports:

Storage Certificate Management Key Stores
Security Manager Software JCERACFKS
Security Manager Hardware JCECCARACFKS
USS Software JKS, JCEKS, PKCS12
USS Hardware JCECCAKS
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NOTE
For more information about key store types available under Java, see the Security Reference for IBM SDK, Java
Technology Edition.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Settings tab, and click the Software Deployment link under System Settings in the Settings section on the left
side.
The Deployed Software page opens.

2. In the Key Store Settings section, select the type of the key store that you want to use.
The fields in the section appear. The fields vary depending on the selected key store type.

3. Set up values for the fields, and click Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the
task status later on the Tasks tab.

The FTP connection settings are saved.
4. Add an FTP location. When adding an FTP location, select the check box Enable Secure FTP Transmission.

The FTP location with secured FTP transmission enabled is added.
You can now deploy products using FTP over TLS.

Export Certificates from the gskkyman Database
If your FTP server uses the gskkyman key database as the FTP key ring, export the certificate from the gskkyman
database and import it to the Java JKS key store. Doing so allows CSM to use the same certificate as the FTP server
uses.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a copy of the cacerts file at JAVA_HOME/lib/security/ to use for CSM key store.

NOTE
The cacerts file is the default JKS certificates file that IBM Java ships with. The cacerts file contains several
root Certificate Authority certificates and is typically used to prime any new JKS key store.

2. Use the gskkyman utility and export the appropriate Certificate Authority from the FTP key ring file using binary ASN.1
DER format.

NOTE
For more information about the gskkyman utility, see the z/OS Cryptographic Services System Secure
Sockets Layer Programming.

3. Use the Java keytool utility and import the Certificate Authority into the key store database that you created in Step 1.
Use the following command:
 keytool  - import  - trustcacerts  - file /path_to_exported_ca_certificate 

 - keystore /path_to_copy_jks_cacerts/file_name 

 

The utility prompts you to make the imported CA trusted and enter the key store password. The initial password that
the cacerts file that is shipped with Java is changeit.

4. Set up a secure FTP connection to deployment.
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Specify Unit Parameters for SYSUT3 and SYSUT4 of the Remote System in the
SAMPLIB(MSMLIB) Member
In the IEBCOPY utility, you can specify particular UNIT parameters for the SYSUT3 and SYSUT4 DD statements
by adding statements in the SAMPLIB(MSMLIB) member. Remote Deployment Service picks up and uses the UNIT
parameters that are specified in this way when allocating SYSUT3 and SYSUT4 DD statements. If no statements
are defined, Remote Deployment Service uses the default UNIT(SYSDA) when allocating SYSUT3 and SYSUT4 DD
statements. To specify parameters, add the following statements:

IJO="$IJO -Dmsmdutil.sysut3.unit=SYSALLDA"

IJO="$IJO -Dmsmdutil.sysut4.unit=SYSALLDA"

Configure SDS and SCS in CSM
CSM Software Manager CSM can help automate acquiring, installing, maintaining, deploying, and configuring mainframe
software. As a system programmer, your responsibilities include configuring the Software Deployment Service (SDS) and
Software Configuration Service (SCS) in CSM.

As a system programmer, your responsibilities include configuring the Software Deployment Service (SDS) and Software
Configuration Service (SCS) in CSM.

The Software Deployment Service (SDS) facilitates product deployment. Deployment is a process of copying SMP/
E target libraries from a driving system (where the CSM application server is running) to a target (remote destination)
system. The target system could be the local z/OS system, a remote z/OS system, a staging system, or a sysplex.

The Software Configuration Service (SCS) facilitates product configuration. Configuration is a process of copying target
libraries to run-time libraries and customizing the product for your site to bring it to an executable state.

WARNING

Important! Once you enable Multi-Factor Authentication, Configuration and Deployment functionalities
are disabled. No user can start configuration and deployment regardless of Multi-Factor Authentication
authorization. The Configuration, Deployment, and System Registry tabs disappear from the menu bar.

Use this scenario to guide you through the process:
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Figure 15: Configuring_SDS_and_SCS

1. Upgrade Common Components and Services with CETN600.
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2. Configure SDS.
a. Set up authorization and permissions for SDS access.
b. Set up CCIDSCSV and CCISPNSV on each target system.
c. Set up the system registry.
d. Set up FTP locations and data destinations.
e. Validate systems.
f. (Optional) Set up a secure FTP connection for deployment.

3. Configure SCS.
a. Verify UNIX socket requirements.
b. Configure the MSMCPROC and MSMCAUX JCL procedures.
c. Configure security.
d. Set up the system registry.
e. Connect to the SCS address space.
f. Review and prepopulate system registry values.
g. Maintain the SCS address space.
h. Start and stop the SCS address space.

Upgrade Common Components and Services with CETN600
SDS and SCS require CETN600 be presented in your system.

CETN600 is a Common Components and Services (CCS) function that is packaged in the pax file DVD03135507E.pax.Z.
This file includes RELFILEs, SMP MCS and sample JCL to install CETN600 into your existing CCS SMP/E environment
(Version 14.0 or Release 14.1). Install this feature to deploy product and configure products using CSM into CCS.
CETN600 installs modules into CCS PDSE CAW0PLD (Version 14.0 and later), which requires APF authorization and
should be in the LINKLIST.

CETN600 uses DDDEF names that are compatible with the names included in CCS Version 14.0 and Release 14.1. In
addition, CETN600 deletes and supersedes CETN400 and CETN500 from your CCS SMP/E environment. CETN600
includes both the SCS and SDS common components. Set up CCIDSCSV and CCISPNSV on each target system before
starting SDS.

Upgrade Version 14.0 Using CSM

If you are using Common Components and Services (CCS) Version 14.0, you can upgrade with CETN600 using CSM.

WARNING
Before you install CETN600, apply and accept RO44235. Follow the instructions that HOLDDATA provides to
allocate required libraries and add DDDEF entries. After you accept RO44235, remove the CCS Version 14.0
SMP/E environment from CSM and migrate it back to CSM. Doing so makes CSM recognize externally added
DDDEF entries.

Follow these steps:

1. Download  DVD03135507E.pax.Z into your USS directory. To download the file, FTP it from the Broadcom file server
directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

ftp://ftp.ca.com

b. Log in to ftp.ca.com as follows:

user name: anonymous
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password: your-email-address

c. Change to the following directory:

cd /CAproducts/ca90s/CSMCCS60/GA

d. Download the following ESD distribution file, in binary format, to a USS file on your mainframe:

bin

get DVD03135507E.pax.Z DVD03135507E.pax.Z

e. End the FTP session.
2. Log in to CSM and click the SMP/E Environments tab. Select your CCS Version 14.0 SMP/E environment in the right

pane, and click Use as Working Set.
3. Click the Products tab, and click Install External Package under the Actions list in the left pane. In the Install External

Package dialog that opens, enter the location of the pax file as follows, and click OK:

/your_directory_path/DVD03135507E.pax.Z

The Install External Package dialog closes and the base installation wizard opens to the Welcome step.
4. Click Next to advance to the Features step, select Full Install, and click Next.

The Prerequisites step appears.
5. No prerequisites exist. Click Next to skip this step.

The SMP/E Environment step 1/3 appears with multiple options, including Create a New SMP/E Environment, and the
SMP/E environments already in your working set.

NOTE
If no SMP/E environment definition appears, click Cancel to exit the wizard. Restart this procedure starting
with step 2 to add a different CCS Version 14.0 SMP/E environment to your working set so that it appears in
the SMP/E Environments (1/3) step of the wizard. Do not select Create a New SMP/E Environment.

6. Select the CCS Version 14.0 SMP/E environment. Click Next twice (you cannot update the SMP/E Environment step
2/3) to advance to the SMP/E Environment step 3/3.

7. Specify your work DDDEF parameters, and click Next to advance to the Target Zone step 1/3.
8. Select the zone that is associated with the CCS Version 14.0 installation, and click Next to advance to the Target Zone

step 2/3.
CSM displays the SMS or data set target libraries allocation parameters in lower portion of the Target Zone step 2/3.

9. Specify the SMS or data set target libraries allocation parameters, and click Next to advance to the Target Zone step
3/3.

NOTE
You can accept the values that CSM prefills in these fields. They are the values that were set when CCS
Version 14.0 were installed.

10. Click Next to advance to the Distribution Zone step 1/3.

NOTE
If you have RO44235 installed but the sample job that HOLDDATA provides was not run or not run properly,
the CAW0SCST data set may appear.

11. Select the zone that is associated with the CCS Version 14.0 installation, and click Next to advance to the Distribution
Zone step 2/3.

12. Specify the SMS or data set distribution libraries allocation parameters, and click Next to advance to the Distribution
Zone step 3/3.

NOTE
You can accept the values that CSM prefills in these fields. They are the values that were set when CCS
Version 14.0 were installed.
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13. Click Next to advance to the Summary step, review the installation summary, and click Install to complete the
installation process.

NOTE
If you have RO44235 installed but the sample job that HOLDDATA provides was not run or not run properly,
the AETNSCST data set may appear.

CETN600 is installed.
14. Apply PTF RO64950 to the CCS SMP/E environment.

The Datacom/MSM SQL plans that match the load modules that CETN600 delivers reside in the library pointed to
by DDDEF CAW0EXP, with member names formatted as MSMC*SQL. The sample JCL used to import a plan into
Datacom/DB for CSM is supplied as the member MSMCXPLN in the sample JCL target library. The library is pointed to by
CAW0JCL.

Upgrade Release 14.1 Using CSM

If you are using Common Components and Services (CCS) Release 14.1, you can upgrade with CETN600 using CSM.

Follow these steps:

1. Download DVD03135507E.pax.Z into your USS directory. To download the file, FTP it from the Broadcom file server
directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

ftp://ftp.ca.com

b. Log in to ftp.ca.com as follows:

user name: anonymous

password: your-email-address

c. Change to the following directory:

cd /CAproducts/ca90s/CSMCCS60/GA

d. Download the following ESD distribution file, in binary format, to a USS file on your mainframe:

bin

get DVD03135507E.pax.Z DVD03135507E.pax.Z

e. End the FTP session.
2. Log in to CSM and click the SMP/E Environments tab. Select your CCS Release 14.1 SMP/E environment in the right

pane, and click Use as Working Set.
3. Click the Products tab, and click Install External Package under the Actions list in the left pane. In the Install External

Package dialog that opens, enter the location of the pax file as follows, and click OK:

/your_directory_path/DVD03135507E.pax.Z

The Install External Package dialog closes and the base installation wizard opens to the Welcome step.
4. Click Next to advance to the Features step, select Full Install, and click Next.

The Prerequisites step appears.
5. No prerequisites exist. Click Next to skip this step.

The SMP/E Environment step 1/3 appears with multiple options, including Create a New SMP/E Environment, and the
SMP/E environments already in your working set.
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NOTE
If no SMP/E environment definition appears, click Cancel to exit the wizard. Restart this procedure with step
2 to add a different CCS Version 14.0 SMP/E environment to your working set so that it appears in the SMP/
E Environments (1/3) step of the wizard. Do not select Create a New SMP/E Environment.

6. Select the CCS Release 14.1 SMP/E environment, and click Next twice (you cannot update the SMP/E Environment
step 2/3) to advance to the SMP/E Environment step 3/3.

7. Specify your work DDDEF parameters, and click Next to advance to the Target Zone step 1/3.
8. Select the zone that is associated with the CCS Release 14.1 installation, and click Next to advance to the Target

Zone step 2/3.
CSM displays the SMS or data set target libraries allocation parameters in lower portion of the Target Zone step 2/3.

9. Specify the SMS or data set target libraries allocation parameters, and click Next to advance to the Target Zone step
3/3.

NOTE
You can accept the values that CSM prefills in these fields. They are the values that were set when CCS
Release 14.1 were installed.

10. Click Next to advance to the Distribution Zone step 1/3.
11. Select the zone that is associated with the CCS Release 14.1 installation, and click Next to advance to the Distribution

Zone step 2/3.
12. Specify the SMS or data set distribution libraries allocation parameters, and click Next to advance to the Distribution

Zone step 3/3.

NOTE
You can accept the values that CSM prefills in these fields. They are the values that were set when CCS
Release 14.1 were installed.

13. Click Next to advance to the Summary step, review the installation summary, and click Install to complete the
installation process.
CETN600 is installed.

14. Apply PTF RO64952 to the CCS SMP/E environment.

The Datacom/MSM SQL plans that match the load modules that CETN600 delivers reside in the library pointed to
by DDDEF CAW0EXP, with member names formatted as MSMC*SQL. The sample JCL used to import a plan into
Datacom/DB for CSM is supplied as the member MSMCXPLN in the sample JCL target library. The library is pointed to by
CAW0JCL.

CETN600 DDDEF Entries

CETN600 uses the following DDDEF names:

In Target Zone In Distribution Zone Usage
CAW0PLD AETNMOD Modules
CAW0JCL AETNJCL Sample JCL
CAW0PROC AETNPROC Sample PROCs
CAW0OPTN AETNOPTN Option Members
CAW0SDF AETNSDF Side Decks
CAW0EXP AETNEXP Datacom/MSM SQL Plans
CAW0XML0 AETNXML0 CSM SCS Address Space XML
CAW0SCST AETNSCST SCS Templates
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Target DDDEF CAW0XML0 is only used by CETN600, while all other targets are also used by other functions in Common
Components and Services.

Configure SDS
This section describes tasks that you perform to configure SDS in CSM.

Set Up Authorizations and Permissions for SDS Access

Configure security access for the user ID associated with the CCISPNSV started task and SDS users on the driving
system and the target system.

Security Requirements for Driving System Deployment

In addition to general security access requirements, SDS users must have:

• Read access to the GIM.PGM.GIMZIP resource class
• (If Cryptographic Services Facility class is used) Access to the CSFOWH profile in the CSFSERV resource class

NOTE
For more information about the general security access, see the Preparing for Installation.

Security Requirements for Target System Deployment

The user ID associated with the CCISPNSV started task must have:

• A valid OMVS segment
• Read access to the path that the SMPWKDIR DD points to in the CCISPNSV procedure
• The following access privileges for working with USS file systems:

– Write access to the path that is used as the mount point on the target system
– UID(0) or at least read access to the SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT resource in the UNIXPRIV class

CSM users who use SDS must have:

• Read access to the GIM.PGM.GIMUNZIP resource.
• A valid OMVS segment.
• Read/write/execute access to the path that the SMPWKDIR DD points to in the CCISPNSV procedure.
• (FTP transmission method only) Read/write access to the FTP and the landing directory on the target system. User IDs

that access remote systems are identified and authorized based on credentials that are configured on the Settings tab,
the Remote Credentials page.

• The following access privileges for working with USS file systems:
– Write access to the path that is used as the mount point on the target system
– UID(0) or at least read access to the SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT resource in the UNIXPRIV class

• (If Cryptographic Services Facility class is used) Access to the CSFOWH profile in the CSFSERV resource class.

Deployments with USS Parts and SUPERUSER Authority

SDS relies on the SMP/E GIMZIP and GIMUNZIP programs. If you create a deployment to a target system with USS parts
and your UID has SUPERUSER authority, GIMUNZIP performs in a different manner than it does for non-SUPERUSER
authority.

NOTE
CSM creates SDS on the target system with the credentials that you define in CSM.
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• GIMUNZIP with SUPERUSER authority
When your UID has SUPERUSER authority, GIMUNZIP runs as the ROOT user. All directories that GIMUNZIP creates
as ROOT, have the ROOT UID/GID.
The deployment USS parts (Owner and Permission) can be different from your expectations. Review the USS items
that are created on the directory level. If necessary, switch to SUPERUSER mode to access the results of the USS
parts on the target system. Use the deployed product documentation and your organization guidelines and standards
to reset owner UID/GID and permissions as necessary.

• GIMUNZIP without SUPERUSER authority
GIMUNZIP always attempts to switch to ROOT. If it cannot switch, it issues an information message to SMPOUT and
continues to operate with your UID/GID.

Remote Deployment Service USS Considerations

SDS runs as a batch z/OS UNIX program. If your system CEEOPTXX member has MSGFILE(SYSPRINT),
CEEOPTS DD is required in CCISPNSV to override MSGFILE to MSGFILE(SYSOUT,FBA,121,0,NOENQ).
MSGFILE(SYSOUT,FBA,121,0,NOENQ) is the non-CICS default.

Set Up CCIDSCSV and CCISPNSV on Each Target System

The load modules and sample procedures for SDS are delivered as a contributed Common Components and Services
function CETN600. CETN600 is available for all supported Common Components and Services.

Installing CETN600 creates the address space CCIDSCSV or CCISPNSV as needed on the target system. CCIDSCSV is
started for every Validate action that users trigger in the CSM system registry. CCISPNSV is started for each Deployment
action that users trigger in SDS. CCIDSCSV and CCISPNSV end after the completion of their associated tasks. The
system discovery module resides in the Common Components and Services base FMID and its associated non-PDSE
load library.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that CETN600 is installed.
In addition, install any additional maintenance that is associated with any of these versions when it becomes available.
CETN600 installs modules into CAW0PLD.

2. Create an independent file system (HFS or zFS) to house the SMPWKDIR directory and the SDS FTP landing
directory.
ETNI0100 provides a sample job that creates a zFS file system.

3. Mount the file system that you created. Create the SMP/E SMPWKDIR directory and the SDS FTP landing directory
under the file system mount point.
ETNI0200 provides a sample job that performs the following actions:
– Creates the mount point
– Mounts the zFS file system
– Creates the SMP/E SMPWKDIR directory and the SDS FTP landing directory

4. Verify that you update your BPXPRMxx member in SYS1.PARMLIB with the file system and mount point that you
defined earlier.

5. Modify your CAIENF procedure to append the CAW0OPTN library member MSMSPNPM, delivered by CETN600, to
SPNPARMS DD statements.

6. Verify that nodes and connect statements that point to the CAICCI running on the CSM host exist in the target system
CCIPARM statements. These nodes and connect statements ensure CAICCI network connectivity to the CSM host
and all target systems.

NOTE
CAICCI can use protocols VTAM LU0 or TCPIP or XCF (or all of them) for a connection path between
systems. Use one or a mixture of protocols that best meet your organizational policies, procedures, and
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standards. Verify that the CAICCI Spawn Facility is active in both the CSM host system and target system
CAIENF and CAICCI.

7. Copy CCISPNSV and CCIDSCSV sample procedures from the Common Components and Services target zone
PROC library (CCShlq.CAW0PROC for Version 14.0 and above) to your STC PROC library.

8. Modify CCISPNSV and CCIDSCSV procedures so that the procedures meet your organizational standards.
– Verify that SMPWKDIR is correctly set up for your installed file system and mount point as done in steps 2 and 3.

The subdirectory should be created as a mount point directory for the shared DASD switched file system, if used,
for example, /cai/ccispnsv/msmMPm.

– Verify that the SMPJHOME and SMPCPATH point to the Java home directory and home SMP classes for your
system.

You can change the name of these procedures. However, you must change the CAICCI SPAWN parameters that
reference MSMD_DSC_APPLICATION for System Discovery and MSMD-DPL_APPLICATION for SDS in all systems.
The CAICCI SPAWN parameters are defined in the CAW0OPTN library member MSMSPNPM referenced by the
SPNPARMS DD statement.

9. Verify that the user ID associated with the CCISPNSV procedure has the correct security access and privileges. The
associated user ID should have a valid OMVS segment, and all security items that are associated with the user ID for
CAIENF and CAICCI. You can use the CAIENF user ID or you can use your owned defined ID.

10. Verify that the Common Components and Services load libraries are APF-authorized.

CCISPNSV Sample Directory Tree

Set Up the System Registry (SDS)

You create a system in the CSM System Registry. You can create a system of the following types:

Create a Non-sysplex System (SCS/SDS)

A non-sysplex is a stand-alone z/OS system that is not part of a sysplex or a monoplex system.

You can use non-sysplex systems as target systems for product configurations.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and in the Actions section click the Create Non-Sysplex System link.
The New Non-Sysplex System dialog appears.

2. Enter the following information, and click Save:
– Name
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Enter the non-sysplex system name. Sysplex and non-sysplex systems can have the same name. Use the
Description field to differentiate between these systems.
Limits: Eight characters

– Description
Enter the description.
Limits: 255 characters

– CAICCI System ID
(Optional) Enter the CAICCI system ID.
Limits: Eight characters

NOTE

The CAICCI system ID is a unique name for a system that is part of a CAICCI network. If you do not
specify one, CSM obtains it using a validate action.

The non-sysplex system is saved. The system name appears in the non-sysplex system list on the right, and in the
registry tree on the left.

3. Detail the nonstaging system.

WARNING

z/OS systems running under VM are treated as being in BASIC mode and not LPAR mode. As a result, the
LPAR number is null in the z/OS control block. When the LPAR number is null, the system validation output
shows the following message:

Property Name: z/OS LPAR Name, Value: ** Not Applicable **. 

Create a Sysplex or Monoplex (SCS/SDS)

A sysplex is a system complex which is a single logic system running on one or more physical systems. Each of the
physical systems that make up a sysplex, is often referred to as a member system. A monoplex is a sysplex that has only
one member system and minimally a single coupling facility.

You can use sysplex and monoplex systems as target systems for product configurations.

If you have monoplexes with the same sysplex name, you can create a sysplex or monoplex system registry. Monoplexes
are stored in the sysplex registry tree but with the name of the sysplex system and not the monoplex sysplex name. For
example, you have a system XX16 defined as a monoplex, with a sysplex name of LOCAL. The system registry displays
the system as a sysplex, with the name LOCAL. This sysplex contains one system: XX16.

If you create a system in the wrong group, it is determined during validation and the system is moved to the right group
automatically. For example, if you add a monoplex to a non-sysplex category, a new sysplex group is created. The
monoplex is moved to that sysplex group.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and in the Actions section click the Create Sysplex link.
The New Sysplex dialog appears.

2. Enter the following information, and click Save.
– Name

Enter the sysplex system name.
Limits: Eight characters

– Description
Enter the description.
Limits: 255 characters

Sysplex and non-sysplex system can have the same name. Use the Description field to differentiate these systems.
The sysplex is saved. The sysplex name appears in the sysplex list on the right, and in the registry tree on the left.
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WARNING

z/OS systems running under VM are treated as being in BASIC mode and not LPAR mode. As a result,
the LPAR number is null in the z/OS control block. In this case, the system validation output includes the
following message:

Property Name: z/OS LPAR Name, Value: ** Not Applicable **. 

3. Right-click the newly added sysplex and select Create Sysplex System to add a system to a sysplex. Repeat this
process for each system belonging to this sysplex.

4. Enter the following data items for each system:
– Name

Enter the system name. Sysplex and non-sysplex systems can have the same name. Use the Description field to
differentiate between these systems.
Limits: Eight characters

– Description
Enter the description.
Limits: 255 characters

– CAICCI System ID
(Optional) Enter the CAICCI system ID.
Limits: Eight characters

NOTE

The CAICCI system ID is a unique name for a system that is part of a CAICCI network. If you do not
specify one, CSM obtains it using a validate action.

The sysplex system is saved. The system name appears in the registry tree on the left. Information about the added
system opens on the right.

5. Detail the nonstaging system.

Create a Shared DASD Cluster (SCS/SDS)

A shared DASD clusters system is a set of systems that shared DASD. A shared DASD cluster can be composed of
sysplex and non-sysplex systems. A staging system cannot be part of a shared DASD cluster.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and in the Actions section click the Shared DASD Cluster link. 
The New Shared DASD Cluster dialog appears.

2. Enter the following information, and click Save:
– Name

Enter the shared DASD cluster name.
Limits: Eight characters

NOTE
Each shared DASD cluster name must be unique and it is not case-sensitive. For example, DASD1 and
dasd1 are the same shared DASD cluster name. A shared DASD cluster can have the same name as a
non-sysplex, sysplex, or staging system.

– Description
Enter the description.
Limits: 255 characters

The shared DASD cluster is saved. The cluster name appears in the cluster list on the right, and in the registry tree on
the left.

3. Right-click the newly added DASD cluster name, and select Add System or Sysplex to this Shared DASD Cluster.
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4. Select the systems or sysplexes that you want to add to the DASD cluster, and click Select.
The selected systems or sysplexes are added to the DASD cluster.

Create a Staging System (SCS/SDS)

A staging system is a virtual system that you can use to deploy and configure product before activating it on a target
system. If the target system is the same as the CSM driving system, the software is activated locally. To use a staging
system, the CSM driving system must be registered in the CSM system registry.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and in the Actions section click the Create Staging System link.
The New Staging System dialog appears.

2. Enter the following information, and click Save:
– Name

Enter the staging system name.
Limits: Eight characters

NOTE
Each staging system name must be unique and is not case-sensitive. For example, STAGE1 and stage1
are the same staging system name. A staging system can have the same name as a non-sysplex,
sysplex, or a shared DASD cluster.

– z/OS Version
Enter the version of the z/OS system that runs on the staging system.
Example: 01.12.00
Default: The version of the z/OS system that is running on the driving system

– Description
(Optional) Enter the description.
Limits: 255 characters

The staging system is saved. The system name appears in the system list on the right, and in the registry tree on the
left.

Detail a Nonstaging System (SCS/SDS)

You detail each system that is defined as a non-sysplex system and those systems added to a sysplex.

Follow these steps:

1. Select a system in the tree view.
The details of the selected system are displayed in the information pane on the right side of the display. The General
tab for the selected system is displayed by default.

2. Validate the system.
3. (Optional) If you plan to deploy your installation to the selected system, define one or more deployment FTP locations.
4. (Optional) If you plan to configure your deployment on the selected system, specify the SCS address space

location for the system.

Set Up FTP Locations and Data Destinations

File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is a protocol for transfer of files from one computer to another over the network.

Define an FTP location for every system if you deploy to specified systems within a sysplex. They are used to retrieve
the deployment results on the target system regardless of whether the deployment was transmitted through FTP or using
shared DASD. They are also used when you are moving your deployments through FTP. You need the URI (host system
name), port number (default is 21), and the directory path, which is the landing directory. The landing directory is where
the data is temporarily placed during a deployment.
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The Data Destinations page lists the current data destinations for this system. The following choices are available:

• FTP
When FTP is selected as the transport mechanism, the deployment data is shipped to the target system through FTP.
The data is temporarily placed on the target system at the landing directory that the FTP Location information section
of the system registry specifies.

• Shared DASD
When you specify shared DASD, CSM uses a virtual transport technique. That is, it does not actually copy the data
from one system to the other. Because the two systems share DASD, there is no need to copy the data. All of the
deployment data is kept in the USS file systems that CSM manages.
Even though the DASD is shared, it is possible that the remote system does not find the deployment data in the USS
file system. Therefore, CSM temporarily unmounts the file system from the CSM driving system and mounts it in read-
only mode on the remote system. 
For CSM to determine where to mount the file system on the remote system, specify a mount point location in the data
destination. In addition, you can provide allocation information for the creation of the deployment file system. The file
system is created on the shared DASD, on the CSM driving system.

Data destinations are assigned to non-sysplex and sysplex systems, and shared DASD clusters. Data destinations are
named objects, and can be assigned to multiple entities in the system registry. Data destinations can have their own
independent maintenance dialogs.

The deployment process on the remote system uses the remote allocation information and lets you control where the
deployed software is placed. By specifying the GIMUNZIP VOLSER,  adds a volume= parameter to the GIMUNZIP
instructions on the remote system. The list of zFS VOLSERs is needed only if both of the following situations occur:

• The software that you are deploying contains USS parts.
• You select a container copy option during the deployment process.

NOTE

The FTP and data destinations at the system level are not used when the sysplex is a monoplex. The only FTP
locations and data destinations that are referenced are defined at the sysplex level.

Add FTP Locations

You can add FTP locations.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, or Shared DASD Clusters from the tree
on the left side.
Information about the systems that you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system that you want to create FTP locations for.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.

3. Click the Network Locations subtab, and in the FTP Locations area, click Add.
The New FTP Location dialog appears.

4. Enter the following information, and click Save:

• – Host NameSpecify the TCP/IP host name or IP address of the target system.
Limits: 255 characters

NOTE

The TCP/IP host name is not the SMF ID.

• – PortEnter the port number.Limits: 65535
Default: 21

– Directory PathEnter the directory path.
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Limits: Must start with a root directory, that is /.
– Enable Secure FTP TransmissionSelect this check box to use a secure FTP connection to the FTP server.

NOTE

Verify that you set up secure FTP transmission parameters on the Software Deployment page, on the
Settings tab.

The new FTP location appears on the list.

Create Data Destinations

You can create data destinations that define the method that CSM uses to transfer the deployment data to the nonstaging
target systems.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and in the Actions section click the Maintain Data destinations link.
The Maintains Data Destinations dialog appears.

2. Click Create.
The New Data Destination dialog appears.

3. Enter the following information, and click Save:
– Name

Enter a meaningful name.
Limits: 64 characters

NOTE
Each data destination name must be a unique name and it is not case-sensitive. For example, DATAD1
and datad1 are the same data destination name.

– Description
Enter the description.
Limits: 255 characters

– Transmission Method
Select the transmission method.
Default: Shared DASD

– Mount Point
(Shared DASD only) Enter the mount point directory path, which is a directory path that must exist on the target
system. The user that is doing the deployment must have write permission to this directory, and mount authorization
on the target system.

NOTE
A mount user must have UID(0) or at least have READ access to the SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT
resource found in the UNIXPRIV class.

Limits: 120 characters

NOTE
SMS is not mutually exclusive with non-SMS. They can both be specified (usually one or the other is
specified, though).

– Storage Class
(Shared DASD only) Enter the storage class.
Limits: Eight characters
Example: SYSPRG

– VOLSER
(Shared DASD only) Enter the VOLSER.
Limits: Six characters
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Example: SYSP01 and SYSP02
– GIMUNZIP Volume

Enter the GIMUNZIP volume.
Limits: Six characters

– Catalog Data Sets
Specify if deployed data sets are cataloged on the target system.

NOTE

If you set this field to YES, fill in the GIMUNZIP Volume field.
– Unit

Enter the unit where the deployed data sets are allocated.

• – • If you set the Catalog Data Sets field to YES, the specified unit is used for allocating all deployed data sets.
• If you set the Catalog Data Sets field to NO, the specified unit is used for allocating empty data sets only.
• If you do not define Unit, SYSALLDA is used.

– zFS Candidate Volumes
Enter zFS candidate volumes.
Limits: Six characters
The zFS candidate volumes allow the specification of an optional list of VOLSERs used during the allocation of zFS
container data sets for USS parts.

The new data destination appears on the Data Destination list.

Add a Data Destination

You can add current data destinations to an existing nonstaging system.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, or Shared DASD Clusters from the tree at
the left.
Information about the systems that is related to the type you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system that you want to add data destinations.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.

3. Click the Data Destination tab.
The Data Destination window appears.

4. Click Add.
The Select Data Destinations dialog appears.

5. Select the data destinations that you want to add, and click Select.
The data destinations are added to the system.

Validate Systems

After you have created your systems, validate that they exist. You cannot validate staging systems.

NOTE
Validate your non-sysplex systems first, and then your sysplex or shared DASD cluster systems.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, or Shared DASD Clusters from the tree
on the left side.
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NOTE
Even though you cannot validate staging systems, create and validate a system registry entry for the CSM
driving system of the staging system.

Information about the systems that you selected appears on the right side.
2. Select the system that you want to validate and, from the Actions drop-down list, select Validate.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the
task status later on the Tasks tab.

3. (Optional) If the validation is in error, review the message log, update your system registry-entered information, and
validate again.
You are now ready to deploy your products to this system.

Configure SCS
This section describes tasks that you perform to configure SCS in CSM.

Verify UNIX Socket Requirements

The SCS address space uses UNIX sockets for internal communication.

Set up the following requirements on the target system:

• Define the AF_UNIX domain in the BPXPRMxx PARMLIB member.
• Verify that the /var/sock directory exists in the UNIX file system, or that MSMCPROC has authority to create the

directory.
• Verify that MSMCPROC has write authority to the /var/sock directory.

Configure the MSMCPROC and MSMCAUX JCL Procedures

MSMCPROC is the JCL procedure that is used to start the SCS address space. Common Components and Services
that CSM uses includes a sample procedure in the member MSMCPROC of the Common Components and Services
CAW0PROC (CCShlq.CAW0PROC) library. You must copy this procedure to a system PROCLIB that the z/OS START
commands use and modify it to suit your installation environment. The MSMCPROC sample member describes the
changes that are required.

MSMCAUX is the JCL procedure that is used to start the auxiliary address space. Common Components and Services
that CSM uses includes a sample procedure in the member MSMCAUX of the Common Components and Services
CAW0PROC (CCShlq.CAW0PROC) library. You must copy this procedure to a system PROCLIB that z/OS START
commands use and modify it to suit your installation environment. The MSMCAUX sample member describes the
changes that are required. Do not start the MSMCAUX procedure manually. The MSMCAUX procedure is started by the
SCS address space (MSMCPROC).

This section contains information about how to configure the MSMCPROC procedure and the MSMCAUX procedure.

MSMCPROC

The SCS address space uses the MSMCPROC JCL procedure. Copy this procedure to a system PROCLIB that the z/OS
START commands use, and modify it to suit your installation environment.
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You can:

• Specify the JCL EXEC statement parameters that can be used with the PARM keyword parameter of the JCL EXEC
statement.

• Add or change any DD statements as required. The MSMCPROC sample member describes the changes that are
required.

NOTE

MSMCPROC is the common name of the SCS address space JCL procedure. You can change the name to
suit your installation environment.

If the z/OS UNIX System Services environment on your system is not configured with an AF_INET6 domain in the
SYS1.PARMLIB(BPXPRMxx) member, update the TCP/IP parameters in the SCS address space parameter member
MSMCPARM. Change <TCPIP ipaddr="::" port="49152"/> to <TCPIP ipaddr = "0.0.0.0" port="49152"/>

You can start the SCS address space as a started task or as an initiated job.

• To start the SCS address space as a started task, use the START command. Use your security system to associate a
user ID with the SCS address space started task.

• To start the SCS address space as an initiated job, execute the MSMCPROC JCL procedure within a batch job stream.
Use the USER parameter of the JCL JOB statement to associate a user ID with the SCS address space initiated job.

MSMCAUX

CSM includes the MSMCAUX sample member. The auxiliary address space uses the JCL procedure MSMCAUX. Copy
this procedure to a System PROCLIB that z/OS START commands use, and modify it to suit your installation environment.

NOTE

Do not deviate from the guidelines that are described in this topic or add any additional steps to the MSMCAUX
JCL procedure. Doing so will cause MSMCAUX to behave in an unexpected manner, result in an ABEND, or
produce incorrect results.

You can add or change any DD statements as required. The MSMCAUX sample member describes the changes.

Do not start the MSMCAUX procedure manually. The MSMCAUX procedure is started by the SCS address space
(MSMCPROC).

The auxiliary address space is always started as a started task. Use your security system to associate a user ID with the
auxiliary address space started task.

NOTE
MSMCAUX is the common name of the auxiliary address space JCL procedure. You can change the name to
suit your installation environment. If you do change the name, update the AUX procname in the SCS address
space parameters.

Special program properties are a requirement. They must be assigned to the system for the program MSMCAUX named
on the EXEC PGM= JCL card in the MSMCAUX PROC.

MSMCAUX must be defined in the SCHEDxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB to execute in storage protect key 4.

To define MSMCAUX to execute in storage protect key 4, use the following statement:

PPT PGMNAME(MSMCAUX) KEY(4) SYST PRIV

NOTE
Special program properties are only assigned to programs that are retrieved from an APF-authorized library
concatenation. All MSMCAUX PROC STEPLIB data sets must be properly defined in the APF library list.

For more information about the definition of special program properties, see the IBM Initialization and Tuning Reference.
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Configure SCS Address Space Parameters

This section only applies if the default SCS address space values do not correspond with your environment settings.

To update SCS address space runtime parameters, update the MSMCPROC member in the library that the MSMCPARM
DD card in the MSMCPROC procedure points.

You can update the following parameters: TCP/IP, SAF, and AUX.

• TCP/IP

Specifies the address space parameters for the interface between the SCS address space and TCP/IP for
communicating with other components of CSM.

The TCP/IP parameters are specified using the following attributes:

• ipaddr
Specifies the IP address of the interface through which the SCS address space accepts TCP connection requests
from other CSM components.
Limits: IPv4 address using standard dotted decimal notation.
(Optional) IPv6 address using one of the standard text forms that are defined in RFC 4291, IPv6
Example 1: 0.0.0.0
Example 2: ::

NOTE

The IPv4 unspecified address, 0.0.0.0, is used to indicate that the SCS address space accepts TCP
connection requests through all IPv4 interfaces. The IPv6 unspecified address, :: , can be used to indicate
that the SCS address space accepts TCP connection requests through all IPv4 and IPv6 interfaces.

Default: ::
• port

Specifies the port number the SCS address space uses to listen for TCP connection requests from other
CSM components.
Limits: 65535
Default: 49152

• SAF

Sets the parameters that are related to the SCS address space interface to the System Authorization Facility (SAF).

The SAF parameters are specified using the following attributes:

• application
Specifies the application name that is assigned to the SCS address space.
Limits: 1-8 bytes. The first character must be alphabetic or national. The remaining characters must be
alphanumeric or national.
Default: MSMCAPPL

• requestor
Specifies the name that is assigned to the SCS address space that assigns a unique control point within a set of
control points that exist in a subsystem.

NOTE

If you specify a requestor name and IBM RACF is installed, update the IBM RACF router table with a
matching entry. If you do not update the table, IBM RACF processing is bypassed.

Limits: 1-8 bytes. The first character must be alphabetic or national. The remaining characters must be
alphanumeric or national.
Default: None

• subsystem
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Specifies the subsystem name, version, and release level that are assigned to the SCS address space.

NOTE

If you specify a subsystem name and IBM RACF is installed, update the IBM RACF router table with a
matching entry. If you do not update the table, IBM RACF processing is bypassed.

Limits: 1-8 bytes. The first character must be alphabetic or national. The remaining characters must be
alphanumeric or national.
Default: None

• class
Specifies the resource class name that CSM uses for security rules in resource profiles.
Limits: 1-8 bytes. All characters of the name must be alphanumeric or national.
Default: CAMSM

• AUX
Sets the parameters that are related to the SCS AUX address space.
The SCS AUX address space parameters are specified using the following attributes:
– procname

Specifies the name of a JCL procedure library member that contains the source JCL for the SCS AUX address
space.
Limits: 1-8 bytes. The first character must be alphabetic or national. The remaining characters must be
alphanumeric or national.
Default: MSMCAUX

– jobname
Specifies the job name that is assigned to the SCS AUX address space.
Limits: 1-8 bytes. The first character must be alphabetic or national. The remaining characters must be
alphanumeric or national.
Default: The JCL procedure library member name (if the source JCL is a procedure), or the job name that is
assigned on the JOB statement (if the source JCL is a job).

– reusasid
Determines if a reusable ASID is requested for the SCS AUX address space.
The SCS AUX address space receives one of the following values:
• YES

The SCS AUX address space is assigned a reusable ASID if REUSASID (YES) is also specified in the DIAGxx
PARMLIB member.

• NO
The SCS AUX address space is not assigned reusable ASID.

Default: YES

NOTE
Using a reusable ASID results in an ABEND of system 0D3 if products or programs that are used in the
configuration of a Broadcom product are not upgraded to tolerate reusable ASIDs.

For more information about reusing ASIDs, see the IBM z/OS MVS Programming: Extended Addressability Guide .

• – maxactive
Specifies the maximum number of concurrently active SCS AUX address spaces.
Limits: 1 to 20 numeric
Default: 20
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Configure Security

Set up security settings for the SCS address space to work properly:

1. Define a security system user ID for the SCS address space. The user ID must have an OMVS segment. The segment
must be defined and have read access to the data sets that the SCS address space JCL procedure allocated. The
user ID does not need OMVS superuser privileges.

2. Define a security system user ID for the auxiliary address space.
The user ID can be the same as the one defined for the SCS address space. The user ID must have read access to
the data sets allocated by the auxiliary address space JCL procedure. If the user ID for the auxiliary address space is
different from the user ID for the SCS address space, it does not need an OMVS segment.

3. Set up security on every target system, which can include the CSM driving system. Configure permission to access
the entity SCSAS.CONNECT (READ authority) of the class CAMSM. The permission allows connections to the SCS
address space through the CSM application server and the SCS address space. CAMSM is the default name of the
SAF resource class. Your system may use a different name depending on your CSM installation.

NOTE
 For more information about setting up SCS address space security in different security systems,
see Preparing for Installation.

4. Configure PassTickets.
PassTickets are used to verify the started task ID of the CSM application server to allow secure connections from a
remote system to the SCS address space.
Set up PassTickets on the system where the CSM application server is executing and on each system where the SCS
address space is running.
Depending on the security system that you have, you have to complete the following steps on the CSM driving system
and all remote systems:
– Activate the PassTicket class (PTKTDATA).
– Define the CSM application server PassTicket session key. Use the same session key on the system where

the CSM application server is running, and all remote systems where the SCS address space is running.
– Grant READ access to the CSM application server PassTicket session key for the CSM application server started

task user ID and for the SCS address space started task user ID on every remote system.

NOTE
 For more information about PassTickets in different security systems, see Preparing for Installation . 

Authorizations and Permissions for SCS Address Space Access

Perform specific tasks to get the SCS address space running on a system. The SCS address space security setup is
performed on every target system which can include the CSM driving system.

Set Up the System Registry (SCS)

You create a system in the CSM system registry and connect the SCS address space to it. You use systems in the system
registry as target systems for product configurations.

You can create a system of the following types:

• Non-sysplex system
• Sysplex or monoplex
• Shared DASD cluster
• Staging system

You can use sysplexes, monoplexes, non-sysplex systems, and staging systems for configuring products.
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You can connect the SCS address space to sysplexes, monoplexes, and non-sysplex systems.

Connect to the SCS Address Space

 

Connect the SCS address space to a system in your system registry.

You can connect the SCS address space to a system of the following types:

• Sysplex
• Monoplex
• Non-sysplex system

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, or Shared DASD Clusters from the tree
on the left side.
Information about the systems that you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system that you want to set the address location for.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.

3. Click the Network Locations subtab, and in the SCS Address Space Location area, complete the following fields and
click Save:
a. • Host Name

Specify the TCP/IP host name or IP address of the largest system.

NOTE

The TCP/IP host name is not the SMF ID.

Limit: 255 characters
– • TCP Port Number

Specify the port number for the SCS address space.
Limits: 65535
Default: 49152

• TCP Connection Retry Count
Specify the number of times an operation is retried when the initial attempt is unsuccessful. These operations
are send/receive transactions that target the SCS address space. Not all types of transactions can be retried,
and those transactions that can, are determined on a case-by-case basis as they are implemented. Setting this
field to 0 means that no retries are performed.
Limits: 0 to 99
Default: 15

• TCP Connection Timeout Value in Seconds
Specify the maximum number of seconds to wait for a response on each send of a transaction request. If a
communication attempt times out, the transaction can be retried. Until the maximum number of retries has not
been reached, a retry occurs. If no more retries are possible, a message appears indicating a network timeout
has occurred. Each retry uses the same timeout value as the initial transaction.
Limits: 1 to 999
Default: 10

The new SCS address space location information is saved.
4. Click Status to verify that the address space is working.

The dialog that displays information about the SCS address space opens.
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Review and Prepopulate System Registry Values

For all non-staging systems in your System Registry, prepopulate environment variables with values using the CSM web-
based interface.

NOTE
For more information about the environment variables and environment profiles, see the online help.

Maintain the SCS Address Space

To keep your SCS address space up-to date, apply the latest maintenance as it becomes available. Before you apply
maintenance, verify that the SCS address space is not running.

You may need to apply updates that affect Datacom/MSM SQL plans. These SQL plans are delivered as Common
Components and Services maintenance. Common Components and Services include the sample JCL member
MSMCXPLN that you can use to update these SQL plans in the MUF environment.

Implement Latest SQL Plans

The member MSMCXPLN, located in your Common Components and Services SMP/E environment sample JCL library,
is modeled JCL that can be used to update Datacom/MSM SQL plans. Execute this JCL whenever you apply PTFs
that contain at least one module element and a related SQL plan element. You will be notified that sample JCL member
MSMCXPLN requires modification and execution by a ++HOLD condition action occurring during the process of applying
the PTF. Follow the instructions that are provided in the ++HOLD comments to modify and execute this member properly.

NOTE

If CETN600 (MSMCCS 6.0) exists in your Common Components and Services, verify that the SQL plans
are synchronized in the Datacom/MSM database Version 6.0 and your running Common Components and
Services libraries. Submit the MSMCXPLN job from the Common Components and Services JCL library for each
MSMC*SQL member in the Common Components and Services library that DDDEF CAW0EXP represents.

Data Set Reference for Sample JCL

To locate the data set name for the appropriate sample JCL library, refer to the DDDEF element CAW0JCL.

Data Set Reference for SQL Plan

To locate the data set name for the appropriate SQL plan library, refer to the DDDEF element CAW0EXP.

Running CSM Version 6.0 with the SCS Address Spaces Containing Code from a Previous Version

CSM Version 6.0 does not contain the same version of SQL plans for previous versions of CETN400 and CETN500. This
situation may cause you to receive an SQL -124 return code when connecting to a previous version SCS address space
(CETN400 or CETN500).

After you upgrade to CSM Version 6.0, follow the instructions that are provided in this section to import SQL plans from
the CETN400 or CETN500 library. In the instructions, replace CETN600 with CETN400 or CETN500. Do this if you plan
to connect to one or more CSM address spaces that still contain code of a previous version (CETN400 or CETN500), and
you cannot upgrade your Common Components and Services with CETN600.

Start and Stop the SCS Address Space

After you installed the SCS address space and apply the latest maintenance to it, start the SCS address space.

You may need to also stop the SCS address space, for example, for applying maintenance.
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START Command--Start the SCS Address Space (SCS)

The START command starts the SCS address space. You can enter START or the S abbreviation. You must have
UPDATE authority to the SAF OPERCMDS class resource named MVS.START.STC.procname to use this command.

NOTE

Do not start the MSMCAUX procedure manually. The MSMCAUX procedure is started by the SCS address
space (MSMCPROC). For more information about auxiliary address space operation, see Auxiliary Address
Space Operation.

The START command guidelines are as follows:

• START command parameter values override the JCL EXEC statement PARM keyword parameter values.
• Separate the keywords with two or more parameters with a comma or a space.
• Separate the keywords with two or more subparameters with a comma or a space.
• Parameters are specified as keyword parameters. Subparameters of a keyword can be positional.
• Parameters can be specified in any order.
• Parameter strings can include comments any place there is a space. Begin a comment with the starting comment

delimiter (/*). (Optional) End the comments with the ending comment delimiter (*/).
• Parameters that are specified incorrectly are ignored.

This command has the following format:

Start procname[,,,(start_parameters)][,REUSASID=YES][,PARMS='exec_parameters']

• procname
Specifies the name of the system PROCLIB member containing the JCL procedure that is used to start the SCS
address space. The name is commonly MSMCPROC.

• ,,,(start_parameters)
(Optional) Specifies the START command parameters for the SCS address space. The START command parameter
values override the JCL EXEC statement PARM parameter values.

• ,REUSASID=YES
(Optional) Specifies that z/OS assigns a reusable address space identifier (ASID) to the SCS address space.

• ,PARMS=’exec_parameters’
(Optional) Specifies overriding the JCL EXEC statement PARM parameters for the SCS address space with the
parameters you specify. The exec_parameter values that you specify override the JCL EXEC statement PARM
parameter values.

Examples: Start the SCS Address Space

These examples identify how to start the SCS address space using the START command.

S MSMCPROC,REUSASID=YES,PARMS='CONFIG(SCSPARMS)'

S MSMCPROC,,,(CONFIG(SCSPARMS)),REUSASID=YES

SCS Address Space Initialization (SCS)

The SCS address space is initialized when the following message is received:

MSMC0002I SCS initialization complete. SYSNAME=system_name, CCINAME=CAICCI_name

The SCS address space is fully operational when the following messages are received:

MSMC0423I Task MSMCIENG database connection opened
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MSMC0424I Task MSMCFCOM database connection opened

To verify that the SCS address space is listening for connections, look for the following messages:

MSMC0617I The SCS address space is now listening for connections on the UNIX socket

MSMC0618I The SCS address space is now listening for connections on the INET/INET6 socket, port nnnn

STOP Command--Stop the SCS Address Space (SCS)

The STOP command initiates the normal termination of the SCS address space. You can enter STOP or the P
abbreviation. Provide CONTROL authority to the SAF OPERCMDS class resource named CAMSMSCS.STOP to use this
command.

To authorize, use one of the following methods, depending on how the SCS address space was started:

• If the SCS address space was started as a started task, provide UPDATE authority to the SAF OPERCMDS class
resource named MVS.STOP.STC.procname.

• If the SCS address space was started as an initiated job, provide UPDATE authority to the SAF OPERCMDS class
resource named MVS.STOP.JOB.jobname.

This command has the following format:

stoP jobname

• jobname
Specifies the SCS address space started task or initiated job name. The common name is MSMCPROC.

Example: Stop the SCS Address Space

This example identifies how to stop the SCS address space using the STOP command.

P MSMCPROC

You completed the configuration of SDS and SCS of CSM. You can now start using the SDS and SCS functionality in
CSM.

Configure Multi-Factor Authentication
Update the CSM startup parameters to configure Multi-Factor Authentication. Multi-Factor Authentication allows only
authorized users to have access to confidential data.

TIP

For users not using Multi-Factor Authentication, CSM supports passwords or passphrases up to 63 characters.
Apply PTF SO00335 -  CSM 6.0 CUMULATIVE MAINTENANCE SHIPMENT – 150 or SO00452 - CSM 6.1
CUMULATIVE MAINTENANCE SHIPMENT – 91.

WARNING

Enabling Multi-Factor Authentication disables the Configuration and Deployment functionalities for all CSM
users. When Multi-Factor Authentication is enabled, the Configuration, Deployment, and System Registry
tabs disappear from the menu bar.
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Be sure to set up PassTickets before configuring Multi-Factor Authentication. Configure Multi-Factor Authentication for
ACF2 and Top Secret. For more information about setting up PassTickets for your security system, see the following
article: Configuring CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates.

Follow these steps:

1. Add and update the following statements in the SAMPLIB(MSMLIB) member to specify the CSM application ID and
enable MFA/AAM:
 IJO="$IJO -DmsmApplid=applid"

IJO="$IJO -DenableMFA=true"

applid       Defines the CSM application ID used for PassTicket validation to authenticate connections to the server.
    Default: CHORWEBS

2. Restart the CSM application server.
The changes take effect.

Maintaining CSM
This collection of articles can help the system administrator manage CSM maintenance. Before you use these articles, we
recommend that you review the Broadcom Mainframe Maintenance Philosophy.

Start CSM
The JCL members to start CSM are either in your JCL data set (RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.JCL) or in your PROCLIB data
set (RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.PROCLIB). The member location is indicated in the summary report of the CSM installation
and setup process. You can submit or start one of these members to run it as batch jobs or started tasks.

CSM allocates files on startup and during operation. If your site has products interfering with file allocation, verify that
DD statements to exclude such processing are included in the MSMTCSRV JCL member that starts the CSM application
server.

NOTE

The CSM application server uses a default region size of 768 MB. If you want to change this value, update the
REGSIZE parameter in the MSMTCSRV JCL member. Also, update the Xmx value in the following statement in
the SAMPLIB(MSMLIB) member:

IJO="-Xms128m -Xmx768m -Xss768m"

WARNING
If you are upgrading, verify that your address spaces from the previous version of CSM are down. Also, unmount
the APLROOT, SCROOT, and LJWK mount points from your previous version. Optionally, back up the start
procedures of your previous version CSM, and copy the latest version procedures to your production library.

Follow these steps:

1. Submit the MSMMUFS JCL member or start the MSMMUF PROCLIB member.
The Datacom/MSM Multi-User Facility (MUF) address space starts.

NOTE

All data sets in STEPLIB must be APF-authorized.

If the MUF starts up successfully, messages similar to the following example appear:
DB00226I - MULTI-USER ACTIVATED XCF SUPPORT

DB00222I - MULTI-USER ACTIVATED CCI SUPPORT

DB00201I - MULTI-USER ENABLED, CXX=cxx_name MUFNAME=muf_name   AD

2. Submit the MSMDBSVS JCL member or start the MSMDBSRV PROCLIB member.
The Datacom/MSM server address space starts.
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If the server starts up successfully, messages similar to the following example appear:
DSV00049I-CA Datacom Server Version 14.0 INITIALIZED  - server_name

3. Submit the MSMTCSRV JCL member or start the MSMTC PROCLIB member.
The CSM application server address space starts.
If the server starts up successfully, the following message appears in STDOUT:
MSM0009I - CA CSM startup complete.

If the startup fails, the following message appears in STDOUT:
MSM0010E - CA CSM startup failed.

In addition, depending on the outcome of the startup, one of the following messages appears in the system console:
MSM0009I CA CSM STARTUP COMPLETE 

MSM0010E CA CSM STARTUP FAILED

NOTE

The startup JCL for the CSM application server region has a SYSMDUMP DD statement that is commented
out. If your site standards and system support the capture of this dump to the spool system, you can
uncomment the DD statement to provide for dump captures in the case of failures.

After the successful startup of the CSM application server address space, users can log in to CSM through a web
browser.

4. (CSM upgrade only) Comment out the DBUPDATE DD card in the MSMTCSRV JCL member or MSMTC PROCLIB
after you successfully bring up CSM for the first time.

Notes:

• In case of ABEND U4038, it is possible that the Java load module name in the MSMTCSRV JCL, or in the MSMTC
PROCLIB member does not correspond to the Java version. For more information about troubleshooting Java load
module names, see CSM fails with ABEND U4038.

• Do not start the MSMTCSRV job (manually or with automation) until the MSMDBSRV job initialization completes and
the BPXM023I message appears.

• After you successfully start up the CSM application server, if the following message appears, ignore it:

INFO: The APR based Apache Tomcat Native library which allows optimal performance in production environments was not found on the java library.path:

CSM does not require the installation of this library.

• Do not change any CSM application server startup JCL parameters unless Broadcom Support requested it. Doing so
could make CSM inoperable.

• If you restart the Datacom/MSM server, restart the CSM application server.

Maintenance
After you set up and install CSM, you can use it to maintain itself.

Apply Maintenance to CSM
WARNING
 To download maintenance, your CSM login user name must be associated with a registered user of the
Broadcom Support website on the Product Acquisition Settings page.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Update the Software Catalog with the CSM maintenance information from the Broadcom Support website:
a. Go to the Products tab and locate CSM Software Manager in the Available Products panel on the left.

NOTE

If you do not see CSM Software Manager in the tree, use one of the products that are installable
with CSM for this process. These products reflect CSM as a component so the maintenance is reflected
there also. For more information, see CSM Software Manager Enabled Products in the Recommended
Reading section of the CSM page on the Broadcom Support website.

b. Expand the CSM Software Manager entry in the tree. Right-click the version of CSM that you have installed, and
select Update Product Release.
The task takes some time to complete, and after it does, a message appears confirming that the software was
successfully acquired.

c. Click Hide.
The message disappears.

d. Locate the CSM maintenance in the right panel.
2. (Optional) Add test fixes using external maintenance.

NOTE
 For more information about applying test fixes and managing maintenance downloaded external to CSM,
see the online help.

3. Review and apply the maintenance.
The contents of the SMP/E target libraries and USS paths for CSM are updated. These libraries and paths are set up
using the TargetHLQ and MSMPATH keywords in the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties options file.

NOTE
 For more information about applying and managing maintenance, see the online help.

4.  Stop CSM.
CSM stops operation.

5. Deploy the maintenance for CSM to the CSM run-time libraries and USS paths. The libraries and USS paths are
set up using the RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix and RunTimeUSSPath keywords in the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties
options file.
a. Customize the JCL(MSMDEPLY) job. Update the JOB statement, and specify deploy for arg1.
b. Submit the job.

6.  Start CSM.
CSM becomes operational with the maintenance.

WARNING

 Distinguish between the SMP/E target libraries and USS paths, and the runtime libraries and USS
paths. CSM executes out of the runtime libraries and USS paths. When you apply maintenance, only the
SMP/E target libraries and USS paths are updated. You must stop CSM and submit the MSMDEPLY job to
update the runtime libraries and USS paths. Those updates take effect when you restart CSM.

SQL Plan Updates

You may need to apply updates that affect Datacom/MSM SQL plans. These SQL plans are delivered as Common
Components and Services maintenance. Common Components and Services include the sample JCL member
MSMCXPLN that you can use to update these SQL plans in the MUF environment.

Implement Latest SQL Plans
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The member MSMCXPLN, located in your Common Components and Services SMP/E environment sample JCL library,
is modeled JCL that can be used to update Datacom/MSM SQL plans. Execute this JCL whenever you apply PTFs
that contain at least one module element and a related SQL plan element. You will be notified that sample JCL member
MSMCXPLN requires modification and execution by a ++HOLD condition action occurring during the process of applying
the PTF. Follow the instructions that are provided in the ++HOLD comments to modify and execute this member properly.

NOTE
If CETN600 (MSMCCS 6.0) exists in your Common Components and Services, verify that the SQL plans
are synchronized in the Datacom/MSM database Version 6.0 and your running Common Components and
Services libraries. Submit the MSMCXPLN job from the Common Components and Services JCL library for each
MSMC*SQL member in the Common Components and Services library that DDDEF CAW0EXP represents.

Data Set Reference for Sample JCL

To locate the data set name for the appropriate sample JCL library, refer to the DDDEF element CAW0JCL.

Data Set Reference for SQL Plan

To locate the data set name for the appropriate SQL plan library, refer to the DDDEF element CAW0EXP.

Running CSM Version 6.0 with the SCS Address Spaces Containing Code from a Previous Version

CSM Version 6.0 does not contain the same version of SQL plans for previous versions of CETN400 and CETN500. This
situation may cause you to receive an SQL -124 return code when connecting to a previous version SCS address space
(CETN400 or CETN500).

After you upgrade to CSM Version 6.0, follow the instructions that are provided in this section to import SQL plans from
the CETN400 or CETN500 library. In the instructions, replace CETN600 with CETN400 or CETN500. Do this if you plan
to connect to one or more CSM address spaces that still contain code of a previous version (CETN400 or CETN500), and
you cannot upgrade your Common Components and Services with CETN600.

Back Out Maintenance from CSM

You can back out applied (but not accepted) maintenance from CSM. When you back out CSM maintenance, you first
use the CSM Restore action to update the SMP/E target libraries and USS paths. Then, stop CSM and submit the
MSMDEPLY job to update the runtime libraries and USS paths. Those updates take effect when you restart CSM.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Back out the maintenance using the Restore action.
The contents of the SMP/E target libraries and USS paths for CSM are updated. These libraries and paths are set up
using the TargetHLQ and MSMPATH keywords in the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties options file.

NOTE
 For more information about backing out maintenance, see the online help.

2.  Stop CSM.
CSM stops operation.

3. Deploy the contents of the updated SMP/E target libraries and USS paths to the CSM runtime libraries and USS paths.
The libraries and USS paths are set up using the RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix and RunTimeUSSPath keywords in the
MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties options file.
a. Customize the JCL(MSMDEPLY) job. Update the JOB statement, and specify backout for arg1.
b. Submit the job.

4.  Start CSM.
CSM becomes operational without the maintenance.
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Fail-Safe Backout

Rarely, a bad test fix for CSM can render CSM itself inoperable. To correct the problem, you can use the MSMDEPLY job
to restore the CSM runtime libraries and USS paths to an operable condition. Customize and submit the MSMDEPLY job
with backout specified for arg1. After the job completes, restart CSM, and follow the normal procedure to use CSM to
back out the bad test fix.

When the MSMDEPLY job is run with deploy specified, a copy of the current CSM run-time libraries and USS paths is
saved before deployment. When the MSMDEPLY job is run with backout specified, that last saved copy of the CSM run-
time libraries and USS paths is deployed.

WARNING
Only one saved copy of the CSM run-time libraries and USS paths is maintained. Each execution of the
MSMDEPLY job with deploy specified replaces the last saved copy of the run-time libraries and USS paths
with a new copy. You cannot back out multiple saved copies by running the MSMDEPLY job multiple times with
backout specified.

Recovery If CSM Fails Because of Maintenance
Maintenance that has been applied to software that CSM depends on can sometimes cause CSM to fail. It is possible that
you will not be able to use CSM to correct the problem.

• If the maintenance was applied to CSM itself, use the fail-safe backout method to return CSM to an operable condition.
• If the problem occurs because maintenance was applied to software belonging to another product that affects

CSM, use SMP/E batch jobs to either apply new corrective maintenance or back out the maintenance. Then, restart
CSM. This process could include applying new corrective maintenance to CSM itself. If you apply new corrective
maintenance to CSM itself, you must deploy the maintenance before restarting CSM.

CSM Backup and Disaster Recovery
We recommend that you perform periodic backups of your CSM environment if there is a disaster.

Before you start the disaster recovery process, back up all SMP/E environments and data sets managed by CSM.

When you perform disaster recovery, you perform the following steps:

1. Recover all SMP/E environments that CSM manages.
2. Recover CSM itself.

CSM has to be recovered into an environment identical to the one that CSM was initially installed in. That is, the following
configuration settings on the recovery system must be the same as on the original system:

• Operating system settings, such as TCP/IP ports, DASDs, and HLQs
• Settings of APF-authorized data sets required for CSM
• Java

NOTE
The Java version must be supported by CSM.

• TCP/IP configuration, host names, IP addresses, and CAICCI SYSID of systems that are specified in deployment

Notes:

• The SAF settings for the recovery system must contain all changed SAF settings that were used when setting up CSM.
• Periodic backups of the Datacom/MSM database data areas, using the Datacom/DB utility function DBUTLTY, lets

you safeguard your Datacom/MSM data during scheduled or unscheduled events that can impact accessibility to your
product. For more information about how to reorganize your database, see Reorganize Your Database.
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How You Back Up CSM
CSM backup is a several-step process.

For backup, select and use a method that is appropriate for your site and environment. Managing the backup should be a
part of your disaster backup routine.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the CSM application server.
2. Back up the following operating system settings:

– Settings of the operating system such as ports, DASDs, HLQs
– Java

NOTE
The Java version must be supported by CSM.

– TCP/IP
– SAF

NOTE
Datacom/MSM SVC is expected to be the same, and a list of APF-authorized data sets is preserved.

3. Obtain a list of data sets representing deployment file systems, software catalog file systems, and so on. The data sets
are stored in the mountpoint table, the MP_DATASET column.

NOTE
To obtain a list of the data set, you can submit JCL that runs a SQL statement.

4. Stop the Datacom/MSM server and the MUF.
5. Back up the following CSM data sets:

– Data sets representing mount points
If you did not allocate individual file systems for these mount points, perform the following steps:
a. Unmount all file systems that are mounted under the following file systems if they exist:

   /u/users/msmserv/msminstall

   /u/users/msmserv/msm

   /u/users/msmserv/msmruntime

/u/users/msmserv/mpm

a. Back up the directory structure corresponding to /u/users/msmserv.
– All the data sets that you obtained from the mountpoint table
– All data sets under HLQs (CSIHLQ, TargetHLQ, DlibHLQ, DatabaseHLQ, and RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix) specified in

the options file (MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties)

JCL for Executing SQL Statements

The following sample is an example of JCL that you can submit to run the SQL statement that discovers the content of the
mountpoint table:

//*****************************************************************************

//*****************************************************************************

//*                                                                           *

//*JOBLIB DD DSN=HLQ.CUSLIB replace HLQ with HLQ of your CSM installation  *

//*          DSN=HLQ.CAAXLOAD replace HLQ with HLQ of your CSM installation*

//*                                                                           *

//*****************************************************************************
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//*****************************************************************************

//B2UP     OUTPUT DEST=LOCAL,JESDS=ALL,DEFAULT=Y,

//         PAGEDEF=32D3,CHARS=GT20,FORMDEF=P2B111

//JOBLIB   DD DSN=HLQ.CUSLIB,

//         DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=HLQ.CAAXLOAD,

//         DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=SYSDEV.CCS.LINKLIB,

//         DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=CEE.SCEERUN,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=CEE.AIGZMOD1,DISP=SHR

//*

//SQLEXEC  EXEC PGM=DBSQLPR,

//       PARM='prtWidth=1500,inputWidth=80'

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD  SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*

//OPTIONS  DD  *

AUTHID=CASWMGT

/*

//SYSIN    DD  *

   SELECT MP_DATASET

   FROM MOUNTPOINT WHERE NOT MP_TYPE='PRODUCT' OR MP_TYPE IS NULL;

/*

The following sample is a fragment of output that you receive after submitting the JCL for discovering the content of the
mountpoint table:

Command Line Options

____________________

INPUTWIDTH=80

PRTWIDTH=1500

Option File Options

___________________

AUTHID=CASWMGT

INPUT STATEMENT:

SELECT MP_DATASET

   FROM MOUNTPOINT WHERE NOT MP_TYPE='PRODUCT' OR MP_TYPE IS NULL;

MP_DATASET

VARCHAR(45)

______________________________________________

OMVSUSR.CAMSM.APLROOT

OMVSUSR.CAMSM.LJWK

OMVSUSR.CAMSM.MSMT1

OMVSUSR.CAMSM.MSMT3

...

The data sets that are returned after the input statement are the data sets that you have to back up:

OMVSUSR.CAMSM.APLROOT

OMVSUSR.CAMSM.LJWK
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OMVSUSR.CAMSM.MSMT1

OMVSUSR.CAMSM.MSMT3

How You Recover CSM from the Backup
To recover CSM from the backup, perform the following steps:

1. Recover operating system settings.
2. Recover CSM data sets.
3.  Start CSM.

Stop CSM
If you want to stop CSM (for example, during maintenance), you stop CSM in the reverse order as you start CSM.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Enter the following z/OS system command:
P MSMTC

The CSM application server has successfully terminated, the following message appears in the system console:
MSM0011I CSM HAS TERMINATED SUCCESSFULLY

NOTE

 If this message does not appear, CSM has failed to stop its operation. Force a shutdown using the following
command:

F MSMTC,APPL=FORCESHUTDOWN

After the forced shutdown has completed, the following message appears in the system console:
MSM0012W CSM TERMINATION WAS FORCED

WARNING
 If you force a shutdown, some of your data may be lost. Therefore, use this method only if the standard stop
method is not working.

The Tomcat job stops after CSM application server is terminated.
2. Submit the MSMDBSVP JCL member, or start the MSMDBSRP PROCLIB member.

The Datacom/MSM server stops.

NOTE
 Alternately, based on your security access, you can enter the following command.
Replace started_task_name with the MUF database server job name and the MUF job name.

For z/OS:

F started_task_name,EOJ

For SYSVIEW:

MVS F started_task_name,EOJ

For System Display and Search Facility (SDSF):

/F started_task_name,EOJ

3. Submit the MSMMUFP job or started task.
The MUF stops, and CSM stops operation.
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Administering the CSM Database
CSM Software Manager (CSM) can help automate acquiring, installing, maintaining, deploying, and configuring mainframe
software.

CSM includes a variation of Datacom/AD which is customized for CSM. This customized version is known as  as
Datacom/MSM. CSM uses Datacom/MSM as its underlying data repository. As a database administrator, your
responsibilities may include administering Datacom/MSM in CSM. Doing so helps you keep your database current and
prevent it from running out of space.

Use this scenario to guide you through the process:

Figure 16: Adminestering_the_CA_CSM_Database

• Manage database disk space.
• Manage database errors.
• Send a message to current users.

Manage Database Disk Space
You may need to increase your disk allocation because of a file full condition. One or more of the following situations can
cause it:

• An increase in the frequency of product updates
• Installation of new products
• A CSM upgrade
• An internal automatic execution of the Datacom/MSM Dynamic Extend function
• A manual execution of the Datacom/MSM DBUTLTY EXTEND function
• Performing the following tasks:
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– Running a Datacom/MSM data area backup
– Deleting the associated Datacom/MSM data area data set
– Reallocating the data set
– Running the Datacom/MSM DBUTLTY INIT LOAD to reload the data area

Perform one or more of the following procedures to manage your disk allocation successfully:

• Monitor CSM data record growth over time
• Adjust Datacom/MSM disk space manually as necessary based on the results of monitoring data record growth

Monitor Data Record Growth
Run the Data Area Space Utilization Report periodically. Compare the current Directory CXX report with a history report to
help predict growth over time and adjust the Datacom/MSM disk allocation accordingly.

Determine Current Disk Utilization for Existing CSM Database Areas
A general amount of disk space is allocated as part of a CSM upgrade. You can adjust this disk space depending on your
existing and or projected usage of CSM.

Use this procedure to determine your current database allocation and then prepare to make appropriate changes to the
new CSM upgrade job stream.

NOTE
Perform the steps in this procedure before you submit any jobs in the new CSM JCL data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that Datacom/MSM is active.
a. Enter the following TSO online console command:

F db_job_name,STATUS

• db_job_name
Specifies the MUF executable job name.

A console DB status command is issued. The output from this command is displayed on the mainframe console,
and in the SYSOUT class JESMSGLG of the Datacom/MSM job.
If Datacom/MSM is active, the following informational message appears:

DB01327I - MULTI-USER AVAILABLE

b. (Optional) Take the appropriate action for any other messages that appear.
c. If Datacom/MSM is not active, submit the RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.JCL member MSMMUFS to bring up the

Datacom/MSM environment.
2. Run the Directory (CXX) Report.

A Data Area Space Utilization Report for CSM DBID 4000 is produced. This report generates information about the
number of tracks that are allocated to Datacom/MSM database areas and other important space usage information.
Enter TYPE=A for the keyword and value in the control statement to produce this information.
Use this sample JCL as a guide to prepare your JCL. Adhere to the following guidelines:
– Replace RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix with your mainframe data set name for the Datacom/MSM runtime data sets.
– The lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply.
– Code all statements to your site and installation standards and specifications, including any JOB statements.
– Specify all data set names and library names with the correct names for the installation at your site.
– In many examples, a REGION= or SIZE= parameter is displayed in an EXEC statement. You can adjust the

parameter value to meet your specific needs.
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NOTE
For more information about the functions of the Directory (CXX) report, see the chapter REPORT (Generate
Reports) in the Datacom/DB DBUTLTY Reference Guide for z/OS. The information in this guide also applies
to Datacom/MSM.

The following example is a sample JCL to generate a Data Area Space Utilization Report:

//jobname (see guidelines)

// EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.CUSLIB,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.CAAXLOAD,DISP=SHR

//CXX      DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DatabaseHLQ.CXX   Directory (CXX) data set

//*CXX     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DatabaseHLQ.cxxname.CXX used for CA CSM <rn>

//SYSIN  DD * Command Input

COMM OPTION=STATS

REPORT AREA=CXX,DBID=4000,TYPE=A

/*

//

NOTE
After CSM Version 6.0 is operational, when you produce a Data Area Space Utilization Report, include the
name of the CXX immediately preceding the CXX node in the CXX data set name.

3. Review the output of the Data Area Space Utilization Report to analyze disk space.
The report shows the data area name (three characters). Each data area is associated with a mainframe data set. The
data area name is the suffix of the associated data area data set name that is found in the DD card of the JCL.
The following example is a Directory CXX report sample:

CONTROL CARD(S)

                     .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                       REPORT AREA=CXX,DBID=4000,TYPE=A

                     FUNCTION=REPORT

                        AREA=CXX

                        DBID=04000

                        TYPE=A

The report shows the following information:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of the encountered and expected keywords. Any errors are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages that are related to syntax processing.

DATACOM/AD                    DATA AREA SPACE UTILIZATION REPORT

-AREA DATA       TOTAL         TOTAL       TOTAL        USED    PERCENT    PARTIALLY  AREA REUSE

 NAME BASE      TRACKS       RECORDS      BLOCKS      BLOCKS  FULL   MAX  EMPTY BLKS    OPTION

 CXX               525           N/A       6,300         392     6     6         N/A  N/A

 IXX  4000       1,800           N/A      21,600       2,055     9     9         N/A  N/A
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  AUD 4000       7.500         3.229      15,000          94     0     0          13  RANDOM

  INV 4000       6,000       126,810      36,000      12,096    33    40         331  RANDOM

  JNL 4000       1,800        35,440      10,800       2,397    22    22          16  RANDOM

  PCY 4000         525        25,353       6,300       1,787    28    28          11  RANDOM

  SCS 4000       1,950         1,362      11,700          77     0     0          34  RANDOM

  SDS 4000       1,350         1,599       8,100         373     4     4           2  RANDOM

  SRG 4000         900           672       5,400          86     1     1           1  RANDOM

  XML 4000       4,500         2,223       9,000       2,241    24    33           0  RANDOM

 

The report provides the following information:

• AREA NAME
The DATACOM-NAME of the area and DATABASE is the DATACOM-ID of the database containing the area. Summary
statistics for the Directory (CXX) are always displayed on the first line.

• TOTAL TRACKS
The number of allocated and accepted tracks by Datacom/MSM for use in the area. If the actual number of tracks
(blocks) allocated is larger, execute an EXTEND function to make the space available to Datacom/MSM.

• TOTAL RECORDS
For data areas, the number of records in the area. If a system failure has occurred during maintenance processing, this
number can be inaccurate.

• TOTAL BLOCKS
Number of blocks in the area.

• USED BLOCKS
Number of blocks that contain data. If a system failure has occurred during maintenance processing, this number can
be inaccurate.

• PERCENT FULL and MAX
Percentage full is calculated by dividing used blocks by total blocks. The reported value is an even percent. Decimals
are truncated.
The maximum percentage, sometimes referred to as 'high-water mark', is calculated by dividing maximum used blocks
by total blocks. Maximum of used blocks is computed internally. This percentage is higher than FULL percentage
when:
– All records are deleted in a data block with space management option 1 or 3 (random or cluster).
– All Index entries are deleted in an Index block.

NOTE

For more information about the data area space management options, see the Datacom/DB Database and
System Administration Guide.

• PARTIALLY EMPTY BLKS
Blocks that contain sufficient space to hold the largest record in the area are considered to be partially empty. When
you select the space reclamation option, records can be added to partially empty blocks.

• AREA REUSE OPTION
The data area space management option that is used for the data area.

4. Identify the percentage full and the number of allocated tracks for each of the data areas.
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Adjust Datacom/MSM Disk Space
The CSM new installation and upgrade process generates a member that is named CSMN6010. This member is located
in your run-time JCL data set (RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.JCL). This JCL member contains the Datacom/MSM data set
definitions that are required for your system.

You can adjust the disk space allocation of the Datacom/MSM data areas before you execute job member CSMN6010.
Execute the Data Area Space Utilization Report and analyze the DB data area disk allocation. If you are upgrading, we
recommend that your primary disk allocations are at least equal to your present disk allocation and that you also adjust
the secondary disk allocation to meet the expected CSM usage for your site.

Use the following methods to adjust disk space:

• DBUTLTY EXTEND function
• Adjusting disk space manually

DBUTLTY EXTEND Function

Use the DBUTLTY EXTEND function to increase the space available in a data area or index area. You can use the
DBUTLTY EXTEND function for the following situations:

• When planning for future growth
• When an area or index becomes full or nearly full

NOTE
For more information, see the chapter EXTEND (Extend Data or Index Areas) in the Datacom/DB DBUTLTY
Reference Guide for z/OS.

Adjust Disk Space Manually

To adjust the disk space manually, take the following steps:

• Back up your data.
• Delete the associated data set.
• Reallocate the data set.
• Initialize and reload the data area with the current backup.
• Confirm that you made your changes successfully and bring up Datacom/MSM and CSM.

Follow these steps:

Back up your data:

1. Ensure that all activities requiring the use of the Datacom/MSM are stopped.
2. Bring down CSM:

– Shut down the CSM SCS Address Space.
– Shut down the CSM application server by entering TSO console command:

 STOP  servername

– Shut down the Datacom/DB Server by submitting RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.JCL member MSMDBSVP or issuing the
following TSO console command:
 P CSMDBSRV

 

3. Ensure that Datacom/MSM is active.
a. Enter the following TSO online console command:

 F db_job_name,STATUS
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• db_job_name
Specifies the MUF executable job name.

A console DB status command is issued. The output from this command is displayed on the mainframe console,
and in the SYSOUT class JESMSGLG of the Datacom/MSM job.
If Datacom/MSM is active, the following informational message appears:
 DB01327I - MULTI-USER AVAILABLE

 

b. (Optional) Take the appropriate action for any other messages that appear.
c. If Datacom/MSM is not active, submit the RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.JCL member MSMMUFS to bring up the

Datacom/MSM environment.
4. Run the Datacom/MSM DBUTLTY BACKUP function to back up the Datacom/MSM database (DBID 4000). You can

use the RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.JCL member B4KBKUP as a model to build a backup job stream.

Delete the associated data set:

• After you have successfully backed up your Datacom/MSM database, delete the associated CSM database (DBID
4000) area and index data sets using TSO or an IBM utility.

Reallocate the data set:

• Reallocate the Datacom/MSM database (DBID 4000) area and index data sets with new disk allocations, using one of
the following methods:
– TSO
– IBM utility
– Include data set names as part of the Datacom/MSM DBUTLTY INIT job stream

Initialize and reload the data area with the current backup:

Run a Datacom/MSM DBUTLTY INIT and LOAD function using the current backup that is performed in the DBUTLTY
BACKUP job B4KBKUP. You can copy the RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.JCL member B4KLOAD and customize it to restore
the Datacom/MSM database.

The disk allocation is adjusted, and you are ready to provide the necessary space to accommodate your site CSM activity.

Ensure that you replace the input DD card with the current backup created in the previous step.

Confirm that you made your changes successfully and bring up Datacom/MSM and CSM:

• After you make your changes, you can run the Data Area Space Utilization Report again to confirm that you made your
changes successfully.

• Bring up the Datacom/MSM server and your CSM application server.
CSM is ready to be used for normal operations.

Manage Database Errors
You can attend to the following database errors without contacting Broadcom Support:

• MUF canceled or abended
• Data area full
• Index full

For other errors, use the AUTOINFO function to collect diagnostic information before contacting Broadcom Support.

The errors that you can attend to have the following text in the message details:

UNEXPECTED ENGINE ERROR: n(o)
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• n(o)
Indicates the MUF error or return code.

Enlarge the Database
Use this procedure to increase the size of one or more of the database data sets.

NOTE

 The used JCL and PROCLIB members are from the RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.JCL data set.

 

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the following conditions:
– CSM application server is stopped.
– Datacom/MSM server is stopped.
– Datacom/MSM MUF is executing.
Shut down your CSM application server and the Datacom/MSM server:
– Stop the CSM application server.
– Submit the MSMDBSVP JCL member or MSMDBSRP PROCLIB member to stop (pause) the Datacom/MSM

server.
The servers are stopped, and the MUF is executing.

2. Customize and submit the JCL member named CSMBK4K.
The CSM database ID 4000 is backed up.

3. Identify the DB Index or Area that requires an increase in disk allocation.
4. Delete the current Datacom/MSM DB Index or Area data set, and reallocate it using a larger allocation.

Ensure that the new allocation is at least 50 percent larger than the size of the file at the time of the failure.
5. Customize and submit the JCL member named CSMLD4K. This job will use the data that is produced in the backup to

load data to the new data set.
The database is restored.

6. Submit or start the following jobs to restart the servers:
– Use the MSMDBSVS JCL member or MSMDBSRV PROCLIB member to start the Datacom/MSM server.
– Use the MSMTCSRV JCL member or MSMTC PROCLIB member to start the application server.
CSM returns to its operational state.
 

AUTOINFO Function
The DBUTLTY AUTOINFO function collects diagnostic information from the memory of a MUF and selected dynamic
system tables. The output is in print form and written to a sequential data set that can be sent to Broadcom Support.

You execute the DBUTLTY AUTOINFO function on the same system as the targeted MUF. You execute AUTOINFO while
the MUF is experiencing a problem. If you execute AUTOINFO when the MUF is down, the function performs the following
actions:

• Ends with a S000 U0004 condition code
• Notifies you that no data was available

You can use the following JCL statements as a guide for executing the function. Customize the statements to suit the
requirements at your site.

//job_card
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//AUTOINFO EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=6M

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=prefix.CUSLIB,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=prefix.CAAXLOAD,DISP=SHR

//TABLES   DD DSN=output_data_set,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),

//         UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(3,1),RLSE)

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

AUTOINFO DDNAME=TABLES

/*

//

Send a Message to Current Users
You can use a z/OS MODIFY command to send a message to a single user or all users who are logged in to the CSM
web-based interface. For example, before you shut down CSM for maintenance, notify users about the shutdown.

NOTE
When you shut down CSM, some users who started tasks may no longer be logged in. Before you shut
down CSM, be aware of currently executing tasks and of the impact of ending them abruptly.

To send a message to a single users or to all users currently logged in, enter the following command:

/F jobname,APPL=MSG,[TSOuserID],message_text

 

• jobname
Specifies the name of the CSM application server on your system.

• APPL=MSG
Instructs the CSM address space to process this MODIFY request as a messaging request.

• TSOuserID
(Optional) Defines the TSO user ID of the person who you want to send the message to. If not defined, the message is
sent to all users who are currently logged in to the server.

• message_text
Defines a body of the message. Enter free format message text.
Do not include commas, even if you are using quotes for the message text itself.

Example

This example sends a message to user USER1:

/F MSMTC,APPL=MSG,USER1,CA CSM will be shut down in 10 minutes

This example sends a message to all users:

/F MSMTC,APPL=MSG,CA CSM will be shut down in 10 minutes

Sample JCL to Send Message to Users
The following sample JCL shows how to send a message to all users logged in to CSM, and to a single CSM user with a
TSO user ID of DOEJON01:
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PROCLIB Member INFORMSM:

 

//***************************************************************************        

//*****                                                                 *****        

//*****  Send a Message to CA CSM Users                                 *****        

//*****                                                                 *****        

//*****  SERVER= is the number of the server to receive the message.    *****        

//*****  MSMMSG= is the message you want sent to the server user(s).    *****        

//*****                                                                 *****        

//*****  EXAMPLE JCL how to send a message to ALL users is shown below. *****        

//*****                                                                 *****        

//*****  /*JOBPARM SYSAFF=MACHINE31                                     *****        

//*****  //          EXEC INFORMSM,SERVER=2,                            *****        

//*****  // MSMMSG='CA CSM IS SHUTTING DOWN - RESTART REQUESTED'        *****        

//*****                                                                 *****        

//*****  EXAMPLE JCL how to send a message to a  user is shown below.   *****        

//*****                                                                 *****        

//*****  /*JOBPARM SYSAFF=MACHINE31                                     *****        

//*****  //          EXEC INFORMSM,SERVER=2,                            *****        

//*****  // MSMMSG='DOEJON01,TEST MESSAGE FROM JCL'                     *****        

//*****                                                                 *****        

//***************************************************************************        

//*                                                                            

//INFORMSM  PROC  MSMMSG=,                                                     

//             SERVER=                                                         

//*                                                                            

//OPSCMD   EXEC PGM=OPSCMD,PARM='F MF2T&SERVER.SRV,APPL=MSG,&MSMMSG.'          

//*                                                                            

//OPS$OPSP DD DUMMY         Direct request to production subsystem OPSP        

//*                                                                            

//INFORMSM  PEND                                                               

//*                                                                            

 

 

JCL to Send a Message:

 

//INFORM5S  JOB (129300000),'Inform a CA CSM user',                             

//        COND=(4,LT),                                                     

//        CLASS=A,                                                         

//        MSGCLASS=X,                                                      

//        NOTIFY=&SYSUID,                                                  

//        MSGLEVEL=(1,1)                                                   

//*                                                                        

/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=MACHINE31                                                 

//*                                                                        

// JCLLIB ORDER=(MF20.MSM.PROCLIB)                                         

//*                                                                        

//*********************************************************************    

//*****                                                           *****    

//*****  Send a message to CA CSM server user(s)                  *****    

//*****                                                           *****    

//*********************************************************************    
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//*                                                                        

//          EXEC INFORMSM,SERVER=5,                                        

// MSMMSG='CA CSM - Server is closing down in fifteen minutes       '     

//          EXEC INFORMSM,SERVER=5,                                        

// MSMMSG='CA CSM - Server will be restarted soon after             '     

//                                                                         

//*  

//          EXEC INFORMSM,SERVER=MSMTC60,// MSMMSG='DOEJON01, send a message to a user on the CA CSM server

  '     

//*        the message is sent to user DOEJON01.                           

Check for Executing Tasks
Before you bring down CSM, be aware of executing tasks and the impact of ending them abruptly. The users that started
those tasks may no longer be logged in to CSM.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CSM web-based interface, click the Tasks tab, and ensure that the Current Tasks subtab is selected.
The Tasks page appears showing only your tasks.

2. Select All tasks from the Show drop-down list.
A list of all tasks appears.

3. Check the status of tasks, and if any have a status of Executing, consider contacting the owner of the task before you
bring down CSM.

Reassign the Java Home Directory
You may want to reassign the Java home directory, for example, when you install a new minor version of Java into a
different directory to preserve the old version. When you change the Java directory, correct the Java path in the following
places:

• Change the value of the JAVA_HOME variable in the SAMPLIB(MSMLIB) member.
Example: In the following sample SAMPLIB(MSMLIB) member, replace original_path with the new path.

    export JAVA_HOME=original_path

• Change the Java load module name in the MSMTCSRV JCL member, or in the MSMTC PROCLIB member on the
EXEC card. 
Use the following Java load module name corresponding to the version of Java that you are running: 
– JVMLDM66 for 64-bit JAVA 6.0
– JVMLDM76 for 64-bit JAVA 7.0
– JVMLDM77 for 64-bit JAVA 7.1
– JVMLDM86 for 64-bit JAVA 8.0

• Change the SMPJHOME DDDEF value in the CSM CSI that points to the Java home directory. The CSM CSI is
located in CSIHLQ.SMPCSI.CSI. Change the SMPJHOME DDDEF value in the global (GLOBAL), target (CAIT0) and
distribution (CAID0) zones. Use the UCLIN statement to change the SMPJHOME DDDEF value.
Example: Use this UCLIN statement to change the SMPJHOME DDDEF value for all CSM CSI zones by replacing the
zone variable with each zone name: CAID0, CAIT0, and GLOBAL.

    SET

    BOUNDARY(zone).
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    UCLIN.

    REP  DDDEF(SMPJHOME)

         PATH('new_path').

    ENDUC.

NOTE

Once you start the MSMTC job, the JAVA_HOME path in the job log message has to match the path in the
SMPJHOME DDDEF in the CSM CSI:

JVMJZBL1006I JAVA_HOME = new_path

 

• Change the JAVAPATH option in the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties option file that is located in the MSMPATH/
CEGPHFS directory.
Example: In the following MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties option file sample, replace original_path with the new
path.

    JAVAPATH=original_path

Administrating the SCS Address Space
The SCS address space is a specially defined location where the system registry and commands for interrogating output
and console traffic reside within the operating system. The SCS address space provides the services and processing
necessary to implement configurations across your targeted z/OS systems. Each target system that is expected to support
SCS processing must execute an SCS address space.

SCS Address Space Operation Considerations
This section contains the following pages

Authorized Program Facility
WARNING
In SCS address space documentation, all references to the SYS1.PARMLIB data set indicate any data set that
is defined in the logical PARMLIB concatenation.

Use the Authorized Program Facility (APF) to identify programs that use sensitive system functions. The SCS address
space must be started as an APF-authorized job step. The SCS address space load library must be APF-authorized on
each z/OS system where the SCS address space is started.

To ensure that the SCS address space is started as an APF-authorized job step, APF-authorize all libraries you include in
the SCS address space STEPLIB concatenation. Putting a library in the concatenation that is not APF-authorized causes
the entire library concatenation to lose its APF-authorization.

The APF lists are in the SYS1.PARMLIB member PROGxx. The lists contain the names of APF-authorized libraries. The
order of the entries in the lists is not significant.

If you use the PROGxx members with dynamic format, you can issue the z/OS command SET PROG=xx. The changes
take effect before the next IPL.

NOTE
For more information about APF lists, see the IBM Initialization and Tuning Reference.
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Auxiliary Address Space
An initial auxiliary address space is created from a service request that the SCS address space makes. More auxiliary
address spaces are created as needed.

The auxiliary address spaces are created and managed dynamically, depending on the level of concurrent configuration
requests. They handle service requests on behalf of the SCS address space.

The SCS address space performs service requests on behalf of a user who is implementing a configuration. The SCS
address space creates the auxiliary address spaces and schedules service requests to the auxiliary address spaces
once they are active. The auxiliary address space executes the requests and the results are returned to the SCS address
space.

Auxiliary Address Space Operation

The SCS address space automatically creates an auxiliary address space, when needed, to schedule a request. The
auxiliary address space executes in a workload manager (WLM) dependent enclave that the SCS address space creates.
If there are scheduled services, all SCS auxiliary address spaces remain active. When there are no more requests to run,
the inactive auxiliary address spaces are stopped.

NOTE
The SCS address space creates and manages up to 20 auxiliary address spaces depending on the number of
concurrent service requests processed.

You can specify SCS address space parameters to limit the maximum number of concurrently active auxiliary address
spaces to a number less than 20.

You do not have to perform automated operations for the auxiliary address spaces; the SCS address space dynamically
initiates them. In the unlikely event that the SCS address space fails, all auxiliary address spaces stop.

Encrypted Communications
To enable encrypted communications with the SCS address space, configure one of the following encryption methods:

• IBM System Secure Socket Layer (SSL)
• IBM Application Transparent Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS)

If a connection is made to the SCS address space from the web-based interface remote host, the address space detects
the use of System SSL or IBM AT-TLS. If neither method is detected, the communication with the web-based interface is
performed in clear text.

Implement Support for SSL Transmission
Set up the SCS Address Space to use one of the following:

• IBM System Secure Socket Layer (SSL) toolkit using a key store file that is located on a Hierarchical File System
(HFS).

NOTE
Execute the program gskkyman under OMVS at a shell prompt. Executing this program creates a key store
file on the HFS, generates a self-signed certificate authority certificate, and generates a server certificate.

• External Security Manager (ESM)

NOTE
Generate a server certificate by executing the commands of your ESM.
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Create a Key Store File

You can create a key store file on zFS or HFS when setting up the SCS address space to use SSL.

Follow these steps:

1. From a mainframe console, execute gskkyman.
2. Select Create new database and enter the path and file name to the new key store file or database.

NOTE
The path and file names must be writeable path/file names.

3. Enter a database password and enter the password expiration in days.

NOTE
Press ENTER if the password never expires.

4. Enter  5000  for the database record length and enter 0 for the database mode.
5. Wait for acknowledgment that the key database is created.
6. Select Exit program.

The key store file is created.

Create a Self-Signed Certificate Authority Certificate

You can create a self-signed certificate authority certificate when setting up the SCS address space to use SSL.

Follow these steps:

1. From a mainframe console, execute gskkyman.
2. Select Open database, enter the path to the database that you created, and enter the database password.

The Key Management menu appears.
3. Select Create a self-signed certificate.
4. Select certificate authority certificate with 1024-bit RSA key and select SHA-512.

NOTE
Selecting certificate authority certificate with 1024-bit RSA key creates the certificate authority.

5. Enter a label for the self-signed certificate authority certificate and enter a common name.

NOTE
The common name can be the same as the label.

6. Provide data for the prompts regarding ownership of the certificate. Ownership includes the following data:
– Organizational unit
– Organization
– Organization city, state, and country

7. Enter the number of days the certificate is valid and enter 0 to continue.
8. Wait until the certificate is created.
9. Select Exit program.

The self-signed certificate authority certificate is created.

Create a Server Certificate

You can create a server certificate when setting up the SCS address space to use SSL.

Follow these steps:

1. From a mainframe console, execute gskkyman.
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2. Select Open database, enter the path to the database that you created, and enter the database password.
The Key Management menu appears.

3. Select Manage keys and certificates, and enter the number of the certificate authority certificate to use.

NOTE
You can use the number that you previously created.

4. Select Create a Signed Certificate and Key, and select User or server certificate with 1024-bit RSA key.
5. Enter a label for the server certificate and enter a common name.

NOTE
The common name can be the same as the label.

6. Provide data for the prompts regarding ownership of the certificate. Ownership includes the following data:
– Organizational unit
– Organization
– Organization city, state, and country

7. Enter the number of days the certificate is valid and enter 0 to continue.
8. Wait until the certificate is created.
9. Select Exit program.

The server certificate is created.

Set the Server Certificate as the Default Certificate

You can set the server certificate as the default certificate when setting up the SCS address space to use SSL.

Follow these steps:

1. From a mainframe console, execute gskkyman.
2. Select Open database and enter the path to the database you created.
3. Enter the database password.

The Key Management menu appears.
4. Select Manage keys and certificates and enter the number of the label for the server certificate.
5. Select the option to set the key as default.
6. Select Exit program.

The server certificate is set as the default certificate.

Export the Certificate Authority Certificate

You can export the certificate authority certificate when setting up the SCS address space to use SSL.

Follow these steps:

1. From a mainframe console, execute gskkyman.
2. Select Open database and enter the path to the database that you created.
3. Enter the database password.

The Key Management menu appears.
4. Select Manage keys and certificates and enter the number of the label for the certificate authority certificate to export.
5. Select Export certificate to a file and select Binary ASN.1 DER.
6. Enter the path name and file to export the certificate to and press Enter.
7. Select Exit program.

The certificate authority certificate is exported.
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Store the Database or Key Store Password Into a Stash File

You can store the database or key store password into a stash file when setting up the SCS address space to use SSL.

Follow these steps:

1. From a mainframe console, execute gskkyman.
2. Select Open Database and enter the path to the database that you created.
3. Enter the database password and select Store Database Password.

The file, database_name.sth, is stored where the database file is stored.
4. Select Exit program.

The database or key store password is stored into a stash file.

Import the Certificate Authority Certificate Into a Java Key Database

You can import the certificate authority certificate into a Java key database when setting up the SCS address space to use
SSL.

Follow these steps:

1. Execute the keytool program that came with your Java SDK installation in superuser mode.
2. Enter the keystore password.

Default: changeit
3. Enter yes to trust the certificate.

NOTE
If the certificate is added successfully, then the configuration is complete.

The certificate authority certificate is imported into a Java key database.

Example: Execute the keytool program

The following sample is an example of how to execute the keytool program:

keytool  - import  - trustcacerts  - file /path/to/exported/ca/certificate  - keystore $JAVA_HOME/lib/

security/cacerts

Set Up to Use System SSL
For the SCS address space to use System SSL, the PDSE member GSKSSL must be accessible to the program by one
of two methods:

• Adding the PDSE named pdsename.SIEALNKE to the dynamic LPA (PROGxx member).

NOTE
For more information about setting up System SSL, see the IBM guide, z/OS Cryptographic Service System
Secure Sockets Layer Programming.

• Modifying the PROCLIB member containing the JCL procedure that is used to start the SCS address space. The name
is commonly MSMCPROC. Include a reference to pdsename.SIEALNKE by adding a DD statement for STEPLIB.

Go to the SCS address space configuration XML and enable SSL in the address space.

Once you have created the certificate authority certificate and server certificate, modify the parameter file that is named
MSMCPARM for the SCS address space.

Default: MSMCPARM
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Locate the SSL tag in the XML document, and set the keyring attribute to the key store/database file. Set the stashfile
attribute to the equivalent stash file.

Update the SCS address space configuration XML by setting the keyring and stashfile in the SSL element of the XML
document to point to the keystore database and password stash file.

Implement Support for AT-TLS Transmission
Application Transparent Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS) is a component of z/OS that provides encryption services for
applications that exchange sensitive data but have not been instrumented to include encryption. This service lets you
encrypt data being sent to the application without adding the extra API calls to do encryption.

To use the AT-TLS with the SCS address space, you must have completed the following:

• Configuration of the Communications Policy Agent
• Configuration of AT-TLS policies
• Installation of Server Certificate and Certificate Authority Certificate

NOTE
For more information about IBM Policy Agent, see the IBM z/OS V1R11 Communications Server TCP/IP
Implementation Volume 4: Security and Policy-Based Networking.

Operator Communications Interface
z/OS operator commands are used to control the operation of the SCS address space.

You can control the groups of users who can issue operator commands. Use ACF2 for z/OS, Top Secret for z/OS, or IBM
RACF to authorize or restrict users from issuing some or all commands.

To control the use of operator commands, create profiles in the SAF OPERCMDS class.

The command descriptions describe the authorization requirements for the command. In most cases, more than one level
of authority is required and the user issuing the command must have all indicated access privileges.

SCS Address Space Operator Commands
This section contains descriptions of the commands that the SCS address space supports.

START Command--Start the SCS Address Space

The START command starts the SCS address space. You can enter START or the S abbreviation. You must have
UPDATE authority to the SAF OPERCMDS class resource named MVS.START.STC.procname to use this command.

NOTE

Do not start the MSMCAUX procedure manually. The MSMCAUX procedure is started by the SCS address
space (MSMCPROC).

The START command guidelines are as follows:
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• START command parameter values override the JCL EXEC statement PARM keyword parameter values.
• Separate the keywords with two or more parameters with a comma or a space.
• Separate the keywords with two or more subparameters with a comma or a space.
• Parameters are specified as keyword parameters. Subparameters of a keyword can be positional.
• Parameters can be specified in any order.
• Parameter strings can include comments any place there is a space. Begin a comment with the starting comment

delimiter (/*). (Optional) End the comments with the ending comment delimiter (*/).
• Parameters that are specified incorrectly are ignored.

This command has the following format:

Start procname[,,,(start_parameters)][,REUSASID=YES][,PARMS='exec_parameters']

• procname
Specifies the name of the system PROCLIB member containing the JCL procedure that is used to start the SCS
address space. The name is commonly MSMCPROC.

• ,,,(start_parameters)
(Optional) Specifies the START command parameters for the SCS address space. The START command parameter
values override the JCL EXEC statement PARM parameter values.

• ,REUSASID=YES
(Optional) Specifies that z/OS assigns a reusable address space identifier (ASID) to the SCS address space.

• ,PARMS=’exec_parameters’
(Optional) Specifies overriding the JCL EXEC statement PARM parameters for the SCS address space with the
parameters you specify. The exec_parameter values that you specify override the JCL EXEC statement PARM
parameter values.

Examples: Start the SCS Address Space

These examples identify how to start the SCS address space using the START command.

S MSMCPROC,REUSASID=YES,PARMS='CONFIG(SCSPARMS)'

S MSMCPROC,,,(CONFIG(SCSPARMS)),REUSASID=YES

SCS Address Space Initialization

The SCS address space is initialized when the following message is received:

MSMC0002I SCS initialization complete. SYSNAME=system_name, CCINAME=CAICCI_name

The SCS address space is fully operational when the following messages are received:

MSMC0423I Task MSMCIENG database connection opened

MSMC0424I Task MSMCFCOM database connection opened

To verify that the SCS address space is listening for connections, look for the following messages:

MSMC0617I The SCS address space is now listening for connections on the UNIX socket

MSMC0618I The SCS address space is now listening for connections on the INET/INET6 socket, port nnnn
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STOP Command--Stop the SCS Address Space

The STOP command initiates the normal termination of the SCS address space. You can enter STOP or the P
abbreviation. Provide CONTROL authority to the SAF OPERCMDS class resource named CAMSMSCS.STOP to use this
command.

To authorize, use one of the following methods, depending on how the SCS address space was started:

• If the SCS address space was started as a started task, provide UPDATE authority to the SAF OPERCMDS class
resource named MVS.STOP.STC.procname.

• If the SCS address space was started as an initiated job, provide UPDATE authority to the SAF OPERCMDS class
resource named MVS.STOP.JOB.jobname.

This command has the following format:

stoP jobname

• jobname
Specifies the SCS address space started task or initiated job name. The common name is MSMCPROC.

Example: Stop the SCS Address Space

This example identifies how to stop the SCS address space using the STOP command.

P MSMCPROC

MODIFY Command -- Modify the SCS Address Space

The MODIFY commands are used to control the operation of the SCS address space. You can enter MODIFY or the F
abbreviation.

To authorize, use one of the following methods, depending on how the SCS address space was started:

• If the SCS address space was started as a started task, provide UPDATE authority to the SAF OPERCMDS class
resource named MVS.MODIFY.STC.procname.

• If the SCS address space was started as an initiated job, provide UPDATE authority to the SAF OPERCMDS class
resource named MVS.MODIFY.JOB.jobname.

The MODIFY commands are:

• ABEND
• DUMP
• STOP

The MODIFY command specifications are as follows:

• Parameters are specified as keyword parameters. Subparameters of a keyword can be positional.
• Parameters can be specified in any order.
• Parameter strings can include comments anywhere a space could appear. Start a comment with the starting comment

delimiter (/*). (Optional) End the comment with the ending delimiter (*/).
• Separate the keywords with two or more specified parameters (each keyword with optional value) with a comma or a

space.
• Separate the keywords with two or more subparameters with a comma or a space.
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NOTE
Ending a comment delimiter is optional if the comment is at the end of the parameter string.

MODIFY ABEND Command -- Initiate Abnormal Termination of the SCS Address Space

The MODIFY ABEND command is used to initiate the abnormal termination of the SCS address space. You can
enter MODIFY or the F abbreviation. Provide CONTROL authority to the SAF OPERCMDS class resource named
CAMSMSCS.ABEND to use this command.

To authorize, use one of the following methods, depending on how the SCS address space was started:

• If the SCS address space was started as a started task, provide UPDATE authority to the SAF OPERCMDS class
resource named MVS.MODIFY.STC.procname

• If the SCS address space was started as an initiated job, provide UPDATE authority to the SAF OPERCMDS class
resource named MVS.MODIFY.JOB.jobname

This command has the following format:

modiFy jobname,ABEND

• jobname
Specifies the SCS address space started task or initiated job name. The name is commonly MSMCPROC.

Example: Modify the SCS Address Space using MODIFY ABEND command

This example identifies how to modify the SCS address space using the MODIFY ABEND command.

F MSMCPROC,ABEND

MODIFY DUMP Command -- Capture an SVC Dump of the SCS Address Space

The MODIFY DUMP command is used to capture an SVC dump of the SCS address space. You can enter MODIFY or the
F abbreviation. Provide CONTROL authority to the SAF OPERCMDS class resource named CAMSMSCS.DUMP to use
this command.

To authorize, use one of the following methods, depending on how the SCS address space was started:

• If the SCS address space was started as a started task, provide UPDATE authority to the SAF OPERCMDS class
resource named MVS.MODIFY.STC.procname.

• If the SCS address space was started as an initiated job, provide UPDATE authority to the SAF OPERCMDS class
resource named MVS.MODIFY.JOB.jobname.

This command has the following format:

 modiFy jobname,DUMP[ASID(asid_list)]JOBNAME(job_list)[DSPNAME(dsp_list)]

 

• jobname
Specifies the SCS address space started task or initiated job name. The common name is MSMCPROC.
Default: The SCS address space if the JOBNAME is not specified.

• ASID (asid_list)
(Optional) Specifies the address space identifier operator input of one or more address spaces to include in the dump.
Limits: 1-32767 decimal range or 1-7FFF hexadecimal range
Default: The SCS address space if the ASID parameter is not specified.

• JOBNAME (job_list)
Specifies the name of one or more address spaces to include in the dump.
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NOTE

The jobnamecan includewildcard characters with a question mark (?), or an asterisk (*). A question mark
indicates a single mask character. An asterisk indicates a 0 or more mask characters.

Limits: 1-8 characters that are expressed as a quoted, 'abc', or a nonquoted, abc, character string. A separator or
delimiter indicates the end.

• DSPNAME (dsp_list)
(Optional) Specifies the data space identifier of one or more data spaces to include in the dump.
Default: The data spaces that are owned by the SCS address space if the DSPNAME is not identified

NOTE
Wildcard characters that are used in the JOBNAME and DSPNAME parameters can result in multiple
address spaces being selected for inclusion in the dump.

Example: Dump the SCS address space and the Auxiliary address spaces using MODIFY DUMP command

This example identifies how to dump the SCS and Auxiliary address spaces using the MODIFY DUMP command.

 F MSMCPROC,DUMP JOBNAME(MSMCPROC,MSMCAUX)

 

MODIFY STOP Command -- Initiate Normal Termination of the SCS Address Space

The MODIFY STOP command is used to initiate the normal termination of the SCS address space. You can enter
MODIFY or the F abbreviation. Provide CONTROL authority to the SAF OPERCMDS class resource named
CAMSMSCS.STOP to use this command.

NOTE
The results of the STOP command and the MODIFY STOP command are identical.

To authorize, use one of the following methods, depending on how the SCS address space was started:

• If the SCS address space was started as a started task, provide UPDATE authority to the SAF OPERCMDS class
resource named MVS.MODIFY.STC.procname.

• If the SCS address space was started as an initiated job, provide UPDATE authority to the SAF OPERCMDS class
resource named MVS.MODIFY.JOB.jobname.

This command has the following format:

modiFy jobname,STOP

• jobname
Specifies the SCS address space started task or initiated job name. The common name is MSMCPROC.

Example: Modify the SCS Address Space using MODIFY STOP command

This example identifies how to modify the SCS address space using the MODIFY STOP command.

F MSMCPROC,STOP

SCS Address Space ASID Operator Input Examples
The following example shows the SCS address space ASID operator input value that is expressed as a hexadecimal digit
(A-F, 0-9):
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X'nnnn'

The following example shows the SCS address space ASID operator input value that is expressed as a decimal digit
(0-9):

ddddd

If the following address spaces exceed 15 when combined, only the first 15 are included in the dump:

• SCS address space
• Address spaces that the ASID parameter specifies
• Address spaces that the JOBNAME parameter specifies
• Address spaces owning the data spaces that the DSPNAME parameter specifies

SCS Address Space Data Space Identifier Input
The accepted data space identifier input designators are as follows:

• asid.name
Specifies the hexadecimal address space identifier (ASID) of the owning address space and the data_space_name of
the data space to include in the dump.
Limits: 1-7FFF hexadecimal range (ASID)
Default: SCS address space ASID and data spaces

NOTE
The first character of the specified ASID value must be a decimal digit. If the first significant digit of the ASID
of the owning address space is not a decimal digit, specify the ASID with a leading zero.

• jobname.name
Specifies the jobname of the owning address space and the data_space_name to include in the dump.
The jobname can include wildcard characters with a question mark (?), or an asterisk (*). A question mark indicates a
single mask character. An asterisk indicates a 0 or more mask characters.Limits: 1-8 nonquoted characters

NOTE
No more than 256 data spaces are included in the dump. The wildcard characters that are used in the
parameters could result in multiple data spaces being selected for inclusion in the dump.

If a data space is owned by an address space that is not included in the dump, add the address space of the ASID to
the list of included address spaces. A maximum of 15 address spaces are allowed. The address space limitation could
prevent specifying as many as 256 data spaces.

JCL EXEC Statement PARM Keyword and START Command Parameters
The SCS address space parameters are specified in a parameter library member. Sometimes, the SCS address space
parameters are specified with the following elements:

• The PARM keyword parameter of the JCL EXEC statement in the address space startup JCL
• The START command that is used to start the SCS address space

Parameters that can be specified with the PARM keyword parameter of the JCL EXEC statement and with the START
command are identical.

If the SCS address space parameters are specified using one of these alternate methods, adhere to the following
guidelines:
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• START command parameter values override the JCL EXEC statement PARM keyword parameter values.
• Separate the keywords with two or more parameters with a comma or a space.
• Separate the keywords with two or more subparameters with a comma or a space.
• Parameters are specified as keyword parameters. Subparameters of a keyword can be positional.
• Parameters can be specified in any order.
• Parameter strings can include comments any place there is a space. Begin a comment with the starting comment

delimiter (/*). Optionally, end the comments with the ending comment delimiter (*/).
• Parameters that are specified incorrectly are ignored.

The parameters that are used with the JCL EXEC Statement PARM keyword parameter and START command are as
follows:

• CONFIG(name)
Specifies the name of the parameter library member containing the SCS address space configuration parameters.
Limits: 1-8 characters that are expressed as a quoted, 'abc', or a nonquoted, abc, string. A separator or delimiter
indicates the end.
Default: MSMCPARM when CONFIG is not specified.

• ROUTCDE(routing code list)
Specifies a routing code or a range of routing codes that are assigned to WTO messages.
Two values that are separated by a dash (-) specify an inclusive range of routing codes.
Routing codes that are specified are in addition to the specific routing codes defined for each message.
Limits: 1-128
Example: ddd (where d is a valid decimal digit (0-9))

• CASE(MIXED|UPPER)
Specifies if WTO messages are written using mixed or uppercase only characters.
MIXED
The WTO messages can be written in mixed uppercase and lowercase characters.
UPPER
The WTO messages can be written using uppercase characters.
Default: MIXED

• DAE(YES|NO)
Specifies if DAE dump suppression is allowed or prevented.
YES
DAE dump suppression is allowed.
NO
DAE dump suppression is prevented.
Default: YES

Parameter Libraries
SCS address space parameters are specified as configuration parameters in a member of the parameter library.

The parameter library is the data set or data sets allocated to the MSMPARM DD statement in the SCS address space
JCL procedure.

The parameter library must be a partitioned data set or a concatenation of partitioned data sets and each partitioned data
set must have variable-length records. Each parameter library member contains an XML document that specifies the
address space parameters and contains various elements.

To facilitate using common configuration parameters for multiple instances of the SCS address space, configuration
parameters in a member of a parameter library can contain z/OS system symbols.
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NOTE
CSM includes the MSMCPARM parameter library member, which contains the default SCS address space
parameters.

MSMCPARM Member
You can include the following elements in the MSMCPARM member documents that specify the address space
parameters:

• Data Recovery Parameters
Sets the parameters that are related to the SCS address space use of disk storage for data recovery purposes. The
parameters are used when allocating data sets created to save existing data for recovery purposes.

The Data Recovery Parameters are specified using the following attributes:

• dsnhlq
Specifies the data set name high-level qualifier that is used when allocating data sets created for data recovery
purposes.
Limits: 1-17 bytes. The value can include static and dynamic system symbols and installation defined static system
symbols.

NOTE

For a list of system symbols, see the IBM z/OS MVS Initialization and Tuning Reference.
• (Optional) &SYSUID

Specifies the user ID of the CSM user that initiated the configuration request for which data sets are created for
recovery purposes.
Limits: The ampersand character (&) cannot be specified as a literal in the attribute value of an XML document. The
character must be used to convert subsequent characters to a control sequence using the character string '&amp;'.
Example: '&SYSNAME..MSM', dsnhlq='&amp;SYSNAME..MSM'
Default: &SYSUID..MSMDATA

• unit
Specifies unit name that is used when allocating z/OS data sets created for data recovery purposes.
Limits: 1-8 bytes
Default: None

• volser
Specifies the volume serial number that is used when allocating data sets created for data recovery purposes.
Limits: 1-6 bytes. The characters of the serial number must be alphabetic, national, or a hyphen.
Default: None

• mgmtclas
Specifies the SMS management class that is used when allocating data sets created for data recovery purposes.
Limits: 1-8 bytes. The first character of the class name must be alphabetic or national. The remaining characters must
be alphanumeric or national.
Default: None

• storclas
Specifies the SMS storage class that is used when allocating data sets created for data recovery purposes.
Limits: 1-8 bytes. The first character of the class name must be alphabetic or national. The remaining characters must
be alphanumeric or national.
Default: None

• TCP/IP
Specifies the address space parameters for the interface between the SCS address space and TCP/IP for
communicating with other components of CSM.

The TCP/IP parameters are specified using the following attributes:

• ipaddr
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Specifies the IP address of the interface through which the SCS address space accepts TCP connection requests
from other CSM components.
Limits: IPv4 address using standard dotted decimal notation.
(Optional) IPv6 address using one of the standard text forms that are defined in RFC 4291, IPv6
Example 1: 0.0.0.0
Example 2: ::
Note: The IPv4 unspecified address, 0.0.0.0, is used to indicate that the SCS address space accepts TCP
connection requests through all IPv4 interfaces. The IPv6 unspecified address, :: , can be used to indicate that the
SCS address space accepts TCP connection requests through all IPv4 and IPv6 interfaces.

NOTE

The IPv4 unspecified address, 0.0.0.0, is used to indicate that the SCS address space accepts TCP
connection requests through all IPv4 interfaces. The IPv6 unspecified address, :: , can be used to indicate
that the SCS address space accepts TCP connection requests through all IPv4 and IPv6 interfaces.

Default: ::
• port

Specifies the port number the SCS address space uses to listen for TCP connection requests from other CSM
components.
Limits: 65535
Default: 49152

• Console
Sets the parameters that are related to the SCS address space usage of extended MCS consoles that issue z/OS
commands, receive command responses, and receive unsolicited message traffic.

The console parameters are specified using the following attributes:

• prefix
Used in the construction of extended MCS console names.
Limits: 1-5 bytes. The first character must be alphabetic or national. The remaining characters must be alphanumeric
or national.
Default: CAMSM

• auth
Specifies the authority the extended MCS consoles have to issue z/OS commands.
The assigned authority specifies the commands that can be entered from the console. Separate multiple values with a
blank space or a comma.
Enter one or more of the following values from the console:
– MASTER

Allows the consoles to act as a master console, which issues all MVS commands.
– ALL

Allows the consoles to issue system control commands, input/output commands, console control commands, and
informational commands.

– SYS
Allows the consoles to issue system control commands and informational commands.

– IO
Allows the consoles to issue input/output commands and informational commands.

– CONS
Allows the consoles to issue console control commands and informational commands.

– INFO
Allows the consoles to issue informational commands.

Default: INFO

NOTE
SYS, IO, and CONS can be specified together in any combination. All others are mutually exclusive.
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For information about which commands can be entered from a console with a specific authority level, see the IBM z/
OS MVS System Commands Reference.

NOTE
The security product settings override the console command authority settings for z/OS commands that a
security product protects. For example, ACF2 for z/OS, if the OPERCMDS class is active and a profile is
defined to protect the command.

• SAF

Sets the parameters that are related to the SCS address space interface to the System Authorization Facility (SAF).

The SAF parameters are specified using the following attributes:

• application
Specifies the application name that is assigned to the SCS address space.
Limits: 1-8 bytes. The first character must be alphabetic or national. The remaining characters must be
alphanumeric or national.
Default: MSMCAPPL

• requestor
Specifies the name that is assigned to the SCS address space that assigns a unique control point within a set of
control points that exist in a subsystem.

NOTE

If you specify a requestor name and IBM RACF is installed, update the IBM RACF router table with a
matching entry. If you do not update the table, IBM RACF processing is bypassed.

Limits: 1-8 bytes. The first character must be alphabetic or national. The remaining characters must be
alphanumeric or national.
Default: None

• subsystem
Specifies the subsystem name, version, and release level that are assigned to the SCS address space.
Note: If you specify a subsystem name and IBM RACF is installed, update the IBM RACF router table with a
matching entry. If you do not update the table, IBM RACF processing is bypassed.
Limits: 1-8 bytes. The first character must be alphabetic or national. The remaining characters must be
alphanumeric or national.
Default: None

• class
Specifies the resource class name that CSM uses for security rules in resource profiles.
Limits: 1-8 bytes. All characters of the name must be alphanumeric or national.
Default: CAMSM

• SSL
Sets the parameters that are related to the SCS address space interface to the System SSL Cryptographic Services.

The SSL parameters are specified using the following attributes:

• keyring
Specifies the path and file name of the key ring database file that is used for encrypting data from remote systems,
or the SAF key ring label that is defined in the external security manager(ACF2 for z/OS, Top Secret for z/OS, or IBM
RACF) for the user ID assigned to the SCS address space.
Used to retrieve the default certificate to send to the client side to begin the process of securing the connection for
communication.
Default: None

• stashfile
Specifies the path and file name of the stashfile if the key ring attribute is set to the path and file name of a key ring
database file.
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The stashfile contains the password to access the key ring database file.
Limits: Required if the key ring attribute is set to a key ring database file name.
Default: None

• AUX
Sets the parameters that are related to the SCS AUX address space.
The SCS AUX address space parameters are specified using the following attributes:
– procname

Specifies the name of a JCL procedure library member that contains the source JCL for the SCS AUX address
space.
Limits: 1-8 bytes. The first character must be alphabetic or national. The remaining characters must be
alphanumeric or national.
Default: MSMCAUX

– jobname
Specifies the job name that is assigned to the SCS AUX address space.
Limits: 1-8 bytes. The first character must be alphabetic or national. The remaining characters must be
alphanumeric or national.
Default: The JCL procedure library member name (if the source JCL is a procedure), or the job name that is
assigned on the JOB statement (if the source JCL is a job).

– reusasid
Determines if a reusable ASID is requested for the SCS AUX address space.
The SCS AUX address space receives one of the following values:
• YES

The SCS AUX address space is assigned a reusable ASID if REUSASID (YES) is also specified in the DIAGxx
PARMLIB member.

• NO
The SCS AUX address space is not assigned reusable ASID.

Default: YES

NOTE

Using a reusable ASID results in an ABEND of system 0D3 if products or programs that are used in the
configuration of a Broadcom product are not upgraded to tolerate reusable ASIDs.

For more information about reusing ASIDs, see the IBM z/OS MVS Programming: Extended
Addressability Guide.

– maxactive
Specifies the maximum number of concurrently active SCS AUX address spaces.
Limits: 1 to 20 numeric
Default: 20

SCS Address Space Message Log (SCSLOG)
The SCS address space message log (SCSLOG) is a detailed log of all messages that the SCS address space writes.

SCS address space messages that are written to the z/OS hardcopy message log are also written to the SCSLOG.
In addition, the SCSLOG is used for messages that are more detail-oriented and that can be useful when diagnosing
problems. The SCSLOG is therefore a more complete record of the activities of the SCS address space.

The SCSLOG is implemented using the z/OS UNIX System Services (USS) syslog daemon. The syslog daemon is part of
the z/OS system product. The syslog daemon must be explicitly started using the USS syslogd command.

NOTE
For more information about the syslog daemon, see the IBM z/OS Communications Server: IP Configuration
Guide and the z/OS Communications Server: IP Configuration Reference.
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Configure Syslog Daemon
A configuration file controls the syslog daemon (syslogd) processing.

Default: /etc/syslog.conf

Statements in the configuration file define logging rules and output destinations for log messages. You define logging rules
in the syslog daemon configuration file to send SCS address space messages to specific destinations.

The logging rules are defined using a facility name and a priority code. The user ID and job name of the program that
generates the message can also be specified in the logging rule.

NOTE
AUX address space messages are written to the syslog daemon by a process executing in the SCS address
space. Only define logging rules for the SCS address space job name. No logging rules are needed for the AUX
address space job name.

All SCS address space messages that are written to the syslog daemon specify a facility name of ‘user’.

Each SCS address space message that is written to the syslog daemon specifies one of the following priority codes:

• info
Messages with this priority code are informational messages.

• warning
Messages with this priority code are warning messages.

• error
Messages with this priority code are error messages.

• crit
Messages with this priority code are severe error messages.

• debug
Messages with this priority code are debugging messages.

Example: Add statements to the syslog daemon

To allow all messages that job MSMCPROC writes to write to the file /tmp/syslogd/msmcproc.syslog, add the following
statements to the syslog daemon configuration file and activate the changes.

#

#  CSM SCS message log (SCSLOG)

#

*.MSMCPROC.*.* /tmp/syslogd/msmcproc.scslog

Activate Syslog Daemon Configuration Changes
After you update the syslog daemon configuration file, send a SIGHUP signal to the syslog daemon. You do so to cause
the daemon to reread the configuration file and activate any modified parameters.

Use the USS kill command to send the SIGHUP signal.

This command has the following format:

kill - s SIGHUP pid

• pid
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Specifies the syslog daemon process ID.

Depending on how it is started, the syslog daemon stores its process ID in a file. The file can be used to reconfigure the
daemon.

• If the syslog daemon is started in normal or local-only mode, the file is named as follows:
/etc/syslog.pid

• If the syslog daemon is started in network-only mode, the file is named as follows:
/etc/syslog_net.pid

The syslog daemon continues to append log messages to the files you specify in the configuration, after reading the
configuration file again.

NOTE
All log files that the syslog daemon uses must be created in the z/OS UNIX file system before the syslog
daemon is started or reconfigured, unless the syslog -c option is specified. If the -c option is specified, the syslog
daemon dynamically creates log files that are not already in existence.

Generalized Trace Facility
The SCS address space uses the generalized trace facility (GTF) to capture data for diagnostic purposes. GTF is a part of
the z/OS system product. GFT must be explicitly activated by issuing a START GTF command.

NOTE
For more information about GTF, see the IBM MVS Diagnosis Tools and Service Aids.

Start the GTF
To start the GTF, enter a START GTF command. You can start the GTF by using the IBM-supplied procedure or your
internal procedure for starting GTF.

NOTE
Multiple instances of GTF can be active simultaneously. Each instance operates as a system task in its own
address space.

Each instance of GTF can be assigned a unique identifier that is specified on the START GTF command. The identifier
lets you recognize and control specific instances of GTF. If a unique identifier is not specified, the operating system
assigns the device number of the device where the trace data set resides.

The events that GTF traces are specified as options. You specify the USRP and JOBNAMEP options for the SCS address
space.

After you specify the USRP GTF option, GTF prompts you for the list of event identifiers (EIDs).

The SCS address space uses the following EIDs:

• 301
Captures diagnostic data for the infrastructure component of the SCS address space.

• 302
Captures diagnostic data for the communications server component of the SCS address space.

• 303
Captures diagnostic data for the communications server event API component of the SCS address space.

• 304
Captures diagnostic data for the container section component of the SCS address space.

• 305
Captures diagnostic data for the implementation engine component of the SCS address space.

• 306
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Captures diagnostic data for the services section component of the SCS address space.
• 307

Captures diagnostic data for the system information agent component of the SCS address space.

NOTE
To avoid unwanted information, limit the GTF trace output using the USRP option.

If the JOBNAMEP GTF option is specified, you are prompted for the list of job names that trace output is captured for.
Specify the names of the SCS address space, both main and auxiliary. The common names are MSMCPROC and
MSMCAUX (in this order).

Example

CSM includes the MSMCGTFP sample member that contains the following GTF trace options:

TRACE=USRP,JOBNAMEP

USR=(301,302,303,304,305,306,307)

JOBNAME=(MSMCPROC,MSMCAUX)

END

Stop the GTF
To stop the GTF, issue a STOP GTF command. Specify the identifier on the START GTF command. If an identifier is not
specified on the START GTF command, specify it on the device number of the device where the trace data set resides.

CSM Implementation and Status
We recommend that you use the checklist as you complete the implementation steps.

Implementation Checklist
Use the checklists in this section to confirm that each role has completed the tasks that are associated with them.

Network Administrator
Configure access to the following websites:

• supportservices.ca.com (using HTTPS Port Number 443)
• ftp.ca.com (using FTP Port Number 21)
• ftpca.ca.com (using FTP Port Number 21)

NOTE

CSM uses this FTP server to accumulate minimal information. This information includes the site ID, the
product, and the user ID for the Broadcom Support website. Sometimes site access rules deny an FTP
connection that is established for this purpose or the connection cannot be established for any other reason.
Then CSM still continues to function.

• scftpd.ca.com (using FTP Port Number 21)
• ftpdownloads.ca.com (using FTP Port Number 21)
• supportftp.ca.com (using FTP Port Number 21)
• sdownloads.ca.com (using HTTPS Port Number 443)
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NOTE

sdownloads.ca.com is only required if you use the Use HTTPS for Downloads acquisition option under
System Settings, Software Acquisition on the Settings page. If you authorize the ca.com domain for both
ports 80 and 443, you do not need to authorize sdownloads.ca.com.

In addition, your network administrator must define a Domain Name System (DNS) entry for localhost.

Security Administrator
1. Grant UPDATE authority to the following data sets or libraries to the user who implements CSM:

– SYSx.PARMLIB
– Procedure library that stores the JCL jobs that are used to start the CSM address spaces, for example,

SYS3.PROCLIB
– (Optional) The master catalog if you decide to define alias entries for the CSM data set prefixes

2. Grant the following access to the user ID associated with the CSM setup utility, MSMSetup.sh:
– Access to USS
– Permission to access the following FACILITY class profiles that are related UNIX:

• BPX.FILEATTR.APF (READ authority)
• BPX.FILEATTR.PROGCTL (READ authority)
• BPX.FILEATTR.SHARELIB (READ authority)
• BPX.SERVER (UPDATE authority)
• BPX.CONSOLE (READ authority)
• BPX.DAEMON (READ authority)

– Permission to access the SERVAUTH class profile, EZB.STACKACCESS (READ authority)
– Permission to access the CSFSERV class profile, CSFOWH (READ authority) providing you want to perform SMP/

E GIMUNZIP hash validation
– Permission to create and modify data sets for the qualifiers (CSM MVS SMP/E and runtime data sets) specified in

the options file.

NOTE

Your user ID can have BPX.SUPERUSER access and it can switch to SUPERUSER. Then the switched
SU ID requires a CREATE and MODIFY access to the MVS data set qualifiers that are specified in the
options file.

– If you are using IBM RACF, access to the following data sets for program control:
• • SYSx.MIGLIB

• CEE.SCEERUN2
• Members IEANTCR, IEANTDL, and IEANTRT of SYS1.CSSLIB
• Member JVMLDM76 (for 64-bit Java 7.0) of the data set where Java load modules are installed
• (Optional) Member IDIXCEE of SYS1.IDI.SIDIAUTH, only if you use IDIXCEE as an optional exit

NOTE

To display the resources, issue the RLIST command.

You can set IBM RACF to control programs. If the resources do not exist, issue the following command:

RDEFINE PROGRAM member ADDMEM('hlq.libraryname'//NOPADCHK) UACC(READ)

For example:

RDEFINE PROGRAM IEANTCR ADDMEM('SYS1.CSSLIB'//NOPADCHK) UACC(READ)
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If the resources exist, issue the following command:

RALTER PROGRAM member ADDMEM('hlq.libraryname'//NOPADCHK) UACC(READ)

 
For example:

RALTER PROGRAM IEANTCR ADDMEM('SYS1.CSSLIB'//NOPADCHK) UACC(READ)

NOTE

To set all members of a data set as a controlled program, replace the member name with an
asterisk (*). For example:

RDEFINE PROGRAM * ADDMEM('SYS1.CSSLIB'//NOPADCHK) UACC(READ)

WARNING

If you are planning to use zFS, add SYS1.SIEALNKE (or equivalent library) to program control.
3. Grant the following access to the user ID associated with the CSM application server (MSMTC job or started task):

– Access to USS
– Authority to create and mount file systems
– Permissions for MSMMUF and MSMDBSRV to the data sets that are referenced in the following option file

keywords:
• DatabaseHLQ (READ, UPDATE, and ALTER authority)
• CCSdsn, CCScaipdsedsn, and RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix (READ authority)

– Permissions for MSMTC to the data sets that are referenced in the following option file keywords:
• RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix (READ authority)
• MVSHFSDsnPrefix, sisGimunzipTempPrefix, and the sisExecutorServerDsnPrefix (CREATE, READ, UPDATE,

and ALTER authority)
– Permission to access the following FACILITY class profiles that are related UNIX:

• BPX.FILEATTR.APF (READ authority)
• BPX.FILEATTR.PROGCTL (READ authority)
• BPX.FILEATTR.SHARELIB (READ authority)
• BPX.SERVER (UPDATE authority)
• BPX.CONSOLE (READ authority)
• BPX.DAEMON (READ authority)

– Permission to access the SERVAUTH class profile, EZB.STACKACCESS (READ authority)
– ACF2 only: MUSASS permission for users who start CSM
– If your site uses Broadcom SAF HFS security, the following access:

• BPX.CAHFS.SET.RLIMIT (READ authority)
• BPX.CAHFS.PTRACE (READ authority)
• BPX.CAHFS.MOUNT (READ authority)
• BPX.CAHFS.UNMOUNT (READ authority)
• BPX.CAHFS.CHANGE.FILE.MODE (READ authority)
• BPX.CAHFS.CHANGE.FILE.TIME (READ authority)

NOTE

  Broadcom SAF HFS security is a feature in ACF2 and Top Secret.
4. Set up OMVS segments for CSM users.
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USS Administrator
Set up the USS paths using the following structure:

/u/users/msmserv (primary mount point)

     msminstall (1000 cylinders)

     msm (750 cylinders)

     msmruntime (750 cylinders)

     mpm (mount point for CSM use)

Systems Programmer
1. Ensure that prerequisite requirements are met.
2. Review the options file keywords and gather the required values.
3. Download CSM.
4. Unpack CSM:

pax -rvf DVD10155349E.pax.Z

NOTE
The full pax file name and its extension are case-sensitive. Verify that you use the exact case when you
issue the pax command.

5. Customize and submit UNZIPJCL to extract CSM product files.
6. Customize the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties file.
7. Execute MSMSetup.sh.
8. Start CSM using the following members in sequence:

– MSMMUFS JCL member or MSMMUF PROCLIB member
– MSMDBSVS JCL member or MSMDBSRV PROCLIB member
– MSMTCSRV JCL member or MSMTC PROCLIB member

9. Access CSM using a web browser and perform initial configuration.
10. Clean up the USS directory.
11. To support product deployment, ensure that the deployment activation elements for each Broadcom product have

been acquired and installed.

NOTE
For more information about product deployment, see the online help.

CSM Software Deployment Spawn Procedure Entities
The following entities are installed within the CSM software deployment procedure, which is a component-dependent
function for Common Components and Services and CAIENF/CAICCI.

• SMPCPATH
Specifies the path to the SMP/E Java application classes.
Preset: /usr/lpp/smp/classes/

• SMPJHOME
Specifies the Java home directory.
Example: /sys/java64bt/v7r0m0/usr/lpp/java/J7.0_64

NOTE
If your installation has a different Java home directory, use that directory name.

• SMPDRIWK
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This entity must be defined with the permissions of 775.
Preset: /cai/msm/ccispnsv/smpe

NOTE
The procedure is set to /cai/msm/ccispnsv/smpe. Tailor it to your company standard.

USS File Systems
This section provides more information about setting up your z/OS UNIX System Services (USS) and file systems.

CSM Installation and Setup
Before you execute the MSMSetup.sh utility, define a mount point for the installation of CSM. The mount point includes
the following directories:

• The installation directory (for example, /u/users/msmserv/msminstall) that the MSMPATH keyword refers to in
MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties

• The runtime directory (for example, /u/users/msmserv/msmruntime) that the RunTimeUSSPath keyword refers to in
MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties

CSM Download
CSM is delivered as a pax file, DVD10155349E.pax.Z. Download and install the pax file into a mounted file system or a
directory (for example, /u/users/msmserv/msminstall). Expand the file to create new directories.

CSM Startup
At startup, CSM allocates and mounts file systems and USS directories. Before you execute MSMSetup.sh, define a
mount point (for example, /u/users/msmserv/mpm) for the APLROOT file system. CSM allocates the file system and
mounts it to this mount point.

NOTE
The MountPath keyword in MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties specifies the APLROOT directory. MSMSetup.sh
populates the mpmPath parameter in the SAMPLIB(DBINIT) member with this value. The DBINIT member is
used when CSM starts for the first time. On startup, the value is stored in the database. You can modify the
value using the Application Root field on the Mount Point Management page on the Settings tab in the web-
based interface.

Under the APLROOT file system, CSM creates four USS directories: sdsroot, scroot, ljroot, and tmproot. The USS
directory ljwk is created under the ljroot directory.

The following list identifies the permanent file systems and their mount points:

• hfs_prefix.APLROOT mounted at mountpath (105,105 tracks)
• hfs_prefix.LJWK mounted at mountpath/ljroot/ljwk (2370,105 tracks)
• hfs_prefix.SDSROOT mounted at mountpath/sdsroot (105,105 tracks)

hfs_prefix
This prefix is specified by the MVSHFSDsnPrefix keyword in MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties. MSMSetup.sh
populates the mpmHlq parameter in the SAMPLIB(DBINIT) member with this value. On startup, the value is stored in
the database. You can modify it using the Data Set Prefix field on the Mount Point Management page on the Settings
tab in the web-based interface.

The tmproot USS directory is used for allocating and mounting temporary file systems as required during CSM operation.

You can define whether CSM mounts file systems at startup. The Mount Point Management page on the Settings tab
in the web-based interface has an Automount option. If the option is enabled, CSM looks for and mounts all the file
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systems that it manages. If the option is not enabled, you manage the mount points by updating the BPXPRMxx member
in SYSx.PARMLIB.

Use of Temporary File Systems
In addition, CSM allocates temporary file systems as required during product acquisition, product installation, and other
tasks. By default, CSM keeps a temporary file system for 60 minutes. After the file system has been idle for 60 minutes,
CSM deallocates and releases it.

The names of the file systems have the following format: hfs_prefix.Tx.

• x
Is an internally generated number of up to seven characters.

CSM mounts temporary files at the following path:

mountpath/tmproot/MSM.unique_number.scratchpad

You can modify the time slot during which CSM keeps a file system allocated and mounted. In the SAMPLIB(MSMLIB)
member, set the following parameter to the required number of minutes, and restart the CSM application server:

IJO="$IJO  - DCSM_MPM.TEMPSPACE.MINIMUM.IDLE.MINUTES=60"

The minimum allowed value is 60. If you set the parameter to a value less than 60, CSM resets it back to 60.

If this parameter is set to 0, CSM allocates the temporary space during execution and deallocates it at termination.

Software Catalog
CSM allocates and mounts file systems for use by the software catalog as required. CSM mounts these file systems under
mountpath/scroot.

The names of the file systems have the following format: hfs_prefix.suffixn.

• suffix
Defines the last part of the file system name and is specified by the scDatasetPrefix parameter in the
SAMPLIB(DBINIT) member.

• n
Defines an internally generated counter of up to four characters.

CSM Data Sets and File Systems
This section provides more information about the CSM data sets and file systems.

CSM Data Set Types
CSM has six groups of data sets. They are organized in the following types:

• Application Root: hlq.APLROOT
This data set is used as the root USS file system that stores the directory structure for CSM.

• Temporary Areas: hlq.Tx
These data sets are temporary file systems that are used as temporary areas for CSM processing. These data sets are
allocated during CSM operation as required and are deleted when no longer needed.

• Log Journal: hlq.LJWKx
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These data sets are used to store task output results, and their content appears in the Tasks tab for the finished tasks.
To delete this content using CSM, use the Delete Task button on the Task tab.

• Software Catalog: hlq.CASCx
These data sets store all the downloaded products and maintenance packages that can be viewed in the software
catalog. A data set with a suffix CASC is usually configurable, with a default value of CASC. The data sets are
removed after deployment is completed or deleted.

NOTE
In previous versions of CSM, the default software catalog data set had the suffix MSMT.

• Deployment Temporary Area: hlq.SDSROOT
This data set is a temporary file system that is used as a temporary area for CSM deployment processing. CSM
deletes the content of this file system after the data is no longer needed. If any content remains there after CSM shuts
down, you can manually delete the content from the appropriate USS directories without affecting CSM.

• Deployment: hlq.Dx
These data sets are used for deployment processing and contain deployment data. To remove this content using CSM,
select Remove from the Action drop-down list on the Deployment tab.

WARNING
Do not delete these data sets or the content from these data sets manually outside of CSM. Manually deleting
data sets causes missing task output or CSM to fail.

CSM File Systems
The following table lists the file systems that CSM allocates and uses. The following terms are used in the table:

• mpm
Specifies the UNIX path to the application root. mpm specifies the mount point directory for the file systems. An initial
mount point is configured during the CSM installation.

• hlq
Specifies the HLQ for the data set names that are created for new file systems that CSM allocates

• Data Set Name (DSN)
Specifies the DSN of the file system that is mounted to this directory, or of the file system that contains this directory if
no file system is mounted to this directory.

• Typical Size
Specifies the typical size of the file system. The value is specified only for paths that have a file system mounted to
them.

Path Data Set Name Data Set Mounted
to Path

Type Purpose Typical Size

mpm hlq.APLROOT Yes Application root The main mount
point directory for
CSM. This directory
resides in the
hlq.APLROOT data
set.

14400 KB

mpm/ljroot hlq.APLROOT No Log journal root The root directory for
the log journal (task
output).

N/A

mpm/scroot hlq.APLROOT No Software catalog root The root directory for
the software catalog
(stored products
and maintenance
packages).

N/A
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mpm/sdsroot hlq.SDSROOT Yes Deployment root The root directory
for deployment
packages.

158400 KB

mpm/ljroot/ljwk hlq.LJWK Yes Log journal This directory
resides in the
hlq.LJWK data set.

137760 KB

mpm/scroot/tmp hlq.APLROOT No Software catalog The directory that
contains Software
catalog temporary
directories.

N/A

mpm/scroot/tmp/tm
px

hlq.CASCn Yes Software catalog The Software catalog
temporary directory.

400000 KB

mpm/scroot/Databa
seM

hlq.APLROOT No Software catalog The directory
that contains the
Software catalog
database.

N/A

mpm/scroot/Databas
eM/CA

hlq.APLROOT No Software catalog The Broadcom
vendor directory
that contains all
downloads for a
vendor.

N/A

mpm/scroot/Databa
seM/CA/error_hold_
data

hlq.APLROOT No Software catalog The directory that
contains the ALL-
HOLDDATA.txt file.
This file contains
HOLDDATA for all
Broadcom products.

N/A

mpm/scroot/Databas
eM/CA/COMMONS

hlq.APLROOT No Software catalog The directory
that contains
the installation
for Common
Components and
Services.

N/A

mpm/scroot/Databas
eM/cars

hlq.CASCn Yes Software catalog The directory that
contains CARS files.

4800 KB

mpm/scroot/Databa
seM/CA/MAINTENA
NCE

hlq.CASCn Yes Software catalog The directory
that contains all
maintenance
packages

4800 KB

mpm/scroot/D
atabaseM/CA
/product_name

hlq.CASCn Yes Software catalog The product directory
for a specific
product.

4800 KB

mpm/scroot/D
atabaseM/CA
/product_name
/release/servicepack/packagename
/date

hlq.CASCn Yes Software catalog The directory for
a specific product
package that does
not fit into the
product directory.

4800 KB
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mpm/
sdsroot/deployment_ID

hlq.Dn Yes Software
Deployment Service
(SDS)

The directory that
contains data stored
for deployment with
ID deployment_ID.
This directory
resides in the
hlq.deployment_ID
data set.

21024 KB

mpm/tmproot hlq.APLROOT Yes Temporary area The directory
contains temporary
mount points for
temporary file
systems.

N/A

mpm/tmproot/MSM
.n.scraptchpad

hlq.Tn Yes Temporary area The directory serves
as a mount point
for a temporary file
system that CSM
allocates as required
during product
acquisition, product
installation, and
other tasks.

57408 KB

Common Components and Services Component Requirements
Common Components and Services includes distributed services common to Broadcom implementations and solutions
specific to z/OS. Common Components and Services provides a common interface and event services to create multiple,
unified resource views.

Common Components and Services Software Services provide CSM with a number of software components that perform
various functions, including the following components:

• CAICCI
• CAIENF (Base)
• CAIRIM
• CA-C Runtime

NOTE
For more information about Common Components and Services, see the Common Components and Services
user documentation.

FMIDs
CSM requires Common Components and Services Release 14.1 or Version 14.0 components to perform various
functions. The function modification identifiers (FMIDs) are provided for these components.

The FMIDs in the following table are based on Common Components and Services Version 14.0:

FMID Component
CAF3E00 CA-C Runtime
CAS9E00 CAIRIM
CAW1E00 CAIENF
CAW4E00 CAICCI with SSL
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The FMIDs in the following table are based on Common Components and Services Release 14.1:

FMID Component
CAF3E00 CA-C Runtime
CAS9E10 CAIRIM
CAW1E10 CAIENF
CAW4E10 CAICCI with SSL

The FMID in the following table is based on Common Components and Services Version 14.0 and above. This FMID is a
Common Components and Services dependent function that is only used for SDS and SCS.

FMID Component
CETN600 CSM Common Services, which uses CAICCI

NOTE
For information about setup and configuration steps that must be completed, see Common Components and
Services Installing .

Set Up CAICCI
Use this procedure if you have not set up CAICCI at all. For more information, see Common Components and Services
Installing.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the CAICCI SYSID, either in the CAIENF parameter file or as a separate CCIPARM PDS member
concatenated to ENFPARMS, using the following format:
SYSID(sysid)

– sysid
Specifies the CAICCI identifier.
Limit: Eight characters

2. Define the CAICCI data collection module (DCM), CAS9DCM3, in your CAIENF parameter file. For example:
DCM(CAS9DCM3)         * ENF V1.0 CCI Event

Security for CSM Functions
Many of the resources and activities that CSM provides are protected by security profiles that are defined to your external
security manager (ESM). When you attempt to perform an action in the web-based interface (for example, logging in
or changing a setting), CSM invokes the System Authorization Facility (SAF) with the associated resource profile. CSM
resource profiles are defined in the CSM resource class. The resource profiles enable your site to assign authorities to
various resources and actions to specific users or to provide generic access with few settings.

Resource Names
CSM does not use the distinctions of READ, UPDATE, CONTROL, and ALTER for access to resources. Instead, access is
encoded into the resource name. If you have access to a resource, you can perform the specified action on the resource.

The granted authority level is immaterial. Access to the resource is managed in a binary manner: either you can access
the resource (any combinations of READ, UPDATE, CONTROL, or ALTER), or you cannot access the resource. For
example, the following resource profiles control access to the system settings on the Settings tab:
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• ADMIN.SETTINGS.SYSTEM
Enables a user to display and update the system settings.

• ADMIN.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.@DISPLAY
Enables a user to display the system settings.

• ADMIN.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.@UPDATE
Enables a user to update the system settings.

For resources that have both an @DISPLAY and an @UPDATE profile, granting access to only the @UPDATE profile
is an error. Because you have no authority to display the value, you cannot change the value, even though that level of
access is granted.

Because all the system settings are organized under ADMIN.SETTINGS.SYSTEM, you can give access to all system
settings by granting one or more users to the ADMIN.SETTINGS.SYSTEM profile. These users would be taking on the
administration role for CSM.

User settings are organized under ADMIN.SETTINGS.USER. The settings are maintained separately in CSM for each
user. Access to display or update a resource is managed through the @SELF qualifier in the resource profile. For
example, authorizing the user IDs, USER01 and USER02, to the ADMIN.SETTINGS.USER.@SELF.@DISPLAY and
ADMIN.SETTINGS.USER.@SELF.@UPDATE profiles enable the users to update their own web-based interface settings.
However, USER01 cannot display or update the settings for USER02. We recommend that you grant permission to
ADMIN.SETTINGS.USER.@SELF to all CSM users.

Resource Profiles
You can secure certain parts of CSM by granting or denying access using security rules, which are named resource
profiles. Create these resource profiles in their associated security package using resource class CAMSM.

WARNING
If you grant a user permission to a *.@UPDATE resource profile, you must also grant that user permission to the
corresponding *.@DISPLAY resource profile.

• LOGON
Grants access to CSM.

• ADMIN.SETTINGS
Grants full access to all settings on the Settings tab.

• ADMIN.SETTINGS.SYSTEM
Grants full access to all system settings.

• ADMIN.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.@DISPLAY
Grants DISPLAY authority to all system settings.

• ADMIN.SETTINGS.SYSTEM.@UPDATE
Grants UPDATE authority to all system settings.

• ADMIN.SETTINGS.USER.@SELF
Grants full access to a user's own settings, including the user's account on the Broadcom Support Online website.

• ADMIN.SETTINGS.USER.@SELF.@DISPLAY
Grants DISPLAY authority to a user's own settings, including the user's account on the Broadcom Support Online
website.

• ADMIN.SETTINGS.USER.@SELF.@UPDATE
Grants UPDATE authority to a user's own settings, including the user's account on the Broadcom Support Online
website.

• ADMIN.LMPKEY
Grants full access to the resources on the LMP Keys Browser page.

• ADMIN.LMPKEY.UPDTKEYS
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Grants access to Update Keys on the LMP Keys Browser page.
• ADMIN.LMPKEY.REFRSITE

Grants access to Refresh Site IDs on the LMP Keys Browser page.
• CONFIG

Grants full access to the resources on the Configurations tab.
• CONFIG.@DISPLAY

Grants display only access to the resources related to SCS.
• CONFIG.@ACTION.CREATE

Grants full access to create or update the resources that are related to SCS.
• CONFIG.@ACTION.REMOVE

Grants full access to the resources on the Deployments tab.
• CONFIG.@ACTION.IMPL

Grants access to implement configurations on remote systems.
• DEPLOY

Grants full access to the resources on the Deployment tab.
• DEPLOY.@DISPLAY

Grants read-only authority to information provided on the Deployments tab.
• DEPLOY.@SELF

Grants authority to create deployments, assign systems and custom data sets, and all actions for the deployment if
your CSM user ID is marked as the owner of that deployment.

• DEPLOY.@BUILD
Grants authority to create and update deployments, assign systems and custom data sets, and previewing the
deployment.

• DEPLOY.@EXECUTE
Grants authority to perform a snapshot, transmit, deploy, and confirm a deployment.

• METHOD
Grants full access to all methodologies.

• METHOD.@DISPLAY
Grants read access to all methodologies.

• METHOD.@SELF
Grants full access to only those methodologies where you are listed as the owner.

• METHOD.@UPDATE
Grants access to create, edit, and remove methodologies from within the Maintain Methodologies page. This profile
also controls the availability of the Edit button next to the methodology within the deployment view.

• SC
Grants full access to the resources on the Products tab.

• SC.@ACTION
Grants full access to the actions on the Products tab.

• SC.@ACTION.UPDTCAT
Grants access to all Update Catalog actions on the Products tab.

• SC.@ACTION.SHOWLMP
Grants access to the Show License Keys action in the Actions section on the Products tab.

• SC.@ACTION.INSRTPRD
Grants access to the Add Product action in the Actions section on the Products tab.

• SC.@ACTION.INSTPKG
Grants access to the Install External Package action in the Actions section on the Products tab.

• SC.@HIDE
Grants access to the Hide Product action in the Products tree and to the Show Products button on the Show Hidden
Products dialog on the Products tab.

• SIS.BASE.@SELF.WORKDD.@UPDATE
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Grants access to the action to update work DDDEF settings during product installation.
• SMPE.@ACTION

Grants full access to the actions on the SMP/E Environments tab.
• SMPE.@ACTION.MIGRATE

Grants access to the action to migrate an SMP/E environment.
• SMPE.@ACTION.REMOVECSI.csidatasetname

Grants access to Remove SMP/E Environment from CSM on the SMP/E Environments, SMP/E Environment
Information tab. The permission is for the specified SMP/E environment.
– .csidatasetname

Specifies the data set names of the SMP/E environments that the user can remove.
The value can be a full name that matches one SMP/E environment or a prefix that can match multiple SMP/E
environment data set names.

• SYSREG
Grants full access to the resources on the System Registry tab.

• SYSREG.@DISPLAY
Grants display authority to all System Registry values.

NOTE
Users who are defined with this access are not allowed to create, delete, or update any information on any of
the panels.

• SYSREG.@ACTION
Grants full access to the actions on the System Registry tab.

• SYSREG.@ACTION.CREATE
Grants access to the Create Non-Sysplex System link, the Create Sysplex link, the Create Shared DASD Cluster
link and the Create Staging System link. This profile also enables the Create button from within the display for each
primary node of the System Registry tree, and the Create button within Data Destinations. Create authority also implies
Update authority.

• SYSREG.@ACTION.REMOVE
Grants access to the Select check box and the Remove item from within the Actions button from within each primary
node of the System Registry tree.

NOTE
If the user does not have this authority, these items are disabled.

• SYSREG.@PROFILE
Grants full access to the information within each primary node of the system registry. The information is applicable to
those CSM users within your organization that create or implement configurations. If this access is not granted, the
system information is not displayed within the web-based user interface.

NOTE
Implementations can result in changes on the remote system that, if done incorrectly, could adversely affect
the stability of that system. We recommend that you restrict authorization to this resource profile.

• SYSREG.@PROFILE.DISPLAY
From within each system node of the system registry, a user with this access does not have authority to modify any
values within a system. These items are displayed but all Action buttons are disabled.

• SYSREG.@PROFILE.UPDATE
From within each system node of the system registry, grants access to update any existing values within a system
registry profile or to create an occurrence of a repeatable system registry profile. If the system registry is secured
with the resource rule SYSREG@PROFILE.DISPLAY, this access rule is required to allow updating of any system
information.

• SYSREG.@PROFILE.UPDATE.systemname
Grants access to update any existing values within a system registry profile or create an occurrence of a repeatable
system registry profile for system systemname.

• SYSREG.@SYSTEM
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Grants full access to all systems defined within the System Registry tab.
• SYSREG.@SYSTEM.systemname

Grants access to system systemname within the System Registry tab. If a system is created within a CSM session
and specific system level security is desired, the security administrator must grant access to the newly defined
system before it becomes visible to the CSM user. Security at this level simply controls which defined systems
are available to the user. The ability to update or delete information with the defined system is permitted using the
SYSREG.@ACTION.CREATE, SYSREG.@ACTION.REMOVE, and SYSREG.@PROFILE.UPDATE resources.

• TM.TASK.ARCHIVE
Grants access to Manage History functionality within the Task tab and allows authorized users to create, run, or delete
task archive policies.

• TM.TASK.@SELF.DELETE
Grants access to delete user's own tasks.

• TM.TASK.SYSTEM.DELETE
Grants access to delete any tasks.

SAF Check During SMP/E Processing
All CSM features that execute SMP/E commands do it in the security context of the user that is logged in to CSM and
drives these features. Depending on the CSM feature, users must have READ access to different sets of SMP/E SAF
facility class resources.

NOTE
CSM executes GIMUNZIP in the security context of the CSM application server ID. If SMP/E security is active,
the CSM application server ID must have READ access to the GIM.PGM.GIMUNZIP resource in the SAF
FACILITY class.

SMP/E Environment Migration
If new DDDEFs are added to a migrated SMP/E environment using customer-provided JCL, you must have READ access
to the following SMP/E SAF facility class resources:

• GIM.CMD.SET
• GIM.CMD.UCLIN

Base Product Installation
To install products, you must have READ access to the following SMP/E SAF facility class resources:

• GIM.PGM.GIMUNZIP
• GIM.CMD.SET
• GIM.CMD.UCLIN
• GIM.CMD.RECEIVE
• GIM.CMD.APPLY
• GIM.CMD.ACCEPT

If an error occurs when installing a product to an existing SMP/E environment, CSM performs UNDO operations to restore
the SMP/E environment to its state before starting the installation.

Depending on the level of UNDO operations that CSM performs, you must have READ access to the following SMP/E
SAF facility class resources:
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• GIM.CMD.SET
• GIM.CMD.UCLIN
• GIM.CMD.RESTORE
• GIM.CMD.REJECT

Maintenance Management
You must have READ access to the GIM.CMD.SET SAF facility class resource to manage maintenance.

Other requirements depend on a particular maintenance operation:

• To install maintenance, you must have READ access at least to the following SMP/E SAF facility class resources:
– GIM.CMD.RECEIVE
– GIM.CMD.APPLY

• To accept maintenance, you must also have READ access to the GIM.CMD.ACCEPT SAF facility class resource.
• To perform elementary SMP/E commands on one or more maintenance packages, you must have READ access to the

following corresponding SAF facility class resources:
– GIM.CMD.RECEIVE (for RECEIVE operation)
– GIM.CMD.APPLY (for APPLY operation)
– GIM.CMD.ACCEPT (for ACCEPT operation)
– GIM.CMD.RESTORE (for RESTORE operation)
– GIM.CMD.REJECT (for REJECT operation)

Deployment
SDS relies on the SMP/E GIMZIP program. If you perform a deployment operation, you must have READ access to the
GIM.PGM.GIMZIP SAF facility class resource on the CSM driving system. Also, you must have READ access to the
GIM.PGM.GIMUNZIP SAF facility class resource on the CSM remote system.

DBINIT and DBUPDATE Settings
The DBINIT member, RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.SAMPLIB(DBINIT), is used when CSM starts for the first time. The CSM
installer sets the content of this member.

WARNING

Change the member content only when Broadcom Support requests it. The values set for some keywords may
vary between the CSM Setup Options file and RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.SAMPLIB(DBINIT) member. Therefore, it
is important that you closely follow the instructions from Broadcom Support.

The DBINIT member is allocated to DBINIT DD of the CSM startup JCL (RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.JCL(MSMTCSRV)). The
DBINIT member is used only when CSM is run for the first time.

At startup, values from the DBINIT member are stored in the database. Some of the values can be set only once. You
cannot change them, or changing the values does not have any effect. You can modify the other values later using the
web-based CSM interface.

To modify the values that cannot be modified using the web-based interface, you can use the DBUPDATE DD. The
DBUPDATE DD is processed during CSM startup.

WARNING

Update these values only when Broadcom Support requests it. Otherwise, you may cause data inconsistency.
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The contents of DBINIT and DBUPDATE are records that can be either comments starting with # or value settings in the
following format:

setting=value

The values are not verified during DBINIT or DBUPDATE processing.

The following settings are available for the Mount Point Manager:

• mpmPath
Defines the path to the USS directory that CSM uses for work files. This directory must be available when you execute
the setup utility.
You can change this value in the web-based interface using the Settings tab, on the System Settings, Mount Point
Management page, in the Application Root field.

NOTE
Changing this value does not copy existing data to the new path. Ensure that the new path is valid.

• mpmHlq
Defines a prefix that is used for file system allocation.
You can change this value in the web-based interface using the Settings tab, on the System Settings, Mount Point
Management page, in the Data Set Prefix field.
Limits: 40 characters

NOTE
If you change this setting, it will be used for newly allocated data sets only.

• mpmStorclas
Defines the SMS storage class on the Mount Point Management page of the Settings tab.
The value can be blank.
You can change this value in the web-based interface using the Settings tab, on the System Settings, Mount Point
Management page, in the Storage Class field.

NOTE
If you change this setting, it will be used for newly allocated data sets only.

• mpmVolser
Defines the volume serial number of the corresponding DASD on the Mount Point Management page of the Settings
tab.
The value can be blank. If defined, mpmVolser must be the volume serial number of an online volume.
You can change this value in the web-based interface using the Settings tab, on the System Settings, Mount Point
Management page, in the VOLSER field.

NOTE
If you change this setting, it will be used for newly allocated data sets only.

• mpmFilesystemType
Specifies the file system type that is used for file system allocation.
Options include:
– HFS
– zFS

NOTE
We recommend using zFS file systems.

You can change this value in the web-based interface using the Settings tab, on the System Settings, Mount Point
Management page.
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NOTE
If you change this setting, it will be used for newly allocated data sets only. Existing data sets remain intact.

• mpmAutomount
Specifies whether CSM mounts all file systems during startup.
Options include:
– true
– false
This value can be changed in the web-based interface using the Settings tab, on the System Settings, Mount Point
Management page, the Automount check box.

• mpmunit
Specifies the type of the DASD on which to place data sets on the Mount Point Management page of the Settings tab.
This value can be changed in the web-based interface using the Settings tab, on the System Settings, Mount Point
Management page, in the Unit field.

NOTE
If you change this setting, it will be used for newly allocated data sets only.

• mpmDataClas
Specifies the SMS data class for file system data sets on the Mount Point Management page of the Settings tab.
You can change this value in the web-based interface using the Settings tab, on the System Settings, Mount Point
Management page, in the Data Class field.

NOTE
If you change this setting, it will be used for newly allocated data sets only.

• mpmMgmtClas
Specifies the SMS management class for file system data sets on the Mount Point Management page of the Settings
tab.
You can change this value in the web-based interface using the Settings tab, on the System Settings, Mount Point
Management page, in the Storage Class field.

NOTE
If you change this setting, it will be used for newly allocated data sets only.

• mpmAllocation
Specifies whether to use SMS when allocating new data sets for file systems on the Mount Point Management page of
the Settings tab.
Options include:
– SMS
– NONSMS
If mpmStorclas is defined, mpmAllocation is treated as SMS. Otherwise, it is treated as NONSMS.
You can change this value in the web-based interface using the Settings tab, on the System Settings, Mount Point
Management page, in the Use SMS or Use Non-SMS fields.

NOTE
If you change this setting, it will be used for newly allocated data sets only.

The following settings are available for the Software Catalog:

• scDatasetPrefix
Specifies a suffix for the data set name, which also has an internally generated counter.
The name has the following format:

mpmHlq.scDatasetPrefixn

You can change this value in the web-based interface using the Settings tab, on the System Settings, Software
Catalog page, in the Data Set Suffix field.
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NOTE
If you change this setting, it will be used for newly allocated data sets only.

• scRoot
Defines the root directory of the Software Catalog database where packages from the Broadcom Support website are
stored on a customer site. The directory is relative to the CSM application root, mpmPath.
You can change this value in the web-based interface using the Settings tab, on the System Settings, Software
Catalog page, in the Root Directory field.

NOTE
Ensure that the new path points to a valid Software Catalog root.

• scPrimBig
Specifies the default value for primary quantity for data sets implicitly mounted at the product or release level in the
USS database.
You can change this value in the web-based interface using the Settings tab, on the System Settings, Software
Catalog page, in the Primary Quantity field.

• scSecBig
Specifies the default value for secondary quantity for data sets implicitly mounted at the product or release level in the
USS database.
You can change this value in the web-based interface using the Settings tab, on the System Settings, Software
Catalog page, in the Secondary Quantity field.

The following settings are available for DSI Server:

• dsiHost
Specifies the host name for DSI Server that CSM uses internally to provide security features.
This value cannot be changed in the web-based interface, but can be modified using DBUPDATE.

• dsiPort
Specifies the port number for DSI Server that CSM uses internally to provide security features.
This value cannot be changed in the web-based interface, but can be modified using DBUPDATE.

• dsiConf
Specifies the path of the DSI Server configuration file.
This value cannot be changed in the web-based interface, but can be modified using DBUPDATE.

The following settings are available for the Software Installation Service:

• sisGimunzipTempPrefix
Defines the prefix that CSM uses to allocate GIMUNZIP output temporary data sets during product installation and
maintenance. The name of the resulting data set is prefix.jobname.unpacked_file_name. The created temporary work
files are not SMP/E controlled data sets. CSM deletes them through the product installation process. These files are
used as input relative files for SMP/E processing during the receiving of a product into the SMP/E environment global
zone. You can change this value in the web-based interface using the Settings tab, on the Software Installation page,
in the GIMUNZIP Temporary Prefix field (for both System Settings and User Settings).
Limits: 12 through 19 characters (depending on the number of characters used for jobname)

NOTE

If you use the default 6-character jobname, you can enter up to 14 characters for the GIMUNZIP temporary
prefix.

• sisExecutorServerDsnPrefix
Defines the prefix for temporary data sets used by executed programs.
The name of a temporary data set has the following format: prefix.Rn.ddname (n is the execution request number).
You can change this value in the web-based interface using the Settings tab, on the Software Installation page, in the
Temporary Data Set Prefix field (for both System Settings and User Settings).
Default: userid.CAMSM.jobname
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Limits: 24 characters
• sisGimunzipTempVolser

Specifies the volume serial number of the DASD to use for the temporary data sets created by GIMUNZIP during
installation.
You can change this value in the web-based interface using the Settings tab, on the Software Installation page, in the
GIMUNZIP Temporary VOLSER field (for both System Settings and User Settings).
Limits: 1-6 alphanumeric characters or an asterisk (*). If an asterisk is specified, SMS assigns a volume for a new
VSAM data set if the automatic class selection (ACS) routines allow it.

• sisExecutorOutputStorclas
Specifies the SMS storage class for the data sets that executed programs use for temporary data.
You can change this value in the web-based interface using the Settings tab, on the Software Installation page, in the
Storage Class field (for both System Settings and User Settings).

• sisExecutorOutputVolser
Specifies the volume serial number of the DASD to use for the data sets that executed programs use for temporary
data.
You can change this value in the web-based interface using the Settings tab, on the Software Installation page, in the
VOLSER field (for both System Settings and User Settings).
Limits: 1-6 alphanumeric characters

• sisExecutorOutputUnit
Specifies the type of the DASD on which to place the data sets that executed programs use for temporary data.
You can change this value in the web-based interface using the Settings tab, on the Software Installation page, in the
Unit field (for both System Settings and User Settings).

The following settings are available for the PAS component keys:

• PASAdvancedSettingsPDS
Defines the data set where the member containing a sample of FTP proxy advanced settings is located.
Default: RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.SAMPLIB
– RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix

Specifies the prefix for CSM runtime data sets, which are runtime copies of the target data sets.
This value cannot be changed in the web-based interface, but can be modified using DBUPDATE.

• PASAdvancedSettingsMember
Defines the member that contains a sample of FTP proxy advanced settings where you can configure FTP advanced
proxy settings.
Default: PASADVOP
This value cannot be changed in the web-based interface, but can be modified using DBUPDATE.

The following setting is available for the Task Management:

• sysTaskDeleteOverrideEnabled
Lets all CSM users delete completed tasks when the security feature in CSM is disabled.
– true

Any user can delete any competed task.
– false

Users cannot delete completed tasks.

NOTE
If the security feature is enabled in CSM, the task deletion is managed by security resources, and the
parameter is ignored.

Default: None.
This value cannot be changed in the web-based interface, but can be modified using DBUPDATE.
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Modify Values Using the DBUPDATE DD
To modify entry values in the CSM database using the DBUPDATE DD, add the DBUPDATE DD to the CSM startup JCL
(RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.JCL(MSMTCSRV)).

Follow these steps:

1. Create a RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.SAMPLIB(DBUPDATE) member.
2. Add only the settings and their values in the RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.SAMPLIB(DBUPDATE) member that you want to

modify.
3. Add the DBUPDATE DD pointing to the RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.SAMPLIB(DBUPDATE) member to the CSM startup

JCL (RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.JCL(MSMTCSRV)).
4. Restart the CSM application server.
5. Comment out the DBUPDATE DD in the RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.JCL(MSMTCSRV).

ASCII Configuration Files
All files in the tomcat/conf folder and all configuration files in tomcat/webapps/MSM folder are stored in ASCII. Therefore,
you cannot edit these files in the standard way. This section describes some of the ASCII files and how to edit them.

Edit an ASCII File
Some text files are stored on USS in ASCII. If you attempt to open the file as EBCDIC, it may appear to be binary.

The ASCII requirement is due to Java, which only runs in ASCII. USS (OMVS) can run code that is ASCII and EBCDIC.

NOTE
OEDIT and ISHELL are for EBCDIC and cannot be used to edit ASCII files.

You can edit a file in ASCII mode using one of the following methods:

• Use a third-party utility that allows direct editing of ASCII files from USS.
• Edit the ASCII file locally with a text editor:

a. Download the file to your computer using FTP in binary mode, so that the encoding is not changed during the
transfer.

b. Edit the file on your computer with a text editor.
c. Upload the file back in binary using FTP.

• Edit the ASCII file with the ISPF UI Tool within USS:
1. Select UTILITIES from the ISPF primary option menu.
     The Utility Selection Panel opens.
2. Select Udlist.
     The z/OS UNIX Directory List Utility opens.
3. Type the pathname, then use normal USS commands to step down the path to the required directory.
4. Make yourself a superuser and enter the EA command on the appropriate file.

The file is in a readable form, and you can update it.

context.xml Parameters
You can edit values in the context.xml file. The context.xml file is an ASCII file. Use special handling when editing this file.

Some parameters in context.xml depend on corresponding parameters in the CUSMAC(SRVLIB) member:
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• If you change the value for ServerName in context.xml, change the SERVERNAME parameter in the
CUSMAC(SRVLIB) member accordingly.

• If you change the value for ApplicationID in context.xml, change the APPLID parameter in the CUSMAC(SRVLIB)
member accordingly.

• If you have defined PROTOCOL=BOTH in the CUSMAC(SRVLIB) member, configure the following parameters in
context.xml:
– HostPort

Verify that this parameter matches the TCPIP_PORT option in the CUSMAC(SRVLIB) member.
– ConnectType

Set this parameter to TCP.
• If you have defined PROTOCOL=CCI, or have not defined PROTOCOL and it was set to its default value

PROTOCOL=CCI, configure the following parameters in context.xml:
– HostPort

Verify that this parameter matches the CA CCITCP or CCISSL port number that is configured in Common
Components and Services on your system.

– ConnectType
Set this parameter to CCI.

The following example is a sample from context.xml:

url="jdbc:datacom:/ServerName=SRVMUF,SystemID=A31SENF, ApplicationID=SRVMUF, HostPort=1202,

ConnectType=CCI, HostName=AA01,UserID=SWMGRQA"

The URL string consists of the following parameters:

• ServerName
Defines the Datacom/MSM server that the CSM application server uses.

• SystemID
Defines the CA-ENF CAICCI SYSID on the system that the CSM application server uses.

• ApplicationID
Defines the Datacom/MSM server name.

• HostPort
Depending on how you have configured the PROTOCOL parameter in the CUSMAC(SRVLIB) member, defines the
CA CCITCP or CCISSL port number that is configured in Common Components and Services on your system (for
example, 1202), or the value of the TCPIP_PORT parameter in the CUSMAC(SRVLIB) member.

• ConnectType
Defines the type of connection between the CSM application server and the Datacom/MSM server. Depending on how
you have defined the PROTOCOL parameter in the CUSMAC(SRVLIB) member, set this parameter to CCI or TCP.

• HostName
Defines the name or IP address of the host system on your system.

• UserID
Defines the user ID used by CSM to access the database.

Job Allocation Details
This section provides details about the z/OS and USS files and folders that are created after CSM is installed.

The following jobs are submitted based on whether you are performing a CSM installation or an upgrade. The job name
has the format CSMaxxyy.

• a
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Indicates a new installation (N) or an upgrade (U).
• xx

Indicates the version number that you are upgrading from, or has a value of 61 for a new installation.
• yy

Indicates the sequence number of the job.

This section contains the following topics:

• CSMaxx01 (new installation and upgrade)
• CSMaxx04 (new installation and upgrade)
• CSMaxx07 (new installation and upgrade)
• CSMN6009 (new installation only)
• CSMU5102 (upgrade from CSM R5.1 only)
• CSMU5002 (upgrade from CA MSM V5.0 only)
• CSMU4102 (upgrade from CA MSM R4.1 only)
• CSMUxx09 (upgrade only)

CSMaxx01
The following table lists the data sets and USS files that are created when this job runs.

NOTE
The total primary quantity of cylinders is 922 of 3390 DASD space.

Name Space Units Primary Quantity Secondary Quantity
<CSIHLQ>.SMPCSI.CSI NA NA NA
<CSIHLQ>.SMPCSI.CSI.DATA CYLS 15
<CSIHLQ>.SMPCSI.CSI.INDEX CYLS 2
<CSIHLQ>.SMPHOLD CYLS 5 1
<CSIHLQ>.SMPLOG CYLS 5 5
<CSIHLQ>.SMPLOGA CYLS 5 5
<CSIHLQ>.SMPLTS CYLS 5 5
<CSIHLQ>.SMPMTS CYLS 5 5
<CSIHLQ>.SMPPTS CYLS 187 10
<CSIHLQ>.SMPSCDS CYLS 4 1
<CSIHLQ>.SMPSTS CYLS 5 5
<DatabaseHLQ>.MSM.ADCXX
.BKP

CYLS 1 17

<DatabaseHLQ>.MSM.DB002.
BKP

CYLS 7 17

<DatabaseHLQ>.MSM.DB015.
BKP

CYLS 3 17

<DatabaseHLQ>.MSM.JNL400
0.BKP

CYLS 1 15

<DatabaseHLQ>.MSM.PCY400
0.BKP

CYLS 1 15

<DatabaseHLQ>.MSM.SRG400
0.BKP

CYLS 1 15

<DlibHLQ>.AAAXDATV CYLS 40 6
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<DlibHLQ>.AAAXHFS CYLS 10 10
<DlibHLQ>.AAAXMAC CYLS 6 2
<DlibHLQ>.AAAXMOD0 CYLS 140 1
<DlibHLQ>.AAAXSAMP CYLS 10 1
<DlibHLQ>.AAAXML CYLS 5 1
<DlibHLQ>.AEG1JAR CYLS 30 2
<DlibHLQ>.AEG1SHSC CYLS 1 1
<DlibHLQ>.AEGPHFS CYLS 30 10
<DlibHLQ>.AEGPJAR CYLS 80 10
<DlibHLQ>.AEGPJCL CYLS 1 1
<DlibHLQ>.AEGPPROC CYLS 1 1
<DlibHLQ>.AEGPSAMP CYLS 1 1
<MSMPATH>/CEG1JAR NA
<MSMPATH>/CEG1SHSC NA
<MSMPATH>/CEGPHFS NA
<MSMPATH>/CEGPJAR NA
<MSMPATH>/datacom/dbsrv NA
<MSMPATH>/dsi NA
<RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix>.CAA
XLOAD

CYLS 140 5

<RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix>.CAA
XLOAD.BO1

CYLS 50 5

<RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix>.CAA
XLOAD.BO2

CYLS 50 5

<RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix>.CAA
XMAC

CYLS 6 1

<RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix>.CAA
XSAMP

CYLS 10 2

<RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix>.CU
SLIB

TRKS 100 15

<RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix>.CU
SMAC

TRKS 30 15

<RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix>.DEP
LOYIN

CYLS 1 1

<RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix>.JCL CYLS 1 2
<RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix>.PRO
CLIB

CYLS 1 1

<RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix>.SAM
PLIB

CYLS 2 1

<RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix>.SYS
PRINT

CYLS 1 1

<RunTimeUSSPath>/dsi NA
<RunTimeUSSPath>/tomcat NA
<TargetHLQ>.CAAXDATV CYLS 40 6
<TargetHLQ>.CAAXLOAD CYLS 140 5
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<TargetHLQ>.CAAXLPA TRKS 12 6
<TargetHLQ>.CAAXMAC CYLS 6 1
<TargetHLQ>.CAAXSAMP CYLS 10 1
<TargetHLQ>.CABDXML CYLS 10 2
<TargetHLQ>.CEGPJCL CYLS 2 1
<TargetHLQ>.CEGPPROC CYLS 1 1
<TargetHLQ>.CEGPSAMP CYLS 1 1

CSMaxx04
The following table lists the data sets that are created when this job runs.

NOTE
The total primary quantity of cylinders is 10 of 3390 DASD space.

Name Space Units Primary Quantity Secondary Quantity
<dbHLQ>.CUSMAC TRKS 30 15
<dbHLQ>.CUSLIB TRKS 100 15

CSMaxx07
The following table lists the data sets that are created when this job runs.

NOTE
The total primary quantity of cylinders is 540 of 3390 DASD space.

Name Space Units Primary Quantity Secondary Quantity
<dbHLQ>.CBS1006 CYLS 15 15
<dbHLQ>.CXX CYLS 35 10
<dbHLQ>.DDD015 CYLS 15 15
<dbHLQ>.DD1002 CYLS 60 15
<dbHLQ>.FXX CYLS 90 15
<dbHLQ>.IXX002 CYLS 45 15
<dbHLQ>.IXX006 CYLS 15 15
<dbHLQ>.IXX015 CYLS 15 15
<dbHLQ>.IXX016 CYLS 5 5
<dbHLQ>.IXX016 CYLS 5 5
<dbHLQ>.IXX1006 CYLS 15 15
<dbHLQ>.IXX1007 CYLS 10 5
<dbHLQ>.LXX CYLS 90 15
<dbHLQ>.MSG015 CYLS 15 15
<dbHLQ>.PXX CYLS 90 15
<dbHLQ>.SIT015 CYLS 5 5
<dbHLQ>.SQ1016 CYLS 5 5
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<dbHLQ>.TTM017 CYLS 10 5

CSMN6009
The following table lists the data sets that are created when this job runs.

NOTE
The total primary quantity of cylinders is 2,180 of 3390 DASD space.

Name Space Units Primary Quantity Secondary Quantity
<dbHLQ>.A011007 CYLS 15 5
<dbHLQ>.A021007 CYLS 15 5
<dbHLQ>.AUD4000 CYLS 500 350
<dbHLQ>.DEL1020 CYLS 15 5
<dbHLQ>.INV4000 CYLS 600 100
<dbHLQ>.IXX1007 CYLS 15 15
<dbHLQ>.IXX1018 CYLS 15 5
<dbHLQ>.IXX1019 CYLS 15 15
<dbHLQ>.IXX1020 CYLS 15 5
<dbHLQ>.IXX4000 CYLS 120 30
<dbHLQ>.JNL4000 CYLS 120 30
<dbHLQ>.PCY4000 CYLS 35 15
<dbHLQ>.SCS4000 CYLS 130 60
<dbHLQ>.SDS4000 CYLS 180 60
<dbHLQ>.SNP1019 CYLS 15 5
<dbHLQ>.SRG4000 CYLS 60 15
<dbHLQ>.STA1018 CYLS 15 15
<dbHLQ>.XML4000 CYLS 300 300

CSMU5102
The following table lists the data sets that are created when this job runs.

Primary quantity space allocation reflects what is defined in the associated z/OS job stream and should be sufficient.
However, the total quantity will be adjusted to the actual quantity required based on your current environment usage.

The following values are required if you are upgrading from CSM R5.1 to CSM Version 6.0:

NOTE
The total primary quantity of cylinders is 2,060 of 3390 DASD space.

Name Space Units Primary Quantity Secondary Quantity
<PREVDBHLQ>.CXX.BACKUP CYLS 35 10
<PREVDBHLQ>.DB4000.BACK
UP

CYLS 350 300
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<PREVDBHLQ>.DDDBBU.BAC
KUP

CYLS 60 10

<PREVDBHLQ>.DDDDBU.BAC
KUP

CYLS 15 15

<PREVDBHLQ>.BEXCLAUD> CYLS 200 200
<PREVDBHLQ>.BEXCLINV CYLS 200 200
<PREVDBHLQ>.BEXCLJNL CYLS 200 200
<PREVDBHLQ>.BEXCLPCY CYLS 200 200
<PREVDBHLQ>.BEXCLSCS CYLS 200 200
<PREVDBHLQ>.BEXCLSDS CYLS 200 200
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESDSM94 CYLS 150 150
<PREVDBHLQ>.NSDSM94 CYLS 150 150
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESDSC12 CYLS 150 150
<PREVDBHLQ>.NSDSC12 CYLS 150 150
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESDSC23 CYLS 50 25
<PREVDBHLQ>.NSDSC23 CYLS 50 25
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESDSC24 CYLS 50 25
<PREVDBHLQ>.NSDSC24 CYLS 50 25
<PREVDBHLQ>.EAUDAOP CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.EAUDAVR CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESCSCNP CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESCSCRS CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESCSICP CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESCSOPE CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESRGSR1 CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.NAUDAOP CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.NAUDAVR CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.NSCSCNP CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.NSCSCRS CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.NSCSICP CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.NSCSOPE CYLS 15 15
<dbHLQ>.CXX?NAME.BK60CX
X

CYLS 35 10

<dbHLQ>.CXX?NAME.BK6000
02

CYLS 60 15

<dbHLQ>.CXX?NAME.BK6000
015

CYLS 15 15

<dbHLQ>.CXX?NAME.BK6040
00

CYLS 350 300

CSMU5002
The following values are required if you are upgrading from CA MSM V5.0 to CSM Version 6.0:
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NOTE
The total primary quantity of cylinders is 2,645 of 3390 DASD space.

Name Space Units Primary Quantity Secondary Quantity
<PREVDBHLQ>.CXX.BACKUP CYLS 35 10
<PREVDBHLQ>.DB4000.BACK
UP

CYLS 350 300

<PREVDBHLQ>.DDDBBU.BAC
KUP

CYLS 60 10

<PREVDBHLQ>.DDDDBU.BAC
KUP

CYLS 15 15

<PREVDBHLQ>.BEXCLAUD> CYLS 200 200
<PREVDBHLQ>.BEXCLINV CYLS 200 200
<PREVDBHLQ>.BEXCLJNL CYLS 200 200
<PREVDBHLQ>.BEXCLPCY CYLS 200 200
<PREVDBHLQ>.BEXCLSCS CYLS 200 200
<PREVDBHLQ>.BEXCLSDS CYLS 200 200
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESDSM94 CYLS 150 150
<PREVDBHLQ>.NSDSM94 CYLS 150 150
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESDSC12 CYLS 150 150
<PREVDBHLQ>.NSDSC12 CYLS 150 150
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESDSC23 CYLS 50 25
<PREVDBHLQ>.NSDSC23 CYLS 50 25
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESDSC24 CYLS 50 25
<PREVDBHLQ>.NSDSC24 CYLS 50 25
<PREVDBHLQ>.EAUDAOP CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.EAUDAVR CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESCSCNP CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESCSCRS CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESCSICP CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESCSOPE CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESRGSR1 CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.NAUDAOP CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.NAUDAVR CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.NSCSCNP CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.NSCSCRS CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.NSCSICP CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.NSCSOPE CYLS 15 15
<dbHLQ>.CXX?NAME.BK60CX
X

CYLS 35 10

<dbHLQ>.CXX?NAME.BK6000
02

CYLS 60 15

<dbHLQ>.CXX?NAME.BK6000
015

CYLS 15 15
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<dbHLQ>.CXX?NAME.BK6040
00

CYLS 350 300

CSMU4102
The following values are required if you are upgrading from CA MSM R4.1 to CSM Version 6.0:

NOTE
The total primary quantity of cylinders is 3,495 of 3390 DASD space.

Name Space Units Primary Quantity Secondary Quantity
<PREVDBHLQ>.CXX.BACKUP CYLS 35 10
<PREVDBHLQ>.DB4000.BACK
UP

CYLS 350 300

<PREVDBHLQ>.DDDBBU.BAC
KUP

CYLS 60 10

<PREVDBHLQ>.DDDDBU.BAC
KUP

CYLS 15 15

<PREVDBHLQ>.BEXCLAUD> CYLS 200 200
<PREVDBHLQ>.BEXCLINV CYLS 200 200
<PREVDBHLQ>.BEXCLJNL CYLS 200 200
<PREVDBHLQ>.BEXCLPCY CYLS 200 200
<PREVDBHLQ>.BEXCLSCS CYLS 200 200
<PREVDBHLQ>.BEXCLSDS CYLS 200 200
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESDSM94 CYLS 150 150
<PREVDBHLQ>.NSDSM94 CYLS 150 150
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESDSC12 CYLS 150 150
<PREVDBHLQ>.NSDSC12 CYLS 150 150
<PREVDBHLQ>.EAUDAOP CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.EAUDAVR CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESCSCNP CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESCSCRS CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESCSDUF CYLS 50 25
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESCSICP CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESCSOPE CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESDSC13 CYLS 50 25
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESDSC23 CYLS 50 25
<PREVDBHLQ>.NSDSC23 CYLS 50 25
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESDSC24 CYLS 50 25
<PREVDBHLQ>.NSDSC24 CYLS 50 25
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESDSSYS CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.ESRGSR1 CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.NAUDAOP CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.NAUDAVR CYLS 15 15
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<PREVDBHLQ>.NSCSCNP CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.NSCSCRS CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.NSCSICP CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.NSCSOPE CYLS 15 15
<PREVDBHLQ>.NSDSC13 CYLS 50 25
<PREVDBHLQ>.NSDSC24 CYLS 50 25
<PREVDBHLQ>.NSDSSYS CYLS 15 15
<dbHLQ>.CXX?NAME.BK60CX
X

CYLS 35 10

<dbHLQ>.CXX?NAME.BK6000
02

CYLS 60 15

<dbHLQ>.CXX?NAME.BK6000
015

CYLS 15 15

<dbHLQ>.CXX?NAME.BK6040
00

CYLS 350 300

CSMUxx09
The following table lists the data sets that are created when this job runs.

NOTE
The total primary quantity of cylinders is 460 of 3390 DASD space.

Name Space Units Primary Quantity Secondary Quantity
<dbHLQ>.BK60CXX CYLS 35 10
<dbHLQ>.BK600002 CYLS 60 15
<dbHLQ>.BK600015 CYLS 15 15
<dbHLQ>.BK604000 CYLS 350 300

Performing Tasks Outside of CSM
Some of the tasks that you perform using the web-based interface, you can also perform them outside of CSM using
external interfaces. CSM is able to accept commands from external applications, translate them into an appropriate
format, and generate tasks based on them.

You can regularly perform some PAS tasks such as updating the catalog tree and obtaining updates for products and
product releases using external schedulers. You can also execute task management policies and change log4j settings.

You set up the scheduler to issue commands that are translated into the MVS command MODIFY (F). This command
obtains a set of parameters such as your user ID, the command type you want to execute, and its properties.

NOTE
For information about how to configure your scheduler, see its documentation.

Every time a scheduled task is executed, CSM validates the received command. If the validation is successful, the
appropriate task is created and performed in CSM. You can view the task status from the Tasks tab.
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NOTE

To set up the automatic updates, you must have a valid TSO user ID, and an account set up on the Broadcom
Support website.

MVS MODIFY Command
The MODIFY (F) command lets you perform the following actions:

• Update the product tree
• Update for products and product releases
• Execute task management policies
• Change log4j settings

For each action, the command contains a particular set of parameters.

The MODIFY command has the following format:

F jobname,APPL=command,parameter=value[,parameter=value,…]

• jobname
Defines the name of the job which is started.

• APPL=command
Defines the command that is issued.
– command

Specifies the command type. The following options are available:
• UPDTTREE

Updates the product tree.
• UPDTCAT

Updates products and product releases.
• CHNGLOG

Temporarily changes log4j settings at run time.
• EXECPLCY

Executes a task management policy.
• parameter=value

Defines a parameter that may vary depending on the type of the command that you issue: updating the product tree,
updating products or product releases, changing log4j settings, or execute task management policies.

Update the Product Tree
For updating the product tree, this command has the following format:

F jobname,APPL=UPDTTREE,USERID=user_id[,FILTER=filter_name][,VENDOR=vendor_name]

• USERID=user_id
Defines the user who issues the command.

• FILTER=filter_name
(Optional) Defines the name of the site ID filter to use for updating the catalog tree.

NOTE
If the filter name is not defined, the command is rejected. If no filter is defined, all site IDs are used. If the
VENDOR parameter is specified, the FILTER parameter must come before the VENDOR parameter.

• VENDOR=vendor_name
(Optional) Defines the name of the vendor for which you update the catalog tree.
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NOTE
If the vendor name is not defined, the command is executed for the default vendor, CA.

NOTE

Do not change the order of the command parameters. Doing so may result in parsing errors.

 

Example

This example updates the product list for the Broadcom mainframe products:

F MSMTC,APPL=UPDTTREE,USERID=MYUSERID,VENDOR=CA

Update Products and Product Releases
For obtaining updates for products and product releases, this command has the following format:

F jobname,APPL=UPDTCAT,USERID=user_id,PRODUCT=product_name

[,RELEASE=release_number][,TYPE=FULL|PTFS][,MODE=EXECUTE|CHECK|ATOMIC]

• USERID=user_id
Defines the user who issues the command.

• PRODUCT=product_name
Defines the name of the product for which you want to obtain updates.

NOTE

To distinguish between products whose names are not unique (they share part of the name), put
product_name in single quotes. For example, PRODUCT='CA IDMS SQL OPTION - MVS' searches for the
product named CA IDMS SQL OPTION - MVS and ignores CA Easytrieve Report Generator CA IDMS SQL
OPTION - MVS.

• RELEASE=release_number
(Optional) Defines the product release for which you want to obtain updates.

• TYPE=FULL|PTFS
(Optional) Specifies the type of a product or release update to be obtained. If the type is not explicitly defined in the
command syntax, the command is executed with the FULL type.
– FULL

Retrieves all product packages and maintenance packages. This is the default.
– PTFS

Retrieves only maintenance packages that have been released since the product release was updated last time.
• MODE=EXECUTE|CHECK|ATOMIC

(Optional) Specifies the mode in which the command for obtaining updates for products and product releases is
executed. When the mode is not explicitly defined in the command syntax, the command is executed with EXECUTE
mode.
– EXECUTE

Validates the command and executes any tasks generated based on it. This is the default.
– CHECK

Validates the command, returns any errors but does not execute any tasks.
– ATOMIC
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Runs the command in the CHECK mode, validating the command and generating task based on it, but does not
execute tasks immediately: it stores all the validated tasks and only executes them if all tasks have been validated.
All found validation errors that are defined as WARNING are treated as SEVERE. Any error with a severity level of
WARNING or SEVERE causes the entire command to fail.

NOTE

Do not change the order of the command parameters. Doing so may result in parsing errors.

Examples

Obtain Available Updates for One or Multiple Products

These examples obtain updates for all available releases of Panvalet:

F MSMTC,APPL=UPDTCAT,USERID=MYUSERID,PRODUCT=CA PANVALET - MVS,TYPE=FULL

F MSMTC,APPL=UPDTCAT,USERID=MYUSERID,PRODUCT=CA PANVALET - MVS

This example obtains updates for all available releases of Panvalet, Auditor, and SMF Director:

F MSMTC,APPL=UPDTCAT,USERID=MYUSERID,PRODUCT=CA PANVALET - MVS, CA AUDITOR - MVS,CA SMF DIRECTOR - MVS

This example obtains updates for all available releases of IDMS SQL OPTION MVS and ignores updates for any products
whose names contain the part CA IDMS SQL OPTION MVS:

F MSMTC,APPL=UPDTCAT,USERID=MYUSERID,PRODUCT='CA IDMS SQL OPTION MVS'

Obtain Specific Updates for One Product

This example obtains updates for releases 6.0, 11.0, and 12.0 of SMF Director in the CHECK mode:

F MSMTC,APPL=UPDTCAT,USERID=MYUSERID,PRODUCT=CA SMF DIRECTOR - MVS,RELEASE=6.0,11.0,12.0,MODE=CHECK

This example obtains updates for release 16.0 of IDMS SQL OPTION MVS and ignores updates for any products whose
names contain the part CA IDMS SQL OPTION MVS:

F MSMTC,APPL=UPDTCAT,USERID=MYUSERID,PRODUCT='CA IDMS SQL OPTION MVS',RELEASE=16.0

Obtain Specific or Available Updates for Multiple Products

This example obtains updates for releases 6.0 and 11.0 of SMF Director and updates for all available releases of Panvalet
in the ATOMIC mode:

F MSMTC,APPL=UPDTCAT,USERID=MYUSERID,PRODUCT=CA SMF DIRECTOR - MVS,RELEASE=6.0,11.0,PRODUCT=CA PANVALET - MVS,MODE=ATOMIC

This example obtains updates for release 12.0 of SMF Director, and release 14.5 of Panvalet:

F MSMTC,APPL=UPDTCAT,USERID=MYUSERID,PRODUCT=CA SMF DIRECTOR - MVS,RELEASE=12.0,PRODUCT=CA PANVALET - MVS,RELEASE=14.5

This example obtains only maintenance packages for release 12.1 of Auditor that have been released since the product
release was updated last time:

F MSMTC,APPL=UPDTCAT,USERID=MYUSERID,PRODUCT=CA AUDITOR - MVS,RELEASE=12.1,TYPE=PTFS
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This example obtains only maintenance packages for all releases of Panvalet that have been released since the product
release was updated last time:

F MSMTC,APPL=UPDTCAT,USERID=MYUSERID,PRODUCT=CA PANVALET - MVS,TYPE=PTFS

This example obtains updates for release 16.0 of IDMS SQL OPTION MVS, and release 16.0 of IDMS/DB - MVS, and
ignores updates for any products whose names contain the part CA IDMS SQL OPTION MVS or CA IDMS/DB - MVS:

F MSMTC,APPL=UPDTCAT,USERID=MYUSERID,PRODUCT='CA IDMS SQL OPTION MVS',RELEASE=16.0,PRODUCT='CA IDMS/

DB - MVS',RELEASE=16.0

This example obtains updates for all available releases of IDMS SQL OPTION MVS, and all available releases of IDMS/
DB - MVS, and ignores updates for any products whose names contain the part CA IDMS SQL OPTION MVS or CA
IDMS/DB - MVS:

F MSMTC,APPL=UPDTCAT,USERID=MYUSERID,PRODUCT='CA IDMS SQL OPTION MVS,CA IDMS/DB - MVS'

Change log4j Settings
For temporarily changing log4j settings at run time, this command has the following format:

F jobname,APPL=CHNGLOG,logger[*]:loglevel

• logger
Defines the log4j logger, which is usually the class or package name.

• loglevel
Specifies the lowest log4j level of messages to display, such as DEBUG, INFO, WARN, ERROR, or FATAL.

Notes:

• Do not change the order of the command parameters. Doing so may result in parsing errors.
• Do not change log4j settings at run time unless instructed to do so by Broadcom Support.

Example

This example temporarily changes the log4j settings of the SCS logger to warning or higher (WARN, ERROR, or FATAL):

F MSMTC,APPL=CHNGLOG,com.ca.scs:WARN

This example temporarily changes the log4j settings of all the SAM Communications loggers to debug or higher (DEBUG,
INFO, WARN, ERROR, or FATAL):

F MSMTC,APPL=CHNGLOG,com.ca.SAM.Communications.*:DEBUG

This example temporarily changes the log4j settings of all loggers to informational or higher (INFO, WARN, ERROR, or
FATAL):

F MSMTC,APPL=CHNGLOG,*:INFO
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Execute Task Management Policy
For executing a task management policy, this command has the following format:

F jobname,APPL=EXECPLCY,USERID=user_id,POLICY=policy_name

• USERID=user_id
Defines the user who issues the command.

• POLICY=policy_name
Specifies the name of the policy that you want to execute.
The policy name must be a valid policy name in CSM.

NOTE

: Do not change the order of the command parameters. Doing so may result in parsing errors.

Example

This example executes a task management policy with the name MYARCHIVEPOLICY:

F MSMTC,APPL=EXECPLCY,USERID=MYUSERID,POLICY=MYARCHIVEPOLICY

Command Validation
Every time a scheduled update is executed, CSM validates that the following criteria are met:

• The command format and syntax is correct.
• Data that is defined in the command (product names, release numbers) is valid and correspond with the data in CSM

database.
• The user issuing the command has appropriate credentials.

If any of these statements are false, the following events take place:

• The command is not executed.
• The task is not generated.
• An error is logged in the STDOUT DDNAME in the JOBLOG for the CSM region.

Log Messages
A command for a scheduled update induces recording of a set of messages in STDOUT DDNAME in the CSM region
JOBLOG. These messages reflect the steps CSM performs while processing the request.

Each message starts with MSMM, followed by a four-digit number and the message status code. The message status
code can be:

• I - Information
• E - Error
• S - Serious

Example

This example displays the messages that are recorded after USER1 issued a command obtaining updates for Panvalet,
release 14.5.
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MSMM0101I - MODIFY command received: UPDTCAT

MSMM0100I - Handling command: UPDTCAT - USERID=USER1,PRODUCT=CA PANVALET - MVS,RELEASE=14.5

MSMM0191I - Authenticating user: USER1.

MSMM0153E - Release 14.5 for product CA PANVALET - MVS not found in software catalog.

MSMM0162I - PAS task executed for specific product releases.

NOTE
For more information about CSM messages, see Message Reference.
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Troubleshooting
This collection of articles provides Frequently Asked Questions and troubleshooting information to help you identify and
resolve issues that you may encounter when using CSM Software Manager.

Use this box to search the content in the Troubleshooting section.

Accept or Restore Maintenance in SMP/E Fails
Symptom:

When I try to accept or restore maintenance in an SMP/E environment, the task fails, and the SPMOUT output reports
error messages.

• For accepting maintenance, the error messages can be:

GIM51702S ** THE ACCEPT COMMAND WAS NOT PROCESSED BECAUSE NO RELATED ZONE WAS SPECIFIED IN THE ZONE DEFINITION ENTRY.

GIM50801S ** ZONE zone_name WAS NOT USED BECAUSE IT IS NOT DEFINED BY A ZONEINDEX SUBENTRY IN THE GLOBAL ZONE.

• For restoring maintenance, the error messages can be:

GIM51702S ** THE RESTORE COMMAND WAS NOT PROCESSED BECAUSE NO RELATED ZONE WAS SPECIFIED IN THE ZONE DEFINITION ENTRY.

GIM50801S ** ZONE zone_name WAS NOT USED BECAUSE IT IS NOT DEFINED BY A ZONEINDEX SUBENTRY IN THE GLOBAL ZONE.

Reason:

Depending on the action you are performing, the reason is one of the following:

• If you accept maintenance, the SMP/E environment is missing the target zone that is related to the affected distribution
zone, or the related target zone does not exist.

• If you restore maintenance, the SMP/E environment is missing the distribution zone that is related to the affected target
zone, or the related distribution zone does not exist.

Solution:

• Submit a batch job with a step similar to the following example to either add the missing target zone that is related to
the affected distribution zone, or define the existing target zone:

SET

   BOUNDARY(distribution_zone_name) .

UCLIN .

ADD DLIBZONE(distribution_zone_name)

  RELATED(target_zone_name) .

ENDUCL .

• Submit a batch job with a step similar to the following example to either add the missing distribution zone that is related
to the affected target zone, or define the existing distribution zone:

SET

   BOUNDARY(target_zone_name) .

UCLIN .

ADD TARGETZONE(target_zone_name)

  RELATED(distribution_zone_name) .

ENDUCL .
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CSM Address Space Functions Incorrectly
Symptom:

The SCS address space does not function correctly, and I see messages similar to the following sample in the log:

MSMC0501E SQL PREPARE VERSIONSTMT for task MSMCJTSK failed, SQLCODE=-124, SQLSTATE=51002, RETCODE=,

                             IRETCODE=X'0000'

MSMC0503E SQL error message: PLAN CASWMGT.MSMCFSQL_050_001 DOES NOT EXIST

MSMC0501E SQL ROLLBACK for task MSMCJTSK failed, SQLCODE=-124, SQLSTATE=51002, RETCODE=, IRETCODE=X'0000'

MSMC0503E SQL error message: PLAN CASWMGT.MSMCFSQL_050_001 DOES NOT EXIST

 

MSMC0501E SQL PREPARE_DEPUNIT for task MSMCIENG failed, SQLCODE=-124, SQLSTATE=51002, RETCODE=, IRETCODE=X'0000'

MSMC0501E SQL ROLLBACK for task MSMCIENG failed, SQLCODE=-124, SQLSTATE=51002, RETCODE=, IRETCODE=X'0000'

Additionally, I can see the messages similar to these messages:

MSMC0401E EVTINIT for task MSMCIES0 failed, RETCODE=X'00000020'

MSMC0401E EVTINIT for task MSMCIENG failed, RETCODE=X'00000020'

MSMC0401E EVTINIT for task MSMCCEVH failed, RETCODE=X'00000020'

Reason:

The SQL plans in the Datacom/MSM database are not up-to-date.

Solution:

Update and synchronize the SQL plans in the Datacom/MSM database.

CSM Application Server Error in MSMLOG File
Symptom:

I see the following error message in the CSM application server MSMLOG file:

WARNING: Error reading /dev/urandom

Throwable occurred: java.io.FileNotFoundException: /dev/urandom (EDC5157I An internal error has occurred.)

 at java.io.FileInputStream.<init>(FileInputStream.java:112)

Reason:

This message only appears when both of the following conditions are met:

• You have installed PTF RO21996 on CSM r2.0 (FMID CEG1200).
• The IBM Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF) has not been started on the z/OS system where the CSM

application server session is running.

Solution:

The appearance of this message in no way affects the performance of CSM, and CSM will continue to function. If you
want to verify that dev/urandom is running and is compatible with CSM, use the following command:

$ cat </dev/urandom | head -c12 | od -X

The command has to return random data without any error. For example:
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0000000000          60621BCF        8AAD1F12        8944D619

0000000014

If the device is not working, a warning message appears. For example:

FSUM7343 cannot open "/dev/urandom" for input: EDC5157I An internal error

has occurred.

0000000000

If you see this error message, reconfigure your /dev/random device in order that the command can successfully read from
this device.

NOTE
For more information about the /dev/random device, see the IBM z/OS V1R10.0 UNIX System Services
Planning (GA22-7800-14).

CSM Application Server Error on Startup in MSMLOG File
Symptom:

CSM application server fails during startup, and I see the following error message in the MSMLOG file:

SEVERE: StandardServer.await: create[22150]:

Throwable occurred: java.net.BindException: EDC8116I Address not available.

              at java.net.PlainSocketImpl.socketBind(Native Method)

              at java.net.PlainSocketImpl.bind(PlainSocketImpl.java:384)

              at java.net.ServerSocket.bind(ServerSocket.java:331)

Reason:

The localhost Domain Name System (DNS) entry was not defined in your local DNS.

Solution:

Your network administrator must define a DNS entry for localhost.

CSM Application Server Fails at Startup when HTTPS is Activated
Symptom:

I cannot start up the CSM application server. I see the following message in the MSMLOG file:

SEVERE: Error initializing endpoint

Throwable occurred: java.io.IOException: TLS SSLContext not available

               at org.apache.tomcat.util.net.jsse.JSSESocketFactory.init

               (JSSESocketFactory.java:465)

               at org.apache.tomcat.util.net.jsse.JSSESocketFactory.createSocket

               (JSSESocketFactory.java:130)

               at org.apache.tomcat.util.net.JIoEndpoint.init(JIoEndpoint.

               java:538)

               at org.apache.coyote.http11.Http11Protocol.init(Http11Protocol.

               java:176)

               at org.apache.catalina.connector.Connector.initialize(Connector.

               java:1014)

               at org.apache.catalina.core.StandardService.initialize
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               (StandardService.java:680)

               at org.apache.catalina.core.StandardServer.initialize

               (StandardServer.java:795)

               at org.apache.catalina.startup.Catalina.load(Catalina.java:524)

               at sun.reflect.NativeMethodAccessorImpl.invoke0(Native Method)

               at sun.reflect.NativeMethodAccessorImpl.invoke

               (NativeMethodAccessorImpl.java:60)

               at sun.reflect.DelegatingMethodAccessorImpl.invoke

               (DelegatingMethodAccessorImpl.java:37)

               at java.lang.reflect.Method.invoke(Method.java:611)

               at org.apache.catalina.startup.Bootstrap.load(Bootstrap.java:261)

               at org.apache.catalina.startup.Bootstrap.main(Bootstrap.java:413)

Reason:

The security provider com.ibm.jsse2.IBMJSSEProvider2 is not defined in the java.security file.

Solution:

• If you can edit the java.security file, add the following line to the file, and start the CSM application server.

security.provider.1=com.ibm.jsse2.IBMJSSEProvider2

• If you cannot edit the java.security file, follow these steps:
a. a. Create a copy of the java.security file. The original file is located at JAVA_HOME/lib/security/.

b. In the newly created file, add the following line to the list of security providers:

security.provider.1=com.ibm.jsse2.IBMJSSEProvider2

For example:

security.provider.1=com.ibm.jsse2.IBMJSSEProvider2

security.provider.2=com.ibm.crypto.provider.IBMJCE

...

security.provider.9=com.ibm.security.jgss.mech.spnego.IBMSPNEGO

c. Save the file, for example:

tomcat/java.security

d. In the RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.SAMPLIB(MSMLIB) member, locate the following line:

IJO="$IJO -Xquickstart"

e. Add the following statement after the located line, and save the changes:

IJO="$IJO -Djava.security.properties==${C_HOME}/java.security"

WARNING
Do not change the double equal sign (==) in the statement.

f. Restart the CSM application server.

CSM Application Server Fails at Startup with Insufficient Privileges for
BPX.SERVER
Symptom:

I cannot start the CSM application server. I see the following messages in the log:
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MMS0001E - Insufficient privileges: server requires FACILITY:BPX.SERVER(READ).

13.54.54 JOB47638  BPXP015I HFS PROGRAM /bin/sh IS NOT MARKED PROGRAM CONTROLLED.

13.54.54 JOB47638  BPXP014I ENVIRONMENT MUST BE CONTROLLED FOR SERVER (BPX.SERVER) PROCESSING.

Reason:

The check for privileges that are required for the CSM application server to run has failed.

Solution:

1. Verify whether a sticky bit is on for /bin/sh:
ls -l /bin/sh

If the sticky bit is on, you get the result similar to the following output, where the letter t represents the sticky bit:
-rwxr-xr-t  --s-  2 USER01  GROUP  1712128 May  2  2014 /bin/sh

If t is missing, set the sticky bit for /bin/sh:
chmod +t /bin/sh

2. If /bin/sh is executed from a file system that is mounted with the NOSETUID attribute (that is, considered untrusted),
remount the file system with the SETUID attribute.

CSM Application Server Timeout
Symptom:

When I select to display a list of maintenance packages, the following messages appear:

Reading maintenance packages from Software Catalog

Then, the following error message is displayed:

The call failed on the server; see server log for details

I see the following messages in the MSMTC job log:

SEVERE: Exception while dispatching incoming RPC call

Throwable occurred: java.net.SocketTimeoutException: Read timed out

at java.net.SocketInputStream.read(SocketInputStream.java:140)

This issue only occurs when I work in CSM in Microsoft Internet Explorer.

Reason:

CSM fails to display a large amount of data.

Solution:

Take the following steps, as necessary:

1. Verify the number of table rows to display. This number is defined in the Table Rows field on the User Settings, User
Preferences page, under the Settings tab. If the number of rows is 250, set it to a lower value, for example, 50 or 100.

2. If you must keep the number of table rows set to 250, update the CSM application server timeout parameter.
In the server.xml file that is located in the tomcat/conf directory, find the following line:

connectionTimeout="20000"

This parameter defines how long (in milliseconds) the TCP/IP stack waits for incoming packets. Set this parameter to a
greater value (for example, 180000). Then, restart the CSM application server for the changes to take effect.
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NOTE
The server.xml file is stored in ASCII. For more information about editing files stored in ASCII, see Edit an
ASCII File.

CSM Fails to Start with SAF Security Enabled
Symptom:

CSM fails when SAF security is enabled. SafError with RC=13 or RC=15 is displayed in the job log. The log displays error
messages similar to the following example:

FATAL (main) 2012-06-13 14:12:37,056 (SafManagerImpl.java:434):SafManager - initialize

DSI():Return code from DDSI_java_open is higher than zero.RC=13

FATAL (main) 2012-06-13 14:12:37,067 (SystemManager.java:491): com.ca.mf20.zos.services.saf.errors.SafError: null

Additional Diagnostic Data:

Error during DSI java open. RC=13

Path to 'dsi.conf': /u/users/msmr51/msmruntime/dsi/dsi.conf

BEGINNING OF 'dsi.conf’:

This is the DSI Server component configuration file

host localhost

port 22130

TLSKeyringFile /u/users/msmdev/dsi/cert/CA_SelfSigned_Server.kdb

TLSKeyringStash /u/users/msmdev/dsi/cert/CA_SelfSigned_Server.sth

TLSKeyLabel "Cert for SelfSigned Server"

TLSVerifyClient ON

END OF 'dsi.conf'

DSI parameters from table USERCONFIG in database:

Required parameters are marked with (*):

KEY:            DEFAULT_VALUE:  VALUE

*dsiPort:       22130:          22130

*dsiHost:       localhost:      localhost

*dsiConf:       N/A:            /u/users/msmr51/msmruntime/dsi/dsi.conf

>dsiKdb:        N/A:            Uninitialized

>dsiSth:        N/A:            Uninitialized

>dsiLabel:      N/A:            Uninitialized

>dsiVerPeer:    N/A:            false

Solution:

Follow these steps, as necessary:

• Verify whether the localhost entry is defined in your DNS. Issue the following USS command:

oping localhost

If the command returns the error message (EZZ3111I Unknown host 'localhost'), the localhost entry is not defined. In
this case, perform one of the following actions:
– Ask your network administrator to define the localhost entry in your DNS.
– In the USERCONFIG database table and in dsi.conf, set the dsiHost entry to 127.0.0.1.

• Verify whether the host and the port parameters in the dsi.conf file are the same as dsiHost and dsiPort parameters
in the USERCONFIG database table. If the host/dsiHost and port/dsiPort parameters differ, update either the dsi.conf
file or the database entries. The content of the dsi.conf file, the DSI Server parameters in the USERCONFIG database
table, and the path to the dsi.conf file are displayed in the error message.

• Verify whether the DSI Server port (port/dsiPort) is free. Issue the following USS command:
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onetstat -P port_number

For example:

onetstat  - P 22130

If the command returns an empty table, the port is free.
• Verify whether the DSI Server port is reserved for CSM. Issue the following USS command:

onetstat -o

The command displays the list of reserved ports. If the DSI Server port is not listed, we recommend that you reserve
the DSI Server port.

CSM Fails with Exception
Symptom:

CSM fails with an exception, for example:

MSM0008E - System startup failed - please see error output for further information.

Fatal error that has stopped the startup was:

or g.apache.tomcat.dbcp.dbcp.SQLNestedException: Cannot create

PoolableConnectionFactory (IO error sending or receiving native data:

ca.datacom.db.DBIOException: CCICONV FAILURE:  No receiver online in

Session(connect)).

MSM0010E - CSM startup failed.

FATAL (main) 2011-01-12 15:05:15,098 (SystemManager.java:333): java.lang.Error:

org.apache.tomcat.dbcp.dbcp.SQLNestedException: Cannot create

PoolableConnectionFactory (IO error sending or receiving native data:

ca.datacom.db.DBIOException: CCICONV FAILURE:  No receiver online

in Session(connect))

Reason:

The ServerName for the Datacom/MSM server or ApplicationID in the CUSMAC(SRVLIB) member and the context.xml file
do not match.

Solution:

Change the ServerName or the ApplicationID in either context.xml or CUSMAC(SRVLIB) so that they match.

Data Area Full
Symptom:

I receive the following error:

UNEXPECTED ENGINE ERROR: 07(07)

Reason:

The MUF database data area is full.

Solution:

Enlarge the database.
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Delete Task Button Disabled on the Tasks Tab
Symptom:

I cannot delete a task from the Tasks tab, and the Delete Task button is disabled.

Reason:

You do not have access to delete tasks.

Solution:

Check whether the security feature in CSM is enabled, and perform one of the following actions:

• If the security feature is enabled, verify that the following resource profiles are created:
– TM.TASK.@SELF.DELETE

Grants access to delete a user's own tasks.
– TM.TASK.SYSTEM.DELETE

Grants access to delete any tasks.
• If the security feature is disabled, verify the task deletion option in the CSM options file. Verify that this option is set to

Y to allow any user to delete any competed task:

sysTaskDeleteOverrideEnabled=Y

When the option is set to N, users cannot delete completed tasks.
To set the option to Y, update the sysTaskDeleteOverrideEnabled setting in the
RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.SAMPLIB(DBINIT) member.

Deployment SMPOUT Reports GIMUNZIP Message
Symptom:

I get message GIM69158I in the SMPOUT report for my deployment task.

Reason:

The message appears when the user who is executing the deployment does not have UNIX SUPERUSER attributes
or authorities that are assigned to them. GIMUNZIP behavior on the target system is affected by the presence of the
SUPERUSER attribute.

Solution:

This message is informational.

NOTE
For more information about the specific return or reason codes that are associated with the message, see the
IBM SMP/E Messages and Codes.

Dynamic Allocation Errors for Temporary and RELFILE Data Sets
Symptom:

I get a dynamic allocation error for temporary and RELFILE data sets.

Reason:

The HLQ option was set to a value that you are not authorized to use.

Solution:
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Change the HLQ option to a value that you are authorized to use:

1. Click the Settings tab, and click the Software Installation link under User Settings in the Settings section on the left
side.
The Software Installation page opens.

2. In the GIMUNZIP Temporary Prefix field, provide the HLQ that you are authorized to use.
3. Click Apply.

The changes are saved.
The new HLQ value is applied to your user account. The value overrides the HLQ value that is set globally under
System Settings, if any.

Dynamic Allocation for the MACLIB Library Fails During Software
Installation
Symptom:

When creating an SMP/E environment during product installation, I see the following error in the message log:

Dynamic allocation of input data set member SYS1.MACLIB(GIMZPOOL) failed. DD: ZP3 RC: 4 Error code: 0x1708 Info code: 0x2.

Reason:

CSM cannot locate the default MACLIB library, SYS1.MACLIB. For example, the library was renamed.

Solution:

Define a new Java runtime option maclib.dsn variable in the SAMPLIB(MSMLIB) member. Verify that the new data set
name does not exceed 38 characters.

Example:

IJO="$IJO -Dmaclib.dsn=CUSTOM.MACLIB"

False Product Update Succeeded Status
Symptom:

CSM completes a product update with a Succeeded status, but the software catalog has not been updated.

NOTE
This issue does not occur when HTTPS downloads are active.

Reason:

Pax and ESD product files are occasionally unavailable for immediate download. When this situation occurs, CSM initiates
a Request Product PrePackage process. This process makes these files available on the web page and sends an email to
you when that process is complete. Because of internal changes on the Support site, CSM no longer initiates a Request
Product PrePackage process unless you have installed CSM Build 442, PTF 5EGP442 or later.

Solution:

Ensure that you have installed CSM Build 442, PTF 5EGP442 or later.

GIM54701S ** ALLOCATION FAILED FOR SMPJHOME
Symptom:

When applying a maintenance package, I see the following SMP/E error message:
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GIM54701S ** ALLOCATION FAILED FOR SMPJHOME - IKJ56228I PATH /sys/java31bt/v6r0m0/usr/lpp/java/

J6.0 NOT IN CATALOG OR CATALOG CAN NOT BE ACCESSED.

NOTE
Your Java home path may be different from the Java home path in the previous message as CSM does not
specify a mandatory path.

Reason:

The SMPJHOME DDDEF is not set correctly in the SMP/E environment where you applied a maintenance package.

Solution:

Change the SMPJHOME DDDEF in the SMP/E environment.

• If the SMPJHOME DDDEF is not set correctly in the CSM SMP/E environment, use the UCLIN statement to correct the
SMPJHOME DDDEF in the CSM SMP/E environment.

• If the SMPJHOME DDDEF is not set correctly in another SMP/E environment, use the UCLIN statement to correct the
SMPJHOME DDDEF in all zones in the SMP/E environment.

I/O Errors in SMP/E Generated Data Sets
Symptom:

When I try to install a product or manage a maintenance package, the task is missing one or more steps with task output.
These steps can be of the following types: SMPLIST, SMPPRINT, SYSPRINT, or SYSTERM. I see the following error
message in the MSMTC job log:

Errno2: -1070137335, ErrorCode: 0, FeedbackFdbk: 0, FeedbackFtncd: 0,

FeedbackRc: 0, LastOp: 3, ErrnoMsg: EDC5066I A read system error was detected.

Reason:

CSM failed to read one of temporary data sets with task output that it created, and interrupted further reading.

Solution:

Follow these steps:

1. Include the following parameter in the SAMPLIB(MSMLIB) data set member:

IJO="$IJO -DWriteEmptyRecordMVS=true"

2. Restart the CSM application server.

Index Full
Symptom:

I receive the following error:

UNEXPECTED ENGINE ERROR: 08(08)

Reason:

The MUF database index is full.

Solution:
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Enlarge the database.

Login Fails
Symptom:

When I try to log in to CSM, one of the following situations happens:

• The Please wait progress bar is displayed and never disappears. The messages similar to the following appear in the
MSMTC joblog:

TSS7101E Password is Incorrect

*01 TSS7150A SPECIFY PASSWORD FOR facility_name=     ACID=user_ID

• The following message appears on the login screen:

MML0005E - The user's access has been revoked. Reason code: 0x90C1C00.

The following messages appear in the MSMTC joblog:

TSS7100E 006 J=started_task_name A=user_ID T=N/A F=facility_name - Facility Not Authorized

TSS7160E Facility facility_name Not Authorized for Your Use

Top Secret is installed on my site.

Reason:

The MASTFAC keyword is not defined for the user ID that is assigned to the MSMTC started task.

In addition, the FACILITY keyword may not be defined for the user who logs in to CSM.

Solution:

Set up started task security under Top Secret.

Microsoft Internet Explorer 8 Running Slowly
Symptom:

When I perform a resource-consuming task, such as applying many maintenance packages at once, I get the following
error message:

Stop running this script?

A script on this page is causing Internet Explorer to run slowly. If it continues

to run, your computer may become unresponsive.

Do you want to abort the script?

This issue only occurs when I work in CSM in Microsoft Internet Explorer 8.

Reason:

The script is trying to transfer and process a large amount of data.

Solution:

We recommend that you use Mozilla Firefox.

If you do not use Mozilla Firefox, perform one of the following actions:
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• Click No until the message stops appearing. Depending on the amount of data being processed, this message may
appear multiple times.

• Follow the instructions in Microsoft Knowledge Base article 175500.
• Upgrade Microsoft Internet Explorer.

NOTE
For more information about supported versions of Microsoft Internet Explorer, see S oftware Requirements.

MSMTC Fails with RC=100
Symptom:

The MSMTC job fails with RC=100 (MAXCC=100) after the job is started.

For example:

04.30.18 JOB00480 $HASP165 MSMTC    ENDED AT SYSSERV1  MAXCC=100 CN(INTERNAL)

The STDMSG output contains the following message:

JVMJZBL2007E Stack trace follows:

java.lang.NoClassDefFoundError: org.apache.catalina.startup.Bootstrap

Caused by: java.lang.ClassNotFoundException: org.apache.catalina.startup.Bootstrap 

NOTE

The STDMSG output may not be a part of MSMTC JOBLOG. The following statement in
RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.JCL(MSMTCSRV) manages it:

//   ARGS=’start 1>stdout 2>stdERR',   <-- Args to Java class

If ARGS=’’, STDMSG is created.

Reason:

The first step of the MSMTC job is to start the CSM application server that is located in RunTimeUSSPath/tomcat.

When RunTimeUSSPath is empty, this step fails with RC=100. A possible reason for RunTimeUSSPath being empty is
that the file system belonging to this folder is not mounted.

Solution:

• Mount the file system to RunTimeUSSPath and verify that other file systems are properly mounted.

MUF Canceled or Abended
Symptom:

I receive the following error:

UNEXPECTED ENGINE ERROR: 86(186)

Reason:

The MUF was canceled or has abended.

Solution:
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If the MUF was canceled or abended, restart it.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the CSM application server using the command:

STOP servername

2. Use the MSMDBSVP JCL member or MSMDBSRP PROCLIB member to stop the Datacom/MSM server.
3. Use the MSMMUF JCL member or MSMMUFS PROCLIB member to start the MUF.
4. Use the MSMDBSVS JCL member or MSMDBSRV PROCLIB member to start the Datacom/MSM server.
5. Use the MSMTCSRV JCL member or MSMTC PROCLIB member to start the CSM application server.

NOTE
The used JCL and PROCLIB members are from the RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.JCL data set.

No Ticket Error Message When Accessing CSM
Symptom:

When I try to access CSM using a web browser, I get multiple error messages including the No Ticket error message. The
access attempt fails.

Reason:

Cookies are not allowed in your web browser.

Solution:

Allow cookies in your web browser.

If your site standards restrict using cookies, add the CSM access URL to trusted sites.

NOTE
For more information about how to allow cookies and how to add a URL to trusted sites, see user documentation
for your web browser.

Product or Maintenance Installation Fails with GIM44004S ** SYSTEM
ABEND B37 / D37 / E37
Symptom:

When I install a product or a maintenance package, the installation fails, and I see messages similar to the following
sample in the log:

GIM44004S ** SYSTEM ABEND B37 OCCURRED WITH A REASON CODE OF '00000004'X

AFTER SMP/E CALLED THE IEWL UTILITY. THE SYSPRINT LIBRARY RAN OUT OF SPACE

THE LIBRARY IS NOT ELIGIBLE FOR RETRY BECAUSE IT IS NOT THE LIBRARY BEING

UPDATED BY SMP/E.

Reason:

The default allocation parameters of the SYSPRINT data set (30 cylinders for the primary and secondary size) are not
sufficient.

Solution:

Increase the allocation parameters of the SYSPRINT data set.

1. In the RunTimeMVSHLQPrefix.SAMPLIB(MSMLIB) member, locate the following line:
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IBM_JAVA_OPTIONS="$IJO "

2. Add the following statement anywhere in between the first IJO statement and the located line, set the parameter to the
number of cylinders sufficient for the installation. Then, save the changes:

IJO="$IJO -DCSM_SIS.SYSPRINT.DEFAULT.CYLINDERS=number_of_cylinders”,

Example:

IJO="$IJO -DCSM_SIS.SYSPRINT.DEFAULT.CYLINDERS=35”,

...

IBM_JAVA_OPTIONS="$IJO "

3. Restart the CSM application server.
4. Restart and complete the failed installation.

Once you increase the allocation parameters, CSM will use the new increased values for all subsequent installations.
If you want to increase the parameters for the failed installation only and then go back to the default values, delete
the parameter from the SAMPLIB(MSMLIB) data set member after the installation succeeds. Then, restart the
CSM application server. The allocation parameters are set to their defaults (30 cylinders).

Product Installation Fails for a Product Using a UNIX Directory
Symptom:

I try to install a product that uses a UNIX directory. The installation fails. I see the following message in the log:

MME0270S - Action completed with an error. Action: setuid Error code: 164 EDC5164I SAF/RACF error.

Reason code: 0xB881C00 Info: setuid(0).

Reason:

The user ID representing the SUPERUSER is not defined in the security system.

Solution:

1. Find out the user ID representing the SUPERUSER that is defined in the SYSx.PARMLIB(BPXPRMxx) member. Issue
the following z/OS system command:

DISPLAY OMVS,OPTIONS

The command returns a listing similar to the following:

BPXO043I 09.24.23 DISPLAY OMVS 750 

OMVS 000F ACTIVE OMVS=(1T,UR) 

CURRENT UNIX CONFIGURATION SETTINGS: 

MAXPROCSYS      =        200    MAXPROCUSER     =        100

MAXFILEPROC     =      50000    MAXFILESIZE     = NOLIMIT 

MAXCPUTIME      =       7200    MAXUIDS         =        200

MAXPTYS         =        256    MAXIOBUFUSER    =       2048

MAXMMAPAREA     =      40960    MAXASSIZE       = 1073741824

MAXTHREADS      =      10000    MAXTHREADTASKS  =       5000

MAXCORESIZE     =    4194304    MAXSHAREPAGES   =     131072

IPCMSGQBYTES    = 2147483647    IPCMSGQMNUM     =      10000

IPCMSGNIDS      =        500    IPCSEMNIDS      =        500

IPCSEMNOPS      =         25    IPCSEMNSEMS     =       1000

IPCSHMMPAGES    =      25600    IPCSHMNIDS      =        500
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IPCSHMNSEGS     =        500    IPCSHMSPAGES    =     262144

SUPERUSER       = BPXROOT       FORKCOPY        = COW 

STEPLIBLIST     = 

USERIDALIASTABLE= 

PRIORITYPG VALUES: NONE 

PRIORITYGOAL VALUES: NONE 

MAXQUEUEDSIGS   =       1000    SHRLIBRGNSIZE = 67108864

2. In the listing, locate the SUPERUSER parameter:

SUPERUSER       = BPXROOT       FORKCOPY        = COW 

3. Note the value of the SUPERUSER parameter. By default, this parameter is set to BPXROOT.
This value must match the SUPERUSER user ID that is defined in your security system.

4. In your security system, define the SUPERUSER user ID so that it matches the value of the SUPERUSER parameter
from Step 3. If you use the default setting, set the SUPERUSER user ID to BPXROOT.

NOTE

For more information, see the IBM z/OS V1R12.0 UNIX System Services Planning.

Product Installation in an Existing SMP/E Environment Fails
Symptom:

When I install a product in an existing SMP/E environment where HOLDDATA is received, the product installation may fail
in case the HOLDDATA needs to be bypassed during this product installation.

Reason:

The base installation wizard does not support HOLDDATA processing.

Solution:

Install the product outside of CSM.

Product List Update Fails
Symptom:

When I update the product list, I receive a message similar to the following sample:

IO Error was detected during PAS processing.

Additional Diagnostic Data:

IO Exception Error.(UnknownHostException) Error encountered while

accessing the following URL:

https://supportservices.ca.com/support

supportservices.ca.com

Please review your http proxy settings and validate that your system has network connectivity to the above URL.

Solution:

Verify that the CSM application server is using the correct TCP/IP stack. If necessary, uncomment the SYSTCPD DD card
in the CSM application server startup job (MSMTCSRV) or the application server started task.

//SYSTCPD DD DSN=VTAM.TCPIP.TCPIP.DATA,

//            DISP=SHR                  
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SMP/E APPLY or ACCEPT Processing Fails
Symptom:

SMP/E APPLY or ACCEPT processing fails due to a target or distribution library running out of free directory blocks.

Reason:

A product (for example, PDSMAN) was installed and configured in a way that PDS directory blocks occupy more space
than by default. This particular PDS data set ran out of free directory blocks.

Solution:

Change the PDS directory block increase percentage.

SMP/E Environment Does Not Appear on the Tree
Symptom:

I cannot see an SMP/E environment on the tree on the left side of SMP/E environments on the SMP/E Environments tab.
Other users can see this SMP/E environment on the tree.

Reason:

Your user ID does not have privileges to access the SMP/E environment.

Solution:

• Verify whether you have access to the HLQ of the SMP/E environment CSI data set.
• Access the SMP/E environment outside of CSM. Analyze a message that you receive from the security system that

your site uses.
For example, if you are using Top Secret for z/OS, you see the following message:

TSS7221E Dataset Not Accessible

Contact your security administrator to get access rights to the SMP/E environment.

SMP/E Environment Migration Fails at the SMP/E Environment
Functions Step of the SMP/E Environment Migration Wizard
Symptom:

Migration of an SMP/E environment fails on the SMP/E Environment Functions step of the wizard, and I receive one of the
following messages:

• I see the following message on the SMP/E Environment Migration wizard:

MMR0005S - An error occurred during dlopen(libGIMAPI03040026.so): CEE3501S The module libGIMAPI03040026.so was not found. MMI0084S - Initialization of CAGIMAPI address space failed.

• I see one of the following messages in the MSMTC job log:

.1299171650. CGIMAPIExtractor_ForkStub: Exception occurred during Initialize() processing: mcCagimapiHandshake

.1299171650. CGIMAPIExtractor_ForkStub: Exception text: Initialization of CAGIMAPI address space failed.

An exception has occurred during native_initialize(): MMI0101S - A serious error has occurred while initializing GIMAPI Extractor.

ERROR (http-17310-5) 2011-03-03 14:49:43,895 (DataExtractionDriver_Jni.java:305): Initialization of DataExtractionDriver_Jni has failed.

INFO  (http-17310-5) 2011-03-03 14:49:43,896 (BufferedMessageReader.java:206): A new message was read and enqueued in the message log: MMR0005S - An error occurred during dlopen(libGIMAPI03040026.so): CEE3501S The module libGIMAPI03040026.so was not found.  at ./

CGIMAPIExtractionLibrary.C:51

INFO  (http-17310-5) 2011-03-03 14:49:43,896 (BufferedMessageReader.java:206): A new message was read and enqueued in the message log: MMI0084S - Initialization of CAGIMAPI address space failed. At ./

CGIMAPIExtractor_ForkStub.C:430
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Reason:

CSM cannot load the shared object files (DLL) because the files do not have the required attributes. All of the files need
the following attributes:

+p, +s, +r, +x

The libcci.so file also needs this attribute:

+a

Solution:

Check the SO files and DLL files for the correct attributes and privileges. Add the required attributes and privileges to files
that are lacking them.

1. Check the attributes and privileges of all the SO files and DLL files in the …/tomcat/lib directory using the command:

ls  - E  *.so *.dll

Results similar to the following example appear:

-rwxr-xr-x  aps-  1 USERID  GROUPID   233472 Aug 17  2010 libcci.so

2. Fix attributes of shared object files using the command:

extattr attribute filename

For example, to add the +a attribute to the libcci.so file, type:

extattr +a libcci.so

3. Fix access privileges using the command:

chmod attribute filename

For example, to add the +r attribute to the libcci.so file, type:

chmod +r libcci.so

CSM fails with ABEND U4038
Symptom:

CSM fails with ABEND U4038.

For example:
JAVAJVM - ABEND=S000 U4038 REASON=00000001

The SYSOUT output contains the following message:

CEE3588S A call was made to a function in the AMODE 64 DLL libjvm.so from an AMODE 31 caller.

Reason:
The Java load module (JVMLDM) contained in the MSMTCSRV JCL member or MSMTC PROCLIB member is incorrect.

Solution:
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Modify the Java load module according to the following corresponding Java version that you are running:

• JVMLDM66 for 64-bit JAVA 6.0
• JVMLDM76 for 64-bit JAVA 7.0
• JVMLDM77 for 64-bit JAVA 7.1
• JVMLDM86 for 64-bit JAVA 8.0 

 

Unable to start MSMTC on z/OS 2.1
Symptom:

MSMTC does not start on z/OS 2.1
Getting COMPLETION CODE - SYSTEM=000 USER=4038 REASON=00000001 .

Reason:
The version of Java that you are running may not be supported. This is documented in the CSM Software Manager Site
Preparation Guide.
Note: The Java load module (JVMLDM) contained in the MSMTCSRV JCL member or MSMTC PROCLIB member is
incorrect.

Solution:
When defining the version of Java be sure that the correct Java path is defined and the correct Java program is specified.
Follow these steps:

1. Update member MSMLIB in the CSM runtime SAMPLIB library and set the JAVA HOME path.
2. Update your MSMTC startup JCL to reference the correct program on the EXEC PGM= statement.

Example: If JAVA_HOME = /usr/lpp/java/J7.1_64 then PGM=JVMLDM77

 

java.lang.ClassNotFoundException:
org.apache.catalina.startup.Bootstrap
Symptom:

CSM Tomcat server failed at startup with JVMJZBL1023N invoking org.apache.catalina.startup.Bootstrap.main()...

JVMJZBL2008E Could not find or load class: org.apache.catalina.startup.Bootstrap

JVMJZBL1047W JZOS batch launcher completed with Java exception, return code=100

 

Reason:

 the /..../msmruntime file system may not be mounted. The C_HOME in SAMPLIB(MSMLIB) may not be referencing this
same path name with the /tomcat directory.

Solution:

 

Ensure that the /..../msmruntime file system is mounted and that the C_HOME in SAMPLIB(MSMLIB) is
referencing this same path name with the /tomcat directory.

 

Example:
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C_HOME=/..../msmruntime/tomcat

Unable to Run Prereq Validator
Symptom:

The JVM failed to initialize with the following error message:

JVMJ9VM015W Initialization error for library j9gc27(2): Failed to instantiate compressed references metadata;

200M requested Error: Could not create the Java Virtual Machine.Error: A fatal exception has occurred. Program

 will exit. 

Reason:

There is not enough memory for the server to create the JVM (Java Virtual Machine). This error can be caused by a third-
party product, EasyExit from DTS Software.

Solution:

Modify SMFPRM00 to include SUBSYS(OMVS,NOEXITS) and IPL. SMFPRM00 cannot be dynamically changed. Also
define ASSIZEMAX= 2147483647 in the OMVS segment for the userid.
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Message Reference
All CSM messages include a suffix:

• I
Messages with this suffix are Informational messages.

• W
Messages with this suffix are Warning messages.

• E
Messages with this suffix are Error messages.

• S
Messages with this suffix are Severe error messages.

• D
Messages with this suffix are Debugging messages.

For abend codes, see SCS Address Space Abend Completion Codes.

SCS Address Space Abend Completion Codes
U1001

The operator ABEND command was issued to request the abnormal termination of the SCS address space.

System Action: The SCS address space terminates abnormally.

User Action: None

U1011
An error occurred in the recovery services component of the SCS address space.
The following reason code identifies an internal recoverable error or an external error code:

• 00000001
An attempt was made to replace or delete the top of stack element in the FRR LIFO stack. However, the stack is
empty.
System Action: The SCS task terminates abnormally.
User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and
report this message to Broadcom Support.

• 00000002
An attempt to query the linkage stack level using the IEALSQRY macro interface failed. GPR 2, at the time of error,
contains the return code from the IEALSQRY macro interface.
System Action: The SCS task terminates abnormally.
User Action: Determine the cause of the IEALSQRY macro failure and correct it. Search problem reporting data
bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

• 00000003
An attempt to abnormally terminate the current task using the CALLRTM macro interface failed. GPR 2, at the time of,
error contains the return code from the CALLRTM macro interface.
System Action: The SCS task terminates abnormally.
User Action: Determine the cause of the CALLRTM macro failure and correct it. Search problem reporting data bases
for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.
For all other reason codes, search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem, if unable to resolve the
problem, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1012
An error occurred in the subtask management component of the SCS address space.
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The following reason codes identify an internal recoverable error or an external error code:

• 00000001
An attempt to create a subtask using the ATTACHX macro interface failed. GPR 2, at the time of error, contains the
return code from the ATTACHX macro interface.
System Action: The SCS task terminates abnormally.
User Action: Determine the cause of the ATTACHX macro failure and correct it. Search problem reporting data bases
for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

• 00000002
A subtask has ended unexpectedly. The subtask is not restartable but is required for the operation of the SCS address
space.
System Action: The SCS address space terminates abnormally.
User Action: Review the JES message log and SCS message log for other messages describing the subtask failure.

• 00000003
An internal error occurred in the SCS task service routine, MSMCJATT. A request to establish a task with an
associated jobstep control block was made, however, the caller did not provide a JSCB address.
System Action: The SCS address space terminates abnormally.
User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and
report this message to Broadcom Support.
For all other reason codes, search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the
problem, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1013
An error occurred in one of the Language Environment interface functions of the SCS address space.
The following reason code identifies an internal recoverable error or an external error code:

• 00000002
An attempt to wait for a thread to end using the BPX1PTJ (pthread_join) callable service failed.
System Action: The SCS task terminates abnormally.
User Action: Determine the cause of the BPX1PTJ callable service failure and correct it. Search problem reporting
data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom
Support.
For all other reason codes, search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the
problem, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1014
An error occurred in the program management component of the SCS address space.
The following reason code identifies an internal recoverable error or an external error code:

• 00000001
An attempt to obtain the attributes of a loaded module using the CSVQUERY macro interface failed. GPR 2, at the
time of error, contains the return code from the CSVQUERY macro interface.
System Action: The SCS task terminates abnormally.
User Action: Determine the cause of the CSVQUERY macro failure and correct it. Search problem reporting data
bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

• 00000002
An attempt to dynamically add a module to common storage using the CSVDYLPA macro interface failed. GPRs 2 and
3 at the time of error contain the return code and reason code, respectively, from the CSVDYLPA macro interface.
System Action: The SCS task terminates abnormally.
User Action: Determine the cause of the CSVDYLPA macro failure and correct it. Search problem reporting data
bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.
For all other reason codes, search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem and. If unable to resolve the
problem, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1015
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An error occurred in the job step task of the SCS address space.
The following reason codes identify an internal recoverable error or an external error code:

• 00000001
An attempt to establish an ESTAE-type recovery environment using the ESTAEX macro interface failed. GPRs 2 and 3
at the time of error contain the return code and reason code, respectively, from the ESTAEX macro interface.
System Action: The SCS address space terminates abnormally.
User Action: Determine the cause of the ESTAEX macro failure and correct it. Search problem reporting data bases
for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

• 00000002
An attempt to set the default USS dub setting for subtasks using the BPX1SDD (setdubdefault) callable service failed.
System Action: The SCS address space terminates abnormally.
User Action: Determine the cause of the BPX1SDD callable service failure and correct it. Search problem reporting
data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom
Support.
For all other reason codes, search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem and. If unable to resolve the
problem, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1016
An error occurred in the SCS message log component of the SCS address space.
The following reason code identifies an internal recoverable error or an external error code:

• 00000001
An attempt to obtain the current time of day and date using the TIME macro interface failed. GPR 2 at the time of error
contains the return code from the TIME macro interface.
System Action: The SCS task terminates abnormally.
User Action: Determine the cause of the TIME macro failure and correct it. Search problem reporting data bases for a
fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.
For all other reason codes, search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the
problem, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1017
An error occurred in one of the IPCS GTFTRACE exits of the SCS trace services component.
The following reason code identifies an internal recoverable error or an external error code:

• 00000001
An attempt to write to the terminal using the IPCS expanded print service failed. GPR 2 at the time of error contains the
return code from the IPCS exit services router (ADPLSERV).
System Action: The SCS task terminates abnormally.
User Action: Determine the cause of the IPCS expanded print service failure and correct it. Search problem reporting
data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom
Support.

• 00000002
An attempt to analyze an error condition and write appropriate error message using the IKJEFF19 callable service
(GNRLFAIL/VSAMFAIL) failed. GPR 2 at the time of error contains the return code from the IKJEFF19 callable service.
System Action: The SCS task terminates abnormally.
User Action: Determine the cause of the IKJEFF19 callable service failure and correct it. Search problem reporting
data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom
Support.

• 00000003
An attempt to create a name/token pair using the IEANTCR callable service failed. GPR 2 at the time of error contains
the return code from the IEANTCR callable service.
System Action: The SCS task terminates abnormally.
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User Action: Determine the cause of the IEANTCR callable service failure and correct it. Search problem reporting
data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom
Support.

• 00000004
An attempt to retrieve a name/token pair using the IEANTRT callable service failed. GPR 2 at the time of error contains
the return code from the IEANTRT callable service.
System Action: The SCS task terminates abnormally.
User Action: Determine the cause of the IEANTRT callable service failure and correct it. Search problem reporting
data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom
Support.
For all other reason codes, search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the
problem, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1018
An error occurred in the SAF interface component of the SCS address space.
The following reason code identifies an internal recoverable error or an external error code:

• 00000001
The interface to the SAF router was called with an unrecognized SAF request type.
System Action: The SCS task terminates abnormally.
User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and
report this message to Broadcom Support.
For all other reason codes, search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the
problem, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1019
An error occurred in the implementation engine component of the SCS address space.
The following reason code identifies an internal recoverable error or an external error code:

• 00000001
The program library open/close routine was called with an unrecognized program request code.
System Action: The action and service request for which the program library open/close routine was called is aborted
and processing continues.User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to
resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

For all other reason codes, search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem,
save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1020

An error occurred in the OPS/MVS status interface component of the SCS address space.

The following reason code identifies an internal recoverable error or an external error code:

• 00000001
The OPS/MVS status interface routine was called with an unrecognized program request code.
System Action: The SCS task terminates abnormally.
User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and
report this message to Broadcom Support.
For all other reason codes, search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the
problem, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1040

An internal error occurred in the SCS address space. A reason code identifies more details.

User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and
report this message to Broadcom Support.
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U1041

An internal error occurred in the SCS address space. A reason code identifies more details.

User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and
report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1801

An internal error occurred in the SCS auxiliary address create and control routine service routine, MSMCACRE.

The following reason codes identify an internal recoverable error or an external error code:

• 00000001
No parameter list was passed to MSMCACRE.

• 00000002
The parameter list identifier is not valid.

• 00000003
The parameter list length is not valid.

• 00000004
The parameter list function request code is not valid.

• 00000005
The associated AASE address was not passed in the input parameter list.

• 00000006
The ASCRE CREATE service failed with an unexpected return code and reason code.

• 00000007
No SWB address supplied in the AASE block.
User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and
report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1802

An internal error occurred in the SCS ALET generation service routine, MSMCAALT.

The following reason code identifies an internal recoverable error or an external error code:

• 00000001
An invalid parameter list was passed to MSMCAALT.
User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and
report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1803

An internal error occurred in the internal service which resolves cross-memory routines in the SCS auxiliary address
space.

The following reason codes identify the condition which caused the failure:

• 00000001
An invalid parameter list was passed to MSMCAPDT.

• 00000002
There is a length mismatch in the PDT between the SCS main address space and the SCS auxiliary address space.
User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and
report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1804

An internal error occurred in the internal service which processes request completions in the SCS auxiliary address space.

The following reason codes identify the condition which caused the failure:
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• 00000001
An unexpected request code was encountered.

• 00000002
MSMCACMP was called in the wrong environment.

• 00000003
MSMCACMP encountered an unexpected ENQ return code when raising the resource management ENQ.
User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and
report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1805

An internal error occurred in the SCS Work Load Manager services routine, MSMCAWLM.

The following reason codes identify the condition which caused the failure:

• 00000001
No parameter list was passed to MSMCAWLM.

• 00000002
The parameter list identifier is not valid.

• 00000003
The parameter list length is not valid.

• 00000004
The parameter list function request code is not valid.

• 00000005
The associated ETOKEN address was not passed in the input parameter list.
User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and
report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1806

An internal error occurred in the SCS auxiliary address space early initialization routine, MSMCAEAI.

The reason code identifies the condition which caused the failure.

User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and
report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1807

An internal error occurred in the SCS auxiliary address space initialization routine, MSMCAINI.

The reason code identifies the condition which caused the failure.

User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and
report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1808

An internal error occurred in the SCS JSCB service routine, MSMCJJSC.

The following reason codes identify the condition which caused the failure:

• 00000001
No parameter list was passed to MSMCJJSC.

• 00000002
The parameter list identifier is not valid.

• 00000003
The parameter list length is not valid.

• 00000004
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The parameter list function request code is not valid.
• 00000005

The JSCBPTR address was not passed in the input parameter list.
User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and
report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1809

An internal error occurred in the SCS SAF service routine, MSMCASAF.

The following reason codes identify the condition which caused the failure:

• 00000001
No parameter list passed in GPR1 by caller

• 00000002
Invalid AXSPL identifier.

• 00000003
Invalid AXSPL length.

• 00000004
Invalid AXSPL function request.

• 00000005
UTOKEN parameter not specified.

• 00000006
Invalid UTOKEN parameter.

• 00000007
ACEE parameter not specified.
User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and
report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1810

An internal error occurred in the SCS auxiliary address space startup routine, MSMCAASC. The reason code identifies
the condition which caused the failure.

User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and
report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1811

An internal error occurred in the SCS auxiliary address space WTO message capture routine, MSMCAWTO. The reason
code identifies the condition which caused the failure.

User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and
report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1812

An internal error occurred in the SCS auxiliary address create and control routine service routine, MSMCAWBF.

The following reason codes identify the condition which caused the failure:

• 00000001
No parameter list was passed to MSMCAWBF.

• 00000002
The parameter list identifier is not valid.

• 00000003
The parameter list length is not valid.

• 00000004
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The parameter list function request code is not valid.
• 00000005

The MSGAREA (WBE) address was not passed on a GETMSG or PUTMSG request in the parameter list.
User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and
report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1900

An internal error occurred in program MSMCJSTO while processing a request to get or release storage.

If the high two bytes of the reason codes are non-zero, they contain program specific information that aids in resolving the
problem or they contain a program location code.

• xxxx0001
Unconditional Storage Obtain failed. A $STORAGE OBTAIN call failed for caller storage, and the request was
unconditional.

• xxxx0002
RLE Storage Obtain failed. Storage Obtain for an RLE block failed.

• xxxx0003
Storage Release failed. Non-zero code from $STORAGE RELEASE call.

• xxxx0004
Storage bookend violation. One or more storage bookends were found to be changed when releasing storage. Some
process has overlaid this storage.

• xxxx0005
RLE header corrupted. Possible storage corruption.

• xxxx0006
Storage RCE not found. A request was made to release storage but it was not found in storage managed by
MSMCJSTO.
User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and
report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1904

An internal error occurred in program MSMCSSIO while processing a $SSIO request.

The reason code matches error codes defined the URB control block in macro $SSIO.

User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and
report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1905

An internal error occurred in program MSMCJDYA while processing a dynamic allocation request.

The reason code identifies locations in the program where the error was detected and has no meaning outside of the
program.

User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and
report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1909
An error was detected during stack processing in program MSMCJTWA. The error is possibly related to caller of routine.
If the high two bytes of the reason code are non-zero, it contains program specific information that aids in resolving the
problem or it contains a program location code.

• xxxx0001
A request was made to return a stack frame and the address was not found in the stack.

• xxxx0002
The current Get stack request is too large for the currently defined stack frame.
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User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and
report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1910
An internal error occurred in program MSMCSDIM while processing a BACKUP/ROLLBACK/COMMIT function.
The reason code identifies locations in the program where the error was detected and has no meaning outside of the
program.
User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and
report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1911
An internal error occurred in program MSMCSVAL while processing a VALIDATE function.
User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and
report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1912
The scheduler encountered an error that warrants a dump. The scheduler task should continue to run.

• XXXX0001
An unexpected condition was detected. The XXXX part of the reason code contains a location code to aid in
debugging the problem.
User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and
report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1913
An Error was detected while processing a request to schedule work in an SCS Auxiliary Address space.

• 00000001
The ARB passed does not look like an ARB.
User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and
report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1914
An Error was detected while processing requested work in the SCS Auxiliary Address space.
If xxxx is not zero, it contains additional information about a location code within the program generating the code.
The following are the Service Task Parameter List errors:

• xxxx0101
STPL No function

• xxxx0102
STPL No container ID Addr

• xxxx0103
STPL No container ID

• xxxx0104
STPL No operation ID Addr

• xxxx0105
STPLNo operation ID

• xxxx0106
STPL Invalid function

• xxxx0107
STPL No action ID Addr

• xxxx0108
STPL No action ID

• xxxx0109
STPL No Unique Token1 addr

• xxxx010A
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STPL No Unique Token1
• xxxx010B

STPL No XML Length addr
• xxxx010C

STPL No XML Length
• xxxx010D

STPL No XML String addr
• xxxx010E

STPL No Unique Token2 add
• xxxx010F

STPL No Unique Token2
• xxxx0201

Invalid Main SOB
• xxxx0202

Main SOB Operation mismatch
• xxxx0203

Invalid Main SCB
• xxxx0204

Main SCB Container mismatch
• xxxx0205

Invalid container ID passed
• xxxx0206

Container missing
• xxxx0207

Invalid operation ID passed
• xxxx0208

Operation missing
• xxxx0209

Service Task Parameter not currently used
• xxxx020A

SRVI returned wrong SOB
• xxxx020B

Release SCB failed
User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and
report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1915
An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a service task.
If xxxx is not zero, it contains additional information about a location code within the program generating the code.
The following are the unexpected conditions encountered while processing:

• xxxx0301
AREQ GETARB failed

• xxxx0302
AREQ SELECT failed

• xxxx0303
AREQ SCHEDULE failed

• xxxx0304
AREQ RELEASE failed

• xxxx0305
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SRVI SOBREL failed
• xxxx0306

STCKCONV call error
• xxxx0307

Invalid FDBK area address
• xxxx0308

Invalid FDBKE type value
• xxxx0309

Invalid message severity code
• xxxx030A

FDBK string buffer overflow
User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and
report this message to Broadcom Support.

U1920
An internal error occurred in the SCS $SSEC service routine, MSMCSSEC.
The reason code identifies the condition which caused the failure.
User Action: Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and
report this message to Broadcom Support.

MME0201S
Spawn of a program failed. Command: command Error code: ee error_description Errno2 code: ee2 Path:
system_path

Reason:

The creation of a process has failed. The most likely cause is incorrect installation of CSM. The CAGIMAPI program to
execute GIMAPI queries is not found in the path or has insufficient privileges. Another likely cause is that CSM cannot
spawn a new process (address space). ee is the error code, and ee2 is the second error code in hexadecimal format.

Action:

Review the error codes in the z/OS UNIX System Services Messages and Codes. Contact your systems programmer or
security administrator.

MME0202S
Data set allocation failed. DSN: data_set_name RC: xx Error code: eeeeeeee Info code: iiiiiiii.

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the data set failed. xx is the return code. eeeeeeee is the error code. iiiiiiii is the information code.
This problem can occur when CSM allocates new data sets during installing products, creating HFS data sets, and saving
output of tasks.

Action:

Review the return code. The following return codes indicate typical situations:

• 020C, 0210
The data set is used by another job.

• 0214
The device is not available.

• 021C
Unit is invalid.

• 0220
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Volser is invalid.
• 0448

The data set already exists.

Reassign the data set and rerun the task.

NOTE
For more information about the return codes, see the chapter Requesting Dynamic Allocation Functions in the
IBM z/OS MVS Programming: Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

MME0203S
Load failed. EP: entry_point_name RC: xx.

Reason:

The specified load module was not found in STEPLIB. xx is the return code.

Action:

Check whether STEPLIB is propagated in the CSM startup job parameters (export STEPLIB=CURRENT). If this line is
missing, contact your systems programmer.

MME0204S
Wait for process failed. Error code: ee error_description

Reason:

Waiting for a process started by CSM has failed. The error can be caused by a severe failure in the started process. ee is
the error code.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MME0205S
Invalid eye-catcher. Expected: eye_catcher_description

Reason:

The expected eye-catcher was not found in the started module (CAGIMAPI, CAGIMSMP). The error can be caused by a
corrupted module or version mismatch.

Action:

Check configuration of the PATH environment variable in CSM startup JCL. If any path is invalid, contact your systems
programmer.

MME0206S
Message queue operation failed. Function: message_queue_function Error code: ee error_description

Reason:

A call to the operating system to perform an operation with the message queue has failed. ee is the error code.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.
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MME0207S
Attach of a load module failed. EP: entry_point_name RC:xx

Reason:

The specified load module was not found in STEPLIB. xx is the return code.

Action:

Check whether STEPLIB is propagated in CSM startup JCL parameters (export STEPLIB=CURRENT). If this line is
missing, contact your systems programmer.

MME0208S
Initialization of process failed. Module: module.

Reason:

The started process did not respond within 10 seconds.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MME0209S
An error occurred during login. Userid: user_id Function: function. RC: xxxxxxxx Error code: eeeeeeee
error_code_explanation

Reason:

Security setup for the started process has failed. The cause is described by the text following the error code. xxxxxxxx is
the return code. eeeeeeee is the error code.

Action:

• Review the error code explanation. If the problem is caused by an invalid password, log out of CSM and log in again
with the valid password.

• Contact Broadcom Support.

MME0210S
Invalid path system_path to be dynamically allocated. DD: DD_name.

Reason:

Dynamic allocation has failed because the specified path is invalid.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MME0211S
Dynamic allocation of output data set data_set_name failed. DD: DD_name Storage Class: Storage_Class
Management Class: Management_Class Data Class: Data_Class Volser: Volser Unit: Unit RC: xxxxxxxx Error
code: eeeeeeee Info code: iiiiiiii.

Reason:
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Dynamic allocation of the data set failed. xxxxxxxx is the return code. eeeeeeee is the error code. iiiiiiii is the information
code.

Action:

Review the return code. The following return codes indicate typical situations:

• 020C, 0210
The data set is used by another job.

• 0214
The device is not available.

• 021C
Unit is invalid.

• 0220
Volser is invalid.

• 0448
The data set already exists.

NOTE
For more information about the return codes, see the chapter Requesting Dynamic Allocation Functions in the
IBM z/OS MVS Programming: Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

MME0212S
Dynamic allocation of output file system_path failed. DD: DD_name RC: xx Error code: eeeeeeee Info code: iiiiiiii.

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the data set failed. xx is the return code. eeeeeeee is the error code. iiiiiiii is the information code.

Action:

Review the return code. The following return codes indicate typical situations:

• 020C, 0210
The data set is used by another job.

• 0214
The device is not available.

• 021C
Unit is invalid.

• 0220
Volser is invalid.

• 0448
The data set already exists.

NOTE
For more information about the return codes, see the chapter “Requesting Dynamic Allocation Functions -
Interpreting DYNALLOC Return Codes” in the z/OS MVS Programming: Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

MME0213S
Dynamic allocation of work data set failed. DD: DD_name RC: xx Error code: eeeeeeee Info code: iiiiiiii.

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the data set failed. xx is the return code. eeeeeeee is the error code. iiiiiiii is the information code.

Action:
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Review the return code. The following return codes indicate typical situations:

• 020C, 0210
The data set is used by another job.

• 0214
The device is not available.

• 021C
Unit is invalid.

• 0220
Volser is invalid.

• 0448
The data set already exists.

NOTE
For more information about the return codes, see the chapter “Requesting Dynamic Allocation Functions -
Interpreting DYNALLOC Return Codes” in the z/OS MVS Programming: Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

MME0214S
Dynamic allocation of dummy data set failed. DD: DD_name RC: xx Error code: eeeeeeee Info code: iiiiiiii.

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the data set failed. xx is the return code. eeeeeeee is the error code. iiiiiiii is the information code.

Action:

Review the return code. The following return codes indicate typical situations:

• 020C, 0210
The data set is used by another job.

• 0214
The device is not available.

• 021C
Unit is invalid.

• 0220
Volser is invalid.

• 0448
The data set already exists.

NOTE
For more information about the return codes, see the chapter Requesting Dynamic Allocation Functions in the
IBM z/OS MVS Programming: Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

MME0215S
Dynamic allocation of input data set data_set_name failed. DD: DD_name RC: xx Error code: eeeeeeee Info code:
iiiiiiii.

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the data set failed. xx is the return code. eeeeeeee is the error code. iiiiiiii is the information code.

Action:

Review the return code. The following return codes indicate typical situations:

• 020C, 0210
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The data set is used by another job.
• 0214

The device is not available.
• 021C

Unit is invalid.
• 0220

Volser is invalid.
• 0448

The data set already exists.

NOTE
For more information about the return codes, see the chapter “Requesting Dynamic Allocation Functions -
Interpreting DYNALLOC Return Codes” in the z/OS MVS Programming: Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

MME0216S
Dynamic allocation of input data set member data_set_name(member_name) failed. DD: DD_name RC: xx Error
code: eeeeeeee Info code: iiiiiiii.

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the data set failed. xx is the return code. eeeeeeee is the error code. iiiiiiii is the information code.

Action:

Review the return code. The following return codes indicate typical situations:

• 020C, 0210
The data set is used by another job.

• 0214
The device is not available.

• 021C
Unit is invalid.

• 0220
Volser is invalid.

• 0448
The data set already exists.

NOTE
For more information about the return codes, see the chapter “Requesting Dynamic Allocation Functions -
Interpreting DYNALLOC Return Codes” in the z/OS MVS Programming: Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

MME0217S
Dynamic allocation of path system_path failed. DD: DD_name RC: xx Error code: eeeeeeee Info code: iiiiiiii.

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of the data set failed. xx is the return code. eeeeeeee is the error code. iiiiiiii is the information code.

Action:

Review the return code. The following return codes indicate typical situations:

• 020C, 0210
The data set is used by another job.

• 0214
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The device is not available.
• 021C

Unit is invalid.
• 0220

Volser is invalid.
• 0448

The data set already exists.

NOTE
For more information about the return codes, see the chapter “Requesting Dynamic Allocation Functions -
Interpreting DYNALLOC Return Codes” in the z/OS MVS Programming: Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

MME0218S
Dynamic allocation using BPXWDYN failed. Command: command failed. RC: xx.

Reason:

Dynamic allocation using BPXWDYN failed. xx is the return code.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

NOTE
For more information about the return codes, see the chapter “BPXWDYN - Return codes” in the z/OS Using
REXX and z/OS UNIX System Services.

MME0219S
Dynamic free failed. DD: DD_name RC: xx Error code: eeeeeeee Info code: iiiiiiii.

Reason:

Freeing of the dynamically allocated data set failed. xx is the return code. eeeeeeee is the error code. iiiiiiii is the
information code.

Action:

Review the return code. The following return codes indicate typical situations:

• 020C, 0210
The data set is used by another job.

• 0214
The device is not available.

• 021C
Unit is invalid.

• 0220
Volser is invalid.

• 0448
The data set already exists.

NOTE
For more information about the return codes, see the chapter “Requesting Dynamic Allocation Functions -
Interpreting DYNALLOC Return Codes” in the z/OS MVS Programming: Authorized Assembler Services Guide.
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MME0230S
Open of file failed. Path: system_path Error code: ee error_description

Reason:

A file failed to open. The cause is described by the error code and text. ee is the error code.

Action:

• Review the error code explanation.
• Contact Broadcom Support.

MME0231S
Process has terminated with exception.

Reason:

The executed process has terminated with an unexpected error.

Action:

• Review the task output.
• Contact Broadcom Support.

MME0240S
Mount information query failed. Mount point: mount_point_path Error code: ee error_description

Reason:

Getting information about mounted file systems has failed. This error is internal. ee is the error number.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MME0241S
Mount statistics query failed. File system: file_system Error code: ee error_description

Reason:

Getting status information about a mounted file system has failed. ee is the error number.

Action:

• Check whether the queried data set still exists.
• Contact Broadcom Support.

MME0242S
Lock error. Operation: operation Error code: ee error_description

Reason:

An operation to verify synchronization of system resources has failed. ee is the error number.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.
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MME0243S
Mount operation error. Operation: operation File system: file_system Error code: qq rrrrrrrr error_description

Reason:

The mount operation has failed. Error codes are followed by an explanation of the problem. qq is the return code provided
by a z/OS system. rrrrrrrr is the additional reason code provided by a z/OS system.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MME0244S
Change file attributes operation error. Path: system_path Mode: access_permission Error code: ee
error_description

Reason:

An operation to change the file attributes has failed. Error codes are followed by an explanation of the problem. ee is the
error code.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MME0245S
Termination of the process failed: Program: program Process ID: yy Error code: ee error_description

Reason:

The process was not terminated. Error codes are followed by explanation of the problem. yy is the process ID. ee is the
error code.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MME0246S
Initialization of BPXWDYN failed. Error code: ee error_description

Reason:

The load module with BPXWDYN was not found in STEPLIB. ee is the error code.

Action:

Determine if STEPLIB is propagated in the CSM startup job parameters (export STEPLIB=CURRENT).

MME0247S
SAF request request_type failed. Resource: resource_name RC: xxxxxxxx SAF RC: hhhhhhhh Reason Code:
nnnnnnnn

Reason:

The processing of the security product request has failed. The security product return codes indicate the type of failure.
xxxxxxxx is the return code; nnnnnnnn is the reason code; hhhhhhhh is the security product return code.
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Action:

Review the return codes in the IBM Security Server RACROUTE Macro Reference. Contact your systems programmer or
security administrator.

MME0250I
CSM executor program started. CA CSM jobname: CA_CSM_job_name, program jobname: program_job_name,
Spool jobname: spool_job_name, job ID: job_ID, PID: process_ID.

Reason:

A CSM executor is starting execution of a program. program can be CAGIMAPI or CAGIMSMP.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MME0251I
CSM executor program finished. CA CSM jobname: CA_CSM_job_name, program jobname: program_job_name,
Spool jobname: spool_job_name, job ID: job_ID, PID: process_ID.

Reason:

A CSM executor is finishing execution of a program. program can be CAGIMAPI or CAGIMSMP.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MME0260S
Process xxx terminated by signal sss

Reason:

The process spawned by CSM was terminated after receiving a particular signal. xxx is PID of the terminated process, sss
is the signal number.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MME0261S
Process xxx stopped by signal sss

Reason:

A process spawned by CSM stopped after receiving a particular signal. xxx is PID of the terminated process, and sss is
the signal number.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MME0270S
Action completed with an error. Action: aaaaaaaa Error code: eee error_description Reason code: rrrrrrrr Info:
iiiiiiii
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Reason:

A general error occurred during the action execution. aaaaaaaa is the action, eee is the error code, and rrrrrrrr is the
reason code.

Action:

• If the error message is similar to the following:
 MME0270S - Action completed with an error. Action: setuid Error code: 164 EDC5164I SAF/RACF error.

 Reason code: 0xB881C00 Info: setuid(0).

 

see Product Installation Fails for a Product Using a UNIX Directory.
• Contact Broadcom Support.

MME0271S
Open/Close/EOV error. Function: function_name Return code: hexadecimal_return_code Reason code:
hexadecimal_reason_code

Reason:

An Open/Close/EOV error occurred when accessing a file or data set.

Action:

• See the IBM z/OS DFSMS Macro Instructions for Data Sets and z/OS DFSMSdfp Advanced Services to review the
return and reason codes for the DFSMSdfp functions. Take the action suggested in the publications.

• Contact Broadcom Support.

MME0272S
Input/Output error. Function: function_name Return code: hexadecimal_return_code Reason code:
hexadecimal_reason_code

Reason:

An I/O error occurred when accessing a file or data set.

Action:

• Review the return and reason codes for the DFSMSdfp functions in the IBM z/OS DFSMS Macro Instructions for Data
Sets and z/OS DFSMSdfp Advanced Services. Take the action suggested in the publications.

• Contact Broadcom Support.

MME0273S
VTOC error. Function: function_name Return code: hexadecimal_return_code Reason code:
hexadecimal_reason_code

Reason:

An error occurred accessing the VTOC of a DASD volume.

Action:

• Review the return and reason codes for the VTOC access functions in the IBM z/OS MVS Assembler Services
Reference and z/OS DFSMSdfp Advanced Services. Take the action suggested in the publications.

• Contact Broadcom Support.
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MME0274S
Volume not available

Reason:

The volume is not mounted or is unavailable for allocation.

Action:

Bring the device online, or correct the volume serial number and resubmit the command.

MMI0050S
A message has been received indicating that the remote end is terminating due to a serious error.

Reason:

This is a summary message that follows error messages that have been generated when the remote end is terminating
due to a serious error.

Action:

• Review other log messages that explain the cause of the problem.
• Contact Broadcom Support.

MMI0051S
The class_name class does not implement function_name of interface interface_name.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MMI0052S
Buffer overflow while buffer_activity from bbbbbbbb. Buffer size: ttB.

Reason:

An internal error occurred. bbbbbbbb is the buffer address. tt is the buffer size.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MMI0053S
Buffer overflow while buffer_activity from bbbbbbbb.

Reason:

An internal error occurred. bbbbbbbb is the buffer address.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.
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MMI0054S
Authentication of username failed.

Reason:

Authentication of the user failed. The password is invalid.

Action:

Log in with the valid password.

MMI0055S
username is not authorized to access message_namemmmmmmmm

Reason:

The user is not authorized to use the specified CSM facility. mmmmmmmm is the message ID.

Action:

Review other log messages that explain the cause of the problem. If the problem is caused by an invalid password, log
out of CSM and log in again with the valid password.

MMI0084S
Initialization of CAGIMAPI address space failed.

Reason:

CAGIMAPI address space has been spawned but did not respond to the initial handshake.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MMI0085S
A serious error has occurred while starting CAGIMAPI: Additional diagnostic information has been written to
CAGIMAPI_InitError file in server's home directory

Reason:

The CAGIMAPI program failed to start up successfully. This issue is usually because of a storage shortage or an inability
to attach to the shared memory region used to transfer GIMAPI data.

Action:

• Inspect the CAGIMAPI_InitError file found in the USS home directory of the user running CSM server.
• Contact Broadcom Support.

MMI0087S
A serious error has occurred while starting CAGIMAPI: Detected build number mismatch between the CA CSM
server and CAGIMAPI

Reason:

Because CAGIMAPI is executed in a spawned process, it contains a build number. Each time that it starts, it tests this
number against the build number of CSM to verify version consistency. This error occurs when the version of CSM is
incompatible with the version of CAGIMAPI, indicating possible problems during deployment.
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Action:

Verify that all components of CSM are correctly deployed.

MMI0090S
An error has occurred while fetching GIMAPI - program was not loaded. Reason: reason_text

Reason:

CSM was not able to load the GIMAPI program that is used to extract information from SMP/E CSI, for one of the
following reasons:

1. CSM was not able to load GIMAPI. The module was not found in LINKLIST.
2. CSM was not able to load the GIMAPI program that is used to extract information from SMP/E CSI because GIMAPI is

not program controlled.
3. CSM was not able to load the GIMAPI program that is used to extract information from SMP/E CSI because another

program used by GIMAPI is not program controlled and no detailed reason information was available.

Action:

Depending on the reason, do one of the following:

• Verify that the data set containing the GIMAPI program is in LINKLIST.
• Change the security settings for GIMAPI so that it is program controlled.
• Review the SYSLOG to determine the program used by GIMAPI, and make it program controlled.

MMI0095S
Loaded GIMAPI program of version program_version. Expecting version expected_program_version or greater.

Reason:

The version of the GIMAPI program loaded by CSM is below the minimum expected version.

Action:

Verify that you run the minimum expected version of SMP/E (3.4.24).

MMI0100S
A serious error has occurred while running GIMAPI Extractor Query.

Reason:

This is a summary message that follows error messages that have been generated when an error occurred while running
GIMAPI Extractor Query.

Action:

• Review other log messages that explain the cause of the problem.
• Contact Broadcom Support.

MMI0101S
A serious error has occurred while initializing GIMAPI Extractor.

Reason:

This is a summary message that follows error messages that have been generated when an error occurred while
initializing GIMAPI Extractor.
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Action:

• Review other log messages that explain the cause of the problem.
• Contact Broadcom Support.

MMI0102S
A serious error has occurred while finalizing GIMAPI Extractor.

Reason:

This is a summary message that follows error messages that have been generated when an error occurred while finalizing
GIMAPI Extractor.

Action:

• Review other log messages that explain the cause of the problem.
• Contact Broadcom Support.

MMI0104S
Data Extraction Facility is shutting down.

Reason:

The Data Extraction Facility is shutting down because CSM is shutting down.

Action:

Restart CSM and try again.

MML0001E
User ID or password is invalid. Reason code: rrrrrrrr.

Reason:

The length of the user ID, password, or new password is incorrect, or the user ID has an illegal first character. rrrrrrrr is the
additional reason code provided by a z/OS system.

Action:

Use the reason code to determine why the error occurred. For an explanation of the reason code, see the IBM UNIX
System Services Messages and Codes.

MML0002E
Operation not permitted.

Reason:

The server does not have the read access to the BPX.DAEMON resource in the FACILITY class.

Action:

Grant the user that the server is running under read access to BPX.DAEMON.

MML0003E
The specified user ID is not defined to OMVS.

Reason:
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The user ID specified is not defined to the security product or to OMVS.

Action:

Check to determine if the user ID is defined to the security product and has an OMVS segment.

MML0004E
The password specified is not authorized; access is denied.

Reason:

The password is not authorized.

Action:

Retry with a valid user ID and password.

MML0005E
User access has been revoked. Reason code: rrrrrrrr.

Reason:

The user access is revoked. rrrrrrrr is the additional reason code provided by a z/OS system.

Action:

Contact your security administrator.

MML0006E
The RACF Get UMAP service had an error. Reason code: rrrrrrrr.

Reason:

An error occurred in the RACF Get UMAP service. rrrrrrrr is the additional reason code provided by a z/OS system.

Action:

Contact your security administrator.

MML0007E
Password has expired.

Reason:

The password has expired.

Action:

Contact your security administrator.

MML0008E
Password is invalid. The new password is not valid.

Reason:

The entered new password does not conform to the rules of the security product on the system.

Action:
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Contact your security administrator regarding the rules, and create a valid password.

MML0009E
Other password service error. Return code: qq. Reason code: rrrrrrrr.

Reason:

A password error occurred. qq is the return code provided by a z/OS system. rrrrrrrr is the additional reason code provided
by a z/OS system.

Action:

Contact your security administrator.

MML0010E
User is not allowed to log into CA CSM

Reason:

The user ID is not granted read access to the LOGON profile in the CAMSM resource class.

Action:

Contact your security administrator to grant you access to the LOGON profile.

MML0011E
The connection between the browser and the server was interrupted. Click Close and try again when network
connection is available.

Reason:

The browser was not able to connect to the server. The error can be caused by network problems or by the server not
running.

Action:

Check the network connection, and contact the systems programmer to find out whether CSM is running.

MMR0001S
Unable to allocate ttBytes of storage.

Reason:

CSM did not get the requested storage of tt bytes. The problem can occur if the REGION parameter on the JOB statement
in the CSM startup JCL does not specify enough storage.

Action:

• Review the REGION parameter value or other storage limits on your system.
• Contact your systems programmer.

MMR0002S
An error occurred during DYNALLOC. RC: xx:nnnnnnnn Reason: reason_text

Reason:

Dynamic allocation of a data set failed. xx is the return code, nnnnnnnn is the reason code.
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Action:

Review the return code. The following return codes indicate typical situations:

• 020C, 0210
The data set is used by another job.

• 0214
The device is not available.

• 021C
Unit is invalid.

• 0220
Volser is invalid.

• 0448
The data set already exists.

NOTE
For more information about the return codes, see the chapter “Requesting Dynamic Allocation Functions” in the
z/OS MVS Programming: Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

MMR0003S
An error occurred during shared_memory_function. RC: xx Reason: reason_text

Reason:

An operation with the UNIX System Services shared memory failed. xx is the return code.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MMR0004S
An error occurred during message_function. RC: xx Reason: reason_text

Reason:

An operation with the UNIX System Services message queue failed. xx is the return code.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MMR0005S
An error occurred during dynamic_link_function dynamic_link_parameter: reason_text

Reason:

An operation with a dynamic link library failed.

Action:

• Check value of the PATH environment variable in the CSM startup JCL for path validity.
• Contact Broadcom Support.

MMR0007S
An error occurred during message_function (username) failed. RC: xx Reason: reason_text
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Reason:

Security setup for the started process has failed. The cause is described by text following the reason code. xx is the return
code.

Action:

• Review the reason code explanation. If the problem is caused by an invalid password, log out of CSM and log in with
the valid password.

• Contact Broadcom Support.

MMR0008S
An error occurred during setuid(yy): RC: xx Reason: reason_text

Reason:

Security setup for the started process has failed. The cause is described by text following the error code. xx is the return
code. yy is user number.

Action:

• Review the error code explanation. If the problem is caused by an invalid password, log out of CSM and log in to again
with the valid password.

• Inspect SYSLOG.
• Contact Broadcom Support.

MMR0009S
An error occurred during crypt(): RC: xx Reason: reason_text

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred during a call to the crypt() function. xx is the return code from the crypt() function.

Action:

• Review both the reason text containing a system message code and the system message code description.
• Contact Broadcom Support.

MMR0010S
An error occurred during pipe(): RC xx Reason: reason_text

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred during a call to the pipe() function. xx is the return code from the pipe() function.

Action:

• Review both the reason text containing a system message code and the system message code description.
• Contact Broadcom Support.

MMR0100S
An SMP/E error occurred: GIMmessage_code message_text

Reason:

An error has occurred during SMP/E processing.
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Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

NOTE
For more information, see the SMP/E Messages, Codes and Diagnosis.

MMR0200I
message_text

Reason:

This CSM message is for general information.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MMR0202S
message_text

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The call has been made with an illegal argument.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MMR0203S
message_text

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The call on an object with an illegal state has been made.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MMR0205S
message_text

Reason:

An unexpected internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MMS0001E
Insufficient privileges: server requires privilege_type:privilege_name(access_level).

Reason:

The check for privileges that are needed for the CSM server to run has failed. access_level can be either READ or
UPDATE.
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Action:

• If this message appears on its own and no other messages follow it, contact your security administrator to grant you
the required privileges.

• If this message appears together with the following messages:
13.54.54 JOB47638  BPXP015I HFS PROGRAM program IS NOT MARKED PROGRAM CONTROLLED.

13.54.54 JOB47638  BPXP014I ENVIRONMENT MUST BE CONTROLLED FOR SERVER (BPX.SERVER) PROCESSING.

Perform one of the following steps:
– If the HFS program is executed from a file system that is mounted with the NOSETUID attribute (that is, considered

untrusted), remount the file system with the SETUID attribute.
– If the HFS program is not marked as program controlled, have an authorized user who is permitted to

BPX.FILEATTR.PROGCTL mark the program as program controlled:
textextattr +p program 

MMU0003S
Login Error

Reason:

The login was not successful.

Action:

Check details for additional information and messages.

MMU0004S
Change Password Error

Reason:

The password change request was unsuccessful.

Action:

Check details for additional information and messages.

MMU1001E
Connection Error. The connection between the browser and the server was interrupted. Click Close to log out.

Reason:

The browser was not able to connect to the server. The error can be caused by network problems, or the server was not
available.

Action:

Check the network connection, and contact the systems programmer to define whether CSM is running.

MMU1002E
Session Error. Your session is no longer valid. You will be logged out.

Reason:

Your session has expired, or the server was restarted.

Action:
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Log in again toCSM.

MMU1003E
Browser Exception. An uncaught exception happened in the browser.

Reason:

An internal error has occurred in CSM. The error dialog contains more information about the problem.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MMU1004E
Server is running a different version server_version than is in your browser browser_version. Clear browser
cache and reopen the browser.

Reason:

The version of CSM that is running on the server is different from the version of CSM that is loaded in the browser.

Action:

Clear the browser cache, and reopen the browser.

MMU1005E
The request for the server was completed before timeout.

Reason:

The browser has a timeout for requests from the browser to the server. This value is usually one hour. After that, the
browser is not waiting for the request. Its results are not presented in CSM.

Action:

If the timeout was below one hour, check your browser settings. If you use Internet Explorer, see http://
support.microsoft.com/kb/181050 and value of ReceiveTimeout.

MSM0001I
message_text

Reason:

This is an informational message from the CSM log journal logs the status of CSM tasks.

Action:

None

MSM0002I
message_text

Reason:

This is an informational message from the CSM mount point manager that manages the file systems used by CSM.

Action:
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None.

MSM0003I
message_text

Reason:

This is an informational message from the CSM log journal output manager that saves the output of executed tasks.

Action:

None.

MSM0004I
message_text

Reason:

This is an informational message from the CSM SAF manager that checks access privileges.

Action:

None.

MSM0005I
message_text

Reason:

This is an informational message from the CSM Software Catalog that tracks software packages.

Action:

None.

MSM0006I
message_text

Reason:

This is an informational message from the CSM software installation services that installs software packages.

Action:

None.

MSM0007I
message_text

Reason:

This is an informational message from CSM.

Action:

None.
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MSM0008I
message_text

Reason:

This is an informational message from the CSM system manager that is responsible for CSM startup and shutdown.

Action:

None.

MSM0009I
CA CSM startup complete.

Reason:

Startup of CSM and all its components was completed. CSM is now ready for users to connect.

Action:

None

MSM0010E
CA CSM startup failed.

Reason:

An error occurred in CSM during CSM startup. The CSM log contains more information about the error.

Action:

Review other log messages that explain the cause of the problem.

MSM0011I
CA CSM has terminated successfully.

Reason:

CSM has stopped after successful termination of all its components.

Action:

None.

MSM0012W
CA CSM termination forced.

Reason:

A user has requested CSM termination without waiting for all components to terminate.

Action:

None.

MSM0013I
CA CSM startup initiated.
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Reason:

CSM startup is initiated.

Action:

None.

MSM0014I
CA CSM shutdown initiated.

Reason:

CSM shutdown is initiated.

Action:

None.

MSCM0043E
SCS task_name ended unexpectedly. CMPCODE: completion_code

Reason:

The task shown in the message has ended unexpectedly with the completion code shown in the message.

Action:

Review the JES message log and SCS message log for other messages describing the unexpected termination. Search
problem reporting database for fixing the problem. If you are unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message
to Broadcom Support.

MSCM0304E
UNBALANCED PARENTHESIS

Reason:

A parameter error was detected while parsing program parameters, configuration statement parameters, or operator
command parameters.

A previous message shows the parameters being parsed at the time of the error. This message provides additional
information about the parameter error.

Action:

The system action is described in the previous message showing the parameters being parsed at the time of the error.

MSMC0001I
SCS initialization in progress

Reason:

The SCS address space has been started and is beginning the initialization process.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.
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MSMC0002I
SCS initialization complete. SYSNAME: system_name, CCINAME: CCI_name

Reason:

The SCS address space has completed the initialization process. The message text shows the system name and CCI
name for the system on which the address space was started.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0003E
SCS initialization failed

Reason:

The SCS address space initialization process was unable to successfully complete.

Action:

Review the JES message log and SCS message log for other messages describing the initialization failure. Search
problem reporting database for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to
Broadcom Support.

MSMC0004I
SCS termination in progress

Reason:

The SCS address space termination processing has begun, either as the result of an operator STOP command or the
failure of the address space to successfully complete initialization processing.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0005I
SCS termination complete

Reason:

The SCS address space has completed the termination process.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0006I
Operator communications interface enabled

Reason:

The SCS address space operator communications interface has been enabled. Operator communications are now
available.

Action:
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No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0007E
BLDL for program_module_name failed. RETCODE: return_code, RSNCODE: reason_code

Reason:

An attempt was made to locate (using the BLDL macro interface) the program module shown in the message, but the
attempt failed with the return code and reason code shown in the message.

Action:

1. Use the return code and reason code to diagnose the BLDL system service failure.
2. Verify that the module is available in either the SCS address space startup JCL STEPLIB data sets, system linklist

data sets, or system LPA data sets.

Search problem reporting database for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this
message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0008E
Load for program_module_name failed. CMPCODE: completion_code, RSNCODE: reason_code

Reason:

An attempt was made to load the program module shown in the message, but the attempt failed with the system
completion code and reason code shown in the message.

Action:

1. Review the JES message log for other messages describing the load failure.
2. Verify that the module is available in either the SCS address space startup JCL STEPLIB data sets, system linklist

data sets, or system LPA data sets.

Search problem reporting database for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this
message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0009E
SCS requires z/OS V1R10 or above

Reason:

The SCS address space was started under a version and release of the operating system that is not supported by the
product.

Action:

Start the SCS address space under a supported version and release of the operating system.

MSMC0011E
SCS error in program parameters: program_parameters

Reason:

One or more of the SCS address space program parameters shown in the message is not a recognized parameter, or is
incorrectly specified.

Action:
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Review the program parameters and correct the parameters in error. Restart the SCS address space using the correct
program parameters.

MSMC0012I
SCS trace activated

Reason:

The SCS address space has determined that GTF is active and is collecting trace data for one or more components of the
address space.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0013I
SCS trace inactivated

Reason:

The SCS address space has determined that GTF is no longer active or is no longer collecting trace data for any
component of the address space.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0014E
CCI system identifiers are unknown

Reason:

A CCI inquiry was performed to determine the CCI system identifiers but the system identifiers are unknown, possibly
because CCI is not active on the system on which the SCS address space was started.

Action:

Start CCI and then restart the SCS address space.

MSMC0015E
SCS is already active. SYSNAME: system_name, CCINAME: CCI_name

Reason:

The SCS address space was started but another instance of the address space is already active on the system. The
message text shows the system name and CCI name for the system on which the address space was started.

Action:

Either use the active instance of the SCS address space or stop the active instance before starting another.

MSMC0016E
SCS requires APF authorization

Reason:

The SCS address space requires APF authorization but was started under a job step that is not APF authorized.
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Action:

1. Verify that the SCS address space job step program (MSMCJTSK) is linked with an authorization code of 1.
2. Verify that each data set in the STEPLIB concatenation is an APF authorized data set, if the SCS address space

startup JCL includes a STEPLIB DD statement.
3. Verify that the data set is an APF authorized data set, if the SCS address space job step program resides in a linklist

data set.

MSMC0017E
Program Management Binder request failed, FUNCTION: IEWBIND_function, PROGRAM: program_name,
RETCODE: return_code, RSNCODE: reason_code

Reason:

A request to the Program Management Binder using the IEWBIND macro interface failed with the return code and reason
code shown in the message. The message text also shows IEWBIND function and the name of the program for which the
request was made.

Action:

Determine the cause of the IEWBIND macro failure and correct it. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable
to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0031I
SVS dump for task_name captured

Reason:

As a result of an operator DUMP command, a program error, or the abnormal termination of an SCS address space task,
PROGRAM CALL routine, or SRB routine, an SVC dump was captured for the task shown in the message.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0032I
SVC dump for task_name suppressed by z/OS_component_name

Reason:

As a result of an operator DUMP command, a program error, or the abnormal termination of an SCS address space
task, PROGRAM CALL routine, or SRB routine, an attempt was made to capture an SVC dump for the task shown in the
message. However, the SVC dump was suppressed by the z/OS component shown in the message.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0033E
SVC dump for task_name failed. RETCODE: return_code, RSNCODE: reason_code

Reason:

As a result of an operator DUMP command, a program error, or the abnormal termination of an SCS address space
task, PROGRAM CALL routine, or SRB routine, an attempt was made to capture an SVC dump for the task shown in the
message. However, the attempt failed with the return code and reason code shown in the message.
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Action:

Review the JES message log, SCS message log, and system log for other messages describing the failure. Search
problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom
Support.

MSMC0035E
Symptom dump for task_name failed. RETCODE: return_code

Reason:

As a result of the abnormal termination of an SCS address space task, PROGRAM CALL routine, or SRB routine, an
attempt was made to capture a symptom dump for the task shown in the message. However, the attempt failed with the
return code shown in the message.

Action:

Review the JES message log, SCS message log, and system log for other messages describing the failure. Search
problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom
Support.

MSMC0036I
Symptom dump output for task task_name

abnormal_termination_type

Completion code= ABEND completion_code

Reason code= ABEND reason_code

Time= time_of_error

Seq= sequence_number

CPU= central_processor_identifier

ASID= address_space_identifier

PSW at time of error= program_status_word_content, ILC: instruction_length_code, INTC: interrupt_code

PSW load module name= load_module_name, address: load_point_address, offset: offset_name

• No active load module found
• PSW section name= control_section_name, address= load_point_address, offset= offset_name
• Data at PSW next_sequential_instruction_address - contents_of_the_three_full_words
• Data at PSW

BEA at time of error= breaking_event_address_register_content_at_time_of_error

BEA load module name= load_module_name, address= load_point_address, offset= offset_name

• No active load module found
• BEA section name= control_section_name, address=load_point_address, offset= offset_name
• Data at BEA breaking_event_address_register control_section_name full_words_content
• Data at BEA virtual_storage_status

AR/GPR register_number:

access_register_contents_at_time_of_error/general_purpose_register_content_
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• at_time_of_error register_number
• access_register_contents_at_time_of_error/general_purpose_register_
• content_at_time_of_error

End of symptom dump for task task_name

Reason:

As a result of the abnormal termination of an SCS address space task, PROGRAM CALL routine, or SRB routine, a
symptom dump was captured for the task shown in the message.

• abnormal_termination_type
Identifies the abnormal termination type as System or User.

• Reason code= ABEND reason_code
Identifies the ABEND reason code or None (if none was provided).

• CPU: central_processor_identifier
Identifies the central processor on which the error occurs. A CPU identifier of 0000 indicates that the operating system
was unable to determine on which processor the error occurred.

• No active load module found
Indicates that the PSW next sequential instruction address is not within an active load module.

• Data at PSW next_sequential_instruction_address - contents_of_the_three_full_words
Indicates the PSW next sequential instruction address minus six-the contents of the three full words beginning at the
PSW next sequential instruction address minus six.

• Data at BEA virtual_storage_status
Indicates that the virtual storage at the breaking-event-address is unavailable at the time (unallocated) or it is
inaccessible by the failing task.

Action:

Review the JES message log, SCS message log, and system log for other messages describing the failure. Search
problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom
Support.

MSMC0041I
SCS task_name started

Reason:

The task shown in the message was successfully attached.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0042I
SCS task_name ended. CMPCODE: completion_code

Reason:

The task shown in the message was scheduled for termination and has ended with the completion code shown in the
message.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.
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MSMC0044E
SCS task_name ended abnormally. CMPCODE: completion_code

Reason:

The task shown in the message has ended abnormally with the completion code shown in the message.

Action:

Review the JES message log and SCS message log for other messages describing the abnormal termination. Search
problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom
Support.

MSMC0051I
SCS task_name initialization in progress

Reason:

The task shown in the message is beginning the initialization process.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0052E
SCS task_name initialization failed

Reason:

The initialization process for the task shown in the message was unsuccessful.

Action:

Review the JES message log and SCS message log for other messages describing the initialization failure. Search
problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom
Support.

MSMC0053I
SCS task_name initialization complete

Reason:

The task shown in the message has completed the initialization process.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0054I
SCS task_name scheduled for termination

Reason:

The task shown in the message has been scheduled for termination.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.
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MSMC0060W
RACROUTE VERIFY for user_ID failed. SAF RC: SAF_return_code, RC: security_subsystem_return_code RSN:
security_subsystem_reason_code

Reason:

An attempt was made to create a trusted user security environment for the current address space using the indicated
user ID. The RACROUTE VERIFY service returned the unexpected SAF return code and security subsystem return and
reason codes as shown in the message. See the IBM Security Server RACROUTE Macro Reference publication for an
explanation of the return and reason codes.

Action:

Review the JES message log, SCS message log, and system log for other messages describing the failure. Search
problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom
Support.

MSMC0061W
program_name attribute is not defined in the program properties table

Reason:

The SCS auxiliary address space control program is defined in the system program properties table (PPT), however, the
required program attributes are not correctly defined. The SCS auxiliary address space control program requires specific
attributes, assigned through the program properties table, to execute configuration service requests.

Action:

Define the SCS auxiliary address space program in the system program properties table. See the SCS installation guide
for the required program attributes to assigned to the SCS auxiliary address space control program.

MSMC0062W
program_name required attributes not defined in program properties table

Reason:

The SCS auxiliary address space control program is defined in the system program properties table (PPT); however, the
required program attributes are not correctly defined. The SCS auxiliary address space control program requires specific
attributes, assigned through the program properties table, to execute configuration service requests.

Action:

Define the SCS auxiliary address space program in the system program properties table. See the SCS installation guide
for the required program attributes to assign to the SCS auxiliary address space control program.

MSMC0099E
message_number is not defined

Reason:

A program attempted to format and write the message with the number shown in this message, but the message is not
defined in the SCS message tables.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom
Support.
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MSMC0101E
Operator modify command operands missing

Reason:

An operator modify command was issued for the SCS address space but the command did not include any operands.

Action:

Correct the operator modify command and retry the command.

MSMC0102E
operator_command_name is invalid

Reason:

An operator command was issued for the SCS address space but the command name is syntactically invalid.

Action:

Correct the operator command and retry the command.

MSMC0103E
operator_command_name is not recognized

Reason:

An operator command was issued for the SCS address space but the command name is not recognized.

Action:

Correct the operator command and retry the command.

MSMC0104I
operator_command_name acknowledged

Reason:

An operator command was issued and acknowledged for the SCS address space.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0105E
Load for command_processor_name failed. CMPCODE: completion_code, RSNCODE: reason_code

Reason:

An attempt was made to load the command processor shown in the message, but the attempt failed with the system
completion code and reason code shown in the message.

Action:

1. Review the JES message log for other messages regarding the cause of the load failure.
2. Verify that the module is available in either the SCS address space startup JCL STEPLIB data sets, system linklist

data sets, or system LPA data sets.
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Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom
Support.

MSMC0106W
authorization_check_response

Reason:

The MVS CMDAUTH macro interface was used to verify operator authority to issue an operator command for the SCS
address space. In response to the authorization check, the System Authorization Facility (SAF) or RACF (or another
external security manager) returned the message text shown in the message.

Action:

1. Review the JES message log for other messages regarding the authorization failure.
2. Review an IBM, SAF or RACF (or another external security manager) publication for an explanation of the message

returned by the component.
3. Take the action suggested in the publications.

MSMC0107E
command_authorization failed. RETCODE: return_code, RSNCODE: reason_code

Reason:

The MVS CMDAUTH macro interface was used to verify operator authority to issue an operator command for the SCS
address space. The authorization check failed with the return code and reason code shown in the message.

Action:

1. Review the JES message log and SCS message log for other messages regarding the authorization failure.
2. Determine the cause of the CMDAUTH macro failure and correct it.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom
Support.

MSMC0108E
Error in operator_command parameters

Reason:

One or more of the operator command parameters shown in the message is not a recognized parameter for the command
shown in the message, or is incorrectly specified.

Action:

Review the operator command text and correct the parameters in error. Retry the operator command using the correct
command parameters.

MSMC0109W
authorization_check_response

Reason:

The MVS RACROUTE macro interface was used to identify and verify a user or, to verify the authority of the user to
access the SCS address space. In response to the authorization check, the System Authorization Facility (SAF) or RACF
(or another external security manager) returned the message text shown in the message.
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Action:

1. Review the JES message log for other messages regarding the authorization failure.
2. Review an IBM SAF or RACF (or another external security manager) publication for an explanation of the message

returned by the component.
3. Take the action suggested in the publications.

MSMC0121E
Parameter library OPEN failed

Reason:

An attempt was made to open the parameter library but the attempt failed.

Action:

1. Review the JES message log for other messages describing the failure.
2. Correct the problem and restart the SCS address space.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom
Support.

MSMC0122E
Parameter library RDJFCB failed. RETCODE: return_code

Reason:

An attempt was made to read the job file control lock for the parameter library, but the attempt failed with the return code
shown in the message.

Action:

1. Review the JES message log for other messages describing the failure.
2. Correct the problem and restart the SCS address space.
3. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message

to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0123E
Parameter library attributes are invalid: parameter_attribute_value

Reason:

The attributes of the data set or data sets allocated to the parameter library are invalid. The parameter library must be
a partitioned data set or a concatenation of partitioned data sets. Each partitioned data set must have variable length
records.

Action:

1. Review the SCS address space startup JCL and verify that the correct data set or data sets are allocated to DDNAME
MSMPARM.

2. Correct the problem and restart the SCS address space.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom
Support.
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MSMC0124E
Parameter library CLOSE failed

Reason:

An attempt was made to close the parameter library but the attempt failed.

Action:

1. Review the JES message log for other messages describing the failure.
2. Correct the problem and restart the SCS address space.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom
Support.

MSMC0125E
parameter_library I/O error

Reason:

An I/O error occurred while attempting to read a block from the parameter library.

Action:

1. Review the JES message log for other messages describing the error.
2. Correct the problem and restart the SCS address space.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom
Support.

MSMC0126E
Parameter library OPEN/CLOSE/EOV ABEND. CMPCODE: completion_code, RSNCODE: reason_code

Reason:

An error occurred during OPEN/CLOSE/EOV processing for the parameter library. The message text also shows the
ABEND completion code and reason code.

Action:

1. Review the JES message log for other messages describing the error.
2. Correct the problem and restart the SCS address space.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom
Support.

MSMC0127E
BLDL for parameter_member_name failed. RETCODE: return_code, RSNCODE: reason_code

Reason:

An attempt to locate the parameter library member shown in the message failed with the return code and reason code
shown in the message.

Action:

Determine the cause of the BLDL macro failure and correct it. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to
resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.
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MSMC0128E
SWAREQ for parameter_member_value failed. RETCODE: return_code

Reason:

An attempt to resolve the JFCB address for the parameter library member shown in the message failed with the return
code shown in the message.

Action:

Determine the cause of the SWAREQ macro failure and correct it. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable
to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0129I
parameter_member_value located in data_set_name on volume_data_set_serial

Reason:

The parameter library member shown in the message was located and will be read. The message text also shows the
name of the data set in which the member was located and the primary volume serial number of the data set.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0130E
FIND for parameter_member_name failed. RETCODE: return_code, RSNCODE: reason_code

Reason:

An attempt to position to the parameter library member shown in the message failed with the return code and reason code
shown in the message.

Action:

Determine the cause of the FIND macro failure and correct it. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to
resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0131E
STOW for parameter_member_name failed. RETCODE: return_code, RSNCODE: reason_code, STOWLIST:
stowlist_value

Reason:

An attempt to release the connection to the parameter library member shown in the message failed with the return code
and reason code shown in the message. The message text also shows the STOW list, in hexadecimal format.

Action:

Determine the cause of the STOW macro failure and correct it. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to
resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0132E
ymbolic substitution for parameter_member_name failed. RETCODE: return_code

Reason:
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An attempt to perform symbolic substitution for system symbols in the parameter library member shown in the message
failed. The call to the symbolic substitution service (callable service ASASYMBM) failed with the return code shown in the
message.

Action:

Determine the cause of the ASASYMBM callable service failure and correct it. Search problem reporting databases for a
fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0133E
XML parse initialization for parameter_member_name failed. RETCODE: return_code, RSNCODE: reason_code

Reason:

An attempt to initialize an XML parse instance for the parameter library member shown in the message failed. The call
to the z/OS XML System Services GXL1INI callable service failed with the return code and reason code shown in the
message.

Action:

For an explanation of the return code and reason shown in the message, see the IBM publication, z/OS XML System
Services User's Guide and Reference. Take the action suggested in the publication.

MSMC0134E
XML parse termination for parameter_member_name failed. RETCODE: return_code, RSNCODE: reason_code

Reason:

An attempt to terminate an XML parse instance for the parameter library member shown in the message failed. The call
to the z/OS XML System Services GXL1TRM callable service failed with the return code and reason code shown in the
message.

Action:

For an explanation of the return code and reason shown in the message, see the IBM publication, z/OS XML System
Services User's Guide and Reference. Take the action suggested in the publication.

MSMC0135E
XML parse for parameter_member_name failed. RETCODE: return_code, RSNCODE: reason_code

Reason:

An attempt to parse the parameters in the parameter library member shown in the message failed. The call to the z/OS
XML System Services GXL1PRS callable service failed with the return code and reason code shown in the message. This
error commonly occurs when the parameter library member does not contain a well-formed XML document.

Action:

1. Review the parameter library member shown in the message and correct it.
2. See IBM z/OS XML System Services User's Guide and Reference for an explanation of the return code and reason

code in the message (if the parameter library member contains a well-formed XML document).
3. Take the action suggested in the publication.

MSMC0136E
Unexpected end of file reading parameter_member_name
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Reason:

All parameters in the parameter library member shown in the message have been parsed but the end of the XML
document was not reached. The parameter library member does not contain a well-formed XML document.

Action:

Review the parameter library member shown in the message and correct it.

MSMC0137E
Invalid or misplaced element_name in parameter_member_name

Reason:

A start-tag for the element shown in the message is specified in the XML document contained in the parameter library
member shown in the message. The element name is either invalid or misplaced.

Action:

Review the parameter library member shown in the message and correct it.

MSMC0138E
Invalid attribute_name of element_name in parameter_member_name

Reason:

The attribute shown in the message is specified in the start-tag of the element shown in the message in the XML
document contained in the parameter library member shown in the message. The attribute name is invalid.

Action:

Review the parameter library member shown in the message and correct it.

MSMC0139E
Invalid value_name for element_name in parameter_member_name

Reason:

The value shown in the message is specified for the element shown in the message in the XML document contained in
the parameter library member shown in the message. The element value is invalid.

Action:

Review the parameter library member shown in the message and correct it.

MSMC0140E
Invalid value_name for attribute_name of element_name in parameter_member_name

Reason:

The value that is specified for the attribute is invalid. The attribute belongs to the element in the XML document that
the parameter library member contains.

Action:

Review the parameter library member that the message specifies, and correct it.
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MSMC0141E
parameter_member_name not found in MSMPARM

Reason:

The parameter library member shown in the message does not exist in the data set or data sets allocated to DDNAME
MSMPARM.

Action:

Processing continues without processing the parameters in the parameter library member.

MSMC0200E
Dynamic file (de)allocation failed. RC: return_code ERR: SVC99 error_code INFO: SVC99 information_code DDN:
data_definition_name DSN: data_set_name

Reason:

A DYNALOC macro was issued and it returned an unexpected return code. The return code, error code, information code,
DDname and DSname are displayed. These codes are documented in the IBM MVS Programming: Authorized Assembler
Services Guide.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0201I
Program: program_name issued Macro: macro_name: R15: hexadecimal_return_code R0:
hexadecimal_reason_code DESC: description

Reason:

This message is informational, showing a macro and the R15/R0 values returned. It should be accompanied by related
messages which may indicate a problem.

Action:

Review other log messages that explain the cause of the problem.

MSMC0205E
function aborted. reason_text current_dsn LOC: hexadecimal_location_code

Reason:

Program MSMCSDIM detected an error which requires the backup, commit, or rollback step for the current action to abort.
The reason and current data set are included in the message.

The following are the possible reasons the function was aborted:

New File already exists
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• Backup routine detected an error
• Backup VSAM REPRO call failed
• Catalog Information call failed
• Delete File failed
• Delete Member failed
• Allocate Existing File failed
• File Lock failed
• File Unlock failed
• Free Alias storage failed
• Get Alias request failed
• Get Directory Block Count failed
• Get IRB storage failed
• IDCAMS execution failed
• File Information Request failed
• Internal error detected
• File recreate failed
• Rollback routine detected an error
• Rollback PDS encountered an error
• Rollback PS file encountered an error
• Rollback VSAM file encountered an error
• A SPFEDIT lock was already owned
• A SPFEDIT lock is unavailable
• Unallocate file failed
• UNDO File close failed
• UNDO File create failed
• UNDO File contents incomplete
• UNDO File open failed
• UNDO File write failed
• VTOC information request failed
• Work File close failed
• Work File open failed
• Backup IEBGENER call failed
• Backup IEBCOPY call failed

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom
Support.

MSMC0206E
Uncataloged data set SMS attributes overridden in error, DSNAME=dsname, STORCLAS=storage_class,
MGMTCLAS=management_class, DATACLAS=data_class

Reason:

An uncataloged MVS data set was allocated, but the installation allocation policy (for example, SMS ACS routine)
overrode the SMS attributes assigned to the request and allocated the data set as a cataloged system managed data set
instead of an uncataloged non-system managed data set.
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If the error is discovered during validation of a configuration, validation of the service fails. If the error is discovered during
implementation of a configuration, the data set allocated in error is deleted and the execution of the service is aborted.

Action:

When defining allocation parameters for uncataloged MVS data sets, specify allocation parameters that the installation
allocation policy will not override.

MSMC0207E
Uncataloged data set volume serial number overridden in error, DSNAME=data_set_name, requested
VOLSER=volume_serial_number, allocated VOLSER=volume_serial_number

Reason:

An uncataloged MVS data set was allocated, but the installation allocation policy (for example, SMS ACS routine)
overrode the volume assigned to the request and allocated the data set on a different volume than that specified in the
request.

If the error is discovered during validation of a configuration, validation of the service fails. If the error is discovered during
implementation of a configuration, the data set allocated in error is deleted and the execution of the service is aborted.

Action:

When defining allocation parameters for uncataloged MVS data sets, specify allocation parameters that the installation
allocation policy will not override.

MSMC0210E
SSIO Specification Error. Func: function_code DDN: data_definiton_name description

Reason:

Program MSMCSSIO was called with an invalid parameter list or some problem was found with the combination of
parameters provided by the calling program.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom
Support.

MSMC0211E
SSIO Environmental Error. Func: function_code DDN: data_definition_name descripton

Reason:

Program MSMCSSIO detected an error while processing an I/O request. There may be a setup problem, or a problem
with the file.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom
Support.

MSMC0212E
SSIO Invalid Record Length. invalid_record_length_name Func: function_code DDN: file_data_definiton_name
BLKSIZE: block_size LRECL: file_record_size RECFM: file_record_format

Reason:
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An attempt was made to read or write a record and the passed record size was too large or incompatible with the file
BLKSIZE and LRECL.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom
Support.

MSMC0213E
SSIO OPEN Error. Func: function_code DDN: data_definition_name description abend_code

Reason:

Program MSMCSSIO detected an error while trying to open a file.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom
Support.

MSMC0218I
function_code started for CID: container_identifier, OID: operation_identifier, AID: action_identifier

Reason:

A service request was started to configure an instance of a CSM product.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0219I
function_code ended with CMPCODE: completion_code, RETCODE: return_code for CID: container_identifier,
OID: operation_identifier, AID: action_identifier

Reason:

A service request to configure an instance of a Broadcom product has ended.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0220I
SDT tables initialization complete

Reason:

This informational message confirms that the service definition tables have been built successfully in the system. The
input data was read from the MSMCSRVD member in the parmlib library associated with the MSMPARM ddname.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0221E
MSMCSRVD syntax error. Record: record_number Offset: offset_name description
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Reason:

Program MSMCSSDT detected a syntax error during the parsing of records from the MSMCSRVD parmlib member.

Action:

Correct the syntax of the MSMCSRVD parmlib member and restart the application.

MSMC0222E
SDT tables initialization error - description

Reason:

Program MSMCSSDT detected an error during the processing of the MSMCSRVD parmlib member.

The following are the possible errors:

• MSMCSRVD access error: OPEN or READ error
• MSMCSRVD syntax error
• SHB control block not allocated
• SDT tables already allocated

For some of these errors, this message precedes another error message giving more details about the error.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0225E
Parse error hexadecimal_return_code hexadecimal_reason_code service_xml_input_parameter_string_offset

Reason:

Program MSMCSPAR detected an error during the parsing of the service xml input parameter string.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0226E
MSMCSPAR fatal error - error_description

Reason:

Program MSMCSPAR detected a fatal error during the parsing of the service parameter string.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0227I
XML attribute_name or element_name is ignored

Reason:
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During the parsing of the XML string describing a service request, MSMCSPAR encountered an unknown attribute or
element name. This attribute or element name is simply ignored.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0228E
parsing_routine_name - parsing_routine_description

Reason:

Program MSMCSPAR encountered an error during the parsing of the service parameter string.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0229E
attribute_name or element_name: attribute_corresponding_name, value: attribute_corresponding_value

Reason:

This message provides context information for error message MSMC0228E.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0230E
Service error - description

Reason:

Program MSMCSRVI detected an error. error_description is a brief description of the problem.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC00231E
Service fatal error - program_name - description

Reason:

A fatal run time error was encountered.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0232E
MSMCSDAD error - error_description
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Reason:

Program MSMCSDAD detected an error.

Action:

If the error reads SPFEDIT locked, then the configuration tried to update the library member mentioned in the message,
but the member was being updated by someone else.

For all other causes, look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve
the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0233E
MSMCSEDQ error - description

Reason:

Program MSMCSEDQ detected an error.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0234E
Service execute error_description

Reason:

Program MSMCSEXE detected an error. error_description is a brief description of the problem.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0235W
Service validation warning: resource_name - description

Reason:

Program MSMCSVAL detected a warning.

Action:

Analyze the resource and the description and take corrective action if needed.

MSMC0236E
Service validation error: resource_name_description

Reason:

MSMCSVAL detected an error.

Action:

Analyze the resource and the description and take corrective action.
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MSMC0237I
console_message_text

Reason:

Program MSMCSCOS uses this informational message to show the text received from a console.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0238E
MSMCSCOS error_name: error_value_1 error_value_2 error_value_3 error_value_4

Reason:

Program MSMCSCOS encountered an error.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0239E
MSMCSJJS run-time error error_name: R15: hexadecimal_return_code, R0: hexadecimal_reason_code

Reason:

Program MSMCSJJS encountered a run-time error.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0240I
job_name submitted

Reason:

Program MSMCSJJS successfully submitted a job.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0241W
MSMCSACS run-time warning - warning_name

Reason:

Program MSMCSACS detected a warning at run-time.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.
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MSMC0242E
MSMCSACS run-time error - error_name

Reason:

Program MSMCSACS encountered a run-time error.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0243E
MSMCSACS I/O error_name: R15: hexadecimal_return_code, R0: hexadecimal_reason_code

Reason:

Program MSMCSACS encountered an I/O error during the processing of the AutoCommands file.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0244I
MSMCSLMP replaced SITEID_name SITECODE_name with parameter_name

Reason:

This informational message indicates that program MSMCSLMP changed the SITEID and/or the SITECODE parameters
in the LMP key file. A change to these parameters is unusual, but not abnormal.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0245W
MSMCSLMP dynamic install or uninstall of LMP keys failed: internal_macro_identifier return_code reason_code

Reason:

Dynamic LMP key processing failed.

Action:

Analyze the message and determine if it can be corrected. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message
to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0246I
MSMCSENX CA-ENF address space started or stopped

Reason:

This informational message indicates that program MSMCSENX has successfully started or stopped the CA-ENF address
space.

Action:
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No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0247W
MSMCSENX CA-ENF failed: service_name return_code reason_code

Reason:

Program MSMCSENX encountered a failure when attempting start or stop the CA-ENF address space. The named
service and the return code and reason code are provided in the message.

Action:

1. Look for possible related messages.
2. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to

Broadcom Support.
3. Start or stop the CA-ENF manually as a circumvention to the problem.

MSMC0248E
MSMCSENX CA-ENF address space error_name operation failed

Reason:

This error message indicates that program MSMCSENX has encountered a problem when attempting to start or stop the
CA-ENF address space.

Action:

1. Look for possible related messages.
2. Search problem reporting databases. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom

Support.
3. Start or stop the CA-ENF manually as a circumvention to the problem.

MSMC0249W
MSMCSENO CA-ENF dynamic update failed: service_name R15: hexadecimal_return_code, R0:
hexadecimal_reason_code

Reason:

Program MSMCSENO encountered a failure when attempting to dynamically update the CA-ENF address space. The
named service, the return code, and the reason code are provided in the message.

Action:

1. Look for possible related messages.
2. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to

Broadcom Support.
3. Start or stop the CA-ENF manually as a circumvention to the problem.

MSMC0250E
MSMCSRUX Dynamic File Allocation error - DSN : data_set_name DDN : data_definition_name RSNCD :
reason_code

Reason:

An attempt to allocate a Message Source data set failed.
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Action:

See the reason code for the failure, and correct the error. Rerun the allocation.

MSMC0251W
MSMCSRUX Dynamic File De-allocation error - DSN : data_set_name DDN : data_definition_name RSNCD :
reason_code

Reason:

An attempt to de-allocate a Message Source dataset failed.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0252E
MSMCSMRS error_return, R15: hexadecimal_return_code

Reason:

MSMCSMRS Result set Creation Process returns with a non-zero return code.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0253W
MSMCSRIM run-time warning - warning_name

Reason:

Program MSMCSRIM detected a warning at run-time.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0254E
MSMCSRIM run-time error - error_name

Reason:

Program MSMCSRIM encountered a run-time error.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0255E
MSMCSRIM syntax error in PARMLIB_record or JCL_file

Reason:

Program MSMCSRIM encountered a syntax error during the parsing of a record from the PARMLIB or a JCL file.
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Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0256E
MSMCSRIM I/O error_name: R15: hexadecimal_return_code R0: hexadecimal_reason_code

Reason:

Program MSMCSRIM encountered an I/O error during the processing of the PARMLIB or a JCL file.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0257E
MSMCSRIM validation error - error_name

Reason:

Program MSMCSRIM encountered an error during the validation of the input parameter list and the running environment.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0258E
MSMCSRIM dynamic install failed. error_name: R15: hexadecimal_return_code R0: hexadecimal_reason_code

Reason:

Program MSMCSRIM encountered an error during the creation of an internal service to dynamically install new product
control information from the PARMLIB by invoking the CAIRIM program.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0259E
MSMCSENO I/O error_name: R15: hexadecimal_return_code R0: hexadecimal_reason_code

Reason:

Program MSMCSENO encountered an I/O error during the processing of the PARMLIB or a JCL file.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0260E
Storage allocation for buffer_name failed. R15: hexadecimal_return_code

Reason:
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MSMCSPMF XML document parsing storage allocation for buffers failed.

Action:

1. Look for possible related messages.
2. Start the address space with a larger region.
3. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to

Broadcom Support.

MSMC0261E
MSMCSPMF parsing_error_name. Parser RC : parser_return_code RSNCODE: reason_code

Reason:

MSMCSPMF XML document parsing error.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0262E
MSMCSPMF. Line number : parsing_error. RSN Code : reason_code description

Reason:

MSMCSPMF XML document parsing error line number and description.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0263E
MSMCSPMF XML FILE error_name DDN : data_definition_name MEMBER : member_value

Reason:

MSMCSPMF XML document file operation error.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0264I
MSMCSENO CA-ENF dynamic changes - dynamic_changes_name

Reason:

Program MSMCSENO has completed the request to apply dynamic changes to the CA-ENF address space.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.
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MSMC0265E
MSMCSMRS Memory allocation of Result Set Buffer failed for xx bytes

Reason:

MSMCSMRS Memory allocation failure. xx is the number of bytes.

Action:

Start the address space with a larger region. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the
problem, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0266E
MSMCSMRS Unable to open file file_name

Reason:

MSMCSMRS attempt to open a file failed.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0267E
MSMCSMRS Message File pointer is Null

Reason:

Message File pointer is passed to MSMCSMRS as a parameter but it is NULL.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0268W
Service validation warning: resource - description

Reason:

Program MSMCSVAL detected a warning.

Action:

Look for possible related messages.

MSMC0269E
Service validation error: resource_name - description

Reason:

Program MSMCSVAL detected an error.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.
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MSMC0270I
MSMCSDCM Datacom address_space_status

Reason:

Message indicates the current status of Datacom/DB.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0271E
MSMCSDCM service_name_error. R15: hexadecimal_return_code R0: hexadecimal_reason_code

Reason:

A service used by MSMCSDCM encountered an error.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0272E
Invalid service_request_name

Reason:

MSMCSDCM is invoked with an invalid service request.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0273W
MSMCSDCM Time out trying to connect to Datacom

Reason:

A Datacom/DB MUF was started, but no successful connect was done within two minutes.

Action:

Investigate the cause of the time out.

MSMC0274W
MSMCSENO run-time_warning

Reason:

Program MSMCSENO detected a warning at run-time.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.
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MSMC0275E
MSMCSENO run-time_error

Reason:

Program MSMCSENO encountered a run-time error.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0276E
MSMCSENO syntax error in ENFPARMS - JCL_file

Reason:

Program MSMCSENO encountered a syntax error during the parsing of a record from the ENFPARMS or a JCL file.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0277E
MSMCSENO validation_error

Reason:

Program MSMCSENO encountered an error during the validation of the input parameter list and the running environment.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0279E
Error detected during the validation of the BackupData parameters

Reason:

Program MSMCSVAL detected an error during the validation of the BackupData parameters. A previous message,
MSMC0236E, shows the reason for the error.

Action:

Look for the values assigned to the different BackupData parameters in the corresponding attributes of the DataRecovery
XML element, defined in the MSMCPARM data set member, which contains the configuration parameters for the SCS
address space.

MSMC0280I
RACROUTE request: SAF-RC: SAF return_code, RACF-RC: RACAF return_code, RACF-RSN: RACAF
reason_code

Reason:
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A RACROUTE system call has been executed and one of the three return codes is not zero. This message is informative,
this message describes a warning, or this message is an error condition.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0281I
PDSINIT request: DSN file_name error_description

Reason:

A PDSINIT request was made and an error was detected. The file name and a description of the error are provided.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0282I
Verify file cataloged request. DSN file_name_error description

Reason:

A request was made to verify if a file was cataloged and an error was detected. The file name and a description of the
error are provided.

Action:

Look for possible related messages. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save
and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0301E
UNEXPECTED RIGHT PARENTHESIS

Reason:

A parameter error was detected while parsing program parameters, configuration statement parameters, or operator
command parameters.

A previous message shows the parameters being parsed at the time of the error. This message provides additional
information about the parameter error.

Action:

The suggested user action is described in the previous message showing the parameters being parsed at the time of the
error.

MSMC0302E
EXPECTED DELIMITER NOT RECEIVED

Reason:

A parameter error was detected while parsing program parameters, configuration statement parameters, or operator
command parameters.
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A previous message shows the parameters being parsed at the time of the error. This message provides additional
information about the parameter error.

Action:

The suggested user action is described in the previous message showing the parameters being parsed at the time of the
error.

MSMC0303E
UNMATCHED OR UNEXPECTED APOSTROPHE

Reason:

A parameter error was detected while parsing program parameters, configuration statement parameters, or operator
command parameters.

A previous message shows the parameters being parsed at the time of the error. This message provides additional
information about the parameter error.

Action:

The suggested user action is described in the previous message showing the parameters being parsed at the time of the
error.

MSMC0305E
LEFT PARENTHESIS UNEXPECTED

Reason:

A parameter error was detected while parsing program parameters, configuration statement parameters, or operator
command parameters.

A previous message shows the parameters being parsed at the time of the error. This message provides additional
information about the parameter error.

Action:

The suggested user action is described in the previous message showing the parameters being parsed at the time of the
error.

MSMC0309E
PARSE LIST OVERFLOW

Reason:

An internal error was detected while parsing program parameters, configuration statement parameters, or operator
command parameters.

A previous message shows the parameters being parsed at the time of the error.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom
Support.

MSMC0310E
UNEXPECTED POSITIONAL PARAMETER; OPERAND: operator_name KEYWORD: keyword_name
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Reason:

A parameter error was detected while parsing program parameters, configuration statement parameters, or operator
command parameters.

A previous message shows the parameters being parsed at the time of the error. This message provides additional
information about the parameter error.

If they can be determined, the incorrect operand and keyword are shown in the message.

Action:

The suggested user action is described in the previous message showing the parameters being parsed at the time of the
error.

MSMC0311E
keyword_name IS REQUIRED BUT WAS NOT SPECIFIED

Reason:

A parameter error was detected while parsing program parameters, configuration statement parameters, or operator
command parameters.

A previous message shows the parameters being parsed at the time of the error. This message provides additional
information about the parameter error.

Action:

The suggested user action is described in the previous message showing the parameters being parsed at the time of the
error.

MSMC0312E
SUBLIST NOTATION IN THIS INSTANCE IS UNEXPECTED; OPERAND: operator_name KEYWORD: keyword_name

Reason:

A parameter error was detected while parsing program parameters, configuration statement parameters, or operator
command parameters.

A previous message shows the parameters being parsed at the time of the error. This message provides additional
information about the parameter error.

If they can be determined, the incorrect operand and keyword are shown in the message.

Action:

The suggested user action is described in the previous message showing the parameters being parsed at the time of the
error.

MSMC0313E
keyword_name IS UNRECOGNIZED

Reason:

A parameter error was detected while parsing program parameters, configuration statement parameters, or operator
command parameters.

A previous message shows the parameters being parsed at the time of the error. This message provides additional
information about the parameter error.
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Action:

The suggested user action is described in the previous message showing the parameters being parsed at the time of the
error.

MSMC0314E
keyword_name HAS ALREADY BEEN SPECIFIED ONCE

Reason:

A parameter error was detected while parsing program parameters, configuration statement parameters, or operator
command parameters. A previous message shows the parameters being parsed at the time of the error. This message
provides additional information about the parameter error.

Action:

The suggested user action is described in the previous message showing the parameters being parsed at the time of the
error.

MSMC0315E
keyword_name IS AMBIGUOUS; IT COULD BE AN ABBREVIATION FOR parameter_error_value_1 OR
parameter_error_value_2

Reason:

A parameter error was detected while parsing program parameters, configuration statement parameters, or operator
command parameters.

A previous message shows the parameters being parsed at the time of the error. This message provides additional
information about the parameter error.

Action:

The suggested user action is described in the previous message showing the parameters being parsed at the time of the
error.

MSMC0316E
keywords WERE BOTH SPECIFIED BUT THEY ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

Reason:

A parameter error was detected while parsing program parameters, configuration statement parameters, or operator
command parameters.

A previous message shows the parameters being parsed at the time of the error. This message provides additional
information about the parameter error.

Action:

The suggested user action is described in the previous message showing the parameters being parsed at the time of the
error.

MSMC0317E
ONE AND ONLY ONE OF THESE IS REQUIRED: parameter_error

Reason:
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A parameter error was detected while parsing program parameters, configuration statement parameters, or operator
command parameters.

A previous message shows the parameters being parsed at the time of the error. This message provides additional
information about the parameter error.

Action:

The suggested user action is described in the previous message showing the parameters being parsed at the time of the
error.

MSMC0318E
MORE PARAMETERS WERE SPECIFIED THAN THE parameter_names THAT ARE ALLOWED; OPERAND:
operator_name KEYWORD: keyword_name

Reason:

A parameter error was detected while parsing program parameters, configuration statement parameters, or operator
command parameters.

A previous message shows the parameters being parsed at the time of the error. This message provides additional
information about the parameter error.

If they can be determined, the incorrect operand and keyword are shown in the message.

Action:

The suggested user action is described in the previous message showing the parameters being parsed at the time of the
error.

MSMC0319E
THE ALLOWABLE LIMIT OF value_1 CHARACTERS WAS EXCEEDED BY value_2 CHARACTERS; OPERAND:
operator_number KEYWORD: keyword_name

Reason:

A parameter error was detected while parsing program parameters, configuration statement parameters, or operator
command parameters.

A previous message shows the parameters being parsed at the time of the error. This message provides additional
information about the parameter error.

If they can be determined, the incorrect operand and keyword are shown in the message.

Action:

The suggested user action is described in the previous message showing the parameters being parsed at the time of the
error.

MSMC0320E
PARAMETER EXCEEDED MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE VALUE value_name; OPERAND: operand_name KEYWORD:
keyword_name

Reason:

A parameter error was detected while parsing program parameters, configuration statement parameters, or operator
command parameters.
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A previous message shows the parameters being parsed at the time of the error. This message provides additional
information about the parameter error.

If they can be determined, the incorrect operand and keyword are shown in the message.

Action:

The suggested user action is described in the previous message showing the parameters being parsed at the time of the
error.

MSMC0321E
THE CHARACTER character_name IS AN ILLEGAL CHARACTER; OPERAND: operand_name KEYWORD:
keyword_name

Reason:

A parameter error was detected while parsing program parameters, configuration statement parameters, or operator
command parameters.

A previous message shows the parameters being parsed at the time of the error. This message provides additional
information about the parameter error.

If they can be determined, the incorrect operand and keyword are shown in the message.

Action:

The suggested user action is described in the previous message showing the parameters being parsed at the time of the
error.

MSMC0322E
UNRECOGNIZED KEYCODE; AVAILABLE KEYCODES ARE: keycode_names; OPERAND: operator_name
KEYWORD: keyword_name

Reason:

A parameter error was detected while parsing program parameters, configuration statement parameters, or operator
command parameters.

A previous message shows the parameters being parsed at the time of the error. This message provides additional
information about the parameter error.

If they can be determined, the incorrect operand and keyword are shown in the message.

Action:

The suggested user action is described in the previous message showing the parameters being parsed at the time of the
error.

MSMC0323E
keycode_name IS AMBIGUOUS; IT COULD BE AN ABBREVIATION FOR parameter_error_value_1 OR
parameter_error_value_2

Reason:

A parameter error was detected while parsing program parameters, configuration statement parameters, or operator
command parameters.

A previous message shows the parameters being parsed at the time of the error.
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This message provides additional information about the parameter error.

Action:

The suggested user action is described in the previous message showing the parameters being parsed at the time of the
error.

MSMC0329E
OPERAND IS REQUIRED BUT NOT SPECIFIED; OPERAND: operator_name KEYWORD: keyword_name

Reason:

A parameter error was detected while parsing program parameters, configuration statement parameters, or operator
command parameters.

A previous message shows the parameters being parsed at the time of the error. This message provides additional
information about the parameter error.

If they can be determined, the incorrect operand and keyword are shown in the message.

Action:

The suggested user action is described in the previous message showing the parameters being parsed at the time of the
error.

MSMC0330E
INVALID RANGE SPECIFICATION; range_value_1 IS GREATER THAN range_value_2; OPERAND: operator_name
KEYWORD: keyword_name

Reason:

A parameter error was detected while parsing program parameters, configuration statement parameters, or operator
command parameters.

A previous message shows the parameters being parsed at the time of the error. This message provides additional
information about the parameter error.

If they can be determined, the incorrect operand and keyword are shown in the message.

Action:

The suggested user action is described in the previous message showing the parameters being parsed at the time of the
error.

MSMC0331E
BIT_DISPLACEMENT EXCEEDS THE MAXIMUM ALLOWED bit_displacement_value; OPERAND: operator_name
KEYWORD: keyword_name

Reason:

A parameter error was detected while parsing program parameters, configuration statement parameters, or operator
command parameters.

A previous message shows the parameters being parsed at the time of the error. This message provides additional
information about the parameter error.

If they can be determined, the incorrect operand and keyword are shown in the message.

Action:
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The suggested user action is described in the previous message showing the parameters being parsed at the time of the
error.

MSMC0332E
PARAMETER IS LOWER THAN MINIMUM ALLOWED - minimum_allowed_value; OPERAND: operator_name
KEYWORD: keyword_name

Reason:

A parameter error was detected while parsing program parameters, configuration statement parameters, or operator
command parameters.

A previous message shows the parameters being parsed at the time of the error. This message provides additional
information about the parameter error.

If they can be determined, the incorrect operand and keyword are shown in the message.

Action:

The suggested user action is described in the previous message showing the parameters being parsed at the time of the
error.

MSMC0333E
INVALID RANGE SPECIFICATION; range_value COLLATES HIGHER THAN range_value; OPERAND:
operator_name KEYWORD: keyword_name

Reason:

A parameter error was detected while parsing program parameters, configuration statement parameters, or operator
command parameters.

A previous message shows the parameters being parsed at the time of the error. This message provides additional
information about the parameter error.

If they can be determined, the incorrect operand and keyword are shown in the message.

Action:

The suggested user action is described in the previous message showing the parameters being parsed at the time of the
error.

MSMC0334E
BIT PATTERN TO BE SET VIA KEYCODE TABLE ENTRY IS AT LEAST PARTIALLY SET; OPERAND: operator_name
KEYWORD: keyword_name

Reason:

A parameter error was detected while parsing program parameters, configuration statement parameters, or operator
command parameters.

A previous message shows the parameters being parsed at the time of the error. This message provides additional
information about the parameter error.

If they can be determined, the incorrect operand and keyword are shown in the message.

Action:

The suggested user action is described in the previous message showing the parameters being parsed at the time of the
error.
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MSMC0335E
TOO MANY DIGITS TO RIGHT OF DECIMAL POINT; OPERAND: operator_name KEYWORD: keyword_name

Reason:

A parameter error was detected while parsing program parameters, configuration statement parameters, or operator
command parameters.

A previous message shows the parameters being parsed at the time of the error. This message provides additional
information about the parameter error.

If they can be determined, the incorrect operand and keyword are shown in the message.

Action:

The suggested user action is described in the previous message showing the parameters being parsed at the time of the
error.

MSMC0340E
LOGIC ERROR; INSUFFICIENT NUMBER OF SUBLIST LEVELS DEFINED ON THE "PSF INIT" MACRO; OPERAND:
operator_name KEYWORD: keyword_name

Reason:

An internal error was detected while parsing program parameters, configuration statement parameters, or operator
command parameters.

A previous message shows the parameters being parsed at the time of the error.

If they can be determined, the incorrect operand and keyword are shown in the message.

Action:

Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this
message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0341E
LOGIC ERROR; SPECIFICATION CONFLICTS; OPERAND: operator_name KEYWORD: keyword_name

Reason:

An internal error was detected while parsing program parameters, configuration statement parameters, or operator
command parameters.

A previous message shows the parameters being parsed at the time of the error.

If they can be determined, the incorrect operand and keyword are shown in the message.

Action:

Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this
message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0401E
EVTINIT for task_name failed. RETCODE: return_code

Reason:
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The task shown in the message attempted to create a connection to the communications section of the SCS address
space. However, the attempt failed with the return code shown in the message.

The communications section is in the process of starting, or has ended unexpectedly, in which case it can be restarted.

This transient condition resolves itself when the communications section is fully initialized.

Action:

Review the JES message log, SCS message log, and system log for other messages describing the failure. Search
problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to
Broadcom Support.

MSMC0402E
EVTRGSTR for task_name failed. RETCODE: return_code

Reason:

The task shown in the message attempted to register to receive event records. However, the attempt failed with the return
code shown in the message.

Action:

Review the JES message log, SCS message log, and system log for other messages describing the failure. Search
problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to
Broadcom Support.

MSMC0403S
EVTCREAT for task_name failed. RETCODE: return_code

Reason:

The task shown in the message attempted to create an event record. However, the attempt failed with the return code
shown in the message.

Action:

Review the JES message log, SCS message log, and system log for other messages describing the failure. Search
problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to
Broadcom Support.

MSMC0404S
EVTPARSE for task_name failed. RETCODE: return_code

Reason:

The task shown in the message attempted to parse an event record. However, the attempt failed with the return code
shown in the message.

Action:

Review the JES message log, SCS message log, and system log for other messages describing the failure. Search
problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to
Broadcom Support.

MSMC0405S
EVTFREE for task_name failed. RETCODE: return_code
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Reason:

The task shown in the message attempted to free an event record. However, the attempt failed with the return code shown
in the message.

Action:

Review the JES message log, SCS message log, and system log for other messages describing the failure. Search
problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to
Broadcom Support.

MSMC0406E
EVTSEND for task_name failed. RETCODE: return_code

Reason:

The task shown in the message attempted to send an event record. However, the attempt failed with the return code
shown in the message.

Action:

Review the JES message log, SCS message log, and system log for other messages describing the failure. Search
problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to
Broadcom Support.

MSMC0407E
EVTRCWRE for task_name failed. RETCODE: return_code

Reason:

The task shown in the message attempted to receive an event record. However, the attempt failed with the return code
shown in the message.

Action:

Review the JES message log, SCS message log, and system log for other messages describing the failure. Search
problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to
Broadcom Support.

MSMC0408E
EVTRECVE for task_name failed. RETCODE: return_code

Reason:

The task shown in the message attempted to receive an event record. However, the attempt failed with the return code
shown in the message.

Action:

Review the JES message log, SCS message log, and system log for other messages describing the failure. Search
problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to
Broadcom Support.

MSMC0409E
EVTREPLY for task_name failed. RETCODE: return_code

Reason:
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The task shown in the message attempted to acknowledge receipt of an event record. However, the attempt failed with the
return code shown in the message.

Action:

Review the JES message log, SCS message log, and system log for other messages describing the failure. Search
problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to
Broadcom Support.

MSMC0410E
EVTDEREG for task_name failed. RETCODE: return_code

Reason:

The task shown in the message attempted to deregister from receiving event records. However, the attempt failed with the
return code shown in the message.

Action:

Review the JES message log, SCS message log, and system log for other messages describing the failure. Search
problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to
Broadcom Support.

MSMC0411E
EVTCLOSE for task_name failed. RETCODE: return_code

Reason:

The task shown in the message attempted to close a connection to the communications section of the SCS address
space. However, the attempt failed with the return code shown in the message.

Action:

Review the JES message log, SCS message log, and system log for other messages describing the failure. Search
problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to
Broadcom Support.

MSMC0421E
DBOPEN for task_name failed. RETCODE: return_code, IRETCODE: internal_return_code

Reason:

The task shown in the message attempted to open a connection to the CSM database. However, the attempt failed with
the return code and internal return code shown in the message.

The following are possible conditions of the Datacom/DB Multi-User Facility (MUF) at the time of the error:

• MUF was not started.
• MUF is in the process of starting.
• MUF ended unexpectedly, in which case, it can be restarted.

These transient conditions resolve themselves when the MUF is fully initialized.

Action:

Review the JES message log and system log for other messages describing the failure. See the Datacom/DB Message
Reference Guide for an explanation of the return codes shown in the message and take the action suggested in the
publication.
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MSMC0422E
DBCLOSE for task_name failed. RETCODE: return_code, IRETCODE: internal_return_code

Reason:

The task shown in the message attempted to close a connection to the CSM database. However, the attempt failed with
the return code and internal return code shown in the message.

Action:

Review the JES message log and system log for other messages describing the failure. See the, Datacom/DB Message
Reference Guide for an explanation of the return codes shown in the message and take the action suggested in the
publication.

MSMC0423I
SCS task_name database connection opened

Reason:

The task shown in the message opened a connection to the CSM database.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0424I
SCS task_name database connection closed

Reason:

The task shown in the message closed the connection to the CSM database.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0425E
SCS task_name database connection lost

Reason:

The task shown in the message lost the connection to the CSM database. The Datacom/DB Multi-User Facility (MUF)
possibly has ended.

Action:

Verify that the Datacom/DB Multi-User Facility (MUF) is running.

MSMC0426I
SCS task_name database connection restored

Reason:

The task shown in the message restored the connection to the CSM database.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.
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MSMC0441E
SCS task_name registry error, SYSNAME: system_name, CCINAME: CAICCI_name

Reason:

The task shown in the message attempted to query the CSM registry to identify the defined attributes of the system on
which the SCS address space was started. However, the system either is not defined or is defined ambiguously.

The message text also shows the system name and CAICCI name for the system on which the SCS address space was
started.

Action:

Update the CSM registry to properly define the system on which the SCS address space was started.

MSMC0501E
SQL_statement for task_name failed. SQLCODE: SQL_code, SQLSTATE: SQL_state, RETCODE: return_code,
IRETCODE: internal_return_code

Reason:

The task shown in the message attempted to execute the SQL statement shown in the message. However, the statement
failed with the SQL return codes shown in the message.

The message text also shows the Datacom/DB return code and internal return code. These codes further describe the
error condition.

Action:

Review the JES message log, SCS message log, and system log for other messages describing the failure.

For an explanation of the return codes shown in the message, see the Datacom/DB Message Reference Guide. Take the
action suggested in the publication.

MSMC0502W
SQL_statement for task_name completed, SQLCODE: SQL_code, SQLSTATE: SQL_state, RETCODE:
return_code, IRETCODE:internal_return_code

Reason:

The task shown in the message attempted to execute the SQL statement shown in the message. However, the statement
completed with the SQL return codes shown in the message. The SQL return codes describe a warning condition.

The message text also shows the Datacom/DB return code and internal return code. These codes further describe the
warning condition.

Action:

Review the JES message log, SCS message log, and system log for other messages describing the warning condition.

For an explanation of the return codes shown in the message, see the Datacom/DB Message Reference Guide. Take the
action suggested in the publication.

MSMC0503E
SQL error message: error_message_name

Reason:
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The SQL error message is displayed that corresponds to the error message shown before this message.

Action:

Review the JES message log, SCS message log, and system log for other messages describing the failure.

For an explanation of the return codes shown in the message, see the Datacom/DB Message Reference Guide. Take the
action suggested in the publication.

MSMC0521E
Unrecognized event, TYPE: event_type, NAME: event_name, SOURCE: source_name

Reason:

An event record was received by the implementation engine component of the CSM address space. However, the event
type in the record is not recognized. The message text shows the event type, event name, and the event record source.

Action:

Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this
message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0541I
Service subtask started. CID: container_identifier, VERS: container_version, RID: run_identifier, OID:
operation_identifier, AID: action_identifier, UID: user_identifier, FUNCCD: function_code

Reason:

A subtask was started to execute a service request used to configure an instance of a Broadcom product.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0542I
Service subtask ended, CID: container_identifier, VERS: container_version, RID: run_identifier, OID:
operation_identifier, AID: action_identifier, UID: user_identifier, FUNCCD: function_code, CMPCODE:
completion_code, RETCODE: return_code

Reason:

A subtask started to execute a service request used to configure an instance of a Broadcom product has ended.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0544E
Service subtask ended abnormally, CID: container_identifier, VERS: container_version, RID: run_identifier,
OID: operation_identifier, AID: action_identifier, UID: user_identifier, FUNCCD: function_code, CMPCODE:
completion_code

Reason:

A subtask started to execute a service request used to configure an instance of a Broadcom product has ended
abnormally.

Action:
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Review the JES message log and SCS message log for other messages describing the abnormal termination. Search
problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to
Broadcom Support.

MSMC0551I
Agent subtask started, TYPE: type_name, UID: user_identification

Reason:

A subtask was started to execute a system information agent request.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0552I
Agent subtask ended, TYPE: type_name, UID: user_identification, CMPCODE: completion_code

Reason:

A subtask started to execute a system information agent request has ended.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0554E
Agent subtask ended abnormally, TYPE: type_name, UID: user_identification, CMPCODE: completion_code

Reason:

A subtask started to execute a system information agent request has ended abnormally.

Action:

Review the JES message log and SCS message log for other messages describing the abnormal termination. Search
problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to
Broadcom Support.

MSMC0561E
XML parse initialization for task_name failed. RETCODE: return_code, RSNCODE: reason_code

Reason:

The task shown in the message attempted to initialize a parse instance using the z/OS XML System Services GXL1INI
callable service. However, the attempt failed with the return code and reason code shown in the message.

Action:

For an explanation of the return codes shown in the message, see the IBM z/OS XML System Services User's Guide and
Reference. Take the action suggested in the publication.

MSMC0562E
XML parse termination for task_name failed. RETCODE: return_code, RSNCODE: reason_code

Reason:
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The task shown in the message attempted to terminate a parse instance using the z/OS XML System Services GXL1TRM
callable service. However, the attempt failed with the return code and reason code shown in the message.

Action:

For an explanation of the return codes shown in the message, see the IBM z/OS XML System Services User's Guide and
Reference. Take the action suggested in the publication.

MSMC0563E
XML parse reset for task_name failed. RETCODE: return_code, RSNCODE: reason_code

Reason:

The task shown in the message attempted to reset a parse instance using the z/OS XML System Services GXL1CTL
callable service. However, the attempt failed with the return code and reason code shown in the message.

Action:

For an explanation of the return codes shown in the message, see the IBM z/OS XML System Services User's Guide and
Reference. Take the action suggested in the publication.

MSMC0581I
Implementation engine requests

Container ID. . . . . . container_identifier

Version . . . . . . . . . container_version

Run ID . . . . . . . . . run_identifier

Type . . . . . . . . . configuration_flags

Flags . . . . . . . . configuration_flags

Userid . . . . . . . . requesting user_identification

Operation ID . . . . . operation_identifier

SYSMOD ID . . . . . . FMID_SYSMOD_identifier

Process ID . . . . . process_identifier

Flags . . . . . . . . operation_flags

Stage . . . . . . . . operation_stage_number

Prereqs defined . . . prerequisite_name

Prereqs complete . . prerequisite_complete

Actions aborted . . . aborted_actions_value

Actions scheduled . . scheduled_actions_value

Actions successful . successful_actions_value

Actions in error . . action_error_value

Dependent OID . . . . dependent_operation_identifier

Action ID . . . . . . action_identifier

Flags . . . . . . . action_flag_value
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Set . . . . . . . . . action_flag_set

Completion code . . action_service_request_completion_code

Return code . . . . . action_service_request_return_code

Library . . . . . . program_library_data_set_name

Volume . . . . . . action_service_request_program_library_volume_serial_number

Flags . . . . . . . . action_service_request_program_library_flags

End of implementation engine requests

Reason:

In response to a DISPLAY IEREQ operator command, the attributes shown are one or more of the active implementation
engine requests needed to configure an instance of a Broadcom product.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0582E
Implementation engine is inactive

Reason:

A DISPLAY IEREQ operator command was issued but the implementation engine is inactive.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0591W
SCS termination delayed for active configuration requests

Reason:

The SCS address space termination processing has begun, but is being delayed because one or more configuration
requests are active.

Action:

1. Verify that the Datacom/DB Multi-User Facility (MUF) is started.
2. Verify that all resources required by active configuration requests (for example, devices, data sets) are available.
3. Cancel the SCS address space if the Datacom/DB Multi-User Facility (MUF) cannot be started or if all required

resources cannot be made available, and the SCS address space must be stopped.

MSMC0592I
SCS termination proceeding

Reason:

The SCS address space termination processing was delayed because one or more configuration requests were active. All
configuration requests have now completed and termination processing is proceeding.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.
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MSMC0600E
Failed to read the MSMCFTGT XML document

Reason:

An attempt to open, read, and process the MSMCFTGT XML member failed.

Action:

Review the JES message log, SCS message log, and system log for other messages describing the failure. Search
problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to
Broadcom Support.

MSMC0601E
The subtask mainThread failed to start for task_name

Reason:

An attempt to start the subtask mainThread but the attempt failed.

Action:

Review the JES message log, SCS message log, and system log for other messages describing the failure. Search
problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to
Broadcom Support.

MSMC0602W
Failed to dynamically load the System SSL module GSKSSL with the system error message error_name

Reason:

An attempt to load System SSL failed.

Action:

If encryption services are required, make the member GSKSSL available in the LNKLIB. If no encryption services are
required, no action is required.

MSMC0603W
The System SSL module loaded GSKSSL does not have all the required functions available to call

Reason:

The System SSL loaded is missing required functions or entry points that are necessary to provide encryption services to
the communications server.

Action:

If encryption services are required, make the member GSKSSL available in the LNKLIB. If no encryption services are
required, no action is required.

MSMC0604W
Received an invalid event of type_name for the component_name - discarding the event

Reason:

The SCS address space received an invalid event.
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Action:

No action is required. This message is informational. However, report the application and the location the invalid event
was sent from and save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0605E
Failed to open the file_name with an errno of error_number

Reason:

The SCS address space attempted to open the specified file. The error number value is also provided.

Action:

1. Verify that the specified file is available for the Communications Server to open and read from.
2. Review the JES message log, SCS message log, and the System log for related messages to resolve the problem.
3. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0606E
Failed to read from the file file_name with an errno of error_number

Reason:

The SCS address space attempted to read the specified file. The error number value is also provided.

Action:

1. Verify that the specified file is available for the Communications Server to open and read from.
2. Review the JES message log, SCS message log and the System log for related messages to resolve the problem.
3. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0607E
A thread named thread_name failed in the program program_name

A CEEDUMP has been captured

Reason:

One of the threads or subtasks abended and a CEEDUMP was produced when the problem was detected.

Action:

Review the JES message log, SCS message log and the System log for related messages.

Capture the CEEDUMP and the trace information, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0608E
The user ID user_identification failed authentication. Connection to the SCS address space has been closed

Reason:

The specified user ID did not authenticate properly. Authentication must be valid for the SCS address space to accept the
connection.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.
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MSMC0609E
The user ID user_identification is not authorized to connect to the SCS address space

The connection has been closed

Reason:

The specified user ID is not authorized to connect to the SCS address space. The connection is closed.

Action:

1. Determine if the user ID is allowed to connect to the Configuration Services Address Space.
2. Update the security rules, if the user is allowed.
3. Determine what process is causing the error and take corrective action.

MSMC0610I
The user ID user_identification successfully connected to the SCS address space

Reason:

The specified user ID successfully connected to the SCS address space.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0611E
The SCS address space was unable to retrieve an entry from the System Registry for the system_name and
CCI_name

Reason:

The SCS address space was unable to retrieve an entry from the system registry. This system is required for the server to
function properly.

Action:

Define the system name and CCI name combination in the System Registry.

MSMC0612E
The SCS address space retrieved more than one entry from the System Registry for the system_name and
CCI_name

Reason:

The SCS address space retrieved more than one entry from the system registry. There must be only one entry in the
system registry uniquely identified by the system name and CCI name.

Action:

Remove the duplicate entries within the System Registry so that there is only one entry that matches.

MSMC0613E
The SCS address space was unable to open an INET/INET6 socket on port_value with an errno of error_number

Reason:
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The SCS address space attempted to open an INET port of port_value and failed with the specified error number.

Action:

Shut down the process that is already using the port, or shut down the Communications server and modify the port
number used by the SCS address space.

MSMC0614E
The SCS address space was unable to open a UNIX socket with the path of path_value with an errno of
error_number

Reason:

The SCS address space attempted to open a UNIX socket of socket_value and failed with the specified error number.

Action:

Determine if the directory that the UNIX socket is being created in is writable by the SCS address space user ID. Create
the directory if it does not exist, or change the permissions as necessary.

MSMC0615E
The SCS address space was unable to open or parse the file DD:MSMPARM(MSMCFTGT)

Reason:

The SCS address space attempted to open the member MSMCFTGT referenced through the data definition (DD)
statement for MSMPARM, and was either unable to open the member, or while reading the contents of the member it had
a parsing error within the XML structure.

Action:

1. Verify that the DD statement MSMPARM is pointing to the correct dataset.
2. Verify that the member MSMCFTGT is present and that it is a completely formed XML document.
3. View the SYSOUT file of the started task or job and determine if there was a parsing error, if so, correct the syntax.
4. Bring down the SCS address space.
5. Restart the SCS address space.

MSMC0616E
The SCS address space was unable to open an INET/INET6 socket with an errno of error_number with a message
of message_number

Reason:

The SCS address space attempted to create a socket but failed with the specified error number.

Action:

1. Verify that the address family used to specify the INET/INET6 is supported by the system.
2. Bring down the SCS address space.
3. Restart the SCS address space.

MSMC0617I
The SCS address space is now listening for connections on the UNIX socket

Reason:
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The SCS address space successfully set up a UNIX style socket for servicing events to and from the SCS address space.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0618I
The SCS address space is now listening for connections on the INET/INET6 socket, port_value

Reason:

The SCS address space successfully set up an INET/INET6 socket for servicing events to and from the SCS address
space.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC0619W
Failed to initialize System SSL with the return code of return_code_value

Reason:

The SCS address space was unable to initialize the IBM System SSL for encrypting the communications on the INET/
INET6 socket.

Action:

Correct the problem with the setup of the System SSL component and recycle the SCS address space if necessary.

The return code can be looked up in the IBM Cryptographic Services System Secure Sockets Layer Programming.

If an error message is available, it is also displayed.

MSMC0620W
System SSL will not be used since no key ring file was specified, continuing...

Reason:

The SCS address space was unable to initialize the IBM System SSL because no key ring was specified in the
parameters for the SCS address space.

Action:

If System SSL is used for encryption, modify the parameter file for the SCS address space to use the correct key ring file
and the correct stash file.

MSMC0621E
System SSL function_name failed with the return_code - return_code_value

Closing socket connection

Reason:

The SCS address space was using System SSL on a socket and the specified function failed. Because encryption is
needed for the socket, the connection is closed.

Action:

1. Diagnose the problem with System SSL.
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2. Verify the configuration of the SCS Address Space and verify that it is using the correct key store.
3. Determine if the certificate being used is still valid.
4. Recycle the SCS address space.

MSMC0622E
System SSL has been enabled but the configuration has failed

Closing socket connection

Reason:

The SCS address space was using System SSL on a socket but determined that the initialization of System SSL has
failed or is not complete. The connection is closed.

Action:

1. Diagnose the problem with System SSL.
2. Verify the configuration of the SCS Address Space and verify that it is using the correct key store.
3. Determine if the certificate being used is still valid.
4. Recycle the SCS address space.

MSMC0701E
Container already exists for this configuration

Reason:

An attempt was made to build a container for a configuration that already has one.

Action:

The status of the configuration is incorrect. Refresh the table of configurations under the Configurations tab.

MSMC0702E
Failed to locate the metadata for this configuration

Reason:

An attempt was made to build a container but the build was unable to locate the metadata for the configuration.

Action:

1. Verify that the status of your configuration is correct.
2. Refresh your list of configurations.
3. Delete the configuration and start again.
4. If the problem persists, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0703E
Failed to parse the metadata for this configuration

Reason:

An attempt was made to build a container but the build was unable to parse the metadata for the configuration.

Action:

Delete the configuration and try to rebuild it again. If the problem persists, save and report this message to Broadcom
Support.
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MSMC0704I
Unable to locate configuration descriptors in the metadata for this configuration

Reason:

An attempt was made to build a configuration but no configuration descriptors were found.

Action:

Delete the configuration and recreate it. If the problem persists, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0705I
Unable to locate FMIDs in the configuration

Reason:

An attempt was made to build a configuration but no FMIDs were selected.

Action:

Edit you configuration and verify that at least one FMID has been selected. If the problem persists, save and report this
message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC0706E
Internal metadata error with the configuration

Reason:

An attempt was made to build a configuration but there was an internal metadata error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC0707E
Resource resource_name already exists as a configured resource

Reason:

A resource with this name is already being used as part of another configuration, and a duplicate cannot be created.

Action:

Go back and edit your configuration. Review the list of resources, and correct any errors that are reported.

MSMC0708I
Resource resource_name is currently locked

Reason:

An attempt was made to build a configuration but a resource that is trying to be updated is currently locked.

Action:

Wait for the configuration that has locked the resource to complete and try again.
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MSMC0709I
Unable to delete a locked container

Reason:

An attempt was made to delete a configuration that is currently in use by another process.

Action:

Make sure that the configuration is not currently being edited, and that no implementation or validation tasks are running
against it.

MSMC0710I
Unable to delete the container version

NOMAINT mode is on in the database

Reason:

An attempt was made to delete a configuration but NOMAINT is set on in the database.

Action:

Disable NOMAINT mode in the database, and try to delete the configuration again.

MSMC0711I
Unable to delete the configuration because resource resource_name is currently locked

Reason:

An attempt was made to delete a configuration but a shared resource cannot be deleted because it is currently locked.

Action:

Complete the processing that is currently locking the resource and try to delete the configuration again.

MSMC0712E
A database error has occurred

Reason:

An error has occurred while trying to access the database.

Action:

See the Datacom/DB Message Reference Guide for more information.

MSMC1000I
Auxiliary AS Scheduler Started

Reason:

This message is issued when the Auxiliary address space scheduler has completed initialization and is waiting for work.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.
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MSMC1001I
Auxiliary AS Scheduler Terminating

Reason:

This message is issued when the Auxiliary address space scheduler is terminating processing.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC1002I
Auxiliary AS Scheduler Quiescing

Reason:

This message is issued when the Auxiliary address space scheduler is terminating, but there is work remaining in the
queues. The scheduler will end when the work is complete.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC1010I
Auxiliary AS successfully started. ASID: address_space_identifier, STOKEN: address_space_token

Reason:

An SCS auxiliary address has been started to perform configuration services work. The message shows the address
space identifier (ASID) and address space token (STOKEN) of the auxiliary address space.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC1011I
Auxiliary AS stop scheduled. ASID: address_space_identifier, STOKEN: address_space_token

Reason:

An SCS auxiliary address has been notified to stop and will end shortly. The message shows the address space identifier
(ASID) and address space token (STOKEN) of the auxiliary address space.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC1012E
Auxiliary AS create failed, RETCODE: return_code, RSNCODE: reason_code

Reason:

The SCS address space was unable to create an auxiliary address space in which to schedule services work. The
ASCRE system service failed with an unexpected return code and reason code.

Action:

1. Use the return code and reason code to diagnose the ASCRE system service failure.
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2. Review the JES message log, SCS message log, and system log for other messages describing the failure.

Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this
message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC1013E
Auxiliary AS create failed due to system resource shortage

Reason:

The SCS address space was unable to create an auxiliary address space in which to schedule services work. The
ASCRE system service indicated that there is currently a system resource shortage.

Action:

Review the system log for other messages describing the resource shortage. E/SQA shortages, real storage shortages
and MAXUSER number of address spaces are all potential reasons that the system cannot create a new address space.

MSMC1014E
Auxiliary AS failed during initialization. JOBNAME: job_name, PROCNAME: process_name, ASID:
address_space_identifier

Reason:

The SCS address space successfully created an auxiliary address space in which to schedule services work. However,
the auxiliary address space suffered a failure during initialization and terminated unexpectedly.

Action:

1. Review the system log for other messages describing the resource shortage.
2. Review the JES message log for the failing auxiliary address space.
3. Check for JCL error conditions or ABEND conditions that caused the premature failure of the auxiliary address space.

MSMC1015I
Auxiliary AS terminated. ASID: address_space_identifier, STOKEN: address_space_token, RETCODE:
return_code, RSNCODE: reason_code

Reason:

An SCS auxiliary address has been force terminated. The message shows the address space identifier (ASID), the
address space token (STOKEN), and the return and reason code from the ASDES system service.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC1016E
Auxiliary AS was not attached in system key

Reason:

The SCS auxiliary address space was not attached to execute in a system key.

Action:

1. Verify that the SCS auxiliary address space program, MSMCAUX, is correctly defined in the z/OS program properties
table.
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2. Review the SYSLOG for message IEF188I during the start of the auxiliary address space, if the program properties
table MSMCAUX entry is correct. This message indicates that the MSMCAUX program was not fetched from an APF
authorized library.

3. Verify that each data set in the STEPLIB concatenation is an APF authorized data set, if the auxiliary address space
JCL includes a STEPLIB DD statement.

4. Verify that the data set is an APF authorized data set, if the MSMCAUX program resides in a linklist data set.

MSMC1021I
SCS auxiliary AS initialization in progress

Reason:

An SCS auxiliary address space has been started and is beginning the initialization process.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC1022I
SCS auxiliary AS initialization complete

Reason:

The SCS auxiliary address space has completed the initialization process.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC1023E
SCS auxiliary AS initialization failed

Reason:

The SCS auxiliary address space initialization process was unable to successfully complete.

Action:

Review the JES message log and SCS message log for other messages describing the initialization failure. Search
problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to
Broadcom Support.

MSMC1024I
SCS auxiliary AS termination in progress

Reason:

An SCS auxiliary address space termination processing has begun.

Action:

Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this
message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC1025I
SCS auxiliary AS termination complete
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Reason:

The SCS auxiliary address space has completed the termination process.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMC2100E
Specified User ID is not authorized to create configuration

Reason:

The specified user does not have the user level authority required to create configurations. User ID: user_identification.

The ID of the user that is not authorized is user_identification.

Action:

1. Verify with the CSM administrator that the User ID has the required CSM authority.
2. Verify with the CSM administrator that the User ID has the required system level authority.

Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this
message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC2101E
Specified User ID is not authorized to delete configuration

Reason:

The specified user does not have the user level authority required to delete the target configuration. User ID:
user_identification.

The ID of the user that is not authorized is user_identification.

Action:

1. Verify with the CSM administrator that the User ID has the required CSM authority.
2. Verify with the CSM administrator that the User ID has the required system level authority.

Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this
message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC2102E
Specified User ID is not authorized to view configuration

Reason:

The specified user does not have the user level authority required to view the target configuration. User ID:
user_identification.

The ID of the user that is not authorized is user_identification.

Action:

1. Verify with the CSM administrator that the User ID has the required CSM authority.
2. Verify with the CSM administrator that the User ID has the required system level authority.

Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this
message to Broadcom Support.
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MSMC2103E
The lock for the configuration is a valid lock and cannot be reset

Reason:

The reset status command determined that the lock is valid and cannot be reset because another user is already using
the lock.

Action:

Wait for the other user to finish their work with the configuration. Then, retry your action.

MSMC2150E
JAXB initialization of new instance failed

Reason:

Initialization of the XML to Java object translation infrastructure required to process the configuration metadata has failed.

Action:

Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this
message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC2151E
Unmarshal of Configuration Unit XML from string failed

Reason:

Processing of the current configuration metadata has failed. Problems were encountered when attempting to convert the
configuration metadata from XML string elements into Java objects.

Action:

Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this
message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC2152E
Unmarshal of Configuration Unit from XML file failed

Reason:

Processing of the current configuration metadata has failed. Problems were encountered when attempting to convert the
configuration metadata from an XML file into Java objects.

Action:

Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this
message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC2153E
Marshal of Configuration Unit to XML string failed

Reason:

Processing of the current configuration metadata has failed. Problems were encountered when attempting to convert the
configuration metadata from Java objects back into XML string elements.
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Action:

Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this
message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC2154E
Marshal of Configuration Unit to XML file failed

Reason:

Processing of the current configuration metadata has failed. Problems were encountered when attempting to convert the
configuration metadata from Java objects back into an XML file.

Action:

Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this
message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC2155E
Unmarshal of Configuration Unit from XML node failed

Reason:

Processing of the current configuration metadata has failed. Problems were encountered when attempting to convert the
configuration metadata from an XML node into Java objects.

Action:

Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this
message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC2200E
Numeric expression evaluation error

Reason:

The CSM configuration wizard encountered an exception while processing a numeric expression required to calculate a
variable value.

Action:

1. Attempt to inspect the description text of the problem variable and its dependencies, if any, within the CSM
configuration wizard. If possible, verify that dependent variables contain proper values.

Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this
message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC2201E
String expression evaluation error

Reason:

The CSM configuration wizard encountered an exception while processing a string expression required to calculate a
variable value.
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Action:

1. Attempt to inspect the description text of the problem variable and its dependencies, if any, within the CSM
configuration wizard. If possible, verify that dependent variables contain proper values.

Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this
message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC2202E
NumberFormatException conversion error

Reason:

An exception was encountered when trying to convert a nonnumeric string value to a number.

Action:

1. Attempt to inspect the description text of the problem variable and its dependencies within the CSM configuration
wizard, if this error is associated with user data input. If possible, verify that dependent variables contain proper
values.

Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this
message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC2203E
ArithmeticException numeric operation error

Reason:

An exception was encountered when attempting to perform an arithmetic operation with two or more parameters.

Action:

1. Attempt to inspect the description text of the problem variable and its dependencies within the CSM configuration
wizard, if this error is associated with user data input. If possible, verify that dependent variables contain proper
values.

Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this
message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC2204E
Unknown numeric expression error

Reason:

An invalid expression operand was encountered when processing an expression involving numeric data.

Action:

Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this
message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC2205E
Invalid string expression type encountered

Reason:

An invalid expression operand was encountered when processing an expression involving string data.
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Action:

Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this
message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC2206E
A nonnumeric value is being used in a numeric compare operation

Reason:

A numeric variable used within a compare operation appears to contain a nonnumeric value.

Action:

1. Attempt to determine the variable that is the cause of the error. If possible, verify that the content of the variable is
correct for its type.

Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this
message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC2207E
Number format exception during include condition comparison

Reason:

The configuration metadata for this product has encountered a syntax error when executing the compare operation for an
include condition.

One or more of the following values being compared are not numbers:

• referenced_variable_name
Specifies the name of the referenced variable as found within the configuration metadata.

• referenced_variable_current_value
Specifies the current value of the referenced variable. This value is expected to be numeric.

• referenced_variable_comparison_value
Specifies the value the referenced variable is being compared to. This value is expected to be numeric.

Action:

1. Determine which variable is causing the error.
2. Verify that the content of the variable is correct for its type.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2250E
Unknown configuration validation error

Reason:

A configuration validation request was sent to the SCS address space. An error was encountered but no further error data
is available from the SCS address space.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.
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MSMC2251E
A configuration metadata validation error has occurred

Reason:

An error was encountered during the configuration metadata validation process. Validation errors: error_name.

The ID of the user that is not authorized is user_identification.

Action:

1. Inspect the error dialog message for mention of validation error message data files.
2. If there are validation error message data files, take steps to preserve them.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2252E
Failed to open and/or read a schema validation file

Reason:

An error was encountered during the configuration metadata validation process when trying to open a required schema
file. File name:file_name.

The ID of the user that is not authorized is user_identification.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2253E
Failed to open and/or read a transformation file

Reason:

An error was encountered during the configuration metadata validation process when trying to open a required metadata
transformation file. File name: file_name.

The ID of the user that is not authorized is user_identification.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2254E
Failed to process a required transformation file

Reason:

An error was encountered during the configuration metadata validation process when trying to process the contents of a
required transformation file. File name: file_name.

The ID of the user that is not authorized is user_identification.

Action:
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Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2255E
Failed to create an empty Document Object Model document

Reason:

An error was encountered during the configuration metadata validation process when trying to initialize an empty
Documents Object Model.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2256E
Failed to marshal the configuration metadata into a DOM document

Reason:

An error was encountered during the configuration metadata validation process when trying to convert the configuration
metadata into a Document Object Model object.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2257E
XPath failed to find ID attributes within the configuration

Reason:

An error was encountered during the configuration metadata validation process. The XPath process failed to locate ID
attributes within the target configuration.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2258E
Performing symbolic resolution on the configuration failed

Reason:

An error was encountered during the configuration metadata validation process when attempting to perform symbolic
resolution.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.
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MSMC2259E
Processing configuration include conditions failed

Reason:

An error was encountered during the configuration metadata validation process while processing include conditions for the
target configuration.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2260E
Processing metadata into a readable document failed

Reason:

An error was encountered during the configuration metadata validation process when trying to process the metadata into
a readable document.

Action:

Search problem reporting data bases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this
message to Broadcom Support.

MSMC2261E
Parse error in the schema used to validate a configuration

Reason:

An error was encountered during the configuration metadata validation process. A schema parsing error was
encountered.

Action:

1. Inspect the error dialog message for mention of validation error message data files. If there are validation error
message data files, take steps to preserve them.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2262E
Transformation error encountered during symbol resolution

Reason:

An error was encountered during the configuration metadata validation process. A transformation error occurred during
the symbol resolution phase.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.
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MSMC2263E
The transformation/validation of the configuration failed

Reason:

An error was encountered during the transformation and validation configuration meta data.

Action:

1. Inspect the error dialog message for further information related to the error. If there are validation error message data
files, take steps to preserve them.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2264E
Saving of validation error data failed

Reason:

An error was encountered while attempting to validate the configuration metadata. An attempt to save validation error data
to files has failed.

Action:

1. Inspect the error dialog message. If there are validation error message data files, take steps to preserve them for
Broadcom Support.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2265E
Validation of the configuration failed, parse error

Reason:

An error was encountered during the configuration metadata validation process. An XML parsing error was encountered.

Action:

1. Inspect the error dialog message. If there are validation error message data files, take steps to preserve them for
Broadcom Support.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2266E
Failed to marshal the configuration into a DOM document

Reason:

An error was encountered during the configuration metadata validation process. Marshaling of the configuration into the
Document Object Model failed.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.
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MSMC2267E
Reversing repeatable resources on the configuration failed

Reason:

An error was encountered during the configuration metadata validation process. The process of reversing repeatable
resources for the configuration has failed.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2268E
Processing of repeatable resources has failed

Reason:

An error was encountered during the configuration metadata validation process. Transforming of the repeatable resources
failed.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2269E
Processing repeatable processes and operations has failed

Reason:

An error was encountered during the configuration metadata validation process. Transforming the repeatable processes
and operations failed.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2270E
Processing of target resolution has failed

Reason:

An error was encountered during the configuration metadata validation process. Processing of the target resolution failed.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2271E
Failed to marshal the configuration metadata into a DOM document

Reason:
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An error occurred while attempting to load XML data into a Document Object Model object for use during the processing
of default set by metadata.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2272E
XPath failed when searching for the defaultSetBy attributes

Reason:

An XPath XML parsing error occurred while attempting to locate the default set by elements within the target configuration
metadata.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2273E
XPath id() function errors with defaultSetBy attribute

Reason:

An XPath XML parsing error occurred while attempting to process the id() function associated with a default set by
element within the target configuration metadata.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2274E
Failed to marshal instance display data into a DOM document

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to load instance display XML data into a Document Object Model object for use in
processing of the configuration metadata.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2275E
XPath processing for instance display data ids has failed

Reason:

An XPath XML parsing error occurred while attempting to process the id() function associated with an instance display
data within the target configuration metadata.

Action:
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Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2276E
Parsing for reference variable of DefaultSetBy failed

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to locate a reference variable associated with a default set by element within the target
configuration metadata.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2277E
Tracking ID cannot be composed of symbol data content

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to process configurable resources. A tracking identifier has been incorrectly defined.
FMID: FMID tracking_identifier tracking ID: incorrect_tracking_identifier.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2278E
A stack overflow error has been detected

Reason:

The CSM UI Application Server has run out of stack space while processing the configuration meta data. The java
parameter -Xss512m may need to be added to the STDENV file or the value needs to be increased.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2279E
An error occurred while attempting to fetch the configuration unit template

Reason:

The fetch of the deployments configuration unit template for the current configuration has failed. Configuration of the
product cannot continue.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.
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MSMC2280E
Thread interrupted exception processing configuration metadata

Reason:

The CSM UI Application Server was unable to acquire a lock necessary to process the configuration metadata.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2281E
Parse error in the configuration metadata

Reason:

An error was encountered during the configuration metadata validation process. A parsing error was encountered against
the configuration.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2282E
Marshal or Unmarshal of Configuration Unit to XML string failed

Reason:

Processing of the current configuration metadata has failed. Problems were encountered when attempting to convert the
configuration metadata from Java objects back into XML string elements.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2283E
An infinite loop was detected during symbol resolution of the Configuration Unit

Reason:

Processing of the current configuration metadata has failed. Problems were encountered when performing symbol
resolution.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2350E
Request event message XML is missing or invalid

Reason:
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The required XML data contained within an SCS address space request event message is missing or was found to be
invalid.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2351E
RegisterEvents message for SCS address space failed

Reason:

Registration for notification of SCS address space target server response event messages has failed. The client is not
notified when event response messages become available.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2352E
CreateEvent message for SCS address space failed

Reason:

The creation of the event record content for a request message targeting an SCS address space failed. The client is
unable to communicate with the target address space.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2353E
SendEvent message to SCS address space failed

Reason:

A request event record message targeting an SCS address space could not be delivered. The request message was
created, however, the send event failed.

Action:

Attempt to retry the operation that caused the failure. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If
unable to resolve the problem, save the error message content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom
Support.

MSMC2354E
Event message response from the SCS address space timed out

Reason:

A network communications timeout occurred while waiting for the response message from the SCS address space. The
receive attempt may have been retried one or more times depending on the SCS address space communications settings
within the CSM registry.
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Action:

1. Verify the current state of network activity, a severely overloaded network can result in this error.
2. Verify that the SCS address space is available and responding with acceptable performance.
3. Attempt to retry the operation that caused the failure.
4. Consider increasing the defined TCP Connection Timeout and Retry values within the CSM system registry, Network

Locations tab for the computer hosting the SCS address space.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2355E
Event message request/response correlation IDs mismatch

Reason:

The unique request/response message identifiers used to verify that message traffic integrity are out of sync. The SCS
address space response message received does not belong to the current request message. The expected identifier
correlation_identifier, the received identifier retrieved_correlation_identifier.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2356E
SCS address space event message character encoding error

Reason:

A code page character encoding error was encountered during the creation of the SCS address space request message
or during the parsing of the SCS address space response message.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2357E
SCS address space event message invalid parameter error

Reason:

An error was encountered with one of the API required parameters during the creation of an SCS address space request
message or during the parsing of an SCS address space response message.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2358E
SCS address space event message unknown exception error

Reason:
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An uncategorized exception or error was encountered during the creation of an SCS address space request message or
during the parsing of an SCS address space response message.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2359E
SCS address space message contains an unexpected event type received: event_type_name

Reason:

An unexpected result message was received as a result of a SCS address space request message sent to create an
Instance Container required for configuration processing. Event type received: event_type_name.

The message type number that was received in error is message_type_number.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2360E
SCS address space target server communications error

Reason:

An unexpected or uncategorized communications error was encountered when communicating with the target SCS
address space.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2361E
The connection object must be initialized

Reason:

An attempt was made to communication with at target SCS address space prior to initializing a connection object. A
connection to the SCS address space must be established before proceeding.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2362E
Null or empty SCS address space hostname string specified

Reason:

An invalid host name was specified when attempting to connect to the target system SCS address space. The host name
specified in the CSM system registry for this SCS address space is a null value or an empty string. Host name defined:
host_name.
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The actual host name value encountered is host_name.

Action:

1. Verify that the SCS address space properties are properly defined for the target computer within the Network
Locations tab within the CSM system registry.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2363E
Invalid SCS address space port number specified

Reason:

The port number configured for access to the target server SCS address space appears to be invalid. Port number
specified: port_number.

The actual port number value encountered is port_number.

Action:

1. Verify that the SCS address space properties are properly defined for the target system within the Network Locations
tab within the CSM system registry.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2364E
Null returned From CommunicationsSection Open() API

Reason:

Attempting to initiate communications to the target server SCS address space has failed. The communications API Open()
has returned a null value.

Action:

1. Verify that the SCS address space properties are properly defined within the Network Locations tab for the target
computer within the CSM system registry.

2. Verify that the computer hosting the SCS address space is available, online, and can be connected to from the
computer hosting the CSM client software.

3. Verify that the SCS address space being targeted has been started and is available for use.
4. Contact your network administrator to verify that there are no connectivity issues between the CSM client software

hosting computer and the SCS address space hosting computer.
5. Attempt to retry the operation which caused the failure.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2365E
Missing or invalid SCS address space message event type

Reason:

A missing or invalid SCS address space event message type has been specified. The current SCS address space request
cannot continue.
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Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2366E
The event message priority value is missing or invalid

Reason:

The target server SCS address space request event message contains a priority property that is not invalid. Value:
priority_value_name.

The actual priority value encountered is priority_value_name.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2367E
The event message name is missing or invalid

Reason:

The required event name property contained within a target server SCS address space request event message is missing
or invalid. Event name encountered: event_name.

The event name encountered is event_name.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2368E
The event message User ID is missing or invalid

Reason:

The required user ID property contained within a target server SCS address space request event message is missing or
invalid User_identification: user_identification.

The user ID encountered is user_identification.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2369E
The event message event source name is missing or invalid

Reason:

The required event source name property contained within a target server SCS address space request event message is
missing or invalid. Event source name: event_source_name.

Action:
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Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2370E
The event message event-specific data is missing or invalid

Reason:

The required event-specific data property contained within a target server SCS address space request event message is
missing or invalid. Event-specific data encountered: event_specific_data_text.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2371E
The event message correlation ID is missing or invalid

Reason:

The required message correlation ID property contained within a target server SCS address space request event
message is missing or invalid. The correlation ID encountered: identification_name.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2372E
Invalid response event received from SCS address space

Reason:

An invalid response event message was received from the SCS address space target server. The event data was missing
or has been corrupted.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2373E
Invalid or null request event data

Reason:

The request event data contained within a target server SCS address space request event message is missing or invalid.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2374E
Unmarshal of response ICRequest attribute failed
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Reason:

The parsing of the target server SCS address space response message failed due to an invalid or missing ICRequest
attribute.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2375E
Unmarshal of response ICRequest element failed

Reason:

The parsing of the target server SCS address space response message failed due to an invalid or missing ICRequest
element.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2376E
XMLOperations - JAXB subsystem initialization failed

Reason:

Attempting to create a new instance of the JAXB XML to Java object conversion infrastructure required to facilitate
communications to the SCS address space has failed.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2377E
JAXB exception encountered creating XML request message

Reason:

A Java to XML conversion exception was encountered when attempting to create a target system SCS address space
request message.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2378E
Exception encountered creating XML request message

Reason:

An unknown or uncategorized exception was encountered during the Java to XML conversion when attempting to create a
target system SCS address space request message.

Action:
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Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2379E
JAXB exception encountered parsing XML response message

Reason:

An XML to Java conversion exception was encountered when attempting to parse a message received from the target
system SCS address space. Exception message encountered: JAXB specific_exception. String being parsed: XML
string_name.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2380E
A null response buffer was encountered during XML doc parsing

Reason:

An XML parsing API received an empty response buffer.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2381E
No event-specific data was found within the event message

Reason:

The required event specific data property contained within a target server SCS address space response event message is
missing or invalid.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2382E
Unmarshal of XML response message failed

Reason:

The extraction of data from a target server SCS address space response message failed for an undetermined reason.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2383E
SCS address space XML response message contains a DBError
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Reason:

The response message received from the target server SCS address space contains error data identifying a database
error that occurred during the SCS address space processing of the request message.

Action:

1. Refer to the error message details to determine if there are action suggestions.
2. Consult with the CSM administrator for possible resolutions.
3. Consult with the system database administrator for possible resolutions.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2384E
SCS address space XML response message contains an XMLError

Reason:

The response message received from the target server SCS address space contains error data identifying an XML
processing error that occurred during the SCS address space processing of the request message.

Action:

1. Refer to the error message details to determine if there are action suggestions.
2. Consult with the CSM administrator to verify that the SCS address space is operating as expected.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2385E
SCS address space XML response message contains a SAFError

Reason:

The response message received from the target server SCS address space contains error data identifying a Security
Access Facility error that occurred during the SCS address space processing of the request message.

Action:

1. Refer to the error message details to determine if there are action suggestions.
2. Consult with the CSM administrator to verify that the SCS address space is operating as expected.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2386E
SCS address space XML response message contains a DYNError

Reason:

The response message received from the target server SCS address space contains error data identifying a dynamic
allocation error that occurred during the SCS address space processing of the request message.

Action:

1. Refer to the error message details to determine if there are action suggestions.
2. Consult with the CSM administrator to verify that the SCS address space is operating as expected.
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Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2387E
SCS address space XML message contains a FileAccessError

Reason:

The response message received from the target server SCS address space contains error data identifying a file access
error that occurred during the SCS address space processing of the request message.

Action:

1. Refer to the error message details to determine if there are action suggestions.
2. Consult with the CSM administrator to verify that the SCS address space is operating as expected.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2388E
SCS address space response contains a SYSVIEWAPIError

Reason:

The response message received from the target server SCS address space contains error data identifying a Sysview API
error that occurred during the SCS address space processing of the request message.

Action:

1. Refer to the error message details to determine if there are action suggestions.
2. Consult with the CSM administrator to verify that the SCS address space is operating as expected.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2389E
SCS address space XML response message contains an unknown error

Reason:

The response message received from the target server SCS address space contains error data identifying an unknown
error that occurred during the SCS address space processing of the request message.

Action:

1. Refer to the error message details to determine if there are action suggestions.
2. Consult with the CSM administrator to verify that the SCS address space is operating as expected.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2390E
SCS address space XML response error, no event data found

Reason:
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The response message received from the target server SCS address space appears to be corrupted. The message does
not contain the required response event data.

Action:

1. Refer to the error message details to determine if there are action suggestions.
2. Consult with the CSM administrator to verify that the SCS address space is operating as expected.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2391E
SCS address space message missing error description data

Reason:

The response message returned from the SCS address space is missing expected error description data.

Action:

1. Refer to the error message details to determine if there are action suggestions.
2. Consult with the CSM administrator to verify that the SCS address space is operating as expected.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2392E
Event data from the SCS address space message is missing

Reason:

The response message received from the target server SCS address space does not contain the required event data.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2393E
Unknown SCS address space target system name specified

Reason:

The specified SCS address space target_system_name cannot be resolved to a TCP/IP address.

target_system_name specifies the name of the target server computer that cannot be resolved to a TCP/IP address.

Action:

1. Verify that the SCS address space properties are properly defined within the Network Locations tab within the CSM
system registry.

2. Verify the computer hosting the SCS address space is available, online, and can be connected to from the computer
hosting the CSM client software.

3. Verify the SCS address space being targeted has been started and is available for use.
4. Contact your network administrator to verify that there are no connectivity issues between the CSM client software

hosting computer and the SCS address space hosting computer.
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Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2394E
An unknown IOException communication error occurred

Reason:

An unknown IOException error occurred during a send/receive of a message to the SCS address space
target_system_name. See the error log for details. target_system_name specifies the name of the host computer being
communicated with when the error occurred.

Action:

1. Verify that the computer hosting the SCS address space is available, online, and can be connected to from the
computer hosting the CSM client software.

2. Verify that the SCS address space being targeted has been started and is available for use.
3. Contact your network administrator to verify that there are no connectivity issues between the CSM client software

hosting computer and the SCS address space hosting computer.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2395E
SCS address space CommunicationsException error detected

Reason:

An SCS address space target system CommunicationsException was detected. SCS address space target system name:
target_system_name.

target_system_name specifies the name of the host computer being communicated with when the error occurred.

Action:

1. Verify that the computer hosting the SCS address space is available, online, and can be connected to from the
computer hosting the CSM client software.

2. Verify that the SCS address space being targeted has been started and is available for use.
3. Contact your network administrator to verify that there are no connectivity issues between the CSM client software

hosting computer and the SCS address space hosting computer.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2396E
SCS address space communications timeout exception

Reason:

A transmission timeout error occurred while waiting to receive a response message from SCS address space target
system name: target_system_name. Wait time out: wait_timeout seconds, number of times retried: retry_count.

This error is typically seen when network traffic is more congested than normal or an SCS address space process takes
longer to complete than expected.
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Action:

1. Verify the current state of network activity. A severely overloaded network can result in this error.
2. Verify that the SCS address space is available and responding with acceptable performance.
3. Consider increasing the defined TCP Connection Timeout and Retry values within the CSM system registry Network

Locations tab for the computer hosting the SCS address space.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2398E
SCS address space target server definition not found

Reason:

The target system hosting the address space targeted by the specified configuration is not defined within the CSM system
registry. System name: system_name.

system_name specifies the name of the host computer whose configuration data is missing.

Action:

1. Verify that the name of the target system is correct.
2. Verify within the CSM system registry, Network Locations, that the SCS address space definitions are correct for the

expected target system.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2450E
File name missing for target resource

Reason:

A resource file request was made to the target system SCS address space however, the required file name for the
resource is missing.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2453E
Unable to load configurable resources from XML

Reason:

An error has occurred during the processing of configurable resources within the configuration metadata.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2454E
SIA file transfer error. File segments out of order
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Reason:

During the execution of the CSM configuration wizard, a metadata driven resource file transfer was initiated. An error was
encountered due to attempting to process segments of file data in an incorrect sequence. Segment number expected:
segment_number. Segment received: segment_number_received.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2455E
Hash value verification error during SIA file transfer

Reason:

During the execution of the CSM configuration wizard, a metadata driven resource file transfer was initiated.

An error was encountered when comparing a client side calculated message digest hash value, of the file content, with the
value calculated by the server and sent to the client.

Data stored in the configuration metadata for the current resource is considered suspect.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2456E
SIA file transfer, Invalid file hash algorithm received

Reason:

During the execution of the CSM configuration wizard, a metadata driven resource file transfer was initiated.

The target system SCS address space subsystem has specified an invalid message digest hash algorithm.

Data stored in the configuration metadata for the current resource is considered suspect.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2460E
SIA hash manifest segments out of order

Reason:

The retrieval of a deployment hash manifest was initiated. A manifest segment out of sequence error was encountered
when processing multiple segments of the manifest data.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2501E
Configuration build request status reset invalid
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Reason:

An error was encountered when attempting to reset the build results status.

Action:

1. Refer to the error message details to determine if there are action suggestions.
2. Consult with the CSM administrator to verify that the SCS address space is operating as expected.
3. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message content and

problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2502E
Configuration build request status reset failed

Reason:

An error was encountered when attempting to reset the build results status.

Action:

1. Refer to the error message details to determine if there are action suggestions.
2. Consult with the CSM administrator to verify that the SCS address space is operating as expected.
3. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message content and

problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2503E
Configuration state error not eligible to be built

Reason:

The definition for configuration_name completed within all panels of the configuration wizard before the configuration was
eligible for building. Current_configuration_state.

Action:

1. Verify that the configuration wizard completed the configuration process.
2. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message content and

problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2504E
Failure attempting to send build configuration request to the SCS address space

Reason:

An unknown error was encountered during the transmission of a configuration build request to the address space.
Additional information can be found in the details and additional diagnostics portion of this message.

Action:

1. Refer to the SCS address space and CSM client software log files for additional information.
2. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message content and

problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2505E
A configuration request sent to the SCS address space has failed
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Reason:

A request sent to the SCS address space requesting a validate or implement request has failed.

Action:

1. Refer to the SCS address space and CSM client software log files for additional information.
2. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message content and

problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2600E
user_ID is not authorized to implement configurations

Reason:

The specified user does not have the user level authority required to implement the target configuration. User ID:
user_identification.

user_identification indicates the user ID of the user that is not authorized.

Action:

1. Verify with the CSM administrator that the user ID has the required CSM authority.
2. Verify with the CSM administrator that the user ID has the required system level authority.
3. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message content and

problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2601E
Configuration implementation stop request was invalid

Reason:

An error was detected during a configuration implementation attempting to process a Stop request.

Action:

1. Refer to the error message details to determine if there are action suggestions.
2. Consult with the CSM administrator to verify that the SCS address space is operating as expected.
3. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message content and

problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2602E
SCS Address Space error occurred during implementation

Reason:

An error was detected while the SCS Address Space was processing the configuration implementation.

Action:

1. Refer to the error message details to determine if there are action suggestions.
2. Consult with the CSM administrator to verify that the SCS address space is operating as expected.
3. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message

content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.
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MSMC2603E
Starting of a supporting thread for Implementation has failed

Reason:

An error was detected while attempting to start a listening thread required to support the implementation process.

Action:

1. Refer to the error message details to determine if there are action suggestions.
2. Consult with the CSM administrator to verify that the SCS address space is operating as expected.
3. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message

content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2604E
The ability to implement a configuration on this system has been disabled

Reason:

An environment variable has been set which disables implementing configurations on the target system.

Action:

1. Refer to the error message details to determine if there are action suggestions.
2. Consult with the CSM administrator to verify that the SCS address space is operating as expected.
3. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message

content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2457E
SIA file transfer, hash value encoding error encountered

Reason:

During the execution of the CSM configuration wizard, a metadata driven resource file transfer was initiated.

An unsupported encoding exception was encountered when attempting to calculate the message digest hash value for the
received resource data.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2458E
SIA file transfer error encountered

Reason:

During the execution of the CSM configuration wizard, a metadata driven resource file transfer was initiated. An
unexpected error occurred during the transfer attempt of file_name.

file_name indicates the name of the transferred file.

Action:

1. Refer to the error message details to determine if there are action suggestions.
2. Verify that the file name being referenced exists.
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3. Consult with the CSM administrator to verify that the SCS address space is operating as expected.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2459E
SCS address space version incompatible

Reason:

The version (address_space_version) of the SCS address space does not support the current metadata packaged with
the product you are configuring.

Action:

1. On the target system, verify that the SCS address space is started.
2. In the CSM system registry, navigate to the Network Locations subtab for this system and click Status to verify the

version of the SCS address space.
3. Consult the product information to verify that you are running the correct SCS address space version for the version of

the product that you are configuring.
4. Contact your CSM system administrator to verify that the SCS address space is running with correct release level

libraries.
5. Contact your CSM system administrator to upgrade the SCS address space to the correct version needed for this

product.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2461E
SIA retrieving the MVS system symbols failed

Reason:

The retrieval of the MVS system symbols was initiated and an error was encountered when getting the MVS symbol list.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message content and
problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMC2500E
A configuration build error was encountered

Reason:

An error was detected during a build attempt of the configuration at the SCS address space. Configuration name:
configuration_name.

Action:

1. Refer to the error message details to determine if there are action suggestions.
2. Consult with the CSM administrator to verify that the SCS address space is operating as expected.
3. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message content and

problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.
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MSMC2550E
Delete configuration error encountered

Reason:

An exception was encountered when trying to delete a configuration. Error encountered: error_name

Action:

1. Verify that the configuration is in a deletion state.
2. See the product documentation for information regarding proper status states of configurations.
3. Search problem reporting databases for a fix. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message content and

problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MDMD6015I
UTILOGER NOT ALLOCATED. LOGGING DISABLED

Reason:

The UTILITY log file could not be allocated.

System Action:

The deployment process continues without logging.

User Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMD1001I
LPAR from ECVTLPNM nnnnnnnn

Reason:

Based on information obtained from ECVTLPNM, Discovery Service found nnnnnnnn to be the name of the LPAR.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMD1002I
SMFID from SMCASID nnnn

Reason:

Based on information obtained from SMCASID, Discovery Service found nnnn to be the SMF ID.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMD1003I
JES2 MAS NAME from SYSVIEW nnnnnnnn

Reason:

Based on information obtained from SYSVIEW, Discovery Service found nnnnnnnn to be a member name of JES2 MAS
complex.
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Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMD1004I
SYSTEMID from CVTSNAME nnnnnnnn

Reason:

Based on information obtained from CVTSNAME, Discovery Service found nnnnnnnn to be the system ID.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMD1005I
SYSPLEX from ECVTSPLX nnnnnnnn

Reason:

Based on information obtained from ECVTSPLX, Discovery Service found nnnnnnnn to be the SYSPLEX name.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMD1020I
XXXXXXXX :consists of SYSPLEX member nnnnnnnn

Reason:

Discovery service found nnnnnnnn to be a member of SYSPLEX named XXXXXXXX.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMD1040I
JESx is the primary job entry subsystem. SSID JESn

Reason:

Discovery service found JESx to be the Primary Job Entry Subsystem. JESn is the Subsystem ID.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMD1060I
JES2 system data = JES_NODE: nnnnnnnn

Reason:

Discovery service found nnnnnnnn is the JES2 Node name.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.
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MSMD1065I
JES2 sysetm data = JES_MEMBERNAME: nnnnnnnn

Reason:

Discovery service found nnnnnnnn to be a member of the JES2 MAS complex.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMD1080I
Z/OS fmid rel ver mod

Reason:

Discovery service found z/OS with an FMID of fmid at release version and modification level.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMD1081I
SYSPLEX TOKEN > cccccccccccccccc

Reason:

Discovery service found cccccccccccccccc to be the token assigned to the SYSPLEX.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMD1082I
nnnnnnnn is not a MONOPLEX

Reason:

Discovery service found nnnnnnnn is not a monoplex.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMD1083I
nnnnnnnn is a MONOPLEX

Reason:

Discovery service found nnnnnnnn to be a Monoplex.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMD1084I
nnnnnnnn is not a XCFLOCAL
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Reason:

Discovery service found nnnnnnnn is a SYSPLEX.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMD1085I
nnnnnnnn is a XCFLOCAL

Reason:

Discovery service found nnnnnnnn is not a SYSPLEX.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMD1086I
Max PLEXMBRS allowed: Xnn

Reason:

Discovery service found that the maximum number of SYSPLEX members allowed to be nn in hex.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMD1087I
Current Max allowed: Xnn

Reason:

Discovery service found that the current maximum number of SYSPLEX members allowed for this SYSPLEX to be nn in
hex.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMD1540I
Collection completed. Structure constructed

Reason:

Discovery service has completed system information collection and has constructed the required structure.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMD1620I
ECB posted. Task xxxxxxxx dispatched

Reason:

The ECB for one of the discovery task has been posted. Task xxxxxxxx is now dispatched.
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Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMD1680I
Service: INIT successful

Reason:

CA CCI INIT call is successful.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMD1700I
Service #1 issued. Waiting on ECB

Reason:

CA CCI Service call to receive data has been issued. The task is now waiting for its ECB to be posted.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMD1750W
SNAME and CCINAME not provided by caller

Reason:

CA CCI Service call has not received expected SNAME and CCINAME from the CCI client.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMD1770I
SERVICE #2 bypassed due to status NE A

Reason:

CA CCI Service to send collected data has been bypassed due to an invalid status code.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMD2000I
CCI Feedback Message:

Reason:

This is an audit message for normal and conditional states for CCI Init (connection), Term (disconnection) and Spawn
Service functions.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.
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MSMD2002I
Spawn Service MSMD-DSC_APPLICATION Completed for xxxxxx

Reason:

This is an audit message that a validate action was done in the System Registry for system xxxxxx.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMD2100I
SEARCH ON=

Reason:

This is an audit message for search name argument.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMD2101I
No matching system name

Reason:

The search inquiry did not find a match.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMD2102I
Matching name found

Reason:

The search inquiry returned a match condition.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMD2200E
Failed to calculate a hash value for a data set

Reason:

During the calculation of a hash for the data set named data_set_name, an error was encountered.

Action:

1. Refer to the error message details to determine if there are action suggestions.
2. Verify that the data set exists.
3. Verify that the user ID has the required authority to access the data set.
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Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMD2201E
Failed to calculate a hash value for a file or directory

Reason:

During the calculation of a hash for the file or directory named file_or_directory_name, an error was encountered.

Action:

1. Refer to the error message details to determine if there are action suggestions.
2. Verify that the file system is mounted.
3. Verify that the user ID has the required authority to access the file or directory.

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMD2202E
Failed to create an empty Document Object Model document

Reason:

An error was encountered during the creation of a manifest file when trying to initialize an empty Document Object Model.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMD2203E
Failed to open and/or read a transformation file

Reason:

An error was encountered during the creation of the hash manifest file process when trying to open a required metadata
transformation file. File name: file_name.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMD2204E
Failed to process a required transformation file

Reason:

An error was encountered during the creation of the hash manifest file when trying to process the content of a
transformation file. File name: file_name.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.
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MSMD2205E
Failed to process hash manifest into a readable document

Reason:

An error was encountered during the creation of the hash manifest file when trying to process the hash manifest into a
readable document.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message
content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMD3000E
The CAICCI System ID did not match

Reason:

The system name was found in the generated table for CAICCI systems, but the CAICCI system ID did not match the one
defined through the CSM user interface or multiple systems with the same system name are defined with different CAICCI
system IDs.

The CAICCI system ID is a unique name for a system that is part of a CAICCI network. If you do not specify one, CSM
obtains it using a validate action.

Action:

• Check the CAICCI system ID, it may have not been entered correctly.

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMD3000I
CCI FEEDBACK MESSAGE:

Reason:

This message provides up to a 45-byte CCI feedback message related to the CCI operation performed. This is a general
flow message.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational. However, if you are experiencing problems deploying a product,
save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMD3001E
System was not found in the CCI network

Reason:

The system name was not found in the active network.

Actions:

• If the system is not active, IPL the system.
• Make sure the ENF/CCI on the system is active on the system.
• Check the system name; it may have not been entered correctly.
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MSMD3001I
Deployment CCI status message

Reason:

This message provides a status for each CCI function executed to perform a deployment.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational. However, if you are experiencing problems deploying a product,
save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMD3002E
Remote validation did not complete

Reason:

An error occurred between the time the remote validation service ended and completion notify process was done with
data returned.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMD3002I
DEPLOYMENT TO MSMD-DPL_APPLICATION COMPLETED FOR SNAME

Reason:

Deployment has completed to the system name, SNAME. MSMD-DPL_APPLICATION is the name of the service of the
CSM Remote Deployment Service in CCS ENF/CCI.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMD3003E
Storage error was encountered

Reason:

This is the Short-on-Storage for the necessary work areas and buffers. This could be a temporary issue or indication of a
more serve issue.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMD3004E
CCI error was encountered

Reason:

A CCS CCI API error was encountered during the search operation.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.
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MSMD3005E
Internal search error was encountered

Reason:

Program MSMDCCII encountered an error while searching for the system name.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMD3006E
Validation Timeout Error was encountered

Reason:

The system will wait four minutes for a response to the system validation command. After that limit, a timeout will occur.

Action:

Retry the validation, and if that does not work, contact Broadcom Support.

MSMD3007E
The Sysplex discovered for system XXXXXXXX was YYYYYYYY, not ZZZZZZZZ.

Reason:

The system validation returned a different Sysplex affiliation for the system where XXXXXXXX is the system name,
YYYYYYYY is the name it was defined as, and ZZZZZZZZ was the not the name that was required at validation time.

Action:

Accept the changes or redefine the system.

MSMD3008E
System: XXXXXXXX is currently a Non-Sysplex system

Reason:

The system validation returned that the system is not affiliated with any defined Sysplexes. XXXXXXXX is the system
name.

Action:

Delete the system from the Sysplex definition.

MSMD3009E
CCI is not remotely valid

Reason:

This happens during the CCI validation of the remote system when the name of the remote system does not match the
target system name on the local system.

The System Registry Validate action did a local inquiry with the given SYSTEM NAME and CCI SYSTEM ID that was
unsuccessful.
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If only the SYSTEM NAME was entered in the registry, then either the CCI connection between the local and remote
system is down, or the SYSTEM NAME is not the correct name.

Action:

Review the task message in the Task Manager, and verify that the name of the remote system matches the target system
name on the remote system.

MSMD3009I
MSMDPLOR state

Reason:

Deployment information state flow message.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

MSMD3010E
CCI is not locally valid

Reason:

This happens during the CCI validation of the remote system when the name of the remote system matches the target
system name on the local system , but the CCI SYSTEM ID does not match.

The System Registry Validate action did a local inquiry with the given SYSTEM NAME and CCI SYSTEM ID. The inquiry
was unsuccessful.

Action:

• If both the SYSTEM NAME and CCI SYSTEM ID was entered in the registry, then delete the CCI SYSTEM ID, save,
and then retry the validation.

• If only the SYSTEM NAME was entered, verify it is correctly entered.

MSMD5000E
CCI SPNPARM returned a non-positive length

Reason:

CA CCI SPNPARM call received a non-positive length response. This is an internal error condition.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMD5003I
REMOTE DEPLOYMENT SERVICES, V3.0.3, HAS STARTED.

Reason:

The SDS started task instant was spawned to perform a deployment request from the CSM host user interface. The SDS
started task ends upon completion of the deployment instant.

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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MSMD5005E
CCI SPNPARM returned null address

Reason:

CA CCI SPNPARM call received a non-positive length response. This is an internal error condition.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMD5010I
SERVICE: No spawn PARM - externally started

Reason:

CA CCI service was externally started.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD5020I
SERVICE: INIT Successful

Reason:

CA CCI service INIT call was successful.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD5025I
GETTING READY TO ISSUE SERVICE #1

Reason:

The Software Deployment Service (SDS) is ready to issue a CAICCI service request to obtain deployment service request
information data to perform a deployment.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD5030E
CCI SERVICE CALL FAILED. TERMINATING

Reason:

The Software Deployment Service (SDS) made a CAICCI SERVICE call to obtain the deployment request information
data failed. As part of the service call, CAICCI issues a Security Authorization Facility call on the encrypted credentials of
the user associated with this deployment instant.

Action:

Review the Deploy Products message log output on the Task tab in the web-based interface: check for the CAICCI return
code and reason code, and for the CAICCI message about the failure.
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Take appropriate actions based on the CAICCI error message. If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this
message to Broadcom Support.

MSMD5030I
SERVICE #1 ISSUED. Waiting on ECB

Reason:

CA CCI service call number 1 was issued. CCI service is waiting for its ECB to be posted.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD5060E
Maximum number of ECBs has been reached

Reason:

The maximum numbers of ECBs has been reached. This is an internal error condition.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMD5070E
Task list error; forcing S0C1

Reason:

This is an internal error condition. Deployment service is abnormally terminating with a S0C1 abend code.

Action:

Collect the dump. Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMD5070I
CCI SERVICE #1 Successful

Reason:

CA CCI service call number 1 is successful.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD5075I
CCI SERVICE #2 Send data completed

Reason:

CAICCI service call number 2 has successfully sent its results structure back to the CSM host.

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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MSMD5080E
CCI Receive buffer smaller then requested; Deployment terminating

Reason:

CA CCI session received a buffer smaller than the minimum requirement. Deployment service cannot continue. This is an
internal error condition.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMD5080W
Invalid footprint received; Deployment terminating

Reason:

During deployment validation phase, an invalid MSM/SDS footprint was received. Deployment service is terminating.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMD5081E
Receive buffer smaller than requested

Reason:

CA CCI session received a buffer smaller than the minimum requirement. Deployment service cannot continue. This is an
internal error condition.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMD5085W
CCI receive buffer empty and Deployment is terminating

Reason:

CA CCI session received an empty buffer. Deployment service cannot continue. This is an internal error condition.

Solution:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMD5086W
Version mismatch; Deployment terminating

Reason:

During deployment validation phase, a mismatch in the software version between CSM host and target system was
discovered. Deployment service cannot continue. This is an internal error condition.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.
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MSMD5090W
Maximum deployable unit count exceeded; Deployment terminating

Reason:

The maximum supported deployable unit count has been exceeded. Deployment service cannot continue. This is an
internal error condition.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMD5100I
Issuing mount for file system

Reason:

Deployment Service is issuing a Mount command for a USS file system.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD5110I
File system mounted

Reason:

The USS file system has been successfully mounted.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD5120I
Starting to unpack MSMDUTIL

Reason:

Deployment service is starting MSMDUTIL to unpack the GIMZIP files.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD5130I
GIMUNZIP failed

Reason:

GIMUNZIP invoked to unpack the GIMZIP package has failed. All relevant failure information has been returned to the
CSM host for diagnostics.

Action:

Information only. No action is required, until the cause of the failure has been determined.
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MSMD5140I
DEPLOYMENT OF PACKAGE COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

Reason:

GIMUNZIP was used to unpack the GIMZIP package has completed successfully. This is an informational message
indicating the deployable unit has been successfully deployed.

Action:

None.

MSMD5150I
Deallocating dynamic allocated files

Reason:

This message indicates that the files used by MSMDUTIL is being dynamically deallocated.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD5155I
All files dynamically deallocated

Reason:

This message indicates that the files used by MSMDUTIL have been successfully deallocated.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD5160I
Issuing unmount for file system

Reason:

This message indicates that the USS file system is being unmounted.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD5170E
BPX1MPC failed to clean up process resources

Reason:

This message indicates that the cleanup of USS environment failed. Remote Deployment Service continues with normal
task termination.

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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MSMD5171I
Thread-related Kernel resources were cleanup for the calling process

Reason:

This message indicates that the cleanup of USS environment completed. The resources were thread-related.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD5172I
Process-related Kernel resources were cleaned up for the calling process

Reason:

This message indicates that the cleanup of USS environment completed. The resources were process-related.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD5174I
UTILITY ATTACH EXECUTOR ENTERED

Reason:

This message indicates that the UTILITY ATTACH EXECUTOR been entered to attach a UTILITY to perform Deployment
Action.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD5175I
UTILITY ATTACH EXECUTOR ATTACHING UTILITY

Reason:

This message indicates that EXCUTOR is attaching the UTITILY. All messages until the MSMD5176I message is the
result of the UTILITY invoked.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD5176I
UTILITY SERVICE completed with zero return code.

Reason:

This message indicates that the UTILITY has completed and return to the ATTACH EXECUTOR with zero return code.
Detail information from the UTITULY is captured and returned to CSM.

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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MSMD5177I
UTILITY SERVICE completed with non-zero return code

Reason:

UTILITY SERVICE completed with non-zero return code..

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD5178I
UTILITY SERVICE ABENDED

Reason:

This message indicates that the attached UTILITY has ABENDED. The ATTACH EXECUTOR will DETACH the SUBTASK

Action:

This message is informational. Review the retrieved output.

MSMD5180I
MSMDUMFS load failed

Reason:

The loading of CSM Deployment Service Unmount service program has failed. The USS file system will not be
unmounted. CSM host system has been informed of same.

Action:

Make sure that the load module library (LOADLIB) containing MSMDUMFS is in the LNKLST.

MSMD5040E
Maximum number of tasks have been reached

Reason:

The maximum number of allowable tasks has been reached. This is an internal error condition.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMD5050E
SECURITY ERROR; Deployment terminating

Reason:

CA CCI INIT service encountered a security error and the deployment service is terminating. This message is usually
associated with an invalid TSO User ID or password combination used to initiate a deployment action from the CSM
driving host.

Action:

Log on to your CSM driving system with a valid TSO User ID and password.
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MSMD5190I
MSMDMTFS load has failed

Reason:

The loading of CSM Deployment Service Mount service program has failed. The required USS file system cannot be
mounted. CSM Deployment service cannot continue. CSM host system has been informed of same.

Action:

Make sure the load module library (LOADLIB) containing MSMDMTFS is in the LNKLST.

MSMD5200I
Dynamic allocation failed. Review log for additional diagnostic messages.

Reason:

This message indicates a dynamic allocation failure. Review relevant failure IKJ or IGD prefixed message issued prior to
this message.

Action:

Use the STC JES message log or SYSLOG to review additional diagnostics messages, especially those starting with IKJ
or IGD.

If unable to resolve the problem, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMD5210I
Dynamic deallocation failure Determine cause before running your next deployment

Reason:

This message is issued in conjunction with message MSMD5200I.

Action:

Determine the cause of previous dynamic allocation failure before starting your next deployment action.

MSMD5240I
SERVICE #2 bypassed due to status NE A

Reason:

This is an informational message indicating that one of the reasons for not able to send the results structure back to the
CSM host.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support when diagnosing deployment related error conditions.

MSMD5250E
GETMAIN for local work area failed

Reason:

A GETMAIN request for local work area failed. Deployment service cannot continue.

Action:
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Make sure that a minimum of 56 K of storage is available.

MSMD5260E
MSMDALOC failed at load point

Reason:

The load of MSMDALOC, dynamic allocation service module failed. Deployment service cannot continue.

Action:

Make sure the load module library (LOADLIB) containing MSMDALOC is in the LNKLST.

MSMD5330E
SUBTASK xxx failed; ABEND = nnnn

Reason:

This is an informational message indicating that SUBTASK named xxx has failed with an ABEND code of nnnn.

Action:

Collect the relevant dump. Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMD5340E
CCI SPNPARM Failed; RC = xx FDBKRC = nn FDBKVRC1 = cc

Reason:

CA CCI SPNPARM service failed. xx is the return code, nn if the feedback return code, and cc is the feedback value
return code. Deployment service cannot continue.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support with the information in this message.

MSMD5370E
CCI SERVICE vvvv Failed; RC = xxxx FDBKRC = nnnn FDBKVRC1 = cccc

Reason:

CA CCI service named vvvv has failed. xxxx is the return code, nnnn is the feedback return code, and cccc is the
feedback value return code. Deployment service cannot continue.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support with the information in this message.

MSMD5380E
CCI ERROR MESSAGE: ttttttttttt

Reason:

CA CCI issued the above warning message where ttttttttttt is the message text.

Action:
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If CSM deployment service completed successfully ignore the message, otherwise Contact Broadcom Support with the
information in this message.

MSMD5390E
Deployment system mismatch; Target SYSNAME: s1 deployed SYSNAME: s2

Reason:

CSM deployment service validation phase discovered a system name mismatch. The intended target system for
deployment is named s1 whereas the system being deployed to is named s2.

Action:

Determine cause of the mismatch. It is possible a system reconfiguration was performed and the CSM configuration has
not been updated to reflect the change.

MSMD5400E
DYN ALLOC FAILED DDN; ddn RC=xx RSN=nnnnnnnn EER= yyyyyyyy EINF= zzzzzzzz

Reason:

Dynamic allocation failed for DDN named ddn. xx is the dynamic allocation return code, nnnnnnnn is the dynamic
allocation reason code, yyyyyyy is the dynamic allocation error code, and zzzzzzzz is the dynamic allocation error
information code.

Action:

Use the information provided in the above message to determine the cause of the failure. Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMD5410E
Dynamic deallocation failed for DDNAME RC=xx RSN=nnnnnnnn

Reason:

Dynamic deallocation failure for DD named DDNAME. xx is the dynamic deallocation return code, nnnnnnnn is the
dynamic deallocation reason code. The deployment units prior to this dynamic deallocation action most likely have
completed successfully. Subsequent deployment action cannot be continued.

Action:

Scroll back the STC message log or SYSLOG for message MSMD5140I to determine if any deployment units have
completed successfully. Review the return code and reason codes cited in message MSMD5410E to determine the cause
of the dynamic deallocation failure.

MSMD5420E
File system mount failed; RC=xxxx RSN=nnnnnnnn TYPE: t1 NME: dsn

Reason:

USS File System mount failed. xxxx is the return code from the Mount command, nnnnnnnn is the reason code. t1 is the
file system type and dsn is the data set name for the file system.

Action:

1. Review the return code and reason code to determine the cause of the failure.

NOTE
If RC=0079 and RSN=055B005C are in the message, the named file system has already been mounted.
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2. Determine if this file system should have been unmounted before running the deployment action or if this is the file
system this deployment action should use.

3. Manually unmount the file system or change the SDS configuration instructing deployment service to use the mounted
file system.

MSMD6000I
RETRIEVING SMPWKDIR PATH

Reason:

The SMPWKDIR PATH name is in the process of being retrieved from the CCISPNSV procedure.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD6010I
ALLOCATING UTILOGER

Reason:

A log file is being allocated to DD name, UTILOGER.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD6020I
RETRIEVING SMPDIR PATH

Reason:

The SMPDIR PATH name is in the process of being retrieved from the CCISPNSV procedure.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD6030I
ALLOCATING UITFIN CONTROL FILE TO:

Reason:

The data definition statement named UITFIN has been dynamically allocated to the file in message MSMD6401I, which
should follow immediately.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD6040I
EXTRACTING PKGPTR

Reason:

Package name has been extracted from the Remote Deployment Services Structure. The name will be in message
MSMD6450I.
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Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD6050I
EXTRACTING DEPLOYMENT PTR

Reason:

Deployment name has been extracted from the Remote Deployment Services Structure. The name will be in message
MSMD6450I.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD6060E
SMPDIR PATH ERROR. NO LOWER LEVEL LEAVES

Reason:

The USS PATH name in the SMPDIR DD statement does not have the sufficient number of nodes (leaves).

Action:

Verify that the SMPDIR PATH name in CCISPNSV procedure points to a directory, including the trailing slash, and save
this information for Broadcom Support.

MSMD6070I
ALLOCATING SYSPRINT FOR IDCAMS AND GFMT

Reason:

The report output file for the VSAM Utility, IDCAMS, has been allocated to SYSPRINT DD name.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD6080I
DPL PTR OR PKG PTR LENGTH INVALID.

Reason:

The validation routine detected the package name (pointer) or the deployment name (pointer) length is invalid. This
message indicates deployment pointer as the primary error.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD6090I
PKG PTR OR DPL PTR LENGTH INVALID.

Reason:

The validation routine detected the package name (pointer) or the deployment name (pointer) length is invalid. This
message indicates package pointer as the primary error.
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Action:

None. This message is informational. We recommend that you save this message for Broadcom Support.

MSMD6100I
SYSPRINT IDCAMS AND GFMT ALLOCATED.

Reason:

The report output file for the VSAM utility IDCAMS been allocated to the SYSPRINT DD name.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD6110I
ALLOCATING SYSIN FOR IDCAMS

Reason:

The input file for the VSAM utility IDCAMS been allocated to the SYSIN DD name.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD6120I
LINK TO IDCAMS

Reason:

The remote deployment services is linking the VSAM utility IDCAMS to perform an activity within the deployment process.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD6130I
IDCAMS RC = 0

Reason:

The VSAM utility IDCAMS has completed.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD6135E
Too many format statements

Reason:

There are more IOEAGFMT format statements in the input stream UITFIN than the VSAM linear file has allocated.

Action:

None. This message is informational. However, if you are experiencing problems deploying a product, save and report this
message to Broadcom Support.
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MSMD6140I
IOEAGFMT SERVICE COMPLETED. RC=0

Reason:

The IOEAGFMT utility has completed.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD6150I
LINK TO IOEAGFMT

Reason:

The Remote Deployment Service is linking to IOEAGFMT to format a VSAM linear file as a zFS aggregate.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD6160I
- UITFIN DD OPEN FAILED

Reason:

The Remote Deployment Service was unable to open UITFIN file.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD6170I
UITFIN END OF FILE REACHED.

Reason:

Information flow message that End-of-File has been reached on the UITFIN input file.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD6180I
- UITFIN CLOSED

Reason:

The UITFIN file is closed.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD6200W
LINKING TO MSMDUTIL.
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Reason:

Remote Deployment Service has invoked its deployment utility handler, using the z/OS Link Service.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD6210I
MSMDUTIL COMPLETED. RC=0

Reason:

MSMDUTIL has completed.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD6230W
MSMDALOC NOT LOADED. DEPLOYMENT TERMINATED.

Reason:

The CSM Remote Deployment Service (RDS) Dynamic Allocation/Unallocation interface module is not loaded into the
Address Space. This is a fatal error state.

System Action:

The deployment fails and is terminated.

User Action:

Contact Broadcom Support. Save and report this message.

MSMD6240E
CDSN CHAINING ERROR.

Reason:

The CSM Remote Deployment Service encountered an internal chaining error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support. Save and report this message.

MSMD6250E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN STORAGE FOR CDSN.

Reason:

The CSM Remote Deployment Service was unable to obtain storage for an internal control block used to track fille
allocation.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support. Save and report this message.
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MSMD6260E
LOAD OF MSMDALOC FAILED.'

Reason:

Load of the CSM Remote Deployment Service (RDS) Dynamic Allocation/Unallocation interface routine failed. This is a
fatal error.

System Action:

The deployment fails and is terminated.

User Action:

Contact Broadcom Support. Save and report this message.

MSMD6270E
NO PARM PASSED TO MSMDUITF.

Reason:

An internal error has been detected.

Action:

If the deployment fails, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMD6280E
ZERO LENGTH PARM PASSED TO MSMDUITF.

Reason:

An internal error has been detected.

Action:

If the deployment fails, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMD6290E
PARM LENGTH IS LONGER THAN 8 BYTES.

Reason:

An internal error has been detected. The parameter length is greater than eight bytes.

Action:

If the deployment fails, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMD6400I
UTILOGER: has been allocated to:

Reason:

Information indicating that absolute file name, shown in message MSMD6401I, has been allocated to DD UTILOGER.

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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MSMD6401I
absolute file name

Reason:

USS absolute file name has been dynamically allocated to UITFIN.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD6410E
DYN ALLOC FAILED DDN: dd name RC=nn RSN=rrrrrrrr ERR=eeeeeeee EINFO=nnnnnnnn

Reason:

A dynamic allocation failure has occurred. If the dd name is UITFIN, this is normal in many cases, because it is used
only with VSAM-related containers (zFS). nn is the return code given by the z/OS dynamic allocation service on the
system. rrrrrrrr is the reason code return by the dynamic allocation interface, as is eeeeeeee for error and nnnnnnnn for
information.

Action:

No action is required if the DDNAME is UITFIN. However, if the DDNAME is not UITFIN, and the deployment fails, save
and report this message to  Broadcom Support.

MSMD6420I
DYNAMIC UNALLOCATION FAILED FOR dd name RC=nn RSN=rrrrrrrr

Reason:

The dynamic unallocation of dd name failed with return code nn and reason code rrrrrrrr.

Action:

If the deployment fails, save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMD6430I
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FOR DDNAME: ddn

Reason:

The data definition statement ddn has been dynamically allocated.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD6440I
RECORDS READ FROM UITFIN DD:

Reason:

This message provides information about the records read from the utility input file for the deployment.

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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MSMD6460I
Modulename FAILED. RC=nnnn

Reason:

The program module failed with the return code in the message during the deployment process.

Action:

Review the failed deployment output in the CSM Tasks tab for additional information. If unable to resolve the problem,
save and report this message to Broadcom Support.

MSMD6450I
[PACKAGE or DEPLYMNT] PTR: name

Reason:

This message provides the package name (one per product in a deployment) or deployment name (one per deployment).
A minimum of two MSM6450I messages are issued for a deployment.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD6470I
Deployment does not contain zFS container creation.

Reason:

No zFS container component was created in this deployment process.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMD5173E
BPX1SDD failed to set default as DUBPROCESS

Reason:

BPX1SDD failed to set default as DUBPROCESS.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMF0001I
Starting up CA CSM USS file systems.

Reason:

Startup processing of all USS file systems that are registered to CSM started.

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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MSMF0010I
Initializing CA CSM USS file systems.

Reason:

Initialization processing of all USS file systems that are registered to CSM started.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMF0011I
Initializing CA CSM application USS file systems.

Reason:

Initialization processing of USS file systems required by CSM started.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMF0020I
Verifying CA CSM managed product USS file systems.

Reason:

CSM started verifying managed product USS file systems created during a base installation of a product or added during
SMP/E environment migration.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMF0021I
Verifying whether CA CSM-managed product in SMP/E environment csi_data_set_name has USS file system
file_system_name mounted to system_path.

Reason:

CSM started verifying a particular managed product USS file system.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMF0025I
Verifying CA CSM deployment snapshot USS file systems.

Reason:

CSM started verifying deployment snapshot USS file systems that were created during deployment.

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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MSMF0026I
Verifying whether CA CSM deployment snapshot has USS file system file_system_name mounted to
system_path.

Reason:

CSM started verifying a deployment snapshot USS file system.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMF0027I
Verifying CA CSM software catalog USS file systems.

Reason:

CSM verifies software catalog USS file systems.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMF0030W
CA CSM-managed product USS file system file_system_name to be mounted to system_path could not be found
by CA CSM.

Reason:

The CSM server found a managed product USS file system not to be mounted. CSM could not find the USS file system
container of the managed USS file system.

Action:

Verify the SMP/E environment which uses the file system. If the SMP/E environment resources have been deleted or
moved, you can remove the SMP/E environment from CSM which verifies that the USS file system is also removed from
CSM, and the warning does not appear.

If the file system exists but is not visible to CSM, mount the file system to the system path specified.

MSMF0031W
CA CSM-managed product USS file system file_system_name to be mounted to system_path could not be
accessed by CA CSM.

Reason:

The CSM server found a managed product USS file system not to be mounted. CSM could not access the USS file
system container of the managed USS file system.

Action:

Mount the file system to the system path specified.

MSMF0032W
CA CSM-managed product mount point system_path for USS file system file_system_name could not be found
by CA CSM.
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Reason:

The CSM server found a managed product USS file system not to be mounted. CSM could not find the mount point
pathname of the managed USS file system.

Action:

Verify the SMP/E environment that uses the mount point. If the SMP/E environment resources have been deleted or
moved, you can remove the SMP/E environment from CSM that verifies that the USS file system is also removed from
CSM, and the warning does not appear.

If the mount point exists but is not visible to CSM, mount the file system to the system path specified.

MSMF0034E
Managed product USS file system file_system_name should be mounted to system_path. CA CSM found
other_file_system_name to be mounted.

Reason:

The CSM server found that a mount point for a managed product USS file system has a different USS file system
mounted to it. CSM verifies mounted USS file systems against the records created during a base installation or SMP/E
environment migration.

Action:

If an operational reason exists for other_file_system_name to be mounted to system_path, remove the SMP/E
environment to which the USS file system belongs from CSM and then migrate it back to CSM. This helps ensure that old
records related to USS file systems used by the SMP/E environment are replaced with the current USS file systems.

If the other_file_system_name USS file system is incorrectly mounted to the system_path mount point, unmount it and
mount the file_system_name.

MSMF0035E
Managed product USS file system file_system_name is not mounted to system_path.

Reason:

The CSM server found a managed product USS file system that is not mounted.

Action:

Mount file_system_name to system_path.

MSMF0040W
Attempting to mount managed product USS file system file_system_name to mount point system_path in the
security context of the CA CSM server with parameters: mount_parameters.

Reason:

CSM attempted to mount a managed USS file system in the security context of the CSM server ID.

Action:

If you prefer CSM not to mount the file system, either disable the Automount option for CSM managed product file
systems or verify that your system is configured to mount the file system at initial program load (IPL) or mount the file
system before CSM is started.
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MSMF0042I
CA CSM has mounted file_system_name to system_path with parameters mount_parameters.

Reason:

A CSM attempt to mount a managed USS file system in the security context of the CSM server ID was successful.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMF0045S
A RuntimeException has occurred while verifying whether managed product USS file system file_system_name
is mounted to system_path: error_details.

Reason:

An unexpected exception occurs while CSM was verifying the managed product USS file system.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMF0047I
Managed product USS file system file_system_name is mounted to system_path.

Reason:

A managed product USS file system is mounted to a mount point specified in the CSM record that is created during a
base installation or SMP/E environment migration.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMF0050I
Added new managed product USS file system file_system_name mounted to system_path for SMP/E
environment csi_data_set_name.

Reason:

The CSM server has successfully added a particular managed product USS file system.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMF0051I
Removed managed product USS file system file_system_name mounted to system_path for SMP/E environment
csi_data_set_name.

Reason:

The CSM server has successfully removed a record about a managed product USS file system.

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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MSMF0055I
Added new deployment snapshot USS file system file_system_name mounted to system_path.

Reason:

The CSM server has successfully added a deployment snapshot USS file system.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMF0056I
Removed deployment snapshot USS file system file_system_name mounted to system_path.

Reason:

The CSM server has successfully removed a record about a deployment snapshot USS file system.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMF0060W
CA CSM deployment snapshot USS file system file_system_name to be mounted to system_path could not be
found by CA CSM.

Reason:

The CSM server found that a deployment snapshot USS file system is unmounted and could not access the USS file
system container of the managed USS file system.

Action:

Verify the SMP/E environment that uses the file system. If the SMP/E environment resources have been deleted or
moved, you can remove the SMP/E environment from CSM which verifies that the USS file system is also removed from
CSM, and the warning does not appear.

If the file system exists but is not visible to CSM, mount the file system to the system path specified.

MSMF0061W
CA CSM deployment snapshot USS file system file_system_name to be mounted to system_path could not be
accessed by CA CSM.

Reason:

The CSM server found that a deployment snapshot USS file system is unmounted and could not access the USS file
system container of the managed USS file system.

Action:

Mount the file system to the system path specified.

MSMF0062W
CA CSM deployment snapshot mount point mount_point for USS file system file_system_name could not be
found by CA CSM.

Reason:
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The CSM server found that a deployment snapshot USS file system is unmounted and could not find the mount point
pathname of the managed USS file system.

Action:

Verify the SMP/E environment that uses the mount point. If the SMP/E environment resources have been deleted or
moved, you can remove the SMP/E environment from CSM which verifies that the USS file system is also removed from
CSM, and the warning does not appear.

If the mount point exists but is not visible to CSM, mount the file system to the system path specified.

MSMF0063W
Deployment snapshot mount point mount_point for USS file system file_system_name is found to be invalid:
reason.

Reason:

The CSM server found that a deployment snapshot USS file system is unmounted. CSM also found that the mount point
pathname of the managed USS file system exists, but it is not a directory.

Action:

1. Review the mount point system_path and reason.
2. Correct the situation.
3. Mount the file system to the mount point.
4. Restart CSM to attempt automounting.

MSMF0064W
Deployment snapshot USS file system file_system_name should be mounted to system_path. CA CSM found
other_file_system_name to be mounted.

Reason:

The CSM server found that a mount point for a deployment snapshot USS file system has a different USS file system
mounted to it. CSM verifies mounted USS file systems against the records created during deployment.

Action:

If an operational reason exists for other_file_system_name to be mounted to system_path, remove the SMP/E
environment to which the USS file system belongs from CSM and then migrate it back to CSM. This action ensures that
old records related to USS file systems used by the SMP/E environment are replaced with the current USS file systems.

If the other_file_system_name USS file system is incorrectly mounted to the system_path mount point, unmount it and
mount the file_system_name.

MSMF0070W
Attempting to mount deployment snapshot USS file system file_system_name to mount point system_path in the
security context of the CA CSM server with parameters: mount_parameter.

Reason:

CSM attempted to mount a deployment snapshot USS file system in the security context of the CSM server ID.

Action:

If you prefer CSM not to mount the file system, disable the Automount option for CSM managed product file systems or
verify that your system is configured to mount the file system at initial program load (IPL) or mount the file system before
CSM is started.
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MSMF0071W
Failed to mount deployment snapshot USS file system file_system_name to mount point system_path in the
security context of the CA CSM server: reason.

Reason:

The MOUNT request to mount a particular deployment snapshot USS file system under the security context of the CSM
server ID failed.

Action:

Mount file_system_name to system_path.

MSMF0072I
CA CSM has mounted file_system_name to system_path with parameters mount_parameters.

Reason:

A CSM attempt to mount a deployment snapshot USS file system in the security context of the CSM server ID was
successful.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMF0075S
A RuntimeException has occurred while verifying whether CA CSM deployment snapshot USS file system
file_system_name is mounted to system_path: error_details.

Reason:

An unexpected exception occurred while CSM was verifying the deployment snapshot USS file system.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMF0077I
Deployment snapshot USS file system file_system_name is mounted to system_path.

Reason:

A deployment snapshot USS file system is mounted to a mount point specified in the CSM record that is created during
deployment.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMF0080I
Managed product USS file systems verified without errors.

Reason:

The CSM server has successfully verified all managed product USS file systems.

Action:
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None. This message is informational.

MSMF0081E
CA CSM verification of managed product USS file systems finished with errors.

Reason:

CSM found at least one managed product USS file system not to be mounted.

Action:

Review CSM output. Messages MSMF0035E and MSMF0034E are issued for each managed product USS file system
that is not mounted (MSMF0035E) or mounted but not in accordance with what managed product USS file system records
indicate (MSMF0034E). Take appropriate actions to correct the situation. CSM restart is not required.

MSMF0082I
CA CSM sent error message message_code to operator.

Reason:

CSM found at least one managed product USS file system not to be mounted.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMF0085I
Deployment snapshot USS file systems verified without warnings.

Reason:

The CSM server has successfully verified all deployment snapshot USS file systems.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMF0086W
CA CSM verification of deployment snapshot USS file systems finished with warnings.

Reason:

CSM found at least one deployment snapshot USS file system not to be mounted.

Action:

Review CSM output. Messages MSMF0035E and MSMF0034E are issued for each managed product USS file system
that is not mounted (MSMF0065W) or mounted but in accordance with what deployment snapshot USS file system
records indicate (MSMF0064W). Take appropriate actions to correct the situation. CSM restart is not required.

MSMF0090I
Software catalog USS file systems verified without warnings.

Reason:

The CSM server has successfully verified all software catalog USS file systems.

Action:
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None. This message is informational.

MSMF0091W
CA CSM verification of software catalog USS file systems finished with warnings

Reason:

CSM found at least one software catalog USS file system not to be mounted.

Action:

Review CSM output. Messages MSMF0035E and MSMF0034E are issued for each managed product USS file system
that is not mounted (MSMF0065W) or mounted but not in accordance with what software catalog USS file system records
indicate (MSMF0064W). Take appropriate actions to correct the situation. CSM restart is not required.

MSMF0028I
Verifying whether CA CSM software catalog has USS file system file_system_name mounted to system_path.

Reason:

CSM started verifying a software catalog USS file system.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMF0033W
Managed product mount point system_path for USS file system file_system_name is found to be invalid: reason.

Reason:

The CSM server found a product USS file system not to be mounted. CSM then found that the mount point pathname of
the managed USS file system exists, but it is not a directory.

Action:

Review the mount point system_path and reason. If applicable, correct the situation and mount the file system to the
mount point or restart CSM to attempt automounting.

MSMF0041W
Failed to mount managed product USS file system file_system_name to mount point system_path in the security
context of the CA CSM server: reason.

Reason:

The MOUNT request to mount a managed USS file system under the security context of the CSM server ID failed.

Action:

Mount file_system_name to system_path.

MSMF0065W
Deployment snapshot USS file system file_system_name is not mounted to system_path.

Reason:

The CSM server found a deployment snapshot USS file system that is not mounted.
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Action:

Mount file_system_name to system_path.

MSMF0120W
CA CSM software catalog USS file system file_system_name to be mounted to system_path could not be found
by CA CSM.

Reason:

The CSM server found that a particular software catalog USS file system is unmounted. CSM cannot access the USS file
system container of the managed USS file system.

Action:

1. Verify which SMP/E environment uses the file system.
2. Remove the SMP/E environment from CSM (which verifies that the USS file system is also removed from CSM and

that the warning does not appear) if the SMP/E environment resources have been deleted or moved.
3. Mount the file system to the system path specified, if the file system exists but is not visible to CSM.

MSMF0121W
CA CSM software catalog USS file system file_system_name to be mounted to system_path could not be
accessed by CA CSM.

Reason:

The CSM server found that a particular software catalog USS file system is unmounted. CSM cannot access the USS file
system container of the managed USS file system.

Action:

Mount the file system to the system path specified.

MSMF0122W
CA CSM software catalog mount point system_path for USS file system file_system_name could not be found by
CA CSM.

Reason:

The CSM server found that a particular software catalog USS file system is unmounted and cannot find the mount point
pathname of the managed USS file system.

Action:

1. Verify which SMP/E environment uses the mount point.
2. Remove the SMP/E environment from CSM (which verifies that the USS file system is also removed from CSM and

that the warning does not appear) if the SMP/E environment resources have been deleted or moved.
3. Mount the file system to the system path specified, if the file system exists but is not visible to CSM.

MSMF0123W
Software catalog mount point system_path for USS file system file_system_name is found to be invalid: reason

Reason:

The CSM server found that a particular software catalog USS file system is unmounted and that the mount point
pathname of the managed USS file system exists, but is not a directory.
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Action:

1. Review the mount point system_path and reason.
2. Correct the situation.
3. Mount the file system to the mount point.
4. Restart CSM to attempt automounting.

MSMF0124W
Software catalog USS file system file_system_name should be mounted to system_path. CA CSM found
other_file_system_name to be mounted.

Reason:

The CSM server found that a mount point for a particular software catalog USS file system has a different USS file system
mounted to it. CSM verifies mounted USS file systems against the records created during software catalog processing.

Action:

If there is an operational reason for other_file_system_name to be mounted to system_path, remove the SMP/E
environment to which the USS file system belongs from CSM and then migrate it back to CSM. This action helps ensure
that old records related to USS file systems used by the SMP/E environment are replaced with the current USS file
systems.

If the other_file_system_name USS file system is incorrectly mounted to the system_path mount point, unmount it and
mount the file_system_name.

MSMF0125W
Software catalog USS file system file_system_name is not mounted to system_path.

Reason:

The CSM server found that a particular software catalog USS file system is unmounted.

Action:

Mount file_system_name to system_path.

MSMF0130W
Attempting to mount software catalog USS file system file_system_name to mount point system_path in the
security context of the CA CSM server with parameters: mount_parameters.

Reason:

CSM attempted to mount a software catalog USS file system in the security context of the CSM server ID.

Action:

1. Disable the Automount option for CSM managed product file systems (if your preference is that CSM does not mount
the file system).

2. Verify that your system is configured to mount the file system at initial program load (IPL).
3. Mount the file system before CSM is started.

MSMF0131W
Failed to mount software catalog USS file system file_system_name to mount point system_path in the security
context of the CA CSM server: reason.
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Reason:

The MOUNT request to mount a particular software catalog USS file system under the security context of the CSM server
ID failed.

Action:

Mount file_system_name to system_path.

MSMF0132I
CA CSM has mounted file_system_name to system_path with parameters mount_parameters.

Reason:

The MOUNT request to mount a particular software catalog USS file system under the security context of the CSM server
ID failed.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMF0135S
A RuntimeException has occurred while verifying whether CA CSM software catalog USS file system
file_system_name is mounted to system_path: error_details.

Reason:

An unexpected exception occurs while CSM was verifying the software catalog USS file system.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMF0137I
Software catalog USS file system file_system_name is mounted to system_path

Reason:

A software catalog USS file system is mounted to a mount point specified in the CSM record that is created during
software catalog processing.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMF0199I
CA CSM application USS file systems initialized.

Reason:

USS file systems required by CSM were initialized successfully.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMF0200I
CA CSM USS file systems initialized.
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Reason:

All USS file systems registered to CSM were initialized successfully.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0005E
Property property_name is not available in file archive_file_name

Reason:

A problem with the packaging occurred. One or more of the following CSM archives could not be found:

• AEG1SHSC
• AEGPHFS
• AEGPJAR
• AEG1JAR

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMI0006E
  property_name path folder_name does not exist 

 Reason: 

CSM installation folders do not exist on USS. property_name may not appear.

 Action: 

1. Verify that the USS paths are defined in MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties.
2. Verify that the USS paths exist on USS.

NOTE
 For more information, see Installing and Preparing for Installation.

MSMI0007E
property_name path user_name does not have write permissions

Reason:

The user does not have write permission to one or more CSM installation folders on USS. property_name may not appear.

Action:

1. Verify that USS paths defined in MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties exist on USS.
2. Verify that the current user has write access to the USS paths.

MSMI0008E
The options file is empty

Reason:

The MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties file is blank.
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Action:

Input properties into the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties file.

MSMI0011E
User user_name failed to log in to host host_name

Reason:

The user credentials are invalid.

Action:

Verify that the user credentials are correct, and then attempt another login.

MSMI0015E
Both username and password are required

Reason:

The user has not entered the user name and password values in the login verification step in the installation process.

Action:

Verify that the correct user name and password values have both been entered when prompted during the installation.

MSMI0016E
job_name cannot begin with a digit

Reason:

The job name specified in the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties file begins with a digit. Job names cannot begin with a
digit.

Action:

Edit the JOBNAME property in the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties file so that the job name does not begin with a digit.

MSMI0017E
The length of property and the length of property should not be greater than number of characters

Reason:

The lengths of the properties specified are greater than the length allowed.

Action:

Edit the properties in the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties file to verify that they are less than the maximum characters
allowed.

MSMI0018E
installer_property and path installer_property_value do not exist

Reason:

The two USS folders specified do not exist.

Action:
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Verify that the folders specified in MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties exist on the system where CSM is to be installed.

MSMI0019E
Path USS_path_1 is the same as path USS_path_2. message_text

Reason:

The two USS folders specified are the same.

Action:

Verify that the msminstall, msm, msmruntime, and mpm folders are all unique. message_text provides additional
instructions to resolve the issue.

MSMI0020E
property_name should be either value_1 or value_2

Reason:

The user has specified a value other than value_1 or value_2 for the property_name.

Action:

Change the property in MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties so that it contains one of the two values specified.

MSMI0021E
The CA CSM port value CA_CSM_port is not unique

Reason:

The port number CA_CSM_port is not unique.

Action:

Change the port number CA_CSM_port so that it is not the same as any of the other ports specified in
MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties.

MSMI0022E
NULL_value should not be empty

Reason:

The value NULL_value inside MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties cannot be null.

Action:

Change the value NULL_value inside MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties so that it contains a value, which is also valid for
that property.

MSMI0023I
installer_property should be a number; a default value will be assigned.

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for the installer_property. A default value will be assigned.

Action:
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None. This message is informational.

MSMI0027E
For each data set name segment of installer_hlq, the length cannot exceed number_of characters

Reason:

The data set name installer_hlq is invalid because one or more name segments contain more than the maximum number
of characters.

Action:

Change the data set name installer_hlq inside MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties so that it is valid.

MSMI0028E
For each data set name segment of installer_hlq, the length cannot exceed hlq_max_length characters.
current_hlq

Reason:

The data set name installer_hlq is invalid because one or more name segments contain more than hlq_max_length
characters.

Action:

Change the data set name installer_hlq inside MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties so that it is valid. The current data set
name is included in the message.

MSMI0029E
For each data set name segment of key_value, the first character must be in range range_1 range_2

Reason:

The property specified as a key-value pair does not start with the valid characters in the ranges specified.

Action:

Change the property value inside MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties so it is valid.

MSMI0030E
The data set segment segment inside property property_name begins with a character that is not alphabetic or a
national character (@ $ #)

Reason:

The property specified does not start with the valid characters in the ranges specified.

Action:

Change the property value inside MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties so it is valid.

MSMI0031E
The second to the eighth characters of the data set segment segment assigned to options file property property
_name is not alphanumeric, a national character (@ $ #), or a hyphen

Reason:
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The data set segment or property in MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties contains a character that is not in the ranges
specified.

Action:

Change the property value inside MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties so it is valid.

MSMI0032E
The second to the eighth characters of the data set segment segment assigned to options file property property
_name is not alphanumeric, a national character (@ $ #), or a hyphen. previous_error_messages

Reason:

The data set segment or property in MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties specified by installer_property contains a character
that is not in the ranges.

Action:

Change the property installer_property in MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties so it is valid.

MSMI0033E
installer_property_key=installer_property_value, the data set does not exist

Reason:

The data set specified by installer_property_key does not exist on the host system.

Action:

Verify that the data set installer_property_key exists on the host system and is valid.

MSMI0034E
installer_property_key=installer_property_value, the data set is not in the proper record format

Reason:

• The data set is in an incorrect format. The correct format is as follows:
//data_set

• The data set contains a POSIX or HFS filepath, which is not allowed.

Action:

1. Verify that the data set installer_property_key is in the correct format.
2. Verify that the data set installer_property_key is not a POSIX/HFS filepath.

MSMI0035E
installer_property_key=installer_property_value, the data set already exists

Reason:

The data set exists and is cataloged on the current system.

Action:

Specify a different data set name.
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MSMI0037E
zOS_version is nonnumeric

Reason:

The installer script received a nonnumeric value for the z/OS version. The problem occurred either because of JRE, or
because of some other internal problem in the operating system.

Action:

None. If the problem persists, contact the system administrator.

MSMI0038I
For upgrades, MVSHFSDsnPrefix and MountPath in the previous and current versions of the options file are
expected to be the same

Reason:

The values of MVSHFSDsnPrefix and MountPath are expected to be the same.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0038W
MVSHFSDsnPrefix and MountPath are not the same in the current and previous versions of the options file

Reason:

The values for the CSM HFS file system and mount point folder for the previous CSM installation are different from the
values specified for the current installation or the version you are upgrading to.

Action:

Verify that the user has proper access to the file systems and folders, and MSMSetup.sh is being executed as root user.
Also, verify that the CSM HFS file system is mounted properly to the MountPath folder.

MSMI0039E
SMP/E environment zone names cannot be the same: zone_name

Reason:

The keywords TargetZoneName and DlibZoneName in the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties file are the same.

Action:

Verify that the keywords TargetZoneName and DlibZoneName in the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties file are unique.

MSMI0040I
The values provided in this version of the options file will overwrite the above files

Reason:

The data sets and files listed will be overwritten if they exist and have been selected for the current installation.

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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MSMI0040W
MountPath is not the same in the current and previous versions of the options file

Reason:

The value for the mount point folder for the previous CSM installation is different from the value specified for the current
installation or the version the user is upgrading to.

Action:

Verify that the user has proper access to the folder specified in the previous version. Also, verify that MSMSetup.sh is
being executed as root user.

MSMI0041I
 

These files may belong to the previous version of CSM, or they may be left over from a prior installation of the
same version

Reason:

The files that you have selected for the current installation exist.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0041W
The following ports are either in use or reserved

Reason:

Another program is using one of the ports specified in MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties, or the port is a reserved port
which cannot be used.

Action:

Use a different port number for one or more ports in MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties.

MSMI0042E
Unsupported Java SDK addressing mode

Reason:

An unsupported 31-bit Java SDK was used to launch the installer.

Action:

Change the JAVAPATH value in MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties so that it contains the path to an IBM 64-bit Java SDK
1.7.

MSMI0043E
installer_property_key=installer_property_value, the data set could not be accessed

Reason:

The installer was unable to access or open the specified data set.
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Action:

Verify that the user running the installer has the required permissions to access the data set.

MSMI0101E
installer_property_1 should not be greater than installer_property_2

Reason:

The two installer properties are not compatible as specified.

Action:

Correct the values for the two specified options so that they conform to the numeric relationship.

MSMI0106I
installer_property value is null

Reason:

The value of the specified installer property is null.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0107I
system_property validation started

Reason:

The validation of system_property started.

system_property can be one of the following:

• Java version, addressing mode, and build level
• z/OS version
• SMP/E version
• CAICCI

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0108I
system_property validation is complete: {property_value}

Reason:

The validation of system_property is done.

system_property can be one of the following:

• Java version, addressing mode, and build level
• z/OS version
• SMP/E version
• CAICCI
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Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0109I
Prerequisite validation failed: message_text

Reason:

The prerequisite validation failed. message_text provides additional error details.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0110I
Prerequisite validation is successful

Reason:

Prerequisite validation completed successfully.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0111I
CheckUID command output: command_output

Reason:

The result after running bash is returned.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0112I
You are logged in as the root user

Reason:

The current user running the MSMSetup.sh script is the root user.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0113W
You are not logged in as the root user

Reason:

The current user running the MSMSetup.sh script is not the root user.

Action:

Log in as the root user, and execute the MSMSetup.sh script.
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MSMI0114I
Checking the z/OS version: zOS_version is validated

Reason:

The z/OS version successfully validated against the prerequisite value.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0115I
Discovering the previous CA CSM version number

Reason:

The previous CSM version number will be displayed.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0116I
The previous CA CSM version is version_number

Reason:

The previous CSM version number is displayed.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0117I
port_number

Reason:

The used port number is displayed.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0204E
Error in executing command 'extattr +a location'

Reason:

The APF-authorization command 'extattr +a' failed on the CMSMAPFP binary. location is the location of the CMSMAPFP
binary on USS.

Action:

Before you run the installer script, verify that the current user is logged in as root.
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MSMI0204W
The 'param' parameter must not be null while calling a parameterized version of the getProperties method

Reason:

The parameter 'param' contains a null value.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMI0205W
The ApplicationMessages.properties file and the parameterized value passed in to the getProperties method
must be the same

Reason:

The number of parameters in the message contents and the string passed in to getProperties() is not the same.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMI0206I
The CA CSM installer started

Reason:

The installation process has started.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0009E
Failed to establish an FTP connection with host host_name

Reason:

The specified host name is unable to connect to the host system where CSM is to be installed.

Action:

1. Verify that the specified host name is entered correctly.
2. Verify that the specified host name is online.

MSMI0010E
Failed to close the FTP connection with host host_name

Reason:

The specified host name could not log out or finish the FTP session with host where CSM is installed.

Action:

Contact the administrator of the host computer to verify that there are no connectivity issues.
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MSMI0012E
The host name for the FTP connection is empty in file host_name

Reason:

The hostname of the system where CSM is to be installed has not been entered.

Action:

Enter the HOSTNAME property in the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties file.

MSMI0013E
The length of property_name should not be greater than number_of characters

Reason:

The character length of the text for the property specified exceeds the limit.

Action:

Edit the property name in the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties file so that it contains the valid number of characters
specified.

MSMI0014E
property_name should be in the character_name_1 character_name_2 character_name_3 range

Reason:

The property specified contains invalid characters.

Action:

Edit the property name in the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties file so that it contains the valid characters.

MSMI0024E
property_1 and property_2 should be in the range_1 range_2 range_3 range

Reason:

property_1 and property_2 contain one or more characters that are not in the ranges specified by range_1, range_2, and
range_3.

Action:

Change both properties inside MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties to contain valid characters.

MSMI0039I
If MVSHFSDsnPrefix and MountPath in the previous and current versions of the options file are different, you will
be prompted to:Continue the upgrade (migrate the database with acceptable values)Modify the installation to a
new installation (no database migration)Exit the installation

Reason:

The values of MVSHFSDsnPrefix and MountPath are different.

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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MSMI0039W
MVSHFSDsnPrefix is not the same in the current and previous versions of the options file

Reason:

The value for the CSM HFS data set for the previous CSM installation is different from the value specified for the current
installation or the version you are upgrading to.

Action:

Verify that the CSM HFS data set is mounted properly onto the MountPath folder. Also, verify that MSMSetup.sh is being
executed as root user.

MSMI0044E
installer_property_key option was not found in MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties

Reason:

The specified setup option was not found in the MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties file during validation.

Action:

Verify that the option exists in the properties file, and that it is not commented out.

MSMI0100I
installer_property=port_number is unique

Reason:

installer_property with the port number specified does not conflict with any other port numbers in use.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0102I
Assigning default value of integer to installer_property

Reason:

The value integer is assigned to the property installer_property.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0207I
Processing...

Reason:

Processing in progress. This message follows message MSMI0206I.

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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MSMI0208I
CA CSM prerequisite validation started

Reason:

The prerequisite validation of the host system has started.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0209I
CA CSM prerequisite validation is successful

Reason:

The host system meets all requirements for a CSM installation.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0210I
The parser started

Reason:

The installer script has started validating the options specified in MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties to verify that they are in
the correct format.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0211I
The validation of the options file is complete

Reason:

Validation of options specified in MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties is complete.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0212I
Copying of CA CSM files started

Reason:

The installer script has started copying unpacked CSM files to local folders.

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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MSMI0213I
Copying of CA CSM files is complete

Reason:

The installer script has finished copying unpacked CSM files to local folders.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0214I
The GIMUNZIP job was submitted

Reason:

The installation job CSMN5102 (for a new installation) or CSMUxx02 (for an upgrade) was submitted.

• xx Indicates the version number that you are upgrading from.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0215I
The GIMUNZIP job completed successfully

Reason:

The installation job CSMN5102 (for a new installation) or CSMUxx02 (for an upgrade) finished with RC=0.

• xx Indicates the version number that you are upgrading from.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0218I
The customization job was submitted

Reason:

The installation job CSMN5103 (for a new installation) or CSMUxx03 (for an upgrade), which customizes the SMP/E
environment packaged with the installer, was submitted.

• xx Indicates the version number that you are upgrading from.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0219I
The customization job completed successfully

Reason:

The installation job CSMN5103 (for a new installation) or CSMUxx03 (for an upgrade) finished with RC=0.

• xx Indicates the version number that you are upgrading from.
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Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0220I
Datacom customization started

Reason:

Several data sets related to Datacom startup are customized. Customizing includes the members DBINIT, MSMLIB,
SRVLIB, SRVSLIB inside the SAMPLIB PDS, and the DBDATIN1 member inside the CUSMAC PDS.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0221I
Datacom customization is complete

Reason:

Customization of the data sets related to Datacom startup has completed successfully.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0222I
Assembling and linking the sample database module

Reason:

The installation job CSMN5104 (for a new installation) or CSMUxx04 (for an upgrade), that assembles and links the
Database system ID module, was submitted.

• xx Indicates the version number that you are upgrading from.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0223I
Successfully assembled and linked the sample database module

Reason:

The installation job CSMN5104 (for a new installation) or CSMUxx04 (for an upgrade) finished with RC=0.

• xx Indicates the version number that you are upgrading from.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0224I
The Datacom load allocation job started

Reason:
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The installation job CSMN5106 (for a new installation) or CSMUxx06 (for an upgrade), that allocates the Datacom data
dictionary, was submitted.

• xx Indicates the version number that you are upgrading from.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0225I
The Datacom load allocation job completed successfully

Reason:

The installation job CSMN5106 (for a new installation) or CSMUxx06 (for an upgrade) finished with RC=0.

• xx Indicates the version number that you are upgrading from.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0228I
Apache Tomcat customization for CSM started

Reason:

The installer is customizing the context.xml and server.xml files.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0229I
Customizing server.xml and context.xml

Reason:

The installer is customizing the server.xml and context.xml files.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0230I
Customizing port numbers, the connection pool, and the user XML configuration

Reason:

The Datacom USS files are being customized based on options given inside MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0231I
The AddAPFauthDSdyn value is null

Reason:
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The AddAPFauthDSdyn property has been left blank inside MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties. The installer will not add
any data sets to the APF list.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0235I
The Datacom job was submitted

Reason:

The installation job CSMN5106 (for a new installation) or CSMUxx06 (for an upgrade), which allocates the Datacom data
dictionary, was submitted.

• xx Indicates the version number that you are upgrading from.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0243I
Logging is initialized

Reason:

The logging functionality has been initialized and the log file created successfully.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0244I
CA CSM build number=number

Reason:

The build number of CSM is displayed.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0245I
The job for backing up the previous CA CSM database started

Reason:

The installer has submitted the CSMUxx01 job that backs up the database 4000 data from the previous CSM version. The
job is submitted for upgrades only and not new installations.

• xx Indicates the version number that you are upgrading from.

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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MSMI0246I
The job for backing up the previous CA CSM database completed successfully

Reason:

The CSMUxx01 job has completed with RC=0.

• xx Indicates the version number that you are upgrading from.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0247I
The job for migrating the previous CA CSM database started

Reason:

The installer has submitted the CSMUxx07 job. The CSMUxx07 job migrates the previously backed up database
4000 data from the previous CSM version to the current version. The job is submitted for upgrades only and not new
installations.

• xx Indicates the version number that you are upgrading from.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0248I
The job for migrating the previous CA CSM database completed successfully

Reason:

The CSMUxx07 job has completed with RC=0.

• xx Indicates the version number that you are upgrading from.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0400I
The CA CSM installer performed a cancel operation on job ID: job_ID

Reason:

You have selected the option to cancel a job that has been submitted and has not yet completed.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0401I
The job completed

Reason:

A job that the installer submitted has completed.
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Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0404E
Exception occurred during submission of JCL_name

Reason:

An internal error related to JCL submission occurred.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMI0405I
Job ID: job_ID was deleted successfully

Reason:

The job with the job ID specified has been canceled and deleted from the JES queue.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0406I
Job ID job_ID was not deleted from the spool

Reason:

The installer could not cancel the job with the job ID specified.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0408I
JCL JCL_property: JCL_name_or_path

Reason:

The installer displays the JCL name or JCL path before submitting the job. JCL_property can be Name or Path.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0409E
IOException occurred in return_code

Reason:

The return code of a submitted job could not be retrieved.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.
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MSMI0410E
Error while canceling job ID: job_ID

Reason:

The job cannot be canceled after the user selected to cancel it. The job ID could not be deleted from JES.

Action:

Cancel the installation process and then manually cancel the job.

MSMI0411I
Logging out of the FTP server

Reason:

The installer is closing the FTP connection after job submission.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0412I
Error while logging out of the FTP server

Reason:

The installer could not close the FTP connection. Either JRE or the host system that the installer is running on can cause
this situation.

Action:

None. This message is informational. If the problem persists, contact a system administrator.

MSMI0413E
SocketException occurred in connection_name

Reason:

An FTP socket could not be created.

Action:

Verify that all connection information related to the system where CSM is installed (host name, port numbers) is correct.

MSMI0415I
Some of the options file keywords are different from an earlier installation. The CA CSM installer started from the
beginning and not from an earlier failure point

Reason:

The MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties file has been modified before running the current installation, and the installer was
executed more than once.

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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MSMI0416I
The number of times to poll the job status: number

Reason:

The maximum number of times you will be prompted with the question to continue installation in case of lengthy job
submission is displayed.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0553E
file_name does not exist

Reason:

A JCL job or XML file used by Apache Tomcat does not exist.

Action:

1. Verify that the file is in the proper location.
2. Download a newer build of the installer, if the file cannot be found in the packaging.
3. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom

Support.

MSMI0554E
custom_JCL does not have read permissions

Reason:

A JCL customized by the installer does not have read permission.

Action:

1. Verify the JCL has read permissions under the appropriate USS path.
2. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom

Support.

MSMI0555E
file_name does not have write permissions

Reason:

A file customized by the installer does not have write permissions.

Action:

1. Verify the JCL has write permissions under the appropriate USS path.
2. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom

Support.

MSMI0556E
Error while writing to file file_name

Reason:
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The installer could not customize the file to be submitted.

Action:

1. Verify the JCL has write permissions under the appropriate USS path.
2. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom

Support.

MSMI0557I
JCL_name is created at location USS_path

Reason:

The runtime JCL was copied to the runtime JCL as an MVS data set.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0558E
Error while closing the reader on file_name

Reason:

The installer script encountered an internal error while attempting to close the file after reading its contents.

Action:

Restart the CSM installer script, and select 'retry' to continue from the last failed location.

MSMI0560E
Error in removing or renaming file zOS_file

Reason:

The installer script encountered an internal error while attempting to rename or delete an MVS file.

Action:

Restart the CSM installer script, and select 'retry' to continue from the last failed location.

MSMI0561E
Problem converting from input_file to output_file

Reason:

The installer script failed to open input_file, output_file or both for reading. The specified character encoding is not
supported on the system that MSMSetup.sh is running on.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMI0562S
File file_name is not available in the package

Reason:
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The installer script could not process the file file_name in the CSM installer packaging because it does not exist.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMI0563E
An encoding error occurred while reading input_file or output_file

Reason:

The installer script failed to open input_file, output_file or both for reading. The specified character encoding is not
supported on the system that MSMSetup.sh is running on.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMI0564E
line_contents is truncated

Reason:

The current line being edited is longer than 80 characters and will be truncated.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0565I
FTP server: host_address

Reason:

The installer script connects to host_address through FTP.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0566I
FTP reply text: text_returned_from_host

Reason:

The installer script displays the text returned from the host where the FTP connection was initialized.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0567E
Unable to connect to the server: server_name

Reason:

The installer was unable to connect to server_name through FTP.

Action:
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Verify that the hostname keyword inside MSMSetupOptionsFile.properties is correct. Then restart the installer script and
select the option to restart from the last failed location.

MSMI0569E
FTP is not connected

Reason:

The connection to the FTP server is not currently working.

Action:

Run the script again.

MSMI0574E
Exception occurred in getting the home path

Reason:

An exception occurred during execution of "echo $HOME" command.

Action:

See the exception details and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMI0575E
Exception in executing command command

Reason:

An exception occurred during command execution.

Action:

See the exception details and Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMI0576E
Unable to access lib/log4J.properties

Reason:

Loading data from the log file failed.

Action:

See the exception details and verify that the log file is not missing.

MSMI0577S
Unable to load library so_library

Reason:

Loading of the binary library failed.

Action:

See the exception details and verify that the library is not missing.
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MSMI0578E
Error while reading or writing to file file_name

Reason:

An exception occurred during file reading or writing.

Action:

Run the script again.

MSMI0579S
File xml_file_name is not valid, XML tag xml_node is not found

Reason:

The installer could not find the node attribute xml_node inside the XML file xml_file_name.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMI0580E
Directory destination_folder was not found, could not copy CA_CSM_folder contents

Reason:

The destination_folder directory does not exist. As a result, the contents from CA_CSM_folder were not copied to
destination_folder.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMI0581E
The file could not be copied from CEGPJAR_folder_location/file_name to SAMPLIB_location

Reason:

The CSM war file was not copied from the CEGPJAR folder to the folder SAMPLIB/temp/WEB-INF/lib.

Action:

1. Verify that the source folders and files exist under USS.
2. Verify that the user has read/write permission to the files.

MSMI0582I
Copying files from path_name_1 to path_name_2

Reason:

The installer is copying files from the CSM CEGPJAR folder to the SAMPLIB/temp/WEB-INF/lib folder, or copying the
CSM CEGPHFS folder to the tomcat/lib folder.

Action:

None. This message is informational.
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MSMI0588I
Jobs submitted as part of this CA CSM installation are set

Reason:

The installer is about to submit the first installation job.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0589I
The polling time to check the job status is number of seconds

Reason:

The polling time for job status in seconds is displayed.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0590I
The maximum time set for job completion is number of seconds

Reason:

The maximum time in seconds that the installer waits before prompting you to continue waiting for job completion is
displayed.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0591I
If the maximum time set is reached before job completion, you will be prompted to continue or exit the
installation

Reason:

If job execution takes longer than the number of seconds specified as JobCompletionWaitMaxTime in the options file, the
CSM installer prompts you to continue or exit the installation.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0593I
The CA CSM copy job may take several minutes to complete

Reason:

Before the installer script submits CSMN5102 (for a new installation) or CSMUxx02 (for an upgrade), you are informed
that it may take a longer time to complete as it requires more processing and resources.

• xx Indicates the version number that you are upgrading from.

Action:
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None. This message is informational.

MSMI0594I
Job job_description was submitted successfully - job ID: job_ID

Reason:

The job was submitted to JES with the specified job number.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0595I
Job job_description completed successfully - job ID: job_ID

Reason:

The job with the number specified completed with RC=0.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0596E
job_name did not complete successfully - job ID: job_ID

Reason:

An installation job failed after submission. RC was higher than 4.

Action:

1. Search the cause of the error in the JES.
2. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom

Support.

MSMI0597E
job_name did not run due to a JCL error - job ID: job_ID

Reason:

The JCL modified by the user in Manual or Review mode of the installation job failed after submission due to a syntax
error.

Action:

1. Examine the failed JCL for syntactical errors.
2. If unable to resolve the problem, save the error message content and problem recreation steps and Contact Broadcom

Support.

MSMI0598I
job_description waiting for the maximum poll period

Reason:

The installer has waited for the maximum time interval for job completion.
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Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0599I
job_description is still executing or waiting for execution

Reason:

The job that was submitted has not finished.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0600I
The CA CSM installer is waiting for completion of job_description

Reason:

The installer waits for the job to complete.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0601I
Datacom/MSM customization was initialized

Reason:

Several data sets related to Datacom startup are customized. Customizing includes the members DBINIT, MSMLIB,
SRVLIB, SRVSLIB inside the SAMPLIB PDS, and the DBDATIN1 member inside the CUSMAC PDS.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0602I
Customizing Datacom/MSM address spaces and connection pools

Reason:

Several data sets related to Datacom startup are customized. Customizing includes the members DBINIT, MSMLIB,
SRVLIB, SRVSLIB inside the SAMPLIB PDS, and the DBDATIN1 member inside the CUSMAC PDS.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0604I
Datacom/MSM customization started

Reason:

Several data sets related to Datacom startup are customized. Customizing includes the members DBINIT, MSMLIB,
SRVLIB, SRVSLIB inside the SAMPLIB PDS, and the DBDATIN1 member inside the CUSMAC PDS.
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Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0605I
Datacom/MSM customization is complete

Reason:

The process of customizing the Datacom data sets has finished. The customization includes the members DBINIT,
MSMLIB, SRVLIB, SRVSLIB inside the SAMPLIB PDS, and the DBDATIN1 member inside the CUSMAC PDS.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0700E
CAIENF and CAICCI are not enabled

Reason:

CAIENF and CAICCI are not active.

Action:

Do one of the following to verify that CAIENF and CAICCI are active:

NOTE
CAIENF can be active without CAICCI being active.

• Issue the following CAIENF status command:
ENF STATUS

If CAICCI is operational, you see the following message in both ENF JOBLOG and SYSTEM LOG:
CAS9626I -  CAICCI Subsystem is operational

• Issue the following command to verify that the CAIENF address space is active:
DISPLAY ACTIVE,LIST

Then, issue the CAICCI status command:
ENF CCI,STATUS,ALL

If CAICCI is operational, you see the following message in both ENF JOBLOG and SYSTEM LOG:
CAS9626I - CAICCI Subsystem is operational

MSMI0700I
CAIENF and CAICCI are enabled

Reason:

CAIENF and CAICCI are active.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMI0701E
Unknown CAICCI enabled error
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Reason:

CSM could not verify CAICCI availability. An unknown error occurred.

Action:

Review the CSM installer log for any messages indicating a CAICCI return code.

NOTE
For more information about return codes, see the Common Components and Services documentation.

MSMM0100I
Handling command: command_type - command

Reason:

An external command has been received by CSM. The command is being handled.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMM0101I
MODIFY command received: command_type

Reason:

An external command has been received by CSM.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMM0102E
Unsupported MODIFY command.

Reason:

CSM has received an external command that it does not recognize.

Action:

Confirm that the command type is specified correctly.

MSMM0110S
An exception occurred when parsing command: command_type - command

Reason:

An exception occurred when CSM tried to split a command string into its constituent parts.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMM0111E
No parameters entered for command. USERID is mandatory, other parameters are optional.

Reason:
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The command string entered could not be parsed because the user ID is missing from this command.

Action:

Specify a user ID for this command.

MSMM0112E
User ID must exist in command: command_type - command

Reason:

The user ID is missing from this command, and it is mandatory.

Action:

Specify a user ID for this command.

MSMM0120W
command

Reason:

Warning error messages have been generated when validating the external MODIFY command. Processing continues.

Action:

Review log messages in SYSLOG that explain the problem cause.

MSMM0121E
command

Reason:

Severe error messages have been generated when validating the external MODIFY command.

Action:

Confirm that the command structure and syntax is correct.

MSMM0122E
Errors occurred when validating a command.

Reason:

This is a summary message that follows severe error messages that have been generated when validating the external
MODIFY command.

System Action:

Processing terminates.

User Action:

Review the previous messages.

MSMM0150E
Cannot perform update as multiple products retrieved for key: release_number, products: product_name

Reason:
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A product name that is entered in an external command is not unique, and it must be unique.

Action:

1. Check the list of returned products that are displayed in the STDOUT DDNAME in the CSM region JOBLOG.
2. Select the product for which you require updates.

MSMM0151E
Product product_name, does not exist in the Software Catalog. Update Software Catalog and retry command.

Reason:

The product name that you have entered does not exist in the Software Catalog.

Action:

1. Update the Software Catalog.
2. Retry the command.

MSMM0153E
Release release_number for product product_name not found in Software Catalog.

Reason:

The release number entered for this product does not exist in Software Catalog.

Action:

Specify an existing release number for the product.

MSMM0160I
Product retrieved for key: product_name

Reason:

A product matching the product name has been found in Software Catalog.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMM0161I
A command has been run in CHECK mode and passed validation with no terminating errors. The command can
be run in EXECUTE mode.

Reason:

The command has been validated, but no PAS tasks were executed. You must run the command in EXECUTE mode to
update the Software Catalog.

Action:

Run the command in EXECUTE mode.

MSMM0162I
PAS task executed for release_number
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Reason:

A PAS task has been executed for the command.

Action:

Check the task status on the Tasks tab.

MSMM0163I
No PAS tasks to execute

Reason:

No PAS tasks have been created or executed.

Action:

None. This message is informational.

MSMM0180E
No products found to update.

Reason:

No products matching the product name entered in the command were found in the Software Catalog.

Action:

Specify the name of an existing product.

MSMM0181E
No products found to update tree.

Reason:

No products were found in the Software Catalog.

Action:

1. Update the catalog tree.
2. Run the command again.

MSMM0182I
Updating Software Catalog tree for selected products.

Reason:

A PAS task to update the Software Catalog tree has been executed.

Action:

Check the task status on the Tasks tab.

MSMM0183E
No SiteId was found for user submitting the modify command

Reason:
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The CSM user who submitted a request to update the software catalog does not have any associated site IDs.

Action:

Log in to CSM and go to the Products tab. CSM retrieves all site IDs from the Broadcom Support.

MSMM0190I
Authorizing user: user_ID.

Reason:

The user ID must have a valid Support Online login and be authorized to execute the particular task.

Action:

Verify that the user ID that you specified corresponds with a valid Broadcom Support account.

MSMM0191I
Authenticating user: user_ID.

Reason:

The user ID must be a valid TSO login.

Action:

Verify that the user ID that you specified has a valid TSO account.

MSMM0200E
Validation of SfsPrefix values failed validation; Reason: error_text

Reason:

The values entered for the SfsPrefix are not correct.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the command.

MSMM0201E
The Table/Column which failed to update was: table_name -> column_name. Rolling back prefix to:
previous_prefix

Reason:

The update failed at the Table.Column listed in the message. Attempting to roll back the changes to preupdate prefix value
(previous_prefix).

Action:

Review other log messages in SYSLOG that explain the cause of the problem. Take corrective actions and retry the
operation after all errors have been fixed.

MSMM0202E
prefix_action of SfsPrefix from: previous_prefix to: new_prefix - action_status

Reason:
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The message displays the status of the SfsPrefix update. prefix_action can take a value of Update or Rollback.
action_status can take a value of Started or Finished.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational. However, if the update completed in error, review other log
messages in SYSLOG for more information.

MSMM0203S
The rollback of SFS Prefix changes failed. Some column values may still contain the new prefix. Manually check
and update any necessary columns. See SYSLOG for details of updated tables

Reason:

The rollback has failed.

Action:

Manually check and update necessary columns (some table columns may have the new prefix). See SYSLOG for details
of updated tables.

MSMM0204E
Validation of Mount Point values failed validation; Reason: error_text

Reason:

The values entered for the mount point are not correct.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the command.

MSMM0205E
The length of the new MountPoint value in table: table_name, column: column_name, exceeds the maximum
allowed length of: maximum_length_allowed

Reason:

The maximum length of a USS path was reached. Validation failed.

Action:

Shorten the length of the new prefix.

MSMM0206E
prefix_action of Mount Point from: previous_prefix to: new_prefix - action_status

Reason:

The message displays the status of the Mount Point update. prefix_action can take a value of Update or Rollback.
action_status can take a value of Started or Finished.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational. However, if the update completed in error, review other log
messages in SYSLOG for more information.
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MSMM0207S
The rollback of Mount Point changes failed. Some column values may still contain the new prefix. Manually check
and update any necessary columns. See SYSLOG for details of updated tables

Reason:

The rollback has failed.

Action:

Manually check and update necessary columns (some table columns may have the new prefix). See SYSLOG for details
of updated tables.

MSMS001E
MCS Parser could not find value for parameter. Value is NULL

Reason:

The MCS file of the package is faulty, and the package cannot be processed.

Action:

Correct the parameter in the MCS file. If the package is provided by Broadcom, save and report this message to
Broadcom Support.

MSMS002E
Initialization of next component has failed: component_name

Reason:

An internal error has occurred. Startup of the component failed.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MSMU0001E
An unexpected error occurred

Reason:

An internal error occurred during the processing of your request.

Action:

1. Look in the CSM logs for further information.
2. Export the error message.
3. Contact Broadcom Support.
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New Method of Software Maintenance
Includes information on how to use a new software maintenance application - z/OSMF Software Update.

As a systems programmer, you are responsible for keeping your systems current with product maintenance to ensure
optimal system usage. To do so, use the IBM® z/OS Management Facility (z/OSMF) Software Update task. Software
Update provides an easy to follow wizard that guides systems programmers of all levels through the maintenance
process. z/OSMF Software Update offers a modern approach to software maintenance and provides the following
features:

• Corrective Service
Enables you to install a software update to fix an issue

• Preventive Service
Enables you to install vendor-recommended software updates

• FIXCAT
Enables you to install software updates (Fix Categories) that provide a new function to a system

NOTE
We continue to support CSM Software Manager (CSM) Version 6.0 and Release 6.1. However, we are not
adding new features to CSM. We recommend that you use z/OSMF Software Update to apply maintenance to z/
OS software.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following software requirements before you use Software Update:

• Configure z/OSMF as described in the IBM Knowledge Center and address the z/OSMF security requirements for
ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable.

• Apply all z/OSMF Software Update related maintenance from IBM.
• Register your SMP/E environments (CSIs) in z/OSMF Software Management. For more information, see Software

Management task in the IBM documentation.
TIP
Follow the instructions in the knowledge base article and use the Migration Tool to register your existing CSM
SMP/E environments (CSIs) to z/OSMF Software Management.

• Receive all PTFs, HOLDDATA, and Broadcom Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS). For more information, see
Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval.

NOTE
You can install only SYSMODs that are already received in the GLOBAL zone of the CSI.

Use Software Update

Log in to your instance of z/OSMF and click the Software Update icon on the desktop. If the Software Update icon does
not appear on the desktop, open the App Center in the bottom left corner.

You can now maintain software instances, using the z/OSMF Software Update functionality. For more information on how
to use Software Update, see Software Update in the IBM documentation.
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Additional Resources

Product Education

• Education Portal
• How To Videos

Product Reference

• CSM Software Manager Bookshelf (Release 6.1)
• CSM Software Manager Bookshelf (Version 6.0)

Product Support

• CSM-Enabled Products
• Fix Strategy
• Release and Support Lifecycle Dates
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005-2022 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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